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A

Abbas Khan, 282.
'Abdullah Qutb Shah, coins of,

317.
'Abdul Wall, Maulavi, on the

Bahmani Dynasty, 463.
Ruba'iyat of 'Abu-Sa'id ibn

*Abu' Kliayr, edited by, 421.
on a persian distich, xcii.

Abdur-r-Rezak, his Matldus sadain,
225.

Abu Bakr, 466.

Abul Fath Tughril-us-vSutani, ruler
of Bihar, 52.

Abu'l Hasan coins of, 317.
Abu Sa'id ibn Abu'l Kliayr, Rub-

5'iyat of, 421.

Accessory buds in cotton, 25.
Achalesvara, temple of, 169.
Agvnis, the twins, 118,
Adasgadh, 179.

Adina Mosque, 220,

Adityas, 126.

Adpur or Atpur, 177.
Advalta-prakasa, 223.
Aeoleaihes induta^ 19U
Aetohatis narinari, ii.

,, species exhibited, ii.

Afghan rulers of Bengal, 212.

Agraahal, battle of, 230.
Agni, 117,

Agra mint, Jahangir's
the. 325.

rupees of

>> rupees of Akbar from
the, 321.

in Bareilly district.

Ahi, 418.
Ahichattra,

271.
Ahirbudhua, 116.

Ahmad Shah Bahadur 's coins,
336, 342.

Ahmad Shah Durrani, coins of,

_ 339, 345.

Ahmadabad
323.

mint, rupees of the,

Ahaanabad, coins of the Bahmani
Kings of, 309.

Aitchison on manna, 33.
I

(

Aitpoor, inscription from, 177.
Ai-ya-see-ting, King, 221.
Aja Ekapad, 117.
Ajmir Mint, rupees of Akbar from

the, 319.
Akatia Khal, 367.
Akbarnagar, 232.
Akbarpur-Tanda, rupees from the
mint of, 320.

Akbar Shlhi, parganah, 262.
Akshopa, 7.

*Alamgir II, coins of, 336, 342, 343.
*Alau-d-din Ahmad Shah, II, coin

of, 312.

'Alau-d-din *Ali Shah, 204.
Alau-d-din Bahman Shah I (Hasan
Ganga), coins of, 309.

Alau-d-din Firuz Shall, mosque,

Alau-d-din Hasan, King of Gul-
barga, 463.

'Alau-d-din Husen Shah, Bang
209. ' ~ ^

*Alau-d-drn Jani, deposed, 51.
*Ala-ul-hak, 227.
Alhang, Amir, 294.
Alhagi camelorum, manna of, 33.
*A1I, an Army Inspector of Kudr.

204.

'Ali-i-Mardan, Governor, 215.
Alina, copper-plate inscriptions of

182.

Altars of Stone at Naqsh-i-Rustam,
296.

Alwar, the tomb of Eaja Bukt-
awar at, 141.

*Aly Shah, pr. n., 204.
Amanna, 163.

Amarchahd, 177.
Ambiea Caran Sen, Babu, on the
Hero-Gods of the Rig-Veda,
95.

Amin Klian, 55.

Ammonium platinichloride, 266.
Amoghar^iddhi, 7.

Amorphosoma^ 194.
Amrao, the name on coins of

Sind, 309.
Amreli, 175.

Ami-tananda , Brian Hodgson *s

Pandit, 47.
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Amta, temple of Melai Candi at,

145.

Anand taluka, 170.

Anandapura or Anarthapura, 170,

181.
Anarttapura, 171.

Anga, country of, 12.

Angabin, 31.

Angiras, 97, 99,

Anhydrite, 269.

Annandale, N., on the theory of

Souls among the Malays, 59.

Antichak, 7.

Anulia grant, 469.

Aodha river, 418.

Aor Khan of Lakhanawati, 214.

Aptya trita, a vedic god, 96.

Arisaema concinnum, 198.

,, speciosujn, 198.

Arsalan, 293.

Arslan Klian, 55.

Arwal, Pergana, 163.

Arya (Ambika), the adoration of,

176.

Aryadasi, 276.

Asadhara, 172.

Asar-i-Ajam, 292,

'Asi Ma'sum Kabuli, 213.

Asikadurga, 168.

Assam, two inscribed guns from,
465.

Astragalus, 33.

Astukhudus, 67.

Asvaghosa. an epic poem of, 165.

,, his Buddha carita, 47.

Ata, Maulana, tomb of, 226.
Atapika Gahabarya, 239.
Atharva, 128.

Atharvans, 97.

Athel, 32.

Athwya or Athoya, the Avesta
on, 128.

Atisa or Dipankara Srijnana, 2,

Atreya, gotrd, 175.

Atri, Rsi, 99.

Atul Chandra Ghosh, on Ammo-
nium platinichloride, 263.

Aurangzeb, coins of, 332, 341.
Avalokitesvara, 8.

Avesta, on Trita, 128.

,, its relation to the Rig
Veda, 139,

Ayasya, 103.

A'zam Shah, coins of, 221.
AziDahuka, 129, 407.
A*zun Khan, Vizier, 228.

Azizullah Kl:ian, Mirza of Shiraz,
280.

the Rig

Jahan

B

Baba Klian, 213.

Babylon , reference in
Veda to, 407.

Badan, 54.

Badaun, the feudatory of, 52.

Badi, 60.

Baduyya Vatagrama, 261.
Bagerhat, tomb of Klaan

at, 150.

Bagha, mosque at, 150.

Bahadur Shah II, ffing, 212.
Bahadur Shah, King Bengal, 720,

20_2.

Bahadur Shah of Gujarat, coins
of, 316.

Bahawalpur State rupees, 346.

,, old coins from, 331.
Bahman bin Isfandyar, King of
Iran, 463.

Bahmani Kings. 314,463,
Baidyanath, temple of, at Kalna,

145.

Bailey, Rev, T, Grahame, his
supplement to the Panjabi Dic-
tionary, 477.

Bais-hazari, 227.

Baker, Sir William, on the river
Damodar, 395.

Bakht-yar Khan, tomb of,

148.
Baktawar, Raja, tomb of, 141.
Balabhadra Kunda at Mathura,

276.
Baladitya, Chatsu inscription of,

169, 177.

Balanagar-Gadha, mint of Shah,
rupees of the, 326.

BalSpur mint,
324.

Balaram, temple of, 146.

Balbani Yiiz-baki, Malik, 64.

Balcandra, temple of, 144.

Ballala-bari, 201.
Ballala Sena, 469.
Ballalbari, 200.
Balut, 33.

Bana Mata, 174.

Banar, river, 372.

Bandar, an inscription at, 207.
Bandar Khalji, 203.

Bandhara, a Chpipa caste called,

187.

Bansbefia, the temple of Hamse-
svari at, 144,

Banu *Abdulla, a coin of, 309.

Bapa, 170.
Bapsjl, 179.
Bappa, Bappaka, 169, 170.

Bara Sona Masjid, 209.

rupee of the.
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Barahdari Mahalla, Bihar, the
shrine at, 55.

Baraigraraa, 459.

Baral river, 459.
Barbak Shah II, King, 207.

Barbak Shah , Riiknu-d-d in , see

Ruknu-d-din Barbak Shah.
Barda hills, 185.

Bargaon, town of, 5.

Barind town, 215.

Barnagar, S'aiva temple at, 146.

Basankot, fortress of, 201.
Batesa, 10.

Bate^wara of Prayaga, 10.

Bateswaranalha, 10.

Bateswaranatha Mahadeva, tern-

pie of, 7.

Baxa, temple of Raghunath at,

142.

Bayazid II, King of Bengal

,

230.

Beetles, 191.

Bengal cotton, 27.

Bengal, history of, 51.

Bengali temples, 141.

Berberine, 87S.
Berhantu or be-spirited, 61.

Bervigrama, 253.

Bhaga, 117.

Bhagwanlal Indraji, on the Mait-
raka tribe, 184,

Bhakti Ratnakara, extract from,
258.

Bhalkonda. 252.

Bhandarkar, D. R., on Guhilots,

167.

Bhahgerah, see Shamsiiddin.
Bharata, 351.

Bharata Natya?aatra, 352.

Bhartribhatta, 177.

Bhataka, 277-

Bhatarka, 183,184.
Bhati, 178.

Bhavadatta, 277.

Bhavanipur, jor-bangla temple at,

146.

Bhera-ghat, inscription of Alhna-
devi at, 168.

Bhim Singh, Rana of Udaipnr,
177.

Bhindia Bigha, a copper plate

found in the fields of, 163.

Bhoga Raula, 172.

Ehotatig-kliani, 16.

Bhrigus, 97.

Bhupala, King, 1.

Bidhu Bhusan Dutt, on the roots

of Arisaema, 197.

Bihar, sack of, by Muhammad-i-
BaWit-ySr, 51.

„ the Great Dargah of, 52.

Bijapur rupee of Kam Baldish,
328.

Bilhari, capital of the Cedi Kings,
141.

Bimala-ratna-lebkhana epistle, 2.

Bimbisara, King, 12.

Binoda Bihari Vidyabinoda, Pan-
dit, on Revanta, 391.

Bipradasa, on Saptagrama, 253.

Biyabana, Raja, 227.

Bloch, Dr. T., obituary notice of,

cxvii.

Boil, Delhi, parasite of, xciv.

Brahmakhatri caste, 180.

Branching of the cotton plant, 25.

Bread, unleavened, 43.

Breeding of Indian Cottons, 23.

B^-haspati of Ra^h, 98, 225.

Brind aban Chandra , temple of,

145.

Brown, J. Coggin, on stone imple-

ments from Tengueh, 299.

Buddha carita, of Asvaghosa, 47.

Buddhadasa, 241.

Buddhauandi. 240, 241.

Buddharaja, Prince, 170.

Buddharaksita, 242.

Buddhasana, 7.

Buddhavarman, 244.

Budhagnpta, 184.

Budha S7va temple of Raghunath-
pur, 144.

Budhuka, 275.

Budhvani State, 179.

Buds of cotton, 23.

Bukhtvar Klian, tomb of, H6.
Bulcand Ray, 234.

Buprestidae, 191.

Burhan Oazi, or Nasir Muliam-
mad,248.

Burial Ceremony among Malays, 38.

Burkill, I. H., on Coptis, 73.

on Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf.

89.

on the drug Astukhudus, 67.

C

Csesar Fredrick, a Portuguese tra-

veller, 256.

Cainpur, Baldityar Ivlian's tomb
at, 148,

Caitauya Deva, temple of, 146.

Caitanya's jof-bahgla temple at

Guptipaya, photograph of, 160.

Can-calaroof style of temples, 147.

Candra Kona, temple of Bame-
^vara at, 144.

Cannon, 465.

Catapatha Brahmana, 407, 408.
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Caturmukha from Ramnagar, in-

scribed, 276.

Cawalistan 'urf Kamru, The coins
of Sikandar Shah, 220.

Cedrus Deodara^ 190.

Cerambycidae, 191.

Chah-i-Kalch-i-Bandar, 297.
Chahamana Prthviraja, 168.
Chainpur, tomb of Bakhtyar

Klian at, 146.

Champa, Hiuen Tsiann-'s visit to
7,9.

Champanagar, city, 7,

Chandi Kavya mentioned in Sat-
ganw, 253.

Chandra, 253.
Chardin, travels of, in Persia, 286.
Charkh-i-Almas, 284.
Chatsu inscription of Baladitya,

169. .

Chatterji, G. C, on urticaria, cxvi.
Chaudhuri, B. L., on mosquito eat-

ing larvae of Haplochilus,

Chemistry, Congress of Applied,
cv.

Chermes mannifer, 363.
Chhiha caste, called Bandhara

187.

Chinese Coptia, 73.

Chitorgadh, 174.

,_,
the inscription at, 168.

Chitra, i.e., Chitrakilta, 174.
Chloroxylon Smetenia, 191.
Chota Sona Masjid of Firozpur

209. ^
'

Chotidargarh, inscription at, 208.
Chunakhali, inscription at, 208.
Cigale phalenoideverte, 363.
Coccus manniparus, 32.
Colgong, Hill-house of, 8, 10.

,, range of hills at, 1.

Copper plate inscription found in
Amunna, 163.

,, of Gayada Tunga Deva,
347.

,, of Madhainagar, 467.

,,_
of Sohgaura, 460.

Coptia anemonaefalia , 74,81.
aaphnifolia^ 74,
brackypetala, 74, 81, 87.
chinenai^, 74.

japanica^ 84.

laciniata, 74.

occidentalism 83.

orientalise 74, 80.

quinquefolia, 74.
teeta, 73.

irifolia, 73.
Corneille le Brun, voyages of,

f »

Corpse, disposal of, among Na^jas,
37.

Cotoneaster nummtdariay manna of,
33.

Cretaceous rocks, 57.
^rustigu, 1 14.

Crystals, measurement of angles,
en.

Cytnbidium giganteiim, used in
death ceremonies, 42.

Cymbium exhibited, ii.

Gymbopogon Martini^ 90.

*

D
Dacca, 233
Dadiilchi, 120.

Dadhikarna, 238.
Dadhyang, 99.

Dahaka, 129.

Damodar River, 394.
Damodara, 476.
Damrail, temple of, 144.
Dancing introduced i n Iheal res,

355.
Darasbari, inscription found near

207.
Dargah of Bihar, the great, 52.
Dargah of Zafar Khan Qiiazi,

Sanskrit inscriptions in the, 245.
Darzi Bazil, parganah, 375.
Das Arbuda, slain by Indra, 110.
Das Gupta, H. C, on a Oonio-
mya, 57.

Da5abhuja, temple of, 145.
Daud, King of Bengal, 230.
Daudnagar, 163.
Daulat Shah-i-Balka, rebelled in

Lakhnauti, 53.
Delhi coins, earliest, 52.
Deopara inscription of Vijavsena,

180, 468.
Derawar, fort, 331.
De-si-sangye Gya-tsho, 15.
Devapala, King, 1.

Devapatrasahi-Vasudeva , Maha-
raja, 276, 277.

Devaputra Huvaska, King, 244.
Deva temple, 10.

Devikot, 208, 215, 216.
Devila, 238.

Dhanaidaha, 459.
Dhanaj, Mughal coins found in,

383.
Dhanaka, 179-
Dhania Dusadh, a copper plate

found by the wife of, 163.
Dharasena, 184.
Dharavala, 276.
Dharma Baksa, Pandit, 49.
Dharmadatta', 238, '239.
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Dharmapala, King, 1, 12.
Dhartita's Natyasastra, 359.
Dhira-pala, King, 1.

Dhruvamitra, 272.
Dhruvasena I, King, 184.
Dhujasiri, 275.
Dhiijhavala, 275.
Diamond wheel, 284.
Dicaeum erythrorhynchus , 193,
Digambara Image, 275.
Digambara temple at Ramnagar,

273.

Dima, the third drama, 368.
pingal dialect, 179.
Dipankara Srijnana, High Priest,

2,4.
Divyadeva, Pandit, 47.
Diwan Ba^, seven brass cannon

found under ground in the vil-

lage of, 367.

Dramas, the first, 355.
Draupadi's Rath, 147, 161.

Dronasungha, 184.

Dryocoetes Hewetti, 194.

Dulcitol, 365.
Dumdumma, fort, 216.
Durrani coins, 332, 340.
Durvasa-asrama, 10.

Dvadasa-mandira, style of temples,
145.

Dvita, 122.

Dyaus, 101.

E

Egaro Sindhu, fort at, 372.
Ekalinga, 174._

Bkalinga-mahatmya, 171, 174.
Ekata, 130.
Ekdala, 200.
EklakhT tomb of Hazrat Pandua,

148, 149, 162.

Ekradala, 273.
Eksidi, 277.
Elceagntis, 189.

Elceode^idon glauciiyrij 365.
Elichpur mint, rupees of the, 323.

Embankments of the river Gandak,
395.

Euonymus atroptirpureus ^ 366,

crennlatuSf 366.

faponicus, 366,
penduheSj 366.

Euphria^ 363.

Exudation of Tamarisk, 31.

F

Fakhru-d-din Mubarak Shah, ruler
of Lakhnauti, 203, 204.

Fakhr-ul-^Iulk Karim-ud-din L a-

gbrl, 214.

? 9

Famine food, Ariaaema as, 197,
Farrukh Siyar's coins, 334, 342.
Fath Klian, tomb of, 148, 150,

162.

Fath Shah, Jalalu-'d-din, 207.
Fatimah. 375.

Plroz Shah, King of Bengal, 702,
201,

Firoz Shah II, King, 207.
coins of, 311.

Firoz Shah III, 'Alau'd-din, 210.
Firozabad, 251.
Firozpur, golden mosque of, 150.
Fish eating larvse, xxxvi.
Folkore, Persian, 279.
Franklin's travels, 291.

Ftilgora^ 363.

G

Gadadhara Simha, King of Assam,
466.

Gadamardana, Raja, 10.

Gahapala, 273.

Gahavala, 276.
Gaibinatha Mahadeva, temple of,

6.

Gajranla, 324.

Gajsingh, the Maharaja of Jodh-
pur, 178.

Gandervva, 129.

Gandhamardana, Raja, 10.

Gandhara, 8.

Gandharva Vigvavasu, 116.

Gandharva Vivasvan, 98,

Ganesa, dynasty of, 149, 223.

Ganeschand, 177.

Gangarampur, 200.

inscriptions, 54, 248.

Garni, 142.

Garni temple, 153.

Gaur, notes on, 199.

the mosquo at, 147, 150,

Fath Klmn's tomb in, 162.

Gaurishankar Ojha, Pandit, 171.

Gavan, 31.

Gavashthira, 175.

Gayuda Tunga Deva, inscription

on the plate of, 348.

Garhi, fort of, 230,

Gaz, 31.

Gazangabin. 31.

Gazraula, rupees of the mint of,

323.

Geniometer, improved, cii.

Geographical information, from the

Natyasastra, 359.

Gezanjabin, 31.

Gliehzo 23.

Ghiasuddin ^Mahmud Shah, Sultan,
256.

f ?
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Ghiyas-ud-din, A*zam Shah, 220.
Ghiyagud-din Bahadur Shah,

Sultan, 212.
Ghiyasud-din 'Iwaz, Sultan, the
embankment of, 214.

Ghiyasud-din, Jalal Shah, 212.
Ghiyasu-'d-d

King, 216.
Ghiyasud-din Taghlak, 202.
Ghost Bug, 363.
Gibson, C. M., on Persian Folklore

concerning the Ruins of Perse-
polis, 279. [144.

Goaltore , temple of Balcandra,
Goamalli, inscription from, 202.
Gobhilaputra, 168.
Goil or Goyal, a tribal name, 168.
Gokarna, 252.
Gokulcand, temple of, 145. [330.
Gokulgarh, MogiKal Mint of, 329,
Ooniomya, 67.

Gopala, King, 1.

Gopalganj, Radliaki-isna temple
at, 144.

' ^

Oossypium arboreum, 27.
herbaceum, 27.
indicum, 29.

neglectum, 27.

., buds and branching of,
23.

Govardhana, 254.
w

Govindadeva Sarman, 469, 476.
Govindapala, King, 471.
Graeco-Bactrian Silver Coins, 307.
Grahadata, 179.

99

fi

9 f

Grahamitra, pr. n., 273,
Graha>iri, 274. ": :-

Grave, Naga, 37.
Guhadatta, 172, 174, 180.
Guhila, 180.

Guhilakhyanvaya, 169.
Guhilaputra, the Sanskrit form of

the word Guhilot, 168,
Guhilots, note on, 167.
Gulbarga, Kings of, 463.

yf coins of, 309.
Gufija, village, 176.
Guptipara, temple of Brindaban-

chandra at, 142,
temple of Caitanya

Deva at, 146.
Ramchandra temple

at, 141.

f 9
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H
Habshi Kings, 207.
Hadigarh, 261.
Haft Iqlim, of Amin

463.
Ahmad Razi,

174.

Haibat Khan, 375.
Haji Ilyas, a nobleman of the

Court of *Ali Shah, 204.
Haji Muhammad Kandahari, 208.
HajT Mutamid-ud Daulah, Govern-

or of Shiraz, 283.
Harhsapula, King of Mewar, 168.
Hamlesvarl, the temple of, at
Bansbefia, 144.

Hansi fort, 168.
Haoma (Soma), 129.
Haplochiltis , eating larvae, xxxvi.
Haraprasad Shastri, on a new MS.

of Buddha Charita, 47.
on the origin of the Indian drama,

351.

on the recovery of a lost epic
by Asva Ghosa, 165.

Harinandi, 274.
Htiripur, 216.
Harischandra Rfly, Raja of Seora-

phuli, 143. •

Harlta, 170, 174.
Haritarasi, the sage, 170,
Hasan Kakuya, 463.
Hassan Klian Sur, tomb of, 148.
Hastisena, 274.
Hathiagarh, 251. '/

Hazrat, 227. .

Hazrat Jalal, Sunargaon entitled,
219.

Hazrat-i-jalal, 226.
Hemadeva, 276.
Hemanta Sena, 469.
Hemtabad Mosque, at Dinajpur,

150.

Hero gods .of the Rigveda, 95.
Herodotus on manna, 31.
Hilal, mosque built by, 229.
Hindu theatre, forms of, 354.
Hindua Sooraj, *• Sim of the
Hindus", 167.

Hiranya, 254.
Hisar-i-FIruza, rupees from the
mint of, 322.

Hiuen Tsiang, 3, 9, 10.
Hooper, D., on the Secretion of

Phromnia marginella, 363,
on Tamarisk manna, 31.

Horamudkhapharuj 242, 244.
Huang-lien, 78.
Husain Shah, jof-bangla of

time of, 146.

Husainabad Buzurg, 252.
Husainuddin Aburij a, ruler of

Tirhut, 203.
Husamu-d-din *Iwaz, 215.
Husein Dynasty, 209.
Huaen Shah ' Alau-d-din , See

Alau-'d-Din Husen Shah.
Huviksa, King, 274.

the
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r

I-bak, styled Aor Klian, 214.
Ibrahim Khan, Governor of Bengal,

232. ~"

Ibrahim Rharki of Jaunpur, 228.
Ikhtiyaru'd-din Yuz-bak-i-Tughril
Khan, Malik, 53.

Ilyas Shah, the dynasty of, 218.
Imamzadeh Ismail, 282.
Indian Drama, the origin of, 361.
Indra, invokedby RsiKutsa, 100.
Indrayatra, Natyasastra connected

with, 353.
Indrokhera, grant of Skandagupta,

460.

Indu, Soma, 105.
Inglis, W. H., on the rivers of

Bengal, 393.
Insects in the Gez tree, 31.
Iqrar Khan Governor of Satganw,

249
'Is_a Klian, 370 and 372.
Isa Klian of Bhati, his treaty with
_Shahbaz lilian,* 222.

Isanesvara, temple of, at Basa, 145,
Islam Klian, Governor of a Bengal,

232.
Islam Shah, 212.
Isma'il Ghazi, tomb of, 217.
Istakhar, reason for the name, 293.
Istakhruj, Amir, 294.
Itakad Klian, Nawab, Governor of

Bengal, 232.
I-tsing, traveller, 3.

*Iwaz, coins of, 51,

*I-yal-timish, marched against
LakhnautI, 53, 214.

,1 the unique trold coin
of, 51.

*lzzuddln Balhani Yilzbaki, ^lalik,

King 511.
'Izz-ud-din Jani, Ravert^^'s identi-

fication of 'Alauddin Jini with,
51.

*lzznddln Yahya *Azam-ul-Mufli,
Governor of Satganw, 249.

*Izzu'-d-drn Yahya, surnamed
A*zamul Mulk, ruler of Sato^aon,
203.

* Izz-ud-din Tughril-i-Tuglian K|ian,
as feudatory of Badaun, 52.

as Governor of Lukhanawati.
214.

J
Jadu, 224.

Jahandar Shah, coins of, 334, 341.
Jahangir Kuli Beg, pr. n. 212.
Jahangir Kuli Kiian, Governor of

Bengal, 232.

Jahun-Giri (hill of Jahun), 6.

Jahun-Griha (house of Jahun), 6.

Jaina bhandar, of Maudal, 177.

Jaina image, 273, 274.
Jaisingh, 232.

Jajnagar city, 214, 217-

Jalal-ud-din Muhammad, Sultan,
149.

Jalalu'd-din Ma'siid [alias Kulich)
Klian, 54.

Jalaluddin Tabrizi, 227-
Jalal-ul-hak Masud Shah JanT, 55.

Jalalat u'd-din Raziya, Sultana,
52.

Jalnapur mint, Jahaiiglr's rupees
of the, 325.

Jamaluddin, Sayyid, tomb of, 249.
Jamaya, the evolution of the idea

of, 108.

Jami mosque built by Sultan
Ghiyasuddin 'Iwaz. 201.

Janghira, the hill and the village, 6.

Janjan Miyan, mo.-que of, 150, 210-

Janki Ballabh Xarayan Singh of

Amanna, iri3

Jannatabad, Sher Shah's capital,

212.

,, mint, 221.

Jaola, coins found near, 30*^.

Japanese species of Coptis, 73.

Japsa, temple at, 144.

Ja3\vant:fingh I, the son of (^-aj-

singh, 178.

Jayadasi, 274. [XensT, 178-

Jayamalla.. the father of Muta
Jethvas, ivs.

Jinalasi, 274,

Jivaka Bhiksu, of Udiyana,
inscription of, 237.

Jnanachandra Jati, 177.

Jnanapada, Sribuddha, abbot, 4,

Jof-baiigla style of temples. 146,

,. tejiipleof Caitanya, 160-

(h_>

K

Kadam Easul mosque at Gaur, 150,
"

206.

Kcha Insect, 37.

Kahalgaon, 10.

KaikaiSs, 463.

Kailwada, near Kumalgadh, 174.

Kaira, place, 170.

Kakasaghastu, the, 239.

I^aksals, occupied Tanda, 231.

Kaivfthals, 213.

Kalahagrama. See Colgong.
Kalidas Gajdani, alias t>ulaiman

Khan, a genealogical table of his

descendants, 371.
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Kalighat, temple at, 145.
KalTm-ullah bin Mahmud, coin of

313.
KalindT, river, 200,
Kam Bakhsh, the Bijapur rupee

Kamaru'd-din Kiran-i-Tamur
Klianu's-Sultani, Malik, King,

Kameo or evil spirit, 39.
Kamis, 15.

Kamrup, invaded by MudusuM-
din, 53.

•

Kaniska, King, 165.
KanUali mound at Mathura, 275
Kans, 223.

Kantanagar, S'rikanta temple of,
144.

Kantapura, 476.
Kanva, ilsi. 99, 117.
Kapilavastu, 1G5,

Karamsi, 178.
Kararani brothers, 213.
Karimu'd din 'Abu-al Makarim

Janu, Persian ambassador, 225
Karm Pal, Raja, 329.
Kartalab Kjian, 234.
KatacVichuri prince, 170.
Kathi Kasham or soul-departure

feast, 37.

Katlu Klian, 202.
Katyayana, 175.
Kavis, 97.

Kazairam, the place of departed
spirits, 38.

Kazi Fazilat, 212.
Kermes himalayensis, 191.
Kesava, 172.
Khalimpur, inscription of, 3.
Khalli pahar, hill, 10.
Khalsiadanga, river, 459.
Klian Jahan, as Governor of Orissa

213.

f, as Governor of Bengal,
230.

,, tomb of, 150.
Klian i-'A/am Mirza Koka, reoccu-

pied Tanda, 231,
Ivhant kolis of Girnar. 185.
Kharangabui, 33.
Kliawas Klian, general, 210.
Khillat, djstich on, xcii.
Kliizr Khan, Baisak, 212.
Khuda Niwaz Klian, Diwan, 375.
Ivhumana, 180.
Kliurram, prince, 232.
Kilhana, maternal uncle of the
Chahamana Pfthviraja, 168.

Kirman, 281,
Kirttichandra, Raja of Burdwan,

141.

Kiumurs, 295.
Kodinara, 175.
Kohela Vatsya, 359.
Kokto King, 38.
Kosi, river, 11.

K|-isna, Raja Sitaram Rava's
temple of, 144.

Krisna Chandra, temple at Kalna,
144.

Ksudraka, 460.
Kukad grant, the earliest Maihaka

inscription. 184.
Kumalgadh, temple of Mamadeva

at,_168.

Kumara, 47r>.

Kumara Oupta I, two inscriptions
of, 457.

Kumaramatya Maharaja, Nan-
dana, 163.

Kumarpala's Vadnagar prasasti,
183.

• ^ 1

Kumar^iri, 274.
Kumbha Rana of Chitor, 171,
Kutamai, 216.
Kutb-Shahl or Golden mosque of
Pandua, 150, 228.

Kutbu'd-DIn Klian-i-Chisti, Gov-
ernor of Bengal, 232.

Kutlugh Ivlian, the sword-bearer.
52.

Kutsa, Rsi, 97.

Kuveraratna Vajracarya, 166.

I

L

Lachhmidas Pradhan, 15
Lakhan-or Aor Khan, 201
Lakhanawatr, 52, 199, 200, 205,

Malik of. 52.
Lakhnauti, capital of Bengal, 205,

,, mint, 52.
Lakhnor, city, 214.
Lakshunavati, the remains of, 199
Laksmana Sena. Madhainarrar

grant of, 467.
"

Laksminarayan, temple of, at
Mahmudabad, 146.

Lalji, temple of, 143, 158.
Langakshi, 175.
Languages, mentioned in the
Natya S'astra, 360.

Laobla, 249.
Lavandula dentata, 67.

spica^ 70.

}> stoechas^ 67.
Leake, H. M., on Indian cottons

23.

Leea-gaz, 35.
Lei-hsieh-tzu or thunder wedges

300. ""
'

t 5
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Lha Lama Ye-Shes-Od, King, 2,

Loka-pala, King, 1.

Lophosternus Hugelii, 194.
Loranthiis, damage done by, 192.

spreading of, 193.

longifforus, 193.

vestitus, 192.

> I

M

31
r

Machilus odoratisaima, 189.
Maddapore, 148.

Madhainagar grant of Laksmana
Sena, 467.

Madhyamika doctrine, 4.

Magic arts for finding treasure,
282.

Mahabhavagupta, plates of, 347.
Mahadeva, 172.

Mahakhnsapara, 460.
Mahammad Klian Sur, Governor,

212.

Mahanadi, survey of, 397.
Mahananda and Kalindl, 229.
Maharajakanikabhha, 166.
Maheswardi, parganah, 375.
Mahi-pala, King, 2.

Mahisantos, 206.

Mahmud II, 315.
Mahmud Shah, coin of, 313.
Mahmud Shah 111, King, 210.
Mahmud Shah Durrani, coins of,

339, 345
Mahmijdabad, temple of Balaram

at, 146.

,, temple of Kfisna
at, 144.

,

,

temple of Lakshnil
narayan at, 146.

MahmOdi Dynasty, 205.
Mahuva, inscription, 169.
Maibaiig, capital of Kacar, 141.

Maihaka inscription, 154.

Maitraka, 184.

Majlis Nur, Governor of Satganw,
249.

Majlis-ul-majalis, 250.
Majniin Klian, defeat of, 230.
.Makhdum Shaikh Akhi Siraju-d-

din, the tomb of, 209.
Makhdum Shaikh Xuru-I-hak, 22S.

Maklilis, servant of Fakhruddin,
203.

Makhsus Klian, 233.

Makhausabad, 233.

Maki, 30.

Malay Language, poverty of, 65.

Malda, old, trade of, 229.

Malik Balbani Yilz-baki, King, 54.

Malik *Izzu'd-din Muhammad, son
of Bakht-yar Klialj, 51.

Malik *lzzuddln Tudiril-i Tug^han
Klian, Ruler of Bengal, 52.

MaUk Saif-ud-din Tbak-i-Yu ghan-
tat, the successor of 'Ala-ud-din
Jani, 51.

Mahk Tu^ril, 214.

Mallayastika grant of Xaudana,
163.

Mallesvara, temple of, 146
Malwa Sultans, coins of, 315.
Mamadeva, temple of, 168.
Mamallupuram, Dranpadi's Rath

at, 147, 161.

Man, 216.

j\Iana, 419.

Mandal, the Jaina bhaudar of, 177.
Mandaran, 217.

Mangars, 15.

Manirava, 276.
Manna, 31.

Manna Israelitarura, 32.

Manna-like secretion of Phromnia
36.

Manna tamariscina, 32.

Mannitol, 365.

Mansingh, 231.

Mantra-vajracharyas, 4.

Manu, Rsi, 99.

Markanda, the Puri temple on the
tank, 141, 143.

Marsilea quadrifoHa, conditions of
spore formation, xcvi.

Marsilea vestita, xcvii.

Maruts, 101.

Marwar, 178.

Ma'sum Ivlian, 373.
Matali, 97.

Matari^va, 116, 120.

Mathura^ inscribed base
Rodhisattva image from, 272.

Mathura inscriptions in the Intlian

Museum, 237-244.

Matla'us-suduin of Abdur r-Rezak,
225.

Matricota,

of a

166.

Maulana Ata, tomb of, 215.

Mazandaran, 293.

Mazar of Zufiir Ivlian Ohazi, 245.

McCay, Capt. D., on effect of salt

on blood corpuscles, cxvi.

Medapata, ?'.e. , Mewar, 174.

Medhyatithi, 114.

Megaw, Capt. J. W, D., on a case of
Syringomyelia, cxvi.

Melai Candi, temple of, 145.

Memoral stone, Xaga, 40.

Mer, 185.

Mervada, 185.

Mervdasht, the plain of, 279.

,, origin of the name of,

292.
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Mtshed-i-Murghab, 293.
Mewar, the royal dynasty of, 167.
Mihiras, 184.
Mihrbak, 250.
Ming dynasty, history of, 221.
Mints of the Bengal rulers, list of,

211.
Mir Jaifer Tabeat on Gez, 32.
Mir Jumla, Governor of Bengal,

233.
^

Mirza Hindal, 212.
Mishmi Tita, 73.

Mitra, 182.

Mitrasiri, 274.
Molucella, 70.

MonmohanChakravarti, on Bengali
temples, 141.

,, the History of Bengal,
51.

J, on Gaur, 199.

,, on Sikim Copper Coins,
15,

Monopodium of Gossypinm, 23.
Mosquito larvae, eaten by fish,

xxxvi.
Motia grass, iJO.

Mudanmohan, temple of. at Visnu-
pur, 143, 154.

Mu^al coins, -331, 33S, 340, 382.
Governors of Bengal, 231.
mints, 318, 381.

rupees of the Bahawalpur
Mint, 340.

Mughisu'd-din, Sultan. King, 53.
Mukunda Rama, on Satgaon, 253,
Muhammad 'Adil Shah of Delhi,

212.

Muhammad Akbar II, coin of, 344.
Muhammad Bakhtyar Khiliji, 5-

Muhammad Had!, Diwan of Bengal,
234. '

_ [55.
Muhammad-i-Arslan Tatar Klian,
Muhammad Bafi* Klian, 282.
Muhammad Shah, 224.

Muhammad Shah's coins, 335, 342.

Muhammad Shah I bin Bahman
Shah, coin of , 310,

Muhammad Shah II bin Mahmud
Klian, bin *A laud-din Bahman
Shah, coin of, 31 1.

Muhaminadi Shi 'an, despatched to
Lakhnor, 214.

Munawwar Klian, 367.
Munim Klian Khankhanan, Viceroy

of Bengal, 213, 230.
Munnoohur Khaner Bagh, 367.
Murad Bakh^, rupees of, 34

L

Murardanji, Kaviraja, of Jodhpur,
178.

Murehid Kuli K]ian, Nazim of Ben-
gal. 234.

»

•
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Murshidabad, 234.
Aluta XensI,
Muta Xensi-ri Khyat, a chronicle

of the Rajput tribes, 178.
Muzaffar Husain, Maulvi, 3G7.
Muzaffar Khan, Governor of Ben-

gal, 213, 231.

N
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?>

Nadir S|}ah, coins o , 339, 344.
Naga Ranla, 172.
Naga S'arman, 460. "

Nagam, 178.
Nagar, also called Vadnagar, 176.
Nagara Brahmans, their original 7 1.

Nagas, soul-departure feast"' of, 37-
Nage^var Misir, 163.
Nag-tcho, envoy, 2.

Nahrwala Pattan, rupees from the
mint of, 322.

Xahrvvalah, 51.

Nalanda, town of, 5, 8
Nanaka, the pra<a8tTs of. 175.

Nanda, 165.

Nandana, 163.

Naosar, copper coins found in,
315.

Naqqareh Khaneh, 295.
Xaqshi Rustam, bas-reliefs known

as, 279.
fire-temple at . 295.

a Martini-Henry
rifle in one of the
tombs at, 280.

Naqsh-i-Rustam 296.
Nara^amsa, 1 IS,

Narasiiuha Na^ial of Laur (Silhat),

_223.

Narayana, 182.

Narsinglidl, 374.

Nasib Shah, see Nasiru-d-Din
Basarat Shah,

Nasir INluhammad, alias Burhan
Qazi, 248.

Nasirud-din made governor of
Bengal, 202.

Nasiru'd-din Mahmud Shah, Sul-

tan, 53.

Nasir-ud-din Mahmud Shah II,

King, 208.

Nasir-ud-din Nasrat Shah, 209.

Xasir-ud-duniya Abul Muzaffar
Mahmud Shah, Sultan, ^5,

Xasrat Shah, Nasiru-d-din, see

Nasiru-'d-Dxn Nasrat Shah.

Natyaeastra, called the fifth veda,

362.
Natyasatra, schools of, 358.

Navagvas, 97.

Navaratna style of teinples, 144,
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Navaratna temple of Raghunath,
157.

Nawab-hat llnga, 145,

Nawadiya, 54.

Naya-pala, 2.

Nectary of Coptis, 78.

Nepatithi, 114.

Nerajol Raj Temple, 142.
Newars, ] 5.

Ni'amatu-]lah Shah, of Firozpur,
227.

Nibaran Chandra Bhattacharjee,on
Marsilea, xcvi.

Nilmani Chakravarti, on the plate
of Gayada Tunga Deva, 347.

Nimgachi, 468,
Nirriti, 122.

Nizamu'd-din Auliya, 227.
Noshizad, 169.

Nudiah, sack of, by Muhammad-i-
Bukht-yar, 51.

Nundoial Dey, on the Vikramasila
Monastery, 1.

Nupura Kunda, 258.
Nur Kutb-ul-'Alam, the saint, 224.

227.

Nurma cotton, 27.

Nusratabad, site of, 381.
Nyawa, 60.

O

Odantapurl, city of, 3.

Odina wodier, 189.

Oil of Cymbopogon, 89-

,, Lavender, 67.
O'liinealy, Major, on a tumour,

Oren, 79.

Onra ceremony, 40.
Oaval, caste, 178.
Ouseley, Sir William, on manna, 31.

y, ,, travels of, 291.

P

Pache-Khani, 16.

Pada-chandrika, 225.
Padmanath Bhattacharyya, on the

arcliaeological remains at Tezpur,
19.

Padvalpa, river. 418.
Palash Hat, 374.

Palibothra* 10.

Palmarosa oil, 90.

Pamvar, 17S.

Panca-ratna temple of Syamray,
156.

Panca-ratna type of temples, 141.
Panchala, 272.

^

t
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Panchan, river, 5.

Pandita Sarvabhauma, 225.
Pandua, Chinese account of, 229.

,, the Eklakhi tomb at, 118.

,, Firozabad, 217.
Kutb Shah! of, 160.

,, mosques at, 147.
Panis, cows of the, 103,

Panjabi Dictionary, supplement to,

477.

Paramesvar Dayal, on the MuUay-
astika grant of Nandana, 163.

Parasurama. 177, 178.
Parehwar, 307.
Parr^vanatha, image of, 247.
Parwiz, prince, 232.

Patalpuri cave, 8.

Patharghata hills, 7.

,

,

religious establish-
ment of, 8.

Paurvatitha, 175.

Pavamana Soma, 105.
Persepolis, hidden treasure at,

282.

stories concerning the
ruins of, 279.

„ spoliation of the tnmbs
at, 283.

superstitions connected
with, 294.

Persian coins, 332.
folklure stories concerning
ruins of Persepolis, 279.

Pettigrew, W., on the "son! de-
parture " feast, 37.

Phromnia inornaia, 363.
marginella, 363.
tricolor, 363.
t'ividula, 363.

Phthisis, resolution regarding,
xxxviii,

Phuti mosque, 229.
Pichli, 200.
Pietro dell a Valle, travels of, 289.
Pinua excelsa, 190.

,, lotigifolia, 70.

Platinibromide, ammonium, 266.
Platinichloride, ammonium, 266.
Porto Pequeno. Portuguese settle-
ment, 257.

Prafulla Chandra Ray, on ammo-
nium platinichloride, 263.

Praiia-Xarayana, King of Kuch-
Bihar, 466.

Prannath Ray, Raja of Dinajpur,
144.

Premakala, Opva poem, 217,
PrithivT, 10 i,

Pfithvisena, minister of Kuuiara
Gupta I, 457.

Pfithvi^vara, 457.
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Priyamedha, Rsi, 99.

Programme of a dramatical per-

formance, 356.

Prune lla vulgaris ^ 71,

Purnabhava, river, 216.

Purmia, 374.

Purvaranga, or the preliminaries of

a theatrical performance, 355-
366.

Pusa, 117.

Pusila, 274.

Pustigu, 114.

Putul Puri, 10.

Pyrops, 3G3.

Q

Qadir Shah, coins of, 316.

Quercus dilatatat 189,

incana, 189,

Loranthus on, 189.

Qutb-Sliahis of Haidarabad,
of. 317.

J J

>>

coins

R

Radhakfisna, temple atGopalganj,
144^

Radhaiyam, temple of, 143.

Rae Bhim Diw, King, 51.

Rafi'ud Darjat's coins, 335, 342.

Raghunath, temple of, 145, 157.

Raghunath Dasa^ temple of, 256.
Raghunathpur, the Budha Siva

temple of, 144. *

[167.
Raghuvansi,descendants of Raghu,
Rajanpiir Tehsil, 307.

Rajbhandandari, Subba Visnupra-
sada, see Subba Visnuprasad
Rajabhandari,

Rajgir, capital of Magadha, 6.

Rajmahal, 231.

Rakhal Das Bandyopadhyaya, on
inscribed guns from Assam,
465.

on the Madhainagar grant of
Laksmana Sena, 467,

on the Muthura inscriptions,

237,244._
on Saptagrama or Satganw, 245.

on the Scythian period of the
Indian history, 271.

Ramgopal Khan Chowdhry, tem-
ple built by, 145.

Rama Devi, 469, 476.
Ramchandra temple at Guptipara,

141, 155.

Rame^vara Dutt, Raja, 143.

Ramerivara, temple of, 144,

Ramnagar, inscribed Caturmukha
from, 276.

Ramnagar, Inscribed coping atone
from, 271.

,^ temple at, 273.
Ramnath Ray, Raja of Dinajpur,

144. _ _
Ramprasad Ray, lala, temple of,

144.

Rana Hastin, the grants of, 459.
Ranas of Mewar, 167.
Randra, 189.

Rangha, river, 418.
Rani Bhavani, foxir jof-bahgias

built by, 147.

Ranjit, river, 15.

Rasa, river, 418,
Rasika-priya, a commentary by
Rana Kumbha on Gita Govinda,
173.

Ras-manca, outside Visuupur fort,
146.

Ravishnagar Sagar mint. Shah
*AIam's rupees of the, 327.

Ravisvaroin, 163.

Raysingh, Ruthod Rao, 178.
Revanta, 391.'

Rewari, 329.

Rif 'ut Ghazi, 368.
Rikvans, 97.

Rivers, embankment of, 393.
Rohitagiri, 347. [276.
Rsabhanatha, Inscribed image of,
Rudradata, 274,

Rudradevaswami, pr. n., 274.
Ruh, 60.

Rukun'd-din Burbak Shah, 206,
247. _ ~ _

Rukunddin Kaikans Shah of
Bengal, 248.

Rukunddin Ruku Klian, 251.
Ruma, 419.
Ruthod, 178.

S

Sa'dl 374.

Said Khan, Governor of Bengal,
231.

Saifu-d-din FIroz Shah, 207.

Saifu-'d-din, Hamza Shah, 222.
Saifu-'d-din Tbak, Governor of

Bihar, 53.

Saile^vara, 457.

S'aiva temple of Uttarpara, 145.

Sajla Mankhbad, district, 249.

Saketaka, meaning of the term,
166.

Sakrajit, zemindar of Saptagrama,
254.

S'aktikumara, 177*

SSkyasri, the High Priest, 5*

Sallmi coins, 346, 377.
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Salsola foetida, manna of, 33.

Samanta Sena, 469.
Samarsirhha, King, 169.

Samavakara, the second dramSj
368.

Sambhax anatha, Inscription on
the base of an image of, 274.

Samsher Jang Bahadur Rana,
Maharaja Sir BIr, King of Nepal,
47,

Samvarani Manu, 114.

Sanaka, river, 418,
Sandilya's Natya^astra, 359.
Sang-i-pallaki'/29n.
Sangharama, II.

Sangharam, Vikramasila, monas-
tery, 5.

Sanhagade, a wife of Jayamalla,
178.

Sankmohan mosque, inscription at,

206.
Sanmara, 466.
^antipur, temple of Syamcand at,

145.

Saptagrama, antiquities of, 245.

Saramga, King, 169.

Saranyu, 415,

Sarcophagi at the Naqsh-i-Rustam,
280.

Sarkkarakshi, gotra, 181.

Sarsavni, plates of Buddharaja,
170."

Sarupade, a wife of Jayamalla,
178^

Saseram, tomb of Sher Shah at,

146.

Sataisghar, 219.

Satganw in Bengali
253.

T.iterature,

jy Mahomedan conquest of,

248.

,

,

Mahomedan governors
of, 248-

Satgaon, 202.

Satis Candra Vidyabhuaana, on
the date of a copy of the Svayam-
bhu Parana, 13.

Satrujit, zemindar of Saptagrama,
254,

Sattra Svarga-XarayanaDeva,466,
Sattrajit, zemindar of Dacca, 466.

Saundarananda Kaya, by A^va-
ghosa, 165.

Savarna, 114.

SSvatrana, 274.

Savita, 98.

Sayyids Hakim, 460.

Schleichera trifuga, 189.

Scolytidse, 191.

Scythian Period of the Indian
History, Records of the, 271.

Semangat, or spirit, 60.

Sen, A. C. , ^Ir,, on a reference to

Babylon in the Rig Veda, 407.

Shah *Alam II, mints of, 338.

,, _,. rupees of, 344.
Shah 'Alam Bahadur I, coins of,

333, 334, 341.

Shah Fazl-ullah, the shrine of,

55.

Shah Jahan's coins, 332, 340.
Shah Jahan II, coins of. 335, 342.
Shah Jahiln III, mohurs of, 338.
Shah Rokh, 225.
Shah S'afi, grave of, 247.
Shah Safiuddlu, tomb of, 226.
Shah Shnj*a, Prince, Viceroy of

Bengal, 232.
Shah Shuja Durrani, coins of, 34o.

,, ,, ,, moliura of,

339.
Shahbaz Klian, Governor of Ben-

gal, 222._
Shahjahanabad mohur, 336,
Shaildi Ahmad, 228.

Shaikh Akhi Siraju-'d-dm, 227.
Shaikh Anwar, 224.

Shaikh Zahid. 224.

Sharif Klian, tomb of, 374.
Sharifabad, 252.

Shahr-i-nan, 219.

Shamsi bath of Delhi, 219.
Shamsuddln Ahmad Shah, 225.

Shams-ud-din 'Ahmad, Sultan,
150.

Sliarasuddin Daud bin Muhammad
II, coin of, 311.

Shamsu'd-dm Ilyas Shah, 218.

Muzaffar Shah, 208.

Yusuf Shah, 206, 250.
inscription of, 247.

Shehr-i-Babak, 281.

Sher Khan, 55,

Sher Shah, 212.

tomb of, 146, 148.
Sherra or Priest, 39.

Shiah gaz, 34.

Shihabu-d-dm Bughra Shah, 202.
Shihabuddm Bayazid Shah, 222.

Shiah gaz, 34.

Shira-i-zarain , 35.

Shirkhi^t, 33.

Shorea robiista, 193.

Siah chob, 33.

Siamak, 295.

Sibsagar, 141.

Sidupati of the Kamboja family.
216.

Sikandar Shah, Sultan, 219.

Slkharasvami, 457.

Sikim Copper Coins, 16.

Sikla, 216.
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Siladitya, 169, 181.

Sila-sangara, 10.

Sila-sangama, 12. '

Silao, village of, 5.

Simha. King of the Mewar, 168.

Simlabad, 250.

Sind, coins of the Governors of,

308.
Singhada, parganah, 375,

Sirkar Ma'bud Khan, 369.

Siloda dynasty, 171.

Sisodiya, 178,

Sisodiya, origin of the name of, 180,

Sital Lakhya, 367.

Sitarama Raya, the temple of

Balaram built by, 146,

temple built by, 144.

Sivachand, 177.

S'iva^arman, 460.

StvaJTri, 273.

Skandagupta, Tndrokhera grant of,

400.

Sixteenth Century Cannon dis-

covered in the Dacca District,

,367. .' -

Sofia grass, 90.

Sohgaussa, copper-plate, 460
Sohinchari, 253.

Sommerfeldt, Prof. E., on Isomor-

phism between Anhydrite and
Barites, 269.

on the measurement of angles of

crystals, cii.

Sonatoli, 201.

Sonigra, 178.

Sbnitpur, 19.

Soul-departure, 37.

Soul, Malay theory of, 59.

Spityura, 407-

,

,

mentioned in the Avesta,
138,

Sphaerotrypes querci, 194.

Spores of Marsileay xcvi.

Srang, 15.

Sribuddha Jnanapada, abbot, 4.

S'ri-Deva, 172.

S'rikanta temple of Kantanagur,
144.

Stapleton, H. E., on sixteenth

century cannon discovered in

the Dacca district, 367.

Stebbing,E. P., on Loranthus, 189.

Sthane^varadasa, 460.

Stoechas, 67.

Stone implements, local beliefs

regarding, 300^
Subba VisnuprasadaR ajabhandarl

,

166.

Sudhauvan, son of, 98.

Sugar of secretion of ghost bug,

363.

Sulaiman Kararani ^ King of

Bengal, 229-230.

Sultanganj, 5.

Sumitira, 169.

Sunargaon, 202.

Sundari, 165.

Suraj Dhaj, 324,

Surendra Vikrama Saha Deva, the
King of Nepal, 16.

Surya, 101.

Suryavahsi , descendants of the
solar race, 167.

Sutherland, Major W. D., onpreci-
pitive test for human blood, ex.

Sutradhara, the stage manager,
356._

Svadha, 97.

Svaha, 97.

Svargga Narayana Deva Gadadhar
Simha, King of Saumara, 466.

Svayambliu Purana, 2,

Svayambhu-purana, S. C. Vidya-
bhusana's note on the date of
the,*_13.

Syamcand's temple at Slantipur,
H5,_159.

S'yfimray, temple of, 156.

»»

99

Tl

T

Taj Klian, 213.

Taj and Sulaiman, the Kararani
brothers, 213.

Taju'd-din Arsalan Khan Saujai-i-

chast, the Governor of Kafah,54.

Takht-i-Jamshid in Persia, 279.

Takht-i-Taus, or Peacock Throne.
295.

Tamarisk manna, 31.

Tamarix articulata, 34.

galUca, 32, 34.

macrocarpa, 34.

Pallasii, 34.

Tamur Klian-i-Kiran, King, 53.

Tanda, 229.

the removal of the capital

from Gaur to, 213.

Tangan, stream, 216.

Tangkhul Nagas, 37.

Tans, 295. [207*

Tantipara mosque, inscription at,

Tarake^vara, temple of, 145.

Taranjabin, 32.

Tarap Raja, 368.

Tarbiyat lvlian,pr. n. , 249.

Tarika, 273.

Tarpanadighi grant, 469.

Tatar Khan, 55.

Tatar l^an, foster son of Nasin>
d-din, 202.

5>
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Tatar Klmn, surnamed Bahrain
Klian, of Sunargaon, 203.

Tawarikh Malwa by Munshi
Karimud-din, 179.

Temples, types of, 150,

Tezpur, archseological remains at,

19.

Thankir, 51.

Tho-tub Namgye, Raja of Sikira,

16.

Thraetaona, of Athwya, 12S.

Thrita, 128.

Timur Shah Durrani, coins of,

339, 345.

Tipper, G. H., exhibit olCymhium,

Tirmi, collection of, 36.

Tombs at Perscpolis, 283.^

Torpedo mannovata, exhibited, ii.

Traitana, 130.

Tribenl, mosques at, 147.

Tripuradaha, the first drama
enacted, 355.

Trita, 95, 115, 136. [121.

,, as the god of the midregion,

Triveni, temple of, 245,

Tuah, or luck, 60.

Tuberculous disease, resolution

regarding, xxxviii.

Tugliril-i-Tugkan Khan, Governor
of Bihar, 53.

Tuk-KljanI, IG.

Tvastr, 102.

U

Ucchakalpa, the grants of the
Maharajas of, 459.

Udandapura, city of, 3.

Uddharana Datta, temple of, 254.

Ujjain mint, rupees of Akbar
from the, 318.

Ulugh Ajmal Klmn, 249.

Ulugli Khan-i-Azam, 54.

Ulugh MajUs Xur, Wazir, 250.

UKigh Masnad , Hindhu Klian,

Wazir, 250, 260.

Ulugh Nasrat Klian, pr. n., 249.

Uraurdan, Urmurdanor Azmurdan,
216.

Usa, lis.

Uttarpara, Saiva temple of, 145.

Vala, 124.

V

V

Vadnagar, 171, 176.

Vaijavapa, 174.

family, 172.

gotra, 174.

word, 408,
adeva Rsi, 410.

Vamri, origin of the

413.

Vaua, the fort of the King, 19.

Vana rajar gad, 20.

Varahasvami, 4G0.

Varana, 276.

Vasus, 113.

Vata, n7.
Veuugrama, 253.

Vibhuvasu, 116.

Vidyabhusana, Dr. S. C, see Satis

Candra Vidyabhusan.
Vijayaditya, 172.

Vijaysena, Deopara inscription of,

186, 469.

Vikramasila Monastery.
Vikramasila Sangiharam, monas-

tery, 5, 11, 12.

Vikramasila Vihara, monastery, 2.

Vilayeti Lukhnauti, 202.

Vlrasena, 469.

Visciim artictdatum, 189.

,, orientale, 191. [143.

Visnu, temple of, at Bilnsl^efia,

Visnupur, 142.

VTsvabhadra, 460.

Visvadeva Sarma, 460,

Visvarupa Sena, the grants of, 468.

Visvaslka-Vakamihira, gifts of

pillar-bases by, 242, 243.

Vitex Negundo, 365.

Vivanghaut, 129.

Vivasvan, 97, 415, 416.

W

Wall Muhammad, Majlis-ul-Majalis

Mansur, 209.

Waliullah Sultan bin Mahmud,
coin of, 313.

Wan, coins found in, 317-318.

Wazir Klian, Governor of Bengal,

231.

Worh-lui. 78.

Wonyai thing Ceremony, 41.

Ward, on manna, 35.

X

Xylotrechus Synei, 104.

Stebhingi^ 194
ft

Y

Yama, a member of the Angiraa

family, 09, 118, 407.
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Yamagartamandala, 348,
Yasodharman, King, 184.

Yezdegird, 169.

Yima, 1_29.

Yogacharya, doctrine, 4.
^

Yuen-chietvlei-ban, 229.

Yunnan, stone implements in, 299
Yusuf Shah, Sham^u-d-dln, 206

207.
Yuz-bak-i-Tughril Kl^an, King, 54

Z

Zafar Khan Ghazi, durgah of, 245.

mazilir of, 245.

Zafar Klian, Governor of Satganw,
H 248.

Zafarabad, 251.

rupee of Shah *Alani I,

328.
>>

>» site of, 384, 389.

>> » f

Zaiphar, in death ceremonies of

Nagas, 45.

Zaman Shah Durrani, mohurs of,

339.

,, rupee of, 345.

Zamyad Yast, 407.

Zarathustra, 129.

Zho, 15.

Zungliira, see Junghira.
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I. The VikramasUa Monastery

By NuNDOLAL Dey.

The Vilcramasila vihara was the latest Buddhist University
in tlie kingdom of Magadha, the modern province of Bihar. It
is said to li;»ve been founded by King Dharma-pnla. Almost all

the authorities ngive that DharmM-pala was the second king of
the PaUi dvnnsty. But according to thn Bhagalpur and Monghyr
plates he was the son of Go-p;ila, according to the Di»iajpur
plate he wa>^ the son of Loka-pala, and accox'ding to Abnl FazI,
who lias got Dliira-pala instead of Dharma-pala, he was the
successor of Bhu-pala. It is tlierefoi^e evident that G<i-pala,
Bhu-p^ila and Loka-pala were names of the same king, the first

of the Pala dynnsty.
According to Mr. Vincent A. Smith, Go-pala became the

ruler of Bengal about 815 A.D., an<l he is said to have reigned
forty- five years, or in other words from 815 to 860 A.D., and yet
he states that Deva-pala, fhe third king of the P;ila dynasty and
consequently the successor of Dhurma-pala, reigned from 853 to
893 A.DJ The dis<'repancy is potent on the face of these state-

ments, a»id no period has been assigned for the reign of the
second king Dharma-pjila, Dr. Rajendralala Mitra concludes
that Go-pnla ascended the throne in 855 A.D., and he a^^signs 20
yeais to each reign of his successors. Hence, according to him,
Dharma-pala ascended the throne in 87i>, and his successor Deva-
pala ill 8.>5 A.D.^ According to these two authorities, therefore,

Dharma-pala reigneti in the latter half of the ninth century of

1 Early History «.f India. 19'i4, p. 318
2 Indo-Aryans, vuh ii, p. 232.
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the Clunstian era. Ko dates being mentioned in the plates in

which the names of these kings occur, except with regard to

Mahi-pala, Dr. Rajendralala was obliged to adopt the average of

periods and reigns of the kings of other countries in order to

fix the dates of the kings of the Pala dynasty. The adoption

of the average may do very well for the purpose of constructing

history, but particular facts do not tally with these conjectural

dates. It is stated that the Vikmmasila vihara was founded by
Dharma-pala, and lience it must have been founded in the latter

half of the ninth century. The SwayambJiu Pardna, however,

mentions the name of Vikramasila vihara. From the colophon of

this work it appears that the book was written or copied in

Samvat 919 correspondiuij to 862 A.D.^
According to Dr. Rajendrahila therefore Dharma-pala must

have founded the monastery before he ascended the tlirone in

875 A.D. If it was founded in the middle of the ninth century,

then it certainly could not have be^n mentioned in a work writ-

ten about that period, as some time must be allowed to elapse

before an institution can acquire a celebrity.

I would cite anotlier instance in connection with the Vikrama-
sila vihara, where the fact also militates against the conclusion

arrived at by the application of the ju'inciple of average. Dipan-
kara Srijmina nlias Atisa, the Hierarch of Mngadha and High
Priest of the Vikramasila vihara, was invited by the Thibetan
Kinur Lha Lama Ye-Shes-Od to ivform the Baddhism of Thibet

which had become debased by the admixture of Ttintrik and Bon
mysticism. He arrived at Thihet in 1038 A.D.^ Nag-tcho, who
was sent by the king as an envoy to invite the priest, did not

x'eturn to Thibet till more than three years after his arrival in

India. He therefore came to India in 1034, while Naya-pala, the

son of Mahi-pala, Avas reigning in Magadha which included
Bengal. Dipan-kara also on his way to Thibet in the company of

IsTag-tcho, wrote to King "N'aja-pala from Nepal an epistle which
is still known by the name of Bimala-ratua-lekhana.^ Hence it is

evident that Naya-pala was reigning in Magadha at least from
1034, But according to Dr. Rajendralala, he did not assume the

sovereignty till six years after the arrival of Nag-tcho in India,

that is in 1040>

^ "^«^^ iX^ 1 ^5^ ?,?, Tf^qg^^r^T n *JM»?^ ^4^ I

W3nT^#tirw^^r'?t ^^nRrr^ ^^^r^^irouf^rfH^PfWi^ T^ ^5^^

[Swayambbu Purannm, published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.]

« Dr. Wafldeira Bndrihism nf Thibet, pp. 35, 36 and noteB.
3 Indian Pandifs in the f.and of Snow, pp. 57, 71, by Babu Saratcliandra

Das, CLE.; Dr. WaddellV Bnddf.ism of Thibet. '

Tndo- Aryans, vol. ii, p. 262.
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The inevitable inference that should be drawn from these
discrepancies is that either the chronology of the Pala kings
should be re-adjusted or the foundation of the Vikramanila
vihara should be ascribed not to Dharina-pala, but to his father
Go-pala who is described in the plates as a *' devout Buddhist*'
and "pious king," and who is said to have embellished his
capital Odantapuri or Udandapura, which has been identified
with the modem tow^n of Bihar,i with a magnificent vihara.
But we need not resort to the latter alternative or do violence to
the accepted opinion of the Vikramasila vihara being founded by
Dharma-pala. General Cunningham must have perceived the
absurdity to which we are landed by placing the accession of Go-
pala in the middle of the ninth century. He therefore adopted
the average of 25 years to a reign which placed the assumption
of sovereig!! power of Bengal by Go-pala in the latter half of the
eighth century. But with this even he was not satisfied ; he there-
fore stretched each regal period to 30 years, and thus brought
the accession of Go-pala to the early part of the eighth century.
He says, " Assigning 25 years to a generation and workin*r back-
wards from Mahi-pala, the accession of Go-pala, the founder of
the dynasty, wall fall in the latter half of the eightli century, or
still earlier, if we allow 30 years to each generation. By either
reckoning, the rise of the Pala djnasty of Magadha is fixed to
the eighth century A.D,, at which time great changes would
appe;ir to have taken place amongst most of the ruling families of
Northern India."^ It is enough for our purpose we have got
General Cunningham's authority that Go-pala became ruler in the
first half of the eighth century A,D., and therefore we can place
the accession of his ' son Dharma-pala in the middle of the
eighth centuiy A.D., or a little later.

It is therefore very probable that the Vikramasila vihara
was foil nrled in the middle of the eighth century or about that
time. We cannot, for any reason, place the found ntion of the
monastery anterior to the period of the Pala kings of Magadha,
that is, beyond the eighth century of the Cliriatian era. Hiueu
Tsiang and 1-tsing have not at all mentioned the name of Vikra-
masila vihfira, wiiich they would have certainly done had it

existed in the seventh century when they visited India. Hence
the circumstances also show that the Vikramasila vihara was
founded by Dharma-pala about the middle of the eighth century.
Ttiough we do not know the actual period of his reign, yet it

appears from an inscription discovered at Khalimpur near Gour
that Dharmapala reigned at least for 32 years.S

It is mentioned in the Buddhist chronicles that the Vikrama-
gh

the river Gam^es m the province of Majradha. It contained six
gates and a large open space which could hold an assembly of

1 Aroh. Rpport, vol, viii.

2 Aroh. Snrvey Eeporr, vol. iii, p. 135.
3 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. Ixiii, pfirfc I.
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8,000 persons, as was observed by Nag-tcho on the next day after

his arrival at the motiastery. There were apparently e^sy means

for jiscending the hill, perhaps flights of steps led up to it, for

when a strauiier arrived in the nii^ht, he felt no difficulty in

climbing the hill, though peri»aps he could get no admittance, the

gates being closed for the night ; but there were Dh »rmasalas or

rest-houses outside the gates for the accommodation of such travel-

lers.i There can be no doubt that the Vikramasila vihara was

a magnificent building, and it whs so nicely adapted to the pur-

pose for which it was consti-ucted, considering it both as a

religious and an educational institution, that the Tiiibetans took

it as a model for the constructioji of their own monasteries.

Every branch of learning including the sciences, especially the

science of medicine, was taught and encouraged, and particular

care was taken to teach the Madhyamika and Yogacharya doc-

trines of the Maliayana system of Buddhism as well as other

systems of philosophy. The primitive Buddhist religion, which

represented the higliest culture of the moral faculties and which

in its metaphysical side was too abstruse for the comprehension

of the common people, assumed a new phase in the fifth century

A.D., and converged into Tantrikism which greatly developed

between the eighth nnd tenth centuries of the Christian era when
the kings of the Pala dynasty reigned over Bengal and Bihar,

and the Viki'amasila monastery became the fam<ais centre For the

inculcation of the Tantrika doctrines. There were altogether one

hundred and seven temples within the compound , and the supe-

riors of the monastery were all Mantra-vajracharyas. People from

various parts of India and also from countries beyond the limits

of India resorted to this seat of learning for receiving instruction.

It contained six colleges and one hundred and eight teachers.

Even the gate-keepers were the Pandits or learned men of India;

no one could enter the pretdncts of this seat of learning without

first defeating them in controversial disquisitions.* The object was
evidently to discourage promiscuous admission of students into

the colleges of this university, those persons only were admitted

who had become adepts in particular branches of learning by
studying elsewhere, and in this respect it appears to have followed

the practice in vogue in the iPfalanda monastery as recorded by
Hiuen Tsiang.^

The first abbot (adhindyka) of the Vikramasila monastery

at the time of Dharma-pala was Sribuddha Jnanapada. Uipan-

kara Siijnana was appointed High Priest of the monastery by
Kaya pala.* He was considered by the Thibetan king as the

only person in India who whs eminently fitted by his learning to

1 Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow, p. 58 j Jourual of the Indian

Buddhist Text Society, 1893.
2 Dr. Kern's Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 133. Professor Satisohandra

Tidyabhusaiia: Bi^rainasild Biswavidydlaya in the Bhdrat i^ Baisikhj 1315;

Sdhttya, 1314 (Sraban), p 236.

Beat's Records of Western Countries, vol. ii, p, 171.

Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow, p. 39.
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reform tlie degenerated Budflhism of Thibet. He started the
Lamaist Reformation in 1038. At the latter end of tlic twelfth
century when the province of Biliar was conquered by Maham-
mad Bakhtyar KhilijiV the Biki»amasila vihara w:ks destrr^yed by
the j\L»homedans. The monks were killed or they fled to other
countries.^ This event took place during the reign of Indi-a-
dumnya who is sup)>osed by General Cunningham and Bu(?hnnan
to h:i.ve been the last of the Pahi kings of Magadha,^ when
Scikyasri was the High Priest of the monastery, who fled to Orissa
and afterwards to Tliibet.

Now, the question is where was the Vikramasila Sangha-
rama ? So far as I am aware no serious attetnpt has been made
to fix the locale of this distin^^uished monastery. General
Cunningliam suggests that Sihio, a small village three miles to
the south of Bargaon (the ancient Nalanda) and six miles to tho
north of Rajgir-, the ancient capital of Magadha, in the subdivi-
sion of Bihar in the district of Patna, was the ancnent Vikrama-
sila.* No doubt there is a large mound of earth at Silao, which is

beinu- gradually encroached upon by the cultivators nnd which is

perhaps the remains of a stnpa or monastery. But the sug«res-*

tion must be objected to on several grounds. Viki'amasila vihara,
as I have stated, was situated on a hill on tlie right bank of the
Ganges. The river Ganges, however, never flowed by the side of
Silao. The village wj»s situated hefore on the bank of the river

Panchan which has now receded to some distance. The mound
is situated upon the level ground and not up<m any hill, and there
is no hill even close to the village. Then atrain its distance from
ancient Ifalanda, which is only three miles, precludes us from
believing that the Vikramasila monastery shouhl have been cou-
structed so close to this famous seat of learning, which in the
eighth century was in the highest pitch of its glory.

The next attempt at identification tliat has been made is by
Mahamahopiidhyava Satischandra Vidyabhnsnna. He identifies

Vikramasila Sangharama with Sultanganj in the district of

Bhagalpur.^ But the learned Professor lias assignied no reanon^
for this identification. No amount of assertion can prove the

1 According to Major Rnverty the name of the coiiqncror of BcneraT and
Bihar was Maiiammad, the son of BakhtjHr (MuliRmma<i bin Bakht_%ar) and
not Miilnimmad Bakhtyar, He fixes upon 5S9 A.H., or 11H3 A.D,, as the year
wheii BiitMr was conqnered bv him (Trai»?*latioa of r.he Tabaquat-i-Nasiri).
Mr. V A. Smith has followed Mnjor Eaverty on both thfse points. Dr.
Blochmann doubts tlie antlioricy cited by Major Raverty and his coa-
clnsion (Joiirn. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1871, p. 275— ITutory nnd Oeogmphy of
Bengal), He says that Bengal was conquered in the second year after tho
conquest of Bihar, find places the ronqnest of Bengal in 594 A.H., or 11H8-99
A.D., and not jn 1202-3 A D., as fixed upon by Mr. Thomas. According to
Mr, Stewart. Bihar wa« conquered bv Mnhammad Bakhtyar about 596 A.H.
(596 + 622-18 « 1200 A.D.) or 1199 A D (History of Bengal),

2 Or, Kern's Manual of Indian Budilhism, p. 133.
3 Arch Rep., vol. In ; Buchanan's Eastern India, vol. ii, p. 26.

Arch. Ef-porfc, vol. viii, p. 83.
6 B/idrflH, BnisSkli, 1315.
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identity of tlie Buddhist Viimra, the remains of wbicli exist at

Sultanganj " in the space between the mart and the railway
station/' with the Vikf'amasila Vihara, as it was not situated upon
a hill, atidit appears to have been established "probably at the
beginning of the Christian era or even earlier/'^ Some of the
basaltic imiiges discovered at this place were even inscribed with
tlie Gupta character of the third and fourtli centuries, wlieieas the
Vikramasila Vihara was not founded till the eisarlith century of
the Cliristian era.^ By Sultanganj he evidently means the
hill in the midst of the river Ganges upon which the temple of
Gaibindtlia Maliadeva is situated. But tliis identification is also

open to objections on many grotmds. Vikramasila Sangharama,
as I have stated, -was a Buddhist monastery situated on a hill on
tlie right bank of the Ganges with space enough for holding a
gathering of many thousands of people. Any identification,

therefore, before it can be pronounced to be correct, must satisfy

all these conditions. Tlie hill, tliough situated in front of Sul-
tano'anj, is very close to the village Janghira where tlie Pandas
(priests) of Gaibinatha Mah^ideva reside, and the bill itself is

also Culled Janghira—the Zanghera of Mr. Montgomery Mar-
tin. "It consists," in the expressive lan»:uage of Mr. Martin,
*'of several masses of g'ey gi^anite, hea}>ed one upon the other in

an irregular manner, forniing ledges and terracf^s, whi(^b have
become the sites of nnmercais temples.''^ Cliffs and crags
project upwards from the sides in graceful confusion, and all

these are carved with the figures of Ifi'isinha Deva, Surya,
Hanuniana and other gods oF the Hindu pantheon. There is

nothing to show that the place was ever used by the Bnddhists,
and there is no Buddliist sculpture at all. The place is entirely
Hindu. According to Hindu tradition it was the hermitage of
Jahnu Bishi w^ho is said to have quaffed off the Ganues in a
single drautrht when disturbed in his worship by the torrent of
the river. Tliere is no trace even of the name of Vikramasila in
the name of the hill or any village about tin's place, Janghira
being a corruption of Jahnu-griha (lionse of Jahnu) according to
General Cunningham,* or Jahnugiri (hill r>f Jnhnu) according
to Dr. Bajendralala Mitra,^ which name has got no connection
whatever with the emperor Jahangir as it has been supposed by
some writers. Then, again, the Janghira or Gaibinatha hill is

not situated on the riglit l)ank of ihe Ganges, but the river flows
b}^ the both sides of it. No doubt in ancient time it was con-
nected w^ith the mainland by an isthmus of rock, but the river
must have taken centuries upon centuries in its ceaseless course
towards the sea to wear off this connection and make the hill

isolated longr before the erection of the Vikramasila vihara w^as

i On the Buddhist Remains of Snltan^nnj by Dr. Bajendralala Mitra.
2 Bi.olaiinnrh Chiinder's Travels of a IJii.doo, vol, i, p. 103 etseq.
3 Montjromeiy Martin*R Indian Empire, vol. iii.

* Arch Survey, Reports, vol xiv, p 20.
6 Journ. Asia. Soc. Bcng.-il, 1883, p. 175, note :—0n the Temples of Deoghar
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even thought of. The hill is a very small one, too small to
have a monastery with six gates ami a quadranjj^le or open
space which could hold an assembly of 8,000 men, and also the
large number of temples and colleges it contained. The ledges
and terraces mentioned before, which are not on the sairie level,

cannot hold even twenty men afc a time. All these circumstan-
ces^ clearly prove that the identificati(m of Vikramaslla with the
Gaibinatha hill can not at all be correct.

A day's sail below Sultanganj is situated a projecting steep
hill called Patharghata which is a spui- of the Colgong range.
It is abonfc six miles to the north of Colgong, twenty-four miles
to the east of Bhagalpur, and twenty-eight miles to the east of
Champariagar, the ancient Champa, the capital of Anga. The
rock}^ projections at Patharghata and Colgong form a beautiful
curve on the right bank of the Ganges flanked by an amphi-
theatre of hills, which gi-eatly enhances the pictui-e^queuess of

the landscape and heightens its beauty. The river Ganges, the
general course of which from Bhagalpur to the ocean is nearly
due east, flows northward from Colgong to Patharghata and takes
a singular turn round the Patharghata hill, some of the rocks of
which p oject in a promontory into tlie river, and this projecting
portion with a large part of the hill behind is properly called Pa-
tharghata. The approach to PatliMrghata from the Colgong side is

guarded by bristlin^j;' ci'ags and large boulders of rocks jutting
np from the bed of the I'iver, which are carved with the cffi

of Pauranik gods and goddesses. From the brink of the river a
broad flight of steps cut into the rock leads np to the projecting
portion of the hill, where on a level terrace on its southern side

below a banian tree is situated a temple of Mahadeva called

Bates waranatha. To the east of the temple is a spacious cave
cut in the hill with a low doorway, on both sides of which are

raised masonry platforms upon which have been kept arranged
many stone statues and terra cotta figures of gods and goddesses
of the Tantrika-Buddhistic pantheon, as of Tara, the consort

of Amoghasiddhi ^ or of Avalokiteswara,^ of Akshobya, one of

the five Dhyani Buddhas, and so forth, and also some phallic

images of Mahadeva. On the court-yard of the temple also,

just below the platforms, may be seen similar statues. These
statues are of course not in srfu. but they must have been re-

inoved there from the other parts of this place. Sonie of these

images contain inscriptions in the Kutila character which was in

use between the eighth and twelfth centuries of the Christian era.

On the southern side also may be seen similar excavations in the

rock, and a vast extent of rocky plain covered with the debris

and remains of ancient building-?. The debris formerly covered
an area of more than 150 biglias or over 50 acres of land, a

large portion of which has now b^en brought under cultivation.

Two places called Antichak and Buddhasaua which are contigu-

1 Hodgson's Literature aud Eeiigiou of the Baddliists,
2 Dr. Waddeirs Bnddhism of Thibet, p. 358.
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ous to tliis spot and which also contain many ancient repiains,

apparently formed a part of the compound of the religious estab-

lishment of Patharghata. There are altogether seven caves cut

out of the solid rock, the cliisel marks beintr still visible.^

Almost all of them contain niches in the middle of tlie walls to
r

hold the images of the deities jnst fronting the low narrow door-

ways. Some of these rock-cut caves aie 11 feet in length by
10 feet in brendth. One of them is 21 feet 10 inches in length by
9 feet 9 inches in breadth, and it is divided into three compart-
ments. There is another cave called Patalpuri, and not ^' Putul-

puri or the Idol house " as stated by Major Francklin : it is like

a subterranean passage containing alcoves at intervals on both
sides of it, bat it is so dark and so infested with bats tltat no one

ventures to go beyond IS or 20 feet. The height of the do<trways

of these I'ock-cut caves rancres from 2 feet to 5 feet, and the

width from 2 feet 7 inches to 4 feet, only one of tliem is 7 feet

7 inches in width. On the western border of these ruins may
yet be seen ininges of Buddha in aitn on narrow dilapidated

plinths with two or more small stone pillars on their sides, which
have got now nothing to support 1 noticed two or three such
small fanes on the same row wliich prove that they belonged to

the private cells or cdiapels of the monks. Owi»ig to the growth
of underwood and luxuriant vegetation, it is difficult to trace out
the paths or means of ascent which must have existed from the
other sides oF the hill.

rfome of the images, 1 was told, were i^emoved from Pathar-

ghata to Colgong by Mr. C. H. Burnes, the quondam manager
of a European firm who subsequently became a landed proprietor.

These imao:es may still be seen in the *' tiill-hrmse " of Colgong
a house which he built upon a hill close to the Railway Station

as a ^uest-h">use. Among them I observed some votive stupas,

a big statue of Avalokiteswara, a large seated figure of Buddha
as a preacher, which pose is indicated by the collected and
cliiicliiiiu- fingers and thumbs of the upraised hands as if some
tough point in the course of argument is being explained, and
some broken statues These statues were exquisitely scul[)tured.

Thft Gandhara and the Nalanda statues have always been cele-

brated as the best of their kind : the former are characterised by
gracefulness and tasteful execution, and the latter by their

beautiful design and ai^tistic value. I never ex()ected to find such

1 See also the following description of the place in the Utfara
Purdna :

—

(Uttara Pnrana as quoted in Major FrancUlin's Site of Ancient
Palihothra.)
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statues elsewhei^e, aud consequently I ^-as surprised to see that

these statues were in no way inferior to those of Naland-». Some
years ago Mr. Skrino, the District Magistrate and Collector of

Bhagalpur, obtnined from the ruir^s at Pathaighata a beautiful

lotus made of silver, confaining eight petals whi<-h could be

opt^ned or closed bj means of a spring : it Jias, I understand, been

sent to the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

There can he no doubt therefore that these ruins at Pathar-

ghata are the ruins of a Buddhist monastery,

Hiuen 'I'siang while visiting Champa in the seventh century

gives the following description of the place :
" To the east of the

city [Ciiampa] 140 or 150 li [2H or 30 miles] on the south of the

river Ganges, is a solitary detached rock, craggy and steep,

and surrounded by wafer. On the fop of the peak is a Deva
temple : the divine spirits exhibit many miracles here. By pierc-

ing the rock, houses have been made ; by leading the streams

(thtongh each), there is a continual flow of water. There are

wonderful trees (forming) flowering woods; the large rocka and
dangerous precipices aie the lesort of men of wisdom and virtue;

those who go there to see the place are reluctant to return. "^

General Cunningham says with x-eference to this :
'* From the

description it is easy to recognize the picturesque, rocky island

opposite Patharghaui with its temple-crowned summit/'^ Prom
this statement it is clear that the General never visited PrHhar-

ghata personallv. But there can be no doubt whatever from the

fact of Hiuen Tseang's mentionintr the rock-cut caves and stating

the distance of the place from Cham[ui that he gave a description

of Patharghata itself, which, however, is not a *' detached rock

surrounded by water," but a rocky px-ojection which has got the

Ganges on its three sides. There is no "island opposite Pathai'-

ghatii with its temple-crowiied summit " as stated by General

Cunningham, but Patharghata itself is crowned Avith temples.

Two things are very clear from the aforesaid description of

Hiuen 1'siang: first, that Patharghata in the seventh century was

a sacred place of pilgrimage to the Hindus : it had a Hindu tern

pie on the top of it. The Huddhist monastery of which we now
see the remains did not exist at that time, otherwise Hiuen
Tsinng would not hnve failed to allude to it. Secondly, that the

rock-cut caves which may still be seen, existed at the time of Hiuen
Tsiang, and hence they are the work of the Brahmins and not of

tlie Buddhists, It is therefore not always safe to ascribe all I'ock-

cut caves to the Buddhists, for the Brahrains must have exca-

vated the Patharghata cave.s long before the .seventh century. In

many places, as in Ga.va and Orissa, we find Buddhist monas-

teries and temples appropriated by the Hindus,^ but in Pathar-

ghata Hindu shrines and other sacred places were appropriated

i Beftl's Records or the WpRtern Cf>nntn>5, vol. ii, p. 192.

* Cnnnnifi:}iam's Ancient Geography of India, p. 477.
3 Dr. RjijendrMlala Mitra's Hiuhlhn-Gaya aiul Antiquitios of Orissa,

vol. ii, p. 148.
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by the Buddlusts. It appenrs therefore that Patharghata must
have been a place of great sanctitj l)oth to the Hindus and the

Buddhists.
Bat the question is what was the ancient name of Pathar-

ghata? There is no tradition. The Brahmins who look after the

worship of Bateswaranitha assert that the god and the temple
have been existing there for ages ; but some say that the temple

of Bateswaranatha and that of the goddess Kali in front of it

were constructed by the Raja Gadamardana or Gandhamardana,
whose capital was situated at a distance of two miles from
Pathai^ghati. The people of the siirroun<ling country can not

say what the ancient nnme of the place was. Tavo miles to the

south of Patharghata, that is about midway between the latter

place and Coli/ong, on the higliest peak of a limestone hill

called the KhalU-palia?*, the»e is a temple which is pointed out

as the Durvasa-asiaraa or the hermitage of Rishi Durvas^, and
Oolgong, which is locally called Kahalgaon, is a corruption of

Kalahagrama fx^om the pugnacious character of the Rishi. But
this circumstance does not elucidate the ancient name of Pathar-

ghata. The Afjni Purdna mentions indeed the name of " Ba^esa"^

as a place of pilgrimage,^ but from the context its position can
not be as'^ertained : it may either mean Batesa of the TJttara

Purdna^^ that is the Bateswaranatha of Patharghata, or it may
mean " Bateswara. '* the'*' nndecajang banian tree" of Prayaga
(Allahabad).^ But it should be borne in mind that the present

temple of Bateswaranatlia is of recent date: hence the *'Deva
temple" of Hiuen Tsiang might not have been that of Bateswara-
natlia. But Major Francklin in his search for the site of Pali-

bothra(Pataliputra) iu 1811 and 1812 hnsleft aremark which gives-

us some clue as f o its ancient name. He says," Patharghdta in Sans-
krit is called Sild-Samjam^ w^hich signifies the union or junction

near the rocks, a characteristic which this spot, strewed over with
huge and shapeless masses of rock, sufficiently exhibits. Its

modern appellation signifies the Stone-Ghaut or landinir place. A
small distance up the hill Bateswar is a temple dedicated to

Mahadeva, the avenging power : still hii^fher up near the summit
is another called Putul Pari or the Idol House."* It is therefore

clear that the " Sanskrit " name, by w^hich Major Francklin
means, as it appears from the context by its contradistinction to
'* modern appellation," the ancient name of Patharghata was
Sild-Sangama. He also quotes a sloTca in original Sanskrit from
a poem called Ghora-panchdsikd by Chora Kavi, which mentions
the name of " Sila-Sangama, or junction of the river near rocks
(the modern Patharghata)."^ I should observe that the Chora-
panchdsikd quoted by Major Francklin is quite a different poem
from the Ghorapanchdsikd appended to a Sanskrit work called

1 Agni Pnrana, ch. 109, v. 20.
2 See note 3, p. 7. 8 Matsya Pardna, ch. 22, v. 8.

4 FruDcklin's Site of Ancient Palibothra, 1815, p- 55.
B Ibifl^ appendix xiii.
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Vidyasnndara,^ wliicli is a poem of double-entendre of the class
of Bdghava-pdndavujavi, and which is reputed, without anv reason-
able ground, to be the work of Bararuchi.

^
The word Sild-Sangama itself conveys no sense, and therefore

Major Francklin was oblijred to attach to it two different mean-
ings in two different places. In one place he says it signifies

*'the union or junction near the rocks, a characteristic which
this spot, strew^ed over with huge and shapeless masses of i-ock,

sufficiently exhibits," which in plain language means the junction
of the rocks,—a meaning which is too absurd to commend itself

to anybody. He therefore in a subsequent interpretation in

another place says, '' Sila-sangama, or junction of the river near
rocks (the modern Patharghata}," or in other words ih^ con-
fluence of the rivers Kosi and the Ganges near Patharghata,
which confluence, accoi^ling to his own statement, was then at a
distance of five miles to the north of Patharghata.^ Even now
r]ie confluence is at a distance of three miles from that place.

Consequently the statement that the junction of the rivers was
near Patharghata can not at all be connect. But he has quite
overlooked tlie true significance or origin of tlie word Sangama,
The w^ord Sangama is merely a corruption of Sanghdrdma which
means a monastery,^ and the compound word SiUUSanghdrdma is

an abbreviation of Vilcramasild-Sanghdrdma, Lapse of time has
brought about this corruption and abbreviation of the term
Vikramasila-Sanglnirama. I have already stated that the Vikra-
masilii-Sangharama was destroyed at the end of the twelfth cen-
tury, that is in 1193 A.D. when the Magadho kingdom was con-

quered by the Mahoraedans, and it appears from the colophon
of the Ghora-jpancJidsiha quoted by Major Francklin that the work
was compiled in Samvat 1445, the words used being *'^?f [5] t^i[

[4] '^t [4] ^ ^5j5 [1] ^^cf ^B^^'S w-hich symbolical figures,

according to the well-kuow^n rule of transposition, " figures go to

the left,"* become 1445 corresponding to 1388 A.D. I think that

i Ihid^ p. 55,

2 See Sir Monier Williams' Buddhism, p. 428. lie says, ** Then, as
Buddhism spread, kings, princes and rich men competed with eaoh other for
the privilege of erecting v^ast monasteries—sometimes called Vih&ras, some-
times Sangharamas—to which temples, libraries, and schools were generally
attached, and in which dwelt wealthy communities of monks, who were
allowed to hold property in land."

3 fhFf^^*r^?7;raTff^: ^^^^r^rgfff;
i

Tf^ ^^^T^lf^^T Site of Ancient Pali-bothra, appendix xiii
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two huiiflred years (namely, from 1193 to 1388 A,D.) Avas along
period for transforming the namt^ of a place out of recoL^nition.

It appears, theiefore, tliat. tlie ancient name of Patharghata
was Vikramasila Sangliarama, or in its abht-eviated form Sila-
Sangama,—the monastery of Vikramasila. For paucity of infor-
mation we are not in a position to state whether the place was
called Vikramasila and from it the monastery got the name of
Vikramasila monastery, or the monastery was called Vikramasila-
Sanghararaa and the place derived its name from tlie monastery
Hinen Tsiang recorded no name of Patharghata in the seventh
century.

Vikramasila monastery, as I have stated before, was a Bud-
dhist monastery situated on a bluff hill on the right l>ank of the
Ganges in the kingdom of Mngadha, and had sufficient space
within it for a congret/ation of 8,000 men with many temples
and buildings. I have alre^idy shown that on the top of the
projecting steep hill of Patharghata there are the remains of
a Buddhist monastery ; the space covered by the ruins is large
enough to hold an assembly of many thousands of people; and
the Patharghata hill is on the right bank of the Ganges. It
may be objected that Patharghata is situated within the limits
of ancient Anga and not of Magadha, but it should be borne
in mind that the country of Anga was conquered and annexed
to Magadha by King Bimbisara in the sixtfi century B.C., and
since then it had formed a part and parcel of the MaL^adha
dominiomi 1 have also shown that Patharghata was a place of
great sanctity to the Hindus in the seventh century A.D,, and the
Vikramasila-Sangharama was not founded till the eighth century
of the Christian era by Dharma-pala, king of Maofadha, and that
its name as recorded by Majoi* Francklin was Sila Sangatna, an
abbreviated and corr-upted form of Vikramasila-Sangharama.
Considenuir all these circumstances, there can be no reasoiuible
doubt that Patharghata near Ctdgong in the district of Bhagalpur
was the ancient Vikramasila, and that the ruins upon it are the
remains of the celebrated monastery which existed for aboat four
centuries and a half from the middle of the eighth century to
the latter end of the twelfth century A.D. Even the name of
Sila-Sangarna, which was known in 1812 as the ancient name of
Patharghata, has now been forgotten, though a complete century
has not yet elapsed, and perhaps after a few years hence no trace
would remain of this famous seat of learning which w\as resorted
to by students from all parts of India and outside India.

I am quite confident that if the ruins at Patharghata be
excavated and explored, they would yet yield a valuable find of
archa^oloKical interest which would repay all troubles and ex-
penses, though no doubt some of the finest sculptures have been
removed. It is possible also that some inscriptions in stones or
copperplate grants may be discovered which would at once settle
the identity of the place.

^ SpencG ITardj's Manual of Bndflhism, 2Tid Etl., p. 166.
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NOTE.

At the suggrestion of the contributor of this paper I add
liere a short note. The Svayarabhu-purana is stated in the
colophon to have been copied in Samvat 919. This Samvat
evidently refers to the Newari eia, and tlie year 919 corresjjouds
to 1799 A.D., a view which removes most of the difficulties which
have been discussed at the early part of ttie paper. But the
learned contributor nuiintains that the Samvat refers to Vikrama
era, as is evident from his paper as also from his letter of 5th
February from which nn extract is quoted below. Addressing
me he says—*' You have marked for omission the latter part of
the first page and the first part of the second page with notes
thereon, ^'.e., the portion reltting to the date of the Svayamblm-
purana. I luive quoted the colophon and stated that the book
was written or copied in Samvat 919 corres[>onding to 862 A.D.;
yon say that the date is a Newai-i Samvjit and not the Vikrama
Samvat. You may be right, but still it is a matter of opinion^ as
the colophon does not say whether it is a Newari or Vikrama
Samvat ;....*'

S. C. ViDYABHUSANA,

Jt^ Pidloloyical Secy.y A,8.B.





2* Sikim Copper Coins*

By MoNMOHAN Chakravarti, M,A.,B.L., M.R.A.S.

I send herewith ten pice of Sikim kingdom. They are
interesting, as being the only coins knowTi to have been ever
coined in that tract.

Very little is traceable about the old currency of Sikim,

Old Currency of }"" ^^^'f ,?^^^ ^^ necessity would have

Sikim. ^^^^ f^^* ^^^' couaage. Houses lay
scattered here and there, and the few

huts clustering round various monasteries could hardly be called
villages. The rents were paid in kind. Trade routes there were
none, and the exchanges were so few that barters would have
sufficed. In the old book on Sikim laws finally revised by De-si-
sangye Gya-tsho (born in 1 653 A.D. ) finesm gold and silver are no
doubt mentioned. For example, dacoits may be fined from 15
to 80 gold srang (law No. 6), and murder punished with 10 to
400 gold srang (law No. 9) ; for blood-shed the price varied
from one to one-quarter zho (law No. 10), and on separation the
husband should pay the wife 18 zho or more, or the wife to the
husband 12 zho (law No. 13). These terms denoted, however,
no coins, but certain weights, zho meaning a drachm and srang
an ounce. *

With the growing influence of Tibetan Lamas, a few Tibetan
coins might have circulated among the Iiiglier classes in the
eighteenth century ; wliile the Gorkha conquest of the Terai
towards the end of that century and the subsequent colonization
of Darjeeling and lower Sikim by Newars might have brouglit
in a few Nepalese coins, Darjeehng was ceded to British Gov-
ernment in 1835 ; and in 1841 an allowance of Rs. 3,000 was
made to the Raja as compensation, which was doubled in 1846.
This with the close proximity of Darjeehng District brought the
Indian rupee and its subdivisions into current use in Sikim.

On the north bank of the great Ranjit river, the river that

The Origin of these fP^^^tef^ SHvim from Darjeehng, had
Coins. "^^^ settled a few Newars. One of

them secured from the Sikim Raj the
lease of the tract bordering on the river. In the seventies and
eighties of the last century, the head of these Newars, Laclih-
midas Pradlian, cleared out the jungle and worked out with the
help of Nepalese Mangars and Kamis certain copper mines

^ Sikhim Gazetteer
y pp, 49. 50-1, 53.
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discovered in his estate, speciaUy Fache-kliani, 151iotang-Knam ana

Tuk-kliani. A good deal of the copper thus obtained were sold

in Nepal and DarjeeHng ; but much of the later ores lay dead

stock from the comparative cheapness of foreign imported

copper. So with the approval of the Sikim Raja Tho-tub Namgye
he had a part converted into pice. Several shroffs were brought

from Nepal on monthly salaries of Rs. 12 to Rs. 20, and the coin-

ing was carried on for three successive years, 1940-194:2 Sarhvat

(1883-1885 A.D). At first the business was profitable; but

the Deputy Commissioner of DarjeeUng forbade its import into

that District, and the circulation fell so rapidly as to compel the

stoppage of all coining.^ Since then the pice have gone out of

m—
%/ ^

now sent to the Society.

These Sikim pice i with

90 The
Their description.

^^verse has within a square a Nagri

inscription in three fines, >Sri Sn Sri Sikim-pati Mahardj ;
below

the square is the year of coinage (1940, 1941 or 1942), mostly

defaced, and on the other three sides of the square a number of

dots. The reverse has within a square another inscrij^tion in

three lines, Sri Si^i Sri Sikim Sarkdr ; on each side of the square

is a group of seven dots, six round one, all more or less enclosed

in a leafy twine. The actual weights vary from 90*5 grs. to 74

grs., a difference up to sixteen grains from the standard weight.

This may be partly due to wear and tear, but also to the origi-

nal shortage when the coins after being stamped with the die

were cut off from the copper sheet. The diameters also vary

slightly from -87 inch to '95 inch.

Judging from the inscriptions, two sets of dies would appear

to have been used. The (a) set has on the obverse in Une 2 Sikim-

pati and in fine 3 Mahardj, and on the reverse in line 3 Sarkdr ;

the (6) set has on the obverse in fine 2 Sikim-pa and in line 3 ti

Mdhdrdjy and on the reverse generaUy (except two doubtful)

in fine 3 Sakdr (without r). Of the ten pice, two belong to {a)

set, and 8 to (&) set, the two doubtful ones of (&) having Sarkdr

and not Sakdr.
These pice are obvious imitations of the later Gorkha pice,

viz., of Surendra Vikrama Saha Deva (1847-1881).^ This is quite

natural, the proprietor and the engravers being all Nepalese.

Two paisds of Surendra Vikrama, one of the year 1792 Saka, are

also sent for ready comparison. They were obtained from a

resident of Sikim.

1 Many of the facts in thif? para havo been gathered from Rai Sahib
Haridas Pradhan, the eldest son of the late Lachhmidas Pradhan.

ft See the coinage of Nepal by E. H Walsh, J.R.AS., 1908, p. 752,
pi. vii- fig. 11. For the king Surendra Vikrama and his prime minister,
Jang Bahadur, see the Imperial Gazetteer, article *' Nepal,"
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Details of the Copper Coins.

A. Set. Sikim Pice

1. 88 grs., diam.—-95 inches, year 194* (Saiiwat)
2. 79 J» >? •87

I J 9} 1941 (?).

B. Set

3. 90-5
,,

4. 75-5,,

5. 79
6. 87
7. 84
8. 81

Doubtful

9. 74
10. 82

}9

>>

>S

9f

29

9>

J >

99

i 9

9»

95
9

9
9

87
88

1911.

1942.

1941.

1942.
941 (?)

194*.

)l

9f

J?

fi

•87

•87
9f

99

9» 194*.

obverse nearly defaced, but
mapa in 2nd line traceable.

Nepal, Surendra Vikrama Saha Deva
1. 77 grs., diam.—-87 inches, year 1792 (saka)
o 80

9 9 97 9 >» >5 defaced.





Notes

ssam

By Professor Padmanatha Bhattacharyya
ViDYAVINODA, M.A.

In January 1907
pur. ^' Tezpur 7 5

paraphrase
Sanskrit me

which is ** Tez" in Assamese. I do not think, however, that
the capital of so mighty a prince as Vana bore such an inaus-
picious name as ''blood-city"; and I am rather inclined to
beheve that *Sonita' as an adjective here means **red, " so
that its meaning is '^ red-city" instead of what is signified
by the Assamese version.^

The remains of a long destroyed stone building are still

seen just close to the Deputy Commissioner's Office on the
Brahmaputra. This building, according to the
the fort of Vana. Whatever it might have b
blocks and columns and a few fragments of the cornice are now
seen there. On one or two stone blocks I noticed numerical
figures in Devanagara imprinted. Even now we find chalk or
ink marks on wooden planks and iron bars, in the mother
language of the artisan when such materials are to be fitted

into some structure. This small fact shows that in that very
remote period of antiquity, when this stone building was
constructed, the language of the people was Sanskritic* if not

tradition, was
sen. onlv some

1 S'rijut Hem Chandra Gosain, Extra Assistant Commissioner at
Tezpur—an authority on the Asisamose antiquities—has kindly given me
the following information on this point :

—

*' The town was called and known as * S'onitapur * till the British
occupation of the country. A certain Deputy Commissioner
changed it into * Tezpur' to make it pure Assamese, it is

said ! !

'

'

As to the name * S'onitapur ' the same authority writes :

** According to local traditions a large number of people were killed
in the battle that was fouglit between Vdna and Srikrishna, so
much so that the waters of the Brahmaputra became quite red
with blood. "

This popular interpretation falls to the ground when wa remember
that the city had had no other name in the Puranas while spoken of
even before that bloody battle was fought. It is the nature of the
common people often to misinterpret a name and then invent what is
called a folk-tale to support it.

« It might be also noted that the rock inscription in the river
bed just below Tezpur is in a character wliich, although not Devanagri,
is evidently closely allied to it. The late Professor Kielhorn partly
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Sanskrit ; besides throwing a sidelight on the method of archi-

tecture or the skill of the masons in those far-away days of

^"^'Tn^column ' of the long destroyed building, which stands

close to the Court, is particularly noticeable : on a broad side

of this are carved the figures of some of the earlier avatars ot

Vishnu and in the margin there are carved figures of animals.

I wa^ struck with the symmetry in these figures ;
and the

sculptor has shown a bit of his wit in representing his carved

deer as scratching its nose with the hoof of one of its hind

legs. Centuries have rolled away from the date when the

building was constructed, and Time has worked its havoc ;
but

we feel grateful to the Dispenser of All that some specimens

of workmansliip of so old a time are still spared to us. But

the manner in which the columns and blocks of stones have

been kept is highly objectionable : they have been left quite

exposed to the destructive elements in Nature -sunshine, wind

and rains. Already the carvings on the column referred to have

become disfigured, and a tew years after the figures will be

rendered perfectly indistinct.

A question arises , " Is this the place really where Vana of

jndary W
is a locality in Northern Bengal where there is •' Vana rajar

gad "—fortifications of King Vana—still pointed out But this

difficulty may easily be surmounted by a supposition that the

mighty ruler of S'onitapur might have extended his territory

up to that locality.

deciphered this inscription, obtaining, I believe, tlie name of the king and

the date.—[Lt.-Col. V. K. Ourdon, Honorary Director of Ethnography,

Assam.]
1 Vide Pliotograph.
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Remains of a Pilltir afc Tezpur,
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4 m
Note* Part 2—On Buds

and Branchings

By H. Martin Leake , M.A.

1. Buds.—In all the Indian species of Gossypium tlie plant

consists primarily of a monopodium, that is, the main axis,

formed by the development of the plumule, is a monopodium which
continues to grow indefinitely. On this central stem leaves

are borne alternately, and each leaf bears in its axil a main,

and an accessory, bud. This latter occupies a lateral position

with respect to the main bud. Similarly, in the axils of all

leaves, whether situated on the secondary, tertiary or more re-

buds
this

to the other
positions

acG

condition. If the branch is held with the leaf in the proximal

position the accessory bud will appear, in the one case, to

the right of, and in the other, to the left of, the main bud.

A large series of plants have been subjected to a close examina-

tion at a time when the main shoot was approximately two
um

ous. The plants included among their number the offspring,

by artificial self-fertilization, of pure stocks, crosses in the F^

generation and crosses of the F^ generation by the parents.

With rare exceptions ^ it has been found that, for a particular

plant, the position of the accessory buds situated on the main

stem is constant, t.e., they he always to the right of, or always

to the left of, the main bud.
Tliis question of the position of the accessory bud has

been studied in detail for the first time during the past season,

and the records for two generations are now obtainable. It

is evident, however, that it is a character which does not follow

f.hncaA laTira'rkf iTiTioT^Sfonno wViinh have been found to hold good

1 A few cases have been noted in which in a single leaf axil, and

6tiU more rarely in two to four (one case only) leaf axils, of one main
shoot the position of the accessory bud is reversed.

^
It is difficult to

state positively that such cases are not true exceptions, but it must

occasionally happen that a main bud will be damaged and checked in

growth, in which case the accessory bud will take its place. It will b«

well, therefore, to bear in mind that such exceptions may be apparent

only.
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in numerous cases of pairs of characters. The two characters
are mutually exclusive in that no cases have been observed
in which the main bud separates two accessory buds.

In the past season, of the plants examined with regard

TABLE I.

No. of

cases.

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

I

i

2

1

1

5
I

1

1

4
1

2

2
1

5
1

1

3

3
I

9

2
1

2
2

3

No. of plants Generation,
from one |T = pure type
parent. !P = pMent

Accessory
BUDS ON

110
105
31
24
20
20
19
18
17

15
14
14
13

12
12
12
11

10
10
10
9
9

8
8

. 7

7
7
6
6
G
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2

F.2

Fi
F.2

T
F2

T
T
T
T
Fj
F-z

T
F2
PxFi
F2
T
F2
PxFi
T
F.2

T
FixP
T
F
FxFj^
T
FixP
PxFi
Fj
T
Fa
T
F.2

FixP
PxFi
T
F.2

T
F.,

Right.

TOTAI, * •

56
62
13
12
9
11

9
11

4
10
19
7

7
18
10
4
8

22
4
6

11

6
10
6
7

5
3
14

3
3

11

3
3

18
1

6
3
4
4
5
5

432

P

Left,

54
43
13
12
11

9
10

7
13
5

23
7

6
18
14
8
3

28
6

4
16

3
22
2

7

9
4
16
3
3

7
12
2

IS

3
3
1

2
2
7
1

442

No. of cases
where offspring

are similar.

"•'^

1

1

1
9

6
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to this pair of characters, the proportion exhibiting each char-

acter is approximately equal. In no case, as Table I indicates,

where more than four plants have been raised from a single

parent, have the offspring uniformly exhibited the same charac-

ter. Now supposing the inheritance to follow the normal
course between this pair of opposed characters—in which case

one would be dominant and the other recessive—the only

conclusion to be drawn from the facts indicated by this table

is that the crop of the present year is derived exclusively from
impure dominant forms. Not only have the parents been

taken at random, but the proportion in the offspring differs

widely from the expectation of l-S^ and such a supposition is,

therefore, inadmissible in the face of the somewhat extensive

series of observations. It would appear^ then, that the position

of the accessory bud is dependent on some factor called into

ace

bry
The constancy of the position of the accessory bud is, thus,

definite for the main stem. In numerous cases, however, the

apical bud of the main stem is destroyed early in the growth

of the plant, and development is continued by the growth of

branches from the main axillary buds situated below the point

of injury—two, three, or more equally developed branches

taking the place of the main stem. Such branchas have been

found to agree with the main stem in that the position of the

axillary buds is uniformly either to the right of, or to the left

of, the main bud ; but while on one such branch the accessory

buds may lie to the right, on a second branch of the same

plant they may lie to the left. Table II indicates the number

of cases in which the two or more branches of a single plant

have been observed to agree or differ in this respect.

Parent
Fa
FixPl
PxFil

TABLE II.

Greneration.

Total • •

Position of acoessoby bud

Similar.

4
18

9

31

Different.

3
G8

U

85

2. Branching.—Aa has already been noted above, the

pod From this
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secondary branches are produced by the development of mam
and accessory buds which have been shown to exist. The
secondary branching may, however, be either monopodial or

sympodial, and the various species of Indian cottons now under

observation and experimental cultivation exhibit considerable

variety in the manner of occurrence of the two types. The two
extremes are very marked ; in the first of these the main axillary

bud gives rise to a monopodium, while in the second, with the

possible exception of a few lower branches, this bud gives rise

to a sympodium.* In this latter case the secondary branches
are composed of sections formed by the development of the

main axillary bud, and the accessory bud occupies the leaf axil.

Such a branch, therefore, appears at first sight to be a mono-
podium with a single axillary bud, but can at once be distin-

guished by the scar formed by the withered terminal bud and the
slight angle at which the segments lie with respect to each other.

The accessory bud may develop as well as the main bud,
and, when this occurs, the accessory branch usually differs from
the main branch in this character. Thus, when the main
axillary bud gives rise to a monopodium, the accessory bud
will form a sympodium, or, if the main branch is a sympodium,
the accessory branch will be a monopodium.

The structure of the tertiary branches has not been followed
in sufficient detail to justify any definite conclusions, but when
thej^ occur, they commonly diflFer from the branches from which
they arise—in other words, the main axillary branch of a second-
ary branch will give rise to a sympodium if this latter is a
monopodium

; while, in the case of a sympodium, the secondary
bud (which alone remains) will give rise to a monopodium.

On crossing a monopodial by a sympodial tvpe, the
offspring differ very slightly from the sympodial parent, though
the number of monopodial secondary branches may be some-
what increased. In the next, (Fg), generation, from self-fertil^
ized parents, a series of forms is obtained in wliich the full
sympodial type is dominant but in which, also, every proportion
of sympodial and monopodial branches occurring on a single
stem is found. The change from the monopodial to the sym-
podial type of secondary branch, when both occur on the same
stem as developments of the main axillary buds, is abrupt, the
monopodial forming the basal, and the sympodial the apical
group.

^
The flowers are not concentrated into any well-defined

inflorescence, but are developed on the sympodial branches from
tne terminal bud, and, therefore, appear to He opposite the leaf,
in types m which the secondary branches are sympodia, these
branches will themselves bear flowers. In types, however, in
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which the secondary branches are monopodia, the appearance

of flowers is delayed until secondary branches are developed

from the accessory buds on the main stem or until tertiary

branches arise,

plant

uninjured

that of the secondary

branches from the main axillary bud, and consequently it is

generally found that in monopodial types, e,g,, Nurma {G-

arhoreum, Linn.), Broach {G. herhaceum, Linn.), the vegetative

period, before the flowers begin to appear, is consi

longer than in the sympodial types, e.g., Bengals {G, neglectum,

Tod.). This lengthening of the vegetative period is illustrated

in Table III.

TABLE III.

Days from sowing to appearance
of first flower.

Type.

1908.

Nurma, G. arboreum .

.

Broach, G. herbaceum
Bengals, G. neglectum
Sympodial type with red flower and

foliage J
. .

In a manner very similar to that in which the branching

character behaves when parents exhibiting the extreme types

are crossed , from a cross between a late and an early flowering

kind, is obtained a series in which every stage from early to late

flowering occurs. If a comparison be made between the type

of branching and the number of days to flowering—for which

purpose the'plants are conveniently arranged in order according

to the length of this period—it wiU be found that the monopo-

dial forms tend to group themselves at one end of the series and

the sympodial forms at the other. Accuracy of expression is

difficult to obtain in this matter owing to the impossibUity of

expressing, except in the most general terms, the proportion

which exists between the number of monopodial and sympodial

branches on a particular plant. Table IV is, however an

attempt to arrive at such an expression. The plants, in both

cases belonging to the F^ generation, are arranged m four

groups—(1) monopodial type, (2) approximately three-quarters

of the secondary branches monopodial, (3) approximately one-

half of these branches monopodial, (4) sympodial type ;
and values

are given to these groups which represent as nearly as possible

1 Differing from true Nurma in branching and quality of lint.
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TABLE IV.

z

Intervals.

No. of days from sowing
to flowering.

A. B.

No. of

plants.

No. indica-

tive of type
of branching

No. of

plants.

No. indica-

tive of tj'po

of branching

Above
166
161

136
151

146
141

136
131

126
121
116
111
106
101

below

170
170
165
160
155
150
145
140
135
130
125
120
115
110
105
101

2
3
4

13
16
13
14
19
25
89
37
43
46
14

3
1

75
91
87
79
62
57
54
64
42
29
26
11

6
4

2
3
51
8
9
9

22
33
21
31
36
20
10
3

87
75
40
69
50
44
30
21
15
2

I

I

the extent to which monopodial branches occur. In the table
in which the plants have been arranged according to the
number of days to flowermg, which period is divided into five
days' intervals, the number of plants of each of the above
groups occurring in each interval is noted. The relative values
assigned to each of the four groups are 100 (monopodial type),
75, 50, and (sympodial type). The value for each interval is
now obtained by dividing by the number of plants in that inter-
val the total found by adding the numbers obtained by substi-
tuting for each plant the number assigned to the set to which
it belongs. It is clear, if 100 is obtained as the interval number,
it indicates that all plants occurring in that interval are of the
monopodial type, and, similarly if is obtained, that they are all
sympodial. Intermediate numbers will indicate roughly the
degree to which the plants of that interval approximate to
the two extreme types. The two examples given in the table
clearly show a considerable dependence of the flowering
upon the type of secondary branching.

°

3. CUissification.—The method of branching appears to
torm a very distinctive characteristic and to be of sufficient

character

One of theser\^I fS^^® 57i,P 5"*^
^T*"

"® °^ ^^^ sympodial type, v^ne oi wieaw

Ut^ tkI ' *""
J 1**® ^^ appearance of first flower consequently very

bra,;^J« Li °"n P'''^*^"^^^ ^J"^^^ ^t the extremities of the Bympodii

'rnotTte f^^^^Ji^.\^<>^^}^-^^<^ appear sL?what
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importance to form the basis of a primary division of at least

that group of cottons which includes the Indian forms and
which are capable of being cross-bred, and with this possi-

bility in view observation on the branching habit is being
extended to other types. The method, however, involves

a considerable departure from the common practice, for it

is clear that, with such a character considered to be of primary
importance, the value of a herbarium specimen which does
not bear a record of the exact position on the plant, becomes
of relatively small importance. For example, a tertiary

branch of a monopodial type may be indistinguishable from a
secondary branch of a sympodial type, and also from the branch
developed from the accessory bud of the main stem of a mono-
podial type. While such a character would require, before

adoption as a basis for classification, a close study of a wider

series of forms than has been examined up to the present, there

are not wanting indications that such a classification is a natu-

ral one. These cannot be taken in detail here : it will be

sufficient to refer to the greater difficulty which appears to exist

in raising the plants of successive generations of a cross if the

original plants difi'er, instead of agree, as to the type of secondary

branching. The cross between Broach (G. herbaceum, linn.),

and Bani (G. indicum, Lamk.) types has yielded in the Fg

generation several plants which are apparently quite infertile.

No such difficulty has occurred in such crosses as Nurraa (G.

arboreum, Linn.) x Broach (G. herbaceum, Linn.), and Bani (G.

indicum, Lamk.) x Bengals (G. neglectum, Tod.)-^

4. Economic importance,—The manner in which the date

of flowering depends on the type of branching has already been

referred to, and it is a point of considerable economic importance

when the question of isolating a type suitable for cultivation in

North-West India is under consideration. The climatic condi-

tions are such that only early flowering kinds can produce

sufficient cotton to render their cultivation remunerative. The

late flowering kinds fruit too late in the season to yield any
inferior

Sympodial
India

Sympodial branches are, however, usually pendent, es-

pecially in the later stages , when the weight of fruit is eonsider-

I Owing to the doubt here thrown on the classifications hitherto

adopted, specific names have, as far as possible, been omitted. Where

they have been used they bear i.he same interpretation as in Ft. I ot this

note—Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (new series), iv (1908), p. 13. Considerable

confusion already exists with regard to the terminology, and, in the light

of the above doubt, it has been considered advisable, for clearness sake

to retain for the time being the names previously used^rather than adopt

those employed in the important work recently published by bir Ueorge

Watt, but which fall under the same doubt.
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able, and a type in which all the secondary branches are

sympodia is, therefore, objectionable, since in such cases the

lowest branches will he on the ground, and the cotton, when the

bolls open, will become stained and dirty. On the other hand

the monopodial branches are usually ascending, and the most

typ
monopodia but the upper and more numerous branches are

sympodia. Such types already exist, but their Knt is very poor.

The isolation of such a type requires a full comprehension of

the behaviour of the characters wJten the ty^ies are crossbred,

and this behaviour will, therefore, be worked out in some
detail.

l"^
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 6th January, 1909, at 9-15 r.M.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asftosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.,

D.L , President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I, H. Burkill, Babu Monmohan
Chakravarti, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holm-

wood, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukerjee, Pandit Yogesa Chandra

Sastri, Sankhyaratiia Vedantatirtha, Dr. Satish Chandra Vidya-

bhusana, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors:—Babu Jaganmohau Chakravarti, Mrs. B, Egoroff,

Miss S. Egoroff.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-five presentations were announced.

The President announced :

1. That Lieut.-Col. Sir A. H. McMahon and the Hon. Mr.

Justice Sarada Charan Mitra have expressed a wish to with-

draw from the Society.

2. That the following three gentlemen have not paid their

entrance fees ; their elections tlierefore have, under Rule 9,

become null and void.

Dr. Harinath Ghosh.

Lieut. Walter Meade, Indian Army.

Captain F. A. F. Barnardo, I.M.S.

3. That he has received no essays in competition for the

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research for the year 1908.

The following thirteen gentlemen were ballotted for as

Ordinary Members :

The Hon. Mr. Justice Syed Sharfuddin, 18, Royd Street,

proposed by Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, seconded by Mr.

G. H. Tipper; Mr. S. H. Butler, CLE., /.C.aS., Secretary,

Government of India, Foreign Department, proposed by Sir

Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., seconded by Dr. E. D. Ross
;
Mr.

William Robert Gourlay, I.C.S., Director of Agriculture, Bengal,

proposed by Dr. N Annandale, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper
;

Mr. C. Somers Taylor, B.Sc, Agricultural Chemist, Bengal, pro-

posed by Mr. D. Hooper, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ;
Dr.

A. Martin Leake. F.E.C.S., V.C, proposed by Lieut.-Col. G. F.
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A, Harris, LM.S., seconded by Major L. Rogers, LM.S. ;
The

Hon. Mr. Charles Evelyn Arhuthnot William Oldham, I.C.S.,

Financial Secretary, Government of Bengal, proposed by the

Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, seconded by Sir Thomas Hol-

land, K.C.I.E. ; Mr. A. G. Shirreff, Assistant Magistrate, Azam-

garh, U.P., proposed by Mr. E. P. Harrison, seconded by Mr.

C. W. Peake; Mr. K. Maitra, Assistant Settlement Officer,

Faridpur, proposed by Mr, J. C. Jack, seconded by Mr. H.

E. Stapleton; Bahii Nirmal Sankar Sen, M.A., proposed by

Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale; Gilbert

T. Walker, D.Sc, F.RS., Director-General of Observatories,

proposed by Prof. J. A. Cunningham, seconded by the Hon.

Mr. Justice Asutosh Mulihopadhyaya; Bahu Goganendranuth

Tagore, Zeminder, proposed by Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded

by Dr. N. Annandale ; Babu Kshitindra Nath Tagore^ Tattva-

nidhi, 5.^., proposed by Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by

Dr. N. Annandale ; Mr. G. L. Mukherji, Merchant and Land-

holder, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper, seconded by Mr. I. H.

BurkiU.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a specimen of Torpedo, appar-

ently identical with the European T. marmoraia, taken by Dr.

Travis Jenkins at Puri on the Orissa Coast. Dr. Annandale also

exhibited the head of an Aetobatis apparently distinct from

Aetobatis narinari, the only species recognized by most recent

ichthyologists ; the new form differing from the common one in

the length and narrowness of its snout as well as in other

characters.

Dr. N. Annandale on behalf of Mr. G. H. Tipper exhibited a

life series of a species of Cymbium.

The following i)apers were read ;

1. The Etymology of Ranchi. By Maulavi Abdul Wall
This paper has been published in the Journal for December,

1908.

2. The Date of the Salinii Coins. By Geo. P. Taylor.
Communicated by Mr. H. N. Wright.

This paper lias been pubUshed in the Journal for November,
1908.

3. Certain disputed or doubtful Events in the History of
Bengal. Early Musalman Period, Part IL By Monmohan
Chakravakti.

4. Kathi. The '' soul departure'^ feast as practised by the

Tanglhul^ Nagas, Manipur, Assam. By Rev» W. Pettigrew.
Communicated by Dr. Aisnakdale.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.
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5. Notes on certain Archceological remains at Tezpar,

Assam. By Padmanath Bhattyachbrji, M.A. Communi-

cated by the President,

6. Nyayasara by Bha-Sarvajna. By Mahamahopadiiyaya
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D.

7. Inscription of Gayada tungadeva. By Nilmani Chakra-

vARTi, M.A. Communicated by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-

PRASAD SaSTRI.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number

of the Journal.

8. A short notice on Mir Abu Turab Vali. By Dr. E. D.

Ross.

The President announced the death of Dr. Pischell, Professor

in the University of Berlin and Dean of its Philosophical

Faculty. It was agreed to send a letter of condolence to the

University of Berhn.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

13th January, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr A. S. Allan, Dr. Adrian Caddy, Dr. Gopal Chandra

Chatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S. ;
Dr. H. M. Crake,

Captain F. B. Foster, I.M.S. ; Dr. E. A. Houseman, Dr Girin-

dranath Mukhopadhyaya, Major J. Mulvany, I.M.S. ;
Captain

J. G. P. Murray, I.M.S. ; Dr. T. F. Pearse, Lieut.-Col. H. W.

Pilgrim, I.M.S. ; Captain H. B. Steen, I.M.S, ;
Major L. Rogers.

I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor :—Dr. Harachand Das.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

ainical cases were shown by Lieut.-Colonel Harris, I.M.S.

The discussion on Tuberculosis in Bengal was continued

w~^ i-^f w^ ^ Jt i^ rs^ ^^ -» *^ S

J. Mulvany. ad
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5- Tamarisk Manna.

By David Hooper.

The sweet exudation of tlie Tamarisk shrub lias been known
from very early times. Herodotus, writing' of the travels of
Xerxes, speaks of the city of Callatebos wherein dwell ''confec-
tioners who compose sweetmeats of tamarisk honey and wheat."
Commentators on Herodotus have differed in their opinion
about the honey mentioned in the Greek text, some referring
it to a natural sugar collected from the bushes, while others
regarded it as an artificial preparation. Sir W, Ouseley,^
however, states that Herodotus describes very exactly the sweet-
meat so much in use among the Persians; it was composed
of wheat-flour kneaded into a thick paste with gazangabin, a
kind of honey or manna {angabin) found on the gaz or tamarisk
tree. This sweetmeat was placed before the guests at almost
every entertainment in which Ouseley participated in his travels
through Persia.

In 1813 Captain B. Frederick recorded^ some interesting
remarks on the substance called gez or manna found in Persia
and Armenia. He described the sweetmeat gezanjahin used
throughout Persia as flat round cakes composed of the white
gummy gez mixed with rosewater, flour and pistachio nuts.
It had the appearance and feel of dough though it was adhesive,
hard and brittle. Captain Frederick observed the collection
of the manna near Khonsar. The shrub on which the gez
was found was called gavan: it grew from a small root to
the height of about two and a half feet, spreading into a
circular form at the top* from three to four feet in circum-
ference. The leaves were small and narrow, and underneath
the gez was seen, spread all over the tender branches like
wliite uneven threads, innumerable little insects creeping
about. The insects were either three distinct species, or one
in three stages of existence. One was diminutive and red,
the second dark and like a common louse, and the third like
a small fly. The peasants were of opinion that this substance
was the production of these minute creatures, as no gummy
liquid was found oozing from the fissures in the bark. The
collection was made every third day during September. The
collectors were furnished with a thick stick curved at the

^ Herod,, Uh. vii, cap. 31.

^
Travels (1811), i\ 381.

^ Transactions of the Literary Society of Bo^nbay, September 28, 1813,
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extremity which was covered with leather, an oval leather bowl

three feet long and two feet broad, and a sieve to free the

manna from insects and leaves. The leather receptacle was
placed beneath the bushes, and the bushes above beaten with

the crooked stick. In a few minutes a handful of w^hite sticky

substance, not unlike hoarfrost, was obtained. This was sweet

to the taste and sticking to the fingers if pressed. It remained
hard in cool weather, but hquified when exposed to a higher

temperature.

In a note^ on the above paper by Mir Jaifer Tabeat, a
Persian physician, we are informed that gez is the name of

B, tree called in Arabic turfa. There are two kinds; one a
shrub yielding manna gezangahin, the other is a tree yielding

a similar substance, called in Arabic atheL which is astringent

and employed in medicine; Taranjahin is a third kind used
as a laxative. He states that it is the universal opinion in

Persia that these exudations are not the work of insects.

According to researches made upon the spot by Ehrenbcrg
and Hemprich"^ the gavan of Persia is Tamarix gallica var. mau'
nifera, Ehrenb., and the aphis, which feeds upon it and
produces the gez, is the Coccus mannipariis of Ehrenberg.
As recent writers speak of the tamarisk manna as an exudation
or secretion of the plant, the question of its production by
insect agency must be left for further investigation. Since
there are several kinds of manna it is possible that some are
produced by insects, and others , as the ash manna of Sicily,
occur as saccharine exudations.

Tamarisk manna is produced in the valleys of the peninsula
of Sinai, especially in Wady-el-Sheikh This is collected in
August by the Arabs, and sold to the monks of St. Catherine.
where it is stored

vessels. To nilsri

syrup
io pilgrims visiting tlie monastery it is sold in small

tin vessels as ** Manna Israelitarum " or '^ Manna tamariscina
.

"

It is used by the Bedouin Arabs wit1i,their food, and is eaten in
Palestine as a delicacy.

Among other references to tamarisk manna Rich^ might
be quoted. He describes the collection of gazangahin, called
by the Koords ghehzo, by picking the leaves of the trees, letting
them dry and then gently threshing them over a cloth. The
season he says commences about the end of June. At Jacoba-
bad,* a station known for its high summer temperature, the
tamarisk yields in the cold weather a very course kind of manna
which is picked in the early morning before the sun rises and
eaten by the very poor.

1 Asiatic Journal, vii (1819), 268.
a Symbolic Physic, etc., Zoologica, w, Insecta x.
8 Residence in Koordiatan, 1, 142.
* Trans, Med. and Phys. Society, Bombay, iv, 11
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In Persian works manna is described as a dew which falls

upon the tamarisk as well as other trees, and becomes solidi-

fied. For instance, in the MS. of Nuzhat al Culub quoted by
Ouseley, the manna of the tamarisk is described as a dewy
substance that settles on the leaves -of the gaz, and becomes
gazangabin. ''This," adds the MS., ''chiefly abounds in

Kurdistan. When the manna falls on the halut or oak tree, it

contributes to the sweet compound called dustah ; about Rama-
dan it settles on the bid or willow ; in the territory of Khawar it

falls on the thorn, khar, and is thence called kJiarangahin ;

some also in the autumn is found on the *' surface of the sand."

The last-named source will be described later, but it is

evident from the above observations, added to the experience

of more recent writers, that the tamarisk is not the only shrub
that yields commercial manna. The name gazangabin is

loosely applied by the Persians to the manna obtained from
other plants. Dr. J. E. T, Aitchison describes three plants

in addition to the tamarisk which yield manna in Persia.

The first is Cotoneaster nummularia, Fisch. et Mey, the siah-

chob (black stick), which yields :9A^>Mis/, meaning ''hardened

milk." It is met throughout the Paropamisus range and in

Khorasan, at an altitude of about 5,000 feet. The second

kind is yielded by the camel-thorn Alhagi Gamdorum, Fisch.

The plant is called camel-tliorn {shuiar-khar) or goat's thorn

{kkar-i-buzi), and the manna is called faranjab 171, which means the

''honey from the green bush.'' The country round Rui-khanj

in Persia is celebrated for this product, whence it is exported

in all directions. The third kind was obtained from the foHage

of Salsola foetida, Bel. Haussknecht^ states that gazangabin

designates a manna collected in the mountainous districts of

Chahar-Mahal and Faraidan from two species of Astragalus.

For the purposes of this paper it will be sufficient to

enumerate the manna-yielding species of tamarisk and confine

our remarks to the sweet substance produced by them. Tama-
rix galUca.liUm., the most common species, is a cosraopohtan

plant, found all over India and Ceylon and in Southern Asia,

and distributed to the western and southern shores of

Europe and northern and tropical Africa. It delights in tracts

where the ground is covered with salt, hence the name
shora-gaz or gaz-shora, given to the plant on account of the

shora or salt found in the soil where it grows. In Dr. Sven

Hedin's book '' Through Asia/' the tamarisk is referred to

as the plant which encroaches furthest into the awful desert

region traversed by men. In certain seasons in the year the

leaves and branches of these bushes are the only green fodder

of the camel. The manna is not produced on the shrubs in

Fharmazie
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India, but as we have seen, occurs on these shrubs in Arabia,

Persia, Baluchistan, Afghanistan and Central Asia.

The older references to the species of tamarisk that yield

a saccharine deposit are doubtless in need of revision, but more

recent explorations by botanists and travellers have enabled us

to more exactly determine the plants. Dr. J. E. T. Aitchison '

has described specimens from West Afghanistan, and Mr. R.

Hughes Buller, C.I.E.,^ in preparing the Gazetteer of Baluchis-

tan, has done much in collaboration with the Reporter on
Economic Products in collecting useful plants and obtaining

their identifications. The following species are known to afford

manna.
r

Tamarix gallica, Linn., var. mannifera, Ehrenb.,

—

Gavan ; is

found in Khonsar, south-west of Ispahan, in Persia, and in the

range of mountains through Kurdistan dividing Persia from Asia

Minor and Mesopotamia where the sugar is called manna by the
Armenians, and said to be exported in quantities through
Erzeroum to Constantinople (Capt. Frederick). Dr. Aitchison
sajB of this plant growing in the Eadghis :

'' This was pointed
out to me by a native of Kerman in Persia as being the
tamarisk that yielded manna in that district : and there called

gnZ'Shakar. The manna is called shakar
,
gaz-angahin or gaz-anja-

hin^ and is said only to be collected in south-eastern Persia,
where it is obtahied in large quantities and exported in all

directions."

r, articidata, Vahl. This forms an apparently indigenous
forest on the Helmand river, Afghanistan In Baluchistan it

is foimd in Sibi, Nauchi and Pazha valley in the old Thal-Chotiali
district, now Loralai and Sibi, Kotiro in the Levy tracts, Las
Bela State, Hab river, Pahrod river, Kharan. It is called
khora-gaz in Afghanistan, and kirri, sJiakar-gaz, gagaz and siah-
gaz in Baluchistan. It affords a sweet gum or sugar.

T, macrocarpa^ Bunge. The red Tamarisk. A common
shrub sometimes occurring as a good-sized tree, with the
young bark very red. This occurs in the plains throughout
northern Baluchistan, in many places forming thickets. It
is called kirri and gaz-surkh. This bush, and T. telragyna,
Ehrenb., are said to yield a saline (?) incrustation which has not
been examined.

r. Pallasii, Desv. A glaucescent species found in the
following places in Baluchistan : Khazza post, Rakh-Torkhel,
between Lijji Karez and Chagai, Sibi, Pahrod river, Kharan. This
plant occurs in western Tibet up to 12,000 feet. It is called
shingar-gaz, and is said to, produce a sweet gum inferior to
shiah-gaz {T. articidata).

I Botany of the Afghan Delirnitalion Commission.

r^ .^if EZ''^'^^
^*** ""f ^^^ Flowering Plants of Baluchistan, by I. H

Burkill, 1909. "^
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In connection with this plant and its manna a ver}

interesting account of its occurrence was brought to light in

1905. The Director of the Geological Survey of India, Sir

Thomas Holland, forwarded to the Reporter on Economic Pro-

ducts samples of earth, sugar collected in Seistan by a member of

Col. (now Sir Henry) McMahon's Mission, and the samples

were accompanied by notes written by Mr. T. R. J. Ward des-

cribing the mode of its occurrence. The substance was called

shira or sugar found in the cracks in the dried ground of a

region liable to inundation. The note proceeds :

" On the 17th

May 1905, when Z'llahdar Amir Singh was crossing the dry

bed of the inundated area near Chah Muhammad Reza, the

Baluchis showed him a sticky, saccharine, treacle-like substance

in tlie cracks of the ground. This ground liad been under

several feet of water in the summer of 1903, but it became

dry at the end of 1903 or beginning of 1904. The people called

this sticky viscous substance shira-i-zamin (sugar of the soil),

and they said it was found on lands which had been flooded

by the Hamin, After the water had disaj^peared , and the

land had dried up, the shira appeared. The shira from the

flood of 1903 appeared in many places in May 1905. The

flockowners, who graze their flocks on the scrub and reeds

that grow near these wells, collect the shira and eat it.
J>

i'he occurrence of sugar in the sandy soil is easily explained

by the presence of tamarisk hushes growing on the banks around

the gauds or saline swamps in Seistan and its neighbourhood.

The manna shed by the bushes falls to the ground and becomes

liquified by heat or dissolves in the water during inundation,

and as the soil dries the sugar forms in sandy lumps on the

surface. Tlie sandy impurities rendered it difficult to examine

the sugar witli any exactitude, but it was found to consist

largely of a reducing sugar without any crystalhne properties :

a portion of it was converted into a sweet, ropy gum, probably

owing to atmospheric exposure.

From :\lr. Ward's note we gather the following further

information about the subject. There are two kinds of tama-

risk growing near Seistan, named shora gaz and hes-gaz. Shora

gaz is so called because it is w^eak and brittle, and its branches

either large or small can be broken by the hand without any

great effort. Lees-gaz, on the contrary, is stronger and harder

and its branches are not easily broken. A flowering specimen of

the former was received in 1906 from Captain A. D. Macph arson,

H. B. M's Consul for Seistan and Kain, and was identified by

Mr. Burkill as Tarmrix Pallasii. This is the principal shrub

growing in the bed of the Gaud-i-Zireh, a saline marshy situated

in the north-western corner of Baluchistan. In 1877, after

the spring floods, some water reached this tract and filled up

the deeper portion of the bed down to Ziarat~i-Pir Kisri. Three

years afterwards the tamarisk grew to its full height in the areas
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from which the brackish water had receded. Late in the spring

the shora^gaz of the Gaud-i-Zireh yields in very large quantities

a kind of sugar which the Baluchis call tirmi. This occurs on

the branches in round lumps as large as walnuts or smaller.

The flock owners (MaJdar) collect a quantity of it, and a large

number of men from Bandar i-Kamal Khan and Rudbar also

visit the district for the purpose.

The collection of tirmi is made as follows : The branches of

the tamarisk are cut ofE and dried. When dry they are beaten

with wooden mallets until the sugar is separated. Tirmi^ is a

very hard substance, and the beating does not reduce it to

powder, but to small pieces about the size of spht peas. In the

proper season an ordinary man could collect daily 4S pounds of

tirmi. The price of one Seistani man (6^fl)) is 3 to 4 krans

(Re 1 -)• The collection is, therefore, a profitable industry.

Tamarisk manna or gazangabin is imported into Bombay
from Persia. The value is about eight annas per pound. It is

kept in most druggists' shops in northern India. The Hakims,

it being a Muhammadan drug, consider the manna to be deter-

gent, aperient and expectorant.

The chemical composition of this substance is of some

interest. Samples of manna from Sinai and Kurdistan were

examined by Berth elot ' in 1861. They were thick syrupy or

pasty masses of a yellowish colour, and contained from 55 to

61 per cent, of cane sugar, 16'5 to 25 per cent, of inverted

sugar (levulose and glucose), and 20 to 225 per cent, of dextrine

and impurities. A sample of Persian gazangabin yielded to

Ludwig'^ dextrine, uncrystallisable sugar and organic acids.

Two samples of tamarisk manna have been received in the

Indian Museum and examined. The first was a specimen of

tirmi from Seistau, and the second was called maJci or tamarisk
manna from Dera Ghazi Khan. The tirmi was a soft, gummy,
deliquescent substance mixed with a few small leaves. Alcohol

separated a large quantity of sugar reducing Eehling 's solution

and readily fermenting with yeast. The portion insoluble in

alcohol was in white crystals and soluble in half its own weight of

water. It melted at l40°C. : the solution was dextro-rotatory,

and boiling with diluted acid caused inversion. The sample
of maki from Dera Ghazi Khan was much darker in colour, and
white transparent crystals had separated out which were identified

as those of cane sugar. The chief sugar of tamarisk manna
is, therefore, not mannite, but a saccharose or cane sugar as
has been indicated by previous investigators. The samples
contained only traces of nitrogen, esimated by Kjeldahl's
process, proving that the exudation, as a food substance, is

composed entirely of carbohydrates.

1 Comptes Rendits, 53, 583.
S Archh- der Phannazie^ 192 (1870), 246.



6. Kathi Kasham : The ** Soul-departure" Feast as prac-

tised by the Tangkhul Nagas, Manipur, Assam.

By Rev. Wm. Pettigrew, American Baptist Missionary Union.

When any person, from the time they commence to suckle,

dies the spirit of such is said to leave the body and turn into an

insect called " kaha," a kind of honey-bee, which flies to the

roof of the house. Li case this metamorphosed spirit wishes

to spread its wmgs outside, a hole is made in the roof directly

over the bed of the deceased. In any case where the person

dies awav from home, and where there is a difficulty m geHing

back—crossing a river for instance—the person is buried near

the place of death, but the skull is brought to the village under

the following conditions. The skull is cleaned, wrapped m a

cloth, and brought inas far as the river. This obstacle presents

a difficulty to the spirit, who is supposed to be travelling with

the skull. However, it is got over by passing a thread across.

It is necessary to inform the spirit of this new form of tight-

rope pedestrianism, so at the river's bank, when all is pr^

pared; a fowl is made to cackle by shaking it; and this is said

to be the communication necessary for the spirit to perch itse

on the thread, and wend its way across. On burying the sku 1

they cover it with a black cloth, and in place of the trunk

left behind, a piece of wood, generally the wooden pillow of the

deceased, is attached to the skull, and covered over also with a

piece of cloth, to represent the whole person The dead are

buried outside their houses, to the depth of the lengtli ^ the

corpse, plus a margin for top dressing of st<mes, etc. Where

there kfe no family graves near the house, other graves caii be

opened, if there has been no burial du"ng the past year.^ But

before doing so a sort of ceremony has to be gone through

with the bones of the departed. Some years ago one-man of

the village was set apart for this particu ar work, but now

the custom is for each family to attend to same On open-

incv this family grave, the bones are collected, leaned wih

water, and then wrapped in a large cloth, new or oM and put

on on; side of the grave. When a great number of these bones

i,_-.„j „„j fu^ro ?« nnt sufficient room for a fresh corpse,

corpse

been b,i,ied and oorered to the depth of 'L'^",
'f^^'

'l^^

bones are thrown in to help fill "P, «>e grav^ The bottom rf

buried with it.
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Friends are expected to bring gifts for the spirit to take
with It after burial It is beheved that these gifts, comprising
two spears and cloths, according to circumstance of deceased, alsS
beer (weak and stron.fr^. toha.rnr» anrJ t^,-v.^ „^j ,-c ..i,- j__' -_jdeceased,

> -. --"""»/, vv^^/c«^v.^^ ctuu pipe, ana ii tne aeceasea

"^l^Z ."l^r^fi '"A'^. *'™?; '.- --'-' instruments, are
Kazairam" in the bowels

fJ^ t %' I'u
*^^

T''^''
«^ *^^^ relations departed before

are met with on the road. The more plentiful the gifts themore pleased is the spirit towards the giver. Before givino-

of tC WV.^
'^'' ^"""^

T^"^°"^' ^* -^11 b' interesting to^ heax

\ftP W ^^fif'T""'' ""K^^^. 'P^"* ^^^^^ ^t lia« left the body.

in tha? cnnrHf'''^P°'''^^
^°

'^i''
*^^" deceased's body again and

'"KaJairZ
'''''

T?^'"'
^''.^^' ^" circumstances. The ki^g of

is nardXkt-;."teT: ^uptVefto'^^^^^^^^^^
'^''^-

„,ui i-
' -..

^^pp^^'st^u €0 live m a grand mansion

rorWZee'nter'n"!
/'' "^^^' -^ nobody' rom the u^per

before reent;no?%^SP^'^'^^^^ ^^^"^ ^^ovepetore the entrance to this mansion, they find him seatedmside the door, and his first duty is to noLe wha kind o

beeraThief wXbe f " "^IV^^ ^^ ''^' ^^d^' -« -"o ^^

^

i.!!'l.tit^ .„! Li^f f'"^.?!^th the whole hvestock which hehas stolen trailmcr KJ,- i i
• .

^"^^^ livestock which he

rfoTwrn. o an tlr '""', ^^^ '^'' °^^^^^ ^ill ^e «een with

IsSSlIfn'^r. r.T.e. ^---i ¥ honest hunting.

Kokto distinguishes the weaker 'sex. However, Koktothem all, and after appropriatTn. or idmseU alfjl K .
^

, f

'

brought along, he seZjes theSTofo by 'e rotd ttttleft where there are worms nr>r\ ^^r^r. 4-u- ^ i' ,; ^ ^'^ ^"^

honest spirit turns off to the r"it and f„7 '^'*""'''i''
?"'' *•»*

only be described as clean ul'^^f /°"°"'" " T"^ ^"1"'='> o*"'

and bad spirits meet ^ IZTonZ:!:'l^^i^J^ 8?°^
river. Here the spirits dispose nfth„ -trA, "^ "^"''^ »' '^

some to those who have not vetL™ ff, ""^ ,''^™ '''•""S'"'
to those who have, an^vL affonXe „fhe "/H^l',''*"'

'^'"'

the gifts are thrown over to them °«t„Vlh'
"^

f"
"""

the difficulty comes in ». t,„ 1,™ «° • , ""^ .*•"* performance,

of the deoeied, but tl« on yIv ouHf -f
*'

'""'H
*" "'« '">"'«

to dodge Kokto and n!>^„ !^ .1
°* " ^''''™^ '<"• tl'e spirit

Howevf' aw 'to come ha^?
to the upper world another way.

and perfo'rm before itTflX done v^tfft?"
*'''"«^ '" '^"'^

t is with a view tr.
"^"-y ^°^i® ^itli tlie upper world, and

spirit that' br„drthes*ey:;[fKnd »d"?o '["f
'"'P"^''? °^ "'^

ruins many in the end Fnr « •
°' '"^ months, and

comiection with same is oonsiderrf"fr'"°"\''!'°'
*''" '«"'' ''"

and what seems more surm-kTn„ -i "?'' important of all.

efficacy of everythrng rortlZuI' "' »''^»'"*« belief in the

bu«al!'JlS\~ro^":^,^??''V^^> the rich kill a
g « cow, or a pig. They are killed befor e
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the grave is dug, and are left whole until the grave is finislied.

It is then cut up, the relations take half, and the grave-diggers»'"""' ^»-^

the other half of the intestines. The head is always taken^ by
the nearest male relative, the right hind leg is given to the
eldest daughter, the left hind leg to the next daughter. If

no daughters of their own, the nieces receive them. The
forelegs are given to other distant female relatives. The
heart, liver, kidneys, spleen, lungs, etc., are then handed to
the **Sherra," the village priest. He first of all divides
these portions up, six portions for a male and five for a female,
and takes them to the next-door neighbour's house and cooks

same. He then brings them to the deceased's house and places
them on top of the rice and vegetables which the relatives

have brought in during the morning, and placed near the head of

the corpse. His next duty is to offer up this food to the
'

' kameo '

' (evil spirit) by reciting this refrain : * Thisan
yamsanrava, shaiphung shap phungda thulu," and calhng upon
the dead to eat this offering, takes the special portions on a
plate of his own, and throws it away in the compound, where
the dead's spirit and tlie *' kameo" is supposed to have appro-

priated it before touching the ground. The dogs, however, have
a meal afterwards. Beer is also offered, and a small portion

thrown away. After this ceremony of the priest, the rest of

the meat and rice is divided amongst all and eaten before the

buriah It is interesting to note here, that no matter what is

killed in the village, or at whatever time, feast or otherwise, it

is always offered to the ''kameo" before eating. The next
act is for the '"'sherra" to take the length and breadth of the

bier, and if found too large for the grave, he alone is supposed
to cut off any portion necessary. The bier is simply a
plank of wood which lies outside ready. The body is then
covered over Avith a clean white cloth before taking it out of the

house. In the meantime one of the relations takes a pine torch

from a house near by, and descends into the grave, and twirling

it round beseeches the ancestors of the dead to come and meet him
on his w\ay to '' Kazairam," '• awo ayi ! ishava rarali, ung-

ngaroklu'^' is "the prayer made. Then after the ''sherra,"

according to custom, has slightly raised the head of the bier

the relations carry it out, and put it on the plank of wood, and
on top of same whatever cloths are to be taken to '' Kazairam."
The top cloth is never torn, as it is meant for Kokto when
they meet him. Then the hands of the corpse are washed
with water. The bier is lifted by the palms of the hands and
taken to the side of the grave. If lifted otherwise the relations

will get ill. All the relations now gather round and make great

lamentation, and tramp around the grave two or three times.

After a final burst of the mourners' refrain by one of the old

braves of the village, those who wish to stay and mourn stay
on, and the rest leave. Then tightly fastening the body to the
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plank, it is placed, with all the gifts for the journey mentioned
above, in the grave. The wife is allowed to enter and remain till

the last moment. Then around and over the body, to prevent
any earth from touching it, is built a stone wall. After filling

up with earth the " sherra " is again called to place a pole above
the mound, while others place six prongs of wood around a
small hole made in the mound, wherein is placed a pine torch.
On hghting this they all leave the grave and enter the house.
Here all fires have been put out, and all ashes cleared, and on their
entering, fresh fire is brought from another house near by.
Around this fire the family sit and await for any sign in the fire-

place, such as the print of a foot, to see if there are any more
deaths to be expected. If there are none it is a favourable sign
fortunately. As a final wind-up for the night, the relations por-
tions of meat is cooked and partly eaten, along witli the rice and
vegetables left over from the morning's feast. At the same
tune, small portions in six or five pieces, with a small quantity
of beer, is offered to " kameo " near the bed of the deceased by
the nearest relation. Next morning and evening the pine torch
on the grave is again lighted. This is continued for three days,
ihespuit, after it has had its interview with Kokto, and has
handed over the gifts taken with it to the ancestors, is supposed
to return the following day after burial. For this reason the
family keep all doors open from morning to night, and from
that clay until the final disposal of the spirit from the village
at the great feast of " Kathi KashSm," the family prepare with
their own meals a similar one for the spirit. It is then put
into a plate used when alive by the deceased, and put on his or
her own seat. This is done twice a day. After ten days or a
month the parents if a child has died, the wife if a husband,
pr vice versa search the village for a person as like as possiblem featvires and_ size as the deceased to be their representative
at the ceremonies of the great feast. Anybody may take on this
work, and as it subsequently means the receiving of a goodmany artic es necessary for one's living, the very poor are
wilhng to take it on On the person asked to represent
exp.essing his or her wilhngness, the matter remains quiet until

is mad?'"''"'^
^^^^^- ^"""^ '''^^''^^ ^^'^ ^^''^ arrangement

wpnlt'i?^ li *^''^^i" ('^T^'"'''^ *'^'i cerewowy.-Amongst the

hiTvl hLl iffi' f"
"'^^' °^ ^^^ ^^''''^y "^^^e« ^ stipulation in

h m .ni Tl
' f ^ ^^onument should be erected in memory of

Sofmnni ' ^"l^
^^"'^^^' '"^^^ ^^ Consequence, as a great

the nceT^irf ? T""*.^''"'
'^^ ^^""^ ^^'^ ^^V reason before

t ^e^her at r: ,1
'^' ^^'' ^^^ ^^'^ ^"^"^« «^ ^^'^ deceased gather

alandmark a k1 T" T' """^"^ ^^'^ ^^"^8^ ^'1"^^ serves as

TheS bef 1" **'"
''l^'''''

'^^-^^^ before decided upon.

onlyTdf of tip' ^n^ T ^^k/ll^^^•^d cooked by the malesonlj
,

half of the intestmes taken by the relations, and the
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other half by the friends. It is then cooked and divided
amongst them, and should there be a goodly number, say 100
or 150, their share is infinitesmal ; still it has to go round. This
division takes place in the morning, and after all is ready each
person divides his small portion again into three pieces, and
offers them to *' kameo." The three pieces represent (1) the
earth, (2) the heavens, (3) his self. With this meat weak rice

beer is drunk, and after the feeding is over tlie strong rice beer

is distributed. Then six friends are set apart to carry the

wooden images shaped to represent buffalo and dog's heads, and
in the case of a brave who has taken heads, an image of himself

is made. These are all to be placed on top of the memorial.

Following these six friends solemnly walks the '* sherra " with

suitable portions of cooked meat, and offers up to " kameo " on
the proposed spot. His refrain or prayer on this occasion is as fol-

lows :
*' Tliinghunlungkarnakatatit nanayengmira," at firstoffer

ing. At second :
'

' Ina mashai mashakranglaga, nathumshairilu.

At third :
'' Iwui vang kho ! khararnosan ungphazak zaulu." In

the meantime the friends are gathering stones, and then the
*' kameo " offering being over, the earthwork is started and the

stones built up all around to the height of 2 feet or more. The
artists of the village then paint the different images placed on the

memorial, generally with charcoal and lime. The last article to

be placed on this memorial is a large stone slab, which is con-

sidered the most important stone of all, for on it the sj>irit is said

to come and sit during his occasional peregrination around,

to vicAv his rice fields. Any removal of this stone by others

means a heavy fine. The shape of this memorial is oblong,

with one of the shorter sides more approaching an angle. They
are about 20 feet long by 8 feet wide. Pine trees and other

trees likely to afford shade to the passer-by are planted on

tliem at the same time. The stones on the sides are used a great

deal by the villagers as resting places for themselves and for

loads of wood, etc., carried up from the jungle or rice field. The

next day and for two days following the family take down a

• basket of meat and chiUies and place it on a raised platform

upon which the spirit is supposed to come and partake. They

stay for half an hour or so, and go througli the same perform-

ance at sunset.

The '' Wmiyai thing '' ceremoni/,—MteT the harvest m
December has been gathered in, and all instruments in connec-

tion with same have been put on one side, in the evening the

rich kill a cow, the rest pigs and dogs, and for those whose

children have died, eggs are boiled. After cooking same the

**sherra" is called in as usual and offers up small portions to

"kameo." Next morning the **sherras " from, each section of

the village gather together in a compound and receive from the

relations of the dead special portions of the meat killed the

night before, and rice beer. On finding out the number of
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persons who died during the past year in each section, the
phxtes and cups of each deceased are brought to them thoroughly
<?leaned, and put in a row before them. In these plates, etc.,

are placed the meat and beer. On one side the '' sherras " tear
off small portions, and arrange three small heaps of same.
After all is divided out they take these portions as well as the beer
and offer again to " kameo " up and down the rows of plates.
After this performaiice whatever is left they eat, and the plates,
etc.

,
are taken back to their respective houses. This being done

all friends who come forward to help in erecting the " wonyai
thing " are counted, and to them a liberal supply of meat and
beer is distributed. They then go off and bring in the wood
and rope necessary to erect this structure. It is a lightly
made structure, built outside the door of each deceased's house,
and is shaped like a shield with a sort of small platform in
front, on which the following day is placed various articles such
as Indian corn, roots, pumpkins, etc. The shield framework is
covered with sheaves of rice corn, and so arranged that the birds
cannot eat same. At the side of this structure is also placed a
large clump of the orchid " Cymlidium giganteumr All these
articles are said to be for the departed spirit to show, as a sign,
the fruit^s of the earth received during the past year. After
tour or five days friends from other houses and other villages
who have not had any deaths during the past year present rice
and beer to the mourners, and portions of same are first placed
in the deceased's plate, etc., at evening. If this is not done by
the friends it is feared it will be their share to receive death in
their midst the following year. After all have come in with
tliese gifts, the arrangements for the final disposal of the .spirit
commences and this feast, tlie most important of tlie vear, is
called " Kathi Kasham."

The " Kathi Kasham " Feast.

This takes place about the end of Januarv of each year. Thehm thing for each family to do is to procure their buffaloes,

nnlV ^'^'.1
i'^^?-

'^^^^' ^^^"y ^^''^ V^ocm^A these from near

weak .n'rl T I T""
""^ ^^'^ ^^"^g" g'^^^ «^de^-« for the beer,

In^rTfj h ''•}^ Pr^P^red for fermentation, and they also,
after a palaver decide what day the feast shall commence. Ita ten-day feast, and I give below particulars of each dav'swork.

V\\Vut''t tr.'^^^f T"^^^ ^"l'
^"'^^^g ^P ^^'^ ^"'""^1^ before

anvstrlTn'^bfH;r3''^'"Pr ^"^ prepared so as to withstand

n^i ?J^.^Zi^' T'''^^' ^¥^ t.eing killed. This work of therirst and second day is nerformprlT^xr fi,^
'

,
"•^, "'^'^ ^'^ ^^r

the mpqntimA rrofu •
P^"*^r«ie^ by the male?, the women, mthe meantime, gathenng and stacking wood in each house.
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Third day.—This is the day for kiUing huffaloes and co\\^.

Their mode of killing is very cruel, and would not be tolerated
for a moment in any civilised state. In the more northern vil-

lages the poor animals are tied down and subject to much
torture, the animal being cut to pieces piecemeal with knives
and spears, and no attempt to end its life before almost the last

shred of flesh has been torn away and the limbs torn from their

sockets. It is considered quite a sight, and crowds gather
round, and even sit on the house-tops, and gaze on this horrible

butcher's work. After the cutting-up process in the whole vil-

lage is over, the division and distribution takes place in the same
way as performed on the death of the person, and of course

the '* sherra " is called in to offer to *' kameo."
Fourth day.—Both males and females join together in

getting in a plentiful supply of wood ; and as there is much enter-

taining during this feast, and all night singing and dancing

performed , there is need of plenty of fires , it being the

coldest part of the year. The representative of the dead finds

his first occupation on this day by collecting '* khamuinaj" a

kind of broad plantain leaf used for the unleavened bread made
the next day.

FiflJi £?«?/.--Unleavened bread is made into small cakes,

and pigs and dogs killed, cut up into small pieces, cooked and
offered to '' kameo " and then distributed with a small cake of

bread wrapped in the ' khamuina " leaves, amongst the mourners
in each section of the village. On this day also cloths of all

kinds and qualities are attached to long poles and erected out-

side each house of the dead. The more cloths displayed the

greater one is thought of.

Sixth day,—This is occupied in preparing the rice beer

which has been fermenting for some days in large casks, and
any other work not finished on previous days is con)pleted.

Seventh daii.—This is the day when the real excitement

commences. Friends and relations from villages around come
in during the afternoon, and at sunset. Before their arrival

the females only give an offering to '' kameo " in the shape of

a sandwich of unleavened bread, sesamum seed concoction,

and slices of pork, which after being offered to *' kameo " by
the ** sherra " is placed on the platform of the *' wonyai thing."

With this is also placed four pots of beer (weak and strong).

After the arrival of \allpgers each family of the dead calls for its

representative or *'thila kapo " as he is called. He in the

meantime has been decked with bright head-gear, necklaces,

armlets, and leglets. On his arrival at the house he performs a

dance outside, and then on entering is introduced to the seat of

the dead. From this point until the end of the feast he is looked

upon as the dead person in life, and just as we would treat a

friend or relation who was going on a long journey, with no

prospect of seeing him again, so is this '' thila kapo" looked
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apon by the family and treated accordingly. He is presented

witli the house for the

))

time being dispenses hospitality. On this evening in j^articular

there are high jinks performed in each house. What with
eating, drinking and dancing, I am afraid they think more of

their own enjoj^ment than of the dead. Before the day is over
the cloths hung upon poles in each compound, after having
been seen and admired, or otherwise, by the villagers, are taken
down and brought into the house to be given to the representa-
tive later on.

Eighth day.—This day is mostly taken up with commercial
pursuits, in the buying and selling of cloths, etc., brought in by
the villagers. The representatives of the dead also give the
villagers a specimen oi their dancing powers in the large space
called " Laingapha kayang " situated in the midst of the village.
They are, of course, dressed up for the occasion. The " sherras
during this performance cut up a portion of the skins of the
pigs killed on the fifth day and offer to " kameo." The remain-
ing skin of all the animals killed is eventually cooked and eaten
with the other portions. After this exhibition by the '

' thila
kapo " they are taken and fed by the female relations, going
from house to house, receiving the cloths brought in the pre-
vious night, so that by the time he has finished vfsiting there is
a goodly pile, and he takes the first opportunity to sell all he
does not require for himself, or for herself, if the representative
happens to be a female.

Ninth day.--T\\e great day of the feast. The first thing in
the mormng one of the family searches for plantain leaves to
cover the^pme torch handles, etc. These torches are made extra
large, and laid aside for use at sunset. A further dish of pig's
meat and rice is next prepared and placed on large plates, with
salt and fish, and brought on the compound. Next a great
gathermg of all friends and relations with each representative.
±hey meet at the lowest point of the village where a death has
occurred, each one carrying his or her load of meat, ginger rice
beer, and cloths already given to the representative These
are a! placed on mats in a row. Empty plates and pots are
placed m a row near, and are then fiUed up. Everybody is
aressed up for the occasion, especially the representatives.When all is ready some old priest of the village gives a great

!nS?;.i . i' Tt *^^^°S tSrangsa," and at this everybody

^^]I f'' ¥^. °l^^" P^^*^^ ^""^ P«ts, etc., and holding

hou?e.^Tt ' '^^'^'' ^^^^^' *^^^ all to the " thila kapos
"

'

itTs a ^n. K ^ T '^PP^^ed to have another meal here, but a,s

are not ^ ,Z '^''"^ ^^ ^^'^^"^^ ^" ^^y l««g' they, if they

liev nnl f ifTu '°f'^* themselves with a small portion.

rdSon. whrf^^ w' P^T °^ ''^^^i^i«g g^e^ts, friends and

S leavTnf or h'' 't^ ^r^""' ^^ ^^'^^ ^'^ ^^Iv on the pointof leavmg for good. First to receive a parting gift is the head
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of the deceased's house, who receives a cloth from the '' thila

kapo/' Then come along the widows of the village, hut
instead of giving anything, they receive a parting gift of meat
and beer from him or her. After the widows come the female
relations who entertained them the day before, and they also

receive a present of meat and beer—a sort of mutual give

and take before the final parting. It is sunset now, and a

procession is formed. At the head of same march the torch-

bearers, with the leaves gathered early morning wound round
their heads and shoulders to keep off sparks from the flaming

* torches. Beliind these march a crowd of elders dressed in their

war garb, and lastly the ''thila kapo/' the representatives of

the dead, follow with relations crowding around them, and
with much lamenting and grief the procession proceeds slowly

on its way towards " Zaiphar," a spot at the north end of the

village overshadowed by a large tree. To this spot the torch-

. bearers wend their way. The idea is that the spirits need to

be led in the gathering twilight to show them the way to their

final place of abode ''Kazairam," and the warriors are also

needed as a guard to keep them from all harm on the way there.

The spirit is supposed to enter into, or rather are turned into

these lighted torches as soon as they are thrown down at
*' Zaiphar." By the time these torches have reached this place,

the ''thila kapo" have reached the limit of the village

boundary, and on the supposition that the spirit has left to

proceed on its way as a torch to " Kazairam," these represen-

tatives are at once denuded of all their finery. The head-gear

is broken up on the spot, and as far as these individuals are

concerned, their representative work is over. All the villagers

return to their homes, the torch-bearers having already

returned by another route. Before entering their houses, the

wonyai thing" structure erected outside is pulled down, and<<

the poles over the grave are pulled out and thrown away. At
the front door, just inside the house, a pine torch is lighted

and placed on a stone. This is done for the purpose of not

allowing the spirits of the living to go off with tlie spirits of

the dead just got rid of.

The spirit after entering the torches are declared to wend

their way during the evening towards the hills on the north,

and finally disappear to find themselves crossing the river in

**Kazairam." On that side of the river they are believed to

commence and carry on an existence similar to that enjoyed, or

otherwise, when alive on earth* The weaUhy enjoy their

wealth again, and the poor eke out the precarious existence

suffered on earth.

Tenth day.—Thi^ and the following few days are practically

days of rest, and the only thing recognized is the supposition

that the embodied spirits in *'Kazairam" cut all their hair

off on the tenth day, and have a sort of " wash and brush up"
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to remove all connection with mother earth. On this day
therefore, no one is supposed to bathe or touch water. As the
majority of the adults are in a state of non compose mentis after
the carousals of the past few days, it is the most natural thing
for them to take a rest.

In conclusion I need hardly say that the expense involved
in carrying out these ceremonies, from the day the person dies
till the spirit is finally disposed of, is very great, and in the
majority of cases where the husband and father dies, rice
cultivations and even the houses are sold, debts are incurred,
and one can imagine how disastrous is the result of all this blind
superstition and ignorance in the case of a wife with children.

There are no less than seven occasions for sacrificing and
offering to evil spirits during this feast, viz :—

(1) At burial.

(2) At " Onra " (memorial stone) erection.
(3) At erection of " Wonyai thing."
(4) At killing of buffaloes and cows (third day of feast).
(5) At killing of pigs and dogs (fifth day of feast).
(6) At sandwich making by females (seventh day of feast).
(7) At dancing on eighth day of feast.



7. A new MS. of Buddha Carita.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasada Shastri

In the bundle marked 364, of the third collection of MSS. in

MS
MSS

very ancient character—I mean, for Palaeography—of a period
when Bengali and Newari had not become two distinct charac-
ters. It is in fact more Bengali than Newari, and may belong to
the 12th century A.D. It did not form an integral part of the
ancient Royal Library of Nepal. It was presented within the
last ten years by Divyadeva to Maharaja Sir Bir Samsher Jang
Bahadur Rana, along with other MSS. Amrtananda, Brian
Hodgson's Pandit, prepared two copies of Buddhacarita for
Europe. Cowell, in the preface to his edition of the Buddha-
carita, gives us all the information about the imperfections of
these copies, and tells us how Amrtananda, after a fruitless
search for a complete MS. , added more than three and a half
cantos of his own composition to complete the work.

Amrtananda does not seem to have had access to Divya-
deva's MS. For in that case his copy would have been free from
many lacunae and many imperfections. The new MS. begins with
leaf 3 and goes on to the 55th leaf and ends in the middle of the
14th canto. The first complete verse of this MS. is the 46th
verse in Cowell's edition. The last portion of the 45th verse in

Cowell is f%TTf^iT^"^w^q'T^^. But the incomplete verse with

which our MS. begins is ^^^ifi f^<TV:. It is well known that

the fixst page of the first leaf of an Indian MS. is generally
left blank. So in our MS. three pages are missing, la, 2a,
and 2b. By counting letters of each line, I came to the con-
clusion that one page contains 8| Upajati verses, in which the
first canto is written. So altogether in these two leaves 25
verses would be missing. But according to Cowell's edition 45
verses are missing. That the additional 20 verses came from
the pen of Amritananda seems to be extremely probable.
And the condition of the 45th verse throws a shadow of doubt
as to the authenticity of all the figs.

I carefully compared Cowell's edition of Buddhacarita
with the new MS., and the most important thing that I laid my
hands on is a passage consisting of 11 1 verses, which was a
lacuna in Cowell's work. The lacuna commences from the
middle of the 2nd line of verse 41 in chapter 9 of Cowell's
edition, Cowell conjecturally emends one letter w, which
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he puts in square brackets. But his conjecture is wrong.

Our MS. makes it ^. The 11 verses are

:

n. *vO

^T^ % J[T55JTfst f^TT^ ^T=^T*J ^^ifHWl^HT ^^ 5%^5R i

^Tcf ^ jfiTT^'ZigT M^T OT55J ^mi^ ^iJ^^cT

^^^ cn^??J ^ 3r]f% ^f^: ^3;rj ^^5^ :^ i^jf^ ^i^. I

1^^?ir^T W^lfrnn^ ^T3IITf*r ^i^T H:*TJ7TH5*fl

s>>

TT5€lTf^ m f*I»2%%?jmcT ^>r%% irt=ai\cTT^«T5lT

These 11 verses complete the sense of the context. But

The
in

New
matter has often been introduced and' matter in the text
omitted. This does not speak wefUfor the faithfuhiesa of
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Chinese translations. The translator of Buddhacarita was
Dharma Raksa, a pandit of mid India, who worked for nearly
half a century at translations in China, and he is always
regarded as a trustworthy authority. But his translation is

not a sure guide to the original text, specially when it is a
lost work.

In order to give a general idea of Cowell's Translation of
the Sanskrit Buddhacarita as compared with Beal's Transla-
tion of the Cliinese version of the same work, I subjoin,
a comparative table of tlie verses in eacli canto in the two
Translations

.

m

Canto Cowell Beal

1 94 126

2 56 61

3 65 66
4 103 69
5 87 95

6 68 77

7 58 75

8 87 95

9 72 112

10 41 50
11 75 92
12 118 116

13 73 76

The table shows that the Chinese translation was at best

a free one and not a close translation.

In many quarters it is beheved that the MS. Treasures of

Nepal are being exhausted, and this belief found an expression

in our Annual Address of 1907. But the discovery of this

important MS. at the Library of Divyadeva and the new
collection of nearly four hundred MSS. given to the Durbar
Library within last ten years, and other circumstances which
I do not consider prudent to reveal, has led me to arrive

at a diametrically opposite conclusion—that the country

has not yet been systematically explored and that many
Buddhist Sanskrit texts will be recovered from Nepal, which are

known only in their Tibetan or Chinese Translations—and many
which are not known either in translation or in original.

-^V^^--^^ N.V^V.^"W v-/"»_> 'w' %^ \.^\ > ^^

>;o. Bot. Garden

i ^.19





8. Certain Disputed or Doubtful Events in the History

Bv MoN

Musalman Period. Part II.

Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.S.

J

Part I published in the last April number of tJiis Journal

<^=ny „f D.-t,- ^ M- ^^^^^ "^^^ t^ie beginning of the Musal-

dih"
'"'''""

°^^" period in Bengal, 595 to 628 H.
. ^,

Two of the points dealt therein require
further notice. Firstly, Major Raverty's assertions, 589 H for
Muhammad-i-BaUit-yar's sack of BihSr city, and 590 H for
his sack of Nildiah, were not discussed in part I, having been
already noticed in a previous article of mine, J.A.S.B., NS
Vol. T, No. 3, p. 49, 1905. On this subject the following pas-
sage in the Tabakat-i-Nasin {pp. 516—520) appears to have some
bearing :

—

" Subsequently in the year 591 H. Thankir was taken ; and
in 593 H. Kutb-ud-din marched towards Nahrwalah, and
attacked Rae Bhim Diw, and took vengeance upon that tribe
for the Sultan-i-Gliazi. He likewise subdued other territories
of Hindustan, as far east as the frontier of the territory of
Ujjain; and Mahk 'Izz-ud-din Muhammad, son of Bakht-yar,
the Khalj, in his time and during his government, subdued the
cities of Bihar and Nudiah, and that country, as will be
hereafter recorded."

The sequence of events in the above narration implies that
the sack of Bihar took place after 593 H.

Secondly, additional coins of Husam-ud-din 'Iwaz, the

Coins of 'Iwaz. earhest Sultan of Bengal to coin in his

own name, have been described in the
J.A.S.B., 1881, Vol. 50, part I, pp. 57 and 67, and in the
catalogues of the British Museum (p. 9), and of the Indian
Museum (ed. 1907, ii, 145-6). They confirm the fact that he
was in complete independence between 616 H. and 622 H. The
mint name on the unique gold coin of I-yal-timish, dated 616
H., read as :arh ha Gaur, may also be read zarh Nagor ; and
therefore the conclusion that up to 616 H. 'Iwaz acknowledged
the nominal suzerainty of the Delhi Sultan, is not free from
doubts.

(IV) Malik Saif-ud-dii^ Ibak-i-Yugiiax-tat.

He succeeded 'Ala-ud-din Jani ' who had been deposed

h;<: n-,f„ * A • (Tab., p. 731) : but the time of hisHis Date of Accession. )^^^^ '
^ ^. -,

taking charge is nowhere mentioned.

Haverty's identification of him with 'Izz-iid-din Jani, the gover-
nor of BihiT;' under I-yal-timisL in 622 H. (vide note below p. 772),
18 doubtful, as thf surnames are so different.
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It must be earlier than 631 H., when he died (pp. 732, 736)

;

and its anterior hmit is fixed by the statement that liis r»la.np in
Bihar was taken by 'Izz-ud-din Tughril-i-Tughan
had been appointed the feudatory of Badaun in 630 H. Saif-ud-
din s accession as Mahk of Lakhanawati tlius falls either in the
latter part of 630 H. or in the beginning of 631 H. (initial date,
7th October, 1233 A.D.), which would still allow him a rule " for
some time "

(p. 732).

(V) Malik 'Izz-ud-din Tu(iHRiL-i Tu^ikan Khan.
He ruled somewhat long for that troublous time (631-642 H.

Earliest Musalman In.
-1233-1244 AD.). His time is in-

scriptions. terestmg for the earliest existing coins

ir, TJ^ 1 mu 1
,

^^^ inscriptions of the Delhi Sultans

fnn^r^^ . r.
""^^^^^^ Musalman inscription in Bengal as' yetfound IS at Gaur and is dated 633 H. (beginning, on 16th

mU 11^ /i ""'f ^^ ^^^ ^"^^"g^ Khan, the sword-bearer

inscrtttnn ""t-
J-''^--^'''

f-
^^)- ^^^ «l^««t l^nown Musalman

SiTy^l2^^^^
of Maharram 640 H. (beginning latJuly, 1242 A.D.). It was found in the great Darcfah of Bihar

''TKatfTth'f ''^
Y""^^^

^^^ erecid d?rt:;fUie rule o

PP 24^6) T^fT^^'^fT (J-A.S.B., 1873, Vol. 42, pt. I,

Malik. ^- ^^' ^^^" ^"^ ^^'^ ^^"^^ thus point to the above

With reference to coins, the mint name on a coin of I-yal-
Earliest Dehli Coins, *^^^^ ^^^^^ 633 H. was read as Lakh-
Mmt Lakhnauti. nauti (J.A.S.B., Vol. 50, pt. I, 1881,

the earUest coin nf fi.o-nll,-^^^'.'''^'^
'* correctit would have been

orwrye;rs'634lnd'fi.^?r^-- ^f}^ ^P' ^^7)- They belong

(19th Cember ^236? f?" ^.^^'/^^ 18th Rabi-ul-awwal

iTah., pp ellv)"' ^' ^^^ ^^*^ ^^ ^^' predecessor's deatli

In ^^nnectionwith theabove Bihar inscription,Blochmann's

Tiffr.°^ S'har f^^'i.^Vc'^* "^^^^^ Bihar was under
with Lakhanawati. the Lak'hnautl governors from Bakh-

dificatinn aa 4-l,„ f^ii .
^y^^ ft^hlljl S time " reauirea mnpli TYin.

territory

will show. After the sack
mad

L he removed
ternecine fiirl

head -

time of his two successorM f^rT^- •
^"ternecine fights in the

nal dependence on Tiki ^
'ol^"^.?^^.

"^P°««-««ion were innomi-
tiU Husam-ud-din 'W??f^^- Vr

'^ ^ ^"
'

^"^ it was not
""^^ ' *^^^ t^^^t Bih5r w^s again brought
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under regular subjection of Lakhanawati. On several occa-
sions I-yal-timisli sent forces recovering possession thereof and
putting his own men in charge; but the latter were soon driven
out. In 622 H. Lyal-timish himself marched against Lakhana-
wati, and compelhng 'Iwaz to acknowledge his suzerainty, put
'Izz-ud-din Jam in separate charge of Bihar. But as soon as

withdrawn
by force. In 624 H., at the instigation of the said 'Izz-ud-din
Jani, the eldest son of I-yal-timish moved from Awadh towards
Bengal, defeated and killed 'Iwaz, and took possession of
Lakhanawati with apparently Bihar. On his death Daulat
Shah-i-Balka rebelled in Lakhanawati, but it is not clear what
became of Bihar. In 628 H. I-yal-timish marched against the
rebel, and after defeating him put Bihar under a separate gover-
nor. Two governors are mentioned, Saif-ud-din Tbak and his

succsesor Tu^ril-i-Tughan Khan. The latter when appointed
governor of Lakhanawati succeeded in keeping Bihar. Nothing
further is mentioned about this province in the Tdbakaf-i.
During the good-natured but feeble reign of Nasir-ud-din Mali-
mud Shah (644-664 H.), both provinces seem to have continued
as a joint fief under the same feudatory (cf, the Barahdari
inscription, Bihar, dated 663 H.).

FM
alias Sultan Mu

Of this Malik's rule in Bengal, the Tabakat-i unfortu-

^ nately gives no dates and even omits

^'ence and D^Jr^" *'^,^^y ^^^^^ ^^^ succeeded The pre-

ceding date given is 29th Shawwal
644 H. (9th March, 1247 A.D.), when died Malik Kamar-ud-dln
Ki-ran-i-Tamur Ktan-us-Sultani (also written Tamur Jvlian-i-

Ki-ran).

The coins, luckily, throw some though rather a faint light.

In a small hoard discovered at Gauhati, Assam, two coins with
the mint Lakhnautf bear the date 653 H. and the name
Mughis-ud-dln (J.A.S.B., 1881, Vol. 50, pt. I, p. 61, Nos. II and
12; Ind. Mus. Cat., ii, p. 146, No. 6). This title the Mahk
adopted when he assumed independence [Tab., pp. 763-4).

Another coin with the mint LaklmautI and the Sultan's name
Mahmud has in the margin with other illegible letters, the word
Yuz-bak, and the date 65*, the unit figure being uncertain,

probably 1 or 2 {Chronicles, pp. 128-9, No. 110; J.A.S.B,,
Vol. 50, pt. I, 1881, pp. 68-9, 60; Ind. Mus. Cat., ii, p. 33,
No. 140). At that time therefore the Dellii Sultan, Mahmud,
was acknowledged as suzerain. The assumption of indepen-
dence would have been made some time after this, say between
651 and 653 H. Mughis-ud-din invaded Kamrup, but on ac-

count of floods after the spring harvest had to retreat ; he
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was struck wdth an arrow, was captured by the Hindus, and
died from the effects of his wounds {Tab., pp. 765-6). Another
coin with the mint Lakhnauti andidate safar 655 H. (beginning
on 18th February, 1257 A.D.) is found to bear the name of the
Dellii Sultan Mahmud (J.A.S.B., Vol. 50, pt. I, 1881, p. 69,
No. 30; Ind. Mus. Cat., ii, p. 32, Xo. 1,"8). This was obviously
coined by a local governor who acknowledged the suzerainty of
the Delhi Sultan: and the independent Sultan Mughis-ud-dln
had apparently died before this time, probably in the "rains of
054 H. The coins thus indicate that he had assumed indepen-
dence by at least 653 H. (initial date, 10th February, 125i

ary, 1256 A.D.).

June-July

The legends on the two Gauliati coins of 653 H. note that
they had been coined from the revenues of Badan and Nawadiya.
If Nawadiya be Nadiya as Dr. Hoernle suggests, then Yuz-
bak-i Tughril Khan had carried the Musalman rule much south-
wards.

(VII) Malik 'Izz-ud-din Balban-i YQz-baki.

No clear account is traceable in the Tahakat-i regarding the

His Rule.
immediate succession of the deceased

. A . . ,,
^uz-bak-i Tughril Klmn. From scat-

tered notices It would appear that in 656 H. the Malik Balban-i
iuz-baki was m possession. Having been invested with the
government of Lakhanawati, he sent large presents to the

«rrr ""i'
7'?^ if^P^^^^t^' treasures and other valuables, which

IsTa^. ^.r **^' J^™adi-ul-akhir 657 H. (29th April,

TcTsn A
^*

I I f^^J"^^"^^
under the patronage of Ulu^

^^];hh-^'''m '"-51 ?^ Lakhanawati had been conferred ^
jtl m; Atf y'l^'^'-^f?-^-

^^^^^^) lOmn, son of 'Ala-uddin-

tl\-T •?! f^^^J^h 6o6 H. or 16th December, 1258 A.D.

in ^nN^hl 7 '"«?c'n/'^^^'
^''' presentation at the Durbaron 2ah Shawwal (pp. 848-9). But the receipt of presents from

firmed in b. •' ' ^""^T' ^"^ ^'"^'^^"-^ Yaz-baki was con-

TaTud d r^A? 1 -'%rt- ?' '^""^^ ^°^' ^^^'^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^"l^d long.

l^^^^^^3^t^^^^^^ % governor of Kar^h

nawak^'t^b '^^^S; '^J^^'^^^ «- ^ity of Lak'h

kJJkd (i|.'l9-7T
^^' '"''' ™ ^^^^^*^^' capturedVd

Jalal-ud-dln Ma'sud ^an appears to have ruled for some
The Rule of jalai-ud- ^™^-- Though Tabakat-iis silent, this

dm. can be Inferred from a fine mscrip-
Maldah. It records thp 1 l"^

^ mosque at Garigarampur nearcords the erect.on of the building°in the time of
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Jalal-ul-hak Ma'sud ^ah Jani in the reigii of Nasir-ud-duniya
Abul Muzaffar Mahmud Shah on the first of Mahairam 647 H
or 16th April, 1249 A.D. (A.S.R., xv, p. 45, pi. xxi). Ma'sudJam s rule thus fills in to some extent the gap between Kirane-

gh

(VIII) Tatar Kijan.

The only material fact known about this Mahk is that

His vassalage. 1^''^'' '"?
^^i!

TarWi-i Firoz Shaht of

. ,
Zia-ud-din Barni : "In the first year

of the reign [of Sultan Ghiyas-ud-dln Balban], sixty three
elephants were sent by Tatar Khan, son of Arslan Khan, from
LakhnautI to Delhi, which greatly pleased the people, and was
the occasion of great public rejoicing" (Elliot, ill, p. 103).
Tatar Khan was therefore ruling in 664 H. (initial date 13th
October, 1265 A.D.), and possibly from some time before, but
how long before there are no data to decide. One can only
hazard a guess that he hkely succeeded his father Arslan
Khan, who had dispossessed Balban-i Yuz-baki in 657 H.

tall Tatar Khan coined money in his own
His coins.

^^^^ (^^'' J-A-S.B., 1874, Vol. 43, pt.
I, p. 287). This means an assumption of

complete independence, and is not consistent with the despatch
of elephants to Delhi on the accession of Balban, evidently as
a vassal. No coins of his, if any coined, has yet been brought
to light. It is also not known how long he ruled after 664 H.,
or how his rule came to an end. Badaoni's history names two
governors after him. Slier Khan and then Amin Khan (Trans-
lation, i, p. 186), but gives no details.

An inscription found in the yard facing the shrine of Shah

Inscriotion
Fazl-ullah, Barahdari Mahallah, Bihar,

,, ,
^ is dated 663 H., 18th Jumada I (8th

March, 1265 A.D.). Its first half with the name of the gover-
nor IS unfortunately missing; but Blochmann ascribed it to
this Muhammad[-i-] Arsalan fatSr Khan (J.A.S.B., vol. 42, pt. I,

1873, p. 247). If the attribution be correct, Bihar formed at
the time a part of Laklianawatl.

' S^ >-^ "v^ ^^ S-^ ^-^•"N,.-^ '^^^'^ * "^^^ X,^ V-' V,





9* On a Goniomya from the Cretaceous Rocks of

Southern India.

By H. C. Das-Gtjpta.

Some time ago, with the kind permission of the Director of
the Geological Survey of India, I had an opportunity of
examining some lameUibranchs collected by Mr. Foote from
Southern India. Most of the fossils belong to species already
described by Stoliczka.^ Among them there occurs, however,
a specimen of Goniomya, a genus which had not previously
been recorded amongst the fauna of Southern India.

The specimen comes from the neighbourhood of Odium
and it belongs to the Utatur series, the lowest member of the

Cretaceous of Southern India, including, according to de
Grosaouvre^, beds extending downward into the horizon of the

Gault. The fossil is represented by a cast of the right valve,

and although poorly preserved, the peculiar sculpturing of the

valve leaves no room for any doubt as to the generic determin-

ation. It belongs to the group of the ovales. Goniomya
ranges from Upper Lias to Cenomanian, the maximum develop-

ment of the genus being in the Middle and Upper Jurassic

times , which period also corresponds with the maximum
development of the ovales. The latest form of the group of

ovales to which I can find any reference is G. [Lysianassa)

designata, Goldf.^, from the Cenomanian of Westphalia and
Cleve. The Southern Indian specimen is specifically different,

but it is not sufficiently well preserved for an exact diagnosis.

1 Pal, Ind,, Ser. VI, vol. iii.

* Mem. la carte GeoL del, de la

8 Petr. Germ, tab. 154, fig. 13.
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FEBRUARY, 1909.

1909
Wednesday

The Hon. Mr. Justice Astjtosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A
D.L., D.Sc, President, in the chair. '

" '

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdus Salam, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr I H
Burkill, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. J. A Cunningham, Mr L l"
Fermor, Rev. E. Francotte, S.J., Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh'
Babu Roormall Goenka, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. H. H. Hayden'
The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, Sir Thomas Holland'K C.I.E., Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. W. A. Lee, Mr. R. D. Mehta',
C.I.E., Mr. C. W. McMinn, Mr. W. H. Miles, Babu Govindalal
Mukerjee, Hon. Mr. C. A. E. W. Oldham, Dr. T.. F. Pearse,
Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Pandit Yogesa
Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha, Dr. C. Schulten,
Mr. A. C. Sen, Mahamaliopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri^
Miss Cornelia Sorabjee, Babu Kshitindra Nath Tagore, Mr.'
G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana,° Mr. E.
Vredenburg, Mr. W. C. Wordsworth, Rev. A. W. Young, and
others.

Visitors .—lion. Mr
Mrs. C. B. M

H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. G. Woodhams.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting
papers for the election of Officers and Members of Council
for 1909, and appointed Messrs. P. J. Bruhl and L. L. Fermor
to be scrutineers.

The President announced that no essays had been
received for the ElHott Prize Competition for the year 1908.

The President also announced that the Barclay Memorial
Medal for the year 1909 has been offered to Lieut.-Colone!
David Prain, M.A., M.B., LL.D., F.R.S., I.M.S. (retired).

The President called upon the Secretary to read the
Annual Report.
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Annual Report for 1908.

The Council of the Society has the honour to submit the

following report on the state of the Society's affairs during the

year ending 31st December, 1908.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at th.e close of the year

was 448,

Sixty-one Ordinary Members were elected during 1908.

Out of these 4 have not yet paid their entrance fees ; the

election of 2 Members has been cancelled at their own
request ; and the election of 3 more has become null and void
under Rule 9. The number of Ordinary Members, therefore,

added to the list was 52, in addition to another 2 elected in

1907, who have paid their entrance fees during the year,
making a total of 54 Ordinary Members added to the last hst.

On the other hand, 13 withdrew, 7 died, and 4 were struck off

under Rule 40, while the names of 2 Members (one a Special
Non-Subscribing Member) have been transferred from the list

of Ordinary Members to the Hst of Honorary Members.
The following table gives the statistics for the past six

years :

Year

1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

Paying.

(D

T3

p;

127

132

144

173

174

181

I s

o
o

126

130

133

147

175

193

15 2(31

14

12

15

20

17

276

288

335

369

391

Non-paying

t

h4

21

21

20

20

20

19

a

x>
I'll

45

45

47

51

30

38

o

J

o

G7

I

07

68

72

51

57

335

343

357

407

420

448

The names of Ordinary Members whose death we lament
were, Lieut RE Bate. 27th Punjabis, Dr. H. C. Garth, Mr.
J. i?. Uewett, Mahara]a Sir Jotendra Mohan Tagore Bahadur,
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Dr, Mirza Mohammad Masoom, Lt.-CoL F. S. Peck, I.M.S.,
and Sir Dietrich Brandis (Life Member).

The number of Honorary Members is complete. We have
to lament the loss of Lt.-Col. Sir Richard Strachey and Prof.
F. Keilhorn. Lt.-Col. H. H. Godwin Austin, F.R.S., Prof.
M. Ireub, Dr. H. Oldenberg and Mr. W*. Irvine were elected
Honorary Members.

The number of the Special Centenary Members remains
unchanged since last year.

Among the Associate Members, we have to lament the
loss of the Revd. Father E. Lafont, S.J., and Rai Baliadur Ram
Brahma San^^ah During the year we have elected Babu Dines
Chandra Sen, Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakara Dvivedi and the
Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, S.J. The number now stands at
13, leaving two vacancies.

Indian Museum.
w

During the year there have been two vacancies amongst the
Trustees. Mr. G. W. Kiichler ceased to be a Trustee under sec-

tion 3, clause 5, of the Indian Museum Act IV of 1887, and was
succeeded by Lt.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., I.M.S.

;

and in consequence of Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott leaving India
on furlough, Dr. G. Thibaut, CJ.E., Ph.D., D.Sc, was ap-

pointed to act for him. The other Trustees who represent the
Society are Sir Thomas Holland, K.CJ.E., the Hon'ble Mr.
Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L., and Mr. R. P.

Ashton.

Finance.

The accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix
under the usual heads. Statement No. 12 contains the Balance
Sheet of the Society and of the different funds administered

through it.

The credit balance of the Societv at the close of the year

was Rs. 1,89,731-7-0, against Rs. 1,81,836-15-6 at the close of

the preceding year, which shows an increase in the financial

position by about eight thousand rupees.

The Budget for the year 1908 was estimated at the following

figures :—Receipts Rs. 22,830, Expenditures Rs. 22,760.

The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of entrance fees,

and subscription to the 125th Anniversary Entertainment Fund,
have amounted to Rs. 23,451-7-4, In addition to this, the sum
of Rs. 1,760 has been received as Entrance fees, and tlie sum
of Rs. 800 as subscription to the Anniversary Entertainment

Fund of the Society, or about Rs. 3,200 in excess of the

estimate. The sum of Rs 1,750 from the Entrance fees has

been credited to the Reserve Fund. The total receipts for the

year have been Rs. 26,011-7-4. The receipts have exceeded
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the estimate under the heads of "Members' Subscriptions,

"Subscriptions for the Society's Journal and Proceedings &nd

Memoirs," and "Interest on Investments," the excess amounts

received being respectively Rs. 937, Rs. 100 and Rs. 95. The

receipts have fallen short of the estimate under the following

heads: "Sale of Publications" shows a decrease owing to

certain sale proceeds not having been received during the year,

"Rent of Room" is reduced on account of non-receipt of

rent from the Automobile Association of Bengal, and " Mis-

cellaneous " has fallen off very shghtly.

The expenditure was estimated at Rs: 22,760. Of this

sum, Rs. 1,500 provided for the "Library Catalogue" was
not utihsed, Tlie actual amount paid out amounted to

Rs. 23,015-10-4, or about Rs. 256 in excess of the estimate.

During the year the Council sanctioned tlie following

extraordinary expenditures: "Salary," Rs. 235, pay for

Babu Gokul Nath Dhar, B.A., an extra clerk, and a duftry for

six months; " Pension," Rs. 125, owing to the retirement of

of Babu Jogesh Chandra Chatterji on Rs. 15 per mensem ;

" Postage," Rs. 70, for despatching Index to Punjab Notes and
Q
Malay

King's Materials for a Flora of the

ment of certain bills of 1007; " Petty Repairs," Rs. 100 was
spent on new cane matting ; "Microscopic Lamps, " Rs. 60,
purchased for the Medical Section of the Society ;

'
' Safe

repairing," Rs. 55. Under the heads of "Commission,"
"Printing Circulars, etc.," and "Paging of MSS." there is

also shght increase. Tlie sum of Rs. 55-4-9 has been paid for
accrued interest on Rs. 8,000 Government Promissory Xotes
purchased during the year, and a sum of Rs. 31-13-9 was
spent for sending notices to Members in connection with the
Anniversary Celebration.

The following sums were held at the close of the year on
account of the different funds administrated by the Society :

Rs. A. P.

Oriental Pubhcation Fund No. I . . 4,748 13 2
Ditto ditto No. II . . 3,325 8
Ditto ditto No. IH . . 3,000

Sanskrit Manuscript Fund (less Rs. 1 ,000
advanced to the Officer in charge) .

.

1,718 12 9
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund .. 'l45 4 7
Bardic Chronicle MSS. Fund .

', 2,400

Total .. 15,338 6 6

The Permanent Reserve Fund at the close of the year
700
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the close of the year was Rs, 41,600 against Rs. 1,53,950 and
Rs. 35,350 respectively.

The Permanent Reserve Fund has mcreased by Rs. 1,750
from the entrance fees received during the year, and the
Temporary Reserve Fund has increased by Rs. 6,250 from the
Government paper purcliased during the year. The Trust
Fund at the close of the year was Rs. 1,400.

The Budget Estimate of Receipts and Disbursements for

1909 has been calculated at

—

R̂s.
Receipts 24,834
Expenditure .. ,. 24,770

The Budget Estimate of Receipts is Rs. 1,177 less than the

Actuals and Rs. 2,004 more than the Estimate of 190S.

as

below. The Budget Estimate of Disbursements is Rs. 1 , 755 more
than the Actuals of 1908, the items ''Salaries," *' Pension,"

Memoirs " and '' LibraryJourrial
Catalogue" have all been increased. ''Salaries" are higher

owing to the appointment of an extra clerk and a duftry fr

July 1908, and a pension has been allowed to a clerk on retire-

ment as already noticed. ings
'

' and
^'Memoirs " are higher because certain printing charges of 1908

have not been paid yet-

The heavy increase on account of Library Catalogue is in

anticipation of the printing bills for the sheets which are now
passing through the Press. The items '' Repairs " and '' 125th

Anniversary Entertainment Fund" have been added to the

Budget Estimate of 1909. '' Repairs" include the complete

whitewashincj and decoratinop the interior of the building. The
Anniversary Entertainment Fund is being raised by special

donations from the Members. A sum of Rs. 500 has been

guaranteed by the Council, should the necessity arise for extra

expenditure in connection with the Conversazione. The other

items are based upon the actuals of the last year.

The expenditure on the Royal Society's Catalogue (in-

cluding subscriptions sent to the' Central Bureau) has been

Rs. 4,096-1-6, while the receipts under this head from subscrip-

tions received on behalf of Central Bureau (including a grant of

Rs. 1,000 from the Government of India) have been Rs. 8,803.

A sum of Rs. 3,471-7-0 has been remitted to the Central Bureau,

and the amount of Rs. 4,874-2-11 is still due.

Mr. J. A. Chapman proceeded on furlough in September

190S, when Mr. D. Hooper was appointed to the office of Trea-

surer.
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BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1909,

Receipts.
4

190S. 1908. 1909.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate,

Rs. Rs. Rs.
Members' subscriptions .. 9,000 9,936 9,500
Subscriptions for the Socie-

ty's Journal and Proceed-
ings s^uA Memoirs .. 1,460 1,560 1,560

Sale of publications .. 2,000 1,557 2,000
Interest on investments . . 6,670 6,765 6,770
Rent of room . . . , 600 550 650
Government allowances . . 3,000 3,000 3,000
Miscellaneous .. .. lOO 83 ICO
Entrance fees .. _ 17go ..
125th. Anniversary Enter-
tainment Fund .. .. 800 485

Ditto Balance carried for-

ward from 1908

Petty
Insuiance

ances

769

Total .. 22,830 26,011 24,834

Expenditure.

^^^^™«
. • • . . 5,200 5,435 5,680

Commission .. .. 50O 539 525

ff^,^^«^ •• -. 240 360 455
stationery .. _ J25 12'>-— J. * 1*^5
Light and Fans .. 320 '>7'> 275
Municipal Taxes .. 1,465 i^JeS 1,465

?°'.*\gf •• •• 575 642 600

I'^'f^^ .
•• -. 390 375 380

Contmgencies .. .. 500 52:^ 500
Z^^f • .. 2,000 3,241 1,200If ,r." .. •• I'OOO 1,042 1.000
Journal and Proceedings and

PrSfp- r ••
'^'^0 7,506 7,500Printing Circulars, etc. .. ^oo ^±± \c^

Ai,^u^-' f
... 300 344 300Auditor's fee .. im inn inn

:1„?_^''^ •• •• 35 127 100
200 187 190Library Catalogue " 1500 1 -nn

Grain Compensation Allow-
" ^*'^

200 268 300

Carried over. Total .. 22,250 22.548 22,395
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Rs. Rs. Ra.

Brought forward .. 22,250 22,548 22,395
Paging of manuscripts . . 200 206
Tibetan Catalogue , , 310 60 310
Microscopic lamps .... 60
Safe repairing . . ... * 55
1 25th Anniversary Enter-

• •

tainment Fund . . •

.

31 1,285

Interest on Government pa-

per purchased
Repairs

55

* • « » • • 780

Total . . 22,760 23,015 24,770

Agencies.

Quaritch

as the Society's Agents in Europe.
J(mrnal aifid Proceeding

was 642,

Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch, during the year 1908

valued at £87-6. and of the Bibliotheca Indica 354

valued at Rs. 330; of these copies to the value of £60-9-11

and Rs. 68-9 have been sold.

Sixteen invoices of books purchased and of publications of

various Societies sent in exchange have been received during

the year, the value of the books purchased amounting to

£114.9-6.

The number of copies of the Journal and Proceedings and

the Memoirs sent for sale to Mr. Harrassowitz, during 1908,

was 212, valued at £33-6, and for the Bibliotheca Indica 518,

valued at Rs. 486: the sale proceeds have been £17-19-2 and

Rs. 246-13 respectively.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added

to the Library during the year was 5,073, of which 458 were

purchased and 4,615 were presented or received in exchange.

Part I of the Library Catalogue up to the letter E has

been published, and the second part to end of the letter L is

under revision and will be published shortly.

On the recommendation of the Finance Committee, the

the Council ordered the discontinuance of the printing of the

list of new books added to the Library. The list, however,

will be prepared and type-written in the office, and Members

can receive copies on application.

Mr. J, H. ElHott has continued as Assistant Secretary

throughout the year.
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Hegional Bureau for the Royal Society's International
Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

The Bureau was maintained during the year at a cost of :

Staff

Postage, freight, etc.

Stationery, etc.

Rs. A. P.

461 13

111 8 9
51 4 9

Total 624 10 6

at the expense of the Government of India.
Two thousand one hundred and forty-seven index slips were

prepared and sent to the Central Bureau, 227 volumes dis-
tributed, and subscriptions to the amount of £230-8-5 collected
and remitted to London. A nearly equal sum is ready to be
remitted to London as soon as Exchange is favourable.

The slips were prepared, in chief part, by the ^^.^^ o
clerk, and checked or corrected by one or other of the followina
gentlemen most of them members of the Society, who hav^

Bureau

gi ven freely their services :

Dr. N. Annandale.
I. H. Burkiil, Esq.
Prof. J. A. Cunnindiam.
Rev. Fr. E. Francotte, S.J.
Capt. A. T. Gage, I.M.S.
B, Hooper, Esq.
Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S.
Capt. J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S
C. Little, Esq.

H. Maxwell-Lefroy, Esq.
B. B. Osmaston, Esq.

W. S. Patton. I.M.
W

Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.
E. Thurston, Esq.
G. H. Tipper, Esq.
E Vredenburg, Esq.
Maior Wall. I.M.S.

muc^h!. bpr 1 ^r"'^"
^'^^ increased

: at the same time

irre^ukrisW ^y^'T ""^""^^T^
^*^^^^^^ f°^^ saving labour, and

th/ff ^!, = ' ^^T""^ ^^ ^^'^ accounts and other records,that proceedings may be simple in future.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

for S^cLnh^fir^"''^'''?^!?'' ^ni,*^^
TlTUBt^^^ for the Elliott Prize

imZ^L^'^^'ll H-.?l iott Gold Medal for the year

^::SSti^7cr^-- - Mv=s^rr^aTon

received in competition.
essays Jiave oeen
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Barclay Memorial Medal.

In order to award the Barclay Memorial Medal for 1909,
the following members were appointed to form a '^ Special Com-
mittee ''to record their recommendations for the consideration
of the Council: Mr. L H. BurkiU, Capt. A. T. Gage, LM.S,,
Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. E. J, Drury, I.M.S., and
Mr, E, Vredenburg.

Society's Premises and Property.

The interior of the* Society's rooms has been wliite-
washed and decorated, and the cane matting has been partially
repaired.

The question of building new premises for the Society on its
own ground is still under consideration by the Council.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1908, the Council accepted six applications for ex-
change of publications, viz:—(1) From the University of Pennsyl-
vania in the section of Ethnology, Philadelphia : the Society's
Joimial and Proceedings and the Ethnological papers from the
Memoirs for their Transactions. (2) From the Director of La
Revue des jEtudes EthnograpMques et Sociologiques, Paris : the
Society's Journal and Proceedings and the Ethnographical
Papers from the Memoirs for his magazine. (3) From the R.
Accademia della Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna : the Society's
Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs for the publications of
the Academy. (4) From the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, Cal-

cutta : Memol
the publications of the Institute. (5) From the Dominion
Museum, Welhngton : the Society's Memoirs containing Ethno-
graphical papers for the publications of the Museum. (6) From
the Italian Association for the Advancement of Sciences, Rome :

the Society's Journal and Proceediiigs and the Scientific papers
from the Memoirs for their Transactions.

At the instance of the Hon'ble Mr. E. A. Gait, the Council
agreed to exchange the Society's Journal and Proceedings and
Literary papers from the Memoirs for the publications of the

Societe des Bollandists, Brussells, and the Hon'ble Mr. Gait has
been informed accordingly.

Publications.

Tliere were published during the year twelve numbers of

the Journals and Proceedings (Vol. IV, Nos. 1—9, Extra No.
1908, and Vol. LXXIV, Parts 2 and 3) containing 10S4 pages
and 16 plates.
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Of Memoirs, two numbers were published (Vol. II, Nos. 6

and 7) containing 34 pages.

The Numismatic Supplement, No. 9, has been published in

Journal

Wri
There were also pubUshed Part I of the Society's Library

Catalogue, List of Arabic and Persian MSB. acquired on
behalf of the Government of India during 1903—1907, and the
Index to the Journal and Proceedings, Vol. III.

Lt.-Col. D. C. Pliillott continued as General Secretary and
edited the Proceedings until April when he left India and Mr.
T. H. D. LaTouche was appointed. Mr. LaTouche carried on
the duties till September when Mr. G. H. Tipper succeeded him.

Journal
cretary

Dr. E. D. Ross took charge of the office. The Natural History Sec-
tion of the Journal was edited by Mr. I. H. Burkill, the Natural
History Secretary, and the Anthropological Section of the
Journal by Dr. N. Annandale, the Anthropological Secretary.
Mahamahopadhaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana carried on the
duties of Joint Philological Secretary, while Mahamaliopadhaya
Haraprasad Shastri continued the work of collecting Sanskrit
Manuscripts throughout the year. Lt.-Col. Phillott
charge of tlie Search for Arabic and Persian Manuscripts until
April when Dr. Ross resumed charge of the Search. Major
L Rogers continued as Medical Secretary throughout the year,
ihe Coin Cabinet was in charge of Mr. H. Nelson Wright who
also reported on all Treasure Trove coins sent to the Society.

was

Philology.

edited
„. „ ,^.j ,.x.vx^oLiiig uistury oi jjacca, aesignated as the 'iariun-
i-^usratjangl by Nawab Nusrat Jang of Dacca, who began its
compilation apparently some time before 1817, but unfortu-
nately left it incomplete as death overtook him in 1822. After
his death it was continued and brought down to 1843 by the

aT^ ?ni,
'^r?begi, Hamid Mir, properly called Savyid

Abdul Gham. The Editor concludes his preface with a prom-
ise to give a translation of this booklet with historical notesm due course.

Journal
M

Ppr.Tnr^'" J^f,«^7 1908. under the title of -Note on a

H.P T^.^ I!?\ f*
^^^^^ "^'^^ * tradition handed down from

after eaTn^t f'^'f^^
^°°^' ^^ ^^^ ^^^g^^^ (gi^^^^ o^ P- 1^)a ter each of the five daily prayers, will h% protected from all

In a short historical note on the
at Balasor '> M;rrAbdTs.'i. \?f'''''• ''"^"^ ^"''^'"'

,
.uauivi ADUus Salam, M.A., gives a summary
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account of the sacred building, with short notices of some past
rulers of the Province; and reproduces the inscription which
exists on a slab affixed to the Mausoleum of Sayyid Habibullah
Khan within the Qadam Rasul Building.

Mr. H. Beveridge in an article on the ^^ Babar-Namah
fragments" assert that these fragments, which are not found
in the popular original text, and which record the death of
Babar, were originally written by Babar's great-grandson,
Jahangir.

Another learned article by Mr, H. Beveridge was published
in the Journal for May 1908, under the title of ''The Date of
the Salimi coins." In this article he controverts the theory
propounded by Rev. Taylor in connection with the Salimi coins
that they were not issued during the reign of Akbar, as Jahangir
never was Governor of Gujerat, and as his rebellion did not
extend to Ahmedabad. Mr. H. Beveridge after gi^nng various
reasons in support of his objections inclines to the view of the
British Museum Catalogue that the Salimi coins were issued
during Akbar's hfetime.

In the Journal for February a '* Hindustani and English
Vocabulary of Indian Birds " was published by Lt.-Col. D. C.

Phillott and Pundit Gobin Lai Bonnerjee, Board of Examiners

;

this vocabulary has been compiled almost entirely from Surg.-

Major T. C. Jerdon's ^'Birds of India," and his spelUng has
been retained, except in the cases of those words that have been
met with by the compilers in the course of reading.

Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott in his learned article, published in

the Journal for March 1908 and entitled '' Translation of a letter

by Abul Fazl," truly remarks tliat these letters, which w^ere

once considered the acme of style, are turgid, bombastic, prolix,

and frequently puerile. '' His Insha Pardazi," it is suggested,
'' exhibits examples of almost every vice enumerated in English
Text-books on Rhetoric. Everywhere sense is sacrificed to

sound
; improprieties, solecisms, and barbarities abound ; the

thought and the metaphors are confused or strained ; while the

meaning of the intricate complex sentences is obscure/'

*' Certain disputed or doubtful events in the History of

Bengal, Muhammadan Period," Part I, by Manmohan Chakra-
varti, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.S., published in the Journal for April

1908. It is asserted in this article that a large number of facts

and events in the Pre-Moghul Period of Bengal History still

remain doubtful or unsettled. selected

by the writer for discussion, in the hope of drawing attention to

them prominently. '* Their importance," the writer adds,
* is undoubted, and their solution will help in giving a clearer

idea of the period."
In a short note entitled ** Fresh Light on the word Scarlet

"

L>r. E.D. Ross points out that the word Scarlet, which now only

means a nnlmir finf] fnr a loner fimp in Rnrnne meant a broad-
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cloth, probably originally stood for a fine silk. He quotes an

example of this word in the form of Sakala being used as a

foreign word in China for a silk-brocade.

Professor H. C. Norman contributes to tlie Journal three

useful papers from Pali sources, viz., "Gandhakuti—the

Buddha's private abode," " Siihhalese documents and the

Maurya inscription," and " The Seven Sahajata of the Buddha."
Tlie first paper gives a clear and authentic account of Buddha's
habits as a private individual ; the second shows that the

Simhalese records harmonise with the conclusion that the

Sarnath inscription was an edict framed to prevent entrance
into the Buddhist order of unprivileged persons who raise

schisms in it ; and the third is a note oii the seven individuals
that came into existence at the very time when the Bodhisttva
was born in the Lumbini grove. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-
bhusana's researches into the Tibetan language have produced
two papers, viz., "Two Tibetan Charms obtained by Lt.-

Col. Stuart H. Godfrey in Ladakh, one for chasing away
and " A

The

evil spirits and the other for compelling fortune," 8

descriptive hst of works on the Madhvamika philoso'ph v. xu^
first paper illustrates the beliefs and superstitions of the Tibetan
people on the KaSmira frontier while the second notices 27 rare
works on the Madhyamika philosophv recovered from Tibet.

^
Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Pras'ad S'astri in his paper on

"A copper-plate inscription" controverts the reading of a
dedicatory inscription in Kharosti character recovered from
iaxila by the late Sir Alexander'Cunningham. Babu Rakhal
i^as Banerji's - Notes on Indo-Scythian Coinage" based on
Mr. Vmcent A. Smith's "Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian
Museum" is a review of the numismatic history of the Punjab
cluring the first four centuries of the Christian era. Several
mscriptions of the Pala dynasty noticed by late Dr. Rajendra
Lai Mitra and Sir Alexander Cunningham remained deposited
in the Indian Museum. Babu Nilmani Chakravarti critically
re-edits them m an article called "Pala inscriptions in the
Indian Museum." Mr. A. Venis's " Buddhist inscription from
±aasra iiol, Gaya, ' which on palaeographic grounds may be
assigned to the 12th Century A.D., is a dharani or magic
many for the protection of a building. Babu Monraohan

Trni'^'ir
.'"^ •^"'

.

'; ^°*^' ^" the geography of old Bengal"
traces the terntonal limits of Pundravardhana, Gauda, etc.,
tUiough the various periods of Indian history. In the paper

NortwT ""P^Wished drawings of antiquities in Orissa and

of sev/r^l ff ' . ^}^ '^"'^ writer gives a descriptive account

over India. Pandit Kunja Bihari Nyaytblmsana in his " List
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of Jaina Manuscripts" gives an alphabetical list of 1355 manu-
scripts incorporated in the collection of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal. Pandit Vanamali Vedantatirtha in his " Bhasa-paric-
cheda" attempts to prove that that work was a mere compilation
from the writings of previous authors. Professor Sarada Ranjan
Ray in his paper on " The age of Kahdasa" supports the tradi-

tion that the poet Kalidasa flourished at the court of V^ikrama-
ditya in the 1st Century B.C.

Mathematics and the H^atural Sciences.

In 1(307 the Society published a paper by Mr. G. R, Kaye
in which he stated that we are not yet justified in saying that
our modern numerical notation is of Indian orisrin. In 1908
Mr. Kaye sent to the Society two papers : the first of these,

published in the Journal for March, is on Aryabhata — the
famous Indian Astronomer of the fifth century. Mr. Kaye
gives a translation of, and a commentary on, his '^Ganita''
and thinks that it was intended to be supplementary to such
mathematical ideas as were then current among Indian Scholars,

and tliat the selection of its rules was determined by available

works—almost certainly books of the later Alexandrine School.

He concludes that while there is no evidence which says that
the Ganita had not an ultimate Egyptian origin, there are many
points which support such a hypothesis.

Mr. Kaye's second paper is a short one pointing out that
the Abacus was not necessarily in common use in ancient times
in India : •there is no real evidence for the frequent statements
that it was.

Professor Syama Das Mukhopadyaya, in the AprilJournal,
set forward A general theory of Oscidating Conies, and in the

Se[)tember Journal followed it up with a second paper on the

subject. In the August Journal is printed his Geometrical

theory of a plane non-cyclic arc finite as well as infinitesimal,

Babu Mahendra Nath De contributed to the April Journal

a paper entitled On some reciprocal relations of Curves and Sur-

faces, and to the July Journal one On rationalisatiori of Algebrai-

cal Equations.

Mr. Little's paper in the February Journal On the calm

region in the atmosphere above Calcutta ivhich^ during the cold

season, is at a height of 3,000 feet, is one of great interest.

The author records the results of making observations on the

direction—vertical and horizontal—taken by balloons freed in

Calcutta : it is patent from them that at 4,000 feet there exists

a very different wind from that at the earth's surface—and
the Calcutta north-westers come up in the upper wind. Be-

tween the two winds is the calm region. There is often cloud

to its lower limit.

Professor Briihl in the September Journal has advocated
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special standard temperatures for tropical countries, and a

Committee has been appointed to collect evidence and to discuss

the question as regards India.

Mr. Hooper has given in the February Journal two notes,

one on the nature of the Fat of the Himalayan Bear, and the

other on that of the OU of^ Lawsonia alha—the Henna bush

Professor Panchanan Neogi has shown in the June Jo^^^^j

under what conditions Fehling's Solution may be reduced

by means of formaldehyde and a mirror-like film of copper

deposited on the inside of a glass vessel : while Professor P. C.

Kay in the August Journal has pubhshed a note On the retar-

elation and acceleration in the dissolution of mercury in mtric

acid in the presence of minute traces of ferric nitrate and ma^i-

ganous nitrate. A second part of Professor Watson's report

On the Fastness of Indigenous Dyes has appeared as a memoir.

Professor Watson shows that several Indian dyes, which on

cotton are of second-rate value, behave in a much better way

on silk. .

Captain Hirst's paper in the September Journal On the Kosi

river and some lessons to be learnt from it is of great present inter-

est. Captain Hirst points out that in very recent times some of

the feeders of the Kosi were independent rivers, so that the Kosi

then could not have had its present volume However, in the

last 150 years, over which there is a good record, the river has

moved very Httle, and it seems unlikely that it will move either

east or west appreciably of its present position unless it is in-

terfered with by embankment, arid unless there occur geologi-

cal subsidences or elevations for which we know no rules at

present. He indicates what surveying is necessary for a fuller

knowledge of this river and its ways. Babu Hem Chandra Das
Gupta in the June number published Geological notes on Hill

Tipperah.

Lieutenant-Colonel Phillott contributed to the May Journal

a note On the Peregrine Falcon
^
giving chiefly those points and

habits of the bird which appeal to the hawker. This paper falls

into a series with several others from his pen.

In the June Journal will be found A diagnosis of a living

species of the genus Diplonema by Dr. Annandale. Diplonema
is a genus of flies otherwise fossil.

In the Proceedings for June may be found the late Rai
Bahadur Ram Brahma SanyaFs plea for the establishment of

an Aquarium on the coast of Bengal—a plea which the Society

has supported. And also in the proceedings are given accounts
of interesting Zoological exhibits made by Dr. Annandale, Mr.
Bentham, Capt. Stewart, Capt. Lloyd and Mr. Chaudhuri.

The Society during the year has published as parts 2 and
3 of volume Ixxiv of the Journal (old series) a continuation
of the Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula by Sir

George King and Mr. Gamble. The undertaking to publish this
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important work will be completed by volume Ixxv of the
Journal, old series.

Lieutenant-Colonel Prain and Mr. Burkill have given
diagnoses in the September Journal of seventeen new species of
Dioscorea.

Mr
'/ It

proves that in the United Provinces crossing of species and races
of cottons grown together occurs freely, and indicates that the
results follow mendelian rules.

Lastly, two papers by Mr. Burkill on Flower Fertihsation
must be mentioned. They were published in the April Journal
The first classifies the autumn flora of the ridge between
the Darjeeling district and Nepal, showing that pendulous
flowers are very numerous and suggesting that in that wet
cHmate it is of special advantage to plants to protect their
honey and pollen from the rain : the second similarly classifies
the spring flora of the hills near Simla, shows how European
m character it is, and gives information regarding the behaviour
of insects on the flowers. It is suggested that the summer and
autumn floras of Simla should be analysed in a similar way in
order to see if the advent of the rains brings in an increase
m the proportion of flowers which by being pendulous protect
their honey and pollen from getting wet. It is also suggested
that the curious habit of one of the Bumble bees of biting co-
rollas on the left side is brought about by the way in which
certain of the hill flowers, e.g.,

constantly oblique.
Impat

Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Meetings of this section have been lield regularly through-
out the year, the attendance has been well maintained, and the
various papers keenly discussed. Specially noteworthy have
been the debates on epidemic dropsy and tubercular diseases
m Bengal, at each of which several papers by different authors
were read, and much important information recorded. Other
subjects of interest have been the differentiation of the typhoid
group of bacilli, the value of X-rays in surgery and medicine,
puerperal eclampsia among BengaHs, and the prevalence of gall-

stones in the tropics. In addition numerous important and rare
cases have been shown. Lantern slides have been used to illus-

trate several of the papers. The burning question of the rapid
increase of unauthorised and self-constituted bodies conferring
diplomas and certificates, some of them colourable imitations
of the Calcutta University degrees in medicine, has been dis-
cussed, and a resolution calling the attention of the Govern-
n^ent of India to this abuse forwarded.
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The first step towards the founding of a reference medical

library has been taken by means of an arrangement whereby

all the important journals received in exchange for the Indian

Medical Gazette (in which the medical papers of the Society

are published) are obtained, which in time will form a valuable

series. The great need at present is some leading medical works

of reference, but owing to shortness of funds no progress in this

direction has yet been possible, although large amounts have

been expended on books required for other sections, A number
of medical men have joined the Society during the last year, and
this section may now be considered to have been placed on a

firm basis, and should continue to add strength to the Society.

The success of the sectional meetings has also encouraged the

Council to consider the possibility of further progress in this

direction.

Anthropology, etc.

The most important anthropological paper published during
the year, indeed practically the only one if philology be
omitted, is the Rev. A. W. Young's account of the Jews' Harp
in Assam—a paper which contains much information of a com-
parative nature.

Another interesting note by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott '' On
the Drum in Falconry" was published in the Journal for April
1908. In this article he attempts to determine the precise views
of the Drum in Falconry ; and in order to prove his statements
he translates some extracts from Persian MSS. and Urdu printed
works on the subject.

The same gentleman in his article on '* Eastern Hoods for
Hawks," published in the preceding number of the Journal,
explains that more than one pattern Hawk-hood is used in
India.

In accordance with the recommendation of Sir Andrew
Fraser [vide Annual Report for 1907, p. xvi) a distinguished
Sanskrit scholar of Calcutta has recently been appointed by the
Government of Bengal in connection with the Society, to supply
information to inquirers regarding the history, religion, customs
and folk-lore of Bengal. As his work seems likely to be of
importance to students of philology rather than anthropology,
it has been arranged that it shall have no connection with that
of the Anthropological Secretary,

Coins.

During the year 3 gold, 28 silver and 9 copper coins
were presented to the Society's cabinet chiefly as a result of
distribution of treasure trove under the order of local Govern-
ments,
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The coins were of the following periods :

Mughal {i.e., between A.D. 1556—1858)
Sultans of Delhi (Sikandar Lodi)
Jaunpur
South Indian
Assamese

• • • •

Burmese
Malaya Varmma of Kalingar .

.

Saurashtra
• • • •

Modern Tnrkpv

16

2

1

7

9

1

1

2

1

40

est.

None of the coins present any features of exceptional inter-

The Numismatic Secretary examined and reported on 171
gold, 521 silver, and 2,895 copper coins during 1908, or a total
of 3,587.

Two finds were of special interest. One of these from the
Hoshangabad District in the Central Provinces comprised 2,850
copper_coins of the Malwa dynasty, among which were two coins
of Bahadur Shah of Gujarat of the Square Malwa type, hitherto
unpublished, and eight of QMir Shah, of which Sultan no coins
had previously come to light. The other, from the Jubbulpore
District of the Central Provinces, consisted of 146 gold and 36
silver coins, representing the series known as the Sultans of
Delhi and their contemporaries. Fuller notices of these will be
found in the Numismatic Supplement of the Society's Journal

Bibliotheea Indica.

?^- ^^^^ ^^ fasciculi of texts of different dimensions pub-
lished in the Bibliotheea Indica Series during the year under
review, 13 belong to Brahmanic Sanskrit, 1 to Buddhist
Sanskrit, 1 to Jaina Sanskrit, 1 to Jaina Prakrit, 1 to Tibetan,
and the remaining 3 to Persian literature. The fasciculi
include Mr. Beveridge's translation of the Akharnama, Vol. II,
tasc. V, and Pandit Ganga Nath Jhan's List of Contents of the
Slokavartika in English. Of the new works sanctioned last
year, 6 fasciculi have been published this year, viz.

:

—
(1) One fasciculus (200 pages) of Basarnava, an important

Sanskrit medical work, edited with critical notes by
Dr. P. C. Ray and Pandit Haris Chandra Kaviratna.

(2) One fasciculus (06 pages) of Samaraiccakaha, the well-

known Jaina Prakrit work of Hari Bhadra Suri,

edited by Dr. Hermann Jacobi.
(3) One fasciculus (273 pages) of Sragdharastotra, a

Buddhist Sanskit Tantric work of Kasmira in tlie
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8th Century A.D., edited by Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana. It consists of the Sansknt text by

Sarvajfia-mitra with the Sanskrit commentary of

Jinarraksita and two Tibetan versions, together with

an English translation of the text, an elaborate

introduction and a copious index of Sanskrit and

Tibetan terms.
yayahindu

work on Logic, edited by Prof. Louis de la Vallee

Poussin. It consists of Tibetan version of the text

of Dharmakirti and the commentary of Vinita Deva.

(5) One fasciculus (433 pages) of Baz^nama, an important

Persian work, edited, with introduction and notes,

by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott,

(6) One fasciculus of a History of Gujarat in Persian by

Mir Abu Turabvali about 1574 A.D., edited with

introduction and notes by Dr. E. D. Ross.

At the suggestion of Prof. A. Macdonell of Oxford, the

Council of the Society have decided to publish henceforth the

texts ill the Bibliotheca Indica Series in complete volumes

instead of in fasciculi of 96 pages. The supervision of the

Bibliotheca Indica pubhcations was in_thehands of Mahamaho-
padhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhiisana, Joint Philological

Secretary of the Society.

Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS,

Traveling Pundit Rakhalchandra Kavyatirtha worked in

the interior of the Bankura district, collected about 40 notices,

and died in the month of October. Babu Nanigopal Banarjee

has succeeded hhu in that post. Pandit Raklialchandra Kavya-
tirtha worked with energy and enthusiasm for over 18 years and

collected a large number of MSS. from obscure villages in Bengal,

Behar, and Chhotanagpur. His death removes one of the most
valuable assistants in the field of the search of MSS-

Pundit Ashutosh Tarkatirtha travelled in various villlages

in Burdwan , Hugli , Midnapur , 24-Pargannas and Bankura.
He is preparing an exhaustive list of aU the MSS. in private

collections, describing only those that are not known.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri visited Benares on

three occasions. Altogether 280 MSS. have been collected, of

which the most important is Bhrgii-SamJiita, an extremely
rare astrological work. The MS. contains 10 parts and runs
through 38,000 slokas. A portion of Garga-Samhitd has also

been acquired. Two MSS. of Vriddha-yabana-jdldka have
been acquired, one with the Hindi commentary by Mahadesh.
A complete copy of Bdkyapadiya has also been acquired. It
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was
sahmatam, a smriti work often quoted, has been acquired.

Savara's Mimamsa-Bhasya was commented upon by Ku ma-
nia m gloka and also in prose. The sloka portion extends to
tlie hrst Pada of the first chapter. Visvegvara Bhatta, nick-
named Gagh Bhatta on account of his bellowing voice, continued
the sloka commentary to the end of the work and entitled it

Sivarkodaya
, a MS. of which has been acQuired in the

under review.
year

"Several Puranas, known only in quotations, have been
acquired, namely, Vahni Parana, Ausamsa Purana,Adipurana,
^itya Purana, Vasistha. Purdna and Pamnanda Purd'na.
Yogi Yajnyavalkya

, which is to be distinguished from Ydjnya-
valkya-SamUtd

, a smriti work, has been acquired. A MS. of
feyenika Sastra, on hawkinsr, has been acquired with another
contaming a commentary on it. A Sanskrit poem on the
glorification of the family in which Muhummad was bgrn,
entitled Kuresa Vijoya Kavya, has been acquired.

Many of the Nepalese MSS. described in the last year's
report and ordered for copying were received.

The number of MSS. collected up to the 3lst December,
1908, is 8,328. About 200 MSS. are under examination for
purchase.

Arabic and Persian Search Fund.

During the year under review a hand-list of the Arabic and
Persian MSS.

, acquired for the Society during the past five
years, has been prepared by Maulavi Hidayat Husayn and
issued. We have to regret that the services of this 'gentleman,
owing to his appointment as Assistant Professor at the Presi-
dency College, have been lost to the Search Fund, for which he
has done such excellent work.

We have much easure
ment of India have been graciously pleased to make a further

000
of the search for and cataloguing of Arabic and Persian MSS.

Search for Bardic Chronicles.

It was satisfactory to note in the report for last year, that

Maj
made

mahopadhya Sudhakara Dvivedi of the Benares^anskrit College
was appointed to supervise and direct this Collection of MSS.
^o further progress has been reported.

<>•
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The Report having been read and some copies having been

distributed, the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya

,

President of the Society, dehvered an address.

Annual Address, 1908.

Gentlemen,

It has been customary for your President, during many

years past, to address the society once at least during the term

of his office. It has been, however, my special privilege to

address you twice in the course of the last three years, once as

senior Vice-President during the temporary absence of my
distinguished predecessor in this chair, and another time at the

end of the first year of my term of office as President. The

observations, which I submitted to the society on these two

occasions, were so kindly received that I am reluctant, in spite

of considerable pressure of other work, to allow the present

opportunity to pass without some observations on the past

work and the future prospects of the society, and I earnestly

trust that my remarks will be received in the same indulgent

spirit as on previous occasions.

The first circumstance, to which our attention is necessarily

directed on an occasion like this, is the numerical strength of

the society. For, unhke other civilised countries, we have here

to maintain ourselves almost entirely out of our own resources

without any subvention from the imperial or local government,

except for purposes of special work. The financial prosperity

of the society is, therefore, necessarily a matter of the deepest

concern to all of us. It is a matter for congratulation that

during the last 12 months there has been a considerable acquisi-

tion to our strength, and the number of members on our rolls

now exceeds by over 100 the number as it stood five years ago.

For this substantial addition to our strength, we have to be
grateful mainly to the medical profession from whom our recent

members have been in a large measure recruited, and I trust

that this will prove to be a source of constant supply of strength,

if we find ourselves in a position, as we hope we may, to

provide an adequate medical library for reference and research.

But, although the numerical strength of the society has been
not merely fairly maintained, but perceptibly improved, we
have to lament the loss from our ranks of more than one distin-

guished worker. Sir Richard Strachy, who passed away last

year, full of years and honours, had been one of our honorary
members since* 1S95, but long before that, in the earher years
of his career, he had contributed to our Journal and Proceedings,
valuable papers on the zoology of the Himalayas. The death
of Professor KeUhorn has removed from the roll of our honorary
members the name of a Sanskritist of world-wide reputation,
who had, during his stay in India, rendered signal service to the
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Western
atter his retirement had communicated to our Journal valuable
papers on inscriptions of historical importance. The venerable
figure of the Reverend Father Eugene Lafont will long be re-
membered by many of us who had the privilege to listen with
pleasure and profit to his brilhant exposition of recent scientific
discoveries in this hall. We have further to deplore the loss of
Kai Bahadur Ram Brahmo Sanyal, who was a devoted student
of Indian Zoology, and whose services to the Zoological Gardens
will long.be remembered with gratitude. He had, from time
to time, communicated to us interesting zoological notes, and
it was only recently, in the course of the last few months, that
the society supported with pleasure his proposal for the
establishment of an aquarium on the coast of Bengal.

The internal administration of the society during the last
12 months has been carried on with caution and success, for
which we have to be thankful mainly to our treasurers, Mr.
Chapman and Mr. Hooper. Our building, which is now fully a
century old, has been as usual a source of anxiety and expense,
and the time has come when we must seriously take into consi-
deration the feasibiHty of an entirely new structure. The land
on which the building stands, and which we received as a gift
from the Government of India, is an asset of considerable value,
and Mr. Bui-kill has demonstrated that , if this valuable asset be
utilized, as it may well be from a commerical point of view, we
may erect on it a magnificent building, which will give us more
comfortable accommodation and will, at the same time, prove a
source of substantial income. Considerable progress has been
made with the development of this scheme, and we trust our
proposals may assume practical shape in the course of the
current year. I make no secret of my personal opinion that
the position has to be boldly faced, and, unless we do so without
delay, we shall discover later on that we have spent year after
year, in the maintenance of an old building, sums which might
nave been more profitably spent for the legitimate purposes of the
society. As regards our library, which is another asset of
considerable value, the extent of which is realised by few of our
members and probably by none in the outside world, it is a
matter for congratulation that the long projected catalogue is

nearing completion. The first part of it has already been placed
in the hands of our members, and it is earnestly hoped that
before the end, of this year all our members and scholars outside
our body may be furnished with a complete and trustworthy
guide to our invaluable collection.

X would now turn for a moment to the work (literary and
scientific) which has been done by our members during the
past 12 months. Our recent publications may perhaps be open
to the criticism that they do not show an abundance of first-rate
ongmal production, but I think that even the most captious
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critic will not be inclined to question that tliey indicate a

considerable amount of research and investigation. In the field

of Philology, Mr. Harinath De has pubUshed the original of an

extremely interesting history of Dacca, the former capital of

Bengal, and I venture to express the hope that the unique

linguistic attainments of the distinguished editor will be more

frequently placed at our disposal for the elucidation of many an

obscure point in Indian history, which still awaits solution.

Another valuable contribution in the field of Philology came

from one of our Ex-Presidents, Mr. Henry Beveridge, who has,

I think, shown upon evidence of considerable weight and value

that the view of Dr. Taylor that the SaHmi coins were not issued

during the reign of Akbar cannot be successfully maintained.

Babu Mon Mohon Chuckerburtty, who has assiduously set him-

self to the investigation of disputed and doubtful events which

happened during the Mahomedan period of the history of

Bengal, has given us two important papers, but till the series is

completed, it would be hardly right to criticise his views. The
same writer has given us valuable notes on the ancient

geography of Bengal and has traced the variations of territorial

limits through the various periods of Bengal history. He has

also described for us a series of valuable drawings of antiquities

in Orissa which were deposited in our Ubrary by Col. Mackenzie
so far back as 1822. It would be a mistake to suppose,

however, that the interest of all our members who are experts

in one or other department of Indian Philology or Antiquity
has been absorbed in the solution of problems in the Mahom-
edan period of Indian history. The history of the great

founder of Buddhism and of Buddhistic philosophy has claimed a
fair share of the attention of well-known scholars. Professor

Norman has placed at our disposal from Pali sources valuable
information as to the life and teachings of Buddha. One of

his papers gives us what we are assured is an authentic account
of Buddha's habits as a private individual—information which
must be of as much interest to the devotees of that religion

as the details of the hfe and teachings of Christ and Mahomet
are to the followers of Christianity and Islam. Another paper
of Professor Norman seeks to confirm the view taken by well-

known scholars of the scope and purpose of the inscriptions of

Saranath, namely, that it was an edict framed to prevent
entrance into the Buddhist order of unprivileged persons whose
presence w^ould be destructive of harmony. Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusan has steadily prosecuted his researches into Tibetan
sources, which have, in recent years, thrown a flood of light upon
the true meaning of Buddhistic philosophy and its influence
upon Indian Logic and Metaphysics ; and his latest paper gives
ua some idea of the remarkable contents of a number of works
recovered from Tibet and deaUng with Madhyamic Philosophy,
an extremely recondite system of Indian thought, our know-
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ledge of which has hitherto been of a somewhat restricted

character, derived mainly from the Sarvadarsan Sangraha of

Madhabacharyya and the Madhyamikabritti. Professor Sarada-
ranjan Roy has, in an interesting paper on The Age of Kalidas,
re-investigated this interesting problem, and the force of his

arguments has to my mind a distinct tendency to make the
pendulum oscillate back to the ancient tradition that this illus-

trious Sanskrit poet adorned the court of that cultured prince
Vikramaditya, who flourished in the first century before the
Christian era. There have been also valuable papers in the
domain of coins and inscriptions. A large mass of information,
which must be treated as of abiding value and interest, has
been placed at the disposal of the investigators by tlie publica*

tion of successive volumes of the catalogue of coins in the

Indian Museum, which collection, as is well known, includes the

coins placed at the disposal of the Trustees by our society. Of
these, the volume by Mr. Vincent Smith throws new hght on
Indo-Scythian coins. The subject has now been taken up by
one of our young enthusiastic workers, Babu RakhalDasBaner-
jee, who has arranged the coins chronologically with numerous
valuable observations, and has thus furnished a review of the

Numismatic history of the Punjab during thefirst four centuries

of the Christian era. Babu Nilmoni Chakraburtty lias re-edited,

with critical notes, the Pal inscriptions in the Indian Museum
which were originally discovered and commented on many years

ago by Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra and Sir Alexander Cunningham.
In the same direction , Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prosad Sastri has

contributed what must be regarded as a paper on a controversial

subject, namely, the true reading and translation of the

Khorosti copperplate inscription from Taxila ; and I trust that

scholars, competent to express an opinion upon this obscure

topic, will examine the relative value and merit of the reading

suggested by Sir Alexander Cunningham with the conflicting

view now put forward. From this brief outUne of the philologi-

cal and antiquarian researches which have occupied the atten-

tion of many of our investigators during the last 12 years, it

will be obvious that, although we are not in a position to

annnounce any startling discoveries in the domain of philology,

history, and archaeology, yet it cannot be questioned that the

work of our members is of a substantial character and will

facilitate a fuller and deeper understanding of many an old

problem. Some of these researches are based upon new mate-

rials and throw considerable hght upon problems of absorbing

interest, the bearing of which has hitherto been imperfectly

appreciated- There are others, again, who have criticised, and,

in some instances, succesfully demolished views previously held,

and have brought out in their true perspective the aspect of

some familiar old problems in the light of the latest discoveries.

I must, nnw r\^aa rt« i-r^ ^aa£^o**r.iioa in fliA i\nmsi\n of the Dure ftud
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applied sciences ; but before I do so, I ought not to pass over
in silence a paper of considerable interest and value which has
not yet been pubUshed—I mean the journals of Major James
Rennell kept during the years 1764—1767, and edited with
minute care and attention by our enthusiastic Secretary Mr.
LaTouche. This paper has not yet been published, but I have
seen enough of it to justify the statement without any
exaggeration that it is one of exceptional value and absorbing
interest ; and I feel no doubt that upon the publication of the
journal of the pioneer of Indian Surveys, we shall have placed
at our disposal materials for the solution of many a controverted
point in the topography of these provinces. Another paper of
considerable extent, which is now in the press, and which I
trust may be pubUshed in the course of this year, gives the text
of an important and hitherto unpublished work on Hindu
Jurisprudence by the founder of the Bengal School of Hindu
Law, I am not without hopes that this work may give to
jurists as well as to antiquarians a vivid account of the Hindu
Judicial System and Procedure as it existed in the 10th century
of the Christian era.

In the domain of the pure and apphed sciences, we have had a
considerable number of papers of value and interest. Mr. Kaye
has continued his researches in the history of Indian Mathema-
tics. In one of the papers contributed by him he gives us the
text with an annotated EngUsh translation of the Ganita of the
great Indian Mathematician Aryyavatta whose name was hither-
to famihar to scholars mainly through references in the long
lost Pancha Siddhantica of Varahamihir, which was first re-
covered by Dr. Thibaut and published with an English trans-
lation by Inm in collaboration with our new associate member,
Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakar Dvivedi. Valuable papers on
I'ure Mathematics have been contributed by two of our younser
investigators Professor Shyamadas Mukherji and Professor
Mahendranath De, in which they develop and extend the
theories first announced in a series of papers, which I had the
honour to contribute to the Journal of the society more than
^0 years ago Professor Little gave us an extremely interesting
paper on the cahn region in the atmosphere of Calcutta in
which he has estabhshed that at a height of about three-fourths of
a mile, there exists a very different air-current from what we find

frnij^T.^'^'i^'n^l*^'^
^^'^^'- ^'^ ^^^ ^1«« important contributions

^n?!.rn;, - : ^°y,^.^? Professor Panchanon Neogy on the sub-
ject of Chemistry, which furnish some indication of the high level

PrSnf investigation now carried on in the laboratory of the

font nnp/ 1,^^
^^^- ^." ^^" ^^"^^ fi^ld Professor Watson has

inditZn. S'' '^^'^^^li^f on the subject of the fastness of

nthT^Z Z^\' *? ""^""^^ ^ '^^""''^^ ^n n^y address last year.

inferior value, behave m a much better way on silk than on
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cotton, a fact which must be recognised as of great practical
importance m the development of the industries of this country.
In the domain of the Natural Sciences, we have had important
papers m Geology as well as Zoology from Capt. Hirst, Mr.
Hooper, and Dr. Annandale. Captain Hirst deals with a subject

?J ^^Tu P^^^*^^^^ interest which had been previously attacked by
Mr. fehiUingford, viz., the Kosi River, the erratic course of
which has been a source of great danger to the people of the
districts of Bhagalpur and Purneah. The conclusion at which
lie has arrived is rather disquieting, that the time for the rigid
trammg of the Kosi is at a considerable distance ahead of us.
ihe question is by no means free from difficulty, and we can
only trust that, although it is sure to engage the attention of
experts, no embankment system will be attempted without full
investigation of the dangers hkelv to result therefrom. During
the last year, the society has also pubUshed further instalment

Mai
_ and Mr. Gamble, and it is now expected that

anotlier volume will see the completion of what must be re-
garded as a monument of industry and research. In the domain
ot Indian Botany, we have had important papers from Mr.
liurkill, deahng with the subject of pollination of flowers, in
which the learned author suggests the interesting theory that
pendulous flowers are, in wet chmate, of special advantage to
plants and enable them to protect honey and pollen from the
rain. Finally, we have had a short paper from Mr. Leake, in
which he introduces the subject of the experimental breeding of
Indian cottons. There have been also several other papers
communicated, but not yet published, of the contents of which
1 am consequently unabje to form any estimate ; but there is
one paper which I feel it would be improper for me to pass over
in silence—I mean the paper on birds in Manchu, China, and
iurkey by Dr. Denison Ross. I have hesitated how to classify
this paper, whether to give it a place in the domain of Philology
or of Science. From what I have been able to gather of its
contents, I think it might claim a place in both, and on publica-
tion it ought to be of value not only to travellers but also to
scientific men in the identification of birds in the regions named,
i^rom the rapid sketch I have furnished of the work done by
our members and published in our Journal and Memoirs during
the preceding year, I hope it would be fairly obvious even to
the most mifriendly critic that there has been no lack of devo-
tion amongst our investigators, and that the materials which they
have been able to place at the disposal of scientific workers here
and elsewhere will maintain, if not substantiallv enhance, the
reputation of the society.

In my address last year, I welcomed the considerable
acquisition to our strength by the enrolment of medical mem-
bers and the formation of a medical section of the society. I
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ventured to express a hope on that occasion that the energy^ of

some of our new recruits might be directed to an investigation

of the history of Indian medicine wliich affords ample field for

research. It is a source of satisfaction to me to find that the

field of inquiry which I commended with some confidence to the

notice of our medical members has not been left altogether

untouched. In the course of the last session, Dr. Girindranath

Mukerji submitted to the society a paper of considerable extent,

in wliich he elaborately examined the subject of the surgical

instruments of the ancient Hindus. The questions he has raised,

as to the priority of Hindu medicine over that of the Greeks,

the Romans and the Arabs, arehkely to arouse controversy, but

in whatever way the question of priority may be decided, it

seems to me to be truly remarkable that the descriptions given

in our most ancient books on medicine, of the surgical instru-

ments then in use, should bear a close resemblance to the

descriptions given not only in Greek, Roman and x^rab medical
writings, but in many cases with the descriptions given in

modern works in surgery, I trust that this subject, so pecuhar-
ly Indian, will not be left alone and will receive that attention
from investigators which it undoubtedly deserves.

During the last twelve months, the publication of Sanskrit
and Persian works in the BibUothica Indica has been carried on
with the usual vigour. Of the new works, the publication of which
has been undertaken, the most interesting are the Rasarnava
and the Sragdhra-Stotra. The former of these is an important
Sanskrit medical work, and the value of the edition has been
considerably enhanced by the critical notes of Dr. P. C. Roy,
and Pandit Harish Oh. Kaviratna. The second is a Buddhist
Sanskrit Tantric work of Kashmir, arjd the learned Editor Dr.
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan has considerably enhanced the value
of his edition by the reproduction of a Sanskrit Commentary and
two Tibetan versions, to w^hich he has added an English transla-
tion and an elaborate introduction. Of the two Persian works,
which we have brought out during the year, one is the Baznama
by Col. Phillott, and the other is the History of Guzrat edited
by Dr. Ross, Arrangements were made during the last year
for the publication in future of new works to be included in the
series hi volumes rather than in parts. The result of this
arrangement, it is confidently hoped, will be the publication of
such works alone as have been carefully examined and edited
by scholars who undertake the work because they have some-
thmg of real importance to communicate, and not because they
have to earn a certain amount of editorial fees. During the
last year also the search for Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian manu-
scripts has been conducted with the usual ardour. So far as the
bansknt manuscripts collected are concerned, they include
several works which have hitherto been known only by name,
the most important and interesting of which is a commentary
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on the Mimansa Philosophy. As regards the Arabic and Persian
manuscripts it is of the utmost importance that the works now
collected should be carefully catalogued and described. This
task will be speedily undertaken, as the grant has been revived
for a further period of five years. It is, however, a matter of

regret that we have not been able to make satisfactory arrange-

ments for the search of Bardic chronicles, and every distinguished

scholar who is really competent to undertake the work has found
himself preoccupied and unable to assist us in this important
investigation, wliich, it is confidently beheved, will tend to

throw considerable light upon mediaeval Indian history, manners
and customs.

I feel that any address delivered on the present occasion

would be rightly open to criticism and hable to the charge of in-

completeness, if it contained no reference to the celebration of

our 125th anniversary on the 15th of January last. The brilUant

spectacle which was presented on that occasion is so recent and
so fresh in the memory of all of us that a detailed description of

that striking scene must be deemed superfluous. I desire, how-
ever, to make a public acknowledgment of my personal grati-

tude to all wlio assisted us on that memorable occasion, and to

convey to them the thanks of the society. I trust it will be

possible for us to publish a record of the conversazione with a

description of the interesting and valuable exhibits which were

shown on that occasion ; and I also venture to express the hope
that the society will undertake the preparation of a review of its

work during the first quarter of the second century of its exis-

tence. A review of this character would be a valuable comple-

ment to the memorial volume, in which the history and work of

the society were recorded at the time of the celebration of our

centenary. I cannot of course undertake, on the present occasion,

to review the work of the society during the last 25 years.

That work occupies such an extensive field and is of such a di-

versQ character that it would require a syndicate of learned men
to classify and appraise the contributions of our members :

but

as my connection with the society covers nearly the whole of

this period, and as I have always been an assiduous student of

the contributions of our members—at least of such contributions

as have been within the scope of my comprehension and have

appealed to my imagination—I think I can, without much diffi-

culty, recall to mind the most striking of the work which has been

done by our contributors during the last quarter of a century.

In the domain of Philology, Antiquities and Indian History

I can recall the work of Dr. Hoernle on the Bower and Weber

manuscripts, which has been truly of an epoch-making character

and reveals to us the possibility of Central Asian Antiquities

throwing a flood of light on the extent and the character of

ancient Indian civilization. I can also recall to mind important

papers on the Geography of India by Beames, Raverty, Oldham,
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and Pargiter, and a valuable monograph on the Ancient Geogra-
phy of Kashmir, by Stein. I can recall to memory also
a series of striking papers by Vincent Smith upon Greco-
Roman mfluence on the civiUzation of India, the substance
of which 18 now incorporated in his treatise on the Historv of
Ancient India. I can also recollect a series of valuable memoirs
on the history, geography, literature, manners and customs of
libet, by Sarat Ch. Das, Kerle Mark, Raverty, and Walsh,

Y^^ il^y®'
J^ '^^''^'^^ y^^^^' ^een followed up by the researches

ot JJr. Vidyabhusan, and have illuminated many a dark corner
in the history of the spread and effect of Buddhism in different
parts of India. Of no mean importance to the history of the
Mahomedan period have been the contributions of Beveridge,
Maclaglan and Irvine, all of whom, as also Xagendra Nath Bose,
nave cleared up the solution of many an obscure question in
Indian Chronology. The history of Buddha and Buddhism
has also received considerable hght from the researches of Hoey,
Bloch and Waddell, the last of whom helped materially in the
Identification of important places in connection with the history

fJt ' ^"^^^^^^^,^ of Buddha. The antiquities, manners,

Mono mT '}^'T\sy ^^ ^"^^^ ^^^^« bee^ elucidated bvMono Mohan Chakrabarty, who has during many years past

?he iZ:/ 'r ^^Tc' '^ '^''\''''^- T^^ l-^tory of Nepal and

have Inl? h'"'?!
""^

^t^'^'-'^
Manuscripts recovered therefrom

Cdall V?n / f 1^??**°" ^^ distinguished scholars like

made ntI.^? r^""^
Haraprasad Sastri, the last of whom has

Shkmfn i"^
discoveries in connection with the existence of

wSm bv fCF^' 1

^^'^ ^''^ P^P^^ «" *^^ topography of Fort

lis edTno^rt ^f^'^'l
investigator Dr. Wilson'^was pub-

mnortant nL "! ' ^n^
^^'' '^"^^ ^^^^^^ ^1^0 contributed an

tbe^ h' storv oT'l."''
'^' ^^°^^'^P^^y of Hooghly. which elucidated

also a viWd ,l^rf^ commerce in the 16th century. I have

OrTdnrf^ltf? t^^'^-^^t^^^^^^^ P^P^^ on the Babylonian

ly rel^^^^^^^^

Lunar Zodiac by Dr.Tliibaut, which must be right-

Lrc^^ I in .1, ^^^^^^^f
for investigators of that difficult

Sorv and ht.r ? '^'f n""-
"'^^^ fascinating papers on Rajput

o wlirl ti^^f.f^
?'^"'^°^ ^^^ Shamlal Das, the former

Ltte of tTe p'fr ^^^^^^^ °^^^^ Padmabari and. the

able phLloL.l . f^-t
^^'^^-

•
^ ^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^11 to mind valu-

dialect fofinlr'n'^^^'' ? '^'^^*^«^ *o various important

Ian™ that of T?''V ^' ^°'^ ""^ ^"^^^^^ on the Kashmiri

KoferiSn' of FriT^°''^ °^ '^%'^^^^ ^^^j^^i- of Hahn on the

Kafir and of Hnf'i
°^

'^It
^^^^^^' «f Davidson on the

afford'to ?orge ^'^0..°^ /^' Chattisgarhi. J cannot also

cipherment of in.P^^f ^^^^^^^^^'^g contributions on the de-

nLdrB^ti^TSTag^ «--^^' y-^
over in silencR ih^ ^ ''^^'^'""a j>iatli ±iose, nor can I pass

Oliver, V^oe" rSmHh "HoS ""^^ ,T i'™
"^ ''^ ^"^^'^ '

'
-tioernle, Theobold, Raverty, Thurston
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and Burn—investigations apparently of a dry and uninteresting

character, but really of supreme importance in furnishing the
missing links, in the divers complicated chains of Indian
History and Chronology. We have had also papers of great

interest and importance in the field of Anthropology in which
some of the most profitable workers have been Sir Herbert
Risley, Gait and Dr. Annandale.

I have hitherto confined myself to the domain of history

and antiquities, but similar remarks apply to workers in the

field of the pure and applied sciences. In the domain of the

natural sciences, amongst all the papers published by us during

the last 25 years, those of Sir George King and Gamble on the

Flora of the Malayan Peninsula at once arrest the atten-

tion by their quality and magnitude ; but I am assured that

the other contributions by Sir George, King as also the re-

searches of Barclay, Prain, Briihl aud Burkill, have consider-

ably widened and deepened our knowledge of Indian Botany.

In the field of Indian Zoology, we have had a host of enthu-

siastic workers, amongst whom one can easily recall the names
of Atkinson, Lydekker, Stebbing, Woodmason, Giles, Walsh,
Alcock, Annandale and Finn, the last of whom gave us stimulat-

ing papers on Warning Colours and ^limicry. Of. Butterflies,

DeNiceville and Doharty have made a speciality to such an ex-

tent that any subsequent investigator can afford to ignore their

work only at considerable risk. In the domain of Indian Geo-

logy, we have not had, I regret to say, an abundance of papers,

no doubt because the energies of our members in this direction

are represented in the publications of the Geological Survey
of India ; yet we are able to point out papers in our Journal

from distinguished men like Sir Thomas Holland, Oldham and
Hooper; the last of whom has given us the benefit of his re-

searches in a very different direction, namely. Ancient Indian

Medicine. During the last twenty- five years also, the contribu-

tions in the domain of Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics
have been of considerable extent and value.

In the field of Meteorology, I can easily recall important

papers by Sir John Elliot, Sir Alex. Pedler, Hil! and Little,

while some of the most important researches of Dr. Bose were

first communicated to the Scientific world through the medium
of our publications.

In the field of Chemistry, I can without difficulty remember
contributions of importance from Sir Alex. Pedler, Dr. P. C.

Roy, Dr. Mann, Waterhouse, Watson, Cunningham, the

Bhaduri Brothers, Neogy and other enthusiastic workers, many
of whom have carried on their researches in the laboratory of

the Presidency College. To all these, must be added the

interesting papers on^Malaria by Dr. Rogers, which were com-

municated and pubUshed before the foundation of a medical

section of the Society.
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This rapid and confessedly inadequate survey of the

work of our members during the last twenty-five years

proves to my mind conclusively that our investigators

have not been idle, that, taken as a body, they have made
solid contributions to the advancement of Science, and have
thus justified the existence of the Society. It would be a
mistake to suppose, however, that our work, though so exten-

sive, has been from one point of view of so limited a character.

The outline I have hurriedly sketched, takes no note of the

far-reaching importance of our publications included in the

Bibliotheca Indica. During the last twenty-five years we have
published a large number of Sanskrit, Tibetan, Persian, and
Arabic works, in many cases with translations. People who are
not intimately acquainted with the work of our Society may be
surprised to hear that our publications in this direction during
the last quarter of a century cover 65,000 closely printed pages.
These publications have placed at the disposal of Oriental
Scholars all over the world accurate and carefully prepared
editions, of works, in most instances never before published,
which throw invaluable hght upon every department of oriental
learning in relation to India, whether it be Philology, Philo-
sophy and Jurisprudence, Literature, History, or Ritual. With
these convincing proofs of vitahty before me, I would be reluc-
tant to take a pessimistic view of the future of our Society.
At the same time, let us never forget the eloquent words of
our illustrious founder, that the Society will flourish if natural-
ists, chemists, antiquaries, philologers and men of .science will
commit their observations to writing and send them to the Asia-
tic Society

;
it will languish if such communications shall be long

intermitted, and, it will die away if they shall entirely cease.
Let us take note of this emphatic warning ; let us remember
that arrested development forebodes decay ; let us therefore
draw within our ranks, by an alteration of our constitution, if

need be, aU devoted investigators of Man and Nature in this
contment, and, with their co-operation, let us march on in the
path of progress. Gentlemen, I thank you sincerely for the
high honour you have done me, the highest honour to which a
man with any pretension to scholarship can aspire in this
country—and, with the deepest feeUnss of pleasure, I now
hand over the charge of the Society to that brilliant man of
science, my friend Sir Thomas Holland, whom vou have so
wisely chosen to preside over our dehberations. ^
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The President announced the result of the election of
Officers rand Members of Council for 1909 to be as follows

:

President.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc., F.R.S., F.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhaya, M.A., D.L.

,

D.Sc.
G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., CLE.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.
Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, M.B., I.M.S.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary r—G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S
Treasurer :—D. Hooper, Esq., F.G.S.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary :—E. D. Ross. Esq., Ph.D.
Natural History Secretary :—I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A.

,

F.L.S.

Anthropological Secretary :—X. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc.
C.M.Z.S.

Joint Philological Secretary ;—Mahamahopadyaya Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

Medical Secretary :—Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.Sc, I.M.S.

Other Menibers of Council.

Harinath De, Esq., M.A.
J. A. Cunningham, Esq.. B.A,
H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.
Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.
Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy, Esq., M.A., LL.D.
Lieut.-Col. F. P. Mavnard, M.D., F.R.C.S., D.P.H., I.M.S
The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, I.C.S.

Tlie Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General
Meeting.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc, RR.S., RG.S.,
i'fesident, in the cJiair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed-

Thirty-four presentations were announced.
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The Council reported that there were two vacancies in

the list of Associate Members, and the Council, therefore,

recommended Mr. Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte for election as

an Associate Member at the next meeting.

Mr. Gupte has been Assistant Director of Ethnography tor

Lidia for the last seven years. He has done much for Indian

Ethnography in compihiig useful information and adding to

the sum of our knowledge of this subject. At present he is

acting Assistant Secretary to the Victoria Memorial Trustees,

and Curator of the Victoria Memorial Exhibition.

The following five gentlemen were balloted as Ordinary

Members

:

Sir Harold Stuart, K.C.V.O., C.S.I. , Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Home Department, proposed by Sir Thomas
Holland, K.CI.E., seconded by Dr. E. D. Ross ;

Professor E.

Sommerfeldt, Ph.D., F.C.S., E.G.S., 4, Pollock Street, proposed

by Dr. C. Schulten, seconded by Professor J. A. Cunningham ;

Professor J. J. Durack, M.A. (Cantab.), Muir Central College,

Allahabad, proposed by Prof. J. A. Cunningham, seconded by

Mr. C. W. Peake; Bahu Priyanath Sen, M.A., D.L., Vakil,

High Court, Calcutta, proposed by Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-

Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Justice

AsutoshMukhopadhaya; Bahu CharnDeh Bauerjee, B.A., LL.B.,

12, Elgin Road, Allahabad, proposed by the Hon. Mr. Justice

Asutosh Mukhopadhaya, seconded by Dr. Girindra Nath Mukho-
padhyaya.

Tlie following papers were read ;

1. The Hero Gods of the Pugveda—Trita.—By A. C. Sen,
I.C.S. (retired).

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

2. '/

Rainfally and certain allied problems in Agriculture and Meteor-
ology.—By S. M. Jacob, I.C.S.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs,

3, Bengali Temples and their General Characteristics.—By
MoNMOHAN Chakeavartt, M.A., B.L,

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal.

4. Mosquito-larvce eating propensity of genus Haplochilus.—
By B. L. Chaudhuei, B.Sc.

It is now almost a year since we have been trying to
discover the comparative value and usefulness of some surface-
swimming small fish in destroying mosquito-larvse in our
stagnant pools and other confined waters.
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The matter was first brought popularly to the notice of
the Indian pubUc by '' Capital" of September 190o in noticing
the reported action of the Barbadoes ^^MilHons" {Gardinus
poecilloides) in keeping down mDsquitoes of that island. The
suggestion was to import and introduce the tiny '* Milhons " of
Barbadoes iato malaria-stricken Bengal as a factor that might
lead to the rftdnntinn nf thp HispnqA This suggestion was re-
vived and pressed in many of the leading papers of India, wliich
urged the Commissioner of Fisheries to move in the matter and
obtain this particular fish from Barbadoes. It then became
necessary to point out the risk and danger which always exist in
and often follow from the introduction of a foreign animal into a
new region—the probabiUty of upsetting the balance of nature
in case the imported fisli elected to feed upon the larvae of some
friendly insects, etc. This c :)nsideration led to our hunting for
some suitable species of fish already occupying a place in
the economy of Nature in this country. With the help and
guidance of Dr. N. Annandale the genus Haplochilus belonging
to the suborder Haplomi and to the family Cyprinodontidae was
selected. Since May last systematic trials with Haplochilus
panchax, H. rubrostigma, H. melanostigmahave been carried on.
Local names for these species are Panchokhe, Techokhe, Dheno-
chuno, Lai jhinga (in W. Bengal), Kanpona (iaE. Bengal and
Assam) and Gunjar (in Orissa). Both culex and anopheles larvae
of undoubted origin have been tried. It has been found that
these tiny surface swimming fishes possess ravenous appetite
for living and moving larvae in water, and that they eat the
wriggling larvae of mosquitoes with great avidity. We have
examined some of these fish also from slightly brackish waters
where the supply is plentiful. They thrive and feed upon
the mosquito-larvae in their natural habitat, but by careful
trainingr these also gradually take to fresh water though in the
beginning for a few days they appear dull and inactive. We
are now experimenting to ascertain the numerical strength of
this tiny fish necessary to keep clear of mosquito-larvse a
certain known surface of stagnant or confined water sheet, to do
which it is necessary to rear a large number of these fishes.

Until this proportion is ascertained no definite proposal to adopt
or utilise this fish as a factor in checking the growth of mos-
quitoes can be definitely formulated. Co-operation of careful

observers therefore is very much needed. This is my only excuse
for introducing the subject before the Society. My request to

who feel sufficientlyMembers *KJ

interested in the matter should kindly give some thought to the
experiment, and if the suggestion herein made finds favour with
them they may directly or indirectly try to introduce the experi-
nient at several places simultaneously on a somewhat extensive
scale.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

10th February, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Lteut.-Colonel E. H. Brown, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Lieut..Colonel H. W. Pilgrim, I.M.S,, Dr. Adrian Caddy.

Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, Dr. E. Houseman, Major J. G. Jordan,

I.M.S., Dr. T. F. Pearse, Captain H. B. Steen, I.M.S., Major

J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary

Secretary.

Visitor /—Dv. J. ?• Ray.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The adjourned discussion on Tubercular diseases in Bengal

was continued and concluded. Communication on the sani-

tarium treatment of Phthisis by Captain T. H. Delany, and
on the prevalence of tubercle in Calcutta by Dr. T. F. Pearse,

and Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, were read.
F

The following resolution was proposed by Lieut.-Colonel

Pilgrim, I.M.S., seconded by Dr. Pearse, and carried un-

animously :

The Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal having
discussed the subject of tuberculous disease in Bengal, and its wide
prevalence, are of opinion that it is an extremely common cause of great
suffering and mortality both amongst the European and Indian com-
mtinities, and therefore venture to call the attention of the Government
of India and the local Governments to the urgent necessity for
providing a properly equipped sanitarium for the treatment of early
Phthisis, such as has now been provided, with most satisfactory results,
in nearly all civilised countries.
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

FOR THE YEAR 1908.

President .- •

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mnkhopadhyaya,
M.A., D.L., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

Vice-Presidents

:

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S
G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., CLE.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.

Secretary and Treasurer.

Honorary General Secretary : T. H. D. La Touche,
Esq, B.A., F.G.S., succeeded by Mr. G. H.
Tipper, M.A., F.G.S.

J. A. Chapman, Esq., succeeded by Mr. D. Hooper,
F.C.S. ,

•

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary : Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott,
succeeded by Dr. E. D. Ross.

Natural History Secretary : I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A.
Anthropological Secretary: N. Annandale, Esq.,
p.Sc, C.M.Z.S.

Joint Philological Secretary : Mahamahopadhyaya
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A.

Medical Secretary : Major L. Rogers, LM.S.

Other Members of Council.

Harlnath De, Esq., M.A.
J. A. Cunningham, Esq., B.A.

M
M

M.D.,F.R.C.P.,I.M
M.A.. B.L.

Mamun Suhrawardy, Esq., M
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R. = Resident. N.R. = Non-Resideiit. A. = Absent. N.S.=Nou-Subscribing.
L.M. = Life Member. F.M. = Foreign Member.

N,B.—Members who have changed their residence since the list was
drawn up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Honorary
General Secretary, in order that the necessary alteration may be made in the
subsequent edition. Errors or omissions in the following list should also be
communicated to the Honorary General Secretary.

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return are
particularly requested to notify to the Honorary General Secretary whether
it is tlieir desire to continue Members of the Society ; otherwise, in accord-
ance with Rule 40 of the rules, their names will be removed from the list at
the expiration of three years from the time of their leaving India.

Date of Election.

iSOTlune 5.

1894 Sept. 27.

1895 May 1.

1901 Aprils.

1902 June 4.

1903 April 1.

1907 Aijril 3.

1904 Sept. 28.

1888 April 4.

1898 Nov. 2.

1885 Mar. 4.

R.

KR.

R.

N.R

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

N.R
R.

1899 Jan. 4.

1903 Oct. 28.

1902 Feb. 5.

1898 Feb. 2.

1897 Jan. 6.

N.R.
L.M.

N.R
R.

R

R

R.

Abdiilla al-Mamun Sulirawardy, M.A., d.LITT.,

LL.D., Barrister-at-Law. 34, Elliott Road,

Gulcntta.

Abdul Wall, Maulavi, District Sub-Regiatrar.

Ptinilia.

Abdus Salam, Maulavi, m.a., Presidency

Magistrate. Calcutta.

Abhaya Sankar Gulia, Extra Assistant Com-
missioner. Nmcgong.

Abu Ahmed Gliuznavi. Myineiisinyh.

Abul Aas, ilaulavi Sayid, Raees and Zemin-

dar, Langar Tali, Bankipore.

Abul Faiz Muhammad Abdul Ali, M.A., Deputy

Magistrate. PutuaTihali, Backergtmge.

Ahmad Hasain Khan, Munshi. Jhehim.

Ahniud, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi. 3,

laci's Lane, Calcutta.

Akshaya Kumar Maitra, B.A., b.l. Bajshahi.

Ali Rilgrani, Savid, b.a., a.e.s.m., f.g.s.

Mau

Ali

Ghudderghant, Hyderalad.
LucJcnow.

Allan, Dr. Alexander Smith, m.b. 3, Esplan-

ade, East, Calcutta.

Ambica Churan Sen, l.C.s. (retired). 57,

Lansdoicne Eoad, Calcutta.

Amrita Lai Bose, Dramatist. 9-2, Bam
Chundra Mattra'.i Lane, Calcutta.

Amrita Lai Sircar, Dr., P.C.s. 51, Sankari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta..
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Date of Election.

1905 Jiily 5.

1893 Aug. 31.

1884 Sept. 3.

1897 June 2.

R.

1904 Sept. 28.

1904 Jan. 6.

A.

Amulya Cb Grhosh Vidjahliusana. 66,

A
R

R.

1902 Aug. 27.

1886 Mav 5

1904 Julj 6.

1870 Feb. 2.

R.

R

R

KR

L.M

1891 Mar. 4.

1900 Aug. 29.

N.R

Manicktolla Street^ Calcutta.

Anderson, Major Adam Rivers Steele, B.A.,

M.B., D.P.H., C.M.z.s. l.M.s. Europe.
Anderson, J. A. Europe.
Annada Prasad Bose, m.a., Deputy Magistrate
and Deputy Collector. Honrah.

Annandale, Nelson, d.sc, c.m.z.s., Superinten-
dent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Aslitou, Ralph Percy. 4, Fairlie Place,
Calcutta.

Asliutosli Cliaudliuri, Barrister-at-Law. 16,
Store Road, Calcutta.

Asutosli Mukliopadliyaya, The Hon'ble Mr.
Justice, M.A., D.L,, F.R.A.s., P.R.S.E., Judge,
High Court. Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Khan Bahadur. Sayid, Inspector
of Registration. Dacca.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a., C.i.k.

Ferlys Lodye, 29, Banbtiry
England,

^/<

R.

1893 Sept. 28.

1891 Feb. 4.

1869 Dec. 1.

R.

Baillic, Duncan Colvin, i.c.S., Member, Board
of Revenue, Xorth-West Pro\ iuces of Ao-ra
and Oudh, AUaliahad.

Baker, His Honour Sir Edward IS'orman,

Lieutenan t- Governoi-K. C.S.I,
5

Bengal. Calcutta.
of

N.R
L.M

1898 Mar. 2. N.R

1908 Nov. 4.

1907 Feb. 6.

1902 May 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1898 June 1.

X.R

NR.

R.

L.M.

1880 April 7.

1906 Nov. 7.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R
N.R

Banawari Lala Chaudhuri, B.sc, Edin. 120,
Loicer Circular Eoad, Calcutta.

Ban Behari Kapur, Raja, c.s.i. Burdwan.
Barker, Robert Arnold, m.d., f.g.s. Fairfield,

Oxford Eoad, Beading, Berkshire, England.
Barnes, Herbert Charles, m.a., i.c.S., Magistrate
and Collector, Shillong.

Banies, James Hector, b.sc., f.i.c, f.c.s., Prin-
cipal, Panjab Agriculturjil College, and
Agricultural Chemist, Punjab Govt. Lyall-
pur, Punjab.

Barrow, John Rothney, Inspector of Schools.
Jorhat, Assam.

Bartlett, Edward William John. 4, Esplan-
ade, East, Calcutta.

Beatson-Bell, Nicholas Dodd,
I.C.S. Europe.

Bell, Charles Alfred, i.c.s. Gaya.
Bepm Behari Gupta. Bavenshaiv College,

Cuttach.

Bepin Chandra Rai.
_
Giridih, Chota Xagpur.

B.A., C.I.E.,

Bergtheil, Cyril. Mozufferpoi



liii

Date of Klection,

1876 ^or. 15. F.M.

1893 Mar. 1.
J

N.R.

1903 Feb. 4.

]

N.R.

1

1902 Mar. 5.
1

R.

1907 Oct. 30. R.

(retired). 'tfold

1908 Nov. 4. N.R.

1897 Feb. 3.

1893 Feb. 1.

1895 Julv 3.

1906 Sept. 19.

1904 Jul)- 6.

1906 Nov. 7.

R.

KR.

A.

1908 July i.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

R.

N.R

R.

R.

1905 Mar. 1. N.R.

1907 June 5.

1901 Sept. 25.

1901 June 5.

A.
R.

R.

1896 Jan. 8
1900 May 2

1904 Aucr. 3

1898 Sept. 30
1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.
F.M.

A.

A

Beveridge, Heury, i.c.s.

Shottermilly Hasleinere^ i:iurrey^ j^ngiand,
Rharat Siugh, Mal»araja Kumara Sirdar, i.c.s.

(retired). AUahahad,
Bhawani IJas Batra, Rai, m.a., Revenue

Minister, Jamniii and Kashmir State. Sri-

nagar^ Kashrair,

Binoy Krishna Deb, Raja Bahadur.
106-1, Grey Street, Calcutta,

Birendra Nath Ghosh, Dr., l.m.s.. Medical
Piactitionet'. 109, College Stre(4, Calcutta.

Bisvesvar Bhattacharji, Deputy ]\Iagisti^ate

and Deputy Collector. NilpJutmart.

Bloch, Theodor, ph.d., Archaeological Surveyor,
Eastern Cii'cle. 27. Chowrinykee, Calcutta,

Bodding, The Revd. P. 0. Mahilpahari^ via

Rivmfore Haut, Sonthal Parganas,
1 . ri _ _ i ^ _ . "NT . , „ ™ 771 _.Bonham-Carter, Norman, i.c.s. Europe

R.N. Bradley-Birt, Francis Bracllej', i.c.s. Midna-
pore.

Brajendra Nath De, 3J.A., i.c.s., Magistrate

and Collector. Chinsnra,

Bramley, Percy, Superinteu dent of Police.

Agra,

N.R. Brojendra Nath Seal, m.a., Victoria College.

Cooch BeJiar.

Bro^vn, Lieut.-Col, Edwin Harold, m.d., I.M.S,

2, Atipur Road^ Calcutta,

Brown, John Coggin, B.sc, F.G.s., f.cs., Assis-

tant Superinteudent, Geological Survey of

India. Calcutta.

Bro\^Ti, William Barclay, i.c.s., District and

Sessions Judge, Kamrup,
Browuing, Colin Harington, m.a. Europe.

Buchanan, Lieut,-Col. Walter James, i.M.S.,

Inspector-General of Jails. 19, Writers'

Buildings^ CaJcufta.

Bnrkill, Isaac Henry, M.A., Reporter on Eco-

nomic Products to the Government of

India. Calcutta.

Bum, Richard, i.c.s.

Butcher, Flora, M.D.

Gonda
urn, Springfield^

Cupar Fife, Scotland,

] Jy thell, Lieut.-Col. William John, R.E.

Europe,
w

Cable, Sir Ernest, Kt. Europe,

Caddy, Dr. Adrian, M.D. (Lond.), f.b.c.s.

(Eng.), D.P.H., R.CP.s. (Lond.). 2-2, Har-

rington Street y Calcutta,



xliv

Date of Election,

1906 July 4.

1907 Apl. 3.

1907 Mar. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1895 July 3.

1899 June 7.

1901 Aug. 7.

1906 Jan. 3.

1904 July 6.

1903 Sep. 23.

1907 July 3.

1906 Nov. 7.

1907 Dec. 4.

1906 July 4.

1908 Jan. 1.

190S Xov. 4.

L.M

K.R.

R.

N.R
R.

A.
N.R

F.M

R.

1903 Aug. 26.

1898 Jnne 1. F.M.

1907 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

1901 June 5.

1876:\rar. 1.

1887 Aug. 25.

1895 July 3.

R. Caddy, Dr. Arnold, m.d., p.r.C.s. 2-2, Har-

rington Street, Calcutta.

N.R.
I

Calvert, Major Jolin Telfer, M.B., m.R.c.p.,

I.M.S. Darjeeling.

Camaji Byraniji Navroji Cama, B.A,, ll.b.,

l.C.s. Bilaspur, Central Provinces.

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, i.C.S.,

Magisti^te and Collector. Samirpur.
Carlyle, Robert Wai-rand, C.i.e., i.C.S., Secre-

tary to the Government of India, Revenue
and Agriculture Department. Calcutta.

Chandra Kumar Sarkar. KaicJcanik, Moulmein.

Chandra Narayan Singh, Rai Bahadur. 16,

Theatre Hoad, Calcutta.

Chapman, John Alexander. Europe.

Charles, Albert Pendrill, B.A., i.C.s., Registi-ar,

Court of Judicial Commissioner. Lucknow.
Chinta Ito, Professor Dr. Engineering Col-

lege, Tokyo, Japan.
Christie, William Alexander Kynock, B.sc,

Ph.D., Chemist, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Clai-ke, GeofErey Roth, i.c.s. 16, Loudon
Street, Calcutta.

Cohen, Rachel Nathaniel, M.B., f.r.C.s., Lady
Sapdt., Lady Dufferin Victoria Hospital.
Calcutta.

Connor, Captain Frank Powell, p.r.C.s. (Eng.),
L.R.c.P. (Lond.), I.M.S., Medical College.
Calcutta.

Conway-Poole, Capt. Ivan Maxwell, LA.,

Supply and Transport Corps. Allahabad.
Cook, Capt. Lewis, i.m .s.. Lunatic Asylum.

Berhampore.
Copleston, The Most Revd. Dr. Reginald

Stephen, d.d. Lord BisJiop of Calcutta.
Cordier, Dr. Palrayr. 37, Ene des- Grange,

Besan^ons { Bonis), Paris, France.
Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, Assistant Superin-

tendent, Geological Survey of India. Cal-
cutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton. 234/6, Loicer

R.

R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

R

R.

R.

F.M.

Circular Boad, Calcutta.

R.

R.

Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey, i.M.s., Civil
Surgeon. Huyhli.

Crawfurd, James"^, b.a., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn-
wood, Uddinijton, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Criper, William Risdon, p.c.s., p.i.c, a.r.s.m.

Konnagar, F^.I.li.

Gumming, John Gliest, i.c.s. Alipore, Calcutta.



xlv

DHte of Klection.

1905lnlj 5.

1908 Sept. 2.

R.

^itt

R

1873 Dec. 3.

Cuiiiiiugham, John Arthur, b.a. Alipur Ohser-
vafory, Calcutta.

Cunningham, John Richard, m.a., Assistant
Director of Public Instruction, Bengal. Gal-
CUtt'i.

1885 Xov. 4.

1905 July 5.

1904 Aug. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

FM.

R.

KR.
KR.
KR.

1904 Sejjt. 28 KR.

Dames, Mansel Longworth, i.c.s. (retired).

Algeria, Enfield, Middlesex, England.
Damodar Das Barman. 55, Olive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Das, J. K Baulatpur P.O., Ehulna.
Dattalraya Balwant Parasnis. Satara.
Deare, Major Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c.S. (Eng.),

L.R.c.p. (Lend.), D.p.H. (Canb.), l.M.s. Haza-
rihagli.

DeCourcj, William Bleunerhasset. Silchari

P.O., Cachar.

N.R.
R.

Agent. Bareilly.

1895 Dec. 4. KR. Delmerick, Charles Swift, Sub-Deputy Opium

1906 Dec. 5.

1898 Jan. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

Will Cooch Behar.

1902 July 2.

R.

R.

R.

1902 Jan. 8. A
1892 Sept. 22.

1889 Jan. 2.

1905 April 5.

1908 April 1.

1905 May 3.

A.
IS-.R.

R.

Dods, William Kane, Agent, Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Coi^poration. Calcutta.

Donnan, Major Willinm, Indian Army, Ex-
aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Calcutta.

Doxej, Fredei'ick. 9, Queens ParJc^ Bally-

gunge^ Calcutta,

Drummond, James R., I.C.S. (retired), Etirope.

Drurj, Lieut.-Col. Francis James, l.M.s.

Hoic^raJi,

Dudgeon, Gerald Cecil. Europe.

Dunnett, James Macdonald, i.c.s., Assistnnt

SettlcBient Officer. ^farycwh.

R.

Duval, Herbert Philip, m.a., i.c.s., United
Service Club. Calcutta.

Dwarkanath Chakravarti, m.a., b.l., Yakil,

1006 :N'ov. 7.

1907 Sept. 25.

:n^.ii

High Court. Calcutta.

1900 July 4
1903 May 6

R.

1900 Mar, 7

1901 Mar. 6

En die, Lieut. John Liglis, 97, Deccan Infanfry.

Bolaram.
Eakins, Dr. Olin, m.d., Chief Medical Officer,

New York Life Assui-ance. 10/1, Bainey

Parh^ Calcutta,

N.R. ' Earle, Archdale, l.C.s. Banhipur^
N.R.

! Edwards, Walter Noel. Sootea P.O., Tezpur,

A.9sa7n,

A.

A.

Fanshawe, Sir Arthur Upton, C.S.i., K.C.I.E.,

I.c.s. Enrope.

Fei'gusson, J. C. Europe.



xlvi

Date of Klection.

1904 Auff. 3. R.

1908 Sept. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

R

1906 Oct. 31.

R

1907 Mar. 6.

190S Mai-. 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

Fermor, Lewis Leigli, A.R.S.M., B.sc, F.G.S.,

Assistant Superintendent, G eological Survey
of India. Galcutta.

Fida Ali, Syed. ]3, Gonstan Lane, Gal-

cutta.

Finck, Herman H. G., M.D., Surgeon to tlie

Consulate-General for Germany. 19, Camac
Street, Calcutta.

Finlow,Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the Govt.

of Eastern Bengal and Assam. Pusa,

TirJioot.

Firminger, Revd. Walter Kelly, m.a., b.d.,

F.E.G.s. Chaplain, St. Stephen's Church.

Kidderpore, (jnlcriffn.

Fitzgerald, Henry George, Superintendent of

Police. Koliat.

R. 1
Foster, Captain Henry Bertram, I.M.S., Presi-

N.K

R.

N.IJ

1908 Sept. '2. R.
dency General Hospital. Calcutta.

Foster, Lieut. Rodney, Indian Army, Survey of

India. Calcntfa.

1904 May 4. N.R.
j

Framjee Jamasjee TlianaAvala. 90, Catcasjee

Patel Street, Fort, Bomhuy.
A. Eraser, Sir Andrew Henderson Leith, M.A.,

LL.D., K. C.S.I. Europe.
1902 April 2. A. Fuller, Sir JusephBampfylde, k.c.s.i. Europe.

1905 Jan. 4.

1903 Mar. 4. R.

93 Jan. 11.

1908 Feb. 5.

A.

N.R.

Gage, Captain Andrew Thomas, m.a., m.b., B.Sc,

F.L.S., I. M.S. Royal Botanic Garden, Sihpur,
Howrah.

Gait, Edward Albert, c.i.E., i.c.s. Europe.
Gardener-Brown, John Gerald Gardener, m.a.

Muir Central College. Allahabad.
1907 Sept 25. ^" R.

' Gil)bon, Captain Charles Monk. 89, Boyd
Irish Fuuliers. United Service Club, Simla.

1906 Feb. 7. R.

1908 Feb 5.

1902 Feb. 5.

U.

1889 June 5.

1908 Feb. 5.

R.

Girindi-a Kumar Sen. Presidency CoUeg
Galcutta,

Giiindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Dr.. B.A., M.B.,

80, liussa Head, North, Bhoicanipur, Calcutta.

Girish Chandi^a Ghosh, Dramatist, 13, Bose-

para Lane, Calcutta.
N.R. Girjanath Roy, Maharaja. Dinagepore
R.

190.5 Aug. 2. N.R.

1901 Aug. 2b. 'N.R
1897 July 7.

I

A.
1905 May 3. R.

Gopal Chandra Chatterji, Dr., Medical Col-

lege. Galcutta.

Gourlay, Captain CtarlesAikman, [.M.S.. Offg.

Deputy Sanitary Commissioner, Eastern
Bengal and Assam. Sliillong,

Govinda Das. Burgahund^ Benares City.
Grant, Major John Wemyss, i.M.s. Europe.
Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. United Ser-

vice Club, Calcutta,



xlvii

Date ot

1907 June 5 R.

1900 Dec. 5.

1904 Jan. 6.

L.M.

N.n.

1901 Mar. 6.

1892 Jan. 6.

N.U

F.M

1907 Aug. 7 F.M

Green, Lieut. -Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,
M.D., F.K.C.S., I.M.S., 6, Harrington Street,
Galcuttii.

Grieve, James Wjndliam Alleyne, Deputy
Conscrvator of Forests. Barjeeling.

Gulab Shanker Dev Sliarman, f.t.s. Futtah-
pore, Agra District, JJ.P.

Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Raees.
BluJcanpur, Dt. Aligarh.

Haig-, Major Wolselev,' Indian Army, c/o
Messrs. H. S. King & Co., 9, Pall Mall,
London, 8.W.

1908 June 3

1904 Sept. 28.

1889 Mar. 6.

R.

R.

1885 Feb. 4.

1907 Feb. 6.

1904 Jan. 6.

1903 June 3.

Haines, Henry Haselfoot, F.c.s., F.L.s. Bore-
ham Bouse, TIaverstock Hill, Hampsfead,
London, N.W.

Hallowes, Kennetli Alexander Knight, h.a.,

A.K.S.M.. P.G.s., Assistant Superintendent,
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Hallward, Norman Leslie. 6, Gamac Street,

Calcutta.

N.R.
j

Hanuman Prasad, Raees and Zemindar.
Chunar.

Haraprasad Sliastri, Mahamahopadliyaya,
M.A. 12/1 '4, Fataldanga Street, Calcutta.

Hare, His Honour Sir Lancelot, K.c.s.i., i.c.s.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and
Assam. Shillong.

Harendra Krishna Mukerjee, M.A. 54, San-
karipara li'oad, Calcutta.

R.

N. R

R.

1902 Dec. 3.

1908 Feb. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 July 4.

1908 April 1.

1907 June 5,

R.

KR.

Harinatli De, m.a., Librarian, Imperial Lib-
rary Calcutta.

Harnarain Sliastri, Goswami, Hindu Oollegey

Delhi,

Harniman, B. G. 50. Park Street, Calcutta,R.

N.R.
I

Harris, Lieut. G-.

R.

R.

Georgi

'/' Hangu.

R

1884 Mar, 5.

1897 Feb. 3.

L.M

P.R.C.P., I.M.S. 14, Bussell Street^ Calcutta,

Harrison, Edward Philip. 10, MiddJeton

RotVj Calcutta,

Harwood, Col. J. G., f.k.c.s., r.a.m.c, Princii>al

Medical Officer, Presidency and Assam Bri-

gades. United Service Club, Calcutta.

R.

1906 Dec. 5. A.

Hassan Ali Mirza, Sir Wala Qadr Sayid,

G.C.I.E. MuriyhidahfuL

Hayden, Henry Herbert, D.A,, B.E., F.G.s.,

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Europe.

Mai



xlviii

Dale of ifilectiou.

1905 July 5.

1905 May 3.

N.R

N.R

1907 Nov. 6. N.R

1908 June 3.

1904 Dec. 7.

R.

1908 June 3.

1908 April 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.U.

R.

N.R.

1891 July 1.

I^.R.

R.

1908 Jaly 1.

1898 Feb. 2.

1901 Dec. 4.

1907 Feb. 6.

R.

R.

Hemcliandra Gossain. Extra Assistant Com-
missioner. Tezpur.

Hemendra Prasad Gliose, Zemindar and
Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Oha'ngalhha

P.O., lessore.

Hepper, Captain Lionel Lees, Royal Artil-

lery, Maymy0, Burma.
Herron, Alexander Macmillan, B.sc, Asst.

Supdt., Geological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta.

Hill, Ernest George. Muir Central College,

Allahabad.

Hira Lall Bose, Dr. 25/2, Mott's Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Hirst, Capt. Frederick Christian, Indian
Army. Mussoarie.

Hirst, Reginald John, District Superinten-
dent of Police. Purneah.

Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.i.b., d.sc,

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., P.R.S., Director, Geological
Survey of India. Calcutta.

Holniwood, The Hon. ^Ir. Justice Herbert,
l.C.S. 22, Theatre Road, Calcutta.

Hooper, David, p.c.s. 1, Siidder Street, Cal-
cutta.

1873 Jan. 2.

A.

R.

1906 :\ray 2.

1905 July 5.

1908 June 3.

190H .Mar. 4.

L.M.

W Europe.

X.R.

A.
F.M.

1906 Dec. 5. KR
1905 Xov. 1.

1904 Jan. 6.

1903 Xov. 4.

1885 April 1.

1898 Mar. 2.

1903 July 1.

1895 Mar. 6.

Houseman, Dr. Edward A., b.a., m.b., B.C.

(Cantab), Medical OflBcer. Lillooah, E.I.Ey.
Houstoun, George L., f.g.s., Johnstone Castle,

lienfrewshire, Scotland.
X.R.

I

Howell, Evelyn Berkeley, b.a., i.c.s, Peshaicar.
Humphries, Edgar de Montfort, B.A., i.C.S.,

Settlement Officer. Banda.
Hutchinson, C. M. Europe.
Hyde, J. H. 18, Rue Adolphe-Yvon, Paris.

Jack, James Charles, i.c.s., Settlement Offi-

cer, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Faridpur.
Jackson, Arthur Mason Tippett, l.C.S. C/o

Messrs. Grindlay Groom
8f Co., Bombay.

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a, Patna College,

Bankipur.
Jacob, Sydney Montague, i.c.s. SialJcoL
Jadoonath Sen, Civil Engineer. 35, Sih

Narain Las' Lane, Calcutta.
Jaduuath Sar-kar. Patna College, Bankipur.
Jugadindranath Roy, Maharaja Bahadur.

6, Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.
Jagadis Chandra Rose, m.a., d.sc.,. c.i.e.

Europe.

X.R.

N.R

N.R
R.

N.R
R.

A.



xlix

Date of Election.

1905 July 5.

1907 Dec. 4. R.

1895 Aug. 29. N.R

1907 Sept. 25. X.R

1889 Jan. 2. R.

1896 Mar. 4.

1902 May 7.

1908 June 3.

R.

R.

R.

1906 July 4. R.

1899 Sep. 29.

1907 Mar. 6.

1908 Sept. 23.

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

1901 Jan. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

1877 Aug. 30.

1882 Mar. 1.

1906 Aue. 1.

R.

N.R

N.li.

N.R.

F.:\r.

A.

A.
R.

N.R.

R.

1906 Sept. 19.

1908 Feb. 5.

1895 Sept. 19.

R.

N.R
N.R

1904 .Afay 4. N.R

Jain Vaidja. Jahari Bazar, Jaipur.
James, Heniy Rosher, m.a., Bengal Education

Service, Principal, Presidency College. Gal-
cutta.

Jatindranath Rai Chaudhuri, m.a., b.l., Zemin-
dar. Taki, Jessore.

Jenkins, 0\ven Francis, i.c.s., Offg. Joint
Magistrate. Budaon, UP.

Jogendra Chandra Ghose, The Hon. Mr., m.a.,
B.L., Pleader, High Court. 25, Hurrish
Ghunder Mookerjee Boad, Bhowanipore, Oaf-
cntta,

Jogendi^a Nath Das-Gupta, e.a. (Oxon,), Bar-
rister-at-Law. Rughli GoUege, Ghmsurak.

Jogendra Nath Sen Yidyabhusana, m.a. 31,
Prasana Kumar Tagore's Street, Galcuffa.

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.k.s.m., a.r.c.s., p.g.s.,

Asst. Supdt. Geological Survey of India.
Calcutta,

Jones, Lieut.-Col. John Lloyd, m.b. (Dub.),
M.R.c.s. (Lend.), D.P.H. (Cantab), f.c.a.,

l.M.s. United Service Club, Calcutta,
Jotindra Nath Mukharji, b.a., Solicitor. 3,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.
Jwala Sahai,* Munshi, Retired Nazim of Dig,

Bharatpur State. Sohua, Gihrgaon District.

Jyotiprakas Kande, Lala, Zemindar. Burdwnn.

Kamlanand Singh, Kumar. Srinagar Baj,
Srinagar P.O., Purneah District.

KashI Prasad Jayaswal. C/o Manager, Nar-
gliat Bazar Lac Factory. Mirzajpur.

Kavasjee Jamasjee Badshah, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe.

Kaye, George Rusby. Europe,
Kedar Nath Datt. 1, Sikdarpara Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Kennedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l., Vakil, Mozaffer-

pur.

Kennedy, Dr. William Willoughby, M.A., M,D.,

D.P.H., IM.R.S.C, r.R.c.P.

Calcutta.

36, Ghoivringhee,

Kesteven, Charles Henry, Solicitor to Govern-
ment. 26, Dalhonsie Square, Calcutta.

King, Capt. George, m.b., i.m.s. Puri.

Kiran Chandra De, b.a., i.c.s.. Registrar of

Co-opei'ative Credit Societies, Eastern Ben-
gal and Assam. Shillong,

Knox, Kenneth Neville, i.c.s.. Magistrate

and Collector, Banda.



1

Date ot Liectiou.

1896 July 1. R.

1894 July 4^. N.R.

1895 Aug. 29. R.

1901 June 5. ^ .R,

Kiicliler, George AVilliani, M.A., Director

Public Instruction, Bengal, Calcutta^

Kushal Pal Singh, Raja, m.A- Narku

of

1887 May 4.

1889 Mar. 6.

1902 July 2,

1889 Nov, 6.

1903 July 1,

1902 Oct. 29,

1908 Feb. 5.

1907 Dec. 4.

1889 Feb. 6.

1907 Dec. 4.

1907 Mar. 6.

1906 Feb. 7.

Lachmi Narayan Singh, M.A., b.l., Pleader,

High Court, GalniHa.
Lajpat Rai, Lala, Pleader, Chief Court.

L.M. jLanmanj Charles Rockwell, 9. Farrar Street^

Cambridge^ MassacJiitsetts, U.S, America.
La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, B.A., f.g.s.,

Superintendent, Greological Survey of India.

Galctdta,

Leake, Henry Martin, M.A., p.l.s., Economic
Botanist to the Government of United Pro-

R,

KR,

R.

N.R

A.
N.K

vinces. Gaivnjpur,

ie, William A., P.:

Calcutta.

38, Strand Road^

Lefroy, Harold Maxwell, M.A., p.k.s., Impe-
.'ial Entomologist.

Lewes, A, H, Europe.
'/<

.R

A.

]S\R

Lindesay, Major Victor Edward Hugli, M.B.,

I. M.S. Ghajpra.

Lindsay, James Hamilton. M.A., l.c.S. Setvan.

Master

R.

A.

1906 Oct. 31. F.M.

1902 July 2.

1905 Aug. 2.

1870 April 7.

R.

1896 Mar. 4

1906 Nov. 7

1905 Aug. 2

1907 Aug. 7.

1907 April 3,

Little, Charles, m.a. Europe.
Little, James Henry, Ass

toria School, Kurseong.
Lloyd, Captain Richard Ernest, M.B., B.Sc,

I M.S. 27, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta.
Logan, Alexander Cochrane, i.c.s. Europe.
Lnard, Captain Charles Eckford, Indian Ai-my,

M.A. (Oxon), 20. Elm Tree Road, London.
Lulce, James, Journalist. 98. Olive Street,

Calcutta.

Lnkis, Lt.-Col. Charles Pardey, M.B., P.B.C.s.,

i.M.s. Medical College, Calcutta.
L.M. Lyman, B, Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

delphia, U.S. America.

MacBlaine, Frederick, t.c.S., District and
Sessions Judge. Saran.

MacCahe, "William Bernard, m.inst.c.e., p.i.c.

Chief Engineer to the Corporation. Cal

R.

N.R

K.

R.
cutta.

X.R.

Professor
of Physiology. Medical College, Calcutta

Will

H.
Hyderal

Mackelvie, Captain Maxwell, i.m.s., Resident
Physican. Medical Colleae, Calcutta.

"f

^



li

Date of Election

1906 April 4. N.R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M

1899 :Mar. 1.

1891 Feb. 4.

1902 April 2.

1893 Jan. 11.

F.M.

K.

N.R.
L.M.

1907 July 3.

1895 Aug. 29.

1907 Mar. 6.

R.

R.

X.R.

1906 June 6. R.

1908 Mar. 4.

1901 June 5.

1899
1905

Aug. 30.

Dec. 6.

R.

KR.

1902 May 7.

1892 April 6.

1905 Feb. 1.

KR.
N.R.
KR

R.

A.

1895 July 3.

1900 Jan. 19.

1884 Nov. 5.

1905 Dec. 6.

1884 Sep 3.

1904 April 6.

N.R

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

Mackenzie, Evau, Cliurcli of Scotland "Mis-

sion. KaUmpoug, via SiUguri.
Maclagan, Tlie Hon, Mr. Edward Douglas,

M.A., I.C.S., Chief Secretary to the Govern-
ment of the Punjab. Lahore.

Charles W., B,A., i.c.s.nn

Street, London.
^

(j-etired)

Macplierson, Duncan James, m.a,, c.r,E., i.c.s.

Ghinsura,

Macldox, Major Ralph Henrj, r,M.s. Rancht.
Madho Rao Scindia Alijah, Bahadur, Colonel,

His Highness Maharajah Sir, Ct.c.sj.,

G.C.V.O., A.D.C., LL.D., Maharajah of Gwalior,

Jat Bilas^ Gtvalior,

Mahendra Nath De, m.a., b.sc, Pi'ofessor,

Bengal National College. Calcutta.

Mahmud Gilani, Shams-ul-Ulama Shaikh.

23, Loiver Ohitpur Road, Calcutta.

Manekshaw Jamshedi Kelawala, Lt.-CoL,

r.M.s. 88, GarnatiG Infantry, St, Thomas
Mount, M(

Manmatha 34, Shayn-

ptikiiT Street, Calcutta.

Manmatho Nath Moitry, Landholder, Seram-
pore,

Mann, Dr. Harold Hart, D.sc, M.sc, f.l.s.,

Principal, Agricultural College. Poona.
Mannu Lai, Dr., Civil Surgeon. Banda.
Marsden, Edmund, n,A., f.r.g.S. Bombay.
Marshall, John Hubert, Director-General of

Archaeology. Simla.
Maynard, Lieut. Col, Frederic Pinsent, M.».,

D.P.H,, P R.C.S., I.M.S., Professor of Ophthal-

mic Surgeiy, ^^fedical College. Calcutta,

ce Dick, i.M.s.Wall

Mis.

Megaw, Captain
Europe*

Melitus, Hon. Mr, Paul Gregory, c.r.E., i.c.s.

Shillong.

Micliie, Charles.

Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a., f.g.s,. Super-

intendent, Geological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta.

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. 8, Golam
Sohhan's Lane^ Calcutta.

W 7, Church Lane, Cal-

cutta,

Mr
Agr

her, Government of India. Calcutta.



lii

Date of Election.

1898 April 6

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 Jan. 1

1885 June 3.

1880 Aug. 4,

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 Mar. 4.

1901 Aug. 7.

1890 June 4.

1895 July 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1907 June 5

KR.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.
L.M.

KR.

Samhal-

N.R.

KR.

R.

N.R.

Milne, Major Charles John Robertson, M.B.,

I. M.S. Berhampnr.
Milsted, Walter Percy Spencer. Boys' High

School, Allahabad.

Moberly, Arthur Norman, M.A., i.C.s.

pu7-.

Mohammad Naemullah, Maniavi. Bijnor.

-Mohanlall Yishnulall Pandia, Pandit, F.T.s,

Muttra.

Mohinimohan Miti-a, m.a., b.l., Pleader. Burd-

wan.
Mollison, James, Inspector-General of Agrlcul-

Govern-

B.L., Bengal

N.R.

N.R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.

1908 Dec. 2.

1905 Jan. 4

1906 July 4.

1905 Mar. 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Sept. 23

R.

ture, C.P. Kagpur.
Molony, Edmund Alexander, l.C.s.

ment Farm, Cawnpur.
Monniohan Chakravarti, M.A.,

Provincial Civil Service. 14, Palmer's

Bazaar Road., Balliaghatta, Calcutta.

Monohan, Francis John, l.C.S., Commissioner,
Assam Valley District. Shillong.

More, Lieut. James Carmichael, 51st Sikhs,

F.F. Bannn.
Morgan, Captain John Henry, Indian Array,

Supply & Transport Corps. Haivalpindi,

Morton, Captain Sidney. 24th Ptmjabis, Dil-

hhuslia, Lncknow,
Moses, Capt.

R.

R

R.

R.

St. John, M.D,, F.R.C.S.,

I.M.S. Resident Physician^ Medical College^

Calcutta,

Miiksoodan Das. 13, Shiimhlioo Nath Mul-
Helens Lane^ Calcutta,

Mnlvany, Major John, I. M.S. Tresidency Gene-

ral Hospital, Calcutta.

Muralidhar Banei'jee.

cutta.

Sanskrit College^ Gal-

R.

1894 Sep. 27.

1907 Jan. 2.

X.R

R.

1907 Jan. 2.

K.R

R.

Murphy, Captain Charles Cecil Rowe, The

Suffolk Begimeiit. 42, Ghowringhee Road,

Calcutta.

Murray, Captain John George Patiick, i.m.s.

Presidency General Hospital^ Calcutta.

Muzaffur Ali Khan Bahadur, Syed, Zemin-
der and Rais. Jausath^ List. Muzaffarnagar.

Nagendra Nath Basu. 20, Kentapuker Lane^
Bayhazaar, Calcutta,

Nasir Ali, Khan Bahadur, Mir, Superinter»-

dent, North India Salt Revenue. Stdtanpur
Salt WorkSf Farrakhnagar, Gurgaon,

Nasir Hosein Khan, S., Landholder. 32, Ezra
Street, Calcutta,



1* # •

111

'ate ot Election,

1904~Dec. 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

1901 Mar. 6.

KR

KR.

1889 Aug. 29. L.M.

1887 Mav 4. R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Feb. 5.

1901 June 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

N.R

1906 Dec. 5.

1905 May 3.

1905 Nov. 1.

1892 Mar. 2.

1906 Aug. 1.

1008 Aug. 5.

Xatlian, Robert, r.c.s., Commissioner, Dacca
Division. Dacca.

jS'esfield, Capt. Vincent Blumbardt, f.k.c.s.,

L.R.c.p., I.M.S., 2nd and 7th Gurkha Rifles.

Quetta.

Ifevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s., Editor, District

Gazetteers, United Provinces. Allahabad.

Nimmo, John Duncan, c/o Messrs. Walter
Duncan & Co. 137, West George Street,

Glasgow.

ISTobinchand Buriil, Solicitor. 10, Old Post

Office Street, Calcutta.

Norman, Henry Campbell, m.a. Queen's Col-

lege, Benares.

Nott, Lieut.-Col, Arthur Holbrook, m.d., i.m.s.

Berhamjofir.

Nundolal Dey. CMnsura.

O'Connor, Major, William Frederick Travers,

Royfil Artillery, CLE. Quetta.

O'Kinealy, Major Frederick, m.k.c.s. (Eng.),

L.R.C.P. (Lond.), I.M.S. Burope.

N.R. Ollenbach, Alfred James, b.a., i.c.s. Khond-
mals^ Phulhani, Orissa.

N.R. O'Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, B.A., i.c.s.,

Superintendent, Imperial Gazetteer, Bengal.

Darjeeling.

Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, C.s.i., Raja of

N.R,

R.

N.R.

A

L.M.

N.R.

R.

1907 July 3.

1892 Dec. 7.

1907 Feb. 6.

1901 Aug. 28.

R.

R.

R.

R.

1899 Aug. 2.

1907 Dec. 4.

R

Bhinga. BMnga.
Osburn, Captain, Arthur C-, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

(Lond.), R.A.M.c. Bhamo, tipper Burma.
Owens, Capt. Terence .Francis, i.m.s., Chemi-

cal Examiner to the Grovernment of Bengal.

C^lciifta,

Page, William Walter Keightlej, Solicitor.

10, Old Pod Office Street, Calcutta.

Panchanan Mnkhopadhyaya. 45, Bechoo

Ghatfcrjis Street, Oalcntta.

Paniotj, Dr. John Emanuel, l.k.c.p. (Lond.),

L.R.c.p. & s. (Ed.) 19, Boyd Street, Cal-

cutta.

Panton, Edward Brooks Henderson, b.a., i.c.s.,

District and Sessions Judge. 24i'Parganas.

Calcutta,

William

R.

Reporter to the Government of Bengal.

Calcutta.

Pearse, Thomas Frederick, M.D., f.k.c.s.,m.r.c.Pm

D.P.H., Health Officer. Calcutta.



]iv

ate of Election.

1906 Dec. 5.

1888 June 6.

R.

L.M.

1881 Aug. 25.

1877 Aug. 1

1906 April 4.

1907 Feb. 6

E.

Peart, Captain Charles Lube, 106^/i Hazara
Pioneers. 4, Parh Street, Calcutta.

Law. Rangoon.
arris

N.R.

R.

KR

1900 May 2.

1908 Jan. 1.

R.

1889 ^ov. 6.

1906 Mar. 7.

1904 June 1.

1904 Mar. 4.

1906 Mav 2

R.

M

KR

R.

1899 Aug. 29.

A.
TT.R.

N.R.

1907 Mar. 6.

1890 Mar. 5.

1880 Nov. 3.

1901 April 3.

1887 May 4.

1869 Feb. 3.

1906 Aug. 1.

1898 April 6.

1907 Sept. 25.

1907 Jan. 2.

1906 Mar. 7.

R.

Percival, Hugh !Melvile, M.A. 14, Park Street,

Calcutta.

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, m.b.,

I. M.S. (retired). Dinajpur.
Petrocochino, Leonid ar. 231, Lower Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Petrie, David, Assistant Superintendent, Pun-
jal> Police. Hnngu.

Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B.sc. 57, Jhoivtola
Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Pilgrim, Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson, m.b.,

F.R.C.S., l.M.s. Presidency General Hospital,
Calcutta.*

Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven, 23rd
Cavalry, F.F.

54, Parliament Street, London,
Messrs. Grindlay Sf Co.,

Phra Maha Chandima.
Penang.

40, Green H,

R.

N.R.
R.

R.

N.R.
N.R

R.

R.

Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, B.sc, F.G.S., Assistant
Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.
Calcutta.

Pirn, Arthur ^Y., i.c.s. Europe.
Prabhat Chandra Borua, Raja. Gauripur,
Assam.

Prabhu JS'arain Singh, Bahadur, H.H. The
Maharaja Sir, G.c.i.k., Maharaja of Benares.
Ramnagar Forty Benares.

Prafulla Chundra Ghosh, m.a. 27/3, Boita-
khana Bazar Road, Calcutta.

Prafulla Chandra Ray, d.sc. Professor, Pre-
sidency College. Calcutta.

Pramatha Nath Bose, B.sc, p.G.S. Ranchi.

K
MuUick 7, Pra-

N.R.

N.R.

Prasanna Kumar Ray, D.sc. (Lond. and Edin.).
7, Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, B.A. Vindyachal.
Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boys School,

Kurseong.

Prodyat Coomar Tagore, Maharaja Sir, Kt.
Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta.

Promode Prakas Chatterjee. 8, Dixon Lane,
Calcutta.

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert. 12th Pioneers,
Jhansi.

Puran Chand Nahar. Azimauni. Murshidahad.



Iv

Date of Election.

1908 ; 4.

1877 Jan. 17.

R. Quinlan, Dr. D., United Service Chib. Gcil-

cutta.

KR.

1902 April 2. R.

1902 Mar. 5.

1898 May 4

19)7 Jan. 2

1901 Jan. 2,

R.

R.

1893 May 3

N.R.

1889 Nov. 6.

N.R.

N.R.

1889 Jan. 2.

1879 April 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

1908 July 1.

1905 Jan. 4.

R.

N.R

KR

N.R.

1907 Ang. 7.

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

F.M.

Radhakishor Dev Barman, H, H. The Maha-
raja. Tipperah.

Rajchnnder Chunder, Attorney-at- Law. 2,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Rajendra Chandra Sastri, Rai Bahadur, m,a.,

Bengali Translator to the Government of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Rajendra I!^atli Mookerjee, 20, Beadon Street^

Calcutta.

Rakhala Dasa Bandyopadhyaya. Luchiow.

Ramavatar Pande, b.a,, i.C.S., JDistrfct Judge.

Azimgarh,
Ram Chandra Bhanj Deb, Maharaja Sri,

Chief of Maurbhanj. Baripada P.O., Bala-

sore.

Rameshwara Singh Baliadur, H. H, The Hon,
Maharaja, k.c.i.k, Durhhanga.

Ramessur Maliah, Kumar. 6, GicUen Place^

Sowrah,
Ram Saran Das, Rai Bahadur, m.a., Manager,

Oudh Commercial Bank, Ld. Fyzahad.

Mu
lege. Allahabad.

1908 Sept. 2,

1908 Feb. 5.

1884 Mar, 5.

N.R

F3I
R.

R.

KR.
R.

1908 July 1.

1907 Feb. 6.

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4.

London

R.

A.

Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru, S, P. V.,

Arshya Library. Vizagapatam.

Rankin, James Thomas, J .C. S. O/o Messrs.

Orindlay ^* Co., Cahutta.

Ranking, Lieut. James, H. B. M.'s Consul for

Arabistan. Aicaz^ Persia.

Rapson, E. J. British Mme
Richardson, The Hon, Mr. Justice Thomas

William, i.C.S., Judge, High Court. Cal-

cutta.

Ridsdale, Rev. Arthur Cyril, St. Thomas Par-

sonage^ Free School Street^ Calcutta,

Rigo-de-Riglie, Alceste Carlo, Da^jeeling.

Risley, Sir Herbert Hope, B.A., CLE., k.c.i.e,,

I.C.S., Secretary, Government of India,

Home Department. Calcutta.

W 16, Strand

N.R.

R.

Boady Calcutta.

Robertson, Major George Alan, Ihth Lancers.

Europe.

Rogers, Cliarles Gilbert, F.L.S., p.c.h., Forest

Department. Port Blair, Andamans.

Rogers, Major Leonard, m.b., b,s., F.fi,C.P.,

1 F.R.C.S., i.M.S. 47, Par'c Street, Calcutta.



Ivi

Date of Election.

1907 Mar. 6. K.

1900 Aug. 29.

1901 Dec. 4.

KR.

R.

1906 Feb. 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

1886 ^[ar. 3.

A.

N.R.

L.M.

lioormall Goenka. 57, BiirtoUa Street^ GaU
cutta.

Rose, Horace Artbur, i.c.s., Superintendent,

Gazetteer Revision, Punjab. Mtiltan,

Ross, Dr. Edward Denison, ph.d., Assistant

Secretary, Government of India, Home
Dept., and Principal, Calcutta Madrassab.
Calcutta.

Russell, Cbarles, m.a. Europe.
Russell, Robert Vam, i.c.s., Supdt. of Gazet-

1906 May 2. N.R.

teer and Etbnograpby. Nagp
Rustomjee Dhunj eeblioy Mebta

Canning Street^ Calcutta.

55,

1896 Aug. 27. KR.

1905 Mar. 1.

1905 Mar, 1.

1902 June 4.

R.

N.R.

R.

1908 Mar. 4. R.

Sakbawat Hosain, Maulavi, B.A., Inspector of

Scbools. Meerut.

Samman, Herbert Frederick, i.c.s., Oft'g. De-
puty Commissioner, Sontbal Pargana.
Monghyr.

Sanjib Chandra Sanial. 1, Bihi Road^ Cat'-

cutta.

Sasi Bhusan Bose, m.a. Bavenshaw College^

Ciittach.

Satis Chandra Vidyabbusana , Mahamabo-
padhyaya, .\i.a., ph.D.

Lane^ Calcutta,

Kan

1896 Mar. 4. N.R.

1902 Feb, 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

1897 Dec, 1.

1907 Aug. 7.

1906 Dec. 5.

Satis Kumar Banerji. 45, Baniatola Lane^
Calcutta.

Satisb Chandra Banerji, Dr., M.A., ll.i>.,

Advocate, High Court. AUahahad.
R. Scbulten, Joseph Henry Cbarles, rb.D. 4,

Pollock Street^ Calcutta.

Scbwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian
Art. Kashmir Gate, Delhi,

N.R.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

Setb, Mesrovb J, Bombay. [Gh

1894 June 6. N.R.

1900 2.

1908 Alar. 4.

R.

R.

Shah Munir Alam, b.a., ll,b. Mainpnra,
Sharp, Henry, m.a., Director of Public In-

struction, Eastern Bengal and Assam.
Shillong.

Shibli Nomani, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi^
AUyarh.

Sbrager, Adolpbe. 4, Auckland Square, Batv-

don Street, Calcutta.

Shujaat Ali Khan Babadm^, Nasurul Matnalik
Mirza, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

1906 Mar. 7, R.
'ford

1902 Feb. 5. N.R.

•ore

65, Pathuriaghutta Street, Calcutta.
Shyam Lai, Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. AUahahad.



Ivii

Date of Kleotion

1894Tug. 30.

1899 May 3.

1903 Aug. 26.

1904 June 1.

1898 Aug. 3.

1872 Aug. 5.

1907 Dec. 4..

1907 Mar. 6.

1905 Mar. 1.

1901 Dec. 4.

N.R

R.

KR
N.R,

A.

N.R.

R.

1907 Oct. 30.

1904 Sept. 28.

1901 Mar. 6.

1908 Dec. 2.

1891 Aug. 27.

1904 June 1.

1899 Aug. 30.

1900 Aug. 29.

1907 Dec. 4.

1907 June 5.

1907 April 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

R. Sibuarayan Mukei^jee, Uttarpara, Bally.

N.R.
I

Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a.., b.sc, i.c.s.

Jhansi.

Simpson, John Hope, i.c.s,, Registrar of Co-
operative Credit Societies, Upper Pro-
Annces. Allahabad.

Simpson, Robert Rowell, B.sc, Department

of Mines, Calcutta,

Sita Ram, b.a., Depy. Magistrate. DeTira Dun.
Skrefsrud, Reyd, Laurentius Olavi, Secretary

and Treasurer, Indian Home Mission to

the Sonthals. Benagerio, via Ravipore Haut.
Smitli, Lieut.-Cob John Manners, Indian

Army, v.c, c.i.e. Europe,

Sofiulla Saifududdin Ahmed, Maulavi, Sub-
Deputy Collector. Dihrugarhj Assarn.

Sorabji, Cornelia, Court of Wards. 6, Camac
Street^ Calcutta,

Spooner, David Brainei^d, Ph.D., Archaeologi-

cal Surveyor, Xofth-West Frontier Province.

Peshatcar,

Sri Ram Dixit, Pandit, B.A., Secretary, Pratap-

garh State, Pratapgarh,

Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B,A., B.SC, Inspec-

tor of Schools. Dacca.

Stebbing, Edward Percy, f.e.s., f.z.s., Impen'al

Forest Zoologist. Dehra Dun,

Steen, Capt. Hugh Barkley, MB., i.m.s., Resi-

dent Medical Officer, Eden Hospital. Cal-

cutta.

Stein, Dr. Mark Aurel, PH.D. Europe,

Stephen , The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Harry
Lushington, Judge, High Court. Calcutta,

Stephen, St. John, B.A., ll.b., Barrister-at-

Law. Europe,

Stephenson, Major John, i.M.s., Civil Sur-

N.R.

K.R

N.R

N.R

R.

A.

R.

A.

N.R

R.

N.R

1904
1904

July 6
Jan. 6

A.
N.R

geon Umhalla City.

1906 Dec 5.
r

1905 Jan. 4.

N.R
N.R
R.

R

Stevens, Major C. R., r.M.s., Medical College.

Calcutta,

Stewart, Capt. Francis Hugh, i.M.s., Medical

Officer. Gyantse, Tibet,

Stewart, Captain Hugh, Indian Army. Europe.

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield, Military At-

tache. Teheran, Persia,

Streatfield, Claude Arthur Cecil, i.c.s. Jaunpur,

Stuart, Louis, I.C.S. MeeruL
Subodh Chandra Mahalanobis, B.SC, f.R.s.e,,

F.B.M.s. 210, Cormcallis Street^ Calcutta,

Sukumar Sen. 220, Lower Circular Bond,

Calcutta,



Iviii

Date of Kleciioxj.

1908 June 3. N.R.

1906 June 6.

1908 Jan. 1.

1907 June 5.

N.R.

KR.

1900 July 4.

1904 July 6.

1893 Aug. 31

1907 June o.

1878 June 5

1906 Dec. 5

1875 June 2

1908 Nov. 4

1898 Nov. 2

1904 June 1

1907 Feb. 6.

1861 June 5

1899 Aug. 30

1897 Jan. 6
1905 Jan. 4

1906 June 6

.

1908 Jan. 1.

1905 Aug. 2.

N.li

N. H

.

N.R.

Surendra Chandra Roy Chaudhauri, Zemin-
: dar, Koondi, Rungpur.

Surendra Prasad Sanial, Sri, m.a., f c.s., Piivate
Secretary to Raja Bahadur. Maj'hauU.

Suresli Chandra Ghatak, Bepy. Magistrate and
Depy. Collector. Dacca.

Swinhoe Rodway Charles Jolm, Solicitor.

Mandalay, Upper Burma.
Svam Sunder Das, b.a, Benares City.

N.R.

N R.

N .R

.

Walter Revenue Com-
missioner. Kaslivnr, Srinagar.

Tate, George Passman, Assistant Super-
intendent, Survey of India. Dehra
Bun.

NR.

R.

A.

A
R.

N.R.

L.Jif.

N .R

.

N.R.
N.R

R.

R

H

Taylor, Dr. G, Orissa. Ghandmgliona, Chitta-

gony Bill Tracts^ Ghlttagony,
Temple, Colonel Sir Richax^d Carnac, Bart.,

Indian Army, c.l E. G/o Messrs. Kiny, King.
•- ^- Co., Bombay,
Tek Chand. Dewan, n.A., m.r.a.s., i.c.s., Deputy

Commissioner. Liidhlanah,
Thibant, G., rn.B., cj.e., Registrar, Calcutta

University. Calcutta.
Thornely, Capt. Michael Harris, i.m.s. Europe.
Thornton, Edward, f.r.i.b.a. Europe.
Tipper, George Howlett, m.a., f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.
Galctitta. •

Travers, Morris William, n.sc, F.r^s., Director
of Indian Institute of Science. Banga-
lore.

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a.. i.c.s. (retired).

Bedham, EsseXy England,
Tribhuban Deb,- Raja S., Feudatory Chief of

Banira. Deoyarh, Bamra.
Tulsi Ram Misra, m.a. Aivagarh.
Turner, Frank, b.a. Dacca (Jhih, Dacca.

Umapati Datta Sharma, Pandeya, Hare^
School

J Gakntta.
I

'f

.A

f

101.7 Aue. 7.

1005 July 5.

N.R.

Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Dr., M.A., M.D.i

^ 10, Nimtola Ghat Street, Galcutfa. <

Urwin, Captain John Johnson, m.b.,

Europe.
I. M.S.

R.

Valavanur Subraniania Iyer, Instructor, Im-
perial Forest School, DeJira Dun.

Vanamali Chakravarti. SansJcrit College,
Calcutta,
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Date of Election.

1900 A^g. 29.

» K ^i *

1890 Feb. 5.

1894 Feb. 7.

R.

N. P..

N.El

1901 Mar. 6 KR

1894 Sept. 27. L.M.

1902 Oct. 29. R^

1907 JulJ 3 R.

1900 Jan. 19. R.

1901 June 5. N.R

1900 April 4 N.R.

Vaughati, Major Joseph Charles Stoelke, i.m.s.,

Superintendent, Campbell Medical School
and Hospital. Calcutta.

Venis, Arthur, 3I.A., Principal, Sanskrit
College. Benares.

Vishwa Nath Singh, H. H. The Raja Baha-
dur. Clihatturpur, Bundelkhimd.

Vogel, Jean Philipjie, litt. d., Archaeological

Surveyor, Punjab. Lahore.

Vost, Lieut.-Col. William, i.m.s., Civil Sur-

geon. Muttra.

Vredenbui'g, Ernest, b.l., b.sc, a.r.s.m., A.r.c.s.,

F.G.S., Assistant Superintendent, Geological

Su.rvey of India. Calcutta.

%

Walker, Harold, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., a.stjxst.m.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
of India. Calcutta,

AVallace, David Robb. 9, Clive Ron\ Cal-

cutta,

Walsh, Ernest Herbert Cooper, i.c.s., Com-
missioner, I^hagalpur Division. BJia^jalptir,

Walton, CaT3tain Herbert J

1905 Dec 6.

1902 April 2.

K.R.
R.

I.M.S. G/o Messrs, K\

Gtdcutta,

1907 April 3. K.R.

nij Hamilton ^- Co.,

., B.sc. Dacca.

Wheeler, Henry, l.C.s., Deputy Secretary,

Government of India, Finance Dept. Gal-

Wat

cutta.

1907 Feb. ^.

15.S.White, Lieut. Arthur Denham, m.b.,

(Loud.), I.M.S., Medical Officer. Cooch

Be h a r.

A.

1906 Sept. 19. JS-.R

1905 Dec. 6.

1904 Mar. 4.

1906 July 4.

1900 Dec. 5.

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 April 1.

1907 June 5.

N.R

R.

A.

White, Captain J. E., d.s.O., Gordon High-

landers. Europe.

Whitehead. Richard Bertram, i.C.s., Assistant

Commissioner. Delhi.

Wilson, The Hon. Mr. James, m.a., c.S.i., i.C.s.,

Finance Commissioner. Lahore.

Wood, William Henry Arden, M.A., F.C.s.,

F.B.G.S., Principal, La Martiniere. Calcutta.

Woodlev, Rev. Edward Carruthers, m.a.

N.R. I

Euivpe.
Henry

trate and Collector. #<

N.R. Wool Ori-

R.

R

ental College. Lahore.

Word Si

ton Street, Calcutta.

Wright, Harold, a.m.i.c.e. E. L E. Houf^e,

Oalctdta,
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juaie ox Hiiecuon.

1894Ttig.30. N.R.

1900 Mar. 7. R.

1905 Mar. 1

.

J

R.

1906 June 6. F .M

.

Wright, Henry J^elson, B.A., i.c.s., District

Judge. Fyzahad.

Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Veda-
tirtha, Pandit. 59/3, Harrison BoaJ^ Gal-

cutta.

Young, Rev. Arthur Willifer. 23, Chow-
ringJiee Boad^ Calcutta,

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier, Fawley
Bectori/^ Henley-on-Thames^ England.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.
Date of Llection.

1884 Jan, 15

1884 Jan. 15

1884 Jan. 15

1884 Jan. 15

Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prussia.

Charles Meldrum, Esq., C.M.G., M.A., LL.D., F.R.A.S.,

F.R.S. Mauritius.
Revd. Professor A, H. Sayce, Professor of Assyrio-

logy, Queen's College. Oxford, England.

Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Bue Frangois ler,

I PariSf France.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Date of Election.

1848 i^b, 2.

1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

r

1883 Feb. 7.

1894 Mar. 7.

1894 Mar. 7.

1895 June 5.

1895 June 5.

Sir Joseph Dulton Hooker, G.C.sj., c.B., m.d., p.r.s.,

D.C.L., LL.D., F.L.S., P.G.S., p.R.G.s. Sunningdale,
BerJcshire^ England.

Dr. Albert Giiiither, m.a., m.d., ph.d., f.z.s., p.R.s.

23, Lichfield Boad, Kew^ Surrey^ England.
Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astronomie

Physique de Paris^ France.
Professor P. Reynaud. La FacultS des Lettre^, Lyons,

France.
Dr. AKred Russell Wallace, ll.d., d.c.l., f.l.s., p.z.s.,

F.R_.s.^ Curfe View, Parhstone, Dorset, Engla7id.
Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalankara.

26, Baranushee Ghoses Street, Calcutta.
Professor Theodor Noeldeke. Cjo Mr. Karl T.

Trubner, Strasshurg, Germany.
Lord Rayleigh, M.A., d.c.l., d.sc, ll.d., ph.d., P.R.A.S.,

F.R.s. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, England.
Charles H. Tawney, Esq., m.a., c.i.e. O/o India

Office, London.
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Date of Election.

1896 Feb. 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1902 Nov. 5.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 July 2

1906 Mar.

1908 July 1

1908 July 1
r

1908 July 1

1908 July 1

Lord Lister, F.R.C.S., D.C.L., m.d., ll.d., d.sc, f.b.s.,

12, Park Crescent^ Portland Place, London.
Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. 9, Farrar

Street, Cambridge^ MassacJiu-^etts, U.S. ATuerica.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hoernle, PH.D., CLE.
8, Northmoor Boad^ Oxford^ England.

Professor Edwin Ray Lankestei% M.A., ll.d., p.b.s.

British Museum
(
Na t. Hist. ) , Gromtcell Boad^

London^ S.W.
Sir Geoz^ge King, m.b,, k.c.i.e., ll.d., f.l.s., p.k.s.

i.M.s. (retired). Gjo Messrs. Grindlay ^' (7o,, 55,

Parliament Street^ London^ S.W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tyler, d,c.l., ll.d., f.r.s.

Keeper, University Museum, Oxford^ England.
Professor Edward Suess, PH.D., Professor of Geology

in the University of Vienna.
Professor John Wesley Judd, C.B., ll.d., p.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

30, Cumberland Road, Keiv, England.
Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingenieur en chef des Mines.

^cole superieur des Mines, Paris.

Professor Heudrick Kern. Utrecht, Holland.

Professor Ramkrislma Gopal Bhandarkar, CLE.

Poona.
Professor M. J. DeGoeje. Leide, Holland.

Professor Ignaz Goldzilier, PH.D., d.litt., ll.d,

Budapest, Hungary*
Sir Charles Lyall, M.A., K.C.S.I., C.I.E., ll.d. 82,

Cornwall Gardens, London, S.W.
Sir William Ramsay, ph.d. (Tiib.), ll.d., sc.d.

(Dubl.), F.C.S., F.i.c. University College, Gower

Street, London^ W.G,
Dr. George Abmliam Grierson, PH.D., d.litt., c.i.e.,

i.c.s. (retired). Rothfarnham^ Camberley^ Surrey,

England.
The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

3I.A., D.C.L.. F.R.S, 1, Garlton House Terrace, Lon-

don, S. TF.

Godwdn-Austen, Lt.-Col. Henry Haversham, F.R.S.,

F.Z.S., F.K.G.S., Nore, Godalming, Surrey. Eng-

land.
.

Treub, Prof. M., Director, Botanic Gardens, Buiten-

Java.

William, (retired), Holliscraft,
zorg.

Iivine, William, J.c.s.

Castelnau, Barnes. Lofidon.

Oldenderg, Dr. H. The Univeresity, Gottinyen.

Germany.
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.
Date of Election.

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 June 7.

1884 Aug. 6.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1892 April 6.

1802 Dec. 7.

1899 April 5.

1899 JS^v. 1,

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

J908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. Johns Ghiirch Boady
Folkstone, Kent, England,

Herbert Giles, Esq. Europe,
F. Moore, Esq., f.l.s. Claremont House, Avenue Boady

Penge, Surrey, England,
Di*. A. Fiihrer. Europe,
Sri Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadui% CLE. 32,

Greek Bow, Calcutta.
Acharyya Satyavrata Samasrami. 16-1, Ghose's
Lane, Calcutta.

Professor Paul Johannes Briihl. Civil Engineering
College

J
Sihpur, Hotcrah,

Pandit Yisnu Prasad Raj Bhandari. Chief
Librarian, Bir Library. Katmandu, Nepal.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.J. 10, Park Street,, Gal-
cutta,

Revd. A. H. Francke, Moravian Missionary.
Kyelang, Kangra District,

Bubu Dinesh Chandra Sen. 19, Kantapuker Lane^
Galcutta,

m

Mahamahopadhaya Sudhakara Dvivedi. Sanskrit
College, Benares.

Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, >..j. Mauresa Hou$e,
Banchi.

LIST OF iCEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS.*

Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a
member leaving ludia, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the
mterval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-
moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:

James R. Drumniond, Esq., i.c.s. (retired).
Sir Arthur Upton Fanshawe, c.s.i., k.c.i.e., i.c.s.

Major John Wemyss Grant, i.ii.s.

J. N. Das, Esq.
Kavasjee Jamasjee Badshah, Esq., b.a., i.c.s.
Alexander Cochrane Logan, Esq., i.c.s.
Babu Shyam Sunder Das.
Mark Anrel Stein, Esq., pu.d.
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LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1908.

By Retirement.
+

Edmund PuUy Chapman, Esq., i.c.s.

John F. Duthie, Esq., b.a,, f.l.s.

T. D. Edleston, Esq.
Lieut.-Col. Edward Christian Hare, i.m.s.
William Woodward Hornell, Esq., b,a.
Sir Edward FitzGerald Law, k.c.m.g., c.s.i.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Arthur Henry McMahon, k.c.le., c.s.r,,
c.r.E.

Rev. Alfred Henry Phillips.
Sir Thomas Raleigh, K.c.s.r.

Babu Saroda Charan Mitra, 3r.A., li.L,

C. Saunders, Esq.
Herbert A. Stark, Esq., b.a.

James W3'ness, Esq., c.e.

- By Death.

Ordinary Meiahers,

Lieut Ronald Elwood Bate, 27th Punjabis
Dr. H. 0. Garth.
F. He-wett, Esq., r.cs. (retired).

Dr. Meerza Mohammad ilasoom.
Lieut.-CoL Francis Samuel Peek, i.m.s.

Maharaja Sir Jotindra Mohan Ta^ore, k.c.s. r

Life Mevihers,

Sir Dietrich Brandis, k.c.le., ph.d., f.l.s., t\ii.

Honorart/ Members,

Lt.-Col. Sir Richard Strachey, k.e., g.C.s.i., ll.d., f.r.s

Prof. F. Kielhorn, PH.D., rx.D., c.t.e.

Associate Members,

Revd. E, Lafont, c.i.E., s..j.

Rai Bahadur Ram Brahma Sanyah

Undek Rule 40,

Dr. William Roy Macdonnld.
Babu Panna Lai.

Babu Parmeshwar Lall.

Montague Churchill Shaun, Esq.
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The names of the following members have been removed from
the List of Ordinary Members as they have now been elected
Honorary Members :

—

William Irvine, Esq., i.c.s. (retired).

Lt.-Col. Henry Havershan Godwin-Austen, p.r.s.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL
r

Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.
1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a,
1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a.
1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.
1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1904 I
S^^^si Lai Sarkar, m.a,

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.
1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumder.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1 901 E. Ernest Green.
1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.c.s., c.b., o.i.e., f.r.s., i.m.s

1905
(retired )

.

Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunnmgham, F.R.g., c.i.e.
I.M.S. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., ll.d.
C.I.B., P.E.S.

1909. Lieut.-Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,
F.E.s., I.M.S. (retired).
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ABSTRACT STATEMENTS

OF

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
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1908.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

To P^STABLtSHMENT

Salaries

Commission
Pension
Grain Compensation Allowance

i ^

• •

• •

Stationei-y ...

Taxes
Postage ...

Freight ...

Auditing
Lights and Fans
Insurance fee
Petty repairs

Miscellnaeous

To CONTINGENCIKS.

• * *

• # •

4 # A

» • V

- * i

t » «

To Library and Collections.

Books
Binding

• # •

•

> * *

• ••

«••

• •<

To PPBUCATIOXS

"Journal and Proceedings," and "Memoirs,"To printing charges of Circulars, &c
? • •

Interest on Government Paper pard.a.ed
Pasring of Manuscripts *.,

'"

Tibetan Catalogue
Microscopic Lamps
Safe-repairing
To Personal Account (written off and miscella-

neous)

« t •

• t *

V «

• V •

• « *

Rs. As. P. Es. As. P.
5,434 8 1

53S 10 1

360 2 9
267 11

6,600 15 11

121 8 9
1,465

641 15 9
375 3 10
100
272 6
187 8
126 11

523 6 7
r

3,813 11 11

w r\ ikTf^IONS.

3,241 7 9 F

1,041 8
^am^m 4,282 15 9

7,506 3
344 1 3

7,850
A o
4> 3

55 4 9
206
60
60
51 8

• •*

To Extraordinary Expenditdrb.

fe^ Society's Scientific Catalogue
l-i5th Anniversary Entertainment Fund

t * 4,096 1

31 13
6
9

368 9 2

Balance
4,127 15

1,89,731 7
3

Total Rsj.
• • • 2,17,211 12
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No. 1.

of Bengal. 1908.

Cr

By Balance from last report

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1,81,836 15 6

* 4 i

* t «

By Cash Receipts.

Publications sold for cash
Interest on Investments
Rent of room in the Society's premises
Allowance from Government of Bengal for the

publication of papers on anthropological
and cognate subjects

Allowance from Government of Eastern Ben.'
gal and Assam

Miscellaneous
» 4 *

• 4 «

1J20 3 1

6,765 8
550

2,000

1,000

83 3

11,518 11 4

By Extraordixary Receipts.

Subscriptions to RcJyal Sociefc/s Scientific
Catalogue

Subscriptions to 125th Anniversary Entertain-
ment Fund

t * t
* • •

8 ,803

800

9,603

By Personal Account.

Admission fees
Members' subscriptions
Subscriptions for the Societya' "'journal and
iroceedings" and *= Memoirs "

ftsales on credit
Miscellaneous

* *

<

• •

« « •

* * •

* *

» • •

•

1,760

10,202

1,560

568 6
162 11 2

14,253 1 2

TOTAli Rp. » « ft

D. HOOPEK,

2,17,211 12

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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IxTlll

STATEMENT
1908. Oriental Puhlication Fund, J^o. If in

Dr.

To Cash Expexditurb.

Es. As. p. Rs. As. P.

Salaries 1,651 14 5
Commission on collection 26 5 6
Editing charges 2,083 12 6
Postage 128 10 3
Freight 153 12 9
Printing charges 4,306 2
Stationery 17 15 2

Contingencies 26 2 6
Grain Compensation Allowance ... 60 10 9
Servants' clothing 9 12
Government Allowance 3,000

11,465 1 10
To Personal Account (written off and miscella-

^P

neons) ... * b « *

«

27 15
Balance

TOTAT,

* • *

Es. • «

4,748 13 2

16,241 14

STATEMENT
1908. Oriental Pablication Fund, Mo, 2, in

Printing charges

Dr.

To Cash Expenditubk.

Rs. As. P.

« • 4*«

Balance
* «

t

* #

* t

4 »

Bb. As, p.

1 ,674 8
3,325 8

Total Hs. « » • 5,000
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No. 2.
f -

Acct^ with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 1908

Cr.
t. ? .

By Balance from last Report

Es. As. P
« « • t • •

Es. As. P.

5,109 4. 3

By Cash Receipts,

Government Allowance
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

* V

«« *

9,000

900 4
56 4 6

9,956 8 6

Sales on credit • « «

By Personal Account.

« » fl«B «•• 1,176 1 3

Total Rs.

D. HOOPBR

16,241 14

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal

I I H

No. 3.

*

I

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Beniah 1908

Cr.

% Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P.

vat • «*

(loverument Allowance

By Cash Receipts

* *

^^ Total Rs. » w

Rs. As. P.

2,000

3,000

5,000

D. HOOPEB,

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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STATEMENT
1908' Oriental Puhlication Fund, Mo. S, in

Dr.

Ra. As. P

To Balance « * 4 • »

Total Eb.

Rs, As. P.

3,000

* * 3,000

STATEMENT
1908. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct.

Dr.

To Cash Expenditurk.

Es, As. P. Rs. As. P.

Salaries • * • 1,530 11 9
Travelling charges « # 381 15
Postage • « • 2 4
Stationery ^ * * 8 8
Contingencies

• # * 46 3
Purchase of Manuscripts * 4 « 1,655
Insurance fee

4 * X 125
Grain Compensation Allowance . . --, 48 10 9

3,797 10 5\J

Balance

Total Es.

2,718 12 9

6,516 7 2
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No. 4.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc of Ben(^aL 1908

Cr.

By Cash Rkceipt.

Government Allowance
• « «

Rfi As. P. Rs. As. P.

3,000

Total Rs. ... 3^000

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal,

No. 8.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1908

Cr.

Rs. As. P. Ks. As. P.
By Balance from last Report ... 3,271 9 2

By Cash Receipts.
Government Allowance ... ... 3 200
i'nbhcations sold for cash ... 8
Advances recovered ... ... .[j 14 3,203 U

Br Pbrsonal Account.
Sales on credit

« » 41

Total Rs. ... 6,516 7 2

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society oj Bengal
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STATEMENT
r

1908. Arabic and Persiaiv MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

• « *

t » I

Salaries

Grain Compensutiou Allowance
Purchnge of Manuscripts
Stationery

Contingencies

Postage
Printing charges
Insurance
Freight
Travelling charges

* *

4 «

« • «

• «>

. t * t

« * •

« * • • »

Balance

Es, As. P. Es. As. P.
t

• •• 1.846 10
• * • 16 8

4

* *
i

612 7 6
1

* • * 13 10 2

* « 67 9 3

a * 7 5 6
« • • 18 4

r

• » * 31 4
* • 32 14
« # * 361 11 9

3,008 4 2
• t

*

»

4 * *

145 4 7

Total Es. 3,153 8 9

I 1

' I

^^

STATEMENT
1908- Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Balance
t • • *« »

Total Es.

Rs. As, P

» « »

Es. As. P-

2.40O

2,400
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No. 6.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc ofBengal. 1908

Cr.

By Balance from last Report
Rs. As. P.

* « i

By Cash Recripts.

Government Allowance
i * * * -

Rs. As. P.

1,153 8 9

2 ,000

Total Rs. * * 9 3,153 8 9

No. 7.

D. HOOPBR,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

^cct. with the Asiatic Soc of Bengal. 1908

Cr.

% Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P.
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10. Theory-

Malay
M the

By N. Annandale, D.Sc.

f 1 i\ ^'' Sf?^"'^ ?f the religion and magic of the Malays of
tlie l^atani btates published some years ago in Fasciculi Malay,
anses I dealt with the conceptions of the soul-human, veget-
able, mmeral and belonging to made objects-current among
the professed Mahommedans of what is probably the most primi
tive part of the Malay Peninsula. Want of space preventedme from dwelling at length on certain aspects of these concep-
tions, and maturer deliberation, helped not a little by discus,
sions with several friends, has led me to doubt whether the form
in which I made certain statements expressed my views with suf-
facient clearness. As it seems that even those who have des-
cribed and discussed the rehgion of primitive tribes in tlie most
profound and detailed manner have often neglected to satisfy
themselves as to what their informants meant by the words
translated - soul " or "spirit," it may be worth while to re-

ery
as

as men resembHng aU mankind in their fundamental concep-
tions. My remarks will refer in particular to the Malays of the
Peninsula to which they have given a name; but the beliefs of
this section of the race—if the Malays can be called a race-
agree in the main with those of their fellows in Java and Suma-
tra, who have attained, or perhaps rather preserved, a higher
culture, together with a greater purity of blood. Had not I
had frequent and peculiar opportunities of discussing such
matters with ignorant natives of the country in their own dia-
lect, I would have hesitated to approach the subject, for it
IS not one which can be attacked satisfactorily by diligence
in reading. Many of its premises have not been recorded,
although occasionally they may be deduced from the statements
of travellers

; Mr . W. W. Skeat's Malay Magic is often our
only guide, and excellent as this treatise is, one wishes that
its author had given more of his own in place of the lengthy
quotations from literary essayists with wliich he fills so manv
of his pages. Philology can help us Httle, for the meanings
of theological terms are seldom transferred with even that degree
of accuracy which clings to their forms. It is easy to °sav
that the Malay word "mA" is Arabic, that nydwa is prob-
ably Sanscrit, that "badi" did not originate in' Malaya; but
the Arab theologian would hardly recognize the rich in the
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being which gets accidentally shut up in water jars and
does not recognize its proper body should that body be ever
so little disfigured in its absence during sleep. Such are the
Malay's ideas about the ruh^ which is said to be peculiar to man.
The nydwa is little more than the life breath of a man or

animal; the hadi is an evil ghost or influence (quite defi-

nitely a ghost in the more primitive, less definitely individual
in the more civilized districts) which originates from men and
certain animals at or after an unlucky or violent death. . It

is some of these, nor even the inherent tuah or luck that be-
longs to certain objects and beings, that I wish to discuss at
present ; for it is difficult to say how far any one of these terms
expresses an indigenous idea, or how far the new words have
assumed primitive meanings. Differing from them very clearly
is the semdngat, which keeps a man, an animal, a crop, a
mineral, a house, or a treasure-chest sane and healthy and
preserves the body with which it is associated from rapid dis-

organization or decay.
Every man and every animal is believed to be pervaded

by a semcingat] every field of rice is similarly animated, the
ore of every tin mine also has its '* soul," and even houses and
treasure-chests, as their different parts are fitted together into
a perfect organism, develop an essence or pervading spirit of
the kind. It is when the semdngat is ousted that '* possession

"

occurs.

The idea of possession is of course by no means peculiar to
the Malays or even to the peoples of the Far East. Numerous
instances of persons who were possessed are recorded in the New
Testament; in Scotland cases, probably to some extent mimetic,
occurred with tolerable frequency as late as, and even later than,
the seventeenth century, and it is only a few years since the
wife of an Irish peasant was put upon the fire by her relativesm order to drive out the fairy that was believed to be in her.
In the Biblical examples of possession (except in that of the
Gadarene swine) it is a person who is possessed ; his body has
been occupied by an alien spirit, which must be driven out of
hmi before he can regain his sanity. It is needless to give other
mstances, which might be multiplied almost indefinitely, for
other writers have dealt with the question. In India of course
the belief is widely current.

According to Malay ideas jthe body possessed need not neces-
sanly be that of a person or even of an animal. Just as in the
stones of Scottish witchcraft, furniture and especially broom-
sticks become animate by the infusion of a temporary and
evanescent hfei; so to-day in Malaya men talk seriously of the

W.vA.^^/, ^.r-,?^'^°^°P'"^^" explanation see Mackenzie's Treatise on

Z^^ W^rilJ^^^^' r''*'°° '''^- "" ^^y be, I confess, that spiritsana immaterial substances eannofc t.in^k *T.;.,„a ^„+«„;«i —a «^r,e«-
o
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dance of the fisli-trap into which a sprit has "dived " or claim
that their favourite medicine-man can summon a' temporary
lite into a log of wood and cause it to leap through the air A
feeble survival, or perhaps rather imitation, of such practices is
found m modern Europe and America among the spiritualists.
According to the Malays, possession of one kind or another is
quite a common occurrence. If a man quarrels with his wife,
his semangdt is weakened, he grows hysterical, he is possessed •

the professional- story-teller must become possessed before he
(or more frequently she) can recite tlie tale ; a patient suffering
from small-pox is possessed

; a magnet or a telegraph wire is pos-
sessed; the puppets in the shadow-play are possessed, and must
be regarded as living actors. What then, according to Malay
theory, does possession mean? The Malay answers, as he has
frequently done to me, "The man, the thing, is afifected by a
spirit [herhmtu, Hterally "be-spirited"). WJiy does a man
become possessed? "Because his soul {semcingat) is weak, or
soft, or sick," and a wandering spirit has entered into him, driv-
ing out his proper soul.

It is not clear how the human soul originates, and I do
not think that the Malays of the present day, nominal Moham-
piadans as they are, have any definite theory on this point. It
IS sufficient for them that Tuhan Allah, the Lord God, sends
the soul into the body of the child at the moment when the
umbilical cord is severed, when the child first may be regarded
as an independent being. There is even some evidence that they
fear the consequence of scaring away the soul at this instant,
implying that a definite spiritual entity already exists, waiting
to take its place in the body at the appointed time. For this
reason iron, which all spirits shun, may not be used in cutting
the cord, lest the child, devoid of the sane and preserving in-
fluence, should become fever-stricken and delirious. This is
the view held in Jalor, one of the small States of the Siamese
provinces on the east coast of the Peninsula. Regarding the
more civiHzed Federated Malay States there appears to be no
evidence on this point. It is obvious, however, that the

quently can neither raise nor transport them : but if we consider how

if-
?;'^^'^""*^ raises and transports the iron," and how the soul of man,

which is a spirit, can raise or transport the body, and that a man's
voice, or a musical sound is able to occasion great and extraordinary
motions in other men, we may easily conclude, that devils who are
spirits of far more energj'^, may produce effects surpassing very far
our understanding. And yet I do not deny but that the devil does some-
times persuade the «itch that they are carried to places where they
never were, making those impressions upon their spirits, and acquaint-
ing them what was done there, which is done by imprensing images
upon their brain, and which images are carried to the exterior senses
by the animal spirits, even as we see the air carries the species of colours

th^'f
^*' *^°"^^.'" ^ ^^^y insensible way: and thus we see likewise, that

the fumes of wine or melancholy will represent strange apparitions, andmake us think them real."
s ff ,
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conception of the sending of tlie soul into the child's body is

not a primitive one but has been influenced by the teachers of
Islam, if not of the other organized creeds which preceded the
comparatively late introduction of Mohammadanism into Malaya,
Tliis is very clearly shown by ascertaining what is believed'^to
be the process of development in the case of the soul of a made
object, the gradual perfecting of which is more readily under-
stood than the slow and hidden processes of embryology. It is

extremely rare among primitive tribes to find definite statements
as to existence of a definite soul in made objects ; but I have
little doubt that this only means that the question of the attribu-
tion of life to things which we regard as essentially inanimate
18 not one of the inquiries commonly set on foot. The Malays of
Patani States (of which Jalor is one) certainly beheve that
houses, boats and treasure-chests have souls ; and though their
views are not so distinct regarding other made objects, they
evidently see nothing ridiculous or impossible in the theory
that every object has some kind of an essential spirit, provided
only it has a form and even a simple organization. The nature
of these thing souls I will discuss later, at present I am con-
cerned with their origin. The soul of a house, semangdt rumah,
IS said to coine into being "of itself" as the planks or other
materials of the structure are fitted together; there is no sucrges-
tion, however indirect, that Allah sends down the soul al-
ready perfect. The boat soul (which is not called semangat
but mayor) 18 said to be in its nature very similar to that of
a House. A striking iUustration of its manner of development
was given me by a man in Patani town, who explained that
]ust as a steamer could not be regarded as a steamer until all its
different parts had entered into it, so the boat soul could not be

until
together in their proper order.
comes of itself was used, and, though the human soul is believed
to be sent by Allah into the child, it too, by an inconsistency
such as we must expect to find, is also said "to become of it-
seit in that it is not summoned by any human agent into its
destined abode. In fact, it seems that it and it! abode are
reaUy one, the very development of the material structure bring-mg about an essential regulating force, more or less clearly con-

TZfnl ^' a potentially independent being. Abstractions are

-K •
fl "j'^f^'^.^^

°'^^^^' ^^^ ^^en Englishmen talk of the

np^l?n!l'^i. 1
^^*

Y^ ^"'^ *^'^^ ^^'^ native tribes of AustraUa,

Ennw^f • T^ .cultured human beings whose beliefs are

^rrrlTna «.''? '"^
^f.fl ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^''^^ ^^^ Peculiar views re-

thaSeA f^^^*\'^r. ^"S^^- We must remember, however,

W e^l wf ^^^'^^' ^^^^^ b^^n studied in a manner afford-

wLh ItW 1

-"^^'^ ^^^^^^"^ ^nd n^or« reliable than that

.5^1-!?*^i°^°^°°^'*« a^e forced to use regarding most other
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The spirit, if spirit it be, which animates the puppets of the
shadow play would appear to have quite a different origin from
the souls of houses and boats, for it is called into the figures
by a ceremony analogous to that by which the gods are invited
to enter their images in many religions. Although I have good
authority for stating that such a ceremony takes place, I can
give no details, for the ceremony mentioned by Skeat 'as be-
ing of a propitiatory nature is a different one, performed as
often as the puppets are used. It must be remembered in
this connection that many of the figures ' represented are
drawn from the Hindu pantheon, e.g7i\\ose of Hanuman and
Rama.

Regarding the souls of mineral ores I doubt whether the
Malays conceive of them as being in an exact sense the
equivalents of house-souls or boat-souls. They appear rather
to be of the nature of guardian spirits of the mines ; not per-
meating the ore itself, but protecting it and carrying it from
place to place. They are far more often called hatitu than
semangat, sometimes even dewa. Spells are frequently recited
in which the medicine-man hired by the mine-owner to conduct
the necessary ceremonies threatens to reveal the origin of the
metal or of its spirit; but he merely threatens, for if he knew
the real origin of things he could coerce any spirit without the
aid of further ritual. The following silver-charm from Kelantan,
taken from Malay Magic, illustrates this tendency very clearly.
It will be noted that the different guesses are not compatible with
one another ; but the man who first drew up the formula prob-
ably thought that one guess or another would be sufficiently near
the truth to terrify the spirit into obedience. The Malays be-
lieve, as so many civilized and primitive races have done, that
to know the origin of things gives a man great power, but they
also believe that the possession of knowledge, especially imperfect
knowledge, is dangerous. They think it ([uite enough, in order
to subdue a spirit, to pretend to knowledge they do not serious-
ly claim to possess, for if a man really knows the origin of
any thing or being, he has that thing or being in his power and,
unconscious of his own strength, may work havoc by some un-
guarded word. The charm begins in this way—I need not quote
it all-

Peace be with you, child of the Solitary Silver Jin.
T 1 *

I know your origin.

You dwell upon the yellow clouds.

Your place of penance is in the sea of Balongs
Your place of penance is a pool of every river

Darah

ace

1 Malay Magic, p. 2.

^ I have not followed Skeat's translation exactly; see the 3falay
x'ersion op, ciU
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As regards the belief that the mineral spirit is something
external to the mineral, the following prayer may be quoted
from tlie same authority, or rather that part of it which is a
prayer pure and simple without any direct threat

—

Assemble yourselves together, Rubbish and Trash,
House-hzards, "Kalerik," Centipedes and Millepedes [ob-

serve how any suggestion of the true name is avoided]
And partake of my banquet.
Let whosever comes bring me one.
A IcHong or two,
A fistful or two,

and so on.

Both in the Patani States and in British Malaya the gold
and the tin spirits are believed to be able to assume an animal
form which has no obvious connection with the metal. If this
animal be insulted or injured, the spirit carries the ore away.

Vegetable souls would seem to resemble thing souls rather
than mineral spirits in their origin. They represent the grow-
ing and the ripening rice, are at once its essence, its strength
and its vitahty ; each plant has not its individual soul,
but all of one species growing in the same field share a soul in
common. This is natural enough, for it is difficult for any agri-
culturist to look upon the individual plants in his crop as units.
At harvest time the soul from the whole field is gathered to-
gether, as it were, into a special bunch of ears, in which it is pre-
served until the following season. There is not even a sugges-
tion that it could exist apart from the rice, and any talk or
threat about its origin which may occur in the charms is merely
-a pretence. It is thought in Jalor that if the rice-soul, or rather
the ears m which it resides, were destroyed, then the whole of
tJie gram m the bin with them would perish and be consumed.

Not even vegetable souls (of which the rice-soul is far the
most distinct) have the same definite character as the souls of
houses and boats. It is easy to see how a boat becomes an organ-
ism, but who has fathomed the secrets of vegetable growth ?

Animal souls need not be considered apart from human
•
souls for the distinction between them is very slight. Every
animal has a soul, although this is more frequently taken for gran-
ted than expressed, but the hunter addresses the soul of his
quarry ajid deceives and cajoles it as he would any other spirit.
As regards the origin, of human souls, I have already told all

1 know, nor can I find any definite statements on this pointm literature. Here again we may have the medicine-man's
threats and sham revelations, unmeaning save occasionally,
as referring to some obscure legend, which may be either local.
Mahommadan or Hindu.

f f^^^®.;r'^r^^'°" ""f"^
''"^^'' I^ the origin of souls is obscure

to tlio Malay is their nature any clearer to him ? On the
whole it 18. In the first place, ue can state definitely that the
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soul is not the life. It is true that when tlie soul has forsaken
a treasure-chest, that chest is said to have ''become a dead
thing"

; but a treasure-chest, even with its soul, would never
be called a '' living thing," though the phrase would be quite
possible in Malay as apphed to an object really animate. A
man does not die when his soul is taken from him.

One of the chief difficulties in the investigations on which
this discussion is based has been the poverty of the Malay
language as regards general and abstract terms and the
dislike felt by all Malays for direct speech. Malay is a language
apt for irony and metaphor, rich in specific, destitute of generic
terms. No attempt to get from a Malay anything of the nature
of a scientific definition, even on a point on which his mind
is absolutely clear, is therefore possible, and it is chiefly by
means of the illustrations in which his conversation is often

rich that a definite conception of his ideas can be obtained.

The richness of the language in specific terms, however, limits

the application of each, and I think I am 'justified in saying that

two things called by the same name are always regarded as

being at least very intimatelj^ related to one another. Name
and form may not have played quite the same part in the

conceptions of the Malays as has been the case in some orien-

tal systems of philosophy, but certainly the names of things, as

well as their forms, are regarded as being almost essential

qualities. A Malay (as I have often noted when asking ques-

tions about different animals) sees nothing ridiculous in the

assertion that, say, two different breeds of cattle are different,

because their names are not the same. We mav assume that

the semangat of a house has certain qualities in common with
the semdngat of a man, while the fact that the boat-soul is

called mayor prahu shows that it is not in all respects the

equivalent of the house-soul. Fishermen and seamen all the

world over, however, have beliefs and phrases peculiar to them-

selves, that is to say differing from those of their compatriots

who do not leave dry land. The boat-soul has the capacity

(which the house-soul apparently lacks) of rendering itself

visible, and in a form which has not always a very close

relationship to that of its body. Indeed, it would almost

appear that the boat-soul is merely a manifestation or per-

haps rather a fragment, of the spirit of the sea (Hantu
Laut), except when it has not become anthropomorphic, as

there is a tendency for spirits to become in all religions. It is

natural for a man to picture in his own image any being with

whom he deems it possible to hold intercourse of any kind.

Among the Patani Malays the soul of a canoe manifests itself in

the likeness of a glow-w^ornl, while the spirit of the sea sits on
the mast-head as a flame of fire. A larger boat has a soul like a

snake, that is to say more hke the boat itself. It is worthy of

note that on the coast of Kelantan, which marches with tlie
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Patani States to the south, the rest on which the mast of the
fishing-boats is supported when not in use projects from one
side of the fishing-boats in the form of a slightly convention-
alized cobra with expanded hood; but at Patani itself this rest,
being of a more elaborate nature, more often takes the form of a
bird, occasionally of a dragon's head [Icdpala naga). The
soul of a ship is said to appear in the guise of a man or a woman
according to the ship's sex, which can only be proved by ex-
perience of her qualities. To British seamen all ships are
feminme, but to the Malays the duality of the sexes is obvious not
only m the animal and vegetable worlds, but even in the pheno-
mena of nature and the products of art. They talk not only of
male and female ears of rice, but of male and female winds and
ram, of male and female rapids and waterfalls, of male and
female ships. Female objects are, speaking generally, fat,
abundant, or luxuriant, female phenomena slow in action, while
the male equivalents have opposite qualities. It is interesting
that the souls of boats partake of the sexes of their bodies,
ine souls of all boats occasionally manifest their presence by
making a sound.

Though the house-soul does not " give itself to be seen " it
also produces a sound, in fact the curious creaking heard at
nignt to a greater or less extent in most Malayan houses. I am
not aware that the soul of a treasure-chest manifests itself inany visible or audible form ; its absence is proved by the ill-luck
ot the owner of the chest. Strength of the soul of a house or
Doat, conversely, means good luck to the master, and it is only

Tv^ifVi'? '.' ^*'°''^ *^'^* ^^y manifestation is possible. From
J^LS Q^uf'.

a peculiar form of what may be almost des-

nnpn^
as Sabbatarianism. Malays in Patani town are chary of

FHHn^^f T.
?*"' '"^ '''^^^^ ^^'^y keep their valuables on a

nfT^7' 1
*"^^y',as i^ many parts of India, is the one day

boxP. T T ''^^'J'. ^" 'P^'^^' ''^ "i««t vigorous. Were the

.n^rftl^^ •''f? u""
^"^^y' ^^^'' «°^^« (which are thus regarded as

^.tlfliu^ '^^r^'"''^
^^^^ *^^y ^«"ld escape, and then the

n^r '' Q 1 f ' f'^y'"^ ^°'*^ ^i^ l^^k, would becomc " utterly

tC hn.. ;
'^^, '^ '\ "i"

^''^^y *hat offerings to strengthenthe boat^soul and so bnng good luck in fishing are generally

T^ch\,Suf i^^ *^^ '^"^ '^ apparently mo?e ready to de-

to L r^f f
""/*' ?^^^''^^ ^^^y' an^ consequently more ableto assimilate^ external nourishment.

reaard'n, fi^'°^''
however, do not form part of what we may

Sanntt ^^-T^'./"^"*^^^^ ""^ ^ ^^< ^^t rather illustrate the

ZsUonH of l!
'

I'^f
*"'' regarding spirits tend to become

behffTn sou , rr ^^'^- P^^^^itive races, having acquired a

notonlv tW '
"'T '^^ ^"^« °^*"y instances, to argue that

Tim^LtTr.Z"'- '"tu' ^* *^««^ of their possessions play

hLe a^n n?l£ r 'I ^^^V
^^^" '- ^^^«« a" ^o"^^ ^^ which theynave an interest are healthy, general misfortune will befall them



II. The drugf Astukhudus, nowadays Lavandula
deatata, and not Lavandula Stwchas.

By !• H. BuRKiLL,

The word Astukhudus is derived from the Greek word
GTLx^U or aTot;^a? through its genitive aTt^^Sos or o-Toi;!^aSos.

All books identify arot;^as as Lavandula Sicechas, Linn. ; but
the drug which comes into India in some quantity is nowadays
Lavandula dentata, Linn.

Lavandula Stoechas is found in the Canaries^ Madeira and
Portugal, Spain, very generally, France bordering the Mediter-

ranean, Corsica, often in sheets, Sardinia, Italy in the south.

North Africa, Greece and her islands, not uncommonly, Turkey
at Byzantium, Bithynia and Lycia if not elsewhere in western

Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine, where it is common up to

3,900 feet.

Lavandula dentata is found in the Cape Verde Islands,

Madeira, Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, central and south-eastern

parts of Spain, i.e., Andalusia, Granada, Murcia and Valencia,

South Italy with Sicily, and Malta, In the south of Italy it is

doubtfully endemic, and is generally seen in gardens. It is also

recorded (teste Halacsy, Conspectus Florce Grcecce, ii., 1902,

p. 568) as found in Zante, but is there probably not a native.

The medicinal properties of these two Lavandulae have not

been closely studied, certainly not so as to show if they are equally

useful as drugs ; and once only, as far as I am aware, have their

essential oils been compared. This was done by tlie firm of

Messrs, Schimmel & Co., and the result recorded in tlieir Report

for 1889, whence it is quoted by Sawyer {Odorographia, 1892,

p. 355) and Gildermeister and Hoffmann {The Volatile 0/7^, trans-

lated by Kremers, Madison, 1900, p. 611). The difference be^

tween the two was found to be :

L. Stachus. L, denlata.

Specific gravity at loT -942 "926

boihng at 180T to 245^0 1 TOT to 200T

They both smell like a mixture of rosemary with camphor, and

are quite unhke the fragrant lavender oil from Lavandula Spica,

in this as well as in having a lower specific gravity.

That part of the oil of Lavandula Stoechas which boils off

first, seems to be chemically very similar to, if not identical

with, the oil of Lavandula dentata.

The supposition which we may make that they are equally

useful as drugs is backed up by one piece of information which
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Sawyer {loc. cit.) gives to us : it is that both are used ahke in

Spain for the rough manufacture of an oil which serves as a balm
for wounds.

The drug stcechas would seem to have been familiar in

Italy in the days of the first Caesars ; for the writers on medi-
cine mention it without comment on its appearance and origin.

Celsus, who lived in the times of Augustus and Tiberius, in his

De Medicina, Mb., viii., cap. ix, gives one use for it : Phny
(23—79 A.D.) another.

But Dioscorides, the CiUcian, takes the trouble to describe
it, and gives its origin as far away from his own home in the
Islands ofif the French coasts near Hyeres. This is what he
says:—" s/cec/^as grows in the islands of Gaul called Stoechades,
situated on the coasts of Marseilles, and gets its name thence.
It is a herb with slender spikes, with a foliage hke thyme {i.e.,

Thymus vulgaris, Linn.), but has the leaves longer ; it is pun-
gent in taste, and in a measure rather bitter." There is no
reason to beheve that he had not Lavandula Stoechas in mind,
but one asks how it comes that he records the origin of a plant
as southern France which must have been common in his own
native Cilicia.^

The writers of all the schools of medicine round the Medit-
erranean that come in the next centuries, were obviously fami-
liar with stoechas : for instance, Galen (130 to about 200 A.D.)
names it : Paulus ^gineta, who lived both in Rome and Alex-
andria (before 640 A.D.) names it. Then we find the Arabs
writmg of it. Mesues * is said to mention it (teste Bodaeus a
Stapel m his Theophrasii Historia plantarum lihri decern, Textum
gra^cum illustravit Johannaeus Bodaeus, 1644, p. 670). Ibn Sina
mentions it. Assuredly it was through Arabs of their schools
that the use spread towards India.

I have not discovered any references which enable me to
mdicate when its use in India began.

T
^\'^^ "°^ ^° ^® expected that the old Sanskrit medical works

of India would mention Astukhudus bv a name so obviously
newer than they

; apparently they do "not mention it at all.
As far as one can tell they had not got the drug.

Ibn Sina, who flourished about A.D. 1000, names our drug

tW T ! i ? T ''' ^^'^ P^®^®^*^ enquiry to pursue the suggestion

au?Wr^« ?^ Theophastus. Aristophanes and in the Orphica, but no

XboratX«°''''*/r'^™^' ^"'^ therefore the identification, however

med-cina fv h^t^ p^' 'f" f^^ '^^ eVx^ei.ce that Lavandula was used

2 m" ^ 1 *^ ^^''''^^ ^•^^ore Dioscorides.

studenra?Bi!l^H""^f '
^ "^^^"^'^tian of Maridin on the Euphrates, and

der Pha^^a^ff iQor^ "^tnl
"^""'^^ ^'^^'^ ^'^'^^^^' Schelenz. Geschichte

MesuerCTe o d^r ? 'h
P- 5'*' ^'^^'^ *^'« ^ate of his death as 1015.

Haller'; mbho^ ' ^',^^"^ \f ^^^^^ ™ore before the younger : for him von

referred tffel? If
^^'''''^ P" ^^*' «"d Schelenz's work may bereferred to. \ on Haller que.^tions if the two were not one.
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^ <j<*>^-*f OT crj*^'^^' (Astikus or Astadus). The name wliich

the Greeks wrote '^ Stichas " had, it is seen, become but little

distorted when Ibn Sina wrote '' Astikus," but it must have
been much in people's mouths to have since become so much
further distorted as to be altered in India to '^ Astukhudus.'*

.wi

rasan physician Mir Mohammed Hosein, who lived first in

Shiraz and then in Murshidabad, Bengal, contains mention of

it as ^j^)y^jh^i Astukhudus. He praises the drug greatly,

gives it as useful for all sorts of ills : especially is it tlie

cleanser of the brain ; but he does not state its origin.

All the modern Urdu books on medicine mention it. This,

its favour, among the people whose ancestors either entered

India or became most changed in ways during the Mohamme-
dan conquest, suggests that its use came in with the invaders.

It has not reached Burma yet.

The dried flowers of a lavender under the name of
'

' Flores

Stoechados " or '' Stoechas Arabica " were sold in the French

and English drug shops all through the Middle Ages, and as

Fliickiger and Hanbury tell us (Pliarmacographia, ed. 2, 1879,

p. 730) had a place in the London Pharmacopoeia until 1746.

France seemed to share with the Levant the trade in the com-

modity. Bodaeus a Stapel {loc. cit.) says very positively that

the chief supply came from Alexandria, together with other

merchandise, and that in consequence the name Stoechas ara-

bica was used, but he adds the best of the drug comes from the

islands of Hyeres. He and all the more knowledgeable writers

of his time knew well that stoechas grew for one place in southern

France. He says so : thus ''Certum etiam est in Gallia narbo-

nensicopiosecrescere." Ray (///^tom /?Zantar?/m, 1686, hb. xi,

cap. 3) had himself seen it growing betvv^eenMontpellier and Aries :

Clusius earher had recorded it as most abundant in parts of

Spain. Lavandula dentata Clusius 'had found on the top of

Gibraltar about 1570 : he described it as something new, called

by the Portuguese *' Alichrin frances " or ''French rosemary,"

and suggested that it probably possesses the same properties as

L. stcechas ; but these he had not ascertained.

Ray, enumerating all the species of stoechas kno^\-n to him,

cites :

—

L. stoechas as ''Stoechas arabica vulgo dicta. .. .Cassi-

dony or French Lavender, by some Sticadore

and
L. dentata as '' Stoechas folio serrato Crispo folio

9 •>

Cassidony or Sticadore with indented leaves.

I mention this as showing that a careful student saw the

great resemblance between the two, the confusion of which we

are now disentangling.
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Ibn Sina would surely mean the plant of the Levant when
writing. Persia and Turkestan in his time would piobably get

their supplies of it thence, i.e., from Damascus via Mesopotamia,
and then some might pass on eastwards to India through the
caravan routes coming to Multan and Peshawar,

Near these routes other plants have been substituted for

it in recent times, perhaps in the beginning as the caravan trade
waned. Thus Baden Powell records that Prunella vulgaris was
sold for it in Kashmir ; and Dymock, Warden and Hooper
{Pharmacographia Indica, Appendix, p. 193) say that they re-

ceived from Afghanistan as Astukhudus the flowering top of a
Labiate appearing to be a Molucella.

With the growth of the overseas trade of India and the
decay of these caravan routes, Astukhudus has begun to come
into India by sea, and what is imported thus is no longer L. Stos-
«has, but is L. dentata. It comes into Bombay ; and down the
Bombay Presidency it goes by the name of Aljihajan rather
more than by the name of Astukhudus. This word Alpliajan
IS apparently derived, either as Dymock, Warder, and Hooper
tell us, from the Portuguese name of Lavandula Syica '

'
' Alfaze-

ma," or more hkely from the name " Alichrin," which Clusius
appHed, as we have seen, to the very plant itself.

The exact source of this supply which Bombay gets is at
present unknown to me : I regret that I have not as vet been
able to trace it out.

I haveniade enquiries regarding the drug in Southern Persia
and learn by the kindness of Major P. Z. Cox that Astukhudusm tlie .bhiraz bazaars is L. dentata and is brought via Jiddah
and iJushire Shiraz, it has been seen, was the place where Mir
Mohammed Husem Hved a century and three quarters ago. His
supply probably came from Syria over land

; and there is still
belief current in Shiraz that Astukhudus comes thence.

.1 nad a kmd reply m answer to a letter which I addressed
to Dr. Meckel of Marseilles, telling me that the Isle of Hyeres
does not now send the drug into the market.

Stcechas as

a

r1 iT "^ "^^^ ^^' ^'^"'^«^ O'Shaughnessy, who in the
Bengal Dispensatory and Pharnuicopceia , 1841, p. 489, spoke of

1 mT ' P,T!? ^^ *''^ ^'^^^- I^^^^"e, in U/Short Account of

It R^tiTn^'^5? «/ P^^ina, 1848, p. 79, mentioned it as sold

Prnllrt iK^^S"-
.?irdwood, in his Catalogue of the Vegetable

mmoX V\^^'''t'''y 'f ^^^^«y' 1862,%. 63, nani^d it:

eStTon ILT''^^ ^^^^'^'^ ^^^^'^« of Western India, second

glJirthe B '

Jf •

^^^^ *^"^^^d him, but with more details,

extra^ordinfrf̂ -^Z
^"'^ ^* ^^°^t ^ J annas per lb. There is an

J Vide Brotero. Flora Lusitanica, 1804, i.. p. 171.
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The next and most important contribution to tlie litera-

ture is Dymockj Warden and Hooper's Pharmacographia indica^

1892, V", p. 93, from wliichi have already quoted. Baden Powell,

in the same year {Indian Forester^ xviii, p. 53) recorded the

substitution of Pru7iella vulgaris for it.^ Anglo-Indian litera-

ture to the present date contains no more references to it.

1 Honigberger, Thirty-five Years in the East, 1852, ii., pp. 350 and
351, mentions '* Stoechas Cashmereana "—probably meaning Prunella
vulgaris.
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12. On Coptis,

By I. H. BuRKiLL

This paper contains notes made on Coptis in an attempt
to trace the drug as found in India to its several sources : the
work is not yet complete, though considerably advanced.

The genus Coptis is quite a small one. The whole list of

names wdthin it amounting to thirteen only, and of these, two
certainly must be reduced.

The following are all the names :

—

C.anc-monaefolia, Sieb. et Zucc. in Abh. Math. Phys, KI.

Muench., iv, pt. 2 (1843), p. 130.—Japan.
(7. asplenifoUa, Salisb. in Trans. Linn. Soc, viii (1807), p. 306

—

Alaska.
C, bracJiypetala , Sieb. et Zucc, loc. cit.—Japan.
G, chinensis, Franchet in Journ. de Bot. (1897), p. 231.—China.

C. japonica, Makino in Bot. Mag. Tokyo (1899), p. 198.--Japan.

C. laciniata, Gray in Bot. Gazette, xii (1887), p. 297.—Western
Oregon and California,

C, occidentalism Torr. et Gray, Plora N. Amer., i (1838),

p. 28.—Western N. America and, according to Franchet,

Ochotsk.
C. orientalis, Maxim, in BuU, Acad. Petersb., xii (1868), p. 60.

Japan.
C. ospriocarpa, Briihl in Ann. Bot. Gard. Calc.,v (1896), p. 89.

Sikkim Himalaya.
G. quinquefolia, Miq. in Ann. Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bat., iii, p. 7.—

Japan.
G. Teeta, Wall, in Linn^a, xii (1838), Litt. 227.—HiUs to N.-E

of Assam.
G. trifolia, Sahsb. in Trans. Linn. Soc, viii (1807), p. 305.

Norway, Kussia, N. Asia and N. America.

O. venosa, Howell, Flora N.-W. Amer. (1897), p. 21.

The genus, it will be noticed, is found on either side of the

northern Pacific, and one species is almost circumpolar. The

species all live in damp places ; they occur either in mossy

swamps, or among rocks, or under trees : and they are all very

much ahke. Coptis trifolia has been known to European botan-

ists from early days, its medicinal value having attracted atten-

tion. On the colonisation of ^^rth America the red Indians were

found to use it, and the first books on medicine that the Xew
World produced contained mention of its virtues ; Bigelow

(Medical Botany, iii, 1817, p. 60) says that it used to be sold in

-Hk
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Boston more abundantly than any other indigenous drug. It

was a yellow dye of the red Indian, as well as a medicine. Coptis

trijolia has naturally been more studied than any other species,

and the rest of the American species more than the rest of the

Asiatic species. It is not necessary for me to refer to their litera-

ture so far as it is purely botanic ; but I must do so in regard

to the Asiatic species, which really are little known, and of which

more specimens are greatly needed in Herbaria. Franchet in 1897

wrote a paper on these Asiatic species which was published in

the Journal de Botaniqiie, wherein he kept them all separate:

Huth wrote a second one in the Bidletin de VHerhier Boissier,

V, p. 1085: and Finet and Gagnepain have subsequently written

about the genus. The last paper was pubhshed in the Bulletin

de la Societe hotanique de France, li, 1904, p. 401, and is re-

printed as part of their Contrihiitions a la Flore de V Asie
orientale, i, 1905, p. 144. They reduce the number of species,

of Coptis, placing as varieties under Coptis Teeta both (7.

anemoncefolia, Sieb. et Zucc. (with C. orientalis, Maxim.), and
(7. chinensis, Franchet,

« •

G. trifolia

C. quinquefolia

G. hrachypetala

G, anemoncefolia

C. orientalis

G. Teeta

C. chinensis

G. laciniata

G. asplenifolia

« *

* b

Franchet 's

view.

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

very near to

the Ameri-
can C. occi-

dentalis.

• A

Huth's view.

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

distinct

but very near
the last

Finet & Gagne-
pain's view.

distinct

distinct

distinct

a variety of

C. Teeta.

the same as
7

the last-

distinct

a variety of

C, Teeta.

not men-
tioned.

added doubt-

fuUvto the
t'

Japanese
species.

Tlie roots of the Chinese and Japanese species are possibly
most used medicinally ; but we do not know their relativ e
values. We have it on record that roots of C. anemoncefoh'a are
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in the Japanese market as a drug; for Schaer .in 1875 so des-
cnbed it as a Japanese drug (fide Just's Jabresbericht, 1875,
p. 967), and Holmes reporting on a collection of Chinese drugs
made by Thomas Christy, in the Pharmaceutical Journal, 1879-
80, p. 23, confirmed the statement, as well as did Christy him-
self, who in hisiV^ew; Commercial Drugs, No. 4, 1884, p. 53, merely
copied without comment what Holmes had to say. It looks
as if Christy and Holmes had together determined the dru-i
as O. anemoncBJoUa.

We have in India two sources for the root. We receive
it at Sadiya from the Mishmis in neat Utile wicker baskets,
and we receive it also by sea from China,—not in one form
only, but, as Dymock remarks (Vegetable Materia Medica of
Western India, second edition, 1885, p. 19), in two forms.
We thus have in India three kinds of the roots of Coptis.

The origin of the Mishmi Tita^ has been establislied by
obtaining hving roots for cultivation in India : the origin of the
two roots from Chinese ports is not yet clearly estabhshed : one
may be Japanese, and from C. anemoncefolia ; the other is prob-
ably Chinese. It is known that Coptis is cultivated in parts of
China, but it is not known if the whole of the Chinese supply of
the drug is from cultivated plants, or partly from wild and
partly from cultivated plants.

I propose first to give an account of the plant in the Mishmi
hills, and thereafter to consider it as grown further east.

No one has everpenetrated quite far enough into the Mishmi
country to reach those parts where Tita is grown, but Griffith
in 1836 approached them. He says that Coptis Teeta Ls found
on high hills on which there was then (November 14th) snow

;

that it was cultivated near Khosha's "native place " (place not
recorded, but somewhere not far in the hills nortli of Sadiya), that
its flower-buds were just forming on November 14th ; that the
Mishmis knew nothing about the period of its flowering, as they
told him that it flowered in the rains at tlie same time as the Dhak
flowers in Assam, whereas it was forming flowers in November :

which remarks I interpret as meaning Tita is found wild at con-
siderable elevations where it flowers during the rains, and is also
cultivated by the Mislimis at lower elevations, where it flowers
earlier than at the higher elevations.

Living roots have been thrice brought into cultivation in
India through the agency of native collectors. Firstly in 1836
Lieutenant Charlton of Sadiya obtained some for Wallich,
and they were set out to grow at Shibpur, Calcutta, by the latter

who hoped notwithstanding tlieir origin from colder regions to
acclimatise them in the Hono.urable Company's garden. It is

1 With the use of the name Mamira or Manairan sometimes asicribfxi

to Coptis Teeta, and with the various plants so called, I propose to deal
at another time.
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Figs. 1-8.—Analyses of Coptis Teeta, drawn from specimens S^^Y^.^
Darjeeling. Fig. K—Inflorescence, x 2. Ftg. 2.- A flower showing nectan«^.

Fig. 3.—a carpel opened. Fig. 4.—A sepal. Fig. 5.— Stamens. Fig. t>.

carpel from outside. Fig. 7.—Ovaries almost mature, showing that the m
ones are sterile. Fig, 8.—Section through the centre of 7.
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probable that thej^ soon died. Secondly in 1877 they were
obtained by the then Deputy Commissioner of Lakhimpur and
grown successfully at Shillong by Gustav Mann, Lastly in
1907 Mr. Noel Williamson, Assistant Political Officer at Sadiya,
at my instance, was so good as to get a new consignment. Part
of it I tried to cultivate in my own garden in Calcutta, but
without success ; and part of it I made over to Captain A. T.
Gage for cultivation in the Lloyd Botanic Garden at Darjeeling.
The curators of that garden*, Messrs. Cave and Kennedy, have
been very successful with the plant, and the opposite figures
were drawn partly from spirit material preserved by them for
me and partly by Miss G. Morrison from fresh specimens.

The material upon which my study is based has been :

(1) Wallich's account of the plant in the Transaciions

of the .Medical and Physical Society of Calcutta^ viii,

1836, pp. 85—91..

(2) Griffith's notes, printed in Posthumous Papers—Pri-

vate Journals, 1847, p. 37, and Notulce, p. 733,

together with the drawing in his Icones Plantarum
Asiaticai'um, iv, 1852, plate dclv. ii.

(3) Huth's remarks in Engler's Botanische Jahrbiicher,

xvi, 1893, p. 278, giving the result of a re-exam-

ination of Griffith's material.

ive in the Annuls of the Royal Botanic

Garden, Calcutta, v, 1896, pt. 2, p. 89, plate 114,

based on dried specimens from Mann's garden,

and also a dried specimen somehow obtained by
Jenkins in 1845.

(5) The new material from Darjeeling.

Tlie first thing to remark is that Kuth has separated off a

variety Qriffithii, on the ground tliat Griffith's plant had broad
thin petals, and thereby differs from the typical plant with thick

narrow petals.

The figure below (fig. 9) is from Griffith's drawing. I am

Fig. 9.—Flower seen from below, according to Griffith.

find

the plants raised at Darjeehng variability enough to indicate

that the petals may at times broaden from their usual con-

dition into the state that Griffith observed. And we know that

such variabilitv is auite usual in tlie Ranunculaoe?e.
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A transverse section of a typical petal of a flower from Uar-

ieeling is given in figure 10 to show how much of the surface the

nectary occupies. Attention may here be drawn to the httle

sharp conical cells that stud it.
i tvi- u •

^s far as my experience goes the roots that the Mishmis

bring down to Sadiya are all alike : there are no two forms

among them.
j. j m. -j •

The leaves of the Mishmi plant are elongate-deltoid^ m
outline; and a normal one is drawn as fig. No. 11 opposite,

and by the side of it is a leaf with the lateral lobes unusuaUy

In TPnrp

i now pass on to the Chinese plant. In the first instance

it is wild on the Burmo-Yunnan boundary, whence Mr. H. G. C.

Leveson in 1905 sent it to me. He had found it on moist soil,

rew, in the Hpaie

and'Pienma region, lopg. 98° 30' andlat. 25°45'._ West of this
under

known
Ginseng) : thus, Hosie ascertained that it is cultivated consi-

n
.^' •>..

.V--'

:*,

Fig. 10,—A petal in section showing the nectary (n).

derably at Ya-chou-fu in the centre of Szechiien whence there is

a large export {Report on the Province of Ssuchuan, 1904, p. 49) ;

Farges ascertained that it is cultivated at Heou-pin in the

eastern part of Szechnen, Wilson that it is grown in adjoining

Hupeh, and Henry in that part of Hupeh which is known as

North Wushan. Further Ford has obtained a specimen from

the remote neighbourhood of Canton—whether cultivated or wild

I do not know.
Everywhere in China, from the Burmo-Yunnan border to

Canton, the plant is known as Huang-lien (pronounced, so

Mr. Dumi tells me, in Hong-kong as Wong-lin), and its roots

are used as a medicine. Porter Smith, who collected informa-

tion in Chinese drugs in the north of the kingdom, obtained

Coptis roots under the same name {vide Holmes, loc. cit.).

Franchet, in the Journal de Botanique, 1897, p. 231, with

Father Farges and Dr. Henry's specimens before him, described

the southern Chinese plant as something different from C. Teeta,

giving it the name of C\ chinensis, because he said '' the form
of the petals and sepals sharply differentiates it." There can be
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no doubt that Francliet's differences are no greater than Huth's,
Franchet, when he spoke of O. Teeta, indicated thereby Griffith's

plants ; and had he but known that the petals of C. Teeta are, as
is obvious with the material now in India, more commonly
narrow, thick and nectariferous than flat and petal-like, he
would not have laid stress upon differences in these organs. The
fact is, he made the mistake of thinking that GriflBth's drawings
represent the plant as always found among the Mishmis. He,
however, adds that the leaves differ shghtly in shape. So they
do ; and I reproduce a drawing from one of Henry's plants that

Fig. 11 (left hand).—Normal leaf of Coptis Teeta. Fig. 12 {right

hand).—Leaf with unusually large lateral lobes. One half natural size.

the reader may judge what this difference is. With Finet and

Gagnepain I am prepared to call the Chinese cultivated plant

C. Teeta var. chinensis ; but I cannot count it as a good species.
. , ^ ^ . --theregardsLeveson's plant is, however, typical C. Teeta as

leaves and fruit : flowers are not present.

I now pass on to the Japanese plants. The Japanese have a

general name for all species oiCoftis: it is O-ren, i.e., Yellow ren.

Some species they culti\ate. • I know the Japanese plants best

from the Japanese works Phonzo Zufu and Somol'u Zusctzu, the

text of which mv friend Mr. Tomoh Hirata has kindly translated
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to me and also from the Ynyu Shokubuisu Znsetzu, pubHshed

by the Agricultural Society of Japan in 1902, the text of which

I have had translated.

The Phonzu Zufu, as represented at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Calcutta, contains eleven coloured figures of Coptis.

The first is of a shiny-leaved plant with very short rhizomes,

which, the writer says, grows in the province of Kaga, It is

identified by Franchet as C. anemoncefolia. The second is said

to be a large-leaved plant which grows in the province of

Satsuma : Franchet, in the Ennmeratio Plantarum japonicarumy

doubtfully identifies it with C. orientalis, adding that perhaps

it represents but a cultivated variety of (7. anemoncefolia, but

in the Journal de Botanique, 1897, p. 228, he dismisses the

query, and accepts it as C anemoncefolia. The third is des-

FiG. 13.—Leaf of Coptis Teeta, var. chinensis, from a specimen rol-

^ Ktr Till* A TTrt*^^,. Tf^A^^^r^A +/% ^»^ri Uolfected by Dr. A. Henry. Reduced to one half.

cribed as having leaves very like the first : but it is represented

as differing in colour and in rhizome : its origin is not stated :

Franchet in the Enumerafio identified it as C. cccidentalis ;
but

in the Journal de Botanique he identifies it as C. anemoncefolia.

The fourth is identified by Franchet as tlie same as the last in

either work : it is recorded as growing in the province of Wakasa.
The fifth plant is described as having the leaf of parsley : it comes
from the province of Tamba at Kamiana (near Wakasa), and also

grows in the mountains of Nikko in the Shimisu province, and
plentifully on Yamasiro in the provinceKifuna: Franchet in the

Ennmeratio Qdl\^ it C, hracJiypetala , whWe in the Journal de Bota-

nique he does not quote the plate. The sixth plant is identified

Zufu with the last. The figureskon
of all these, much reduced, I reproduce here.
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Illustrations nos. 7, 8 and 9 of the Phonzo Zufu are of a

somewhat different type of plant which Franchet identifies as

C. hrachypetala , and are obviously but one species , which being

the case, I reproduce but the first of the figures (my fig. 20). It

has a rhizome very hke that of the G. Teeia in appearance. The
author of the Phonzo Zufu says that the figures are of plants grow-

ing in the Idzu and Idzumi provinces and at Kyi, and a httle in

Fig. U.—From the first figure of Phonzo Zufu with a petal and a

sepa from the Somoku Zusetzu. This is here accepted as Coptis anemoncXr-

folia—a, source of the rojt of the Japanese market.

Yezo at Hokkeido ; but the Hokkeido plants, he adds, are small.

The eighth figure is of a plant such as occurs m Idzu, and the

ninth of the small Hokkeido plant.
^ ., ,.

Figs. 10 and 11 in the Phonzu Zufu are of Coptis^ tnfoha

and C. qumquefolia, which have a rooting system dissimilar to

the preceding, and are unhkely to furnish any of the imported

drug: they may, therefore, be left without further discussion.
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Yokusai, in the Somohu Zusetzu, is careful to mention the

production of honey on the petals ; his figure, no. 36 resembles

the first figure of the Pkonzo Zufu, and it is caUed by him C.

anemoncefolia . I fully believe that he figures the same plant,

and that Eranehet's identification of the two is quite correct.

In figure 37, he figures C. quinquefolia , and in figure 38, C. in-

4 7
*

in the Yuvo Shokuhutsa Zuseisu, fig, 399, labelled '' Kikuba

Fig. 15.—From the second figure of the Phonzo Zufu. It was identi-

fied by Franchet aa C. orientalis. Study of living plants is required to

distinguish it clearly.

with the thirdoren, Coptis Occidentalts ,^ ^ agrees very closely

figure of the Phonzo Zufu. Fig. 398 Oren or Seriba oren agrees
^, « , ^ .r^-. «' jjosoba

»9
with the sixth figure of the Phonzo Zufu ; figu

oren 400, '^Mitsubaoren,

is, as labelled, undoubtedly Coptis trlfoh'a. The Tuyo ShoJcu-

hutsu Zusetsu says that all the three species figured are medi-

cinal—all have bitter roots which may also be used to give a

yellow dye : they should be collected after the flowering time
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grow wild. The leaf

Vol, V, Xo. 3.]

when new leaves are springing up : all

of Coptis occidentalis is likened to a Chrysanthemum leaf.

Next regarding the identifications of these figures. The
first figure of the Phonzo Zufu—my figure 14—may be considered
as C. anemonoBfoUa, which , as the Yuyo SJiokuhutsu Zttsetsu

says under its corresponding figure, is medicinal. C, anemonce-

folia is one of the species reduced by Finet and Gagnepain to

the condition of being a variety of C. Teeta ; but between the

figures referred to and the true Mishmi Tita, I observe consider-

FiG. 16.—From the third figure of the Phonzo Zufit. This was iden-

tified by Franohet in the first instance as Coptis ^occidentalis but it can

hardly be that American species : in the second instance he identified

it with Coptis anemoTKEfolia, but the Phonzo Zufu represents its leaves as

dull, and those of C. anemoncefolia as shining.

able differences ; the middle lobe of the leaf is very diflferent in

outline and apparently conspicuously so in colour. I, therefore,

am inclined to separate them. Finet and Gagnepain again

unite, as one, (7, anemoncEJolia and C. orientalis. If my figure

15 correctly represents C. orientalis, then I hesitate to accept

Finet and Gagnepain's union.

Among my figures 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19, the plant figured as

No. 16 stands rather apart. As I have said, the figure, no. 399,

called ''Kikuba oren, C. occidentalis,'' in the Yuyo Shokv^
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hutsa Zusetsu, represents the same : and the Yuyo Shokuhutsa

Zusetsu says it is medicinal. 1 cannot consider it as G. occiden-

talis at all : the leaves are simply trifoliolate , the leaflets round-

ish in outHne : but they are not long petiolulate, are not obtuse

lobed, nor obtusely dentate. And if figure 16 does not represent

C occidenialis then figures 17 and 18 most certainly do not.

Franchet it was who provisionally placed them under C. occi-

denialis. I am not at present prepared to place them under

any recognised name' : though I suspect that they cover the

'^f<T

Fig. 17.—From the fourth figure of the Phonzo Zufu,
sidered it to represent the same species as the last figure.

Franchet con-

range of the species considered to be C. occidentalis and C. orien-

talis by Franchet and Huth. I reproduce the figures here in

order to draw attention to the plants.

Franchet, in the Journal de Botanique, 1897, pp. 227-229,

says that three of his species are cultivated in gardens in Japan,
viz., Coptis anemoncejolia , Coptis orientalis, and Coptis brachy-

petala. He says on the authority of Faurie that the first is

1 Unfortimately G. japonica, Makino, is, except in name, altogether
unknown to me. Is it meant to be Coptis occidenlnHi var. japonica,

Huth.
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frequently cultivated as a border or edging, e.gr., at Yedo and
Shonai. Finet and Gagnepain, after uniting Coptis anemonce-
folia and Coptis orientalis, record the same information. The
Shonai specimen isFaurie's no. 2741, and Huth in the Bulletin

de VHerhier Boissier^ v, 1897, p. 1086, quotes this number as

Coptis occidenialis var. japonica^ along with Faurie's nos, 2416
and 4405, one of which, the second, in Franchet's opinion, is

Coptis orientalis^ and the other—the first, Coptis anemoncefolia.

Thus Hnth's Coptis occidentalis var, japonica takes a little from

Fig. 18.—From the fifth figure of the Phonzo Zufw

*he Coptis anemoncefolia of Franchet, and a little from t!ie Coptis

orientalis^ making three species of Franchet's two; and latterly

Finet and Gagnepain, going over the ground, but somehow

overlooking^ Huth's work, have run

not merely into one species, but into a variety of one species, as

Coptis Teefa var. anemoncEjolia,

It is verv evident that there is considerable necessity for

Andthe study in Japan of these plants.

is there cultivated is not uniform, but that part of it is C. hrachy-
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petala^ and the part is either a variable species or two or three

alhed species.

Franchet quotes from collectors certain vernacular names,

three of which appear to be misspelled. Tliey are as follows :

Coptis trifoUa =^^l^t^ ouwa, certainlj Mitsuba

oren.

Coptis occidentalis = Ki kwa oren, evidently meant for

Kikuba oren.

Coptis anemoncefol{a = K.dbko\xm8j cza.

Coptis hrac7iypetala=^SenhB>no, evidently meant for Seriba

oren ; also called oren.

Fig. 19.—From the sixth figure of the PJionzo Zufu.

1 have received from Hong-kong, by the kindness of Mr. S.T.
Dunn, Superintendent of the Botanic and Afforestation Depart-
ment, roots of the only kind of Coptis to be got in that market.
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They come, lie says, from Szechuen and tliey are undoubtedly
C. Teeta var. chinensis. A chemical investigation of them will be
undertaken in the hope of getting some useful information. The
roots of all species of Coptis apparently contain berberine which
^ . ^ ^ ^m ^ ^ ^. ^ -

is their yellow bitter. trifolia \jo
contain '

' a white crystalline alkaloid which has been called

know
except that it dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid without

1 T : 1_ " ?? /-."J. TT 1 rncolour, becoming
Rusby, etc..

purple

National
on warmmg [vide Hale, Caspary,

1905, p. 1304). The amount of berberine as

trifolia roots is 8 per cent, (teste Schultz in American

Fig. 20.—From the seventh figure of the Phomo Zufu. It un-
doubtedly represents Coptis brachypetala.

Journal of Pharmacy quoted in Pharmaceutical Journal and
Transactions, series 3, 1883-84, p. 973).

conclusions, then, are :

—

{i) that it is a variety of CoptisMy
which

and

'.folia

cinally, (Hi) that closely allied to Coptis anemoncefolia

Japan, both wild and in cultivation, plants called Coptis orien-

talis by various authors, and Coptis occidentalis {?) by Franchet,

or Coptis occidentalis var. japonica, by Huth> wliich ought
to be studied ahve for satisfactory discrimination ; further

{iv) that, so it seems, the Mishmis get part of their supply of

roots by cultivation. We must now ask ourselves (/) in what
way the growth of the root is affected by cultivation in region
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own
the two kinds of root imported over seas into India. There is

some probabiHty that the answer to the second question will be

that the one kind is cultivated Chinese C. Teeta (var. chinen-

sis) , and the other the root which Schaer and Holmes desig-

nate most Hkely correctly enough, as C. anemoncefolia.
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13- First Notes on Cymbopogou Martini, Stapf.

By I. H. Blrkill.

In October of last year, I made a tour in Ximar and Berar
on purpose to collect information about Cymbopogon Martini
and its oil. I travelled in Nimar by road from Burhanpur to

Asirgarh and to Chandni, visiting the only still in tlie country side

;

and I travelled in Berar by road from Amraoti through Elhch-
pur—an important trade centre for the oil—into the Melghat
as far in different directions as Chikalda, Lewada in the Sipna
valley, and Makla north of it, visiting all the stills—five—that

were to be found.

Every one of the stills visited was distilling from the

grass called Motia, and no single one from the grass called

Sofia : but in ElHchpur I was able to procure a sample of

Sofia oil distilled in 1907 in a part of the Melghat that 1 have
not visited.

This paper is entitled
'

' First notes
'

' because in the current

year I hope again to traverse the Melghat and to visit other

districts in order to prosecute my work.
Motia and Sofia are remarkable varieties of Cymbopogon

Martini, The word motia means like a pearl, i.e., precious ; and
as the Rao Salieb 1*. B. Despande first kindly told me, sofia

means inferiorJ The names express the relative values of the

two oils. Motia oil has been investigated chemically hy several

workers, and is well described in Gildermeister and Hoffmann's
Volatile oils (translated by Kremers, Madison, 1900, p. 281).

It consists of an alcohol called Geraniol, together with about 10 %
of other bodies which need not be mentioned by name in this

place. Sofia oil has been investigated, since that book was
written, by Walbaum and Hiithig at the instance of Messrs.

Schimmel and Co., of Miltitz near Leipzig, and a paper pubhshed
in the Journal fiir praktische Chemie, new series, vol. 71, 1905,

pp. 459-473. The two chemists find, as indeed we in the Indian

Museum knew some years ago, that there is a good deal of Ger-

aniol in Sofia oil : they find mixed with it another alcohol which

i p dihydrocumin alcohol ; the two alcohols together made
50—60 % of their samples : but what is most important they

identify in Sofia oil the strong smelUng substance as i- carvon.

Motia and Sofia oils differ, then, in cliief in the absence or

"presence of this Carvon. Motia and Sofia grasses equally differ.

1 Sofia would be the Niraari pronunci
but this is not the origin of the word.
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On my tour I collected, at the stiUs themselves, samples of

Motia oil, and I also bought both oils in EUichpur. A part of

each sample of oil that I procured was sent to Messrs. Schimmel

and Co., who reported thus :
" All the Motia oils proved on

examination to be good Palmarosa oils of a normal character.

In some of them the Geraniol content reaches a height very

seldom found in Palmarosa oil. Regarding odour, the various

types show small differences, it is true, but they all have a Pal-

marosa character The sample described as Sofia is an

excellent ginger grass oil."

This report from Messrs. Schimmel and Co. I quote to show-

that in the parts visited by me the Motia and Sofia give their

distinct and typical oils.

I expected to find in the field, and set myself to seek tor

differences in the grasses other than this chemical one, and I

soon learned, in the parts that I visited, to distinguish by the

eye growing Motia from growing Sofia, just as the grass collectors

do ; I ultimately was able to tell Motia from_ Sofia almost

certainly at a distance of 20 yards. The very

tioning of the villagers in any part of the country visited ,
imme-

diately showed me that they know the grasses apart without

smelling them, though they are in the habit, when gathering the

crop, of using the scent as a test.

I began work near Asirgarh , where Motia grows on the black

soil about the foot of the hill, and Sofia on the top of the hill.

There the collectors said Sofia is not so tall and erect as Motia

is ; it bears root leaves in plenty, while Motia lacks theni
;

it

has the inflorescence crowded ; moreover it grows on soil-less

places. Study made me beheve that the first three characters

of Sofia, as given, are due to the want of soil in the places

where it grows : want of soil enables it to live free from tall com-

petition, and so it is not drawn up as Motia usually is ;
it does

not get its roots smothered, and so keeps a tufted habit ;
and

want of food, as well as not being drawn up, makes the inflor-

escence to be denser than that of Motia.

Motia on the railway banks near Chandni station was six to

eight feet high : Sofia in the fort of Asirgarh was but three or

rarely four.

One point was evident, viz., that the two plants grow m

fii-st

different habitats.

proceedin

that the two grasses prefer different habitats. Motia prevails

on the lower south slopes where the forest is thin and the sou

much dried up : Sofia prevails in the best forest, and about the

steeper hill slopes. For the most part either the one or the

other is to be found in any area, and the collectors of tlie grass,

who are gathering Motia, are unlikely to meet with much Sofia

when collecting in profitable places. But still the two do mix.

From Ellichpur I first visited two stills at the very foot of the
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hills,—one west of Ellichpur at Deogaon, andtheotbernorth-east
at Belkliera : Motia grass I saw in abundance on these two
expeditions, but of Sofia one plant only. On a third occasion
I descended the ghat near Dhamangaon, and found on the lower
slopes only Motia.

A Uttle further back in the hills on steep slopes, and especi-

ally at first on slopes not facing south, I began to meet with sheets

of Sofia. Later, on the highest slopes, upon any face, I found
Sofia to be the form generally found ; and when over the water-

shed, in the Sipna valley, I found nothing but Sofia until towards
the Tapti, I neared the third class thinner forests which sur-

round the good teak forests about Sembadow.
On the rocky sides of Gawilgarh as on Asirgarh, Sofia had

root leaves, and was bunched, and short ; but in the Melghat
these are not the characters by which to tell it, and the grass

collectors do not rely on them : they say that it has broader

leaves, darker colour, and is taller, and the spikes larger.

It is to be noted, then, that whereas at Asirgarh Sofia was
of shorter growth than Motia, it is said to be taller in the

Melghat : I find the statement correct. I measured one tall

plant of Sofia west of Harisal, and found it to be 8^ feet high
;

others were nearly as high. The fact is that either grass in the

spots most suited to it is taller than the other. Breadth of

leaves goes with the height ; and colour in a general way, too.

However, this further I worked out in the Melghat, that Motia

and Sofia leaves are set on to their sheathes at very different

angles. I figured these angles very carefully, and here reproduce

my drawings, together with one made from Motia grown in my
own garden in Calcutta.

I attribute the distribution of Sofia and Motia to different

preferences in climate, Sofia liking more moisture than Motia.

Motia in the Melghat grows where the associated grasses grow
knee high ; Sofia where the same species grow neck high. Sofia

is the variety which occurs in the first class teak forests ; there

rapid evaporation at night cools the air enormously, even enough

for frosts to occur in Februarv, and dew is copiously deposited

over much of tlie year. On banks chiefly—for the grass obvi-

ously likes good drainage '—in this area of abundant dew, Sofia

rules. It rules, as said, also on the upper slopes of the hill forts

of Asirgarh and Gawilgarh ; against the clififs of these forts the

south-west monsoon, throughout July, banks clouds, and to their

moisture I attribute the success of Sofia on the chfls.

Motia, on the other hand, grows where the dews and mists are

not so copious : that is, chiefly in the outer forests and below

When

edge of any sunny cut
same— each in its own parts of the hills.

adjacent bank. It particularly affects the very
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the parts of the hills where the clouds bank. But equally with

Sofia it appears to have no objection to ascend to the hill tops

in suitable localities.

I have had both in cultivation in my garden in Calcutta,

but Sofia I cannot keep alive for long, though Motia lives easily :

this is another expression of their different preferences in cUmate.

In four spots on this tour I found plants which were neither

Sofia nor Motia, Martini

in other places before ; but I do not intend to speak here of

Leaves of Motia (1-3) and of Sofia (4-U), Nos. 1 and 2 were drawn at

Ghatang, and Xo. 3 from a plant cultivated in Calcutta; Nos. 4, 5 and 6

were drawn at Sembadow,

earlier finds, but only of those of Satpuras. The four spots were

(i) near Harisal in the Sipna valley, (ii) near Bauli over Ellichpur,

(iii) on the Merki platan, and (iv) in Amraoti itseK. At Harisal

Motia and Sofia meet ; and the atypic grasses that I found tliere

I consider to be hybrid? : I found a number of roots, the plants

having rather the facies of Motia, but the smell of Sofia, At
Bauli Motia and Sofia similarly meet, and so also at Merki ;

in

both places the atypic plants were intermediate in character, and
apparently hybrids. At Amraoti, in the compound of Mr.
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W. Forbes, I found a large sheet of another intermediate, not

mixed with the two parents, which, however, grow I beheve

not very far away.
I think that it must be accepted that M'otia and Sofia pro-

duce hybrids ; but there is yet a great deal to find out about
it, and I do not desire to describe them now, cliiefly because
I think that there are yet other varieties of Cymbopogon Martini

to be isolated by study.

Motia and Sofia do not differ in the flowers, nor in the in-

florescence, nor in the anatomy of the leaves, except in so far

as already stated.

The primary difference between the two is the chemical

one of the absence or presence of carvon, and this accompanies
preferences for slightly diverse climatic conditions. For the

Melghat the difference in the position of the leaves (as figured)

is satisfactory to rely on. The breadth of the leaves is locally

fairly constant, but is a consequence of the suitability or un-

suitability of any particular hill side for the one variety or the

other.

I do not see why we should not name these varieties res-

pectively as var. Motia and var. Sofia.

From what I have said it will be evident why so prominent
a botanist as Dr. Stapf working with dried material has been
unable to distinguish the two varieties apart. In his splendid

paper on the oil-grasses of India and Ceylon (Kew Bulletin,

1906, pp. 297-363), he was forced to content himself with merely
noting the breadth of the leaves as a feature that might be
usefully recorded.

In my work last year I received and gratefully acknowledge,
the greatest assistance from Mr. C. G. Rogers, Conservator of

Forests, Berar, and also from Mr. D. 0. Witt and ]Mr. H. E.
Bartlett of the Forest Service. Without their help I should
not have been able to do as much as I have done. I have fur-

ther to thank Messrs. Schimmel and Co. for the kind way in

wliich they received and reported on my specimens.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 3rd March, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Harapkasad Shastri, M.A., Vice-

President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr.

D. Hooper, Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.,

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. W. C. Wordsworth, Rev.

A. W. Young.

Visitors :—Dr. J. Travis Jenkins and Mr. Oliver Ransford.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Ninety-six presentations are announced.

The Chairman announced that ^Ir. E. G. Hill had exjfressed

a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary reported tlie death of Sir George

King, K.C.I.E., an Honorary Member of the Society.

The following eleven gentlemen were ballotted for as

Ordinary Members

Mr, J. R. R. Wilson, M.I.C.E., F.G.S., Chief Inspector of

Mines in India, proposed by Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I -bi.,

seconded by Mr. L. L. Fermor ; Rai Bahadur Matilal Ganguli

Treasurer, Currency Office, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. N.

Annandale, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ;
Bahu Nilmani Chak-

ravarti, M.A., Professor, Presidency College, Calcutta, pro-

posed by Mahamahopadhvaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded

by Sir Thomas HoUand, K.C.I.E. ; Bahu Brajalal Muherjee,

MA Snl,Vif,nr T^rnnnaed bv Mr. D. Hooper, seconded by Mr.

I. H. Burkill; Dr. M
Roormal Goenka, seconded Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya : Bahu Badridas GoenJca, B.A., proposed by

Babu Roormal Goenka, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana: Hon. Deva Prasad Sarhadhikari ,
M.A., iS.L,.,

Attorney-at-Law, proposed by the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh

Mukhopadliyaya, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhu-

sana; Mahamahopadhyaya Banhe Rai, Dellu, proposed by Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by Babu Monmohon

Chakravarti ; Ih. Indu Madhah MuUick, M.A., M.D. (London),

uronoaed bv Dr. N. Annandale. seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper
;
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Rev. E. W. LeQuesne, Minister, Hastings Chapel, proposed by
Mr. D, Hooper, seconded by Rev. A. W. Young ; Syed Abdul
Latify Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector, Barisal, pro-

posed by Moulvi A. F. M. Abdul Ali, seconded by Babu
Manmatha Nath Moitry.

Mr. Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte was balloted for and
elected an Associate Member.

In accordance with Council Orders, the General Secretary
submitted the following report in connection with the 125th
Anniversary of the Society :

—

The Society celebrated its 125th Anniversary on Friday,
January 15th, 1909. The celebration took the form of an
evening reception held, by permission of the Trustees, in the
Indian Museum. Many Scientific, Archaeological, Philological
and Historical exhibits were shown, illustrating the progress
and activities of the Society.

Their Excellencies the Viceroy, Patron of the Society, and
Lady Minto were present, and 277 other ladies and gentlemen
(Members and Guests) attended.

A sum of Rs. 1,285 was subscribed by Members of the
Society, and the Council guaranteed an additional expendi-
ture of Rs. 500. As the total cost of the entertainment was
Rs. 1783-10-9 as per statement of expenditure below, the Anni-
versary Entertainment Committee have to ask the Council to
pay Rs. 498d0-9.

Expenditure

Refreshments
Lights and Current
Music

Band
Pipers

Contingencies

Decoration, etc.

Total Rs

Rs. A. p.

484 3 6

434

163

96

G07 7 3

1,783 10 9

followin

1.
>/ Indian Cottons

tm miroductory note. Part II.—On Buds and Branching.^By
i±, Martin Leake, M.A.

1909.
Journal

2. Maharaja^Kanika4ekha, or a letter to King Kanisha
^ered from Tibet.—By Dii. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
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3. Notes on the Theory of among the Malay
Malay By N. Annandale, D.Sc,

4, A new Manuscript of Buddha Oarita.—By Mahama-
HOPADHTAYA HaRAPRASAD ShaSTRI,

5. Tamariska Manna.—By D, Hooper.

These papers have been published in the Journal for Feb-

ruary, 1909.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, March
10th, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieutenant-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Captain H, B. Foster, LM.S., Captain J. W. D, Megaw,

I.M.S,, Lieut. Col. A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers, LM.S.,

Honorary Secretary.

Fm/ors :—Major F, R. Ozzard, LM.S., Captain H. E.

Smith, LM.S.
'

The minutes of the last raeetuig were read and confirmed.

The Medical Secretary gave an account of the Bombay
Medical Congress,
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14* The Hero-Gods of the Rigveda— Trita*

#

By A. C. Shx, M.A., M.R.A.C.

veda.

The character of Trita is one of the puzzles of the Rig-

alternative

him for one of the early sacrificers and a king. On the other

hand, in some of the verses, he appears unmistakably as a god
of the atmosphere—the scene of the thunderstorms , clouds and
rain. He is also represented to have been the first to perform

some of the most important valorous deeds that were after-

wards ascribed to the mighty god Indra,

Both the eastern and the western scholars have tried their

best to explain away this double character of Trita. For
example, for the distinct human side of his character Sayana
following TT^f^J—a sacrificer and
a king. But where he has been described as a god, that great

commentator has explained it away by taking the word Trita

in such passages as a mere adjective to some other god and

meaning ''living in three places," ** most intelligent," etc.

Professor Macdonell ^ on the other hand, starting from the

theory that all vedic gods had physical phenomena as their

original basis—the Naturhedeutung of the German scholars—has
failed to appreciate the significance of those passages which

describe Trita as a man.
Following the plan explained in my previous papers on '' The

Hero-Gods of theRigveda," Ihave first tried to interpret all the

passages in which reference has been made to Trita, in the most
easy and natural way possible, without at all caring what conclu-

sions this may lead to. I have next classified them, i.e., put all

the passages that convey the same idea under a separate group.

Finally I have tried to combine the ideas under the different

groups by a general statement. But though this is the plan

I have strictly followed in my working note book, to prevent

unnecessary and tedious repetitions, in the paper as now
presented, I have united together the first two steps, i.-?., the

interpretation and the grouping of tlie riks have been given

together.

The information regarding Trita given in the Rigveda is

meagre. There is not a single entire hymn addressed to him.

1 Professor Macdoneirs Monogram on Trita published in the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1893 being the most elaborate and
learned paper ou the subject, I shall have to refer to it repeatedly.

A. C. S.
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There are only forty verses scattered over twenty-nine hymns in

seven out of the ten Mandals that relate to him. No mention

is made of him in the third, fourth and the seventh Mandals.

The Avesta hardly supphes us with any additional mformation.

The two great scriptures, again, make one or two contlicting

statements about Trita which must be carefully considered

before we can come to any definite conclusions regarding this

god.

/. Passages shewing that Trita was a man :

f the Angiras family claims him as one of

I. 105 is said to be a hymn on the All-gods. The con-

tents, however, shew that the Risi composing it was not m the

proper mood to glorify the gods, having been entirely occupiea

with his own miseries.

Only two out of the nineteen riks of the hymn reter to

Tn7a , namely , the ninth and the seventeenth. The object ot

these two riks, however, can only be properly understood it

they be read along with the eighth. With this rik, therefore, 1

begin

rt" *r f'jv^ ^T^fTf mw ^^jf. ^ iicT^^^

wives

The phaUic-worshippers are biting your praiser,0 Catakratu,

like rats, as also my own mental agonies . . . . , I, 105-8.

Remarks :—I have taken fijin": for f?i^^: of VII, 21. This

is also the meaning of the word in X, 27-10. Similarly, m a

number of passages the word t^: is used in the sense of deva-

worshippers and ^qtt: in that of worshippers of Asura.

Where there my

. . 9.
navel ( = source) extends.

Aptya Trita knows that. He proclaims kinship

Remarks :—The word 'ijft shews that the Risi is pointing

out some thing in heaven. The word has been similarly usea

in two other riks of this very hymn, namely, the fifth ana tne

tenth, and als'o in I, 24-10. The ^f ^Cijn?: therefore cannot reier

as

xw^
W^W ^"^
The idea of the navel of the Risi extending to the sun

where the seven rays are, arose this way : when a child is born

its navel is found connected with the mother's womb, i.e.,
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extending up to it. The Risi Kutsa sa,js that his navel extends

up to the sun, f e., his source, his ancestors, are there, Kutsa

according to tradition belonged to the Angiras family, and it la

well known that the ancestors of this family were especially

connected with Yama and are now living in the sun. Among
the Pitris they occupied the most prominent place.

MataTi { = Indra) is magnified with the Kavis ; Yama
with the Angirases ; Brihaspati with the Rikvans—whom the

gods magnified and who magnified the gods—tliese ( = the gods)

dehght with svaha and those (the Kavis, Angirases, the Rik-

vans, i.e., the Pitris) with Svadha, X, 14—3.

Our A8'o?na-offering fathers-the Angirases, the Navigvas,

the Atharvans, the Bhrigus, 6.

United 'with the Angirases, Yam%, come and sit on this

grass seat spread here. May the hymns uttered by the Kavis

bring you here. Be exhilarated, King, with this Ubation.

X, 14-4

Come, O Yama, with the adorable Angirases, with the Vai-

rupas, and rejoice in our sacrifice.

I call also on Vivasvan, who is your father, to sit on the

grass seat in this sacrifice, 5.

Risi Kutsa says that Trita knows that he [Kntsa) is a de-

scendant of the Angiras family. For Trita himself proclaims

his kinship. The rik does not say clearly kinship with whom
is proclaimed by trita. Tlie contents shew, however, that it

must be with the Angirases and thus with our poet. For other-

wise there would be no necessity to mention the fact here.

On the other hand riks I, 163-3 ; X, 8-7 and X, 8-8 shew

that Trita was a descendant of the Royal family of y^vasvan.

Probably both these mean the same thing, i.e., that the family

of Vivasvan was a branch of the Angirases. This would ex-

plain statements like the following :

—

^fit ^fff'^: • • • ^m^\^'' ' Yama is magnified along with the

Angirases. g^^fH^wHrgfgVTT! has a similar meaning, i.e.,
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that Brihaspati was one of the Eikvans, the composers of Riks.

This is clear from the following verse :

W
and who sings many a hymn one after another

.

May Brihaspati—he to us as well a3 to our cows—as well as

to our horses—as well as to our heroes-as well as to our

leaders—give long Hfe. X, 68-12.
,, ^ p _-i„

That Gandharva Vivasvan belonged to the Angiras tamiiy

follows also from Bri. Ara. Upanisad III, 3-1.

Zwtsa says that what is ordinarily known as the thunder-

ing of Trita is the proclamation by him of his kinship with the

Angirases.
x j, t-u *

I quote below another rik by the same poet to she\^ that

what he is speaking of here is really the kinship of the family

A ^^f 4-v,af rxf flif. rftlflimn thai, a jrod bears to his worshippers.

When my
men of ripe wisdom, come forward [to the sacrifice].

Sons of Sudhanvan, by the greatness of your action you

went to the house of Savita the offerer of libations—I, 110-2.

Remarks .—Kutsa speaks of the Eibhus, the sons of Sudhan-

van, as his kinsmen. According to him Sudhanvan belonged ta

the Angiras family like him. This is also stated in the Brihad

Aranyaka Upanisad, III, 3-1. It appears from several passages

of the Eif'veda that the Ribhus were originally men who after-

wards became gods Q«fH

by them. They were three brothers—/?i6^w, Vibhu and Vaja.

The second line of the rik says that on the attainment of div

Vivos
inity they went to the house of Savita.

van one of the earhest sacrificers and a king, who after death

was merged in the sun. In the disc of the latter his son

Yama with the help of the Angirases and other Pitris founded

the kingdom of heaven, the Vedic paradise.

I quote below another similar rih.

^15^ ^ % ^f^ ^i ^f^Kv fvf^^r* ^^
^ *i3i^^ I

Tmi ^^2^T^rc?i:giT^ ^5 ^nn^: « ^^ l \^£. I t
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Manu
Dadhyang , Angiras of old, Priyamedka, Kanva, Atri a.nd

Manu of old know my birth,

gods. Our navels ( = sources)

are in them {i.e., they are our ancestors)—I, 139-9.

^T^fH I The statement—t^f tt«? ^T^fifr:—in this

will

said of Yama in the following verse :

Who chose death to be with the gods; who chose not

deathlessness to stay with men.
Risi Brihaspati founded the institute of sacrifice. Ymna

offered his dear body as an oblation—X, 13-4.

We should also remember that Yama was a member of the

Angiras family.

A little consideration will shew that the relationship

spoken of in riks I, 105—9, 110—2, 139—9 is very different

from that mentioned in riks X, 7-3 and II, 1-9 given below.
m

Agni, I deem my father, my kinsman, my brother, my
friend, for ever. X, 7-3.

The leaders, Agni, worshipped you as father, with

sacrifices—worshipped you who has a shining body, for brother-

hood, by religious rites.
i «

You become a son to him who adores you. Bemg a benen-

cent friend vou protect him from his enemies—II, l-9_

The connection between riks eight and mne of Hymn 1.

105 is this. After having in the eighth rik spoken of his

miseries in the ninth the Risi speaks of his birth. He is sur-

prised tliat a man of his high birth—a descendant of the great

Angiras family whose ancestors are in heaven and whom goa

Trita acknowledges as his kinsman—should suffer m the way he

has been suffering.

The word ^\m I sball explain later on.

pat

2. f^cT: ^S^f^-cTt ^^T^^^cT ^^^^ 1

c{^^\^ ^'wm^^' ^^^W^^^^ '" ii\ I ^ ** '1
1

^^
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Fallen in a well Trita called on the gods for help.

Brihaspati listened to his prayer and from that narrow

place l^rought him out to the wide world.—I, 105-17.

Why this stanza should find a place in Hymn I, 105, will

not be difficult to understand if we will remember the mood m
which the poet was when he composed it. He remembers an

instance in wliich one of his own people—Tnto a member of his

owrr family—when visited by a calamity prayed for help. He
was reheved by Brihaspati, one of the most powerful Angirases

who had attained to divinity. The Risi seems to complain that

thoiigh he is similarly crying for help none of the gods come to

his rescue.

Yaska has here taken Trita for a man in distress. Profes-

sor Macdonell, however, is of opinion that Ydska and Sayana

who has followed him, have not understood the mythological

significance of the rik at all. He thinks that ( 1 ) Trita is

mythologically the third form of fire or lightning; (2) His being

thrown into a well is the obscuration of the atmosphere by the

clouds ;—(3) this atmosphere—the mid-region—is according to

him the fq: of nk 1, 105-17, the ^m of rik X, 8-7, and the ^W
of X, 45-2. (4) This is also, he thinks, the distant place men-

tioned in ri^s VIII, 47-10 to 16.

Before taking up these points for discussion, I think it

should be noted here that in the Rigveda there are many in-

stances of men falling into wells and of being rescued by the

gods. Here is one : The rik is taken from the next hymn, com-

posed also by K^dsa, and it was a Risi of the same name, prob-

ably one of his predecessors who had fallen into a well.

Risi Kutsa thrown into a well invoked Indra for aid, the

slayer of Vritra and lord of Cachi ( = valorous deeds).—I,

106-6.

While citing this example I am aware that this Kutsa him-

self has been by some scholars taken for a mythic personage

and even a form of fire. But if '' Bisi Kutsa " be so taken we

will have to deal with similarly many a well-known historical

character. Fortunately such extreme views are gradually

disappearing. They were the results of the confusion of two

sides of many of the characters of the Rigveda of which one is

the human and the other the divine or the demoniac. The one

representing the career of beings while living as men on earth

—whether as Aryans or non-Aryans—as good or bad men. The
other representing the character of the same beings after death.

Some became gods—some a sort of demi-gods, others, agaiU;

more or less malignant demons.
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As regards the several points raised by Professor Macdonell

in connection with YasJca's interpretation of rik I, 105-17, the

first two can only be briefly answered here. For they relate to

the whole question of the belief of the Vedic Riais regarding

the god of the atmosphere. This can be attacked only after a

great deal of prehminary work has been gone through.
both of

the east and of the west—that the oldest god of this region

was Vata or Vayu. The whole space between heaven and the

earth was beheved to be filled with air, and the air was a god

His two most important attributes were "blowing and
I ^^ I B/V II I I I 1 F ^% «

J

I- -I- M m. m_# V _f M ^ m AJ m. ^ ^^ ^^p ^ ^^ -^ -^ ^-' ^^" ^ ^ "^ *- -^

pervasiveness." The importance of this god was afterwards

very much lessened and a new god of a different character

named Trita became the ruler of the mid-region. In course of

time Trita also fell down from this high position. He was dis-

placed by Indra, the most warhke of the Rigvedic gods, ihe

new gods Trita, Indra and few others differed from the older

gods Dyaus, Prithivi, Surya, etc., in one very important respect.

The older gods were identical with some physical objects-

each having a physical basis behind him. In fact they were

what the western scholars call the mythological gods. Ihe

new gods were of a different nature. Trita or Indra, for exam-

ple, was the ruler of the mid-region but there was nothing there—

neither the air, the clouds, the lightning nor the space itselt - witli

which these gods could be identified. This fact appears most

manda I

eloquently trying to prove the existence of Indra to t le

sceptical people—probably a large number of people, tor tue

Risi in addressing armg who found it

difficult to beheve in him as they could not point out any

object in nature and say this was he.
,

TliPfA ^a nnMimrr in the Riffveda to shcw that Tnta and

themselves were overwhelmed with darkness. It is the physi-

cal nature that is covered with darkness, and tins Indra drives

away. The mid-region—the hollow between the heaven and the

earth—has never been considered as in any way an unwelcome

place—a dark cavern or a lurking place—so far as tlie god

residing there is concerned—from which he wished to be rescued.

This is clear from rik X, 8-7 itself. The pla<;e has been men-

tioned as " fqit^x^^;" lap of the parents-the heaven and

the earth. It is simply impossible that the ^k^ would use

such language with regard to a place from which Tnta would

pray to the gods to be rescued. And if m rik 1, 1U&-1/ ^ rim

be the god of the atmosphere, his praying to other gods to oe

rescued from the darkness by which he has been overwhelmed

would be an absurdity. For, the driving of darkness is the

special function of the atmospheric god. Then if the mm-
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region be the lurking place—or the well—what was the wide open

place where Trita was placed after having been rescued by
Brihaspati ? Moreover we should remember that the mid-region

has been spoken of as the dear home of Indra—the greatest

and the most beloved god of the Bisis. The fact is, Professor

Macdonell has misunderstood the words '^ ^i ^'fffrw^fH"' in

rik X, 8-7 and thereby been thrown into a great confusion. I

take up therefore this rik and the one that immediately
follows it.

Professor Macdonell translates the two riks tlius :

" Byhis(Agni's) might Trita, within his lurking place seek-

ing a prayer to (his) supreme father in his wonted way, being

cherished in the lap of his parents calling the weapons akin,

goes forth "—X, 8-7.

** He Aptya knowing (his), paternal weapons, urged by
Indra fought against (the demon). Having smitten the three-

headed, seven-rayed (Tvastr) Trita has released the cows of

the son of Tvastr'"— 8.

As to this translation, it should be noted in the first place,

that according to the rules of construction of sentences in

the Rigveda ^^ fxcQi xfK^ in the first line should be taken
togetlier. Even if it be allowed to take ^m alone with ^g-n
and fq-g: "qx^ with vtnf this last sentence cannot be rendered
into ''a prayer to his supreme father." Had the Kisi meant
this he would have put the supreme father in the dative instead

of in the genitive case as he has done. As regards the use of

the dative the Bisis were very particular. Then who is this

''supreme father"? If the great ^: is meant, what are his

weapons? "Calling the weapons akin/' again, hardly makes
any sense.

Lastly, as stated before, Professor Macdonell has mis-

understood the expression "^w ^^Hcw^tfrf." To find out its

true meaning and why it has been used here, it will be neces-

sary to remember some facts regarding an incident known as
*' the winning of the cows by Indra '^ There is no incident in

the whole of the RigveJa wliichhas been mentioned so often and
with so much enthusiasm as tliis. One cause of Professor

Macdonell failing to understand the expression under discus-

sion here is his not paying proper attention to this incident.

He is wrong in saying in his Vedic Mythology (p. 63),
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** Another myth which is not often mentioned and the details

of which chiefly occur in a single hymn (10,10vS) is that of the

capture by Indra of the cows of the Panis (§67)." The Panis

had concealed the cows in a dark cavern closed by two doors

above and one below, and the approaches of the place were so

altered as to mislead anybody looking at them. Indra, Brihas-

pati and Ayasya at the liead of the Angiras family were long

in search of them. At last with the help of a female called

they found out the place. Then, one evening, they came
there in a body and broke the cave. Early next morning they

opened the doors, let in the rays of the sun and brought out

the cows.

The winning of these cows of the Panis was typical of all

subsequent conquest of cows by the Aryan leaders, and the

^TT

us

pressions like '' the breaking of the rock or rocky cow-pen,"

'^hghting up the dark* cavern," etc., w^ere used in describing

all conquest of cows in later times. And this was the case

even when the scene of action was transferred from the eartli

to the region of the clouds, and by ^: was meant not '' a milch

cow" but figuratively ''light" or '' water.
"

The word ^^l is derived from the root ^ to cover and

means abiding place, a cavern, a cave. The phrase W^ ^^«
occurs in four places in the Rigveda, namely, IV, 1-13; V,3l-3;

VII, 104-3 and the present rik X, 8-7. In VII, 104-3 Jncira

and Soma have been askei to throw the evil-doer into ^ef

^^n:w% i?*Tf^—a bottomless dark cavern. In the first two riks

milch cows concealed in w^ ^^rr:—dark cavern—are said to have

been released. I have no doubt in the present rik also ^w ^nn

refers to the dark cavern where the cows of the son of Tvasta

were confined. This shews the relation of riks 7 and 8. Bik 7

speaks of the preparation preliminary to the attack of the

place where the cows had been concealed, and .^27^8 of the actual

conquest.

This brings us to the word vtf?f t The word is ordinarily

derived from ^ to meditate and it then means primarily

.'' thought." One of its secondary meanings is a hymn, a com-

position in j^raise of a god, a prayer In the present rik the

word is not so derived. ^
It to shine, and the word ^fH means light. *'^t '««?i: ^^ T^^.

of this rik is exactly the same thing as "fl«f^ ^"tf^fx^'l' of nk

X, 67-4!

m
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The cows were confined in a cave—the place of falsehood

bv two doors on the lower and one on the upper side.

Wishin dark place)

Bribaspati broke open the three doors and brougbt out the

milch cows—X, 67-4.

It was not Trita who was lying in the dark cavern, and he

did not pray to his supreme father to be rescued himself. It

was the cows of the son of Tvastd that were hidden in the^ ^r^

and Hke the cows of the Panis and Trita wanted ligbt withm it

as Brihaspati wanted light in the other case—X, 67-8.

The supreme father is the sun which the Bisis believed to

be a form of fire. This shews wliy these two riks are inserted

in an Agni hymn. In another sense it is King Vivasvan, one of

the ancestors of Trita,

The '^1:" I take in the sense of aisfffi?: ^^f^:—by the swift

Maruts The ex-

pression *'sjTf^ S^^" I explain as ''speaking of his kinship, t.^o

of his (rn<a'5)^descent from Vivasvan. By ^'^T^^Tf*l'' I under-

stand *'wii^T*' flames, as explained by Sayana in a number of

places.

I now give my translation of the two riks :

By the might of his supreme father, Trita wished ligbt

within the dark cavern.

Adored by the swift moving Maruts^ in the lap of the

parents {i.e., of the heaven and the earths in the mid-region),

he spoke of his kinship (with Vivasvan — t\xe sun) and obtained

light-X, 8-7.

Aptya Trita having obtained his paternal weapons [i.e.,

rays of the sun) and urged by Indra fought against (Tvastra).

He slew the three-headed, seven-rayed. Trita drove aw^ay

the cows even of the son of Tvasta,

The ^w: of X, 8-7 has, therefore, nothing to do with the

fqr: of rik 1, 105-17- Let us see if the ^^*: of rik X, 45-2 has

anything to do with it.

We know, Agni, your three forms in three places ;
your

abodes scattered over many places.

We know your highest name which is hidden. We know
the spring from which you have come—X, 45-2.

This ^^: spring is tlie aerial sea from the waters of which

Agni in the form of liphtning is born and on account of

which he is known as ^t^ ^m^i the son of waters [Rigveda and

Avesta], It is AgnVs mother's womb—in the words of the
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Vedic Risis—the best place in the universe. This therefore

cannot be the ^i of rik I, 105-17 from within which Trita had

The distant place of riles VIIT, 47, 10 to 16, will be ex-

plained when we come to these.

'ff

(c). Trita is a sacrificer. He jn-epares Soma liquor and

We of the IX mandal or

the Soma Book in which Trita appears in the character of a

sacrificer who prepares the Soma-juice and offers it to the gods.

On a comparison of these riks with those quoted from the same

Book in my paper on Vivasvan, it will be seen that the relation

of Trita to Pavamana Soma is exactly the same as that of

Vivasvan to that exhilarating liquor, the favourite drink of both

the immortal gods and the mortal men. We will see later on

that according to the Avesta, Vivasvan was the first to prepare

the corporeal Soma (the terrestrial Soyna liquor), and Trita was

the second man who did it.

Professor Macdonell has failed to see this clear indication

of the human side of Trita's character by his incorrect con-

struction {^.-^w-) of rik IX, 32-4 and the misinterpretation of the

word m^i in it. I will come to this in due course.

5. ^jft f^cim wmwt ^f\ ff'^^f^r^-

Then him the tawny-coloured one
{
=Soma), the maidens of

Trita with the help of the grinding stones, are sending forth.

(Sending forth) Indu { = that which is dropped into the

kala^i from the filter =>S^owa) for Indra's drinking—IX, 32-2.

6- ^^f^cT?iT ^m^ g^f^^^T^ «cT^^:

He was groomed by Trita. He exhilarated Indra.

The tawny-coloured one was anointed with beauties

IX, 34-4.

He, the Pavamana { = Soma that is being purified), on the

ridge ( -filter which is kept on a high place above the kala?!

for collecting the Soma) joined with Trita's maidens, made the

sun shine—IX, 37-4. .

I now give Professor Macdonell's rendering of the ri/c.
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< c He, Pavamana, upon the summit of Trita lias caused the

sun along with the sisters to shine"—IX, 37-4.

This leaves ^if'^fi?: quite unconnected. Professor Mac-

donell thinks aiT^fi?: refers to ''the seven rays of the sun."

Ludwig thinks they are '' the dawns." Griffith is of the same
opinion.

The rik itself is not at all a difficult one. The difficulty is

the creation of Sayana who, first in shewing the connection of

the words in it (in rendering the ^^^0, connected f^ff^ with

^fV ^T^l^ instead of with ^rf^fi?: as he ought to have done.

The authorities mentioned above though they have not ac-

cepted his explanation either of ''^fv ^T*ff^** or of ''sTlf'^fH*"

have evidently reUed on him for the ^^^\ of the rik. The mis-

take could have been avoided had attention been paid to two
important facts, namely

—

1° '* ^fv ^liff^ '^ occurs in a number of riks of the IX
mandal in the sense of ''on the ridge oj the filter'''' and does not

bear any special relation to the high plaoe which Trita as

god of the mid-region occupied.
2^ '-^rr^^'* here must, as other riks shew, be connected Avith

Trita.

V Us3 of the phrase ^Hf ^iff^( =^irt as i^^jpf^ -f^^)
in other riks.

m

Him, the tawny-coloured one, beloved and many-eyed
(== all-seeing), the sisters are sending on to the ridge of the

filter by means of the grinding stones—IX, 26-5.

Soma with his shining tawny-coloured body is placed on
the ridge of the filter made of sheep's wool—IX, 70-8.

Sayana
rik.

^T5l1%

^^r ^T^^ ^fy ^T*ft ^^% ^ti?; t[tt*t ^efj^^T^ ^f^

Like a horse going to the battle, go on, Finder of light

(=*S'oma), from heaven( = high place -filter) to the vat made of

wood.
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The bull Soma is purified on the ridge of the filter made
of sheep's wool for the nourishment of Indra—IX, 86-3.

my

Tsm ^^i Tfft f^ JirT^RTJjffl ^'^fT ffliy^ f«fcTs
I

The king ( - Soma) bathes in the waters as rivers flow into

the sea. Resting on the sea he plays with the billows.

Soma, the holder of the great sky, while being purified sits

on the ridge of the filter made of sheep's wool, in the central

place of the earth—8.

^^f4 HT ^^ ^m^ fy^r jr^ft^r g^^r! *t^^ i

^31 ^€Td ^fy ^r^ft ^w> ^f^r ^i^ ?t^^^^ ii £. i tt, i \

With
sage ( = Soma), has started as for a race of chariots.

The ten sisters on the ridge of the filter, made of sheep's

wool, are driving the car to the different resting places

IX, 91-1.

Those all-gods, thrice eleven, Soma, who is being puri-

fied, are anointing you in your secret place.

The ten with their powers are anohitlng yoa on the ridge

of the filter, made of sheep's wool, and the seven mighty

rivers are doing the same—IX, 92-4.

Remarks :—The secret place mentioned here is the space

between the two leaves of the /Somn-pressing mill -stone—Cf.

Rik IX, 102-2.

Mow Soma sweetened with honey, full of truth, clothed in

waters, on the ridge of the filter made of sheep s wool.

Then rest on the wooden vats full of ghnfa as the most

exhilarating cheering d nk of Indra—l^, 9S-13.

T^^f^^^T ^^^rt ^n f^^> ^f^^ ^^^ ^i II
£-

.

"^^ I
^'^

As he is purified he flows towards the clear waters.

god {Soma) sprinkles the (other) gods by his own j"'"°

The

uice.

kK
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IndUy having clothed himself with sacred rites in the pro-

per season, has met on the ridge of the filter, made of sheep's

wool, the ten fingers-IX, 97, 12; c/. IX, 97-16 ; 21 ; 40.

2"" The Evolution of the idea of mWW^ i

This subject has been dealt with at length in my paper on

Vivasvdn (pp. 27—30). I quote below some of the remarks

there made

:

i. In the preparation of the Soma-lmce—Soma-madhu

from the shoots of the Soma plant—ampw—the first stage was

to pound the shoots with the grinding stones

—

adribhih. This

was done with the ten fingers of both hands. This simple fact,

has been expressed in the poetic language of the Rigveda as

**king Soma being clasped by ten—the ten fingers of both

hands—by ten maidens—by ten maiden sisters."

ii. The pounded shoots were then steeped in water and

allowed to ferment. The Hquid thus obtained was poured over

a filter made of sheep's wool. The filtration was known as

'' pundna/^ purification. In the Vedie language this was
** king Soma being M^im rubbed, cleansed or anointed by ten

maiden sisters.
9 f

As Vivasvdn and Trita were the earliest worshippers of

Soma '^ the ten fingers were represented as their daughters.'

iT^fwT|cr:
I iL I ^< I ^8

Soma —IX, 86-34

Him [—Soma) on the brewing day, the fingers—the ten

maidens who are sisters—clasp.—IX, 1-7.

^5 "^^ ^ITlf^^ 1 i 1
^

I 8

The ten swift fingers anoint you; the seven ministers

pour you out and the sages drink you and get exhilarated

IX, 8-4.

?i«r2rffr^ ^fsT^f 3z^f% ^\ms\ ^91 I

On his passing on to the woollen filter ten maidens anoint

him like a vigorous steed playing in a forest—IX, 6-5.

^ ^TRT^ ^\^^\ -^fc fr^^f^fn: 1

^ II €. I ^< I
<*
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Him of tawny colour, beloved and many eyed_( = all

seeing), the sisters are ssnding on by means of the grinding

stones—IX, 26-5.

^T^ f^cl^ ^^?Dt ff^ f^-^-rtlf^f*?'-

?[5^ffl5^T^ Tftcr% II t 1 ^'^ 1
'^

•J

Then him the tawny-coloured one {=Soma) the maidens

( = fingers) of Trita with the help of the grmdmg stones send

(They send forth) Indu for Indra's drinking,—IX, 32-2.

IX, 38-2. Same as—IX, 32-2.

f^cl^ iniT ^^^^y[ =^cf^'S'^ ^T^>- «^T^ ^^ "

V*

i.i'c^ I
'•

The first of the poets {^Sorm) purified by ^se leaders

faUs roaring on to the vat. May the necUr ^^termg the name

o£ Trita. flow for tlie sake of Ms friendship with

^^Tiarfa'-^oma flows uttering the name of Trita as the

latter was one of the first pressers of it.

c( ^T^^I'f ^cTIT: ^^^ f^^ f^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ "

They ( = the Eitvigs) are milking on the ridge ( = filler) like

a groomed buffaloe, the twigs of ^oma-the spnnUer staying

in the mountain ( = the grinding stone).
rW/yn^laces

The hymns worship him who longs or them
f^^j^

P^^^

Varuna { = Soma liquor) in the ocean ( =Maf. or vat.) lA,

95-4.

Ue{=Soma) occupied the two g^^^^ing stones ofJnta
the dear secret place-after having gone through the seven

abodes of the sacrifice—IX, 102-2.
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12. ^fiir t%r[^ tjTOT ^^^C^T Xf^

Bring wealtli on your back by the three streams of Trita.

The good sacrificer sings his (Soma's) praises—3.

Remarks :^The streams of the Soma liquor have been

called after Trita's name on account of the latter having bean

one of the earhest >Soma-3acrificer3. Three streams are men-

tioned probably because Trita's name is connected with the

number three.

(c) Trita offers Soma libation to Indra.

Invigorated by the exhilarating ^om^ brewed by Trita, he
{=Indra) cast down Arhuda.

Indra whirled his wheal as the sun (doe^ his) and united

Arw II, 11-20.

'^

Trit^x is a sacrificer here. He prepares Som% and offers it-

to Indra who strengthened by this invigorating drink slew the

Das Arhuda,
It is not clear what was the wh^el that Indra wielded. It

could not be one of the wheels of the sua's chariot as suggetited

by Griffith. For the word Surya is in the nominative. One of

the weapons with which Indra armed himself while fighting
was probably a wheel. His friends and followers—the Maruts
—the Da5agva Angirases were so armed.

{d) Trita adores Agni.

U.I 8\ 1 I,

I Trita praised with beautiful words the child of the

sprinkler of the earth—the son of waters {-Agni).
Agni with might neighs like a charger. The flame-haired

one { = Agni) is destroying the forests—V, 41-10.
Remarks :—There are several difficulties in connection with

this rik. The first is as regards the subject of the first line.

We tave Trita m the nominative singular indicating that he is

the subject. But when we come to the verb we find that it

('^^tf^) is in the first person whereas the nominative f^W' is

in the third person. The difficulty has been attempted to

solve in several ways. Ludwig, Bergaigne and Griffith have
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taken ^^TPl first person singular for ^^Fg third person singu-

lar. Professor Macdonell has tak^n f^rf: nominative singular

for f^ff accusative singular. Sdyana has removed
|

f^<r;

altogether from the first line and made it an adjective of Agni
in the second line. It cannot be said tliat these attempts have
been quite successful. The most natural way to proce3d would
be to see if the sentence would make any sense without alter-

ing any of the words. I think it would do so if we would

take ^^ the subiect indicated bv the form of the verb and fWrf:

both as the subject of the sentence. We would then get for

the subject ^^ fsfrf: a form not uncommon in the Rigveda.

An instance of it we will get below. See 32 (X. 48. 2), Now
if this be the construction of the sentence what does it

mean ? It means that the composer of the hymn has here

made f^rf: as the speaker. We have seen him represented as a

sacrificer. It is, therefore, not unnatural that he would be

made to say he had adored Agni with beautiful hymns. Here

we have two riks, in one of which (V, 41-9) fw<i: is adored as

go(l and in the other an explanation is given as to how he at-

tained to divinity.

In translating f^J %9q^ T^ I bave followed Sdyana^
differinor from Professor Macdonell and Griffith. These autho-

rities have rendered ^w^ "^'?^" into ** of the terrestrial hero,
p

*.e., of Agni,^^ No objection can be urged against this mean-

ing. But when we come to ^m'^ •iW^ flw' this rendering is re-

duced to an absurdity. The Jiir' here = m^\ ^^T^ = ^1iT i Now if

^^T ^«i: is ^ftr* what does i:^m: ^^m 1*5" or %^i vf|fmean.>

Say these authorities that ^TH^: here means '*germ" and g:^qi*

^l?I^ 3rw: is the germ of the terrestrial hero Agni. A little

consideration will shew that this is simply concealing from
ourselves an absurdity by the use of the English equivalent of

a Sanskrit term instead of using the Sanskrit term itself. The S.

word ^^i has been used in the Rigveda in two different senses,

namely, " the womb containing the foetus," and " the foetus

contained in the womb." When the word is used in the latter

sense it can be rendered in English into " germ." For the

foetus is the undeveloped state of the being that wiU grow out

of it. But in the use of the two terms "jiw" and "germ"
there is this difference. We can speak of the nw: of the being

that bears it and not of the being that will come out of it.

On the other hand we can speak of the germ of the being that

will I>e born and will grow. This will be clearly seen if we will

use the word foetus or child instead of the term germ. In ^Wi

^^ fli?: both %m ^«j: and ?iw; cannot refer to the same thing,

namely, '%'^x \ ^^\ wqr^ and i^ir: ^:pi,m w: mean very much

"S
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the same thing. The first expression means the child of celes-

tial waters when born, i.e., lightning (see Rik III, 29. 11, and

my paper on Matarigva). The other expression means Agni

existing as foetus in the rain water or the cloud that sprinkles

the earth. ^ ^

It was, I beheve, Max Miiller who first rendered 'Jiv:'' into

germ in his translation of the f^^^JW Hymn (X, 121), But

here '*fl^:'' does not mean even a child or foetus. f^T'S'F^^ is

^^qg: f|TT!5T?i:- 'flw:'" ^^ ^:—he bearing the golden womb.

The womb was golden for it has produced this beautiful world.

The word ''v^'' here was taken by Max Miiller first for a child

and then for a germ, on account, no doubt, of the word

*^^5fpT:" born following it. f^^l^JTWt was born and therefore was

a child. But *'^Trr:'* here does not mean ordinary birth. Here
it means ** manifested '

' (II, 12-14; V, 14 ; V, 15-2; X,

129-3). The Supreme Being—the rf^^ of X, 129—became
^^T^Ji^:—the creator bearing the golden womb. He was not

creator before because there was no creation. The creation

and His becoming a creator were simultaneous events. Hence

the force of Sayana's rendering mint «ITffHT^ il^ y^^ ^fHT*

^T^hj as soon as born He became the one lord of all thii

(e) Trita performs a Horse sacrifice—I, 163.—This is a

hymn on the Horse sacrifice (^^%^: ^W)- The highly exagge-
rated language of this hymn may be compared with the descrip-
tion of the horse of the Horse-sacrifice at T.S.V. 7. 25 or at the
beginning of the Brihadaranyaka Upanisad. We have clear

proofs that the Horse-sacrifice originated during the Rigvedic
period. There is a hymn giving a description of the Horse-
sacrifice performed by King Sudas. The g^^i^R-: the sacrifice

in which the Sorna is brewed a thousand times of riks III. 53. 7,
and VII. 103. 10 cannot be any thing else than the Horse-sacri-
fice. A Risi has been called "^^^m^—he who performed the
Horse-sacrifice.

There are two riks in this hymn that has reference to Triia,
namely, 2 and 3.

^f% ^1%^ ^^^J U^m ^mm ^fw ^f^ ^^^jf^ ti ^

He (the horse of the Horse- sacrifice) was given by Yama
Trita harnessed him. Indra first rode on him.
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Gandharva held his bridle. The Vasus [i.e., tlie shining
gods) fashioned the horse oufc of the sun. 2.

You are Yama, you are Aditya, horse, you are Trita by
sacred rites.

You are thoroughly sprinkled with Soma. They( = tjie

sages) speak of your three heavenly bonds. 3.

Remarks :—In rik 2 are mentioned four persons who were
the first performers of the Horse-sacrifice, namely, Yama,
Trita, Indra and Gandharva. As pointed out in my paper on
Vivasvan, the Gandharva mentioned in rik 2 is King Vivasvdn.
In rik 3 he has been named Aditya or the sun. The names
chronologically arranged would be :

—

Gandharva Vivasvan,
Yama,
Trita, and
Indra .

The idea of the horse being fashioned out of the sun had
its origin in the poetical language of the Risis in which the sun
has been compared with a horse and even" called a horse.

There is no mysticism in the third rik if we keep in mind
the way the vedic Risis reasoned. Vivasvan, Yama and Trita
performed the Horse-sacrifice

/.The horse of the Horse-sacrifice was related to them
.'.When the mantra was pronounced the horse became

symbols—nay their very selves.

In Vivasvan
heaven. Why

mantra
ned as

Lorse has three bonds in

that the horse became
and whv the latter has

will be explained in my paper on Indra.

18. g^T 5ff^ f^^^fcT ^fN" I[^l%^- S^' 1

^^J f^^ ^^ j^ l^t^W[^ I?T^^ 5Ff9T n ^ 11^ I \<

Visnu or in that of Aptya Trita ;

Or if you are enjoying the pi
the Marnts—^\\\^ 12-16.

As, O Cakra, you drank the
of Manu, the son of Vivasvdn :

Soma

sac

Soma in the sac

As, Indra
may VIII, 52-1.
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XXI wiuci LU cAjjictm ct uiiucuity in conneciion witn tne con-
struction of these two riks I quote below two other riks of a
similar character.

'
'

f

of Samvarana.
Manu

.
As witli iVepahthi, Maghavan, with Medhyd-

tithi, Pustigu and Crustigu—VIII, 51-1.
Remarks -—Samvarani Manu is the son of Vivasvdn by liis

second wife /Samrna. He is also called Vaivasvata Manu i.e.,
Manu son of Vivasvdn. He must have been a great sacrificer.
For _liis sacrifices are repeatedly mentioned in the Ri^veda.
A epahthi Medhyatithi, Pustigu and Crustigu were also illustri-
ous sacrificers.

I 1=^ I =1

^ ^^^ ^*','^ delighted, Indra, in the brewing of Prisadhra,
Medhya, Matangva; '

All these riks are similar as regards construction. The pro-
per names m the locative in .them may be explained in anumber of ways_ 1° The locative may be taken in the sense of
nearness This is the most general and ordinary meaning. All
the locatives in VIII, 12-16 may be explained in this seise, as

h^jf ^"
J"!'

^^-^ ^"^ V"I' 51-1- 2° The locative may
- Jlth " ^T,'''

^"^ '*' connection with ^^i , ^^j and W^ mean

iZr : f 7 i^^'^'i^
"^'^^^ "^^^^^ ^'^ is connected is in the

mstrumental. But that with which ,^i is connected may be in
the mstrumental, dative and locative. And as the noun is often

instrumental

; . .^^j ^^^^ ,,,o iiistrumeniiai, aative and locative when WW(
is merely understood. All the locatives above may be explained
this way excepting f^t in VIII, 52-1. 3° The proper names in
the locative in VIII 52-2 may best be explained as adjective to«^H-the brewing of Soma by Prisadhra, etc. Such adjectives

vZuZ^T ^fP^^^^.^V'^ *^' '^^^ificc performed by Manu.

&s«oHfi ">. \^^^9^^^1^'^^^Brahmana,VisnuLac-
fir.t sacrificers have been identified with sacrifice itself, e.g.

^r^ f f^sir: I

Si
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Visnu is verily sacrifice.

But if this be their construction what do these riks mean ?

Is it a case of a number of gods being praised together by a
worshipper and of their regahng with the Soma draught
together? This "cannot be the meaning. For some of the
persons mentioned in them are evidently human sacrificers. It
cannot be said that the case of the gods mentioned in them
should be taken in one sense and that of the men mentioned
in a different sense. For the nature of the construction of the
rihs will not allow this. No explanation again will be acceptable
unless it will explain all the four riks, and the only explanation
that will do this is the one that takes all the persons mentioned
in the riks equally as sacrificers. Even if it be said that
Visnu, Trita, etc., perform sacrifices in heaven—tliough in these
riks there is no mention of heaven—that will' be an indirect
proof that these gods were at one time human sacrificers.

(/) Indirect proof that Trita was a human sacrificer:

In wlioni all poetry rests as the nave rests on the wheel

;

Serve Trita ( - Varuna) quickly as the cows are tied in tlie stalls

or even as the steeds—VIII, 41-6,

Remarks :—In this rik Trita is a name for Varuna. In the
liigveda there are many instances of the gods worshipped
being named after their worshippers and the latter being named
after the gods.

^T ^v^J^ ^^liwt ^ ^f^*f f^cf ^^^ vi ftiw^ n^^ II

\o
I \\4 I 8

Your unovercomeable flames, O Agni, who wishes to burn
the forests, run Hke winds. The leaders for the fulfilment of

their wishes go to the heroic Trita ( = Agtii) hke gay warriors—
X, 115-4.

Kemarks :—See under the preceding rik and also my paper
on '

' Matarigva. '

'

\^ I 8< I <
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Firmly establishing himself in houses, Trita { — Agni) sat

down in the altar surrounded by flames. Thence the lord of

the house holding the offerings of the people, took them to the

leaders ( = gods), without any contrivance, by the mere opera-

tion of the Law—X, 46-6.

Remarks :—See under the two preceding riles.

v» s>
I)

\M B<
I ^

Wishing
Vibhuvasu, found him on the head of the not-to-b'e-slaughtered

( = cow = cloud). Agni, the increaser of happiness, was born
in every house, and the young god became the centre of the
sacrifice—X, 46-3.

Remarks:—The Vibhuvasu of this rik is the same as the
Gandharva ViQvavasu, i.e., king Vivasvdn'or the sun. Cf. riks X.
85. 22 ; X. 139. 4. In my papers on Vivasvan and Yama, it
has been shewn that it was Matari^va, who, as messenger of
Vivasvan, first gathered fire from lightning. Yama has also been
said to have found Agni in the waters of the aerial sea. In
this rik the same thing has been said of Trifa. The signifi-
cance of these statements will be pointed out when I shall deal
with the general career of Triia's character.

II. Trita as god :—
23. ^cT ^•. ^B^f^^TfT{^ ^^^rf^t^rt^ ^^i^T^ri

1

And we desire the hymn that praises you as if it were a
charming (woman). May Ahirbudkna, Aja Ekapad, Trita, Rib-
huksan, Savita and the swift-moving Apam Nap at (son of
waters = lightning) give us food for our hymn and sacred rites
—II, 31-6.

^

Remarks :—Ahirbudhna is the AM of the atmosphere. A
Das Alii has been repeatedly mentioned in the Rigveda as well
a^ in the Avesta. He seems to have blocked a river and killed
Yama. Trita is said to have killed him. This act hke some
other acts of Trita was afterwards ascribed to /wd:ra. When
inta and Indra were, after their deatfli, deified and transferred
to the midregion, AM was also taken there and deified. He
was now called Ahirbudkna, i.e., AM of the antariksam; later
on conceived as .4/^- living on the other side of the earth.
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r

It is not necessary for our purpose to explain the meanings

of the other gods mentioned here. It may be stated, however,

that the Aja Ekapad is neither the one-footed goat nor the sun

with one foot. The Aja unborn is one of the names given to

the God when the Vedic Risis got ghmpses of Monotheism. He
was called Ekapad for reasons given in Hymn X, 90 (see my
paper on the Pitris^ p. 2).

^f\^w f^crt f^^q ^mf ^JTfcT fiiift^ ^Tcrf^ ^m 11

•

•i I t I y

The flames of the smoky one {=Agni) diffuse in all directions

when Trita in heaven sharpens him as a smith blows him in the

furnace—V, 9-5.

Trita here -is the god of the atmosphere, and the Agni

kindled b}^ him is the lightning. It should be noted that in

this as also in the preceding riJc a distinction has been drawn

between Trita and lightning. The latter is simply an instru-

ment in the hands of the former.

Ef^j^ f^'STHt^T Wlf^

«l.l 8\ I 8

Victorious heavenly Trita, of whom Kanva is the invoker,

and who is a favourite of Dyaus, Vata, Agni, Pusa and

BJiaga, has come to the sacrifice as a man who commp.nds all

enjoyments and possesses the swiftest racers, comes to the race.

V, 41-4.

Remarks :—With ^*ff^i: compare Xft *ftWT ^1l^T &c., Ill,

53-7.

26.

Mf^ci ^m\ ^5Tor: ^^r ^ ^^fa: ^^ 'T^t ^fH^ II

May the self-moving Parvatas, who are heroes like the

Vasus, be liberal to us and give us children.

May Aptya ever praised and adored by us—the friend of

man—make our hymn prosper in this sacrifice—V, 41-9.
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/

\«»
I <8 I ^

.

I glorify by hymns Namgamsa, Pusana, the unconcealable
Agm kindled by the gods, the sun and the moon the measurers
of time, Yama, Trita in heaven, Vdta, Usa, Night and tlie
^r^m^-X, 64-3. . ' 6

Remarks ;—For the meaning of sj^tW^: see rik III, 29-11—
JTTT:^-\»i^f?fy^5il^t| ^^tfor^^'i The JJ/m that cannot
be ccncealed is, of coui;ge, the sun (cf. I, 161-13). The sun is
also separately mentioned, but that is froni another point of
view.

III. Two important conquests of Trita :

I, 52 is a hymn addressed to Indra. Only one out of thelo nU contained m it refers to Trita, namely the fifth.

heWs f-^thf^M "^ ?''" ^= Indra) getting exhilarated his

Fnla Tikt .t ' '^ f" ^P'""'^
^^'^ ^vithholder of rain

{

Somajuice rent him as TrUa rent asunder the enclosure of ValaI, 52-5.

FaJin wliill. fr^'p ^^''^S ^r? '^^^ '^^^l^e^ tlie enclosure of

been IJI know i^^T,
^^^^.^^^den the cows. This must have

in ba't'^lt.ThltLr^JL'teltL'^ ""/r'''^
^°' ^^^^^' ^^^^^^^

the enclosure--V 81-1
^^^o^gest treasure as Trita broke

Remarks

:

son haXen n;;d^;with^nrh""^-^ '^ ^".^^^^ ^^^° ^ ^^^^P^""
by TnVa ThraLTn • f ^^^^^'"g of the enclosure of FaZa
y inta. Ihe appropriateness of the comparison here lies in
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this : when a frail human being is helped by Indra and Agni
he breaks the strongest treasure as Trita broke the enclosure

3 and 4.

^f^ : ^OT^^ w^

^^ f^cT: ^^iTT ^^ ^sfff^^^fcf fqg^^.- x[^^
|

fwift^fjif ^H^fiiT wsf'^r'T^r^^ V^ffi' ^^% fwcft jri: n
^

^

By the might of his supreme father (-the sun) Trita
wished hght within the dark cavern.

Adored by the swift-moving Maruts in the laj:) of the
parent (/. e., of the heaven and the earths the ^'rrft^, tlie mid-
region) he spoke of his kinship (with Vivasvan—the sun) and
obtamed hght—X, 8-7.

Aptya Trita having obtained his paternal weapons ( = rays
of hght) and urged by Indra fought against {Tvastra). He slew
the three-headed and the seven-rayed ;

—

Trita drove away the
cows even of the son of Tvasta~X, 8-8.

Remarks :—These two riks have already been explained in
connection with the falhng'of Trita into a well. I, however,
purposely avoided making one remark there which should be
made now. Two incidents, which have almost throughout the
Rigveda been kept distinct, have been here confounded
with one another. These are : l"" The winning of the cows con-
cealed by the Pants. 2° And the releasing the river blocked
by Vrttra, also called Ahi, Rik X, 8-7 speaks of the prepara-
tions made for obtaining the cows, but the next rik refers
to the conquest of Vritra or Alii by Trita. The ^r: in the
second rik = waters. The confusion has been created by the
deification of Trita snxd the transference of the scene of his action
from the earth to the mid-region.

Following the western scholars I have rendered w^^ in

pk X, 8-7 into '* by might." But the real meaning of ^g here
IS sacrifice—the Horse- sacrifice performed by King Vivasvan.

I shall soon glorify the mighty drink, the holder of power
( - Soma

)

;

By whose energy Trita rent Vritra limb by limb~I, 187-1.
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He ( = Agni) the lord of the house verily slew the loud-
roaring, six-eyed and three-headed Dasa.

By his energy, indeed, Trita killed the boar {=Vntra) with
his iron-tipped fingers—X, 99-6.

The two riks quoted above speak of the conquest of Vritra
by Trita. According to riJc I, 187-1 he did it strengthened by
the »S'oma-lIquor, and according to the other rik (X, 99-6) by
the power of Agni.

32. ^=fr*^=^> ^t^> ^^t ^^|3II%cTT^ JIT ^^si^JTt^f^

^i ^^»?j: iif^: ^^mm ^\ ivtm fii^^^^^ irmf?;^^ ii

I* 1 8^ I
5^

I Indra stopped the chest (= breathing) of the son of
Atharva; and for Trita generated cows (== waters) over the
body ot Ahi.

I won the wealth of the Dasyus and gave the cow-stalls to
DadJiichi and MatariQvd—X, 48-2.

Remarks :—Here Indra is said to have killed Ahi and
obtained waters for Trita. With j[\i ^aisi?jfl%^fv compare I,

IV. Trita is helped hy the Maruts :

^^j f^\ sr^JTTii^ ^f^^rrfecf st^t^ i[^crm^r»gTi II

^ I ^8 I \ =

That march of yours, Maruts, appears briUiant when her
kinsmen (*.e

, sons, i.e., you) milked the udder of even Prigni.
Or when, undeceivable sons of Budra, you went to de-

stroy the revilers of your praiser Trita—those who wanted to
destroy him—II, 34-10.

Remarks :—This is a difficult rik. I have consulted a
number of comments on it. The first hne, I think, has been
best rendered by Professor Macdonell. As to the second line
no better explanation than that of Sayaria is forthcoming.

"NT

The 3Iaruts protected the strength of Trita when he fought,
and aLso his sacrifice. They protected Tndra in his victory
over Vritra—VIU, 7-24.
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^ 1 ^8 M 8

Begging of them spacious houses for protection, we glorify

them by this hymn.
Whom armed with shields, Trita for sacrificing and for

protection elected (as priests) as the inferior five priests are

elected.

Remarks :—^This rik is a very obscure one. The rendering

given above is different from that hitherto given. I think,

however, it will be found correct. ^^^ has been used in the

sense of a house in a number of places. Though seven priests

have been generally mentioned, five priests have also been re-

ferred to in a few places, ^fiifg ^ ^^ ; here ^^h'V i ^T^^wq =

^T + ^^^^rj, from ?g ^TW, f^^, fi|^ aorist. The appropriate-

ness of the election of the Mariits as priests will become clear

if we will remember the fact mentioned in the 12th verse of

this very hymn that they were tlie ^^3^t: who first founded

the institute of sacrifice. ^f^^T is a vedic form of the third case

of ^1^^ as appears in verse 9th ;— rig^T '^fsR^T—hy hot ^^^ I

^f^^ - hke a ^^ = a shield. The Maruts were armed with

spears, and spears and shield go together. They were for this

reason called ^^t^^:—armed with shining breast-plates. It is

different from ^\^ which is a bracelet ; now called ^Tf^ in Bengali

and in Hindi. The Maruts were w^^^t:!i ^f^8^ = ^^T^ '

V. Trita as the god of the mid-region was displaced by

Indra and driven to a distant place.

36. ^^Tf^^^q^'^ \^\^ ^% ^^^' t

Evil that has made its appearance and that He_s hidden

gods, place all that evil and sin away from us in Aptya Inta.

VIII, 47-13.

37. ^^ Jft^ ^5^37 ^^^ ^ffcrf^^: I

The evil dream that forebodes misery to our cattle or to

us, O daughter of heaven

;

-
That and sin, bright one ( -^Dawn) remove far to Aptya

Trifa ... .14.
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38. fj^^ ^J m fi^qf^ -^^ ^[

The evil dream that weaves a necklace of gold coins or a gar-
land, daughter of heaven, all that evil dream and sin make
over to Aptya Trita 15.

39.

f^cri?T "^ Hm^ =^t^t ^tsraT ^tt^^«! • . \ <

To him whose food that is—whose work that is—and who is
sitting near his share—to Trita and to Dvita, Dawn, remove
that evil dream and sin—16.

Remarks:—In this rile the most important question is who
is Dvita ? In the whole'of the Rigveda the name occurs in two
places only, and this is one of them. From its use here all we
can infer is

—

1° He is associated with Trita and hves with him at a
great distance.

_

2° Towards the end of the Rigvedic period the Riais while
askmg the gods for the removal of all sorts of evils from them
prayed that these might be transferred to the place of Dvita or
Inta.

wi
From^ what will be stated below Dvita may be identified

But such identification is
not possible. For Dvita is a god whereas Nirriti is a goddess

Nirriti
Oan JJvita be 7ama ? The present n)t does not enable us to
answer this question.

The only other place in the Rigveda where the name Dvita
occurs IS nk V, 18-2.

v> ^If^WtcTf f^^ ^?T^ I! "i. 1 l^ I R

Remarks :-There are two difficulties in connection with
tli:s rtfc. One as regards the construction of the sentence and
another as t<) the meaning of the word ^m^i^t | The word
5T5 occurs only here. Its negation ^i?m occurs several timesm the sense of not hurt, destroyed or killed, ^n may therefore
De taken m the sense of injured, destroyed, killed, wmv^^
tiieretore may be explained as the carrier of the injured, des-~

The rih may be rendered thus :

To Dvita who carries the dead, by the greatness of his own
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power he {=Agni) offers Soma. immortal one { = Agni).
he ( = Dvita) is ever your praiser—V, ] 8-2.

40. ^m ^f^i ^7i\ ^i; ^^\ ^cf ^ ^^\:^f^

As we collect every part of a debt—even its eiglith and
8ixteenth_part—so every portion of the evil dream we will carry
away to Aytya Tnto—VIII. 47. 17.

There is only one more rile in which the word Trita occurs,
namely VI, 44-33.

He { — Soma) made the C^^a^ have a beautiful husband aud
placed light in the sun.

He found the three-fold nectar hidden in heaven, in the
third luminous region—VI, 44-23.

In The rik^ however,
supplies us with an important piece of information, namely,
that the word Trita means '' the third. " It is therefore likely

that the god Trita was the third of a series of gods. As seen
before we have a god named Dvita in the Rigveda. A god
Ekata is to be found in the Brdhmanas but not in the Rigveda.

I have now explained all the riks in which reference has
been made to Trita, They have also been put under a number
of groups into which they naturally divide themselves. These
are;

—

I- Riks that shew that Trita was a man.
II. Biks that shew that he was a god.

III. Two important conquests of Trita.

IV. Trita was helped by the Maruts,
V. Trita as ruler of the mid-region was displaced by

Indra and driven to a distant place.

I. At least 23 out of the 40 riks on Trita shew that

he was a man.
(a) One of the Vedic bards claims him as a relation.

In this connection we may remember that Trita

appointed the Maruts—the DaQagvas, a clan of

the great Angiras family—as his priests. Kntsa

the bard in question also belongs to the same
family.

{b) Trita appears as a man in distress having fallen

into a well. There are several instances in the

Rigveda of men having fallen into wells. The
significcince of this fact will be easily under-
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stood by those who have occasions to travel in

the jungle lands of India. In jungles that are
being cleared by Hill tribes in India, open wells

are even now a terror to travellers. Trita fall-

ing into a well is a fact of ordinary life and has
no mythological significance,

(c) Trita prepared Soma and offered it to the gods like

his ancestor Vivasvan.

The Rigveda does not say that Trita did it in heaven.

{d) Trita adored Agni,
{e) He performed a Horse sacrifice. He was the third

to do it, Vivasvan and Tama having done it

before him.

(/)

the fact that Varuna and Agni have been called
after his name.

Like his ancestors Vivasvan and Yama, Trita has been said
to have found Agni in the aerial sea and estabhshed him in
every house. The fact underlying this statement I have
pointed out in my paper on Matarigva.

II. The riks mentioned under this group shew that Trita
was a god of the atmosphere who had control over hghtning.

_
III. Two very important desds said to have been done by

Trita were :

—

1° The conquest of the cows hidden in a cave by the
Panis under Vala.

2° Killing Vritra or A7ii and releasing waters.
The question naturally arises whether these deeds were

done by Trita on earth as man or as god in the sky. There is

so httle information given of these deeds here that it is not
possible to answer it now. I shall take up this question in two
separate papers.

IV. The 3Iaruts acted as the priests of Trz7a—probably
when he performed the Horse and other sacrifices. They also
helped him in his conquests mentioned under II and in connec-
tion with other heroic deeds done by him.

V. Originally Vata was the ruler of the mid-region.

Ma.y Surya protect us from heaven {i.e., from heavenly

*Y ^, - I 1 ® "°"^ *^^® atmosphere and Agni from the earth

In course of time Vata as ruler of the mid-region was
displaced by Tnta, The tims, again, came whea In his turn
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Trita had to go, and Indra the most popular and mighty god of
the Rigveda held sway over this region.

^
Riks 13 to 17 of the 47th Hymn of the VIII Mandal

indicate, there can be no doubt, a very late stage in the idea
of Trita. Here Trita is not the mighty god who originally per-
formed some of the most important valorous deeds which have
been most enthusiastically sung in the Rigveda over and over
again, nor is he now the great ruler of the mid-region sharpening
Agni like a smelter and wielding the thunder. He has been
turned out and driven to a distant place where the Risis pray
to the gods to remove all their evils and sins.

We have no definite information in the Rigveda as to the
place where Trita was driven to. But, I beheve, a pretty
accurate guess may be made about it from hints given with
regard to the place of Nirriti the goddess of Death and Destruc-
tion. This place and where Trita was driven to must be iden-
tical as the following riles shew.

SIcf ^ ?:T^3iffvr^^: ^f^?ff ^h\^T ^HfcT^ ^EI^

You have a hundred, a thousand remedies, king {Varuna).
your graciousness (to us) be wide and deep.
Bind Nirriti far away from us. Remove from us even the

sin we have committed—I, 24-9.

Remarks :—The Risi wishes his sin removed to Nirriti as
afterwards the gods were asked to remove all evils and sins to
Trita.

Remove Soma and Rvdra the disease Visuchi that has
entered into our house.

Bind Nirriti far away from us. May there be for us much
excellent food.'

May

^ "RT^^D^ET f^T^^ "^^^ ^T^ i:^^?^ ^mfn: 1

^¥^ ^T cipq ^^ig ^tiT ^T ^T ^^ng f*li4cj<iR^ II
"^

1 \ o 8 1 i

Those who by their movements steal the* hymns composed
by men of experience and those who owing to their evil nature
speak evil of righteous men

;

May Soma make them over to Ahi or place them in the lap
of Nirriti.—Yll^ 104-9.

This is Ahi below the earth.
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May the pressing stones singing (the praises of the gods)
turn far away the BaksasaSy evil dreams, Nirriti and all our
voracious enemies.

We will obtain the shelter that the Adityas and the Maruts
give. That protection of the gods we beg to-day—X, 30-4.

May your beloved husband fall down to-day or may lie

start for the farthest place nev^er to return.
Then may he sleep in the lap of Nirriti or may the howling

wolf devour him—X, 95-14.

Thi? place of Nirriti as conceived by the Risis was some-
where below the horizon—on the other side of "the earth—the
dark place where, according to the later views of the Risis, the
sun dwells during the night. "

' *

^S =^"T^f*fT ^"l^^t TT%(^T 5r=^*^ ^j4 f^^%^^*StTcf D

/ fi^^";
^^ unison, sing the praise of the rain-pouring Ganas

{ -the Maruti] who are the most mighty of the denizens of the
heavenly places

;

AiTu
^^^ ^^}^^, }^ ^^^^'^^ greatness make the Rodasi tremble.

Who pervade (all space) from the baseless place of Nirriti to the
highest heaven.—VII, 58-1.

Remarks :—Here the place of Nirriti appears to be the
lowest m opposition to the -rr^ the highest heaven. It will be
seen that it cannot be anywhere on earth, in the mid-region or

f^r°A *i®
therefore below the earth, i.e., on the other side

of it—the patdla of the Puranas.
It was stated above that "the place of Nirriti, and the place

Where Inta was driven to, are the same 'because they are
both far away and to both of them the Misis wished their evils
and sins transferred. That they are identical also follows from
the tact that the place of Trita and Dvita are identical

^^^Z!'
'" no other than Yama who, towards the end of the

Rigvedic period, became the god of Death in place of Nirriti.
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I

^^ ^cT; gfT?T im ^cfTl^ ¥fTT^ ifJrt ^^ JZ??T%
II

\*>
I \<*i I 8

May what the owl says not happen—may the marks the
pigeon makes near the hearth, not take place.

This salutation is to him by whom he has been sent as mes-
senger,—to Yama—to Death.

We
Yama is the ^^«:—the Ender,

groups of riks can be brought under one general idea. For
this purpose we may not take any notice of groups III and
IV- For Trita did the deeds mentioned in the nhs under group
III, either as a man or as a god, and the same thing must be
the case as regards the help the Maruts rendered to him. Then
there remain three groups of rihs representing

A° Trita as a man.
B° Trita as a god of the mid-region.
C^ The god Trita being driven from the mid-region to a

distant place.

For our present purpose the C° group of riks also are not
of much importance. For in the history of the Vedic gods the
fall of a god from a higher to a lower position is not an uncom-
nion thing. We have therefore only two groups of riks to con-
sider, namely, I and II. The one saying that Trita was a god
and the other that he was a man.

Now the question is, can we bring the riks comprised in both
these groups under the same idea ? One way to do this would
be as pointed out at the outset of this paper, to explain away
the duality in the character of Trita. But this would be
doing too much violence to the riks ; for they speak of the duaUty
in the character of Trita in quite unmistakable terms. Then
there remain only two other ways of doing this.

FiiBt, that Trita was originally a man who after death was
deified.

Second, that he was originally a god—a physical object
personified—who was gradually brought down to the level of
a man.

The one is the method of deification—the other that of

anthromorphization. I do not think that this second method
will prove sufficient to meet the circumstances of the present

, case. That a god may be befieved to act and think like a man,
18 a common thing. That he may come down to earth and
fight a battle for his w^orshipper and do other similar acts for

him, the readers of the Rigveda can easily understand. But the
idea of Avatar^ as long ago Wilson remarked, is foreign to the
behefs of the Vedic Risis. That a god himself would be in
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distress, prepare Soma and offer it as libation to other gods,

worship Agni, and perform a Horse sacrifice—are not things

that can be explained by the second method.

The first method on the other hand gives a natural explana-
tion of the duality in the character of such gods as Vivasvan,
Yama, Trita, &c. There is repeated mention made in the
Rigveda of men becoming gods by siikriti or good work. In
one form or other a belief in deification runs through the whole
history of the Hindu Religion from the Vedic times to our own.
Among the different schools that were formed about 700-600 B.C.

as

aetaona

School who believed that many historical facts lay hidden within
the peculiar and often wilfully mysterious language of the
Samhita. This school no doubt invented many a fanciful story
and committed many a mistake, but their method ought not to
have been rejected in the way it has been done.

It is now time that we should see what Avesta speaks of

Trita. But here at the very outset we meet with a difficulty.

We have first to settle what character in the Avesta corresponds
to the Rigvedic character of Trita. Three characters are men-
tioned in the Avesta, between all of them and Trita there are some
similarities. These are Athivya or Atlivya, his son Th
Thrita. The last name and Tnto are identical ; for Zend' th
Sanskrit t. Again according to the Avesta, Thritu was the third
man who prepared the Haoma (-S. Soma) for this lower world
and performed the Haoma ceremony. The Rigveda represents
Trita as the third king who gathered Agni from the celestial
ocean and performed the Horse-sacrifice. The next character
IS Thraetaona. The name means " son of Thrita,'' and in the
Avesta his father is called Athvya. This Thrita father of

is therefore Athvya Thrita = the Aptya Trita of the

Rigveda. For Zn Athvya is S. Aptya—Zn th =S. t and Znp =
S. V, and there has been a displacement (Metathesis) of v, and
th. Similar displacements we have in other Aryan languages
also, e.gr. S. f^f^, ?T?^ = Pali ^1^, ?T^g respectively. Of the
t^iree characters mentioned before two, namely Thritu and
Athvya, are probably identical, i.e. there is only one Thrita who
has been mentioned as

(1) simply Thrita,

(2) simply Athvya,
aad as (3) Athvya Thrita (indirectly mentioned as such
through his son Thraetaona which means son of Thrita). Ac-
cording to the Rigveda Aptya Trita was the third man to
1 gather fire from the aerial waters and 2° to perform a
Horse sacrifice, Vivasvan and Yatna having done so before him.
In the Avesta he was the second to perform the Haoma cere-
mony, Vivasvan having been the first to do this.

iaona
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Both the scriptures agree that Aptya Trita performed an

!mportant religious ceremony. Now comes a diflference between

them. The Rigveda says

—

\o
I

•£-«!
I <

I shall soon glorify the mighty drink [Soma] the holder of

power.
By whose energy Trita rent Vritra joint from joint~I,

187-1.

He the lord of the house (=Agni) verily slew the loud-

roaring, six-eyed, three-headed Dasa.

By his (Agni's) energy, indeed, Trita killed the boar (

=

Vritra) with his iron-tipped fingers—X, 99-6.

These two riks shew that Trita killed Vritra. The second

rik also gives certain characteristics of Vritra.

In Yasna IX there is an interesting converj^ation between

Haoma {Soma) and Zarathustra. On being asked by the latter

what man first prepared him for this world, how was he blessed,

and what was his gain, Haoma replied that Vivanghant •wa.s the

first of mortals who prepared him. He was blessed with a son

named Yima the briUiant.

To a similar question Haoma's answer was that Athwya

was the second man who prepared him, and to him was born

the heroic Thraetaonn who smote the dragon Dahaka, three-

jawed, triple-headed, six-eyed with thousand powers, and of

mighty strength , a Ue-demon of the Daevas ....
Haoma said in reply to a third question by Zarathustra

that Thrita was the third man who prepared liim for this world.

He smote a horny dragon who swallowed men and cattle and

who was full of poison. [S.B.E. Dr. Mills, Vol. XXXI.]
From the description of the dragon Dahaka as well as from

his name—here called Dahaka and elsewhere Azi'Dahaka (S.

Das Ahi)—there can be no doubt that if the most important act

performed by him be taken into consideration then the Aftya

Trita of the Rigveda corresponds to Thraetaona oj the Avesta.

But if the names only be considered then the Aptya Trita of

the Rigveda is the Athwya Thrita of the Avesta. An act which

one scripture ascribes to the father the other scripture ascribes

to the son. A similar discrepancy I pointed out in case of

Ganderwa (Vedic Gandharva Vivasvdn) and his son Yhm (Vedic

Tama). I may notice here in passing that a ^^^i3 mentioned
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in an obscure rik in tlie Rigveda(I, 158. 5). He is a villain and
a Das. So the matter stands thus :

—

*

(1) In the Rigveda Gandharva is one of the most respected
characters. According to the Avesta Ganderwa is a demon.

(2) Yama's character towards the end of his reign has been
magnified in the Rigveda and cursed in the Avesta.

(3) Trita's character towards the end of his reign has been
lowered in the Avesta but the Rigvedic Risis have deified him.

(4) In the Rigveda Traitana is a villain. The Avesta as-

cribes to him the most valorous deed done by any Aryan king.
Towards the end of the Rigvedic period, however, a new

generation of Bisis seem to prefer the view of matter held in the
Avesta.

We have seen that in the Rigveda, along with Trita, a
Dvita is mentioned, and the Bisis wished their sins and evils
transferred to both of them. In the later Vedas and Brah-
manas along with Trita a,nd Dvita one Ekata is also mentioned.
The general opinion of the Vedic scholars is that originally
there was only one real character namely Trita or third.
The other two are fictitioug cliaracters invented after his
name. This does not seem to be a correct view. For it pre-
supposes the existence of a character called Trita or third.
But how could such a name be given to a god or man or even to
a thmg from whichever basis Tnta might have been originally
conceived unless there were also a first and a second, i.e., an
Ekata and a Dvita ? That the very original idea involved the
existence of three beings or objects— for some reason or other
called first, second and third—£A^ato, Dvita and Tn7a—there
cannot be any doubt. According to Professor Macdonell Trita
was origmally lightning, a form of Agni, the sun and the terres-
trial fire being the other two forms. I have already given
my reasons why this view cannot be accepted. This view ap-
pears to be of a doubtful character even if we consider merely
the name Trita the third. That Agni exists in three different
forms was a fundamental behef with the Bisis. But except-
ing in one place, the lightning has always" been considered as
the middle or the second form. This exception is a late rik in
the A MandaL namelv Y 4?;.i

Agni was first born out of heaven ; the All-knower, in the
second place, came from us.

Thirdly the Friend of man was born in waters. The pious
always kindles and praises him-X, 45-1.

This statement that it was in the third place that Agn'
was bornin waters, that is, that lightning %^ as the third form
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of Agni, is connected with a special belief the Risis entertained
towards the end of the Rigyedic period. To this' we will come
later on.

The real facts in connection with Ekata, Dvita and Trita
the Aptya deities as they are called—will clearly appear if we
will begin with a story told in the Cata. Bra.

Fourfold, namely, was Ag7ii at first. Now that Agni
whom they at first chose for the office of Hotri priest passed
away. He also whom they chose the second time passed away.
He also whom they chose the third time passed away. There-

upon the one who still constitutes the fire in our own time,

concealed himself from fear. He entered into the waters.

Him the gods discovered and brought forcibly away from the

waters. He spat upon the waters, saying, ' Bespitten are ye
who are an unsafe place of refuge, from who m they take me
away against my will.' Thence sprung the Aptya deities, Trita,

Dvita and Ekata, [Eggeling, S.B.E., Vol. XII.]
This story is based on a curious Hymn (X, 51) of the X

mandal but differs from the latter in certain important respects.
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fJT^ ^5^^^ ir^?r ^^r^\ ^i^ -mwk^ ^ Tt^v-
N» \l

I

^^T ^Tif^ 5<7sr^?TRt HTjf "^^ ^f^^^ g^ncf n
«>

Varuna /—Then there was that great and thick covering
by which you had covered yourseK and entered into the waters,

Agni. Then, one god, all-knower, saw all your different
forms—X, 51-1.

Agni :—W\\o saw me? Who among the gods saw my
different forms ? Tell me, Mitra and Varuna, where do all
those shining bodies of Agni reside by which he goes to the
gods? 2.

^ fo

Varuna .-—We desire to have you, all-knowing Agni.
god, full of variegated Ughts, Yama saw you entering into the
waters and the herbs with your different forms—you who live
in ten secret places shining beyond others. 3.

Agni:—I came here, Varuna, from fear of the office of
Uota., that the gods might not appoint me thus.

Thus my forms have entered into waters in various ways
and 1 Agni refuse to do this work. 4.

Varuna :- Come, pious man is ready to perform sacrifices.
You, O Agni, are dwelhng in darkness.

Make the paths of tlie gods easy to go. Carry the liba-
rac

Agni :-ThjB work the elder brother of ^r/m' selected, as
the charioteer does the path. Therefore, Varuna, from fear,
icarae to this far-away place as the stag fiies 'from the bow-
string of the archer. 6.

The gods :—We make your life unwasting so that in doinsr
this work, aU-knower, you will not get hurt.

Then, noble-born, being gracious carry to tlie gods
their share of the oblations. 7.

fi,. /r* ""^'^1''''' ^'^® ^^ ^^^ ^^ho^e of the first libations and
the last, and the portion of the offerings that give strength.

O a^A.T^^^\c T''*'®'"^
^""^ ^^® essence of herbs. And may,U gods, Agm's hie be a long one. 8

and It^frf^ ""T^r ^i ^!'^ entire first hbations and the last,and the portion of the offerings that give strength.
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Let all this sacrifice be thine and let the four quarters bow
down before you. 9.

The statement that it was in the third place that Agni in

the form of lightning was born from waters (X, 45-1) is based

on this rih. There was at first the sun—the first form of Agni—
born of heaven. Then was born the Agni from man—by the

latter rubbing one piece of wood against another* It was by
this Agni that men used to perform sacrifices to the gods.

Then, as the present hymn says, Agni got tired of carrying

oblations and was afraid that as his three elder brothers had
died before while doing this work, he might meet with a similar

fate. Out of fear he entered into the waters. But the gods

followed him and found him there. This Agni found in or born

of the waters is lightning. It is referred to in rih X, 45-1 as

the third form of Agni, In other places, the Risis in speaking

of the three forms of Agni either began with tlie sun and ended

with the terrestrial fire or began wdtli the latter and ended with

the sun. In either case the lightning was counted as the second

form of Agni or his middle brother, as we have in the follow-

ing riTc

:

—

Of this venerable grey-haired Hotd (i.e., of the sun) tlie

middle brother is the swift-moving one {i.e., the Hghtmng). His

third brother is the butter-backed whom we see here as the lord

of the house and the father of the seven sous (the terrestrial

Agni with seven priests).

Up to this point the story told in the Cat. Bra. agrees

with our hymn, Now the difference begins. That the gods

brought Agni out of waters forcibly, that Agni spat on waters,

and in consequence of this the Aptya deities—Ekata, Dvita and

Trita—weve born, are not to be foimd in the Hymn. On the

other hand, the hymn says that it was by entreaty and impor-

tant concessions that Varuna and the other gods succeeded m
persuading Agni to come out of the waters Then there is no

mention made of Agni being annoyed with the waters ana

spitting on them. The only person with whom Agni appears to

have been annoyed is Yatna. This Yama, I pointed out betore,

was probably identical with the Dvita. This has proved to be a

very important clue in conjunction with certain statements in

the Avesta and the Cat. Bra. for finding out who the Aptya

deities were.
'

• •
*.i

The present hymn tells us that Yama found Agni_ m the

waters. We saw before [see mv paper on MafariQva, p. 41J

that Vivasvan with the help of his messenger MatariQva was

the first to gather Agni from the waters.
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You, Agni, first appeared to MatariQva for liis skill—to
Vivasvan. On your election as Hold, the earth and the heaven
trembled. You, however, sustained their weight, shining one,
—you sacrificed to the gods—I, 31-1.

^ WT^flH! tT^% ^tfr^Tf^?:f?r^H^'3TTcrf?;'5i^
1

^fjT^TSl^ JT5JT*TT ^ ^r^T ^tN: gf^lt ^rt=^5fcr u

i

\ I \8^ I

J^

_ As soon as born in the highest heaven Agni appeared to
MatariQva. By his [MatariQva's) skill and the power of the act
of kindUng, the brilliant one illuminated the heaven and the
earth -I, 143-2.

Then in the third place it was Trita who found Agnim the waters

:

Wishing to discover the mighty Agni, Trita, son ( = a des-
cendant) of Vtbhuvasu {=Vigvavasu Gandharva = Vivasvan)
lound him on the head of the not-to-be-killed ( = cow = cloud).

Agni the mcreaser of happiness was born in every house,
and the young god became the centre of the sacrifice—X, 46-3.

it Agm, when surprised in the waters where he had taken
retuge out of fear, was annoyed with Yama, we may take it
tnat he was also annoyed with Fu'asm/i and Trita. For they
too found him there. And we may also take it that they were
Delieved by the Risis to have been cursed and degraded. That
towards the end of the Rigvedic period the Risis took rather a
poor opmion of these gods there can be no doubt. Riks VIII,
*/-lJ to 17 shew that about this time the Risis wished all their
evils and sms transferred to the far-away abode of Trita. Rik X,

^^^RT
160-4 says that Yama is the god of Death-...e ^^,. a.u^.. ..
tne Atharva Veda. He also sends his messenger to see who were
to die and to take them away. Rik V, 18-2 says that Dvitu is

?.r^ '*^i '^D
?". ""^ **'® ^®^^- He and Yama are therefore the

n.?/!' ^rS'^'^ ^}^^^^ ^^®^^ e^^ls ^^^ sins transferred to both

fh« F
^''^

^^F-^^
^^-^6)- The Rigveda nowhere says

that Vivasvan was the Ekata. But he too was degraded

:

^^T 5 ^?;^> c[^^
tl

'=
1 ^^ 1

^o
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with

" I-efc not Vivasvan's weapon nor his shaft, Adityas, wrought
skill,

Destroy us ere old age be nigh ''—VII, 67-20 [Griffith].

Here Vivasvdn has been represented as if he were another

Yama—god of Death.

To low^er the position of Trita and Yama was easy, but not

so to lower the position of Vivasvan. Trita was the god of the

mid-region. Already a new god

—

Indra—has been put there, and
the Risis have only to say that Trita has gone to a distant place

and the thing was done. Yama was the king of the Pitris who
died and accompanied him to the disc of the sun, and he himself

had to die before going there. He was therefore connected with

death. Already tliere was a goddess of death

—

Nirriti. The
Risis made Yama the god of death in her place and the

thing was done. But Vivasvan had been identified with the

sun,—how to lower his position. A new idea with which the

Risis were struck of late came to their help. There was a

region beyond the horizon w^here the sun sets. This was the

place of Nirriti. This was the place where Trifa was trans-

ferred, and Yama or Dvita also. Vivasvan—the sun—also goes

there but he comes back. His rising and setting were regarded

as his repeated birth and death.

^ ^T^Nt Ilf^^cft ^^4f^^T f^^fclflT W3lll\l\<81^^

Who made him he does not know him—who saw him from

him he is hidden.
Enveloped in the mothei^s (= earth's) womb he is born

repeatedly and enters into Nirriti—I, 164-32.

This rik is difficult but not unintelhgible. I explained the

rik preceding it (I, 164-31 = X, 177-?) in my paper on Viiasvan,

p. 37, and shewed that the oiItjt: in that rik is the sun—the pro-

tector of the cows, i.e. the rays. The f in the present rik is

the same sun identified with Vivasvdn,

The first half line says that his father «^: does not com-

prehend him. The meaning of tl^_ ..

men see him but very few know who he is. The second hne

has already been explained. - .

This, I think, was the origin of the idea of the Aptya deities

of the C.5., but the author of the paragraph quoted from it mis-

understood the meanins of the word Aptya and invented a

fanciful story. The word means not born of waters but appertain

ing to waters. The Aptya deities were so called because they

discovered Agni in his hiding place in the celestial sea.

The story of the origin of the Aptya deities as told in the

Mailr. Sam, and the T B. is based on the A.V. VI, 113 and not

on the Hvmn of tlie Eigveda quoted above. I give their version
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from a paper by Professor Bloon ifield entitled '

' Trita the Scape-

goat of the gods " :

The gods did not find a person upon whom they might be
able to wipe off from themselves the bloody part of the sacrifice.

Then Agni spake ;
' I will create for you him upon whom ye

shall wipe off from yourselves the bloody part of the
sacrifice.' He threw a coal upon the waters ; from that Ekata
was born. (He threw) a second one; from that Dvita (was
born). (He threw) a third one ; from that Trita (was born).

This version as well as that of A.V. VI, 113 is evidently
based on riks VII, 13 to 17. But between them there is this

fundamental difference. The riks speak of the evils and sins

of the human beings only. The idea of the gods meeting with
evils and committing sins and feeling the necessity of getting
rid of them , by transferring them to somebody else, is foreign
to the belief of the Rigvedic Bi&is. How the change in the
beUef was brought about is, however, easily seen. It was the
result of the deification of the men of the preceding age. But
we will not proceed further with this question now. We are
now concerned with a different subject, namely

—

1° What is really the object of Hymn X, 51 1 And
2° Why did the Risis lower the position of Viva$va7i,

Fama and Trita ^. I_shall also try to find out 3°—The real
meaning of the word Aptya.

1° In connection with the god Agni, the Bisis obtained a
good deal of scientific knowledge. Considering the age when
this

^
was done their discovery of the triple forms of Agni—that

he is the sun, the hghtning and the household fire—was a
marvellous one. They also behaved that Agni is concealed in

the celestial waters and the herbs srf^gu^ "^t?^^^ i Probably
it was in connection with this latter fact that the question was
put why did Agni hide himself within the waters and the herbs ?

Hymn X, 51 is an attempt to answer this question. Varuna's
answer i^r ^hI ^f=^%^ to Agni's question :

is^ not historically true. It was Vivasvan and not his son
Yama who first gathered Agtii from heaven—from afar. The
act was ascribed to Yama probably for two reasons, (a) King
Yama was considered_ the most important personage of the
royal family of Vivasvan. In the words of the Atharva Veda
X\ III, 2-32.

(6) Having identified Vivasvan with the sun the highest form of
Agju the Rtsjs no doubt found it odd to say that it was Vivas-
van who gathered Agni from lightning.
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2^ This is the most important question, and it is also the

most difficult to answer. Let me first recall tlie points that

have been proved by the evidence of the Rigveda itself, (a)

First that Yama was a man. This follows at once from the

fact that he died, ftref ^^w^ ^rrft^'fl^ (?.« I <^ 1 a) I Then
Vivasvan was his father.

^Em I

And Trita was one of their descendants. He has been called
Ki

f^^^
^^T^! JI5^^; i.e. fV^^Tij 1 These three persons therefore belonged

to the same family,

(6) After their death they were all deified. Vivasvan was
identified with the sun. Yama with the Pitris founded a

kingdom—the Paradise of the Vedic Risis—in the disc of the sun,

and Tnto became the king of the mid-region.

(c) The position of these deities was low^ered. Indra dis-

placed Trita who had to go to the nether world—the place of

Nirriii. Yama became, the god of Death in place of Nirriti.

Vivasvan the sun goes to the place of Nirriti daily and dies.

But he is born as often as he dies tt^t: I
His degradation has, in

the Rigveda, taken another form. Indra is said to have

defeated him.

Being the lord of all, by your power, sage ( = Indra) you
forcibly took away one of the wheels of the sun—I, 175-4.

(See also IV, 30-4; X, 43-5.)

The degradation of these gods—especially of Trita—in one

form or other appears in all the later Vedas and the Brali-

manas. What the historical fact underlying this degradation

will n.r»r»ftnr r.^(^^r^\7 if flip oha.ncfp. ill the character of Visnuwas

9

;lory

with the change in the character of Yima as
|

Yast.

According to the latter, ''Theawfu
unto the bright Yimo, the good shepherd, for a long time while

he ruled over the seven Karshvares of the earth

In hig reign food and drink never failed for feeding

creatures

In his reign there was neither cold wind nor hot wind,

neither old age nor death
But w^ien he began to find dehght in words of falsehood

and untruth, the glory was seen to flee away from him in the

shape of a bird. Then Yima trembled and was in sorrow before
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his foes ; . . . . and Azi Dahak and Spityura sawed Yima in
twain—(S.B.E., Vol. XXIII. Darmesteter)

.

The 9. B. says that Visnu, by the performance of sacrifice,
became the most excellent of gods. But after a time he lost
self-control and became arrogant. The gods became envious of
him. They wanted to kill him but did not dare to do so. One
day Visnu was asleep, resting his head on the end of his bow
when the gods had the bowstring gnawed off by the ants—the
ends of the bow sprang asunder and Visnu's head was cut off.

In my paper on Visnu I have shewn that Yama and Visnu
are the two sides of the same character —one describing the
career after death, and the other the earthly career. It will be
seen that the statement of the Zamyad Yast and that of the
9. B. are simply two versions of the same incident.

The same fall in the character of Yama towards the end of
his glorious reign we learn also from the legendary history of
Persia. According to it the character of Trita ( = Feridoon)
also was of a mixed nature.

_
Among the forefathers of the Parsis, Vivasvan, Yama and

Inta were not deified. Thev remained as men. and fhp mfimorv

was correctly handed down generation after generation. Not so
among the Vedic Risis and their forefathers. By them the three
great kings were deified. But unfortunately even in India they
could not enjoy their godly dignity undisturbed. Towards the

period believedm one C-od only and questioned the right of these deified kings
to occupy the V^dic pantheon. It was by these RisiS that the
position of the Aptya deities was lowered.

3 According to the Brahmanas the word Aptya means
born of waters Hymn X, 51 seems to imply that the word
means he who found Agni in waters. The first of these two
meanings should be rejected as it is inconsistent with the state-
ments of the Rigveda. The second meaning must also be given
up as It does not positively follow from Hymn X, 51, while it is
contradicted by other hymns. Both the Rigveda and the
Avesta shew that the epithet Aptya is especiaUy connected with
1 nia. iiut If the word means the discoverer of A gni in the
celestial paters, it is Vivasvan who ha.s the best claim to the
epiuiet Aptya. The word must therefore mean something else.

Ihtr -f? ^^'^ ^ ^'*"^ ^'^^^^ that Tn7a must have been given

w«Ly T i""-""

^""^^ important act done by him with regard to

L^o4;.f ^''S '""H
*^^ ^^'^^ "^der group headed: "Two

ul^^l f^^, '^^^^r.^y
^"^^'" ^e find that one of these was

rLv.!^ / .f °r
^"' ^^* ^^^ ^^l^^ing ^^ters. In both the

rXslLHo 11 1 ^'T\^ ^^'^ ^* ^^^ ^e^ repeatedly and most

mo t Ztf^ ^iT^'l- ^ ^^^^ ^« ^°^^t that it /as for this

t'^edtheirol ip^;-"' ''' ^'-^ ^^ ^"- *^-* ^-^ «^-
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Before bringing this paper to an end I would say a word
^ regards the evidential value of the Avesta in explaining
difficult passages in the Rigveda. The general opinion of the
Vedic scholars is that the rehgion of the Avesta reveals a
more anthropomorphosed condition than that of the Rigveda.
I think this is not true. The difference between the reHgions
of the Rigveda and the Avesta is due not to more of anthropo-
morphisation in the Avesta but to Ipss of deification in it.

That in which the Avesta exceeds the Rigveda is the crea-

tion of abstract gods. Though the Iranian Risis renounced
polytheism and beheved in one supreme god—the Ahura Mazda
[Mahat Asur—Great Spirit)—they did not altogether give up
the old gods. They retained their belief—though in an altered

form—in Mitra, Atar, Soma, ApamNapat and many other old

gods. They also created the abstract gods—Goodness, Righte-
ousness, Asha and others in the same way as the Vedic Risis

created praddha, Manyu, etc. But they differed from the Vedic
Risis in their estimation of certain characters like Vivasvan^
Tama, Trita, etc. The Vedic Risis represented them in the

double character of men and gods, and in some cases they car-

ried the deification so far as to all but obliterate their human
side. The Avesta Risis on the other hand did not deify these

characters though now and then they used very much exag-

gerated language in describing them. I think it should be

conceded that, on the whole, many historical facts have been
better preserved in the Avesta than in the Veda.
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APRIL, 1909.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society Wcos held on
Wednesday, the 7th April, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S.,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal
Das Banerji, Babu Nagendra Nath Basu, Mr. W. B. Brown,
Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, Mr. J. A. Cunningham, Mr. L. L.
Fermor, Mr. H. G. Graves, Lt.-Col. C. R. M. Green, I.M.S., Mr.
B. A. Gupte, Lt.-Col. G. F. A, Harris, LM.S., Dr. W.C.Hossack,
Lt.-Col. F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh
Mukhopadhyaya, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukerjee, Pr. Indu Ma-
dhab Mullick, Major L. Rogers, LM.S., Pandit Yogesa Chandra
Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha, Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-
prasad Shastri, Major C. R. Stevens, LM.S., Mr. G. H. Tipper,
Dr. G. Thibaut, CLE., Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
Mr. E. Vredenburg, Mr. W. H. A. Wood, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors ;—Mr. M. Auliff and Mr. F. M, Howlett.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-eiglit presentations were announced.
i

The General Secretary reported ;

1. That Col. J. C. Harwood, R.A.M.C., Mr. C. S. Delme-
rick, Mr. A. Shrager, and Pandit Uinapati Dutta Sharma bad
expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

2. That H. H. the Maharaja Radha Kishore Dev Barman
of Tipperah, and Babu Ananda Prosad Bose were dead.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various

Committees for the present year

:

Finance Committee,

Dr. N. Annandale.
Hon. Mr, Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhvaya
Mr, 1. H. Burkill.

Mr. H. G. Graves.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

Lt.-Col. F. P. Mavnard, LM.S.
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Library Committee.
m-

Dr. N. Annandale.
Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya
Mr. J. N. Das-Gupta;
Mr. H. G. Graves.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

Mr. Harinath De.

Dr. G. P. Harrison.

Mr. H. H. Hayden.
Mr, T. H. D, LaTouche.
Lt.-Col. F. P. Mavnard, I.M.S.
Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.

Dr. E. D. Ross.

Dr. G. Thibaut.

Philological Committee.

Dr. Abdullali al-Mamun Suhrawardy.
Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya.
Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalankar.
Mr. E. A. Gait.

Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.
Mr. Harinath De.
Babu Monmohon Chakravarti.
Babu MuraHdhar Banerjee.
Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu.
Lt..Col. D. C, Phillott, 23rd Cavahy, F.F.
Dr. E. D. Ross.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.
Acharya Satyavrata Saraasrarai.

Dr. G. Thibaut.

, Mr. E. Venis.

Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkliyaratna-Vedatirtha.

The General Secretary submitted an obituary notice of Sir

George King, K.C.I^E,, F.R.S., an Honorary Member of the
Society, contributed by Captain A. T. Gage, I.M.S.

George King, the only son of Robert King and Ceciha
Anderson, was born at Peterhead on 12th April, 1840. He was
educated at the Grammar School and at the University of Aber-
deen, where he graduated with first-class Honours in Medicine in
1865. Almost immediately he entered the Indian Medical Service,
and after the usual probationary period at Netley Hospital,
arrived in India on the 11th of April, 1866.

Up to about the end of 1868 his official duties were entirely
medical. He was posted first on general duty at the General
Hospital, Calcutta, then as House Surgeon at the Medical College
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Hospital, Calcutta. Thereafter he did duty with the 41st Regi-

ment of Native Infantry at Agra, then was Civil Surgeon of

Muthra for a short time, then Assistant Surgeon of the
_
1st

Centra] India Horse, and then Assistant Surgeon in medical

charge of the Jodhpur (Marwar) Pohtical Agency, his last

purely medical appointment. In December 1868 he was

appointed to officiate as Superintendent of the Saharanpur

Botanical Garden, which office he held for one year. In December

18G9 he was appointed Assistant Conservator of Forests in the

North West or—as they are now styled—the United Provinces of

Agra and Oudh, and took charge of the Gharwal division, sub-

sequently having charge of the Kumaon Division. He remained

in tlie Forest Department for about a year and half, until on

the lOth of Julv, 1871, he assumed charge of the superintendent-

ship of the Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta, with which his life

work was thereafter to be associated. In addition to being

placed in charge of the Botanical Garden, King was also

appointed at the same time to be Superintendent of the Bengal

Cinchona Department and Professor of Botany at the Medical

College, Calcutta.

In 1871 the condition of the Botanic Garden and of the

Cinchona Department was t^^e reverse of encouraging to the

new Superintendent. The devastative cyclones of 18b4 and

1867 had played such havoc with the Garden that it was httle

better than a swampy wilderness of " ooloo " grass, while

the Cinchona Department liad almost succumbed in the struggle

with initial difficulties.

With the confidence and liberal support of the
^^^^^^^^JJ^^JJ^

of Bengal, King set himself to his double task ; and both the

confidence and support were admirably justified. With a

deHcate appreciation of landscape effect, and through years ot

labour, the Garden became transformed from a wilderness to

a scene of beauty such as Heine imagined when he wrote ;

'* Auf Fliigeln des Gesanges
Herzliebcheii, trag' ich dich fort-

Fort nach den Fluren des Ganges,

Dort weiss ich den schonsten Ort

;

Da Hegt ein rothbliihender Garten

Ini stillen Mondonschein,
Die Lotosblumeu erwarten

Ihr trautes Schwesterlein.

Dort woUen wir nieder sinken

Unter dem Pahnenbauni,
Und Lieb' und Ruhe trinken,

Und triiumen seligen Trauin.

The first years of King's administration of the Cinchona

Department were occupied witli the organisation of the planta-

tion and the starting of a factory for the manufacture ot

Cinchona Febrifuge. In 1S74 Cinchona Febrifuge was first

M
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issued, and until 1887 continued to be practically the sole

product manufactured. King, however, did not remain content
Avith this success but bent liis energies to discover the secret of

manufacturing Quinine.

In this, despite discouragement from certain quarters, he
ultimately succeeded, and in 1897 Quinine was first manufac-
tured and over 300 lbs. issued. Since then the amount annually
produced from the factory has gone on increasing, until now
nearly 40,090 lbs. are manufactured every year.

The work of re-establishing the Botanical Garden, both
horticulturally and scientifically, to a position surpassing its

state prior to the cyclone, and of organising the Cinchona
Department as his foremost duty, fully occupied King's time
for more than the first decade of his superintendentship.
Diuing that period of organising activity his public con-
tributions to botanical science were necessarily of hmited
extent, but show the same thoroughness, clearness, and accuracy
that characterise his later and more important works.

By 1887 both Departments under his care had made so
much progress that King was able to devote more time to
research work, and in that year appeared his magnificent
'

'
Monograph of the genus Ficus^' ' forming the first of a series of

monographs of various orders and genera that constitute the
Annals of the Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta. Thereafter
appeared m the same publication a series of monographs by
him on :

—

& r j

rrx ^^j ^^/'f^^
°^ Artocarpus indigenous to British India;

Ihe Indo-Malayan Species of Quercus and Castanopsis ; The
Magnohaceae of British India ; The Species of Myristica of
^ntish India

; The Anonaceae of British India : A Century of
Wew and Rare Indian Plants (in conjunction with P. J. Briihl);
Ihe Orchids of the Sikkim-Himalaya (in conjunction with B.
1 antling)

;
A Second Century of New and Rare Indian Plants

(in conjunction with J. F. Duthie and D. Prain) ;—all works of
the highest scientific value that have helped very largely to es-
tablish the high place that the Calcutta Garden enjoys in the
botanical world.

King did not restrict his attention to the study of parti-
cular orders or genera, nor did the botany of India in tlie narrow
poJitical sense fully satisfy his love of his subject. He had
visited the Malayan Peninsula and Java in 1879, primarily to
sudy Cinchona problems in the light of the methods pur-

w I \Z ^""^f^
'"^ J^^^' ^"^ the rich and practically

untouched Flora of the Malayan Peninsula irresistibly appealed

t,V.; Hf ^,r^^f
^c^^ enthusiasm. In 1889 he began the publica-

Tt\. ^If?rialsfor a Floraof tlie Malayan Peninsula,
'

' although

yet be
^^ complete as most tropical Floras can as
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His activities were not confined entirely to scientific work,
nor did botany only represent his scientific interest. His
earliest papers to the Journal of this Society were zoological,

and it is to his interest in the sister science that tlie establish-

ment of the Calcutta Zoological Gardens was in no small degree

brought about—a service that has been gracefully acknowledged
by the placing in the Zoological Gardens of a bronze medallion

of him, along with another of his friend and associate in the

work, Lieut -Colonel D. D. Cunningham. For many years he
was a Trustee of the Indian Museum and for a time Chairman
of the Trust, while he also served the University of Calcutta as

a member of the Senate and of the Syndicate, His connection

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal dates from 1867, in which
year he was elected an Ordinary ^lember on 4th December.
Although he did not hold any of the higher offices in the Society

he supported it most liberally by his contributions, amongst the

most important of which were the above mentioned '' Materials

for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula." The Society acknow-

ledged his scientific eminence and his services to itself by
conferring Honorary Membership upon him in 1899 after his

retirement, a distinction that King specially valued. He was a

Fellow of the Linnean and of the Royal and various other

learned Societies, and the recipient of several medals of honour.

On the eve of his retirement he was created a Knight Com-
mander of the Indian Empire, and on his retirement his ser-

vices were acknowledged by Government in a special resolution

of thanks.

After serving the long period of over 26 years as Superin-

tendent of the Botanic Garden and of Cinchona Cultivation in

Bengal, King retired on the 28th February, 1 898. After his

retirement his health unliappily did not permit him of settling

permanently in England. So he oscillated b3tween England
and Italy, spending his summers in the former country while

continuing his work on the Malayan Peninsula Flora; and his

winters at San Remo on the Itahan Riviera. Latterly his

health became more and more precarious, and he was at last

reluctantly compelled to give up altogether his beloved botani-

cal work, and to hand the Malavan Peninsula Flora over entirely

tohisfriendMr. J. S. Gamble/F.R.S., who had latterly colla-

borated with him. His last illness was mercifully brief, and
occurred while he was residing at San Remo. On the 8th

February, 1909, he sustained an apoplectic seizure. Fortunately

two old medical friends were living at San Remo at the time,

and all tliat possibly could be done was done. A second shock,

however, supervened, against which tliere was no rally, and on

Friday, 12th February, 1909, the end came. In accordance with

his expressed wish lie was buried at San Remo.
King was a man of an unassuming and kindly nature, with

wide sympathies embracing many interests. The world of science
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and the narrower circle of his friends are alike the poorer for

his lo33. His superintendentship of the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Calcutta, is commemorated by a replica of the life-size bronze

medalhon already referred to, placed in the Herbarium. But

King has left his own monument in as true a sense as Wren did

his, for so long as the Botanical Garden is suffered to remain, it

will keep his memory green in India, and his botanical work

will endure while the love of knowledge remains amongst men.

Tlie proposal to create a distinction among the Members of

the Society, and of obtaining official recognition for the Society

as aMetropohtan Institution, of which intimation has been given

by Circular to all Resident Members, in accordance with Rule

(54A, was brought up for discussion.

In consequence of the acknowledged position of the Society

as the senior of learned Societies in India, a proposal has been

made to create a distinction among its members and of obtain-

ing official recognition for the Society as a Metropohtan Insti-

tution.

The Society would probably do well if its Membership
involved some recognised qualification in science or literature.

Obviously, no standard can now be defined for the Ordinary

Membership of the Society', and from a financial point of view

it would not be practicable to limit its membership in any way
that would result in the definition of a high standard of work.

At the same time, if the Society took advantage of its eminent
position to create a distinction, such as a Fellowship, limited in

such a way that election thereto would be recognised as a dis-

tinction of great value ; and if, at the same time, only Ordinary
Members of the Society were eligible for the distinction of

Fellowship, there would be an incentive to workers in all parts

of India to make themselves eligible for the Fellowship by
application, in the first instance, for Membership. The Society,

consequently, would then acquire not only an increase in

the Ordinary Membership, but would include a large number of

distinguished workers now in other parts of India who have
joined, or will otherwise join, local institutions. It is probable

that any simple attempt to declare the Asiatic Society of

Bengal as the Official Metropohtan Society of India would
meet with the opposition of other smaller local Societies. We
should not be justified, therefore, in asking for a charter for

similar recognition by Government without first establishing in

a natural way the pre-eminent position of the Society itself.

The Report of the Sub-Committee appointed to consider
the proposal, and accepted by the Council, is as follows

:

Resolved :

—

1. Tliat a limited number of Fellowships be created within
the Society,
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•

2. That Fellowships be given solely in recognition of

literary or scientific work done.

3. That the maximum number of Fellowships at one time
be 50.

4. That Fell6wships be open to Ordinary Members only,

and that a Fellow on ceasing to be an Ordinary
Member ceases to be a Fellow.

5. That not more than 20 names shall be included in tlie

first list.

6. That not more than 10 Fellows be elected in the second

and third year, and not more than 5 in any subse-

quent year.

7. That the first list shall be prepared by the Council, and
that the annual elections shall be made at the

Annual General Meeting of the Society on the recom-

mendations of the Council.

8. That all subsequent elections be upon the nomination
of Fellows duly considered by the Council and laid

before the Annual General Meeting.

The following fourteen gentlemen were balloted for as

Ordinary Members :

The Hon'ble Sir John Stanley, K.G., Kt., Chief Justice of

the High Court for the North-Western Provinces, Allahabad,

proposed by Mr. H. N. Wright, seconded by Mr G. H. Tipper;
Raja Prithwipal Singh, Surajpur, Barabanki, proposed bv Mr.
H. N. Wright, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mr. W. G. Wood-
house, Economic Botanist to the Government of Bengal,

Bhagalpur, proposed by Mr. I. H. Burkill, seconded by JMajor

L. Rogers, I.M.S. ; Dr. Chas. A. Bentley, M.B. [Edin.), D.P.H.,
proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. seconded by G. H. Tipper;
Major Edmund Wilkinson, I.M.S., L.R.C.S., D. Litt. (Cainb.),

Lahore, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Mr.
G. H. Tipper; Lieut.-Col. Robert Broadley Roe, I.M.S., Lunatic

Asylum, Nagpur, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded
by Mr. G. H. Tippet; Major Norman Robijison Jones Rainier,

I.M.S., Chhindwara, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.

seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Dr. John Newport Kilner, M.B.,

L.R.G.S.,L.R.C.P., Adra, Bengal, proposed by Major L.Rogers,
I.M.S., seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Babu Briz Mohan
Goenka, proposed by Babu Roormal Goenka, seconded by Maha-
mahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Professor

Diirga Das Bhatta, M.A., 22 KumartuU Street, Calcutta, pro-

posed by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by Pandit
Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna Vedatirtlia ; Rev. Joseph

GvXshaw, Minister of the Methodist and Episcopal Church, 4G,
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Dharamtala Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper, secon-

ded by Rev. A, Willifer Young; Major Fairlie Russell Ozzard,

IM.S., Deputy Sanitary Commissioner, Bengal, United^ Service

Club, proposed by Lieut.-Col. F. P. MaynarcT, LM.S,, seconded

by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. ; Mr, G. C, Simpson, D.Sc,
Imperial Meteorologist, Meteorological Office, Simla, proposed

by Prof. J. A. Cunningham, seconded by Prof. C. W. Peake;
Mr. Walter Leather, Ph. D.^ Imperial Agricultural Chemist, Pusa,

Bengal, proposed by Prof. J. A. Cunningham, seconded by Prof.

C. W. Peake.

Maulavi Abdul Wali made the following remarks on Mr.

Gupte's note regarding the KhiVat published in the Proceed-

ings for July, 1908 :

—

Mr. B. A. Gupte's note on the silk-brocade coat presented

by the Maliaraja of Bikaner to the proposed Victoria Hall,

which Mr. Gupte exhibited, is published in the Proceed-

ings of the Society for July, 1908 (page cii). The translation •
of the Persian legend is not only inaccurate, but the inference

drawn from it is far-fetched.

The exhibitor explained that there were two panels—one
containing the bust of a king, and the other that of a queen.

Below the bust of the former was inscribed the following Persian
legend :

The following translation or rather paraphrase was sub-
mitted by the exhibitor: *' These are beautiful pictures, which
please my heart. She has become a fcirda or zenana lady of

His Majesty of Persia."

I daresay the workman (who most probably was a Persian,

as appears from the description of the Khirat published) must
have meant something more rational in the above bait than
the paraphrast could tell the audience. I give below a hteral

translation, but the full significance of the couplet must be
sought, either from the Bikaner Darbar, or from those who
have critically examined the coat. This is the translation of the
bait m English :

*' You might say that this image had become from top-

to-toe the soul
*'The holder of screen to the Chosroes of Iran.''

In other words: The silk-coat was so exquisitely beautiful
and life-Hke, that if you had seen it, you might think it to be
possessed of soul, and was made to do the duty of a holder of
screen to the king of Iran. I believe that this Khirat was
designed by an Iran! for an Iranian monarch.
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An officer or chamberlain, whose duty, apparently, is to
screen the person of the king from the vulgar gaze is called the
parda-ddr. I fail to understand how Mr. Gupte could introduce

a zenana lady (which by the by has no meaning) to emb^lhsh
his fanciful picture, and why he should separate one hemistich
from the context of the other. When Sultan Muhammad, the

Conqueror, saw the palace of the Roman Emperors at Constanti-

nople, '* a melancholy reflection on the vicissitudes of human
greatness forced itself on his mind ; and he repeated an elegant

distich of Persian poetry " supposed to have been composed by
Firdausi, Here is the distich :

—

Parda-ddrl xm kunad bar quasr-i-Qaisar'ankabiit

Bum naubat mi zanad bar gumbad-i-Afrasiyab.

Translation.

The spider is screening the palace of the Caesars.

The owlHs beating the naiihat on the turrets of Afrasiyab.

The first word parda-duri means the office of a parda-dar,

or holder of screen. The poet here draws inspiration from the

remains of the palaces of ancient sovereigns, and says that

there being no one to screen the sacred person of the sovereign,

the spider which has woven its nets is, so to say, doing the

duties of a royal pardadar; and the hooting of the owl is a

substitute for the imperial nauhat (watch-music).

The following papers were read :

1. The Primitive Draicings of Baluchistan.—By B. A.

Gupte.

2. Gehlots,—By D. R. Bhaxdarkar. Communicated by

BabuMonmohon Chakravarti. i

3. Supplement to Punjabi Dictionary^ No, 1.

—

By Rev. T.

Graham Bailey. Communicated by Mr. H, A. Rose.

4. Glossary or Dictionary of the Pahari Languages.—By
Pandit Tika Ram Joshi. Communicated by Mr. H. A. Rose.

5. Notes on Gaur cind' other old Places in Bengal—By
MoNMOHON Chakravarti.

6. Two Inscriptions of Kumara Gupta I.—By Rakhal
Das Banerjt.

7. Note on a ^photograph of seven old Cannon.—By H. E.

Stapleton.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms, on Wednesday, April

14th, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

LiEUT.-CoLOisrEL E. Harold Brown, I.M.S,. in the Chair.
L

The following members were present :

—

Dr. C. A. Bentley, Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Captain

onnor
W

J. G. Jordan, I.M.S., Dr. Indumadhab Mullick, Lt.-Col. F. R.

Ozzard, I.M.S., Captain H, B. Steen I.M.S., Major C. R.

Stevens, I.M.S., Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Mr. G. H.

Tipper, and Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. , Honorary Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The presentation of a number of medical works to the

Society by Surgeon-General Sir Gerald Bomford, I.M.S., and
Lt.-Colonel Crawford, I.M.S., was announced, and a vote of

thanks passed to the donors.

The proposal to create a distinction among the Members
of the Society, and of obtaining official recognition for the

Society as a Metropolitan Institution was brought up for

discussion.

Read a letter from the Editor of the *' Indian Medical

Record " asking for the Proceedings of the Medical Section in

exchange for their Journal, and it was agreed to.

Specimens illustrating the flagellate state of the parasite of

Delhi boil in Dr. Row's cultures were exhibited.

A paper on the Etiology of double quotidian fever and its

relationship to Kala-zar was read by Dr. G, C. Chatterjee, M.B.
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15- Bengali Temples and their General Characteristics

By MoNMOHAN Chakravakti, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.S.

T

' Bengali temples are more or less familiar to us. They lie

scattered in the great metropolis ; with
Introductory.

^^-^^ ^^^ orchards they hne the river

banks ; and in the interior away from the rivers they mark the

sites of various old places. Not so big and massive as the

Orissan towers, not so lavishly and elaborately carved as tlie

vimanas of the south, they still attract attention from their

fine carvings and psculiar roofs ; and no history of ladian archi-

tecture would be complete that overlooks these "sermons" in

brick of the Bengali masons. The following notes, scanty and

imperfect as they are, have been jotted down, in the hope that

how rich the field is in this direction.

>^j

The temples are called Bengali, because they are found almost

exclusively in the Bengali-speaking area.
Extent.

-g^^ ^ £^^ ^^^ ^^ traced, outside this

area, in localities where the influence of Bengalis had pene-

trated. Eastwards, near Maibaiig, the old capital of Kacar,

a hut of this type has been carved out of a boulder with an

inscription dated 5th Margasirsa 1643 ^aka (Nov. 1721 A.D,)
'

;

and further north-east in Sibsagar town, a temple of Kali in

panca-ratna type can still be seen. Southwards in Purl town
a Bengali temple rises on the south bank of the Markanda
tank, said to have been built in the first half of the 18th century

under orders of the Bardwan Raja Ki.rtticandra. Westward
in Bilhari, the old capital of the Cedi Kings, district Jabbalpur,

C.P,, a Bengali Panca-ratna temple has been lately discovered ^;

and further westward, in the tomb of Raja Baktawar at Alwar,

Rajputana, additions with Bengali curved cornices have been

found.^

The temples are usually in brick, the main building material

Material available thoughout the greater part of

Bengal. The bricks in the older tem-

ples are thin and well-baked ;
occasionally reddish as in the

Ramcandra temple of Guptipara. The carvings are on thin

brick tiles panelled. On the western border, where laterite and

to some extent sandstone can be quarried, these materials are

1 Arch. Sur. Beng. Circle, Annual Report for 1902 3, p. 22, para.

25 ; p. 20, para. 24.
* Arch Sur. East Cir,, 1907-8, pp. 20-1 ;

para. 23.

3 Hist. Ind. and East. Arch., Fergusson, p. 474, woodcut 267.
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sometimes used, as in Garui, thana Assensol, district Bardwan,

in Visnupur, d strict Bankura, and in the suburb of Midnapur

town'(Nerajol Raj temple). Tliese have, however, very few

carvings.

The temples stand on a raised platform, wide and fairly

high, often 4 to 6 feet above the court-
Platform,

y^^^ j^^^j
rpj^g platform has in front

occasionally steps, as in the Kaghunath of Baxa, Hugh, but is

preferably panelled, without any carvings.

The body of the temple consists of the sanctum, generally

with various additions. The sanctum is

^^*
oblong, sometimes cubical, with the in-

sides plain, or occasionally painted as in Brndavan-candra of

Guptipara. The sanctum has, as a rule, a covered verandah in

front. Other additions may also be found, such as extra covered

verandahs on both sides, or running on all the sides, with

rooms in each corner. In tower-crowned temples, one of the

front corner rooms has a staircase leading to the roof* In

grouped temples, the individuals are on very simple plans, want-

ing verandah or rooms.
The verandah has usually three arched openings between

F t fth B d
*^^ pillars. The arches are pointed,

y.
cusped outside and generally 16-cusped.

The pillars from which the arches spring are short, thick, heavy-

looking, square above and below, with two or more thick bands

round the central shaft. The architrave is marked out from the

upper part of the front by a series of curved lines, and the

arched portion is similarly distinguished from the sides of the

front. These side portions end in well-defined corners whose

horizontal bands and vertical lines or panels simulate the ap-

pearance of buttressing towers.

In the older brick temples, the spaces between the arches,

j.^j.^. between the curved lines and the roof-

base, and on the aides are covered

with carvings. The carvings are mostly on brick panels; and
in the recent ones, in lime and plaster. Panels of proces-

sions line the base, panels crowded with soldiers, horse-men and
elephant-riders. Above them appear square or rectangular

panels depicting in Vaisnava temples Radha-Krsna in various

attitudes (often amatory) or exploits of Visnu in some of his

incarnations, and in S'aiva or S'akta temples the exploits of S'iva

or his consort. Kali or Durga. With them are mixed panels of

rosettes or geometrical patterns ; and in some instances minia-

ture temples are piled one above the other along the arched
openings* The base of the roof is marked by a row of rails or

square beam-ends. The maasing of these minute and varied
works gives a charm to the whole front and is decidedly effec-

tive. Besides the verandah, the inner sanctum is often covered
in front with carved panels, which are, however, simpler and
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less varied (rosettes being the favourite). In some modern

temples, the front of the sanctum is painted, as in Brndavan-

candra of Guptipara.
In the roofs, however, a great diversity is observed, a

diversity with such large differences

that the latter serve to classify the vari-

ous temples in Bengal. They may be broadly divided into :

A. The Hut-roofed.

B, The Bungalow-roofed.
In the sub-class A, tlie roof is modelled after the ordi-

nary caucala hut. It has coverings on
A. Hut-Roots.

j^^^ g.^^g^ ^^j^j^j^ ^j.^ j^Qj.g Qj. jggg

curved, in some domical, in others flatter, but aever straight or

pyramidal: and secondly the coverings have eaves drawn out

lower down to a point at each corner, thus making the roof-base

curved Hke the segment of a circle. In the ordinary Bengah

huts the flexible bamboo eaves are drawn out to permit the

rapid drainhig of rains, so heavy in Lower Bengal.

The simplest variety is more or less domical, endmg m a

spire only, e.g., the Puri temple on the
Varieties- Markanda tank, first half of the
I. bpired.

eighteenth century, probably built by

Raja KTrtticandra of Bardwan to commemorate his mother s

visit to Jagannath. Its top has three spires flanked on^ each

side by a lion on its haunches. The stone temple of Garui, dis-

trict Bardwan, now without its spire and half the dome, ap-

parently belongs to this variety.'

Further development is marked by the substitution either of

a spired tower or of a spired duplicate
2. One towered.

ontlieroof. In the tower form the pyra-

midal top reminds one of the Orissan porch ; and in several western

examples, the pyramid has even a projecting straight cornice,

e.g., the Madanmohan of Visnupur town, 1000 Mallabda (1694-5

A.D.),-i and the laterite temples of Visnupur fort, ^alji and

Radha^yam, 964 and 1064 Mallabda (1658-9 and 1758-9 A. p.).

The eastern sub-variety, with towers having curved cornices

may be seen in the Visnu of Bansberia, Hugli, 160Uaka (lb/ 9-80

A.D.) built by Raja Rime^vara Datt,* and in the Ramcandra ot

Guptipara 5 built acording to tradition towards the end ot

eighteenth century bv Raja Hariscandra Ray of Seoraphuh.

Single towers gradually developed into multi-towers ;
but

^ ,,. , , the intervening steps, if any, cannot be
3. Multi-towered. ^ ^^ -^ ^.|,e existing remams the

1 See figure 1, * See figure 2,

Ind

pp. 49-52.
, , mi^

A Short Acount of the Sudrmnuni Rajas, 1902, or enlarged, Itie,

History of the Bansberia Raj, 1907
6 See figure 3.
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^

oldest are the multi-towered. The towers on the roof may
be five or Panca-ratna, i,e,, a tower in the centre with four

smaller tow^ers on four corners; they may be nine or nava-raina,

i.e., in addition to the four corner towers, five small ones on the

central big tower; or they may be many, seventeen or twenty-

five, i.e., tiers of towers running up the sides of the domical

roof crowned by a large tower* The names Panca-ratna and

nava-ratna were known to Buchanan and Revd. WardJ They

were common in the 17th and 18th centuries, developing

into 25.towered in the latter century, but have now dis-

appeared. These temples were, as a rule, lavishly ornamented

in front, having many fine carvings. Noted examples of the

Panca-ratna or five-jewelled type occur in Visnupur town, the

S^yamraya alias Budha (old) Radhaayam, the oldest temple of

the hut-roofed mb-class, dated 949 Mallabda (1643-4 A.D.);^

in Candrakona, Ghatal, Midnapur, the temple of Ramesvara
dated 1577 saka (1655-6 A.D.), in Goaltore, Thana Garhbeta,

Midnapur, the half-ruined temple of Balcandra, about the

middle of the eighteenth century, in Mahmiidabad, Jessore, the

Krsna temple built by Raja Sitaram Raya (Bisvas) in 1625

saka (1703-4 A.D.), and in Japsa, Vikrampur, Dacca, the

temple of Lala Ramprasad Ray, first quarter of eighteenth

century. The nava-ratna or nine-jewelled tj^pe, which is rather

later, may be studied in the Raghunath temple of Baxa, Hugli,

circa 1199 BefigaU sana (1793 A.D.),^ the ruined temple of

Damrail, Satkhira, Khulna. ascribed to the father of Pratapa-

ditya, 4th quarter of the sixteenth century, and the Srlkanta

temple of Kantanagar, Dinajpar, begun in 1644 ^aka (
-
722-3 A.D.)

by Raja Prannath Ray and completed by Ramnath Ray.** The
17 or 25-tow^ered t^pe, produced evidently under the influence of

the Benares style (c/. the 13 towered Haihsesvari of Bansberia,

Hugli), has survived, the former in Budha Siva temple of

Raghunathpur, Candrakona, and the latter in the two main
temples of Kalna, Bardwan, Krsna-candra dated 1764 A.D.

and Lalji of nearly the same time,^ both built by the Bardwan
Raj family, and in the now dismantled Radha-Krsna temple of

Raja Ramnath Ray, 1(j67 saka (1745-6 A.D.)/m Gopalganj,

Dinajpur.^

k^

I M. Martin, Eastern India^ vol. ii., p. 925; Hindoos, 1817, vol.

ii, p. 7.
a A.S.R,, viii., p. 204, No. 2; c/. Ar. Sur. Ind., 1933-1, pp. 49-52.

For this finely carved temple, see figures 4 and 5. -•

3 See figure 6.

^ HisL Ind. Arch., pp. 466-7, and woodcut No. 263, Ar, S. Beng-
Cir^y 19(1 1-2, pp. V, vii. The temple is said to have cost two lakhs of

rapeea [East India, ii, p. 926).
6 For Lalji temple, see figure 7.

fi For a litho of the Radha-Ki-sna temp'e, Gopalganj, see plate xi,

frontispiece to East India, vol. ii (wrongly called *' pongcho-ratno'').
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The majority of the Bengah temples, however, belong to

DuDlicated ^^® variety capped with a du^ilicate.

This top-structure is only a repetition

of the main hut-roofed temple, with one, three or five spires.

Though begun later, this type has now superseded all the other

varieties. It includes several famous temples, but is architec-

turally less interesting, having few carvings, and these chiefly

in Hme and plaster. Some hke Brndabancandra are painted,

having been evidently touched up in recent times. The famous

temple of Kalighat, Calcutta, without any inscription, was built

according to tradition 300 years ago; it had become already

famous in the sixties of eighteenth century when Raja Naba-

kissen of Calcutta spent a lakh of rupees in a visit to the

goddess.' The small temple of Mela-i Candi in Amta, Howrah,

is said to have been erected in 1056 Bengali 5am ( 1649-50 A.D.);

the Lalji temple of Candrakona, Ghatal, has a loose inscrip-

tion dated 1577 i^aka (1655-6 A.D.) ; and the temple of_Da§a-

bhuja in Mahmiidabad, Jessore, was built by Raja Sitaram

Raya, in saka"l621 (1699-1700 A.D.). The biggest temple of the

variety is Syamcand of Santipur, Nadia, built in 1648 Saka

(1726-7 A.D.) by Ramgopal Khan Chowdhry and his three

brothers of weaver casto.'^ According to tradition its construc-

tion cost a lakh of rupees, its consecration another lakh, and a

third lakh was paid to the zamindar for permission to erect,

while the Raja of Krsnanagar (the zamindar) presented a lakh

at the time of his visit during consecration. Among other not-

able specimens, all of the eighteenth century, may be mentioned

Gokulcand of Santipur, Brndabancandra and Krsnacandra of

Guptipara, Baidyanath of'Kalna, the temple of Tarake^vara,

and the S'aiva temple of Uttarpara, Hugli. Curiously enough,

since tlie beginning of the nineteenth centuiy no large temple

either of this varietv or of any other variety has been built in

Bengal

.

In the duplicated variety further progress took place not m
^ , ^ the multiplication of structures above

^'
iJ'Sr'i'^s""^'' roof, but of the temples themselves.

The temples were increased to twelve

(hence called dvadasa-mandira), or to one hundred and eight,

exclusive of a main temple, both the numbers being held sacred.

This increase apparently so much exhausted the funds that the

individual temples had to be left plain and smaU. groups ot

duplicated temples exist in Baxa, KaneSvara (12), said^to be ot

nearly the same age as the neighbouring Raghunath 1/81 (il»/

B. S., A.D.), and in Bardwan District, Nawab-hat hnga (108 + IJ,

1788 A.D., grouped on the four sides of a mango garden, and

1 Wsivd, Hindoos, vol. i, pp. 160-1. For a distant P^^o*^^ ^^ *^®.*°P

of Kalighat temple, eee J. C. Oman's Brahmans, Theiats and Mushtm,

1907, p^ 6. 2 See figure 8.
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Kalna (108 + 1) dated 1809 A.D., grouped in an outer and an

inner circle, both built by Bardwan Raj family. These duplica-

tions are so much evidence of degeneracy in the style, the in-

dividual temples showing no peculiarities.

The Ras-maiica, outside Visnupur fort, is rather peculiar.

Peculiar Temples. ^^ js surrounded by long covered yer-

andahs, with ten arched openmgs
(pointed) on each side. Its roof lies broken and is partly gone.

To judge from the remains, the nearly straight roof had on its

top in the centre a tall duphcate ( ? a pyramidal tower) , and on
the edges of each side six small duplicates. The Mallesvara in

Visnupur town, 928 Mallabda (1622-3 A.D.) has lost its roof.

It can hardly be called a temple of the Bengali style, as the

base of the roof is straight and the body has no arched

verandah, but has on the other hand a plinth and a cubical

shape like Orissan temples. The doorway has, however, a

quarterfoil arch over it, quite unlike the Orissan type. An
octagonal S'aiva temple, with an octagonal roof, is found at

Barnagar, Mursidabad District.^ Two octagonal buildings

exist also in Mahmiidabad, Jessore, of which the two-storeyed
temple of Laksmi-Narayana was built by Sitaram Raya in

1626 Saka (1704-5 A.D.). ' They remind us of the octagonal
tombs of the Afghans, such as of Slier Sliah at Saserarb, and of

Bakhtyar Khan at Cainpur, both in the district of Shahabad.
In the second sub-class the roof is adopted from the bunga-

B, Bungalow.Roofs. ^?^^,' cottages with roofs having two

I- Spired. slopmg sides endmg in a ridge. In tne

existing temples the triangular roofs

are doubled, the ends looking like a big fVI, and the buildings
are called /or-6an^/a (from ;or== joined or ^om^ doubled). The
simplest variety has only spires, e.g., the temple of Caitanya-
deva, Cuptipara, where the spires are represented by two iron

spikes (one on each roof).^ Accordingto the MS. record of alocal
pandit, this temple was built in Akbar's time, or beginning of

the 1 7th century ; and this fairly old date is supported by its

archaic look, tin a bricks and simple arches. An old jor-hangla
of the time of Husain Shah (the first quarter of the 16th
century) is reported to have existed at BhavanTpur, a sacred
place, 36 miles N. E. of Nator, Rajshahi ; but it fell down in

the earthquake of 1885. Similarly the temple of Balaram in

Mahmudabad, Jessore, ascribed to Sitaram Raya, had /or-

bangla roofs, but none now exists. According*^ to BadshaTi-
nama, the Portuguese in the last quarter of sixteenth century
*' erected several houses in the BengaU style" in Hugli town.'"*

r

1 Ar. Sur. East-Circle, 1905-6, p. 12, para 6. For Sher Shah's tomb,
see Hist. Ind. Arch,, p. 617, woodcut, No. 288.

« See figure 9 for this old temple.
S Elliot, vol Vii,p. 31.
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What sort of house is referred to by this expression, if not to

bungalows ?

Further development took place, firstly in adding on the

r.
,. . , top a hut-roofed structure, and secondly

2. uupucated.
.^ grouping together several jor-banglds.

The former type has survived, e.g., in Visnupur, Krsna Raya's

jor-hdngld and the broken one, dated respectively 961 and 1040

Mallabda (1655-6 and 1734-5 A.D.),^ and in Bardwan District

at Kalna. A group of such temples may be also seen at Bara-

nagar, Mursidabad (opposite Jiaganj),

3. Group.
^^^^, JQj.^^nglds, one at each corner of

a large tank.* They were built about 1755 A.D. by the famous

Rani Bhavanl of Nator at a cost of twelve lakhs. The jor-

bdngld type ceased to' be built in the nineteenth century.-

The question might naturally be asked, how old is this

3

Bengali style, is it pre-Musalman or is

Age of Bengali Style.
.^ ^^^^^ j^^^^. p ^^ satisfactory answer

la as yet possible, because no old buildings have yet been brought

^o light intact. There can be no doubt that the huts and

bungalows after which they are modelled had been existing from

time immemorial ; and that Hindu temples, Buddhist viharas

and Jaina sanctuaries existed in old days, having been mentioned

in pre-Musalman works, while some of their remains might De

traced from fragments fixed up in the early Moslem mosques and

tombs of Gaur, Pandua, Tribeni and elsewhere. But these

reUgious buildings have disappeared through the ravages of time

(sun. wind, rains, vegetation, etc.), the diversion or encroacti-

ment of rivers, iconoclastic zeal of Islamic forces, or the cupidity

of brick or treasure-hunters. In this connection Draupadi s

Rath at Mamallapuram (old Mahavellipore), near Madras, de-

serves notice. This rock-cut temple has a curved four-sided

roof, somewhat like the Bengali cau-cdld roof excepting tliat

the eaves are not drawn out, and its date has been P^t in tne

Pallava reign, or approximatelv in the seventh century A.L>.

Whatever doubts may be felt as to the period in which tne

Bengali roofs were adopted in general

Existing Remains, architecture none can arise as to tne

Post-Musalman.
^j^^ ^j ^j^^ existing remains. Not one

of them can be authentically put before tlie seventeenth century,

A.D. In fact they are all post-Musalman , and betray unmis-

takable signs of the influence of the Indo-Saracemc architecture

in its Bengal style. The pointed arch with its outside cusps

the. short hea^' thick-ba.ided arch pillars, the simulating

1 A.S.R., viii, pp. 204-5, Nos. 3 and 12. For Kfsna Baya's jor-

baftgla temple, see figure 10.
2 Ar. Sur. EastCir., 1905-6, p. 12, para 6.

,
,

8 Revd. War.! remarked on these " Yoru-bangalas _
tliat tney

K<

" xveva. vvara remaiKea on luwso xw. «. —^--o- . ^
are not now frequently seen in Bengal/' Hindoos, 1817, vol. u, p. o.

* See fioaire U.
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towers at the comers^ the panelled carvings and the frequency
of rosettes and geometrical patterns in the carvings, all remind
us of the later tombs and mosques of Gaur and Pandua. As
regards the roof too, the hut-type, with the base curved, is

found adopted intheEklakhi tomb of Pandua and the bungalow
type (the triangular roof) in Fath Klian's tomb of Gaur fort.*

Moreover, the multi-towers on the roof remind one of the kiosk
groups on the top of the later Afghan tombs, such as of Hassan
Khan Sur and his son SLer Shah in Saseram or of Bakht-yar
Khan's in Cainpur, Shahabad, in which the central dome is

surrounded bj' four or eight kiosks and is capped by a pinnacle
or another kiosk. The similarity of the pyramidaltopped
towers to Orissan porches, and of the arrangement of the multi-

towers to that of the Benares fashion also bespeak of later times.

Adaptations from Orissan or Benares style are not unusual,

g . y . both being Hindu and akin in essence.
"^^

Stylef^
^^^

^^^ adaptations from Musalman archi-

tecture are prima facie surprising, and
require explanation. No adequate explanation is possible,

because we know so little of tlie mediaeval history of Bengal,
but some of the causes are dimly discernible. Firstly, during
the rule of the independent Sultans, a large number of wOrks
w^ere constructed, which created a new style of Indo-Saracenic
architecture, the BengaU style. This style by means of its

Influencing by its
massive remains often of excellent work-

Remains, manship, itsbig vaults, wide corridors,

numerous domes, profusely carved brick

panels and beautifully coloured glazed tiles, deeply influenced

contemporary architects. Its influence is traceable in the works
of Sler Shah's dyna&ty, and still more in Akbar's edifices.

Speaking of '' Agra th^ Royal residence," the Am remarked

:

'* It contained more than five hundred buildings of masonry after

the beautiful designs of Bengal and Gujerat which masterly
sculptors and cunning artists of forms have fashioned as architec-

tural models."^ A part of Akbar's new palace in the Agra fort

was called specifically the Bengali Mahal,'^presumably because it

was built after that style. Miserable as the present remains in

Malda district are, they led Mr. Fergusson to remark:

—

'' Itisnot,

however, in the dimensions of its buildings, or the beauty of

their details that the glory of Gaur resides ; it is in the wonder-
ful mass of ruins stretching along what was once the high bank
of the Ganges, for nearly twenty miles, from Maldah to Madda-
pore—mosques still in use, mixed with mounds covering ruins
tombs, temples, tanks and towers, scattered without order over
an immense distance, and half-buried in a luxuriance of vegeta-
tion which only this part of India can exhibit."*

1 See figures 12 and 13. a Am i Akhari, tranal., ii, p- 180.
S Completed in 970 H, (1562-3 A,DO, according to Al-Badaoni,

transL, I, p. 74. Hist Ind, Arch,, pp. 550-1.
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A style that served as model to the great emperor's archi-

tects and extorted admiration from
And by closer Hindu-

foreign critics could not but influence
Mushm Relations.

powerfully the local masons, albeit they

were Hindus. This influence was strengthened by the rather

closer relations then subsisting between the Hindus and the

Musalmans in Bengal. When the Sultans became independent,

connection with Delhi or the western provinces (the home of

foreigners) was more or less cut off. The nobles and officers of the

Sultans grew more social with their Hindu neighbours and sub-

jects, a relation which was not much disturbed by the mtrusion

of foreigners, a few refugees and traders By this closer social

relation! and from their pohtical domination, superior activity

and greater freedom from social restrictions the Musalman

rulers could and did produce a stronger effect on the Hmdus

than had been done before. This fact when properly grasped

explains to some extent various contemporary facts such as tlie

success of the Musalman saints, the conversion of a considerable

number of Hindus, the inclusion of the worship oi pirs hke

Satyaplr in current Hindu faith, the free acceptance of patron-

age by Bengali poets from their Moslem neighbours, and also

the wholesale adoption of Indo-Saracenic details m the Hindu

religious buildings. , , . , .1 „
This closer touch with the Musalmans also stirred the

dormant activities of the conservative

Hindu Revival in isth Hindus Hence during the later

and 1 6th centuries.
igiamic' rule in Bengal, a Hindu revival

is distinctly traceable. Tliis revival began early in the fifteenth

century with the seizure of the Bengal throne by the Hinciu

zamindar GaneSa, and with the continuation of his dynastic

rule for the 'third of a century. In the second halt ot tne

same century it spread in two directions, on one side m
social reorganisations among Brahmans and Kayastns, on

the other side in the encouragement of learning, w^., revival

of Sanskrit learning at NavadvJp and elsewhere and the nounsn-

ment of vernacular literature by song^ and stones about

Radha-Krsna und Candi, or by translations from f<^

J^^^^
epics and Puranas. The following century saw its further pro-

gress in the reviVified religious behefs , specially the Radha-Kp^a

worship through the preaching and singing processions 01

€aitanya, his associates and followers. ,

The force of this revival was felt in local architecture and

is traceable even in the Musalman edi«

Felt early in Local Archi- ^^.^g J can trace its effect to an early

tecture, Musalman and ^^^.-^^^ ^^^ j^ the splendid Eklaklu

tomb of HazratPandua, one of

ordiug

most rehable of the traditions, the converted son ot Kaja

€aneSa, Sultan Jalal-ud-din Muhammad, his wife and ins son
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Sultan Shams-ud-din Ahmad lie buried.^ It is a brick-basalt

tomb showing already the curved roof of the Bengali hut, and
the carved brick tiles. Similar carved tiles and curved roofs

became the peculiar characteristics of the later Musalman
buildings in Bengal, e.gr., Hemtabad mosque, Dinajpur(906 H.),

the Kutb-Shahi or golden mosque of Pandua (990H.) and in

Gaur, Kadam Rasul mosque (937 H.), Janjan Miyan's mosque
(941 H.), Fath Khan's tomb (date uncertain),^ and the small

golden mosque of Firozpur (time of Husain SLah 899—924H.),
also in the mosque at Bagha, Raj
of Khan Jahan, (who died on 26th Zil-hijjah 863 H.), Bagerhat,
Khulna. The way was thus paved for the present Hindu
style in Bengal, which, receiving a great impetus from the

reUgious ferment of the sixteenth century, spread ultimately

from the edifices of Eadha-Krsna faith to those of the S'aiva
« • 4

and Sakta faiths.

As the architectural details cannot be well understood

Tn.,o*.oK« ^f T«^^o without the help of illustrations, a few
Illustrations oi lypes, ^ a •% ^ » ^ % 4 mi

selected photographs are annexed, ine
undermentioned memo, may faci ^„

A. Hut-roof. (6) With nine towers on the

(1) With simple spire—Garui, roof—Raghunath,Baxa,

District Bardwan. Hugli.

(2) With one tower on the roof

Madanmohan, Visnu-
pur, Bankura.

(3) Do. eastern sub-variety

—

Ramcandra, Guptipara,
Hugli.

With
Lalji, Kalna, Bard-

(4) With

wan.
With or

S'yamraya, Visnupur.

roof—Syamcand, Santi-

pur, Nadia.

'/

(5) Do. details of carvings, do. (9) Double-r oof ed , with

4

1 Eiyani'S salHin, translation, p. 118; cf. A.S.R., xv, pp. 88-9.
For the remark of Cunningham about EkUkhi tomb, see A.S.R. iii, p. 11-
See figure 12 for the tomb.

2 See figure 13. Fath Khan ^ a tomb in Gaur Fort has lost its inscrip-
tion, if any. According to a tradition recorded in Khurshld Jahdn Numu
of Sayyad Il.hi Bakhsh, Fath Khan was son of oneDiller I^an, w^ho was
deputed by the Emperor Aurangzeb to put to death Shah Ni'mat-ullah
suspected to have instigated Shah Shujah to go to war. But before he
could carry out the orders, his son Fath Khan died in Gaur from blood-
spittmg and was buried in this tomb (J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 218). Ni'mat-
ullah died m 1075 H,, or according to another account 1080 H. (Do.,
p. 221) J and therefore Fath Klian had died before this vear probably at
the time of DiUer Khan's pursuitof Shnh Sujr.hinl069 H. iR^yaz, trans,,

P; 1
-'*|. ^^ *^® same time it appears, from an inscription found at

Moinatah, near old Maldah. that a mosque door was built by one Khan
Mu azzam Fath Khan in 930 H. {Gaur, p. 90, inscription No. 1 1), a date

7no^^ X
^"^ "^^^^ ^^® ^^*® ^^ ^^^ adjoining Kadam Rasul mosque

(Vol H.).
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simple spires—Caitanya,

Guptipara, Hugli-

(10) Donble-roofed, with one

tower on the roof—Kista-

raya's jor-bdngldy Vis-

nupur.

<7. History,

(11) Caurcdld roof — Draa-

padi's Rath, Mamalla-

puram, Madras.

(12) Musalman hut roof

Eklakhi tomb of Hazrat

(13)

Pandua, Malda.

Musalman Bungalow roof

Khan's— Fath
Gaur fort.

tomb,



t^
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Fig. l.-Stone temple at Garui, Bardwan.
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Fig. 2.—Madanmohan Temple at Visnupur,
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Ftg. 3.—Ramcandra Teniple at Guptipaj-a, Hugll
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Fio. 4.—Pancaratna Temple of Syamraya at Visnupur

Fia. 5.—Carved front of Syunu-aya Temple
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[N.S.]

FiQ. G.-Navaratna Temple of Raghunath at Baxa. HugH.
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Fig. 7.—Laljrs Temple at Kalna, Bardwan.
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Fio. S.-Syamcand's Temple at Santipur, Nadil
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Fig. 9.—Jof-bangla Temple of Caitanya at Guptipara, Hugli

Fig. 10.—Kistaraya's Jof-banglit TeinpK; at Vi3nupur



Ftg. 11.—"DraupaHT's Hath at ;Mamalhii)uraiu, Madras
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Fig. 12.—Eklakhi Tomb at Pandua, Malda.

Fig. 13.—Fath Khan^s Tomb in Gauf Fort.



1

1 6. The Mallayastika Grant of Nandana,
h

By Paramesvab Dayal, Gayd.

In January 1909 one Pandit Nagesvar Misir of Belsar in the

Gaya district informed rae tliat Babu Janki Ballabh Narayan

Siriiha of mauza Amauna, pergana Arwal, zilla Gaya, was in

possession of an old copper-plate inscription recently discovered

in his village Amauna. At the instance of my fneiid (the said

Panditji) Babu Janki Ballabh Narayan kindly brought the

plate to me, and desired me to decipher it.

The Babu told me that in Aghan 1315 F.S., corresponding

to December 1907, the plate was found by the wife of one

DhaniaDusadh in the fields of Bhendia Bigha, ahamlet of mauza

Amauna. It came to view after the surface soil had been washed

away a Uttle by rain. The site of the find is said to be an elevated

land which is vadti
'

' uncultivated
'

' and of the class calM rerha

a kind of saline unproductive soil, on which even grass does not

grow, and which becomes soft and loose in the ramy season.

There are, however, no indications of ruins at this particular spot,

though to the north-west of it, at a distance of about a quarter

of a mile, is a tilha
'
' mound

'

' considered to be the site of an

old mud fort. „ . \. ^\^ r.t

The village of Amauna is about 2 miles east by north ot

the well-known town and market-place Daudnagar, whicH is

situated on the east bank of the river Son in the Gaya distnct.

I made some impressions of the plate on thin Paper, ana

sent some copies of it to Dr. Bloch, the Superintendent o the

Arch^ological Survey. Bengal, and at his instance a loan ^
tne

Plate has since been secured by the Magistrate of Gaya from the

Babu and forwarded to Dr Bloch.

The plate is about 9 i" long and 5J"broad with

on the left side contairSng a rectangular hole *« ^^^jj^,^ ^^^^

hanging on the wall. The inscription consists of e ght Imes ot

Sanskrit written in characters of ^^^
J'^'^ 'f'^'Z^/^^tovl

is in prose throughout with the exce^ ion of an l^Prec^torj^

a projection

verse. The object of

the village Mallayastika to

to record the grant

Ravisvamin

carin) by a subordinate chieftain

jurveda {Vdjasaneya Brahma
iyOrMahdraja)

20thnamea iNanaana on rne ^lu ujaj ^x vx*- ^««---
. r"^„j 4.^^

(Gupta) year 232. The la^t Une contains the date and two

4 ^

peculiar phrases :

(1) Svatnukh-djnd own
Svahastoyam
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mama in the grants of the Maitrakas of Valabhl and the Madhu-
ban grant of Harsa of Thanesar.

(2) S^udrakarad-raksunah—'* protection from the hand
of the S'udras." This phrase has not as yet been found in any
other copper-plate grant.

Text

1. Svasti Pungalayah Devaguru-pad-anu-dhyato Kumar-
amatya Maharaja Nandanah Kusall

2. Mallayastikayarb Brahmana<^n yathaprativasino mana-
yati viditam-vo bhavisyati

3. Yatha may-aisa gramah Asmai Gargya sagottraya

Vajasaneya Sabrahmacarine Brahmana
4. Ravisvamine mata-pittror-atmana^-ca Dharmm-opacay-

artham-acandrarkka-samakahkah puttra pauttra
5. di bhogyah Bhuraicchidranyayen-agraharatven-atisr-

stas-tan-na-kenacid-asmad-van^4ajen-anye

6. -na va svadharma-ya^orthina aksepah pida ^ va karthavya
uktam ca sastiih varsa sahasrani

• • •

7. Svargge modati bhumidah acchetta c-anumanta ca

tany-eva narake vased-iti

8. Svamukhajna Samvat 200, 32 margga di 20 ^udra-

karad-raksunah.^
• • •

__ X

^ Translation.
*

Hail ! The Kumaramatya {and) Maharaja Nandana, who
meditated on the feet of Devaguru, being in good health from
Pungala honours, the Brahmanas and others in Mallayastika as

well as the neighbours. It will be known to you that this village

has been given by me to Ravisvami. a Brahmana of the Garerva

•

nd) White
of the merit of mother and father and myself, to be enjoyed by

as

an agrahdra {a village all the inhabitants of which are Brahmanas),
Therefore, no one either belonging to my family or others (who
are) anxious to secure fame and reUgious matter, should dispossess

or oppress (them)- It is said that donors of lands lead a blissful

life in heaven for sixty thousand years, and those who dispossess

oral

as

to be
)

I Read Plda * Read Raksanah.

i

* ^
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was lield on
Wednesday, the 5th May, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.,
Vice-Presideat, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. I. H.
Burkill, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Babu Matilal Ganguli, Mr. H. G.
Graves, Mr. N. L. Hallward, Mr. H. H. Hayden, Dr. W. C
Hossack, Mr. C. K Kesteven, Rev. W. R. LeQuesne, Dr.
Indumadhab Mallick, Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S.,
Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri

Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors .-—Miss E. Hadenfeldt, Miss G. Hadenfeldt, Dr.
J. Travis Jenkins, Mr. H. E. Smith.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-six presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Major C. R. Stevens,
I.M.S., and R. R. Simpson had expressed a wish to withdraw
from the Society.

The Chairman announced that the Council has appointed
Mr

Mr

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Mr. Henry M. Hance, proposed by Mr. H. G. Graves,
seconded by Mr. L. L. Ferraor ; 3Ir. V. Venkuyya, proposed by
Maliamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Babu
Rakhal Das Banerji ; Dr. T. Horovitz, Prof, of Arabic, M. A. 0.
College, Aligarh, proposed by Dr. T. Bloch, seconded by Mr.
Harinath De ; Mr. A. Asghar, Bar.-at-Law, High Court, Calcutta,

proposed by Mr. Harinath De, seconded by Dr. A. Suhrawardy
;

Maulana Abid-Kalam Azad, proposed by Mr. Harinath De,
seconded by Dr. A. Suhrawardy.

The following papers were read :

1. The Recovery of a lost Epic by Asmghosa.—By Mahama-
hopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

2.

India ?—Bn Mahamahop
poiver
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3. The Waqf of Movables.—By Dr. Abdullah al-Mamun

SuHRAWAKDY, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

4. On a Geniomya from the Cretaceous Rocks of Southern

India.—By H. C. Das-Gupta. Communicated by Mr. h.

Vredenburg.

This paper has been published in the JowmaMor February,

1909.

5. On Coptis.—By I. H. Burkill.

This paper has been published in the Journal for March,

1909.

6 3Iorphological and Physiological Differences between

Marsilia left on dry land and that growing in water.—By^ibauai^

Chakdba Bhattacharjee. Communicated by De P. C. Kay.

For some time past I have been in search of a famihar plant

which might be used in teaching as an Indian type of

amphibious plant. At last in December 1907 I came across a

big old and shallow tank in the midst of a solitary raaidan m the

Kalna subdivision of the district of Burdwan. Here I found a

large number of aquatic plants in their natural condition,

undisturbed by the interference of man, amongst which was the

familiar susuni sak, Marsilia quadrifolia (which is so largely

used as a pot-herb—and whose soporific properties are so well

known, that people suffering from insomnia take a quantity

of the boiled sak and its decoction, made tasty with a pmch

of salt and a little mustard oil). This plant evidently might

be taken as an Indian type of amphibious plant.
^

In the rainy season the tank was full of water ; but with the

advent of winter the water gradually sank to a very low level

leaving a number of plants, stranded on difierent kinds ot

soil. • In some parts it became perfectly dry ;
there the Marsiha

plants were on their way to death : other plants were in moist

soil, others in soft muddy soil, and a number in water also;

this circumstance afforded excellent facilities for observing the

effect of desiccation. , ,,

The Marsilia plants, which remained in water, possessed au

the characteristics of a typical aquatic plant, the stem being

spongy, light and green, and the leaves tolerably large witn

entire margins. ,

The plants which had come to be on dry land were much re-

duced in size. The stem was solid, stiff, and covered with black

cuticle. The leaves were much smaller, darker, and had their

margins crenated. ,

But the most interesting point I noted in this case, ana

which was further corroborated by several other observations
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later on, is that Marsilia quadrifolia, so long as it remains in water

never reproduces itself by means of spores, but by means of

simple vegetative reproduction—any branch separated from the

main plant, and suitably circumstanced, being capable of

producing a new plant.

Spore-bearing capsules could be found plentifully in plants

that were left on land, while they were conspicuously absent

from any of the numerous plants that still remained in water.

The necessity in this case is quite obvious. Ordinary vegetative

reproduction is impossible in such dry situation. Even the main

plant can not survive the desiccating influence of surnmer,

which had already begun to tell heavily upon it. And if the

plant is to preserve its race under such an adverse condition,

it must produce some sort of reproductive organ which can

withstand the destructive influence of summer, and can ger-

minate when the conditions are favourable. In the case of

Marsilia placed in land, such reproductive organs are produced

in the shape of spores. The spores are covered by hard thick

cuticularised walls and the capsules which contain the spores

also possess extremely thick hard and cuticularised walls. These

all tend to protect the inner resting protoplasm of the spore.

In lower thaUophyta, we find similar instances, where

necessity obliges the plant to produce similar restmg spores.

Indeed it is recorded that other species of Marsilia, e.g.

M. vestita, only produce spores when the waters have fallen and

left them dry.

7. Notes o'n the History of the District of Hughli before the

Mahcmiedan Period.—5^ Nundo Lal I)ev,

8. The drug Aslukhudus, nowadays Lavandula dentata,

and not Lavandula Stciephas.

—

By I. H. Burkili^

This paper has been published in the Journal for March,

1909.

9. The Manikyala Tope.—By H. Beverfdge.

10. First notes on Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf.—By I. H.

Btjrkill.

This paper has been published in the Jowrna; for March,

1909.

11. Discovery of seven New-dated Records of the Scythian

Period.—By Rakhal Das BA^"ERJI.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

12. Mallayastika Grant of Nandana.—By
J^^^^^""^^^

Dayal. Communicated by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad

Shastrt.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday,
May 12th, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL A. H. NoTT, I.M.S., in the Chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S.,

Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S,, Dr. H. Finck, Lieut.-Colonel

C.K M.Green, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, LM.S.,

Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. A. M. Leake, Dr. Indumadhab Mallick,

Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Dr. Girindranath Mukerjee,

Major F. Kinealy, I.M.S., Dr. T. F. Pearse, Major J. C.

Vaughan, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers, LM.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor

:

—Major W. D. Sutherland, LM.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

A case of peculiar thickening of the bones of the extremities

in a Bengali woman was shown with X ray photographs by Cap-

tain Connor, I.M.S,

Cases of Sarcoma and of Epithaliana of the right upper
jaw were shown by Major O'Kinealy, LM.S.

The following paper was read :

On Plague, by Dr. W. C. Hossack. Lieut.-Colonels Harris,

and Green, Majors Sutherland, Vaughan, and Rogers and Dr.

Pearse spoke, and Dr. Hossack replied.

*
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17- The Recovery of a Lost Epic by Asvaghosa

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad ShastrT.

I

as

lu the last annual address a regret has been expressed

that no startling discoveries have been made in philology and
kindred subjects in recent years. Startling or not startling, I

am going to announce to-night a very interesting discovery

of a manuscript. It is the discovery of a new ancient epic poem
by no less a person than the great poet, musician, and philo-

sopher of the first century of the Christian era—by Asvaghosa,
the spiritual preceptor of the greatest Indo-Scythian monarch,
Kaniska, who held nearly a third of Asia under his sway,

who is credited with having established the Saka era with

giving a new life to a higher form of Buddhism, and in whose

court flourished some of the most brilhant men both in science

and literature.

Asvaghosa is the first great writer of the Mahayana school

of Buddiiism', and author of the first artistic epic in Sanskrit,

the Buddha-carita. It was not known whether he had written

any other great work in poetry, though some beautiful songs are

attributed to him by the Chinese and the Tibetans- But the

new poem which I am laying on the table of the Society is quite

unknown. It is by Asvaghosa. The style is the same
of Buddha-carita; the sentiments the same; the religious

teaching the same, the boldness in deviating from the rules of

Panini tlie same, the versification and the language also the same.

It is in fact a twin brother of Buddha-carita. Buddlia-carita has

been translated into Chinese and Tibetan. I have gone tlirough

the catalogue of Chmese Tripitaka and of the Tangur as far as

available, but the name of this new poem does not occur in them.

It is called Saundarananda Kavya. In the first chapters it

deals of the great love which Nanda, a brother of Buddha, bore

for his wife Sundarl. Then it describes how Buddha took Nanda
to his liermitage and made him a mendicant. Nanda was

anxious to return to the world and to his Avife, but Buddha always

persuaded him to persist in liis mendicant hfe. Now this spiritual

struggle between Buddha and liis royal disciple forms the central

point of interest of this fascinating epic. During the course of

this struggle Buddha takes Ms disciple to heaven, shows that

even heaven should not be worthy of one's desire, and endsthe

work by giving him a taste of Amrta or the nectar of Nirvana.

The first chapter contains a description of Kapilavastu as a

great hermitage.
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In the last colophon, Asvaghosa, the author, is described

as a Bhadanta, as a Saketaka, meaning bom in Saketa or Ayodhya,

and as Subarnaksputra. The same colophon, we find, is

given in the Tibetan version of Agvagliosa's Buddha-carita (see

Thomas's paper on Matriceta and Mah^rf jakanikalehha).

So far there is very little to doubt with regard to the author-

ship of these two works. A complete work of Buddha-carita in

original Sanskrit has not yet been obtained anywhere, and I

a,t first thought that Saundarananda was only another name for

the lost portion of the Buddha-carita- But a comparison of

BeaFs translation of the Chinese version of Buddha-carita and

of this book has completely dispelled my doubts. The lost

portion of the Buddha-carita contains fourteen chapters, but

this is complete in eighteen cantos, and the subject of the lost

chapters has no connection with the new poem.
In my first Nepal catalogue Saundar^nda Kavya is men-

tioned in page 74. In 1907 I asked for this work and a palm- leaf

manuscript was placed before me, the leaves of which were worn
out into the form of a bow. The first hne is complete. Several

letters of the second have disappeared in the centre, many more
of the third and subsequent lines. I expressed my disappoint-

the book, when the hbrarian Subba, Visnuprasada,
Rajabhandari, our associate member, very courteously placed

paper manuscript before me which I immediately handed over

to the scribe Kuveraratna Vajracarya for copying- This Kuvera-
ratna is a remarkable man. In 1897 he saw Biihler's Charts of

Indian alphabets in my hand and immediately set to work to

copy it. From that copy he has in the last eleven years mastered
various alphabets, ancient and modern, and can now copy all

sorts of manuscripts with fair accuracy. But his great difficulty

is that he knows nothing of Sanskrit, so it reqiures a great deal

of labour to decipher his transcriptions of manuscripts.
1 have made a transcrint of thp- wholp of the manuscript.

with

a



i8. Guhilots.
— ^

By D- R. Bhandarkar, M.A., Poena.

Those who have read Tod's ''Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthan' ' need not be told in what high estimation the royal
dynasty of Mewar is held throughout Rajputana. ''By

as bv the eotra of this race
' its princes are admitted to be the direct descendants of Rama,

of the solar line." ^ "These are styled Ranas^ and are the
elder branch of the Suryavansi, or ' cliildren of the sun.' Another
patronymic is Raghuvansi, derived from a predecessor of Rama,
the focal point of each scion of the solar race. To him, the

conqueror of Lanka, the genealogists endeavour to trace the
solar lines. The titles of many of these claimants are disputed ;

Me
unanimous

as

Hindua Soorai. or ' Sun ams
Mewar

first

of a hundred kings," to which Tod constantly refers in his book.
The Rana again "is universally allowed to be the

thirty-six royal tribes,' nor has a doubt ever been
pecting his purity of descent."

Praise of this dynasty cannot further go, but Tod has only

stated the belief still current in Rajputana. The history of

Mewar, ancient and modern, has been elaborately set forth by
him, and, considering the materials then accessible to him, no
historian has discharged his duties more faithfully. But quite

a number of inscriptions have been found since the time of Tod,
which necessitate some alterations in his views. And I propose

with certain points connected with

ions In

family
confine

scriptions.

history of the dynasty

^ Vol. i, p. 78 ; all references to this work in this paper are made
from the edition published by S. K. Lahiri & Co., Calcutta, 1894.

* Ibid., p. 197.
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The generic name of the tribe to which the dynasty belongs

is Gjihilot or Gehlot. It is a corruption of the Sanskrit word
Guhila-putra, which is met with in inscriptions. To cite an
instance, an inscription dated Samvat 1335 and originally

found at Chitorgadh but now lying at the Victoria Hall, Udaipur,
has the following :

—

Sri-Ekalirnga-Har-drddhaTm-Pdhipat'dchdrya'

HdritardH - kshatriya - Guhilaputra -ISimha^ - lahdlia - mahodayd^
Here Simha, one of the early kings of the Mewar dynasty, is

called Guhilaputra, ^^e., Guhilot. The Bhera-Ghat inscription

of Alhanadevi dated K.E. 907, however, gives the variant Go-
bhila-putra in the verse usH prasiddham-iha Gohhilaputra-gotran'

tatr-djanishta nripatih kila HamsapdlahJ^ Here Hamsapala,
one of the names occurring in the dynastic list of Mewar, is spoken
of as belonging to the family of Gobhilaputra, i.e., Guhilot, A
Hansi inscription dated V.E. 1224 has the Prakrit form Guhi-
lota instead of the Sanskrit expression Guhilaputra or Gobhila-
putra. Thus Kilhana, the maternal uncle of the Chahamana
Prithviraja, who had been appointed keeper of Asikadurga,
t.e., the Hansi fort, is therein represented to have pertained to

the Guhilot-dnvayay^ i.e., the Guhilot family. Whether we take
the Prakrit or the Sanskrit form, the dynasty is named after

Guliila. This mode of calling a family after the name of an
individual is too common in Rajputana to require any mention
of instances, and is not unknown even in Great Britain as is

evidenced by such names as Robertson, Stevenson and so forth,

where the ending son exactly corresponds to putra of Guhilaputra.*
But putra was not the only way of expressing a descent from a
common ancestor ; the rules of taddhiia were also resorted to.

Thus the dynasty is called not only Guhilaputra (Guhila-son)
but also Gauhilya (of, i.e., sprung from, Guliila), from which
another tribal name, viz. Goil or Goyal, is derived. The name
Gauhilya occurs, e.g., in a Chitorgadh inscription of V.E. 1331
in the line Yasmdd-dadhau Guhila-varvanayd prasiddhdm Gauhi-
lyarvamta-hlmvarrdja-gano'tra jdtim,^ This whole verse is quoted
also in the j>rahisti of the temple of Mamadeva at Kumalgadh.^

1 Above vol Iv, pt. i, p. 48.
4 Ep, Ind., vol. ii, pp. 11-12.

3 The original stone is at present lying in the Royal Scottish Museum,
Edinburgh. I quoted the above from a nice photo of it, supplied to me.
But a summary and a translation of it, perfunctorily done, have already
appeared m Aa. Res., vol. xv, pp. 443-6, and Transactions Roy. As.
5oc., vol. i, p. 154.

The khdmps or, septs of all the well-known Rajput fam'lies are so
formed. To cite a few instances of the Rathods some clan^ are Jet-
mSlot, Bharmalot, Ridmalot, and so forth; of the'Ranavata (Sisodiyas),
are Bhucharots, Sarangdovots, GajsirWiota and so on; of the Chohans
are Balots, &c. The ending at of aU the e names is the corruption of the
Sanskrit putra.

6 Bhavnagar Pr. and Sk. Inscrs., p. 75.
ti This inscription is descriptive of the aiihilot. familv anrl was caused
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A corrupt form of Gauhilya is Goliilla, which is given by a Maliuva
inscription of V.E. 1500-^ Therein the king Sarariiga, who is

called a Gohillaj is mentioned as reigning there on the aforesaid
date. Other expressions descriptive of the family are GuliUa-

vamka or Guhildnvaya, which must be translated by '* the lineage
or family of Guhila or Guhila/' and not by *' the family (named)
Guhila." This is clear from the hne vam-^as^^tad-viparita esha

Guhilasy - oddhdrdbhido bhtivah, occurring in the Cliatsu inscrip-

tion of Baladitya. There is, however, an inscription found at

Mangrol and dated V.E. 1202, which speaks of the family as

Guhildkhydnvaya:^ This calls the djTiasty by the actual name
of the founder liimself, viz., Guhila.

Of the origin of the Guhilots, two accounts have been given
by Tod, one traditional and the other Muhammadan. The
first deduces the pedigree from Sumitra, the last of the solar

race, and connects the dynasty with the last Valabhi prince,

S'iladitya. This has been ably set forth in the first two chapters

of the ''Annals of Mewar," to which the reader is referred.

The second, i.e., the Muhammadan, account suggests a connec-

tion between the family and the Sassanian kings. One Muham-
madan author, whom Tod quotes, says :

'' This race is either

of the seed of Noshizad, tlie son of Noshirwan, or of that of the

daughter of Yezdegird."^ This subject has been discussed by
him in Chapter III. But no authority for this is forthcoming

earher than that of Abul Fazil, and it is by no means clear on

what the evidence for this assertion is based. Let us, however,

see what the inscriptions of Mewar teach us. Their^ impor-

tance cannot be overrated, for they furnish the earliest evi-

dence on this matter, and are the genuine records of the family

itself.

A stone inscription lying in a maiha near the temple of

AchaleSvara on Mount Abu, dated V.E. 1342, and referring

itself to the reign of Samarasimha, ho^ the following verse, des-

criptive of Bajipa, one of the very early kings of the family.

^^^\U ^'^g^: fwf^^^ cT^'^»JcI^:

to be engraved by Kumbha. All the slabs that could be traced have

now been removed to Udaipur#?>and placed in the Victoria Hall.

1 Bhavnagar Pr. and Sk, Infers., p. 163.
^ Jbid.^ p, 158,
8 Annals and Antiquities of Bajasthan, vol. i, p. 221.

^

* Ind, Ant.. voU xvi, pp. 347-8 ; above vol. Iv, pt. J, pp. 49 ana

34; Bhavnaaar Pr. and Sk. Inscrs., pp. 85 and «9.
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Tkanslation.

From Harita, resembling the Creator, Bappaka, so the tale

goes, obtained regal splendour in the guise of an anklet,' after

he had bestowed on the sage priestly (splendour) under the guise

of his devotion. Even now these princes here, who are born
in his race, are shining intensely on the surface of the earth,

verily, like the regal duties in bodily form-
As Ba2:)paka or Bapa is here represented to have exchanged

his priestly splendour (brdhmya) for regal lustre {kshdtram mahah)
with his precej^tor Haritarasi, it will be seen that the stanza
evidently intends making us understand that Bapa was a Brah-
mana and Haritarasi a Kshatriya. The same thing is specified

in another verse but occurring in the Chitorgadh inscription of

V.E. 1331 above alhided to. The same verse is repeated in the

Mamadeva pramsti. It is as follows :

%

Translation.

May Anamdapura be victorious, which shines with the
beauty of a portion of the earth, and which has, even while on
the surface of the earth, humbled the city of the gods by its

great prosperity ; coming from which, the Brahmana Bappa,
was

sacrificial post on the altar, viz., the earth (surrounded) by the
four^ oceans, worshipped the pair of the lotus-Hke feet of

Haritarasi,

Here the points worthy of note are first that Bappa is dis-

pra)

regards
fication of Anandapura, I^have said the following in my paper
on the ''Gurjaras "

:
*' Anandapura is mentioned in the Alina

grant qf S'iladitya VII, which has been identified bv Dr. Fleet

town
east The name

achchuri
i5ucldUaraja, m his paper on which Dr. Kielhorn inchnes U
Dr. Fleet's view with regard to this identification (Ep, Ind.^ vi

J For the leorend, Bee Bhavnagar Pr, and Sk, Inscra., p. 89, note f
* Ibid,» p. 75.

y
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279). But, in my humble opinion, this identification is far

from satisfactory. It is not establislied by means of the identi-

fication of any surrounding villages ; nor by the mention of this

name in any one of the inscriptions in or about Anand. It is

only the correspondence of sound that is in favour of this view.

On the other hand, the identification of Anandapura with Vad-
nagar is based, in my humble opinion, on irrefragable evidence.

The Vadnagar praiasti of the reign of Kumarapala distinctly

makes mention of the town by the name of Anandapura and
speaks of it as containing a settlement of Brahmanas called

Nagara {Ep. Ivd., i, pp. 295, 299 and 303). This is quite in

keeping with the tradition current among Nagar Brahmanas
that their original seat was Vadnagar {Gujarat Population in

the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency^ vol. ix, pt. i, p. 13).

Again, the AKna charters of A.D. 649 and 656 were issued to

the same grantee who is described in the first as originally of

Anarttapura and in the second as originally oi Anandapura

[Ind. Ant, vii, 75 and 79). ^This means that Anandapura was

also known by the name of Anarttapura. And, as a matter of

fact, according to popular stories, Vadnagar was called Anartta-

pura in the Tretayuga {History of 'Gujarat in the Gazetteer of

the Bombay Presidency, vol. i, p. 6)." From this it will be

seen that when Bappa, the supposed founder of the Guhilot

dynasty, is, in the Chitorgadh inscrip^tion, called a Brahmana
and spoken of as having corae from Anandapura, what is im-

pliedis that he was a Nagar Brahmana. If anybody is still sceptic

about this conclusion, his doubt is completely set at rest by the

following extract from the Ekalinga-mdhdtmya composed durmg

the reign of Rana Kumbha, for which I am indebted to the

kindness of Pandit Gaurishankar Ojha :

^Rfir ^JifcT T^^m^ c^^JT^^mr^inw'f
^

I r

^^ff ; but thi
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TkaIs'SLATION.

{v. 1) Triumphant are the god Sri-Ekalinga and the family
igotra) called Vaijavapa, (both) famous in the world, purifying
the people on the whole of the earth and of much greatness.

{v. 2) Similarly triumphant is the Brahmana named Vijaya-
ditya, the ornament of the Nagara family in Anandapura, a
god on earth, and proficient in sacrificial and other rites.

(v. 3) His son in this world was the best of the Brahmanas
KeSava by name, in whom the four sacred scriptures shone
together with their six divisions.

{v. 4) His son was Naga Raula by name, who, by his

religious austerities, made the whole world happy, and was an
object of admiration to the Swritis.

son was
adorable in (tliis) world to the kings ; his son was Asadhara,
and his son was Sri-Deva.

{v. 6) His son was Mahadeva, who was the divine (Maha-
deva) not only in name but in reahty, being of universal informa-
tion {sarvajna) just as the other was omniscient (sarvajna),

being the performer of excellent sacrifices (daksh-ddhvara-Icrit)

just as the other was the destroyer of the sacrifice of Daksha
being prosperous
with ashes (vibhi

just as the other was
7) The ornament of

and being pure

name was appropriate (in this respect) ^ and by whose name' this

race is still known in the world.

r

1 This verse is quoted ?n the Bhavnagar Pr. and Sk. Inscrs., p. 89,
note t-

5 Because Ouha is another name for K4rtikeya, son of Mahfideva.
Thus both are Ouhaa and sons nf lVfoVi5r?atro
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As said by the ancient poets ^

:

{v, 8) Triumphant is the Brahmana Sii-Guhadatta, who
was (the cause of) dehght to the Brahmana family come from
Anandapura, and who was the founder of the illustrious Guliila

race.

- Now, what do we gather from this passage ? In the first

place, verse 8, which is very important, tells us that the founder
of the Guhila race, ?'.^,, the Guhilots, was Guhadatta, that he
was a Brahmana {maJndeva) and that he belonged to a Brahmana
family that had emigrated from Anandapura. And, as if to

leave no doubt as to the correct identification of Anandapura
with Vadnagar and thereby as to the exact caste name of liis

family, we are distinctly told in verse 2 that Vijayaditya, the

ancestor of Guhadatta, was the ornament of the Nagara race.

No doubt can, therefore, bepossibly entertained as to Guhadatta,

the originator of the Guhilots, having pertained to a Nagara

Brahmana family. Verses 3—6 set forth his pedigree from

Vijayaditya onwards, which for our present purpose is not of

much importance. Verse 1, however, states an important fact,

when it tells us that the gotra of the family w^as Vaijavapa.

The same information is contained m a verse at the begin-

ning of the Easika'priyd, a commentary by Rana Kumbha on

Jayadeva's Gita-Govinda-Mvyam. It runs thus ;

—

5^

L

This verse also speaks of Bappa as a Brahmana and as

belonging to the Baijavapa gotra. But further details regard-,

ing this point are furnished in a stanza, which is often

repeated by the Brahmanas of Mewar, when asked to give a

succinct description of the Rana's family. The Brahmanas of

Mewar, not being learned, recite the stanza frightfully badly,

but the correct text of it, so far as it goes, has been supplied

to me by Pandit Gaurishankarji. It runs as follows :

r

' It is worthy of note that wherever tin's expression occurs in the

Ekaliiigamdhdtmya of Kana Kumbha, there some quotation is rrade from

some earMer record. In the present case, v. 8 seems to have been cit«d

from the Atpur inscription of Skktikumara, as will be seen further m the

sequel.
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Tkanslatiok.

Sri-Ekalinga Ms the deity (worshipped) ^; the sage Harita
(i.e., Haritara^i) ^ is the preceptor; Bana mdtd^ is the family
goddess ; three knots for the sacred thread ; Yajus is the Veda

;

Vaijavapa is the gotra ; king Bappa is tlie progenitor ; com-
passion is for Brahmanas and cows ; sovereignty is over Meda-
pata (Mewar) ; the mountain Chitra (^'.e., Chitrakuta = Chitor-

gadh) is the native place : with these ten quahties shines the
Si^oda dynasty.

What is germane to Our topic in the present stanza is the

second line, which informs us that the gctra of the SiSoda, z.e.,

Eana's, family is Vaijavapa, the Veda is Yajus and the knots
in the sacred thread are three. As the number of the knots
corresponds to the number of the pravaras in the gctra y what is

meant to convey is that the Vaijavapa gotra has three pravaras.

The Ekalinga-mdhdtmya, as we have seen above, tells us that
the gotra of Guhadatta, founder of the Guhila-vamSa, was Vai-
jaivapa, but gives no further details. The stanza, however,
just cited, gives us the additional information that the Veda
of the family is the Yajurveda and that it has three pravaras.

entitled

pravaras

1 The temple of Ekalinga is 14 miles north of Udaipur. With re-
gard to the origin of the name Ekalinga, Tod ?iays as follows: '* That is

tvith one {ek) lingam or phallus—the symbol of worship heing a single
cylindrical or conical stone. There are others, termed Sehealinga and
Kotiawara, with a thousand or a million of phallic representatives all

minutoly carved on the monoHtliic emblrm. ..." (Annals and Antiquities
of Eajasthan, vol. i, p. 481, note J). Tod's explanation may be correct
and may be even that locally eriven. But the Shbda-kalpadruma gives

the following account
: xrW^'t«rPHt ^^ if f^lH'frC^tifl^ I ?it«f^nP-

1|M5|(ct ?I^ ftfjST^T'fl^T II
What the verse purports to say is that when.

for the distance of ten miles, none but one linga is observable, the latter
is called Ekalinpa (one phallus).

^ ** The Ranas of Mowar, as the deioans, or vicegerents of Siva,
when they visit the temple, supersede the high priest in h's duties, and
perform the cercmoniei^, which the reigning prince does with peculiar
correctness and grace.'*

—

Annals and Antiquities of Eajasthan, vol. i,

p, 484.

3 Ibid., p. 210 ff. T shall have to speak in detail in iny second paper
about the sect he founded,

Jhid,. p. 225, where Tod says: **With his bride he conveyed to
Cheetore the statue of Vyan-mata, the tutelary goddess of her race, who
still divides wirh Ekalinga the devotion of the Gehlote princes. The
temple m which he enshrined this islandic goddess yet stands on the
summit of Cheetore. with many other monuments assigned by tradition
to Bappa." Pandit Gaurishankarji informs me that one golden image
(small) IS worshipped at Udaipur, and there is another temple of Bana-
mata at KailwaHa near Kumalgadh.

k-
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5rrT<2fT«r*i^^jn=^w.'Tf^m^^TWH^i^fi

first

.^^5ITl%l§^nfflJ|^^^TT ^fflsnfHl%--4^5f-

The words in large type are important. The

j'avapi mentioned in a hst of gctras, and there can hardly be a

doubt that it corresponds to Vaijavapa. The other words

in large type are the names of the three pravaras pertaining to it,

viz., Atreya, Gavishthira and Paurvatitha. Again, as will be

seen from the words at the outset, the list of gotras and pravaras

here submitted is said to have been that enumerated by Katya-

yana and Laiigakshi, who, it is worthy of note, are the reputed

authors of the sutras connected with the two well-known divi-

sions of the Yajurveda,—the Black and the White. We thus

find that the details about the gotra and pravaras of the Rana of

Udaipur specified in the stanza quoted above receives corro-

boration from the statements of the sidrahdras Katyayana and

Laugakshi. That Vaijavapa was one of the gotras amongst the

Nagars as early as the 13th century can be proved by epigrapliic

evidence also. This is supplied by the prasastis of Nanaka

found at Kodinara in the Amreli division of the Baroda State

in Kathiawar and pubhshed by H. H. Dhruva. Verses 7 and 8

from the first of these deserve notice and are as follow :

+

Translation.
L

[v. 7)
'' There is an imperishable place, engaging {the mird

of the people) because it is a Tii'tha, caUed Nagara, resonant with

the voices of men reciting the Vedas, under a sky sanctifaed

with the smoke of the three sacrificial fires, which clearly pro-

claims itself as the abode of the God,—who has for his orna-

ments the lords of serpents (^^m) —by the adoration [upasatia)

i Mysore Govt. Or. Lib. Series— Bibliotheca Sanskrita, No. 25, p. 82.

« Ind. Ant., vol. xi, p. 102 ; my attention to these verses was Urst

firRwn by Pandit Oaurishankar Ojha.
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of Arya (Amhikd) as well as by the assembling of Arya's (worthy

people)^—by the love for Vrisha {the bull Nandi), as well as by
the love for Vrisha (Dharma), {and) by the beauty of Dvijendra,
(i.e., the moon that &ica hears on his forehead)^ as weU as by the

prosperity of the best of Dvijas, {i,e., the Ndgara Brdhmanas^ its

inhabitants).^^
r

{v. 8) ^'Near it is a village by nameGuiija, belonging to

men of the Vaijavapa family, given (to them) by the Chaulukya
king, pleased with their work as Prime Ministers."

Here then we have a distinct mention of Vaijavapa, the

Brhamanas belonging to which gotra, we are told, resided in

Guiija near Nagar, i.e., Vadnagar. The village of Gufija is still

in existence, and is about 4 miles south-west of Vadnagar.
Gufija, being in the close vicinity of Vadnagar, is a sufficient

indication that the Brahmanas of the Vaijavapa gctra are Nagar
Brahmanas. But from the prakastis themselves, it appears that

Gunja was looked upon as a' part of Anandapura (Vadnagar)
itself. For in verse 9 of the first pramsti, Some^vara, ancestor
of Nanaka, is described as residing in Gufija, whereas, in verse 1

of the second, he is said to have lived in Anandapura. The
conclusion is irresistible that Guiija was supposed to be included
in Anandapura. There can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt
that Vaijavapas are meant to be Nagar Brahmanas. Though
inscriptions attest the existence of Vaijavapas in the 13th
century, it will be an interesting inquiry to ascertain whether
there is even now this gotra amongst the present Nagars and
also as belonging to the Yajurveda. Mr. K. B. Divatia, Bar.-

at-Law, Ahmedabad, however, informs me that the Nagars
have still amongst them a gotra called Baijavapas which un-
doubtedly corresponds to Vaijavapa or Vaijavapi, but that they
are Rigvedis. This last discrepancy is not of much consequence,
for instances of one and the same gotra falling under more than
one Veda are not uncommon, as even a cursory insnection of

the work Gctra-pravara-nihandha-kadamham alluded
wiU convince us. What is imnortant is thnt ihn nnfra

to above

(Baijavapas) is not unknown amongst Brahmanas of the Nagar
caste.

Let us now see how early and how late the tradition about
the Brahmana origin of the Rana's family can be traced. At
the outset of the discussion of this question, I have quoted two
stanzas from two different inscriptions. The first is from a
matha near the temple of Achale^vara near Momat Abu, and is

dated V.E. 1342, (A.D. 1285), and the second is from Chitorgadli
dated V.E. 1331 (A.D. ] 274). A much earlier record than either
of these is also forthcoming. If we look over the last verse in
the extract from the Ekalihqa^mdhdtmya cited above, it will be
observed that it is preceded by the words yad-uJctam purdtami^
kavthhik, i.e., '' as said by the ancient poets." This means that
it is quoted from some early record. Now, if we turn to
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tlie translation of * the inscription from the ruins of Aitpoor/
as given by Tod on p. 756 of his Annals and Antiquities of Rajas-

than, vol. i, we shall be convinced that it cannot but be the

rendering of the verse just referred to. But this matter is placed

beyond all doubt by a copy sent to me by Pardit Gauri-

shankar Ojha, of the transcript prepared by Jiianachandra Yati

for Tod himself and now lying in the Jaina hhanddr of Manclal

in the Udaipur State. ^ This inscription refers itself to the reign

for Saktikumara, is dated V.E. 1034 (A.D. 977), and is thus

nearly three hundred years anterior to the Chitorgadh epigraph.

To nearly this period belongs another inscription,—that found

at Chatsu in the Jaipur State. It is unfortunately not dated

and belongs to the reign of Baladitya, a prince of a Guhilot

dynasty different from that of Mewar;^^ The second half of

verse 7 therein describes his ancestor Bhartribhatta as follows :

Translation.

" Tn this unequalled (family) there was Bhartribhatta, who,

like Rama {i.e., Para4urama), was possessed of (both) priestly

and martial energy,^ was free from turmoil, full of bravery and

proficient in the sport of cutting off trees, viz., the soldiers of

(his) enemies.

i Tod constanrlv speaks of his yati GyanchanJ (Jnaiachandra),

whom he often consulted in episjraphic, edvdc, and other ma ters {e.g.,

vol. i, p. 18), while writing his work '-the Annals and Antiquities of

Rajasthan." For a long time nobody knew anything about the

gachchha and whRreabotits of the Jati, and it is, indeei, to Pandit

Giurishailsarji's zeal, as unflagging as disinterested, that we a-e indebted

for infonnati>n on these poims. Gyanchand was originally a resident

of J-ipu-, anl wa. a pupil of Amarchand of the Kh .ratara ^ac/irMa.

At the request of Tod, to whom he was of great use, Raua Bhimsingli ot

Udiipur .jrntod him a few bijhaa of land in the village of Mandal,

about t-n mile^ north-west of the Bhilwara railway station on the

Ajmer-Khand.va lino. He was afterwards settled there. His pupil was

SWchand. and the pupil of the latter, Ganeschand, is hvm? at present.

It was bv a lucky accident that Pandit Gaurishankarji once met him m
Udaipur 'and le irnt whc he was. The former visited his bhanddr at

MSnial one day. and was able to trace the transcript of the Atpur

inscription of S'lktikumara, prepared by Gyanchand h.mseif. iod wrong-

Ij calls the place Aitpoor, which, he savs. Is an abbrey.aed form of

Adityapura (vol. i, p. 329, note ). The name is really Atpur or Adpur,

and i. the same as Ahad (Aghata), the ancient capital of Mewar(i6tci.,

pp. 745- ), now represented by the ruins near the present Uda pur station

9 According to Pa>dit Gaurishankir Ojha, this ins- ription 13 ot

about 1100 V.S. But I am inclined to think that it is at least one century

earlier.

8 What This

found
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What
as

as

rama was a Brahmana by caste but did the duties of a Kshatnya,

what the verse insinuates is that Bhartribhatta was a Brahmana

by extraction but did regal duties. I have said above that this

inscription hke that of Saktikumara pertains to the second half

of the 10th century A.D. These are the earliest records that

refer to the Brahmana origin of the Guhilot dynasty, and it is

indeed wonderful that this origin was not forgotten by the

people even to a very late period- Thus Muta NensV^whose
khydt or chronicle is known all over Rajputana and

who flourished in the reign of Jaswantsingh of Jodhpur (A.D.

1634—1681) quotes the following chhappaya regarding the

origin of Rana's family :—

I

^^ ^^ fm \\fs ffl^ jf^^^ *r?T»r? i

%

1 Muta Nensi was by caste an Osval of the Munoyat Jchdmp. His

father's name was Jayamalla, who had two wives named Sarupade and

Sauhagade. From the first he had three sons, of whom Nensi was the

eldest, Jayamalla was a Diwan of Maharaj Gajsingh of Jodlipur, who,

in accordance with tho orders of the Moghul emperor Jehangir, wrested

the fort of Jalor from the Bihari P;'thans of Palanpur. After the cap-

ture of the fort, Jayamalla installed "new images in the Jaina temples

on it. His Fon Muta Nensi was a Diwan of Jaswantsingh I, son of

Gajsimha. It was during his tenure of office that he wrote a history, in

Marwari prose, of Marwar and various Rajput tribes, which is known as

Mtit4-Nenst-ri khydt, and is looked upon as of the highest authority

throughout the whole of that country. The (hronicle is divided into

two parts. The first gives an account of the Rathods and of the villages

and provinces of Marwar held by Jaswantsingh. TThe second part deals

with the aescript on of the other Rajput tribes, such as Sisodiya, Bhati,

Sonigra, Parhvar, and so forth. After enjoying the post of the Diwan for

some time, he was put into prison by Jaswantsingh, and one lac of rupees

was demanded of him as his ransom. But Muta Nen^ji refused to pay
it, and committed suicide, The Maharaja thereupon dismissed the

Munoyats from his service, all of whom, therefore, left Jodlipur, went
to Nagaur, and sought refuge with the Rathod Rao Raysingh, who
was no doubt a nephew of Jaswantsingh, but had obtained the

province of Nagaur from the Moghul empe-or and was thus independent
of him. Nensi*s son Karamsi became his Diwan.

i This chhappaya was copied from Pandit Gauri^^hankar's copy of

Muta Nensi's khydL The text of it was here and there a little

grammatically incorrect, and I am indebted to Kaviraja Murardanji of

Jodhpur for making the necessary corrections.
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Translation.

i i

as

A Brahmana is the first cause of (his) extraction, but
(we) regard (him) as a E^hatriya. He is the omament of Anamda-
pura, (and) his (capital) town, we say, was Ahora. Under him
were united multitudes of armies, Ravas, Ranas, great soldiers

and feudatory chieftains. All kings and preceptors joined the

Gahalota king. It is said that this incomparable athlete Bajja

exercised supremacy immovable hke the pole star. The god
Ekalinga, being pleased, bestowed the regal throne on him."

The second chhappaya is not here cited, as it has no direct

bearing on the present subject. But it states at the end that

Bapa was the son of Guhadita (Guhaditya), and specifics Bhairava
. This poem is in a

Marwari dialect called Dingal, and cannot be much earHer than
the time of Muta Nensi, and in it, it is distinctly mentioned, as we
have just seen, that Bapa was originally a Brahmana but is

now regarded as a Kshatriya ; so that it appears that as late

as the middle of the 17th century, the Brahmana oiigin of the

Rana family and the name of their native place Anandapura
(Vadnagar) from where they emigrated were alive in the memory
of the people. Nay, what is most surprising is that this origin

was not unknown even till after the middle of the 19th century

when the work called Tawdrikh Mdlird was composed by Munshi

Karimud-din. This book, as the name impUes, deals with

the history of the whole of Malwa, and thus gives an account

of the Badhvani State governed by a Sisodiya family. It gives

a long description of the way in which its founder came to obtain

Badhvani, The author distinctly tells us that it is based on

the authority of Guru, who must, I think, be taken to be the

family priest of the Sisodiya chiefs of Badhvani. A summary
of it, for which I am indebted to Munslii Devi Prasad, is as

follows * :
*' The capital of this royal family was at first at

Chitod. It afterwards was Adasgadh. The founder was Dha-

lied Gahlot. Vlhennaka. was
follows a long genealogy from Udaya to Grahadata.] The son

of Grahadata was Sri-Bapaji.^ He succeeded in propitiating

drawn

^ In this account the author once tells us that Bapa was a yalhval

Brahmana. But this is a mistake, the earlier inscriptions unmistakably

pointing" to their o-iginally having been Nagar Brahmanas, as we have

seen above. Pallival Biahmanas were, however, intimately connected

with the familv. It was through the blessing of a Pallival Brahmana

that Rahapi, tlie reputed founder of the Sisodiya brmch of the Guhilot

dynasty, obtained Chitor, as the Rdjaprasash informs us [Bhavnagar rr.

and Sk. Inscra., p. 151, v. 31). Ttie Brahmanic origm of the family

was not forgotten, and it was this intimate connection with the Falhvais

that must have led the people to suppose that the Guhilots »lso were

originally Pallival Hrahmanas,
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the god Siva. One day the king of Chitod died, and left no

heir to his throne. It was decided that whosoever would be

garlanded by a certain elephant was to be placed on the throne.

Bapa was present on the occasion. The elephant put the gar-

land round his neck not only once but tlirice. Bapa was thus

seated on the throne. Bapa was one day suffering from some
eye-disease. A physician mixed a certain medicine in Hquor

and applied it to liis eyes, which were speedily cured. Bapa
afterwards inquired of the physician about the ingredients of

the medicine. He came to know the whole fact. He trembled

like a cane, and said :
" I am a Brahmana, and you gave me

medicine mixed in Hquor. I have lost my caste.'' So saying

he drank molten lead [sisi) and forthwith died, and hence arose

the family name Sisodiya. The eldest son of Bapaji was Khu-
mana, who became ruler of Chitod. His second son was Dhana-
ka, who, through fear of Khumana, fled away from Chitod to

the Vindhyas on the Narmada " The account speaks

for itself, and allows us safely to infer that the Brahmana origin

of the Guhilots was fresh in the minds of the people even so late

as the middle of the nineteenth century.

What are the facts then \ First we find that the founder

of the dynasty was one Guhadatta, after whom the various

names of the family, Guhilaputra, Gobhilaputra, Guhilota,

Gehlot and so forth were named. It need scarcely be furtlier

said that Guhila is but an abbreviated form of Guhadatta, just

as Devala, e.gr., is of Devadatta, It is true, that some records

speak of Bappa, Bappaka, or Bapa as the originator of the

dynasty, but they are comparatively much later inscriptions,

and I shall in my second paper show that Bappa was only a

prince of the family of Guhila, though one of its early kings.

Secondly, Guhadatta is said in Saktikumara's inscription of

V.E. 1034 to have belonged to the family of Brahmanas who
came from Ahandapura. This means that it was not Guhadatta,
but his ancestors, who emigrated from Anandapura. And this

is also expressly stated in the Ekalihga-mihatmya, Tliirdly, as

the ancestors of Guliadatta are said to have come from Ananda-
pura (Varlnagar), it can be reasonably concluded that they

were Nagar Brahmanas. And this receives confirmation from
the explicit statement to that efi^ect, as we have seen, of the

mdhdtmya just referred to. Fourthly, tradition tells us that

their gotra was Vaijavapa, that it had three pravaras and that

it pertained to the Yajurveda. Fifthly, this Brahmana origin

of the Guhilots continues to be remembered almost to the present
day.

If these Guhilots were thus originally Brahmanas, how is

it that they became Kshatriyas ? This is the question that
must now naturally arise. It is true that, in attempting to

answer it, we are treading not quite upon term firma ; yet a
view might be expressed, which, I beUeve, wiU not be thought
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to be transcending the bounds of sober speculation. The tradi-
tional account given by Tod traces the descent of the Rana's
family from Siladitya, the last prince of Valabhi, who was killed
in the Muhammadan raid. This, however, does not stand the
test of our present epigraphic knowledge. The last king of
Valabhi was Siladitva VII, and the date we have for him is

G.K 4471

killed and
cannot

On the other hand, the earliest prince of tlie Guhilot dynasty,
for whom a date has been obtained, is Sila, and his date is V.E.
703 = A.D. 646,* nearly one hundred and twenty years before
the time of the last Valabhi ruler. This Guhilot Sila again was

merations removed from Guhadatta,
Guhadatta to circa 546 A.D. Altho

s This

ment that the Rana's family was descended from Siladitya, the

last prince of Valabhi. is not sunnorted bv inscriDtions. there

cannot

comiected. It is during

dynasties

premacy of the Valabhi princes that we for the first time hear of

the Nagar Brahma nas. Many copper-plate charters have been

found of the Valabhi kings, which speak of the Brahmana gran-
"

originally of Anandapura or Anarttapura, i.e., Vadnagar.
If any further

^
SUrkkarakshi as

with

own * Now, the following extracts from the

copper-plate inscriptions of the Valabhi princes regarding the

grantees, who were Brahmanas of Anandapura, are worthy of

note :

I. Alina plates of G.E. 270.

-9

II. AHna (now Royal As. Soc.*s) plates of G.E. 447.

w^'9ift;Hfi^?^^f^^^ Hfftan^^T^
6

^ 1 QufOa Inscra,, p. 173.
* This inscription was originally at Simoli in the Bhumat

district, ITdaipur State. It was first discoverei and saved from des-

truction by Paniit Gauriehankarj i , who has now kept it in the Ajmer
Muaeum.

f All this will be seen cleariy from the dynastic list, which will be
published in my second paper.

^ Oujardt Population in the BonAay Qazetteer, vol, ix, pt. i,

pp. 13-14.

* Ind. Ant,, vol. vii, p. 72.
• Ibid., D. 85 : Gwota TnacrA . n. 17.'?.
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III. Alina plates of G.E. 330.

. IV. Alina plates of G.E. 337.

1

All these are from four copper-plate inscriptioiis of different

dates, but all found at Alina and belonging to the Valabhi princes.

The grantees are all Brahmanas of the Sarkkarakshi gotra and
uatives of Anandapura or Anarttapura, i.e., Vadnagar. They
were thus Nagar Brahmanas by caste. Now, what deserves to

be noticed in this connection is that the names of the donees

and their fathers end in mitra, so far as the first three inscrip-

tions go. What is the significance of this suffix ? Are we to

suppose that they are simply integral parts of the individual

names themselves, and not anything separable from them ?

Inscription No. IV mihtates against this supposition. For the

grantee therein mentioned is also the grantee of Inscription
- No. Ill, viz,, Narayana, son of Ke^ava. In the latter the suffix

mitra is attached to the names of both, but is conspicuous by
its absence in the former. Mitra cannot, therefore^ be consi-

dered to be a necessary part of the proper name. Can we then
suppose that it is a mere honorific suffix Hke karma ^ attached to

the names of Brahmanas ? This supposition also does pot seem
probable, for such an honorific suffix as applied to the Brahma-
nas is unknown to Sanskrit literature and Indian epigraphy.^
Again, in Inscription No, II, both the grantee and his father,

who are called mitra, are also styled bhatta, which would be
superfluous if mitra were, like it, a mere respectful title of address.

Besides, mitra is found conjoined to the names of those Brahmanas
onl^, who belonged to the Sarkkarakshi gotra and were originally

of Anandapura, in short, those whose claims to being of the

Nagar caste were indisputable. This is worthy of note, that the

suffix mitra, which occurs in the grants of the Valabhi princes.

1 l7id. ArU., vol. vii, p. 75. * Ibid., p. 79.
3 So far mitra has been found attached to the names of kings only.

Several coins have been found in Oiidh, Rohilkhand, Gorakhpur, and
so forth, the legends on which give the names of kings ending in

mitra. Will it be unreasonable to suppose that these kings, the
Maitrakas, and the Neigar Brahmanas originally belonged to the same
race? (Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, pp. 69, 74, 79, 9:^:

Carileyle and Rivett-Carnac, Jour. Beng. As. Sac, 1888, pt. i, pp. 21-8

ond 87-90.) I think there were three inroads of this tribe. The fir^^t

and earliest is attested by the find of these coins. It was at this time that
Uie Magas also became known. The next two are described on p. 188.
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only so far as my knowledge goes, is found attaclied to the names
of no othei: Brahma nas but those who, for the reasons just stated,

cannot but be considered to be Nagars. Now, the term Nagar
which designates a specific class of Brahmanas in Gujarat is

of comparatively recent origin. It is popularly believed to

have been derived from the name Nagara, by which Vadnagar
was also known , as will have been seen from verse 7 of a praSasti

of Nanaka quoted above. The name Nagar could not have been

much earlier than the time of Kumarapala in whose Vadnagar
pmsasti they are called Nagaras.' But there must have been

some other caste or tribal name by which they were in early

days distingr\ished from other Brahmanas. And I cannot re-

sist the temptation to say that Mitra was the actual name by
which they were known, and which, at any rate, served to dis-

tinguish them from other Brahma na castes. The practice of

giving caste, after individual, names is yet very common in Raj-

putana, and even now, to a large extent, in Gujarat also. There

is nothing, therefore, that runs counter to the supposition that

'

the Nagar Brahmanas mentioned in the copper-plate inscrip-

tions of the Valabhi princes alluded to above gave only their

caste name, viz., Mitia, after their own and their father's names.

I need only add here that this remark is confirmed by what I

shall have subsequently to say. liet us now see who the Valabhi

princes were, in other words', to what tribe they belonged.^ Al-

most all the copper-plate charters, which mention Bhatarka.

the founder of the Valabhi dynasty, describe him thus : g^ni-

^TanqcTTq" etc., etc. When I first began the study of the

Valabhi inscriptions, I naturally understood Maitrakdndm to

be connected with Bhatarka, concluded that Bhatarka was a

Maitraka, and wondered'why this interpretation did not suggest

itself to the scholars. But I soon found that this view had already

been published by no less a scholar than Professor Hultzsch.* I

am, therefore, now confident that tliis interpretation alone will

1 It is wortliy of note that iu the Vadimgar pra^asti of Kumarapala

allnded to above [Ep. Ind., vol. i, pp. 295, 299 and 303), ^hde the town

is called Anaiidapnra, the Brahmanas residing in it are called Na-arft,

This seems to show, I think, that till tliis time Vadnagar was not known

as Nagar and that the caste name Nagara, the same as the modern

Nagar, wag not derived from that of the city. In this connection the

following learned words of the late Sir James Campbell deserve to be

noticed: ''The tacts that there are Nagaras among Gujarat We nias :

that Nagaras are 50,000 strong among the Gurjara.s of Bulandshahr

(N.W.P. Gazetteer. Ill, 48); find that N&garas appear as Nagres

among Jats (Sialkct Gazetteer, 45) add to the doubt of the correctness

of the Guj irat Ni'.gara claim t ) be Brahmans
'

' [Gujarat PopiilaUon in the

Botnbat/ note D). Nagars were probably

nally a clan or aopt
'^ ^p. Ind., vol. ill.
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as

rect reading is sapatna and not the meaningless sampanna as has
been conclusively shown by the learned professor. No reasonable

doubt need, therefore, be entertained as to Bhatarka and
consequently the Valabhi princes being Maitrakas. And we
have already seen that the Nagar Brahmanas of their copper-

plates have been styled Mitras. It is difficult to avoid the con-

clusion that Maitraka and Mitra denote one and the same tribe,

just as we know that the Solankis of Gujarat have been called

by one and the same poet once Chaulukyas and at another time

and the
Nagar Brahmanas originally belonged to one ethnic stock ; and
we need not, therefore, wonder that tradition connected the
Mewar with the Valabhi family. We shall now proceed a
step further. following
marks regarding the Maitraka tribe :

'

' Though these Maitrakas
are mentioned in no other records from Surashtra there seems
reason to identify the Maitrakas with the Mihiras'the well-known
tribe of Mehrs or Mers. In Sanskrit both mitra and viihira are

names of the sun, and it would be quite in agreement with the
practice of Sanskrit writers to use derivatives of the one for those
of the other." It is, I believe, impossible to dissent from this view,
as a whole. Now, according to the Kathiawar Gazetteer, there were
two hordes of the Mers, which poured into India at two different
times. The earlier of these waves is, I think, represented by
the Maitrakas, and the later by Mers, who are still found in
Kathiawar and Rajputana. It would be interesting to know
what this tribe Maitraka or Mihira was. The earhest Maitraka
inscription we have is the Kukad grant, dated G, E. 207 ^ = A.D.
526, of the Valabhi king Dhruvasena I. Dhruvasena was the
fourth reigning prince of his dynasty, being preceded to the
throne first by his father Bhatarka and next his two elder brothers
Dharasena and Dronasiiiiha'. This places Bhatarka circa 600
A.D. It is known that the Gupta sovereignty over North India
was overthrown by the Huna^, and the latter themselves ousted
by Ya^odharman. The date of the last Gupta prince Budha-
gupta is A.D. 485 and that of YaSodharman A.D. 533.^ The
Huna supremacy, therefore, lasted some time between A.D. 485
and 533. And the. rise of the Maifratfi. unwAr as wa Ti^.vp inst

took place about 500
nas Maitrakas

were, like the Gurjaras, a tribe allied with the Hunas, and en-
tered India with them. Further, it is worthy of note that the
Gujaraa in Marwar at any rate accost each other and also address

1 r.u ' ^', court-poec and pnest of the Solankis" (Vfigl
speaks of thetn as Chaulukyas in the Klrtikaumudl, and as Chulnk^
the pra^astt m Tejapala's temple at Dilvadfi, on Mount Abfi.

Ind' Ant,, vol. v. t^. 90i% r ru,^'*^ r «« ^„j Ig2
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each

Maitrakas or Mers originally

This is perhaps an in-

to the Gurjara stock. Maitrakas '^ thus appear to have
first penetrated India early in the sixth century. When
the second swarm of the tribe but with the name Mihira
poured into India, the first seems to have been merged
into it, both being essentially one tribe. This perhaps ex-

plains why no name derived from Maitraka is now traceable

any hand
are numerous, and are found both in Rajputana and Kathiawar,
as stated above.* There is a tract of land called Mervada near

Ajmer, which goes by the name of this tribe. In Kathiawar
the Mers are still found in large numbers roxmd the Barda hills,

while the Porbander chiefs, who are known as Jethvas, are

recognised as the head of the tribe. Mera or Mehra is a common
surname among Sindhi Baluchis. Many of the best Musalman
captains and pilots from Kathiawar, Cutch, and the Makran
coast still have Mer as a surname. Mehr is also a favourite

name among both Khojahs and Memans, the two special classes

of Kathiawar, converts to Islam. Mehr, Mihr, and Mahar are

also used as titles of respect. The Khant Kohs of Girnar still

honour their leaders with the name Mer.* If Mer or Mehr, which
is a tribal name, is to this day used as a surname, it is perfectly

intelUgible that the Brahmana grantees of the Alina copper-plate

charters alluded to above used, as a sort of surname after

their individual names, their tribal name Mitra, which, like

Mihira the Sanskritised form of Mer or Mehr,^ denotes the sun

and is thus identical in meaning, and is, as said above, but

another name of the same tribe.

That the Guhilots were originally Nagar Brahmanas, after-

wards become Kshatriyas, is certain and incontrovertible, as

we have seen above. And now we see that the Nagar Brah-

manas were Maitrakas, and the Maitrakas were, hke the Gur-

jaras, a foreign race and intimately connected with them.
I have shown in my paper on the Gurjarafl that they

1 This information I received from several intelligent Gujars, whom
I met with during my travels in Rajputanfi. Even so recently as the

close of January last when my camp was at Jalor in Marwar, I found
another Gujar who corroborated this information.

n -, mr •

* In the Manu-aamJiitd (cap. 10, v. 23), a mixed caste called Maitra
IS mentioned. Is it the same as our Maitraka T

S These Maitrakas are by some identified with the Meds or Medlis,

who, to the Arab invaders of the 8th and 9th centuries, were the

chief people of KAthiawar both in Sorath in the south and m M&ha m
E/ in the Qazeiteer of the Bombay Presidency,

voL i, pt. i, p. 140, note 5).
Ind. AnU. vol. xv, p

^60 and Dr. Fleet's interesting note thereon.
* History of Ouf'arat in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Prestden

v^I. i, pt. i, p. ui,note 1.
• Jour, Bomb A: Soc.. vol. v. «. 8 • Ind. Ani,. vol. xv, p. 361.
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theory
foreign tribe, I have also therein put forth the
that when a stranger tribe is settled in India and is

Hinduised, the various classes composing it borrow the names of

those castes, already existing, whose occupations they respec-

tively pursue. The priests of the foreign tribe accordingly
became Brahmanas, their warriors Kshatriyas, their goldsmiths
So7iis, their cempenters Suthdrs , and so forth, and are distinguished
from others only by the tribal, prefixed to the caste, name,
the former being thus reduced to a mere surname. We thus
have instances of Abhira Brahmanas, Ahir Sutars, Ahir Slmpis,
Gujar Sonis, Gujar Luhars, and so on. It is indeed very flatter-

ing to find that a veteran scholar and antiquarian Mke Ux- Hoemle
has expressed his full concurrence with me in this respect.^
And I now proceed one step further. While this process of
fusion continues, but before the various classes of the stranger
tribe are finally crystalhsed into rigid castes, it is possible that
a portion of the people of -one class gave up their hereditary
calling and pursued that of another into which they were
ultimately merged, leaving a trace of this fact in the composite
name they bear. It is on this supposition only that tlie fact
of the Guhilots having given up their original Brahmana, for
Kshatriya, caste, as we have seen, is intelligible. We have
already seen that a Chatsu inscription speaks of a Guhilot king
Bhaxtribhatta as Brahma-KsJiatr-dnvita, which I have translated
by ''possessed of (both) priestly and martial energy," but a
footnote has been added below saying that what is also imphed
is that Bhartribhatta was a Brahmakshatri, i.e., belonged to
the Brahmaksliatri ca^te. Bhartribhatta is not the only ancient
king of India who is so called. In the Deopara inscription of
Vijayasena of the well-known Sena dynasty of Bengal, Samanta-
sena is described as Brahma-kshatriydndm kula-Hro-ddma , which.
expression was rendered by Prof. Kielhorn by '' head-garland
of the clans of the Brahmanas and Kshatriyas " ^ but which
ought to have been rendered, I think, by '' head-gariand of the
Brahmakshatri family." That the latter is the correct translar
tion is shown by the term BrahmaJcsliatra used with reference
to the Sena kings in the Balldla^charita.^ Now, there is a ^

called Brahmakshatri corresponding to this Brahmakshatra, the
^^mbers of which are found all over the Panjab, Rajputana,
Kathiawar, Gujarat, and even the Dekkan. In my opinion,
as already stated, thev were orisinallv the Brahmana classes

aste

afterwards turned
into the Hindu society. The present Brahmakshatri^

no doubt say that they were ^'-the descendants of Kshatriya
women, who, at the time of ParaSurama's massacre, were saved

1 Jour. Roy, As. Soc. for 1005, p. 30.

^
Ep. Ind., vol. i, pp. 306 aad 312.

8 'lliis is published \n Bibliotheca Ind
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by passing as Brahmana women." ^ This explanation is, liow-

ever, given after the rigidity of castes had set in and when the

idea of people of one caste passing into another is considered
to be impossible. But if any proof is needed iq support of my
theory and if any further instance is required of the Nagar
Brahmanas, in particular, turned Brahinakshatris, as we have
seen in the case of the Guhilots, it is furnished by a Chhipa caste

called Bandhara, This caste has been described accurately and
faithfully, as all castes and tribes of importance in Marwar have
been, in the Census Report of the Jodhjmr State for 1891, vol. iii,

which, in my humble opinion, deserves to be carefully studied

by all Indian ethnologists.^ This work is in Hmdi, and I,

therefore, translate a portion of it here into English :
'' These

(^.e., Bandharas) are Bralmiakshatris. They are in the districts

of Jalor and Jaswantpura, and do the work of weaving and
dying turban and odhni cloth. They are called Bandharas',

because they first weave (bdndhnd) and then print cloth

They call themselves NAGAR BRAHMANAS, and give the

following account of their becommg Bandharas :
'* The king of

Hastinapura desired to bestow a donation on some Nagar Brali-

manas, but they did not accept it. The king, wrath at this,

snapped their sacred threads and wanted to kill them. But
fchey sought refuge with Chdmundd-mdtd and wove (bandhmui)

one chur^adi for her. For this reason they were named Ban-

dharas.'* s 'Here then we have an instance of a Brahmaksliatri

caste, the people of which say that they were originally Nagar

Brahmanas, This clearly explains how the Guhilot«, who were

also originally Nagar Brahmanas, became Brahmakshatris or

Khatris, and also strengthens ray theory that the various castes

of the Brahmakshatris were originally the Brahmana classes of

foreign tribes, which, after the process of fusion had set in but

before it was complete, exchanged their priestly for martial

pursuits.

1 Gujarat Population in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency

,

vol. ix, pt. i, p. 55. ,. . , ^, ..

^ The. credit for making this volume a thoroughly reliable authority

on Marwar ethnology is solely due to Munshi Devipraaad Munsifl,

whose love for matters ethnic and antiquarian is only ©quailed by his

energy and porseverance.
3 Dt>. 482-483.
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JUNE, 1909.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the Society

was held in the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, June 9th,

1909, at 9-15 P.M.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL F. J. Druky, T.M.S., in the Chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. A. S. Allan, Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor,

I.M.S., Dr. H. Finck, Captain H. B. Foster, I.MS., Lieut.-

Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., Dr. W. C.Hossack, Lieut.-

Colonel J. G. Jordan, I.M.S. , Dr. A. M. Leake, Dr. Indu

Madhab Mallick, Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Lieiit.-

Colonel A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Major F. O'Kinealy, I.M.S.,

Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major J. C Vaughan, I.M.S., Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors.—Dv. T. K. Ghose, Dr. J. B. Reid, Lieut. F. H.

Salisbury, I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Lieut.-Colonel Drury showed a case of leprosy with keloid

complication.

Major O'Kinealy showed—(1) A case of a pharyngeal tumour

which could be made to appear on the dorsum of the tongue

by the patient. (2) A case of a functional laryngeal paralysis.

Captain Connor showed coloured drawings of a peculiar

hypertiophia ulceration of the nose of unknown causation.

Dr. W. C. Ilossack showed coloured drawings of plague

pneumonia.

The following paper was read :

.4 new Ladic Add producing Strepfothrix.—Bij Dr. G. C,

Chatterjee.
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19. The Loranthus Parasite of the Moru and Ban
iQuermts dilatata, Lindl., and Quercus incana,

Roxb.).

By E. P. Stebbing.

r

_ In July, 1896, Mr. I. H. BurkiU, Officiating Reporter on
i^cononuc Products to the Government of India, read before the
Asiatic Society of Bengal a paper ^ entitled " A Parasite upon
a parasite—a Viscum apparently F. artkulatum, Burm., on
Loranthus vestitus, Wall., on Quercus incana., Roxb,"

u'^^
paper, as its title discloses, detailed a case of curious

double parasitism of a Viscum on a Loranthus. The author
also gave a list of other host plants of F. articukdum observed
by such authorities as Brandis, Gamble, Kurz, Duthie, Talbot,
etc.

. '^^f
point of interest about this paper for my purpose here

IS BurkiU's observation that Loranthus vestitus is quite a common
Quercus incana He also

records that it makes use about Simla of other hosts also,
such as Quercus dilatata and Machilus odoratissima , Nees.
^Isewhere it lives on Odina Wodier, Roxb. , Schleichera trijuga,
Willd., Randia spp., Eloeagnus spp., and species of Quercus other
than Q. incana.

_
A year later in August, 1907, at a meeting of the Asiatic

bociety some photographs and botanical specimens of a case of
aouble parasitism of Viscum articulatum on Loranthus vestitus on
Quercus incana from Ranikhet, Kamaon, at 6,000 ft., were ex-
hi b] ted on behalf of Dr. E. J. Butler, Imperial Mycologist.* In
this case the Viscum was a very vigorous individual and had
caused the death of the branch of the Loranthus beyond the
point where it had fixed itself.

Both parasites were producing fruit.

^ ^3^6 of a similar kind was noticed by myself in June
1908 on Quercus incana growing at Peora, on the road between
Almora and Bhim Tal.

Kanjilal in his Forest Flora notices that the parasite Loran-
thus vestitus is fairly common in Jaunsar and Tehri-Garhwal
in the N.-W. Himalaya, and is generally found on oaks, espe-
cially Quercus incana. He mentions that at Kathian (in
Jaunsar) hardly a tree has escaped attack.

In the Indian Forester Mr. J. S. Gamble. F.R.S.. in a note

1 Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, ii (new series), 7, p. 299 (190(5).
" Iroc. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, iii (new series), 8, p. Ixxxvii (1907),
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upon the damage done to Himalayan pines by Lorantliaceous

parasites wrote in 1894: ''Those, too, who have the opportu-

nity, whether in the hills or in the plains, should investigate the

common species of Loranthus and Viscum, for it is understood
that they do considerable damage in some places, and enquiry

might lead to means of protection."^

Again, Mr. F. Beadon Bryant, now Inspector-General of

Forests to the Government of India, and at the time Assistant

Inspector-General, alluded to tliis subject in the Indian Forester,^

Discussing the pernicious system of lopping Coniferous trees

[Deodar {Cedrus deodara, Loudon), Blue Pine {Pinus excelsa^

Wall.), Chir Pine [Pinus longifolia, Roxb.), etc.] and oaks in the

Simla Hill States he wrote ;

—

'
' I noticed two very interesting results from this heavy

lopping ; first, the destructive effects of parasites in general

and more particularly of a species of Loranthus (probably L
vestitus) In one forest, over

r ^ _LX - - f

a large area where lopping has been constant, nearly every tree

had been thus attacked. Many of the trees have been already
killed outright by the parasite, which appears to suck the life

out of the trees, mainly through the wounds caused by lopping,
and to fairly smother it. An examination of the trees showed
that wherever a branch had been lopped off, the Loranthus
had obtained a fresh holding place on the tree over which it

gradually spreads, until there is more Loranthus than oak. It

can be but a Question of a few voars mnrA av Ipss n,nd the oaks

will

John
Governor of the United Provinces and Oudh, noticed that a

number of the trees in the extensive grounds of Government
House at Naini Tal appeared to be dying. He pointed out this

fact to Mr. Lovegrove, at the time Officiating Conservator of

Forests. The grounds are thickly planted with oak, and Sir

John issued orders to commence cutting out the diseased and
dying trees near the house. These operations have since, •!

believe, been considerably extended.
In none of the above recorded observations, with the excep-

tion of Mr. Beadon Bryant's, is any allusion made to the effect

growth
incana

May, 1908
Q

has shown that the Loranthus has obtained such a hold over the

trees, which are growing in considerable abundance throughout
the station, that numbers of these are dying either under the

imaided attacks of the Loranthus or under its attacks combined

1 Indian Forester, vol. xx. 177 (1894).
» Indian Forester, vol. xxii, 420 (1896),
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with those of several insect bark and wood-borers {Buprestidce

,

Ceramhycidce and Scolytidce).

That the combination of a plant parasite and insect has

the power to effect the death of trees is not unknown. It was
recorded some years ago that Viscum orientale , Willd., grows upon
the satin wood tree [Ghloroxylon swietenia, DC.) in this manner
in the low country forests in Ceylon, strangling the branches

and leading to attacks of the longicorn borer Molesthes induta,

Newman.^
During May and June, 1908, an opportunity was offered me

of studying the question on the ground both in the Government
House grounds at Naini Tal, owing to the kindness of Sir

John Hewett, in the station itself, and out in the district of

Kumaun.
I may premise by stating that the principal oak in Naini Tal

is the Moru oak {Quercus dilatata) , whilst out in the district on

the line of march I took (Khairna, BeUek, Siuni, Ranikhet,

Chaubattia, Shahi Devi, Almora, Peora, Ramgarh and Bhim
Tal) the oak chiefly met with was the Ban {Quercus incana).

Both these trees are badly infested by the plant parasite Loran-

thus vestitus. Wall., and are also subject to attacks by species of

Buprestid, Longicorn and bark-borer {Scolytidce) beetles. The

han oak in the forest clothing the slopes on the Bhim Tal side of

the hill on the Ramsarh-Bhim Tal road was also most seriously

infested in 1908 by a scale insect which appeared to be seriously

damaging the tree. Peculiar interest attached to the discovery

of this insect since it proved to be a species of Kermes (subse-

quently described by Green ^ as Kermes Mmalayensis, sp. n.)^ this

being the first record of the genus (a European and Xorth

American one) from the Indian Region.^

Briefly summarizing the investigations carried out in May
and June, I mav say that my observations have shown tliat the

diseased and dying state of many of the oak trees in Nanii Tal

and throughout the Kumaun District is due to the attacks^ of

either a parasitic Loranthus or to those of bark and wood-bormg

beetles belonging to the families Buprestidce, Ceramhycidce and

Scolytidce, or to a combination of the attacks of both. The

parasite Loranthus would appear to be as serious, or perhaps

more serious, than the insect attacks to the Moru oak m the

station of Naini Tal. Out in the district my short mvestiga-

tions seemed to show that the insects were as dangerous as the

Loranthus to the Ban oak, whilst in the area infested by the

scale insect the attacks of this latter far outweighed all others

owins to its abundance and the rapidity with winch it appeared

1 Indian Forester, vol. xxvii, p. 486.

» Green, Ent. Mon. Mag., Nov. 1908.

8 Stabbing, Ind. For. Rec, vol. ii. No. 1, p. 26.
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to suck out the sap from the crowns and all the branches when
in any quantity on a tree.

Description of the 'Lovd.nthM^.—Loranthus vcstitus is a small

branching woody plant with dirty yellowish green leaves which

are dark shining green above. It grows in great clumps and

masses on the trees, resembling a giant mistletoe.

The fruit is yellowish and fleshy, and is almost sessile on

the stem, which it thickly studs.

Damage done.—It is obvious since the Loranthus draws

much of its sustenance from its host that the vitality of the

latter must be to some extent impaired thereby. If this drain

exerted by the parasite continually increases in intensity, the

tree is finally killed. The damage done is easily recognizable.

Infested trees appear to be dying from the crown downwards.
They look as if they were becoming ' stag-headed/ Large

branches in the crown, either' on one side only or on two sides

or throughout the whole crown of the tree, are seen to be bear-

ing one or more clumps of the small thin-branched Loranthus
growing out of them. At the point of juncture and below it

the oak tree's branches are much swollen up, and contorted

and gnarled. Gradually all the leaves of the host plant dis-

appear, and the true crown of the tree consists of bunched-up
masses of branches of the parasite. Gradually the oak tree dies,

and its death is followed by that of the parasite.

As usually found in nature a tree is rarely infested by more
than one or two clumps of the parasite situated on a branch
whicli may in consequence of the drain upon it dry up and drop
off, thus leading to the death of the Loranthus.

In Naini Tal, however, the state of affairs as at present

appertaining is very different. Trees may be observed in the

station, notably in Government House grounds and neighbour-

hood, in every stage of attack up to the final one of death : a

branch or a few branches only may bear masses of the parasite ;
a

third, a half, two-thirds or the w^hole crown may have been entirely

replaced with the thick masses of the small dirty yellow, brown-
leaved thin-branched Loranthus. The drain of sap thus set up
results in a hideous contortion and deformation of the branches

of the oak trees themselves, those bearing the parasite being

swollen up into knots and burrs and thicknesses^ and often pre-

senting a most fantastic and bizarre appearance.
Of the power of the Loranthus to kill the trees no one who

has seen the condition of many of the oaks in Naini Tal can
have any doubt.

The reason for the present state of affairs is two-fold, and
may perhaps be explainable as folloAvs :

—
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consists

Morn
(2) Owing to the climatic conditions to which the trees

are exposed and the resultant dampness of the air, their trunks
and branches are thickly enveloped in mossy coats- The pres-
ence of these coats doubtless greatly facilitates the spread of the
pest, since the seed is carried about by birds and possibly ad-
heres by means of its viscid coating to the hairs of small mammals,
and is thus spread through their agency as w^ell. From both
it is easily caught up and retained by the mossy covering on the
trees, its adherence to which is greatly enhanced owing to the
viscid state of the seed ; this covering also probably affords
it a greater chance of successful germination.

The commonly accepted theory on the subject of the spread
of Loranthaceous plants by birds is that the seeds pass through
the digestive canals, and, being voided with the excrements, are

then in a peculiarly favourable condition for germination, the

deposited
M

/?.

IS parasitic on teak and the mango in the South Thana Forests

(Bombay Presidency), This is also tlie species, I beUeve,
which is parasitic on the sal (SJiorea robusta, Gaertn.) in the

Siwahks. By personal observations Mr, Ryan was able to show
that the viscid seeds of L. longiflorus are spread by the bird

Dicceum erythrorliyncus , Lath. The bird plucks the berries from
the parasite, extracts the seed from the epicarp, and after swallow-

ingit wholeclears the viscid matter from the inside of the epicarp

and ejects this latter. The whole of this proceeding takes

only thirty seconds, and the seed is passed out whole in from
8-12 minutes, and in the majority of cases without any excre-

ment. From the position usually occupied by the bird when
the seed is voided, the seed is said to be almost invariably de-

posited on a branch of the tree to which it adheres owing to its

viscid surface.

That this is not the invariable method by which the seed

of tlie Loranthaccce is deposited is, however, evidenced by a paper

contributed to the Transactions of the Limiaean Society ^ by

Mr. F. W, Keeble. The writer of this paper shows that the

species of Ceylon Lorantlms with tubular flowers are ornithophil-

' ous, the bird most effective in their poUination being a honey-

bird, a species of Nedarince, In the large-flowered species

the buds remain closed ; but when tapped, the corolla-lobes fly

open with an pixnlnsinn and tlift nollen is scattered. The closing

1 " The Dispersal of Mistletoe, " by H. P. C. Ashworth, in The Victo-

rian Naturalist, August 1895.
^ Indian Forester, vol. xxv, 472.
3 Traus. Linn. Soc, London, 2nd Ser., vol v, p. 96.
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of the flower buds appears to serve the purpose of protecting

the pollen against rain, while the violent expulsion of the^ pollen

aids in its carriage by the visiting birds, their beaks being fre-

with

When
wiping

owin

If swallowed, the seeds are found to be digested and destroyed.

Now these two methods although they both lead to the

dispersion of the seed do so in somewhat different ways, and it

would appear to be a matter of some importance that observa-

tions should be undertaken as to the manner in which the seed of

Loranthus vestitus is dispersed in Naini Tal. It is probable

that there is some particular bird (or birds) which affects the

oak trees and feeds upon the Loranthus seed, and it should not

prove difficult to determine how the seed is spread by this

agency. Also it should prove possible to determine whether any

small mammals such as squirrels, etc., assist in this dispersion.

There can, I think, be little doubt that the mossy coats of the

trees greatly facilitate the adherence to, and subsequent ger-

mination of, the seeds of the parasite on the oaks.

I noticed that on a patch of ban oak near Peora (between

Almora and Bhim Tal), whose stems and branches were quite

free of moss, there was not a trace of the Loranthus present

although on other parts of the route taken via Ranikhet, Chau-

battia, Almora to Bhim Tal, this oak was in places badly

attacked by the parasite.

Investigation has shown, as I have described elsewhere,

that the weakening of the trees under the attacks of the Loranthus

leads to the attacks of bark-borer beetles and to those of

Buprestid and Longicorn ones/'^

This Loranthaceous attack would appear to require the

serious attention of Mycologists, and an investigation made of it

upon the ground before it would be possible to definitely pre-

scribe steps for combating it. In the meanwhile, however, it

would appear advisable that seriously infested branches should

be lopped from the trees—the cut being thickly tarred—and that

really badly infested trees should be removed. Tliese are the

remedies which I would suggest being put into force in Nairn iaL

In the absence of a Forest Mycologist in the Indian Forest

Service I submitted my specimens to Dr. E. J. Butler, Imperial

Mycologist to the Agricultural Department, for identification

and advice upon the subject. Dr. Butler wrote in reply :
' 1 am

glad you have interested yourself on the subject, for I have long

1 Ind. For. Records, vol. ii, pt. i. • Cf V* •

* ScoLYTiD^ : Dryoccetes Hewetti, Steb.; Sphaerotrypes querct,ote^;f

BuPBESTiD^: Amorphosoma sp. ; Cerambycii>^ : Lophosternua ^5Jf'*
*

Redtenb., Xylotrechtta Smei^ Lap. et Gory, Xylotrechua Stehhingi, Gahan.
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felt the want of more specific information regarding tlie Loran-

thacece of India and the damage caused by them. Perhaps
your notes wiU lead to some Forest Ofiicer taking up the general

question and giving us a complete monograph on the subject.

It is a very interesting, and I should say, valuable one/

'

I am m hopes that this brief note on what has all the ap-

pearance of becoming a serious menace to the oak forests of the

Himalaya may lead to further investigation into the botanical

aspects of the case* The insect pest of the trees I trust to be

able to keep under surveillance myself.

To His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir John Hewett,

my thanks are due for the courtesy with which he afforded me
every faciUty for studying the infestation in the grounds of

Government House at Naini Tal, and for his kindness in per-

sonally, at the commencement of my investigations, taking me
round the latter and showing me numbers of infested trees.

j





20, The Constitutcnts of the roots of Arisaetna

concinniim^ Schott, and A.

speciosuni. Mart.

By BiDHU Bhusan Dutta.

In June last Mr, Burkill asked me if I would analyse

some tubers of Arisaema^ and gave me the following note which,

explains his purpose :

'^ Arisaema roots are used very sparingly by the Lepchas
of Sikkim as a famine food, but not uncommonly as a food for

pigs. They pull them up, as I have seen myself in the country

near Pemionchi in May at their flowering time^ and boihng
them well once, make use of the pulp, throwing the water

away. The intention of this last act is to remove the nu-

merous fine needle-crystals of calcium oxalate which lie in the

tissues and are so intensely irritating in the mouth and to the

ahmentary canal. Lisboa who, in passing/ mentions Arisaemas

as famine foods of Sikkim (Useful Plants of the Bombay
Presidency, 1884, p. 267) notes the violent sickness wlaich

follows an indiscreet meal of them. He gives as a method of

getting rid of the poison a burying in the ground so that

acetous fermentation sets in. He evidently thought that the

fermentation acts on the poison, whereas all it ran do is to

make easier the washing cut of the crystals ; it will, of course,

at the same time, enormously reduce the food-value of the root

because of the amount of starch lost in the process.

The simpler boihng method is obviously the right one.

Arisaernas are extremely Common in Sikkim, especially the

two collected for analysis,—J. concinnum and A. specios^tm.

It was chiefly the first that I saw under collection near

Pemionclii.

No doubt the starch in these roots is much more abundant

in autumn when the leaves of the plants are withering.

Sir Joseph Hooker gave the name of A utile to one of

the species of this genus which he obtained in Sikkim, because

it is eaten {vide Schott's Prodromus ^ystematis Aroidearum,

I860, p. 30, where it is briefly said—Rhizomata eduntur).

Several species of Arisaerm are used medicinally in various

parts of the Himalaya and South-Western China."

The roots received by me were dried in the air, reduced to

fine powder, and then analysed. The figures recorded below

show that both the species are fairly nutritious foods, A.
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concinnum especially, as its tubers are the richer in nitrogen

The amount of starch present is as high as in many cereals.

Moisture

*Albuniinoids

Fat
Carbohydrates
Fibre

fAsh
1+

*Nitrogen

fCalcium
Silica .

.

Phosphoric acid (P^ 0^,)

Analyses of

A risaema
concinnum.

8-45

7-68

1-43

65-94

8-90

7-60

1-23

117
103
•17

Arisaema
speciosum

7-55

3-75

1-56

75-96

613
5-05

•60

-98

•63

•54

'^^i' K^



21. Notes on Gaur and other old Places in Bengal.

By MoNMOHAN Chakkavakti, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.S.

In the annals of old Bengal Gaur and the tract round it

played an exceedingly important part. This tract, in which lay

Laksmanavati and Devi-kot of the Hindu period, as well as the

five capitals of Bengal in the Musalraan period, to wit, Lakha-

nawati (Laklmauti or Gaur of_the later times), Pandua (or

Firozabad), Tan la, Rajmahal (Agmahal or Akbarnagar) and

Murshidabad (or Makhsasabad) must necessarily demand special

attention from local writers. The present article deals with the

political and geographical changes of this locality, and mciden-

tally discusses a number of doubtful or unsettled problems in the

Musalman history of Bengal. For facility of reference a sketch

map of the tract, prepared from Rennell s Atlas plates ii, ix

xi, and xvii. is attached. The Atlas is based on the earliest

British surveys in Bengal (1765-75 A-B-), and urnishe the

only old maps giving fairly trustworthy details of the mofussil.

Laksmanavati or Gaur.

Its remains may be chronologically distributed under the

Gaur Remains. following heads :—

1.

ii.

« « »

111.

ITr a pe^S-oTotra century and a thirf .

The Tat^r Musalman capital, "bou «l»- 2H;
century

IV.

(1456—1564A.D.), a period

n'porarfMiSal occupations, as head-quarter by

Kfif im during'
!; '- -J!re cljS ?n

1059—1069 H. (1649—1658 A.-L>.).

I. The Hindu Capital.

^. 1 T nrlflnoed some evidence that in-

In a prevous -fete, ^I^^adducrf
^^^^^ ^^ La^™^f?.'!

Hindu. Jeapital of Gaur Jrom f 'ff
'J^|

eighth century A.D.. No Lthenticremam^^fJl-_Penoa

. No,., on me Geo^rapHy of OU Bm,al, J.A.SB., 1908, pp. 28.-2.
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have yet been found. Traditions, some more than a century

In the northernmost
o^^' P^^^*' however, to the northern-

part, most part oi the city as being the old
Hindu portion. Beginning at Pichli

on the south bank of the Kalindi river, a large field covered
wit]i brick fragments was pointed out to Buchanan as the place
where king Adi^ur had dwelt. No fortifications were found, but
" the situation is judicious- as being high land of a stiff clay.''^
From this proceeding south over some high lands, is reached a
square of about 400 yards surrounded by a ditch, called Balldl-
bari or the palace of Ballal Sena, who according to the Am had
built a fort in Gaur. No buildings are now found inside, but
the enclosure is surrounded by a gigantic wall, 50 ft. broad
at top, 150 ft. at the base, and 20 ft. high, with a deep ditch
outside 75 ft. wide.^ Furthermore, Laksmana Sena (the son of
Ballala) is said have had his capital at Gang§rampur, eight miles
north-west of old Malda, and to have excavated the largest sheet
of water in the city, the Sagar-dighi, 1600 x 800 yds., which Ues
two miles south-west of Ballala' s palace.

^

This traditionary attribution of the northernmost parts to
the Hindus can be explained if the old course of the Ganges
had flowed through the Kalindi, as I had suggested in my afore-
said article. In that case, the Hindus would naturally be
attracted to its banks and would congregate in that locality, pref-
erably on its south bank, as being less exposed to floods and
attacks. The Ganges, after flowing through the Kalindi, would
pass through the lowest sections of the present Mahananda bed ;

and thus the formation of the extensive marshes and depres-
sions on its both banks could be accounted for, as they could have
originated only from the action of some deep and broad stream
carrying enormous loads of silt like the Ganges. Moreover, Ek-
dala near Pandua, where Shamsu-d-din Ilyas was besieged by
the Delhi Sultan Firoz in 755 H. (1354 A.D.), was seven ^os
from a. river which Firishta identifies with the Ganges,* and
this would fit in well with the above view of the old course of
the Ganges.

II. The Eakly Musalman Capital.

Muhammad-i Bakhtryar left the city of Nudiah in desola-

Early Musalman. ^^^^ ^^^ made LakhanawatI his seat of

_ . ^ _ government. This was done some years

India

3 Ravenshaw's Oaur. p. 6; J.A.S.B., 1^5, p. 226.
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Niadiah ; hence 599 H. has been taken as an approximate date.

He and his Amirs adorned the city with mosques, colleges and
monasteries ; while Sultan G]iiya.su-d-din 'Iwaz built Jami and
other mosques, the fortress of Basan-kot and an embankment
from the city to Diw-kot on one side, and to Lakhan-or on the

other, about ten days' journey. Mention is also made of the

gates of the city which was therefore fortified.^ Barni speaks of a

great bazar within the city more than a kos long, and near it a

palace of the old chiefs.* None of these old works have been

traced. It is just possible that the high solid bank, running from

near the civil station west to SonatoU on the river, might be a

part of the city walls. This has been hitherto identified with

the ful (embankment) of Ghiyasu-d-din ; but its size—30

to 40 ft. high, and 100 to 150 ft. at the base—is more in favour

of its being a wall. The early Musalman city was a continuation

of the Hindu city and, therefore, would have lain in the north-

ern part.

The fort of Basan-kot with the city of LakhanawatI was

captured in 624 H. (1227 AD.) by the
Basan-kot.

^j^^^^. ^^^^ ^j Sultan I-yal-timish during

the absence of Ghiyasu-d-din ; and after the death of I-yal-timish

in 633 H. (1236 A.D.) a battle took place for its possession be-

tween the feudatory of Lakhanawati Tu^ril-i-Tughan Kban and

the feudatory of Lakhan-or Aor Khan, witliin the environs of the

city. The fort was therefore close to the city. Though said to

have been founded by 'Iwaz, the name looks suspiciously Hindu,

c/. Devi-kot, Bardhan-kct, Mangal-kot, Pailcarkot -, and it is not

clear why a devout Musalman like Gliiyasu-d-din would give a

Hindu name to his own fort. I suspect that the place was

Hindu, and had a fort on it, which was_ repaired or rebuilt by

this MaHk. Could it be the modern Ballala-han ?

The loss of all the early works, Hindu or Musalman, is very

disappointing. It must be said, however, that the northern

part of the city has not yet been excavated or even well

explored. The disappearance of these old remains is pnmardy

due to two causes, the vandalism of men in utiUsmg them as

quarries, and riparian changes making the new channels cut

westwards and sweep away or bury under silt the standing

relics

The first half of the fourteenth century was a period of great

confusion and much civd warm Bengal

;

Firoz Shah, 702-722 H.
^^^j the few facts recorded by Barni and

Ibn Batiitah do not often agree with these deducible from coins.

A brief "resume may therefore help readers. According to coins,

Shamsu-d-din Flroz Shah ruled from 702 to 722 M. (IdU/—

1 Tabakut-i-Nafiri ; cf. my article, J.A.S.B., 190S, April.

2 Barni, Elliot, iii, pp. 119, 120. ... ,

8 For coins of 702 H, .J.R.A.S., ii.. 193, and of 722 U., ih^d., and
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1322 A.D.) with his chief mint at Lakhnauti, and an additional

mint at Sunargaon. But in the latter part of the rule parallel

series of coins are found issued in other names. For example,

coins bearing the name of his younger son Bahadur Shah with the

mint Lakhnauti exist having the dates 710, 711, and 712 H.

(1310—12 A.D.) ; while an inscription recording the erection of

a mosque in the reign of Bahadur Khan and dated 711 H. is

reported to have been lying in Goamalti indigo factory of

Gaur.i Furthermore, the eldest son, Shihabu-d-din Bughra

Shah, succeeded his father o^AiScZea^A, according tolbnBatutah,

but a coin of his with the mint Lakhnauti has the date 718 H.

;

while several coins of the younger son Baiiadur have 720, 721,

and 722 H. with the mint Lakhnauti. All these fall within

the coin-period of Firoz Shah (tne father).^ Either then the

later coins of Firoz are posthumous, which cannot be accepted

prima facie as being quite unnecessary, or that the sons revolted

issuing their own coins per force, for no king would voluntarily

suffer this special prerogative of royalty to be used by others.

IbnBatutah would, on this supposition, appear to have been mis-

informed or to have forgotten the exact details when he drew
up his narrative at home.

Finally Bahadur appears to have seized the throne after

Bahadur Shah 720 ?. ^/^^i^S ^f\^ ^'^^ with some other bro-

724 H., and 7267-730 H. thers and driving out his elder brothers

Shihabu-d-din and Nasiru-d-dln. Appar-
ently at the request of the latter, the Delhi Sultan, G_hiyasu-d-din
Tughlak, marched towards Bengal in 724 H.,recdved the sub-
mission of Nasiru-d-dm in Tirliut and sent his foster-son Tatar
Khan towards Sunprgc^on, where he defeated Bahadur and car-

ried him prisoner to the Sultan. Tughlak divided B3ngal into
three provinces, Vilayet-i Lakhnauti, Satgaon and Sunrrgaon,
and making Nasiru-d-din governor returned homewards with
Bahadur as prisoner.^ The statement of Barni about the gover-
norship of Nasiru-d-din is supported by an unique rupee bear-

ing the joint names of Tughlak and Nasiru-d-din.*
Tughlak's son Muhammad ascended the throne in 725 H.

Lahore Museum Catalogue, p. 47 ; and for coins of intermediate years,
cf also RA.S.B., 1883, p. 60, and Indian Museum Catalogue, 1908,
vol. ii.,p. 147, J.A.S.B., 1873, p. 249.

4^*^^*^*^*^^^^ 710—712 H., J.R.A.S., ii., 199; for inscription of
711 H., J.A.S.B., 1895. p. 215. Thomas suggests an imperfect die-
rendering of 10 for 20, J.R.A.S , ii., p. 197.

in« ^, J-^S-?.» 1873, p. 250, LM.C., i., 148, No. 13, cf. J.R.A.S., ii.,

T Vi'i^^.
Sbihabu-d-dln's coins ; and for Bahadur^a coins, J.R.A.S., ii., 199,

I.M,C, u., 148, No. 15.
fi French translation of Ibn Batiltah's Travels, 'M M. Defremery and

bangninetti, iii., 210, and Lee's English translation, p. 128; BamI,
Tartjh-z Flro2thaht, J.A.S.B , 1871, pp. 244-5, Elliot, iii., ^34 5, and I.e.
Riyaz, translation, p. 91, note l.

* For coin, see J.A.S.B.. 1894, pp. 67-8.
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(1325 A.D.). He placed Satgaori under 'Izzu-d-din Yaliya sur-

named A'zam-ul-mulk, Lakhnauti under Bandar (? Pindar)

Khalji suriiamed Kadr Khan, and Sunargaon under Ms foster-

brother Tatar Khan surnamed BahramKban (ornephew Ibrahim

Khan, Ibn Batufah).' He released Bahadur Shah and sent him

to Sunargaon to rule jointly with Bahram Khan. Bahadur ruled

acknowledging the suzerainty of Muhammad, vide his coins of

728 H. ; but he ultimately revolted and issued money in his own

name from mints Sunargaon and Ghiaspur. The Delhi emperor

sent a force in aid of Bahram. Balmdur was defeated and kiUed,

his latest coins being dated 730 H. (1329-30 A.D.).^ Of this

troublous period, Ibn Batutah's account runs thus :—
•' He [the emperor] gave him numerous presents m silver,

horses, elephants, and sent Mm back to his kingdom. He sent

with him the son of Ms brother, Ibrahim Khan. He settled with

Bahadur Bourah that they should possess the said kingdom m
equal halves ; that their names should figure together on the

coins ; that prayer should be offered in their common name, and

that Ghiyatheddin should send his son Muhammad surnamed

Berbalh as hostage near the sovereign of India. Qhiyatheddin

departed and observed all the promises which he had made only

he did not send his son, as stipulated. He pretended tliat this

latter had refused, and in Ms speech he offended against pro-

priety. The sovereign of India sent to the help of Ms nephew

Ibrahim Khan troops under the commander Doldji Attatary

They fought against GMyatheddin and killed him ;
they stripped

him of his skin, wMch was stuffed with straw and then marched

through the provinces."^

The next
Kl

TT , T, A A- ^.» at Sunargaon when his slave or armour-
Fau.ru-d.dm, 737-

^trlt (sUlSdar) Fakbrt broke outin re

' Au<si/Au». r.>.^A^u u«n:

—

4, i^r^Ar Khan of Lakhnauti aiclec
'All Shah 740?- 746 H. bellion.*

by 'Izzu-d-din Yahya of Satgaon and Husamu-d-din Aburija {ot

Tirhut ?) defeated Mm. But the troops revolting killed |adr and

joined Fakhra who took possession of Lakhnauti (with Satgaon

too, according to Barni) and placed Ms servant, oneMakJjhs, m

Mubarak
transl., ii., 302; Ibn Ba^utah. F^g^ch transl m

, P-^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^95,
5 For coins of i2S H.» J-^-^-^-* "'; . . pi,;s«rvnr^

1907, p 587 ; of 730 H., J.R.A.S., ii-, 197 (mint Ghiaspur).

3 French transl., iii., P- ^^^'
, ,- • j 4^^^ ^7*17 TT n:iS6-7 AD.).

4 The earliest coin of Fa!d,ru-d-dm is dat^f
Jf^^

^^ ^336^7^^^^^^^

Blochmann
1873, p. 252, to make it agree, i_«"PP°^°;';t deed purporting to be from
Baishazari endowment of Pandua has a

^^'f
*^^^®'^

J'^f? i^t,,%ear The
the Emperor . name not given dated 5th M^^^ra^^^^^^^^

deed, 1 genume. re ers
^Y'f

"t^^
^^/^H hTlaharram on 3rd Angust

To^r.^A*"^ y?"!J„^. I^?J'1^.«H '^Muhammad's command was obeyed
1337 A.D.

Lakhnauti
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( c

charge thereof, 'Ali, an army Inspector of Kadr, put Makhlis
to death and made himself master of Lakhnautl. War went on
between Fakhru-d-din Mubarak Shah a.nd 'Alau-d-din 'Ali Shah
(to give their full titles) for several years.' Ibn Batutah visited

East Bengal about 745 H. (1345 A.D.) and left the following

contemporaneous account ;

—

He [the emperor] appointed governor of this country one
of his brothers-in-law whom the troops massacred. 'Aly Shah,
who was then in the country of Lakhnautl, took possession of the

royalty of Bengal. When Faklireddin saw that the royal power
had gone out of the family of Sultan Nasireddln, of which he
was a slave, he revolted at Sodcawan (? Sunargaon) in Bengal,
and declared himself independent. A violent enmity took place

between him and 'Aly Shah. When arrived the time of winter
and the seasons of wind, Fakhreddin made an incursion into

the country of Lakhnautl by means of river on which he was
powerful. But when came back the days in which it did not
rain, 'Aly Shah pounced upon Bengal by land-route, by reason
of the power he had on this."^

According to the histories, Haji Ilyas, a nobleman of the

Capital transferred
^^^^tj)f 'Ah Shah, revolted, thus adding

toPandua in 739 H. ^^ ^^ue confusion. His revolt is im-
portant in one respect. It enables us to

fix approximately the time of the transfer of the capital. The
latest coin with the mint Lakhnautl is a rupee of Muhammad-
i-Tughlak, dated 733 H (1332—3 A.D.) ; but already in a bronze
coin of his forced currency the mint has been denoted by Iqlim
Lahhnaut't, the chme of Lakhnautl and not the city.^ After
this comes a gap ; and then follows a rupee of Shamsu-d-din
Ilyas Shah, dated 740 H., and a rupee of 'Ah Siiah dated
742 H., both with the mint Firozabad, the Musalman name of
Pandua.* Apparently the transfer to Firozabad took place
on the death of Kadr IvLan about 739 H. The causes of this
transfer are nowhere stated ; but it was obviously connected
with the changes in the river-courses, making Lakhnautl
unhealthy and unhihabitable. The various civil wars with
repeated plunderings of the city might have hastened the trans-
fer

;
and new rulers would have felt little scruples in making

the change.

1 BarnI, Elliot, ill., 242-3; Badaoni, i., 308-9; Ibn Batutah, iv,

2 French translation, iv., 212. Ibn Batutah arrived at Zafar
Yemen in Maharram 748 H., which began on ISth April 1347 A.D. (p.
^^4)

;
and calculating the number of days travelled (as mentioned) and

adding some for those omitted, Ibn Batutah would have visited Bengal
about ^o years before, or say 745 H. at least.

i^n -"" *,.¥ ^>^™^ ""^ '^^^ ^^ J-^A S., ii., 200. J.A.S.B., 1904, p. 373.

^ Qao"*T A ^°- 327; for the bronze coin of 731 H., I.M.C., ii., 59,
No. 382, J.A.S.B., 1883, p. 62.

For 740 H., J.R.A.S., ii., 206 ; and for 742 H., ibid., ii., 202.
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III. The Later Musalman Capital.

This is the most flourishing period of Lakhnauti, its Augustan

Later Musalman.
'

fg^'
^^ which period were constructed the

best and the nnest remauas now existing.

Riyaz states that the caj>ital was removed back to Gaur by
Sultan Jalalu-d-din in 812 H.* The date

Capital again in 86oH. cannot be correct, for Jalalu-d-din did not

come to the throne before 817 H. He
could not have removed the capital as none of his coins shows
the mint Lakhnautl and most show Firozabad ; while the coins

of his son and his son's successor Mahmud (I) also show Firoza-

bad. The Riyaz itself states that he and his son lie buried in

Pandua, which could hardly have been the case, if he had
carried out the important measure of removing the seat of

government. I think it is more likely that this removal took

place in the time of Mahmiid Shah (I), towards the end of his

rule. His extant coins show Firozabad up to 858 H./ after which

none of his has been found to bear that place-name; and this

mint disappears altogether from the coins of subsequent reigns.

Furthermore the earliest remains found in Gaur with a date

were those of a bridge erected in 862 H., in Mahmiid 's reign
;

and probably the Kotwali gate, half-a-mile south, is a Httle

earher. Hence 860 H. has been taken as an approximate date

for the removal.
The transfer is largely connected with the physical changes

of the locality. After much fluctuations, the Ganges seems to

have found a comparatively stable course on the west of the

city, and its floods probably raised the level of the city on its

eastern part. By high embankments on the east and the west,

it became now practicable to make the city habitable ;
and the

deep stream flowing on the west must have greatly facilitated

trade. On the other hand, the river receded from Pandua and

made it less accessible and more unhealthy. A change in the

dynasty also facilitated the transfer.

Mahmudi Dynasty.—T\\Gi^T\mi\yiA remains belong to two

dynasties, the Mahmudi and the Husem.
Mahmud Shah I., According to Riyaz, Sultan Jalalu-d-din
842—864 H.

i^^jij. ^ i^^osque, a reservoir, a tank, and

a caravanserai, none of which can be identified, unless the

tank within t!ie citadel, west of Kadam Rasul mosque, some-

times called Jalali, be one of his. The bridge of five arches

over which the road passes south to Kotwah gate was built in

the reign of Mafimud Shah according to an inscription, dated

5th Safar 862 H. (23rd December, 1457 A.D.).^ The Kotwali

1 Riyaz, transl , p. 118. ^ ^ ,^^„ „^« .

* For the latest Firozabad coin, 858 H., J.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 23J-4.

8 J.A.S.B., 1875. p. 289 ; A.S.R., xv, p. 57.

i
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gate itself with its massive shape, sloping towers and deep

niches having ornamental pillars seems sufficiently archaic to be

placed in this reign, being in evident imitation of the early

Musalman style of Delhi ; and along with the gate, the high walls

of the fortifications would have been built, as being among the

first works needed for protection against floods and enemies.

The beginning of Mabmud's reign would be discussed

infra (p. 225). His coins take him down

^f^^cFH^' to 864 H. ; and one of the inscriptions
864-878 H.

.^ Pandua to Monday 28th Zul-hijjah

863 H (^) (26th October. 1459 A.D.).' His son and successor

Ruknu-d-dln Barbak Shah has coins dated 864 H. Therefore,

Mal.mud's reign ended in 864 H. (beginning on 28th Octo-

ber, 1459 A.D.). An inscription reported by Major Francklin

(isio) spoke of Barbak Shah having constructed m 871 H.

a nahr or aqueduct flowing inside the palace with a middle gate

adjoining the same and leading to the palace interior.* The palace

and the main gateway (of the citadel or of the outer fort ?) had,

therefore, been completed before 871 H (1466 A.D.). Traces

of aqueducts have been found, beginning from the smaller

Sagardighi tank within the fort, and one leading from a tank

within the citadel to the north of the palace.^ The Cor-Miana

or the so-called prison, a square domed structure with towers at

the corners, may be a tomb, as Cunningham supposed, bemg

similar to Eklakhi tomb of Pandua; and from its old appear-

ance and ruinous state may be a tomb of Mahmud or his son

Barbak.* ,

Coins bring down the reign of Barbak Shah to 877 and

878 H. ; and an inscription of his reign at

Y"su{ |hah, Mahisantos, Dinajpur, was dated in
878-885 H.

g^g ^5 ^^^^ extant coins of his son and

successor Siiamsu-d-din Yusuf Siiali do not go back beyond

881 H. ; but an inscription of his reign kept in the Sankmohan

mosque of old Malda bears a date which has been doubtfully read

1st Jumadi-al-awwal 870 H. (20th December, 1465 A.D.) or

876 H. (16th October, 1471 A.D.) or 878 H. (24th September,

1473 A.D.) ; and another inscription reported by Francklin

Maharram 1475

1 For coins of Mahmud Shah 864 H., J.A.S.B., 1883, p. 218 ;
for his

inscription of 863 H., iUd., 1873, pp. 271-2 and date, p. 270 ;
for corns ot

Barbak, 864 H.. I.M.C., ii, 167-8. xXos. 133 5 and 148. 28th ?ul_hijjah

of 863 H. falls, however, on a Fridiy and not Monday. Ilahi Ba^^S
reads 18th Zul-h.jjah 83:i H. (J.A.S.B., 895, p. 207), but that fell on

Thursday, 7th September, 1430 A.D.
a Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 18, note ; A.S.Il., xv, pp. 52-3.

5 Qaur, p 34; Ilahi Balchsh, J.A.S B., 1895, p. 221.

* A.S.R., XV p. 56.
6 Coins of 877 and 878 H., J.A.S.B., 1883, pp. 219-220; inscrip-

tion of 876 H.. 1875, p. 291.
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A.D.).^ "For the present, therefore, 878 H. (1473 A.D.) may
be taken as the last year of Barbak.

The mosque built, according to the aforesaid inscription of

880 H. by Yusuf , is identified by Mr. Grote with the Tantipara

mosque, "the finest of all the buildings now remaining in

Gaur " (A.S.R., xv., p. 62), but by Cunningham with the Cam-

katti mosque (ibid., p. 60). An inscription found in the jungle

near Darasbari or lecture-hall records the building of another

mosque by Yusuf in 884 H. (1479 A.D.) ; and a tliird Gaur

inscription, dated 13th Kamazan 885 H. (17th November, _1 480

A.D.), speaks of a mosque built in his reign by one KLakan

MarjSd Khan.^
The extant coins of Yusuf go down to 884 H. ; while an

inscription of his reign in the golden
Path Shah, mosque of Pandua (? Gaur) reported by
880—892 H.

FranckUn was"
*

dated Monday, 14th

Mabarram 885 H. (27th March, 1480 A.D.).^ The earhest coins

of his uncle and successor Jalalu-d-dln Fath Shah beginin886 H.;

while an inscription of the same at Bandar, Dacca, was dated

1st Zil-Ka'da 886 II. (22nd December, 1482 AD.).* Yusuf's

reign" may, therefore be taken to have lasted till 885 H.

(1480 A.D.). None of the Gaur remains is traceable to Fath

Shah himself. According to an" inscription of Mahdipur, Gaur,

dated Ramazan 891 H. (beginning on 31st August, 1486 A.D.)

a mosque was built in his reign by one Sayyid Dastur.^

Habshi Kings.—Fe^th Sliah was murdered by an eunuch

conspiring with the palace-guards; and

Barbak Shah II., this eunuch seized tlie throne under the

892 H. iiame Sliahzadah Barbak Shah. Coins of

F.roz SL-Sh II., Fath SJah go down to 892 H.
;
and an

892—896 H. inscription of his reign found at batgaon is

dated 4th Maharram 892 H. (31st Decem-

ber, 1486 A.D.),.« After a short rule, the eunuch was murdered

by an Abyssinian officer who became king under the name

Saifu-d-din Firoz Sliah. His coins also begin from 892 H.^

1 Coins of 881 H., P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 145, 1.M.C ii, p.
J6|,

-No U9,

B.M.C., p. 38, No. 93. Inscription of 870 or 876 H., J-^.S;^., l«'*.

p. 298, 189G, p. 199, or 878 H., A.S.R., xv, p. 78; for 880 H., Gaur,

^' ^*'*'

Inscription of 884 H., J.A.S B.. 1895 pn. 222-3
;

of 885 H^^p.

Ind., ii, 284, datfi rfiad bv Bloclimann 10th Ramazan, J.A.b.B., 1873,

pp. 277-8, 275.pp 277-8 275
3 Coin of "884 H., J.A.S B., 1846, p. 329, l-c 1873, p. 275 ;

inscrip-

tion of 885 H., Oaicr, p. 56, note, of. J-^-S B., 1S94, pp. 88-J.

* Coins of 886 H., XA.S.B., 1S73, P- 282, P.A.SB.. 1893 p 145,

, ii, DD. 169-170. Nos. 153 and 154; inscription of 886 H.,
I.M.C., ii, pp. 169-170,
J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 282-3.

6 Ep. Ind., ii, p. 287, of. A.S.R., xv. p. 60

8 Fath Shah's coin of 892 H., J.A.S.B., 184

J.A.S.B., 1870, pp. 293-4. ^^ ,^„
7 For FlrozV coin of 892 H.. I.M.C.. ii, 170. No. 159.
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The eunuch's rule, therefore, lasted only for a very few

months. Eiyaz credits Firoz Shah with the construction of a

mosque, a tower, and a reservoir. The mosque has not yet

been traced. The tall minar and the tank to its east, both

within the fort, are ascribed to him. But in the absence of

inscriptions, nothing definite can be said; and the minar has

been ascribed to various other sultans, e.g., to Firoz Shah I by
Fergusson, to the time of Malimud I by Cunningham, and to

Husen Shah by Dr. Bloch.^ Fergusson is probably right in

considering it to be a jaya-stambha or a ' pillar of victory.'

Firoz was succeeded by Nasiru-d-din Mahmud Shah (II),

but the histories do not agree as to the

^^""896^! ^^*^^^ ^f Firoz's death and_the relation-

ship with him of Mahmud. Firishta

says that he died a natural death ; the Ain says that he
was killed by the palace-guards (paiks). Both Firishta and Am
declare Mahmud to be the son of the Habshi Firoz Shah ; but
Firishta quotes from the history by Hajl Muhammad Kanda-
har! a statement that Mahmiid'H was a son of Fath Siiah.

Firoz's coins go down to 896 H., and in one doubtfully to 897 H.

;

Muzaffar SI •\h
^^^ ^^^^ latest inscription at Chunakhali,

896—898~H.
' Mursidabad, to 2nd Maharram 896 H. (?),

15th' November, 1490 A.D/^ Mahmud
Shah (II) could not have, thus, ruled more than a few months.
He was murdered by an Abyssinian who made himself king
under the name of Shamsu-d-dln Muzaffar Siiah. Muzaffar's
coins begin from 896 H.; and the earliest known inscription

of his reign jit Devl-kot, Dinajpur, is dated 896 H. (1491 A.D,).^

In the Riydz Muzaffar is said to have built in Gaur a mosque
and a treasury; and thejatter may be the place within the
palace now called Khazanci, He was killed by one of his

noblemen,* who ascended the throne as 'Alau-d-dln Husen
Sliah. The latest coins of Muzaffar is dated 898 H. ; and the

latest inscription of his reign in the Chotidargah of Pandua is

dated 17th Ramazan 898 H. (2nd July, 1493 A, D.),'^' while

Husen's coins and inscriptions begin from 899 H.

1 Hiat. Ind, arid East. Arch., p. 550; A.S.R., xv, pp. 57-8; Arch.
Sur. Beng. Cir., 1902 3, p. 6.

a For Firoz's coin of 896 H., P.A.S.B., 1893. p. 145, and of

897 H. {?), J.A.S.B., 1846, p. 330 ; for inscription, r.A.S.B., 1893, p. 55.
S Muzaffar's coin of 896 H., J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 311-3, P.A.S.B.,

1898, p. 170, I.M.C., ii, 171, NTo. 163; his inscription of 896 H.,
J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 289-290, A. S.R., xv, 98-99. The illegible year of

the inscription of Malunud Shah II in the Chotidargah of Pandua
must therefore be 896 H. ; and if Cimningham be right as to the month,
then the date comes to 23rd Rabi I, 896 H., or 3rd February, 1491 A.D.;
J.A,S.B., 1873, p. 289, Gaur, pp. 76-7, A.S.R., xv, 84,

• Babar s Memoira, Elliot, iv, p. 261.
5 Muzaffar 8 coins of 898 H., J.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 238-9, I.M.C.ii,

pp. 171, 172, Nos. 164 and 165; inscription of 898 H., 1873, pp. 290-1.
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Hiiseni Dynasty.—During the vigorous rule of 'Alau-d^din

Husen Sliah , ' ' the Sultan conqueror
rtusen hhiin, over Kamru and Katntali , Jajnagar and
859— 025 H. „ . 5? / -7 1 . • ^ J.^ •.

Orissa {vide his coins), the city was
adorned with various notable structures. The king built a

Madrasah or College (iiTScription dated 1st Raniaziin 907 H.,

10th March, 1502 A.D.), and two gateways of the tomb of

Makhdum Sliaikh Akhl Siraju-d-dln in the northern suburb

(inscriptions of 916 H., 1510 A.D.). He also built a gateway

of the^Jort (inscription of 918 H., 1512 A.D.), which, according

to Riydz, was the dakhil-i-kalan or the main gateway, viz., the

present Dakhil darwaza of the citadel, the most splendid gate-

way existing in East India.' Furthermore, another gateway

was erected in his reign {vide an inscription reported by

Francklin, dated 22nd Maharram 909 H., 17th July 1503 A.D.)

;

while the elegant Chota Sona Masjid of Firozpur suburb was

built by his officer Wall Muhammad, MajHs-ul-Majahs .Mansur.

Husen Sliah was succeeded by his son Nasiru-d-din Nasrat

Shah, called in histories Nasib Sliah. It

Nasrat Shr.h,
jg ^^^ ^lear when he ascended the throne.

926-939 H..
^QyQ^^i of Ms coins bear dates 922 to

925 H. ; but some of Husen Sliah's coins are dated 922 H., and

at least five inscriptions of his are dated 922 H., 923 H.,

925 H., and 15th Sha'ban 925 H. (12th August, 1519 A.D.).^ No
inscriptions of Nasrat Sliah go back, however, beyond 926 H.

;

while the mints on his early coins, where legible, are named

Klialifatabad, Fathabad, and Nasratabad, that is, places which

were not the capital. Either the'prince rebelled in these years,

• or what is more probable, having been in charge of south-east

Bengal was suffered to issue coins in his own name. It appears,

therefore, safer to put his accession year in 926 H. (1519-20 A.D.).

Nasrat Shah, if not as able as his father, held a no less

splendid court, and was spoken of by Babar as one of the five

powerful Sultans of Tndia.^ He built in 932 H. (152o A.D.)

the Bara Soni Masjid, a massive mosque with a grand corridor

150 ft. 'long ; and put up in 937 H. (1530 A.D.) the pure dais

and the sacred stone of the Kadam Rasul mosque. The Bad-

IJ.A.S.B., 1895, p. 221;i^^V5^t^angl..p.l30 whero';«.elarge

gateway "
is tc be separated from " Kadam Rasul buildmg. 1 have

consulted Mr. Salam who considers this preferable. Most of the inscrip-

tions of Husen Shah referred to are gathered in Oaur, and J.A.&.B.,

'^'^For coins of Nasrat 922 to 925 H., J;,A.S B 1873 p. 297. 1874.

p. 309, P.A.S.B.. 1891, p. 134. 1893, p. 6, 1897. p. H.
^ff.

P- /'l. 1904,

p. 233. I.M.C.. ii. 176 178, Nos. 202. 204-207 211^213, 215, B.M C. p. 51.

^'- 139. CoiAs of Husen Shah, 922 H., P-^.S^B 1898 p. 170, IMC,
. 173, No. 178 ; and for his inscriptions of 92o H. at 0<

Xo, 139.
ii, p

auf, J.A.S.B.,

1871, p. 266, and Sunargaon, 1873. p. 295 (the others being from

fiirbhum, Dhamrai near Dacca, and Bholahat m Maida).
fj "T~^ 1 1 * i * J^ j-^ yv

3 Elliot, iv, p. 260.
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*

shah kl kahr north of the palace, if it really contained the tomb.

of Husen Sliah, would have been built by Nasrat who was also

buried there according to tradition. i In his reign a Jami

mosque was erected by one Majhs Sa'd (inscription dated

933 H., 1527 A.D.). ,

The latest inscription of Nasrat is dated 938 H., and the

latest coins' 939 H. (1532 A.D.).^ In the

^'"""osfH ^^^^^^ y^^^ ^^^ s^^ 'Alau-d-din Firoz Shah
(III) succeeded him, his coins being of

939 H., and the only existing inscription of his reign at Kalna,

Bardwan, being dated 1st Ramazan 939 H. (27th March,
1533 A.D.)-^ After a few months' rule he

liT'^n^^i ' was murdered by his uncle who ascended
939—945 H. , , -r ^ r-i^ > - j

the throne under the name Glnyasu-d-

din Mahmud Shah (III). Mahmiid's ordinary coins are from^

939 H. to 945 H. (1533—1538 A.D.) ; but a few have been found
dated 933 H. (1527 A.D. ), with mints Khalifabad, Fathabad,
and Nasratabad.** They were the very same mints from whih
Nasrat had issued coins during his father's coin-period, and
presumably the same remarks will apply to these rupees of

Mahmud. The Portuguese writer Correa represents him as very
uxorious with ten thousand women in his harem. It is not
therefore to be wondered at that, in spite of his large army and
great resources, he went down before his able and ambitious sub-

ordinate Slier Kh?.n, whose general Khawas Khan besieged Gaur
and captured it. Mahmud escaped and went to Humayun to

ask for help, but being coldly received died soon after in 1538
A.D, before the rains. The Janjan Miyan's mosque in the
northern suburb was built by a lady during his reign (inscriptioi^

dated 941 H., 1534 A.D).
During the rule of Huseni dynasty, the city attained its

greatest splendour. The Portuguese visited the city first in the

reign of Mahmud III. Their accounts, as reproduced by De
Barros (iv. ix, cap. 1), indicate a populousness and magnificence
truly remarkable for the age :

—

** The chief city of the kmgdom is called Gouro. It is

situated on the banks of the Ganges, and is said to be three of

our leagues in length, and to contain 200,000 inhabitants. On
the one side it has the river for its defence, and on the land

i Creighton, The Ruins of Oanr, No. VII[ (with a sketch of the
^ont); Francklin, Gaur, p. 24, note, and J.A.S.B., 1894, pp. 90-1;
Buchanan, Eastern India, iii, p. 76.

2 For inscription of 938 H., J.A.S.B., 1874, p. 308; for coins of

939 H., P.A.S.B., 1898, p. 171.
3 For Firoz's coins, J.A.S.B., 1846, p. 333. 1873, p. 298, I.M.C., ii,

p. 179, Nos. 220-1 ; for inscription, J.A.S.B., 1872, pp. 331-2.

-r ,T .t
^°^ Mahmud 's coins of 933 H., P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 6, 1898, p. 172,

fo^;^-' "' P- ^"'^' ^°- 222; of 939 H., J.A.S.B., 1874, p. 309, P.A.S.B.,
1898, p. 172, No. 224; of 945 H., P.A.S.B., 1898, p. 172.

I)
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ward faces a wall of great height. Tlie streets are so thronged

with the concourse and traffic of people .... that they

cannot force their way past. A great part of the houses of

this city are stately and well-wrought buildings."

De Barros calls the city Gaur, after the name of the

country. It is curious to find that the

.

^*"*^- old name of the city, Lakhnauti, dis-

appeared altogether, surviving only in the sarkdr. In the coins

Lakhnauti was replaced by the words Khazdnah (the treasury)

or ddru-lzarh (the mint). In addition the following mint-

places appear :

—

Mahmud Shah (I)—Mu'azzamabad, Catgaon, Mahmu-
' dabad, Fathabad, Nasratabad ;

Barbak Shah—Jannatabad(?) ;

Fath Sliah—Fathabad, Muhammadabad ;

Firoz Shah (II)—Fathabad ;

Muzaffar Sliah—Barbakabad ; ^
Husen Shah—Husenibad, Fathabad, Jannatabad,

'Muzaffarabad.'Mu'azzamabad, Muhammadabad ;

Nasrat "Sliah—(besides the three in his early coins),

Husenabad, Fathabad, KLalifatabad, Nasratabad,

Muhammadabad ;

Firoz Shah (III)—Husenabad ; and

Mahmud Shah (III)—(besides the three in his conisot

933 H.) Hu8eni*fe«d, lOialifatabad, Nasratabad,

Muhammadabad and probably Fathabad.

The majority of these names appear in the Am ^s sarTcars

e.g., Mabmudabad or Muhammadabad, liliahfatabad ana

Fathabad' in the delta of south-east Bengal, Catgaon m the ex-

treme south-east, and Barbakabad north of the Padma branch.

The same Ust of the Am also mentions the towns of Fathabad,

Catgaon, BSrbakabad. and the suburban tract of M'^'if'-^^'^^^^;

Mu'azzamabad, mentioned, too, in inscriptions.' l^^y

J" ^
Bengal, and probably included sarJcdrs Bazuha ^^^ ^^^^^^-^
of the 'km. Jannatabad appears in the AiU a„s a title oisarkar

Lakhnauti, given by the emperor Humayun. But t^^jnut is

much older, and is evidently the name of som_e other pace in

the Brahminda section of the ^^"^^^n^-^"'-!-/ nnl^rs as a
mentioned distinct from Gaur.'^ _

One Husenabad appears a a

ruma
is

rmhal of sarlcdr Lakhnauti; and h Husampur close .uu.c .u

of Gaur survived in Rennell's time (^^e sketch map) It

interesting to note that most of these mm -places ^re named

after reig^ag Sultans; but Nasratabad could "^^ h^^.^f^^
named after the son of Husen Shah, as it appears m coins of
named after the son
Mahmud I.

1 See the inscription of Sunargaon, dated 889 H., J.A.S.B., 1873,

. -, and , __
« Ind. Ant., xx', pp. 419, 421.

/
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Afghans.—In 945 H., Humayun invaded Bengal and occu-

pied the city when Sher Shah had left it

qT6—q^^Th after removing all his valuables. He
came to like the city, changed its name to

Jannatabad (paradise), and stopped there in pleasure and dissipa-

tion for three months (four months according to Makhzan-i-
Afghani). At length stirred by the success of Mirza Hindal at

Agra and of Sher Khan at Benares, he marched from Gaur
leaving Jahanglr Kuli Beg in charge. But he was defeated near
Causa in 946 H. by Sher Shah, who sent his son Jalal against
Gaur. Jahanglr Kuli Beg was defeated and slain, after which
Sher Shah appointed Kiiizr Klian Bairak as the first governor.
Noticing certain signs of insubordination, S^her Sliah himself
proceeded to Bengal in 945 H. (1541 A.D.), and after putting
KLizr in chains divided Bengal into several provinces with Kazi
Fazilat or "Fazihat as amir. On Sher's death in 952 H. (1545

I I"
^1 "h

A.D.), his son Islam Sliah reverted to the

952—960 H ^^^ system and appointed his kinsman
Muhammad KLian Sur as governor. The

coins^ of Slier and Islam as yet ^ound have the mint names
Satgaon and Sharifabad two sarkars of west Bengal. Sher's
coins of Sliarifabad and Satgaon date from 946 H.^

When Islam Shah died in 960 H. (1553 A.D.), Muhammad
Muhammad SLah, Si^^

assumed independanoe under the

961—963 H. ^^^^® of boamsu-d-din Muhammad Shah
Qii^zi. His extant coins are dated 962 H.,

and bear the mint-names Satgaon, and Arakan,^ the last signify-
mg tliat he had conquered this kingdom in the extreme south-
east. Muhammad was defeated and slain by Himu the Hindu

Bahadur s^],ah II,
general of Muhammad 'Adil S_bah of

963—968 H. 4)elhi,in 963 H. (1555-6 A.P.)- His son
Khizr Khan then became Sultan as Glii-

yasu-d-din Bahadur Shah, and attacking Mubammad 'Adil

Jalal 8Lah, ^^^^ Monghyr killed him in 964 H., in

968—970 (?) H. the second year of Akbar's reign

f QfiQ XT s 1,
(1557 A.D.)- Bahadur's coins go down

to Ub« ±i when he died and was succeeded by his brother
^h^ynsu-d-din Jalal Siiah, whose coins exist up to 970 H. (1562

1
W4^ ^^""/^'^^'^

"rTr^"*^
^^^ ^^ (^^'oniclcs, p. 400, No. 351, J.A.S.B.,

S!b^:m"'JL" S'^-
" " '"' "*'». -" "'C., ii, p. 88, No.

n aL^^
Satgaon coin, J.A.S.B., ISSO, p. 84; for Arakan I-M.C, ii.

misread A k-t
Probably Marsden, quoted in J.A.S.B, 1875, p. 300.

D 18*1 *Nn ^^^^t'^^ii^^^ °^ ^^^^- J.A.S.B.. 1875, p. 300. I.M.C., ii,

?nlvR«n„;il '^^-^^f-'P-*^^- The Lahore Museum has got the
only Bengal copper com known, viz., of this Sultan (p. 1 1 7).

No 235
"''"' ° ^^^^'^ ^-A-S-B.. 1891, p. 134, T.M.C., ii, p. 181,
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The Kararani brothers, Taj and Sulaiman, grew more and

_ more influential in Bihar, sometimes op-
Taj Khan, 971 «.

p^gj^^g j^j^i ^nd sometimes in league with

him. When Jalal died, Taj IQian slew his son and seized Gaur.

This event took place in 971 H. (1563 A.D.). But if Khan
Jahan, who became governor of Orissa in 982 H., had come over

with the Kararani family, then the city had been seized before

Zul-hijjah 970 H., in which month he erected a mosque gateway

in Gaur.i Taj.lGian died shortly after ; and Sulaiman became

the sole ruler of Bengal and Bihar, probably before the end of

971 H. He removed the capital from Gaur to Tanda, ap-

parently in an early year of his rule, say 972 H. (1565 A.D.).

IV. Temporary Occupations in the Muohal Period.

When Munim Khan Kbankhanan, the first Bengal Viceroy

of Akbar, returned from Orissa in 983 H.,
Musiiai.

j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ Afghan rebels from Ghora-

ghat liad driven out the Imperial troops and had occupied Gaur.

Muriim constructed a bridge over one branch of the river, and

was proceeding to do the same over the other, when the

Afghans fled from the citv.* Soon after, Munim ordered the

soldiers and the rayats to remove from Tanda to Gaur, for which

removal two reasons have been assigned, viz., Gaur was on tae

side of the river nearer to (zlioraghat, the seat of rebellion, and

contained many handsome and convenient buildings.^ The

rains, however, brought on epidemics and numberless men died.

On the completion of 10th Rajab (16th October, 1575 AD.),

the Viceroy himself fell a victim, and " all that rank and glory,

and that grandeur and perfection became a mere dream and

fantasy" (Badaoni). The headquarters were then hurriedly

taken back to Tanda.
-i i -i

In 988 H. (1580 A.D.) when Biba lihin and tlie (vakshais

started the great miUtary revolt, they crossed over^to Gau^ and

began to collect men. Here they were joined by Asi Ma sum

Kabul! who had revolted in Bihar ; and their combined forces

crossing back the river marched against the governor Muzattar

laan in Tanda.'^ Gaur now appears to ^^^^^ been tinaiJy

abandoned, as "described "in Ralph Fitch's Travels (1588 A.^^).

Nearly three quarters of a century after, prince J^hali

Slmj'a appears to have been attracted to the place, and

some traces of his occupation have survived. / ^^'^ ,

Pf"^^! _^^

said to have repaired the east gate of the citadel;
f'

''^^^-i!^^

Ni'matu-llah, whom the prince honoured much, settled in the

1 For the inscription, Ep. Ind., n, 286.

i Akbarnama, Elliot, vi, p. 45-

3 Akbarnama, Elliot, v, p. 394, note. x,„„„i :: ^n 289-
* Tab. .Akh., Elliot, V, pp. 415-G; Badaoni. transL, u. pp. ^»>

290.
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southern suburbs of Flrozpur and was buried there some time
after 1075 H. (1669 A.D.). In 1071 H., an unnamed Slaaikh

was buried in the court of Kadam Rasul mosque: near which
Path IQian, son of Diller Khan, a general sent against the
prince by Auranirzeb, is said to have been buried. But it

was only the last flickering gleam of a dying flame ; and when
William Hedges, the agent of the English East India Co. in

Bengal, visited it on 16th May, 1683, he found the city had
become a wilderness of ruins.

^

Lakhan-oe.

Besides Lakhanawati, the Tahakat-i-Nasiri names in Bengal
, several other places, some of which appear

important enough to deserve a somewhat
detailed notice. One such town is Lakhan-or. In 602 H.
(1203-6 A.D.) Mul.iammad-i Bakht-yar despatched Mul.iammad-i
Slieran and his brother with a portion of his forces towards
Lakhan-or and Jajnagar. The western side of Lakhanawati was
called Ral, and the city of Lakhan-or lay on that side. From
Lakhanawati to the gate of the city of Lakhan-or on one side,

and as far as Dlw-kot, on the other side, Sultan Gliiyasu-d-din
'Iwaz had an embankment constructed extending about ten
days' journey, for this reason, that in the rainy season the
whole of that tract becomes inundated, and that route was
filled with mud-swamps and morass ; and if it were not for

these dykes, it would have been impossible for people to carry
out their intentions or reach various structures and inhabited
places, except by boats. After the decease of Sultan I-yal-

timish in 633 H., between the governor of Lakhanawati ('Izz-

ud-dln Tughril-i Tughan Khan) and tlie feudatory ofLakha-
nawatl-Lakhan-or (one Lbak, styled Aor KLan), a battle took
place in the vicinity of Lakhanawati, in which Aor Kban was
killed and both sides of the country of Lakhanawati came into
the possession of Malik Tughril. In 642 H. the infidel army of
Jajnagar coming beyond their frontier, first took Lakhan-or,
killing its feudatory Fakhr-ul-Mulk Karim-ud-dln Laghri with
a number of Musalraans, and then appeared before the gate of

Lakhanawati on Tuesday, the 13th Shawwal (14th March,
1245 A.D ).^'

~ ^

From these details it appears that Lakhan-or was an im-

Its identification.
portaiit fortified town with a feudatory of

its own, that it lay towards Jajnagar
territory in Rarh the western part of Lakhanawati country,
and that it h^d to be connected with the capital" by an embank-
ment on account of mud-swamps and morasses. Hence the posi-

\ ST^, ?^ .William Hedges, Yule, vol. 1, p. 88.
* J aoakat-i Nagiri. t.rfinfi] ^.n n.Ti (toK -.^a 'nn, transl., pp. 573, 585, 586, 736-7, 739.
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tion of the town should be sought for towards the south, and on

the west of the Bhaglrathi branch (inRarh), at the same time not

far from that river being in swampy lands. None of the places

suggested, Nagor by Stewart, Lacarcoondah by Blochmann, and

Kankjol by Cunningham, satisfies these conditions. Its identi-

fication is, in fact, next to impossible because the name dis-

appeared from all subsequent histories, and the physical aspect

of the locality changed enormously on account of fluctuation

in the course of the Ganges. From the hint that the embank-

ment was about ten days' journey or say 150 miles, and after

deducting 65 miles, the distance of the Hindu city Devlkot,

Lakhan-or would He about 85 miles south of the capital. Its

position, therefore, along the Bhaglrathi branch would be

somewhere above modern Mursidabad. If one has to identify

it with any of the existing sites, why not then with-Gliiasabad

alias Badri-hat? It is an old place, shown m Rennells

Atlas and has" old remains, "the ruins of an ancient city

extending for some miles inland," where have been tound

«' carved stones, pillars, slabs with Pali inscriptions, gold coins,

and much broken pottery." ' It now Hes on the Azimganj-

Nalhati fine, west of the Bhaglrathi branch within Lalbagh

subdivision : and careful explorations may throw some light.

Devt-kot.

Next to LakhanawatI, no place of Bengal was regarded

more important in the Tahakat-i than Diw-
In Musalman period, j^^^ HereMuhammad-i Bakhtiyar died in

602 H., Shaban (began on l3th March, 1206 A.D); here 'AU-i-

MardaA a'^sumed government in 606 H. (1209-10 A.D ) ;
and

Husamu-d-din 'Iwaz was its feoffee before becoming Sultan. It

forced the northernmost frontier town in Barind, as Layiai.i-or

was the southernmost ; and for facility of communication

both were connected with the cap.tal by a high embankment

during 'Iwaz's rule."^ It had an old mosque bmlt in the reign

of Kaikaus, 'vide an inscription dated Ist Mubarram 697 H. (1 Jtli

October, 1297 A.D.). It was intimately connected with the .aint

Maulana. Ata. in whose memory a tomb was completed by

order of the Sultan Sikandar SJiah (inscription <lft^d
Jj'^

»•'

1363-4 A.D.), besides another mosque buit in the reign of

Muzaffar Sh4 (inscription dated 896 «.' l^^.^'l

^^•^^s'buUt
in front of^whose door a second mosque ^.;lth minaret was built

in the reign of Husen Shah (inscription dated 918 H- I'^lf:^

A.D.)3 The town has now disappeared ;
but the name still

1 Report of Capt. W. S. Sherwill, dated 19th February, 1857, in the

Selections from Bengal Government -Becorrf.s no. xxix, p. /.

4 Tahakat-i Na^iri, transl., pp. 572, 576, o78. 58t>.

8 A.S.R., XV, pp. D8-100.
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clings to a pargana, which in the survey of 1858-61^ had an
area of 41-44 sq. miles. The pargana is run through from north
to south by the Purnabhava river, and is bounded in the
south-west corner for a few miles by the Tarigan stream. As
in the old days of 'Iwaz, so now it continues full of swamps
and nallahs with several large marshes, as Man, Sikla, Haripur,
Kutamai, and in consequence is very unhealthy. The pargana
appears as a small mahal in sarhar Lakhnauti of the Atn under
a distorted name, Dihi-kot (31,624 dams).

In the Hindu period, too, it formed an important town.
. T u- ^ -A According to tradition the old fort near
In Hmdu period. -^ -,*=*_ ., -. i r t^-JJumdumma was the capital of Banaraja

;

and this tradition is pretty old, for following it the lexico-

grapher Hema-candra of the eleventh century makes Devi-kot
a synonym of Bana-pura. Furthermore a stone pillar, re-

moved from this fort a few years ago to the garden of the
Maharaja of Dinajpur, has an inscription of about the ninth
century A D., recording the erection of a Saiva temple by one
Sidupati of the Kamboja family,^ Considering that some of the

existing Hindu remains thus go back beyond the ninth century
and that it was the traditionary capital of the king Bana,
whose exploits liad assumed a legendary form in such a very

^

old work as the Hari-vamsa, it is a question whether Devi-kot
'

might not be the capital of the Pundras so long sought for.

Pu.uira capital.
^^^ position is, on the whole, not inconsis-

tent with Yuan Chwang's description, at
least more consistent than that of any other^place as yet sug-
gested. According to Yuan Chwang, it lay, after crossing a
river, 600 li east from Ki'shu-Jio-kie-lo or kie-chu-wen-ka'g-lo
(Kajangala ?); and at a distance from it eastward for 900 h,
after crossing a river, lay Ka-mo-lu-j)' o (Kama-rGpa) ; and from
it^south-east after another 900 li or so lav Kie-lo-na-su-fa-la'na
(Karna-suvarna).^ The directions are to be taken evidently in

a general way, for in another Chinese work, T'an-5^w, Kajan-
gala is described as being 400 li south-west from Pun-na-fa-tan-na,
lying in the east of Mid-India and on the south of the Ganges.

t^MURDAN.

Ikhtiyaru-d-clln Yuzbak-i Tughril Khan of Bengal fought

rmurdan, thrice with the forces of Jajnagar and with

varying successes. Tlie following year
he marched into tlie territory of Cniurdan alias Urmurdan or
Azmurdan, and unexpectedly reaching the capital of the same

1 Sherwill's Survey Report o/ the Dinagepore District, 1863, pp. 41-2.
2 Arch. Sir. Ben. Cir., 1900-1, p. vii.
H Records, Beal, ii, pp. 184, 185, Waiters, ii, 184, 185, LiJ!, BeaU

* Waiters, ii, p. 186.

4
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nanie forced its Rae to retire ; while tlie whole of his family,

dependants and followers with his wealth and elephants fell

into the hands of the Musalman forces.^

From the connection with the wars of Jajnagar, Umurdan
appears to have been a part of it. The

^'''Mlndyr^ar'*^
*^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ territory I am inchned to

identify with Mandaran (u + mandaran).

The tract of Mandar was conquered by the Orissan king Cor-

ganga, according to inscriptions ; and it was called Mandaran,

evidently from Mandar + avani, the country of Mandar, and is

so derived in the BhavisyaUPurana} Its chief town, the fort of

Mandaran, formed the traditionary head-quarter of Isma'il

Ghazi, general of Husen Sliah, and contains a tomb erected in

his memory. Madaran formed a large sarkdr in the Ain^ occu-

pying the Vhole of the western border of Bengal ; and during

tiie Ganga rule it evidently formed the frontier province of north

Orissa.

In the Tahakat'i, Jajnagar always means Orissa, probably

north Orissa. The name is derived from
Jajnagar.

Jajpur town on the bank of the Vaita-

rani river, an old head-quarter of north Orissa. Curiously

enough in a late Oriya poem, Premahald of the fourth quarter

of the eighteenth century, Jajpur is distinctly named as Jaj-

nagra.s The Jajnagar of BarnI, lying towards Sunargaon,* may
be another place, evidently a corruption of Jahaj-nagar or city

• of boats or ships.^ We have still Jehaj-ghata in Howrah.

Pandfa, Ftrozabad.

The capital was transferred from LaklmautI to Pandua,

not merely because the former had be-
Pandua. capital.

^^^^ uninhabitable from the diversions

of the river, but also because the latter had considerable faci-

Uty of water communications. At present the river Maha-

nanda flows four to six miles west of the road passing through

the town; in Rennell's time, it flowed, if correctly shown

at least a mile nearer. The first three or four miles of the road

from old Malda are heavy, being low and sandy with depressions

on the west, while several villages have names signifying water-

connexion, e.g., Murlighat. All these facts indicate that in the

palmy days of the city, the river flowed clo_se to it, thus en-

abUng the numerous long basalt slabs of Adina and other

mosques to be easily transported by water from the Kajmahai

hills.

1 Tabakat-i Nasiri, p. 763. - Ind. Ant ,
xx, p. 420.

8 J.A.S.B.. 1898, p. 374. * Barm, Elhot m, P- H^-

* A tradition still calls Tippera Ja/^or-nafirar, J.A.S.U. ,
1»'*. I-

note.
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For nearly a century and a quarter (739—860 H.) Pandua
. - , .^ superseded LakhnautI, rivalling it' inAnd a sacred city. -^

i j ^f. i -ipopulousness and magnificence while sur-
passing it in sanctity. As capital, its pre-eminence is connected
chiefly with two dynasties, that of Ilyas Shah and that of

Gane§a. But unhke Gaur, Pandua did not lapse into wilder-
ness on the removal of the seat of government. Edifices con-
tinued to be erected here in later times so fardown as Aurangzeb's
rule : while the existing remains owe their preservation largely
to connection with the holy saints. In Biyaz the town is

called the holy Pandua and is described as a centre of much
pilgrimage ; while even now it is known as Hazrat Pandua to
distinguish it from the southern Pandua in Hugli district.'

I. The Dynasty or Ilyas Shah.

Shamsu-d-dm Ilyas _Shah, though nicknamed Bhaiigerah

Ilyas Sliah
{bhang or hemp-eater), was not wanting in

740 758 H. abihty. According to histories, he was a
nobleman in the court of 'All Shah ; and

apparently taking advantage of the civil war between the latter
and Fakhru-d-dln of Sunargaon, became independent. This
event took place about 740 H. (1339 A.D.), the date on his
earhest extant coins. After a break, his coinage runs through
the years 744, 745 and 746 H. (1343-45 A.D.) with the same
mint Flrozabad.i AH Siiah's coins also range from 742 to
746 H., with also the very same mint Firozabad.* It is clear,
therefore, that during these years the two rival Sultans fought
with each other in this territory, until Ilyas Sliah succeeded

? - "S l"s opponent probably in 746 H. (1345-6 A.D.). Ibn
Batutah who visited East Bengal in 745 or 746 H., mentions 'AH
feiiah as hving, but curiously enough, does not mention Ilyas
bliah.

The important events in Ilyas Siiah's rule are his con-

His conquest of
quest of Sunargaon and his fight with

Sunargaon. the Delhi Sultan Firoz Sliah. Regarding

_. ^
the conquest, the facts given by Shams-i

Siraj 'Afif do not agree in several points with the conclu-
sions deducible from coins. According to 'Afif, aft^r the
return of Flroz from his first invasion of Bengal (754-5 H.),^
Shamsu-d-din invaded Sunaroraon pflnfurArlnnfl tJllf^rl Fakliru-d-

n A o i^y^^'
^^^"^ °^ ^^^ ~^-' JR-A.S.,ii, p. 206; cf. 744-6 H., tbid., and

P.A.S.B., 1883, p. 59(745H.). ' *
'

z^^.,^ J?"" ^T^'''^
^°^''^' J.R.A.S., ii, p. 202 ; I.M.C., ii, p. 150, No. 22

(743 H.), No. 23(744H.),ef. J.AS.B, 1907,pp.587-8.

i-?f;i 4Vf°^ —^^ left Delhi on 10th Siiavvwal 754 H. (8th November

i^rr A?ii'*'^^''®^"™®^*°^*'°'^ '^*^ Slia'ban 755 H. fist September
I6^i> A.L>.) Barni I.e., Riyaz'a transl, pp 100-1, footnote. According

^L T? ? fi^'l^^'^''*
*^'® '^'^*"»^ invasion lasted from lOth gliawwal

704 M. to 11th Rabi-ul-awwal 755 H. /fit.h Anr.l iSnK 4 n V
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din, seized his territory on which Fakhru-d-din's son-in-law Zafar

Khan fled, and after much wandering took refuge with Sultan

Flroz, and that this led to Firoz's second invasion of Bengal

in 760 H.^ The coins show, however, that Fakhru-d-dln

reigned in Sunargaon up to 750 H., that from 75 J to 753 H.

One Ikhtiyaru-d-din G]iazi Sliah was in possession, calling

himself son of a Sultan (?' Fakiiru-d-din), and that the extant

coins of Ilyas Shah 'with the mint Sunargaon run from 753 H.

downwards.* According to the coins, therefore, Ily^ls Sliah

had conquered Sunargaon in 753 H., before Sultan Firoz's first

invasion, and had conquered it evidently from Ikhtiyaru-d-din

and not from Fakhru-d-dln.

The coins of Ilyas Shah show three mints, Firozabad,-

„. , Sunargaon (from 753 H.), and Shahr-i-
His works.

^^^ ^„^^^ --^ jj^_ j^ g^^jjjg ^,Qij^g Firoza-

badis called distinctly "the capital"; and in other coins

Sunargaon is entitled Ilazrat JalaU I have already identified

Shahr-i-nau with Firozabad, and would only add that tJie

name seems to be borrowed from Delhi where Kllugharl m its

neighbourhood was similarly called the new city in the time ot

Sultan Jalal-ud-din Firoz S_hah Klmlji. No pubhc works

authentically traceable to Ilyas Sliah have yet been found not

even an inscription. According to Riyaz, he built in this town

(before Firoz's first invasion) a bath similar to thebliamsi

bath of Delhi.* This might be the same_whose remains have

been found in Sataisghar, a mile east of Adina mosque, wz., a

tank and an octagonal room with a small room on each side,

from one of which a passage runs to another large oblong room

besides other rooms.
, ^,,„

Sikandar Shah, the only Sultan without any surname suc-

ceeded, but in which year it is not clear.

Sikandar Shah,
jj^^ father's coins exist up to 758 H.

;

758-792 H.
^j^.^^ another set of coins in the name of

Sikandar Siiah have been found, from 750 to
7f' J^S

and

759 H. with Firozabad, and 756 to 759 H. with Sunargaon

mint.6 It would thus appear that the prince was in rebelhon

104, footnote 1.

and I

p. 204
(751
p. 207,^-

3 For coins of " the capital " I.M.C. "'
P'^l^ ' f^^^

^^^ TsVio^
for coins of Tiazrat jalal [U^o mB.i of ^aJ^fjj' J'^-^^J*;,' ^ ^0

r-i-nau coins, liid., and I.M.C ii, p. 152 No3. 35 and 36.

* Riya,, p. 100. The ;.a,.H^a-"^. a famous s^hW om^.Delhj.

was built by I-yal-timLsh, and repaired by Su tan* y

^^.^
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at least during the earlier years. According to histories, in

758 H. Ilyas Sliah sent an embassy to Delhi with presents ; and
the return embassy of the emperor Firoz heard of the death of
Ilyas in Bihar and went back.' Furthermore, certain coins of

Sikandar dated 759 H. bear the mint name, Cawahstan 'urf

Kamru,^ thus indicating that they had been struck in com-
memoration of Sikandar's invasion of Kamru. It seems more
likely that Sikandar would have struck these coins as the reign-

ing Sultan, an invasion of the infidel territory being among
the very early acts that a pious king could do on accession. On
the present data, therefore, Sikandar's accession may be put in

the latter part of 758 H. (1357 A.D.),
Sikandar's coins show the mints Firozabad, Sunargaon and

His works
Shahr4-nau, the three mints of his father,

with Satgaon and Mu'azzamabad two tracts

lying on the east and west side of Bengal, They thus indicate
that nearly the whole of Bengal had come under his rule. His
name is, however, remembered by posterity as the builder of

Adina mosque, the largest and the most magnificent in Eastern
India, '' looked upon by the Bengalis as one of the wonders
of the world'' (Cunningham). The date in its inscription
has been read variously as 704, 766, 770 and 776 H. Rajab,
of which tlie last seems the most likely (this Rajab beginning
on 6th December, 1374 A.D.). About the inscriptions of the
mosque Blochmann remarked :

'' The characters are beau-
tiful, and the rubbings have created sensation wherever t have
shown them." Not improbably they came from the hands
of ''the slave of the throne, Ghias, the golden-handed," to
whom is due the very fine Tughra inscription in Sikandar's
tomb of Maulana Ata in Devi-kot (765 H.).

Next came his son Gliiyasud-din A'zam Shah. His coins

A'zam Shah
*^^ Spread over a fairly long period,

792-8i4"h.
' ^^d ^ay be roughly divided into three

batches. The first batch from 772 to
781 H. has only one mint Mu'azzamabad, and might have
been issued when in rebellion in East Bengal, which Eiyaz has
aescnbed.^ The n^vf. Kaf^^i. ^^r.^ noo A^rjcaTT u^«

(P
various

ly overlap his fatlier'^oin-period from' 788 to 792 H. In
rupee of 788 H. Firozabad is called " the capital."^ It is

t'r^a «^°-' ^^'
^}. ^^^- ^°^ <=°i^3 of Sikandar, Firozabad. 750-759. H.

I

p
64.

\ i*^-|-^' ^^7^' P- 255.

\ JR4 ?•' "^^^''
^- 60.I.M.C., ii. p. 152, No. 38.

* r;?;;/"."' P?- ^^^' 219
; Riyaz, pp. 106-8.

bikandar s coins of 788-792 H., J.R.A.S.. ii, pp. 214. 215-16 ;
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possible that the earlier coins of the second batch might have
been issued jointly with his father who on account of old age or
other reasons might have recognised his practical independence.
In this period very likely fell the, incident of his invitation to
the famous poet Hafiz and the poet's reply in verse (the poet
dying in 791 H.). From 792 H. (1390 A.D.) down to 799 H.
(1396-7 A.D), he appears to have been clearly the sole Sultan
of Bengal.

Lastly, stray coins of A'zam are found dated 810 to 813 H.
(1407—1410 A.D.) ; while parallel with them appear coins of
Shihabu-d-din Eayazid Shah dated 812 H. (one date read doubt-
fully as 809 H.)-^ The latter would seem to have been issued in
rebelhon, for the Chinese annals leave no doubts as to Ghiya-
su-d-dln's living up to 814 H. The Ming-shih or history of the
Ming dynasty says that Ai-ya- see-ting, the king of Pang-kola^
sent to the Chinese court in 1408 an embassy with presents in-

cluding horses and saddles, gold and silver ornaments,
drinking vessels of white porcelain with azure flowers and
many other things; and that in 1409, the same king, spelt

Gai-ya-szU'ting , sent another embassy to China. In 1412 A.D,
(814-5 H.), the Chinese ambassadors of the return embassy met
Indian envoys bringing the usual presents, and learnt from them
that the king had been dead and had been succeeded by Sai-fu-
ting.^ The coinage is thus supported by the Chinese accounts.

The coinage calls for some remarks. A new mint appears

His Coinaffe ^^ Jannatabad, its earhest being dated
^'

790 H. (1388 A.D.).^ This place has not yet
been identified, but can hardly l3e Lakhnauti to which the title

was given much later by the Emperor Humayun (see supra^

p. 212). A notable fact is the entire disappearance of Sunar-
gaon as mint. This town, that appeared so frequently in the
previous reigns, sometimes under the higlily honorific title of

hazrat jalal, is not even mentioned in A'zam's coins, whose
early rupees are all from Mu'azzamabad, in some called '* the
city." The omission is more remarkable if the general tradi-

tion be true that A'zam himself lies buried in a tomb at

Sunargaon, still pointed out. The removal of the seat of gov-

ernment from Sunargaon must be largely connected with that

great cause of physical changes in Lower Bengal, the diversions

A'zam's coins of 788-792 H.. J.R.A.S.. ii, pp. 219,220. P.A.S.B., 1893,

pp. 91, 144, l.M.a, ii, pp. 157, 159, Xos. 70 (*' the capital," 788 H.),

71,80,81.
^

1 ForA'zam's coins of 810-3H., P.A.S.B., 1874, p. 158, 1893, p. 142,

1898, pp. 165, 169, B.M.C. ; for Shihab's coins of 812H., J.A.S.B., 1873,

p. 263, 1883, p. 217 {? 809 H.), P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 144, I.M.C., ii,

p. 160, No. 89, B.M.C, p. 29, No. 67.
* Pauthier, I.e., A.S.R., xv, pp. 173-4; J.R.A.S., 1895, p. 633, 1896,

p. 204.
•

S J.R.A.S., ii, p. 219 (790 H.), LM.C, ii, p. 158, Nos. 76 (* ?) and
77 (79 * H.). B.M.C, p. 24, No. 62.
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of river-courses. The town, however, did not die out alto-

aether. In the accounts of the Chinese traveller Ma-huan, who

had left China in the sixth month of 14)5 A.D., 8ona-urh-

kong (Sonargaon) appears as a port of Pang-ko-la (Bangala)

;

and among the terms of the treaty concluded between 'Isa

Khan of Bhati and Shahbaz Khan, the military governor of

Bengal in the 29th year of Akbar's reign, was_one that the port

of Sunargaon was to receive an Imperial Darocjha.^ Shahr-i-

nau with the latest date of 781 H. in Sikandar's reign^ also

disappeared from A' zam's coinage.

After A'zam Shah came his son Saifu-d-din Hamza Shah.

The histories differ as to the years of his

'

"g^^'-Ri^H reign , the earlier ones [Tahakat-i-Alchari

,

'"^
' Am, and Firishta's) giving him ten years

and Riyaz three years seven months and five days. His

known coins belong to 814 H. with the mint Firozabad, where

legible.2 According to Chinese annals he sent an embassy to

the Chinese Emperor with a letter written in a gold leaf and pre-

senting a giraffe. This embassv arrived in China in the twelfth

year of Yung-lo, 1415 A.D. (817-8 H.). In this year, also, a

Chinese embassy under Prince Tsi-chao, with presents, were

received by the Bengal king, his queen and ministers.* The

coins with the Chinese history thus give Saifu-d-din a reign from

814 to at least 817 H.
Shihabu-d-din Bayazid Shah, who had been in rebellion m

A'zam's time {vide his coins of 812 H.)

sS^y-H
' apparently continued in rebellion, for

coins of his are found dated 814 to

817 H. (1411-1414 A.D.), with the mint Flrozabad, where

legible.^ It is not clear who survived. In the histories Shiha-

bu-d-din (the name also appears as Shamsu-d-din) is placed

after Saifu-d-din, with a reign of three years and some months

according to the Aln, three years according to Firishta.and

three years four months and six days according to Btyaz.

So much seems established, that both Shihabu-d-dIn and Saifu-

d-din were living in 817 H.
.

The coins of these two Sultans reveal one peculiarity. In

them the dates began to be shown in figures and not words,

Shihabu-d-din' s coin of 812 H. being the earliest. In Delhi

1 J.R.A.S., 1895, p. 523, cf. p. 523 ; Elliot, vi, p. 76.

5 J.R.A.S.,ii,p. 216. ,,„
8 J.A.S.B., 1873, p. 259 (* • 4 H.), P.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 1*1' /tr'

I.M.C., ii, p. 160, No. 88, ef. Marsden, pi. xxxvii, No. dccliv, and I.M.C.,

ii, p. 160, No. 87 (date lost).

J.R.A.S., 1895, p. 533, 1896, p. 204 ; Pauthier, I.e., A.S.R., xv.

p. 174.
5 For Shihab's coins of 814 H., P.A.S.B., 1898, p. 165 ;

of 816 H.,

J.A.S.B., 1873, p. 263, P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 141, 1898, p. 165, IM.C, ".

p. 161, No. 91 ; of 817 H., I.M.C., ii, p. 160, No. 90, and p. 16i,

No. 92. ,
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coins 3 however, the date years had been put in figures so far

back as the reign of 'Alau-d-din Muhammad Shah (II), one
billion coin of his showing in Nagri numerals 700, and another
showing in Arabic numerals 701 (H.).^

II. The Dynasty of Ganesa.

No event in Bengal history is more remarkable than the

_ intrusion of this Hindu king in the other-

8i7%24^T' ^^^^ complete succession of Musalman
governors. In spite of two centuries of

Islamic domination, one is truly surprised to find a Hindu Raja
again in Gaur ; and nothing would have been more welcome than
a narration of the facts leading up to this revolution.^ But an
unusually thick darkness veils this chapter from our eyes ; no
coins or inscriptions of his time have been found, and no
contemporary account, either Hindu or Musalman, exists-

The later Musalman histories call him Kans, and give him
,, J r A • a rule of seven years, but do not aerree
Mode of Accession. ^ , ,^ j? i. r i

• • mi
about the facts of ms accession. The

Tabahat-i and Firishta sav that on the death of Sliamsu-d-

din, Kans usurped the throne; the Am remarks that a native
of Bengal by name Kansi fraudfully dispossessed Sliamsu-d-

dln; while according to Riydz the true account is that Raja
Kans who was zamindar of Bathuriah attacking Shamsu-d-din,
slew him and usurped the throne. The last version seems to

be from local traditions, and practically agrees with the only

Hindu account known, viz,^ in the Advaiia-prakdia, a life of

the Vaisnava saint Advaita, the well-known colleague of Caita-

nya. In this life, composed about 1490 saka (1568-9 A.D.)/and
therefore earlier than the above Musalman histories, it is related

that following the counsel of Advaita's grandfather, Narasiihha

Narial of Laur (Silhat), Raja Ganesa killed the Bddsdh of Gaur
(name not given), and became king therein,^ I have called the

king Ganesa, and not Kans, because the Beiigali book would
know the Hindu king's name more correctly than the later

Musalman annals.

» I.M.C, ii, p. 42, No. 227, and p. 41, No. 219,
^ This Hindu revival was a far-reaching movement, see my article

on Bengali Temples, J.A.S.B., 1909, pp. 149-150.

3 The passage is quoted below in eztenf^o :

Ye'd Narasimha Narial fall khyata i"

Siddha .irotriya {?a) khya Aru-Ojhar vaniia-jata i

Yeyi Narasirhher yasnh ghose trihhuvan\

Sarvva- sastre siipandit ati vicalcsan I

Yahar mantraria-vale srt-Oane'^a raja

Oa'iriya Badshhe mari Oaure haila raja il

Ydr kanya vtvahe hay Kaper utpatli i

Laur pradese hay yahar vasati •

Printed edition, Adhyaya i. p. 3. Tlie date of composition of the

work, 1490 saka, is given \n Adhyaya xxii, p. 258.
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We have seen that Shihabu-d-din and Saifu d-din were liv-

ing in 817 H., while from that year also
His time. . begin coins with the name of Jalalu-d-din

Muhammad Sliah, who is recognised as the son of Raja Gane^a.

Where then should GaneSa's rule be placed ? Blochmann sug-

gested that Kans probably ruled from 810 to 817 H. through

Shihabu d-din alias Shamsu-d-dm as a puppet king, coining

money in the latter's iiame.^ This does not agree with the,

histories in which Kans is said to have usurped the throne after

^amsu-d-din's death; these histories are, however, often in-

correct for this period. The traditions given in Biyaz were

gathered evidently locally, probably from trustees or officers of

the estate of the saint Niir Kutb-ul-'Alam, and thus may have

some substratum of historical truth in them. According to them,

the saint invited to Bengal Sultan Ibrahim of Jaunpur, on which

the latter invaded it with a powerful army, Kans besought the

saint for help, and under his order brought to him his son

Jadu, then 12 years old. The saint converted Jadu to Islam,

had him proclaimed as Sultan under the name JaJalu-d-din, and

interceding with Ibrahim made him withdraw. Kans, hearing

of Ibrahim's deathC?), displaced Jalalu-d-din and began to

oppress Musalmans. He imprisoned the saint's son and nephew

Shaikhs Anwar and Zahid, banished them to Sunargaon and

there had Anwar killed.^ Though it is not expressly stated, the

indirect inference seems to be that these events occurred after

the death of the saint in Zul-ka'da 818 H. Therefore so far

as these traditions go, it would appear that Raja GaneSa ruled

through his minor son Jalalu-d-din, that he lived for some time

after 818 H., and that therefore the earlier coins of Jalalu-d-

dln, and not those of Shihabu-d-din, might have been issued

by the Hindu king henami.

Jalalu-d-din's coins range from 817 H. to 834 H. (1415-

1430 A.D.) and are from various mints,
Muliammad |i.ah, Firozabad, Satgaon, Fathabad, Mu'azza-

»i7-»34 «.
mabad and Catgaon.^ Tlie mint places

make it clear that the whole of Bengal even up to Ca^gaon

had come under his rule, probably the result of his fathers

. vigorous activity. The coins declare him to be a zealous

Musalman, for the kaUmah that had disappeared from Bengal

coins for nearly two centuries, was re-introduced, while the

names of the four IQialifs (car-yars) begun from the time of

Sikandeir were continued, Tughra characters on the reverse

or on both sides appear in several of the coins. Sanskrit

1 J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 262-3.

8 Jalalu-d-dln's coins of 817 H., P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 142 ; of 818 H.,

J.AS.B., 1873, p. 267, P.A SB., 1874, p. 157, I.M.C., ii, V- ^^\'
No. 93, p. 162, No. 102 ; of 834 H, (Catgaoa), J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 230,

I.M.C., ii, p. 163, Nos. 110, 108 (Firozabad).
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learning was also not neglected. Brhaspati of Rarh entitled
Raya-miihuta, in his Pada'Candrika, a commentary on the
famous lexicography of Amarasirtha, wrote of his having got
the title Pandita S'drvabhauma from the king of Gaur.^
Though he did not name the king, the date of the work, 1353
§aka, 4532 KaUyuga (1431-2 A.D.), suggests Jalalu-d-dln,^
unles=! the epithet be hyperbohcal for some petty chief.

His son Shamsu-d-din Ahmad Sliah succeeded, either In 836

Ax^^^A ci -t,
H. of which year his coins exist, '^ or the yearAhmad Shan, i r t-- j« i , i . *i , . *

835—84FH, betore. UnlortunatLly no coins of his of
any subsequent yearshave yet been brought

to light and no inscriptions. The extant coins of his successor
Nasiru-d-din Mahmiid Sliah (I) begin from 842 H., mints Firo-
zabad (?) and Ca^gaon.* Unless, therefore, a theory of rebelhon
is assumed, about which there is no allegation in the histories,
Ahmad's reign came to an end probably at that time, if not a
little before. Two facts seem to support this view indirectly.
Firstly, no embassy was sent to China from Bengal, between
1416-1437 A.D. (the two years inclusive), ix,, during the entire
rule of the dynasty of Ganesa. It was resumed in 1438 A.D. (842
H.

) / when A 'zam ' s descendant Mahmiid got the throne.
Secondly in the Matla'us-s-sa'dain of Abdur-r-Rezak it is narrated
that the king of Bengal complained of the invasion of Jaunpur
Sultan, Ibrahim, to the Persian king Shah Rokh, and asked for
help, upon which the latter despatched Karimu-d-din Abu-al
Makarim Jami to Jaunpur with a rescript directing the ruler of
that kingdom to refrain from interfering with Bengal or to be
held responsible for the consequences thereof. This ambassa-
dor while returning home with an envoj^ of Bengal king was
met in Kalikat by the author in 845 H.,^ome time after Safar
(i.e., after 21st June, 1441 A.D.).^ The custom of sending
embassies to kings outside India does not appear to have been
observed by any king of the dynasty of Gane^a, and was appa-

, _ ' ^ H>

I I 1 1 ! I ^ ^—, —.
,
—^— - ™' " '

III I I II I ^— ' • '" ^'

1 Introductory verses of this commentary, verses 5 to 8, Ananda-,
ram Barooah's edition of the Nama-litig-dmtJaaana, part i, p. 2. Verse 8
is quoted below (wanting in A.S.B/s MS.) :—

Piiny^m Pandli-sarvahhauma-padavlm Gaudavanl'Vasamd
Tdh praptdh prathito-Vrhaspati-r-iti kstna-loka-mcaspanJi I

Kosasy-Amaranirmitasya rnindha-vyakhyana dlksa-guruh

Saruzndam Pada-cand ikarh sa kurute tikam-imajh Klrtaye h 8 II

^ The date appears in the notes imder Texti, 4 (3 in some), 21, see
A.S.B.'s MS., iii, C. 73, fol 61a :—

Idanlm ca S^ahabdah w 1353 11 dvatriThSad-ahd-adhika-pafica-Sato-

ottara catuJi-sahasra-varsani Kali-sandhyayayh hhutani 4532 1

8 Ahmad's coinsof 83G H., Marsden, I.e., J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 268, 1846,
p. 321

Mahmud's coins of €42 H. (Catgaon), P.A.S.B,, 1893, p. 143,
J.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 232-3 (one ? Firozabad).

* Pauthier, I.e., A.S.R., xv, p. 174.
« India in the Fifteenth Century, Major, p. 14, Elliot, iv, p. 99.
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rently revived by Mahmud ; while the invasion of Sultan Ibra-

him referred to must have taken pi ice some time before his

death in 844 H.,i and was probably prompted by the confusion

created on account of a change in the royalty.

No works in Pandua can be authentical'y ascribed to the

dynasty of Gane^a. According to the Biydz, Jalalu-d-din, his

wife and his son Ahmad lie buried in this town under a tower,

which common traditions identify with the splendid Eklaldii

tomb. If so, the Eklakhi would have been completed in Ahmad's

time.

III. Subsequent Period.

Coins of Mahmud Shah (I) with the mint Firozabad are

found down to 857 and 858 H. (1453 and 1454 A.D.),^and

therefore, the capital continued to be in this town through the

greater part of his reign. After him Firozabad disappears as a

mint, indicating tliat the capital had been transferred to Gauf,

hs mentioned in the histories. The causes leading to this

change in the seat of government have been briefly discussed,

supra p. 205, and appear to have been mainly physical and

climatical. No edifices of this king in Pandua have been yet

found.
The transfer of the head-quarters took away, no doubt,

the political importance of the place.

Fourteenth century.— But from the remains it appears that

ulfmTnl^"*'^^^^ Pandua did not lose its religious sanctity.
islam in bengal, t "Z- . - • i i -i • 4-

In this connection it is worth while point-

ing out that the fourteenth century A.D. saw a remarkable

activity of the Islamic fakirs in JBengal. Sunargaon, which

was flourishing in this'century, swarmed with pirs and fakirs,

traditions giving the place 150 gaddis or seat of fakirs. ^ From
this fact was evidently derived its title hazrat-i-jalal ;

and the

influx of the fakirs might have been brought on largely by the

jeligious Uberality of Sultan Fakhru-d-din (737-750 H.), whom
the contemporaneous traveller Ibn Batiitah described as a '' dis-

tinguished sovereign, loving the strangers, especially the faljirs

and the Soufis." * In Hugll Pandua near Satgaon worked during

this century Shah Safiu-d-dln, whose tomb still exists. Coming
nearer, Buclianan remarked that in every part of Dinajpur

district (which in his time included Pandua) were found tombs or

monuments of the pirs.^ Old DevlkoV was graced by Maulana

1 For Ibrahim's coins of 844 H., I.M.C., ii, p. 211, No. 53 ;
for his

successor Mahmud Shah's coins of 844 H., I.M.C., ii, pp. 212, 21^,

Nob. 60. 72 and 73.
2 Firozabad coin of 857 H., P.A.S.B., 1893, p. 144; cf. 858 H.,

J.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 233-4.
8 Wise, J.A.S.B,, 1874. p. 85.
* French translation, iv, p. 212, Lee's transl., p. 195.
B Eastern India, ii, p. 621.
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Ata,i in whose honour a tomb was built by Sultan Sikandar in

765 H. Another Bengal saint, Shaikh Akhi Siraju-d-din, was a

disciple of the famous saint of Delhi, Nizamu-d-din Auliya who
died on 18th Rabi ii, 725 H. (3rd April, 1325 A.D.). Shaikh

Akhi, who had wandered on to Lakhnauti, died there on 1st

Shawwal, 743 H. (27th February, 1343 A.D.),* just afterits aban-

donment as capital. Two gateways to his tomb were erected

by Sultan Husen Shah himself in 916 H. Riyaz mentions that

when Ilyas was being besieged in fort Ekdala in 755 H., died a

saint named Raja Biyabana; and he was so highly honoured

by Ilyag, that the latter in the disguise of a mendicant joined

the saint's funeral, and after paying a visit to the camp of Sul

tan Eiroz came back to the fort in safety.

From the residence of these saints Ptindua came to be

specially called hazrat. The earhest
Jalalud-dm Tabnzi. ^^^^^ ^^^ Shaikh* Jalalu-d-din Tabrizi

who, driven from Delhi, wandered on to this town, where he

is said to have brought from Makka the sacred foot-prints

(Kadam Rasul), which was removed later ontoGaur. Thistradi-

tion must be pretty old, for it appears in a coin-legend of Fath

Shah, dated 890 H., or 1485 AD. (" The Sliaikh who waits on

the Kadam Rasul).^ Is he the same saint Jahllu-d-din who was

visited by Ibn Bat Utah in Silhat in 745 H. ? Riyaz says that

he appeared in a dream to 'Ah Shah and promised him the king-

dom of Bengal, and that 'Ah Shah built in his honor a shrine,

the traces of which existed up to his time. The present shrine

is, however, a small mosque built in 1075 H. (1664-5 A.D.) by

Siiah Ni'matu-llah of Firozpur, Gaur, with additions in 1084 H.

(1673 AD.), and 1093 H. (1682 A.D.). The shrine is called

from its estate Bdis-hazari, 22,000 bighas.* It has a grant-

deed, the oldest in Bengal, dated 5th Maharram of the 13th

year of the Emperor, Muhammad-i Tughlak (?), or 3rd August

1337 A.D
'

,*, ,t , J
Equally well known were the two samts Ala-ul-hak and

his son NiJr Kutb-ul-'Alam. 'Ala-ul-hak
Alau-l-hak.

^^g ^ disciple of the Delhi saint Nizamu-

d-din ^ and also of the Lakhnauti saint SJiaikh Akhi Siraju-d-

din. and though coming from Lahore (or Radanti m Oudh

according to another account), was entitled Bengah^ioThis

work in this province. He died on 25th Rajab 786 H. (12th

September, 1384 A.D.), and hes buried in a tomb to the north-

west of Jalalu-d-dln's shrine, on the other side of Dmajpur

road. His tomb lies in close proximity to those of his wife,

daughter, wife's sister and son's father-in-law.*

1 This seems a title and not a name, Ata being a Turkish word sig-

nifying father (Hindi Baba) ; cf. Ata Yasawi, Aln, iii, p. 358.

« J.A.S.B.. 1895, p. 225. S J.A.S.B., 1890, p. 173.

4 Buchanan, East. Ind., ii, p. 645.

» Aln, transl., iii, 363.
" « J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 207.
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His son Nur Kutb-ul-'Alam was even more famous. Accord-

\r- Tjr t- t I «, ing to the Mirdt-al-Asrar written in 1045
Nur Kutb-ul 'Alam* tt /i^orr a -Pk \ i u- • • n• H, (1635 A.D.),^ his name was originally

Shaikh Ahmad and was subsequently clianged to Makhdum
Sliaikh Nuru-I-hak. He is mentioned therein as a contemporary
of Ghiyasu-d-din of Bengal and Ibrahim Sharki of Jaunpur, and
as having been visited by A'zim Khan, the vizier (of Bengal).

The saint is said to have died on 10th Zul-ka'da 818 H. (11th

January, 1416 A.D.), the chronogram of the year being Nur ha

Nur 8hud. The Ain also devotes a special para, to this saint in

its life of the Auhyas, but puts his death in 808 H., probably
through a clerical mistake as Mr. Beveridge suggested.'^ His
tomb is placed within the same enclosure as his father's, and has

close to it those of his sons (Rafaku-d-dm and Anwar) and his

grandson Zahid. The enclosure is called choti dargah {che-hazari

or six-thousanded). None of the tombs has any dates. But
over the cook-room of Nur's Cilld-kkdna (dwellintj-house) is

fixed an inscription dated Monday, 28th Zul-hijja, 863 H. (26th

October, 1459 A.D.), recording the construction of a tomb
(presumably Nur's) by Latif Khan in the reign of Mahmud
Shah.3 North of the enclosure is the Kutb-Shahi mosque, so

called after the saint, but popularly known as the golden mos-
que ofPandua. It was built in 990 H. (1582 A.D.) by one
Makhdum Shaikh (? a title adopted from the saint).

It will be seen that the older remains, such as the bath,

The city.
Adina and Eklakhi, lie in the northern
part, while the more recent structures are

spread in the southern part, probably built when the river re-

ceded more and more off the town. The following nearly con-
temporaneous description of Pandua and its palace appears in
a Chinese encyclopaedia, Yuen-cMen-lei-han :—

^

'' Beyond which [Sunargaon] there is the city of Pan-tu-
wa in which the king of the country resides. It is a walled
city and is very large. The king's palace is very extensive, and
the pillars supporting it are of brass, on which are engraved

1 Mr. Beveridge has kindly looked up the British Miisenm MS. of
this work and has supplied me with these facts. He writes that though
the life given is a long one, it is singularly destitute of information, and
is made up of fabulous miracles wrought by him.

« Aln, iii, 371; cf. J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 207, for other dates of his
death 9th Zul-ka'da, 818 H., and in its footnote 2, 19th Zui-ka'da, 818
H. from Riyazu-lauliya. This work is said to have been written in
1019 H. or 1679 (?); but if Abu 1-fazl copied the accounts of his saints
therefrom, some mistakes have crept in the printed figures. Abul-1-fazl
was murdered on 4th Rabi I, 1011 H. or 22nd August, 1602 A.D.

^^ K?^ ^^^^ August, if it was a Friday, as alleged in Wikdua'-i Asad
^egr(Elhot, vi p. 157),

8 J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 271-2, 270 (for the date). In 863 H,, how-

^7-^- ^ ZuMujjah fell on a Friday and not Monday; similarly in

/l!uo .-^® loading (J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 207) 18th Zul-hijjah, 833 H.
(7th September, 1430 A.D.) fell on a Thursday.
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figures of flowers and animals. In the throne-room there is a
raised dais, inlaid with every kind of precious stone, on which
the king sits cross-legged with his sword lying across his

knees/ '^

Old Malda.

This town, seven miles south of Pandua, had a fine situa^

rvij iv*-ij- i.
*i^^ ^* *^^^ confluence of the Mahananda

J5 Trade!''
^^^ ^^^^ Kalindi. The riparian changes
that necessitated the retransfer of the

capital to Gaur tended to make Malda the trading suburbs of
both Pandua and Gaur, It was fortified with gates and had
inside a high-walled katra or fortified caravanserai for the better
protection of valuable goods. It had risen into importance
during the Huseni rule, the Phuii (cracked) mosque north of the
Katra having been built in the reign of Husen Shah, according
toitsinscription, dated nth Sliawal, £00 H. '(5th July 1495 A.D.).
It might have begun to flourish still earher, if the loose inscription

kept in a tomb near the Katra really belonged to the place ; for

this inscription records the erection of a mosque by one Hilal

in the reign of Mahmud Shah (I), and is dated 19th Sha'ban,
859 H, (4th August 1455 A.D.). In Akbar's time it continued
to be a town of importance, having been mentioned in the

Akbarnama; while in the Ain it appears among the 11 mahals
forming a tract of sarkar Lakhnauti.^

Old Malda had not only a great trade, but had been also a

*• t ^ large centre of silk and cotton manufac-
Manufactures. ^ r ^j. t i- t «

tures from a pretty early time. In a
work written shortly after 987 H. (1579 A,D.), it is said:—
'* Sher Khan gave to Shaikh Klialil money, rich clothes, and
manufactures of Malda and Bengal in enormous quantities."^

The letters of the English Agents at Patna in 1620 and 1621

A.D, mention '' doupattas of Maklali *' and " a few Malda
wares for patterns for Persia."*

Tan DA.

The word means high grounds, and it was naturally selected

as being just above the point where the

anda as Capital, Ganges then separated into two branches.^

972—1004 H.
* Sulaiman Kararani is said to have trans-

ferred the capital from Gaur to Tanda,
fV^A Avflpf. -cpar of transfer beinsr unknown.Sulaiman, 977—980 H.

No coins of Sulaiman have been found.

i J.R.A.S., 1S06, p. 206.
^ Alh., Elliot, vi, pp. 45, 77 ; Am, Jarrett, ii, p. 132.
S Tartkh-i Sher-ihahi of Abbas Khan Sanvani, Elliot, iv, p. 372.

The English Factories in India, 1618-21, Foster, pp. 195, 270.

^ For its position, Akbamama, vi, p. 45; Badaoni, ii, p. 187 ;
and

the aketch-map attached to this article.
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L

lu tlie 12th year of Akbar's reign (974-5 H.) lie entered into a
to and be-

fore this year, he was probably too cautious to issue any in his

own name.^ After conquering Orissa and Koch Bihar, he died

in 980 H. The exact month of his death is not given, but it

must have taken place in the beginning of the second half of

the Hijra year, as news reached Akbar while engaged in the

Surat campaign, the siege of that fortress beginning on 18th

Ramazan, 980 H. (22nd January, 1573 A.D.)
^

His elder son Bayazid succeeded him. Unlike his father, he
had the Khutba recited and the coins

^Jo^i u '
; struck in his own name. No coins of his

have yet been foimd. After a short time,

Daud, five or six months according to Badaoni, he
was murdered bv his brotlif^r-in-law Hansu

980 H.

980—984 H.

and other amirs. Hansu was in turn
killed by Lodi, who raised the younger son Daud to the throne.
Daud continued to coin money in his own name. His extant
coins range from 981 to 984 H. (1573 to 1576 A.D.), with the
mint Tanda.^

• *

This assumption of independence brought him into war
with the Emperor Akbar, which war may be roughly divided
into three periods. In the second period beginning with the
siege of Patna, Daud beat a hasty retreat to his capital. But
being closely pursued he fled towards Orissa, and Tanda fell into
the hands of the Imperialist under Munim Khan on 4th Jumada
II, 982 H. (21st September 1574 A.D.). Daud was pursued up
to Katak Banaras, where a peace was patched up, Daiid giv-

ing up his claims to Bengal, Bihar, and North Orissa. In the
meantime the Afghans in Gboraghat had defeated Majniin
Klian, and had forced him to take refuge in Tanda. Hurriedly
returning

,
Munim reached the capital on 10th Safar, 983 H. (21st

May, 1675, A.D.), and without entering it he proceeded against
the rebels, who retired. Munim did not like the place and
ordered the soldiers and the rayats to remove to Gaur, in the end
disastrously for himself and his followers. He died on the com-
pletion, of 10th Rajab, 983 H. (16th October 1575 AD.).* Daud
marched against Tanda, which the Imperialists hurriedly aban-
doned, when he re-occupied it with the frontier fort of Garhi.
Khan Jahan was sent ^gainsj; him as governor of Bengal. A
decisive battle was fought at Agmahal on 15th Rabi I, 984 H.
(12th June 1576 A. D.), in which Daud was defeated and cap-

Akbarnama^^^•^^, rntrnu, x^iiioi, VI, p. JO.
^^a^«^a'-» Akbari, Elliot, v, p. 372 (981 seems to be a misprint for

begin
"^"S °t^"f^* siege. Tab. Akb., v. p. 348, Bad., ii, p. 148.

8 I.M.C., ii, p. 182, No. 237 (981 H.l, Nos. 236 and 238 (984 H.)
others with dates lost. P.A.S.B., 1899, p. 48, Lah. Mus. Cat., pp. 116-7.

• Tab. Akb., V, 382 et acq. ; Akbamama, vi, 45, Bad., ii, p. l»7 et aeq.
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Klianjahan had 1

Khan
(December 1579 A.D.), Muzaffar Khan,

Mughal Governors. j^^^ ^^^^j^ headquarters at Tanda. During

the great mihtary revolt of the Amirs, the Kaksals crossing

over from Gaur occupied the town. Muzaffur who had taken

shelter in the fort, " which was nothing better t]\an four walls
"

{Tab. Akh.), was lured out and killed, and the Amirs took

possession of the fort in 989 H. (1581 A.D.). Towards the

end of the 28th year (1584 A.D., 992 H.), Kban-i-'Azam Mirza

Koka reoccupied Tanda, and broke the back of the rebellion by

inducing a number of the rebel chiefs to submit. In i\\e 29th

year Wazir Khan was appointed governor of Bengal, and held

his headquarters at Tanda till his death in the 32nd year

(995-6 H). Said Khan became the next governor till the 40th

year, when Bengal was made over to Mansingh, who liad been

governor of Bihar, Tirhut and Orissa.

Mansingh removed the seat of government from Tanda to

Rajmahal, in the 40th year (1595-6 A.D., 1003-4 H K accord-

ing to ' Blochmann. In the ^w, completed m lo96-7 A.D

Tanda appeared as the capital, the sarhar benig also named

after it, having a mint that issued silver, copper, and probably

gold coins.'^ The fluctuations in the river course, no do«bt,

brought on this transfer to Rajmahal. Already m 1588 Ralph

Fitch had noticed that the river had receded a league off from

the city. After the ren.oval, the town dwmdled away. It

appeared in history again in 1660 A.D., a^ the place where the

prince Shah Siiuj'a retired erecting redoubts and probably

repairing the old fortifications. The river at the rime^ flowed

between the two contending forces , and therefore lay betvv-een

it and Rajmahal. S_huj'a was ultimately forced to retreat to

Dacca by boat.^ The place appears ia the map of V^l^'^ty^

(1726) as "Thandah" and in Rennell's Atlas (17/9-81) as

" Tarrah " (see the sketch map).. 1^]^^^^J^' ^Jf
PP^^'!"^'^*^"

ing been destroyed by floods about 1242 H. (1826 A.D.).*

Rajmahal, Akbarnagar.

Under its old name Ak, it came into Prominence as thedast

battle-field of Daud on 12th June,

Akbarnagar, 1576 A.D. At that time it had on one

Mansingh, ^.^^^ ^ mountain, and on the other a river

I004 (?)-iois H. _^^^^ Ganges.B Ak-mahal appears in the

1 Akb, na., vi, p. 55; Tab. Akb., v. p. 400 ;
Bad., ii, p. 245-

a Ain., ii, pp. 129,130 (with the largest revenue in the sarkar)
,
tor

the mint, i, p. 31. •
. x> i ^.i n;„,./

8 Riyaz,r>. 221. Hedges cahs the place of battle Buglagotte, Diary.

i. p. 87. * J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 216. 8 Tab. Akb., Elhot. v. p. 397.
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Am as a mal^al of the sarkar Tanda. After Mansirigh had
become the viceroy of Bengal, in the 40th year of Akbar's
reign (1595-6 A.D.), he removed the headquarters from Tanda
to this place, changing its name to Akbar-nagar, and opened a
mint. A rupee of Akbarnagar, dated in the 50th year
(IbOo A.D.), IS reported from the Lucknow Museum. It con-

Kufhn A HT„ T..r u *!^"®^ *^° ^^ *^® capital during Mansingh'sKutbu-d-dm, I0I5 H. time (1003-1013, and 1014-1015 H.),and
Jahangir Kuli, ^^^° during the time of his successors

ioi6 H. Sliaikh Khubu alias Kutbu-d-din ^an-i
TcT- cu-u

Chisti (1015 H.), and JahSnglr KuH Khan
3X7-1020^ (1016H.). In the third year of Jahan^r's

reign (beginning on Thursday. 2nd Zul-

1^,- . ^
l"jJa-lOl 6 H., 20th March 1608 A.D.) Islam

,^nt /?i ''?T''^^\
g°^«^"or

;
and before the 7th year (begin-

to D^n f^ ^r^' ^^^^ ^•^" ^-S-) ^'^ ^^^ removed the capital

suhd.r.H' J^^.
^'"^^^ reason for removal was to check and

moTm^V r
^'''^ ^^"^"a.^t« binder 'Usman. The large Juma

aSd i^f^r'^ "^^./^" six-piered bridge of Hadaf are

Ai 1,
°^ Mansingh.

and Tl!! f ""?
V^""- '^^^ ""! government was removed, the mint ^

nW on IZl M T^t} r^" ^^P^ ^P- I^ the 19th year (begin-

vfcerov w'?r^^^^
1624A.D..N.S.) Ibrahim Khan: the Bengal

this fo^t fhiT'^'^ ^^..\}'^ P""^^ Klmrram in the citadel of

wL stormi? h "i
.''^' ^^""^ '^ ^ ^^i^"^^«l^> ^^d the citadel

deTeat bv tf ^- ^^^P^'^^^'^ forces. Subsequently on his

and taki* tl^''''''t
™'' ^^^^""^"^ retired to Akbarnagar,

Beccan 3^ ^ '''' ^''^' munitions and baggage returned^ to

During the first vic^eroyalty of the prince Siiah Shuj'a
Prince Shah siuj'a, l^^th to 20th year of Shahjahan) Akbar-

'rntn^'^-^/
^•' ^^^^^ ''^^^^^ became the capital, and

1059-1069 H. continued to be the capital during his

airain rlnr^r,„ i
•

successor Nawab Itakad Khan's rule and

the frlS r '''°f
[i^^eroyalty (22nd to 32nTyear). When

Shui'a™ H Tl tf^. ^^* ^" Shahjahan's serious illness,

and retlTd fnll*'^^'^"^'^'^^^
'^^ behalf of Dara near Benares

captured W An ^^^^^^l*^-.
When Dara was defeated andcapturedbyAm^eb, Shuj'a again advanced, and was once

in the 2nd vear '^Wi. •
^' L^'f '^^^'^^ ^^« reported to the Emperor

nedoutat least in +Vi« .V .?' , ® removal of the capital was car-

took place ?n that vtf ^/^^f'
^« the battle in which 'Usman was killed

^^{^.S.) A'nXl^:C^^^^ ^^21 H. (12th March, 1612

20th, are ^fo''^d^i£*l'^fS''"'.^*h "lint Akbarnagar and of years 1st to
xMuseum. ^''^ ""^^^^ Museums of India and in the British

« Elliot, vi, pp. 391,409, 410, 416.
.'
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more defeated by Aurangzeb. Pursued by the Imperialists, he
retreated to Akbarnagar, where he entrenched himself. Unable
to maintain himself there, he crossed over the river to Tanda,
and the ImperiaHsts occupied Akbarnagar. Shuj'a adorned" the
town with many handsome edifices His palace is in ruins.
During Shahjahan's reign the mint was in active work, coinino^
rupees and probably mohurs.

"

Aurangzeb 's first governor, Mir Jumla, removed tlie head-

Capital removed to
^^laj-ters again to Dacca, evidently in the

Dacca, 1070 H. begmnmg of his rule (1659 A.D.). Regard-

, ing this removal Tavernier (1665 A.D.)
remarked

:

** Formerly the Governors of Bengal resided here. [Raj-
mahal], it being an excellent country for hunting, besides
that it was a place of great trade. But now the river having
taken another course, above a good half league from the city,

as well foi' that reason as to keep in awe the king of Aracan
and several Portuguese banditti, who are retired to the mouths
of the Ganges and made excursion even as far as Daca itself;

both the Governour and the merchants have removed them-
selves to Dacca/'

The mint, however, kept up coining gold and silver

Its later Mi ts
coins, and the trade also did not die out

witli the removal of the capital. The
European traders used to keep here agents to look after the
local trade, the passage of boats from the upcountry and the
coining of rupees. The English Company had an Agent here,
and later on an Assistant too ; bullion was sent on their be-

half and was coined into rupees being charged with a customs
duty of 31 p.G.^ The mint continued very active in Aurang-
zeb \s time, and was kept up in later reigns,*though the country
suffered from the various wars. Rupees so late as of 'Alamgir II

have been found, the latest coin in the Indian Museum being

dated Ahd, 1167 H. (1754 A.D.).^ This indicates that the

coinage in this mint went on till the British conquest of Bengal.

Makhsusabad, Murshidabad.

According to Riyaz^ a merchant named Makhsiis Khan

AT 11 - -1.-J h\x\\t a sarai there, and the place was.
Makhsusabad.

^^^j^^ ^^^^^ j^j^ Makhsusabad.s Accord-

ing to Tieffanthaler, Makhsusabad was founded in the time of

Akbar. The Am gives the name of a grandee Makhsus IQian

(No. 70), who served in Bengal and Bihar, being the younger

brother of the Bengal Viceroy, Said Khan. InHajipur, opposite

•

1 Diary of William Hedges, Yule, i, 50, 53, 57, 62, 09, 70, etc.

« LM.C..iii,p. 257, No. 2104.
8 Riyaz, p. 28.
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Patna, is a stone mosque built by one Makhsus Klian in Akbar'3

reign, probably the same officer as above. In the BTiavisyat-

Puraua, Brahmanda section, it is stated :
— '' in the vicinity of

KiriteSvari is Morasudabad, foimded by a Yavana."^ The date

of this work is, however, ilncertain.

During Jahanglr's reign the place had become well known for

silk articles. In the letters of the Patna Agents of the English,

dated July 12, 1620 A.D., mention is made of " serbandy silke,''

** the best of Mucksoude and Sideabande, from whence theise

sortes are wounde of"; and again, in the letter, dated April

11, 1621 A.D., it is written :

—

'' Wee have^ ventured 500 Rup.
[ees] to Mucksoudabande for samples [of] silke of the sortes wee
provide."^

Along with Kasimbazar, it became much more important in

the second half of the eighteenth century. The English Agents,

Streynsham Master and William Hedges, mention it as the seat

of the local ''governor" Bolcand or Bulcand Ray, and in

Hedge's diary ^ frequent complaints were noted against him for

stopping English goods on various pretexts. Bolcand died at

*' Moxudabad '' on 29th November, 1683. It was then the

seat of a mint. The Lahore Museum has a rupee of Aurangzeb
with the mint Makhsusabad, dated 1090 H., 22nd year {before

Ramzan, 1090 H., 'or before 6th October, 1679 A.D).* It is

shown in Valentyn's map (1658-64 A.D.) as " Moxuda-
bath," on an island formed by two branches of the Ganges.

The Diwan of Bengal. Muhammad Hadi, entitled Kartalab

ru^^^^A 4.„ M,„ Tj- Sian, not pulhng on well with the gov-

bad, in iii6ll. ernor, prmce Azimu-sh-Shan, removed his

offices to Makhsusabad in the very begin-
ning of the 18th century (1702 A.±>. ?). He changed the
name of the place to Mursidabad, caUing it after his new
title Murshid Kuli Khan. This change appears from the coinage
to have taken place from the 49th year (beginning in Ramzan,
1116 H., 28th December, 1704 A.D.). MakhsusabJid app'ears
last in a rupee of 1116 H., 48th year, and MuVshidabad first

m a rupee of 1117 H., 49th year.^ When Murshid KuU became
Deputy Nazim, and subsequently Nazim, it became the capital
of Bengal, which it continued to be until with the battle of
Plassey in June, 1757, the control passed to the British at
Calcutta.

1 Ind. Ant., xx, p. 419.
5 The English Factories in India, 1618-21, pp. 194, 253.
8 Dtar?/ of W. Hedges , Yule, i, 33, 47, etc., 140 (death), ii, 234.
* Lah. M. O., p. 178.

> , \
i.

„ '*.^?^l^*Iai^?u§abad coins of 1116 H., L.M.C., p. 191 ; and
Mursidabad coins of 1117 H., L.M.C.. p. 191, and I.M.C., iu. p.

for
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Mathura Inscriptions in the Indian Museum.

By Rakhal Das Bandtopadhyaya,

Most of the sculptures on whicTi these inscriptions have
"been found were presented to this Society, forty-five years ago, by
the Hon'ble G, F. Edmonstone, the then Lieutenant-Governor of
the North-Western Provinces. Thirty-six years have elapsed
since the first publication of these inscriptions by Dr, Mitra and
Prof. Dowson. Since that time fresli discoveries in Mathura,
and the learned essays by the late Dr. Biihler, have thrown
broader light on this subject, and it is time that these inscriptiona
should be republished. During these thirty-six 3'ears they hare
remained undisturbed in the Museum. Dr. Liiders has recently
attempted to decipher- them from the rough drawings published
by Dr, Mitra, and Dowson's rather rude facsimiles. In particular
instances Dr. Liiders' readings are far better than those of the
previous workers, but the want of mechanical facsimiles of all

inscriptions prevented him from completing his work. I am
publishing these inscriptions now in the hope that the perfectly
mechanical estampages published herewith may enable some other
scholar to fill in the gaps which I am leaving.

In all there are thirteen inscribed sculptures from Mathura
in the Indian Museum. Ten out of these are pillar bases and the
rest are on the pedestals of statues. When the Archaeological
Collections of the Indian Museum were re-ari'anged in 1898, want
of space compelled the Museum authorities to remove the pillar

bases to the godowns. Tliey have recently been brought out,
and I am taking the earliest opportunity of placing them in a
revised form before the Society. In each case I have given the
readings of previous workers so as to compare them with mine.
Three inscriptions I have excluded from this paper, viz. :

—
(1) The Pillar base inscription of the Bhiksu Jivaka of

Udiyana or Udyana of the year 47. Dowson's facsimile ' of this

inscription is accurate, and Dr. Liiders' reading ^ admits of no
further improvement. This is No. M. 2d of Anderson*s catalogue.'

(2) Inscription on a small pedestal. Besides Dowson * and
Mitra,^ Dr, Fleet has published this inscription in the third volume
of the Corpus.* Recently Dr. Liiders has once more published
this inscription.'^

1 J.R.A.S. (n.s.), Vol. T, p. 182, no. 1; see also J.A.S.B., Vol. xxtix,

pt. I, p. 127, no. 1, and A.S.R., Vol. iii. p. 33, no. 12.

2 Ind. Ant., Vol. xxxiii, p. 101, no. 12.

8 Anderson's catalogue and hand-book of the Archaeological CoUectionB
in the Indian Musenm, p. 178.

* J.R A.S. (n.s ). Vol. V, p. 187, bo. xix.

6 J.A.S.B., Vol. xxxix, pt. i, p. 129, pi. v, fisr. xii.

S Fleet's Corpns Tnscriptionum Indicaram, Vol. iii, p. 280, pi. xlii B,
T Ind. Anb., Vol. xxxiii, p, 105, no. 19.
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(3) An unpublished inscription, on the drum of a pillar base

<)i which hhiksusya only is still legible.

The rest have been arranged as far as possible m a cnrono-

logical ordei' :

—

^ ...,-,.«. ,

L-Ii»scription.onapillarbase (M. 2/). I our different ver-

sions of this inscription have already appeared :
—

(a) Mitra-^ ^f^f^^ ^f^J^f^f^fif^^^ ^ "Lt f^^

(6) Dowson—Danarii Devilasya Dadhikarnnadevikulikasya

fiam 47, gri 4, divase, 20, 5.^
. t^ j-

(c) CunniTighani—Danam Devilasya Dadhi Kuudi . . .

devikulikasya sam 47, gr. 4, divase, 25.*
^

(d) Lii«}ers—Danam Devilasya Dadhikarnnadeviknlikasya

sam 40 7, gri 4, divase 20, 9>
But the inscription ia (see pi. i, no. 1).

Danam Devilasya ^Dadhikarnnadevakulikasya, sam 40 7, gfi

4, divase 20 , . •

There is no need of showing that devtkula has the same

meaning as devakula in Prakrit. There is no i mark on the

top of va of deva. Had it not been for another Mathura inscrip-

tion which mentions " Nciijendrasya Dadhiharnnasya stane, '

^
I

would have translated the fii'st part of the inscription as ** the gift

of the meichant Devila-Dadhikarnna." But as we know from a

cognate inscription that Dadhikarnna was the name of a Naga at

Mathura, we can't differ from Dr. Liiders' translation.

Translation.

" (In the) year 47 the 20fch day of the fourth month of the

season ; the gift of Devila, the servant (or priest) of the godhot season

Dadhika

II.—Inscriptions on a pillar base (M. 2e), There are two

inscriptions on this base of which one only has been noticed

before :—

•

(a) This insciiption lias been noticed by Mitra,^ Dowson,''

C/unningliam,^ mid Liiders.^

But the true reading is (see plate i, no. iia) :

" Samvatsare 40 7, va2, divase 5, Asya purvvaye danam bhik-

^usya Dharramaiiatasya."

Translation.

(( In the year 47 on the 5th day of the second month of the

rainy season on the gift of the mendicant Dharmmadata (-datta).
w

1 J A S B. Vol. xxxix. pt. i, p. 127, no. ii.

» J.R,A..S. (n.s.J, Vol V, p. 183. no. 2
8 Arch Sup Hep., Vol. iii, p 34, no. 13. 4 Ind. Ant., Vol. xxxiii, p. 102.

^ Epitf. Indica. Vol. i, p. 390, no. xviii.
« J. A S.U.. xxxix, pt. i, p. 130, pi. vi, no. xvii.
1 J.B.A.S (n«). Vol V, p. 183, no. V.
« Arch. Sar. Rep., Vol. iii, p, 33, no. 11. 9 Ind. Ant., Vol. xxxiii, p. 102.

\
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(6) This inscription is on another face of the pillar.

Originally this side also contained a date. It is also very probably
a record of the same man. It reads (pi. i, no. ii6) ;

(1) Dinnam bhiksiisya Dharmraadattasya Dharmakathikasya
Saiighe catudise Sa (m) vatsa(ra) . ....

(2) liita Sukhaye bhavatu.
H

Translation.

" The gift of the Bhiksu Dharmmadatta, the dharmakathi'ka
to the community of the four quarters ,..,.. may welfare
and liappiness prevail.'*

I am not quite sure of the meaning of the word Dharma-
kathika.

III.—Inscription on the pe^lestal of a Jaina imapfe (M. 12),

This inscri[)tion was published for the first time by Cunningham
with a drawing.' Biihier republished it from a rubbing.^ He
read the iiiscri[>tion as follows:

—

(1) Namo Araharfitanam, Tiamo Siddhana Sam 60, 2

(2) gra 3, di 5, etaye purvaye Karakasya Arya Kakasaghas-
tasya.

(3) S'ishya Atapiko gahabaryasya nirvartana chaturvarnasya

Sarhghaf^ya

(4) ya. dinna patibha bho) ga I (?) I (?) Vaihikaye datti

and translated it as :

—

"Adoration to theArhats, adoration to the Sl^ldhas, the year

62, the summer (month) 3, the day 5, on the above date a yS.

was given to the community which include four classes as an en-

joyment (or one share for each), j this being) the nivartana of the

Atapika Gahabarya the pupil of AtyaKukasnghasta (Karka^aghar-

shita) a native of Kara f Radha) tlie ^ift *>f Vaihika (or Vaihita)."

In 1904 Dr. LudfcTS ^ proposed to read:

Voca^asya for Bnrahisya
and Gahabaln for Gahaharya,

The facsimile is in favour of reading (see pi. i, no. iii) :
—

(1) Kamo Arhamtannm narao Siddliana(m) Saih 60, 2

(2) gr 3, di 5, etaye purvave Raraka^ya AryaKaka maghastisya

(3) Sisya Atapiko Gahabavasya nivartana catuvanisya Sam-
ghasya.

(4) yatha dinnam patihhagarh, aihikaye detti.
\

Notes,

(1) In the second line the reading Rarakasya seems to be

certain. The matra of tlie first ra is a bit longer than that of the

second.

1 Arch. Snr. Rep., Vol xx. p 37, pi v', no. 6.

* Wie.»er Zeltschr. f. d. Kwede d. Morgenl. {Vienna Oriental Journal) ,

Vol.i, p. 172.
* Tnd. Ant., Vol. xzxiii, p. 105, no, 19.
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(2) The last T\'ord in the second line is Aryakaka magliasti-

Bya. The correct name was probably Kaka-Maghahasti or Kaka-
manguhasti.^

i (3) In the third line the name of the Atapika is Gahabaya and
so cannot be the same as GraJiahala^

(4) The fifth word in the third line is Gatuvanisya^ but this

gires no sense. Perhaps it was meant to be Gatiirvarnasya,

(5) The first word in the fonrthline is yatha^ and the last but

one aihihcrye. The letter ai is carious. It is the letter e with

the downward stroke which usually used for u. Later on in

Baudha-gho?a Bait is spelt with n (a straight downward stroke

below) and a at (two curved strokes to the right on the top).

Gauridasasya is similarly spelt in the seals recently discovered by
Dr. Bloch at Basarh.*

Translation.
J

'' Adoration to the Arhats, adoration to the Siddhas, the year
62, the summer (month) 3, the day 5, on the above date (tl»is has
been accomplished) at the request of the Atapika Gahabaya, the
female pupil of Arya Kakamaghasti, a native of Rara. (For the
acceptance of) the community which includes the four classes.

What has been given per share is being given for purposes of this

world,"

This translation is, I believe, the only possible one though it

makes us assume the existence of many uhya words. At first I

thought that Rara.was a misspelt form of Radha, a province of

Bengal, But the arguments of Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad
Shastri, whom I consulted on this point, leave no doubt about the
fact that the name Radha was not in use up to the 5th century of

tlie Christian era. In the third line catuvanisya is evidently the
mason's mistake for caticrvarnasya. The form aihikaye has no-
where been met with among contemporary inscriptions.

I^^.—Inscription on a stone ladder (?) (M, 9). Dr. Mitraread
this inscription as follows :—

\* ^o^^T^ ^if fM^m l^^W^ ... ?r4^T^RT

?I«r 2^^^T».. I

'6

Dowson read this

:

Sarhvatsara divase lOasya purvaye danam bhiksusya
Buddha-sarvvasa ... *

Prof. Lfiders ^ reads :

(1) Sam diva

(2) se 10 asya purvyaye danam bhiksusya Buddhanandi (s)

va . .

1 See Epig Indica, Vol. i, p. 391, uo xxi, for this name Maghahasti.
a Annual Report of the Archieological Survey of India, 1903-4, p. 114,

pi. xh, no 28.

\ t"^ ^.•^•' y^^- "^'^' P^- ^' P- ^29. pi. vi, no. xiv,
4 J.R.A.S. (n.8.), Vol. V, p. 183, no. 3.
6 Ind. Ant., Vol. xxxiii, p. 150, no. 26.
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(3)

(4) Sarvva satv(a) n (am) . , . Sakli(ar) tha(m) bhavatu.
The inscription originally ran round the four sides of a row of

niches on the opposite side of which is a sculptured panel, now
almost worn away- Only two niches and the following fragments
of the inscription still remain (see pi. i, no. iv).

Sam divase 10 Asya(Th) purvvaye danam bhiksusya

Buddhanandisya dare (?) Sarva-sattr(a)na(m) hita sukh
(ar) tlia(ih) bhavatu.

TRANSLATrO:^^. . .

** In the year . . . . on the tenth day, on the above mentioned
the gift of the mendicant Buddhanandi , .... for the vvelfaz^eand

happiness of all beings/'

V.—Inscription on a pillar base (M. 2j), According to

Dr. Mitra the inscription is ;

Dowson reads :

—

Danam bhiksusya Buddbadasasya SaHghamaitrasade vihare

sarm) panchatrisasya sata rahpetraivvasya vyasya.*

The facsimile favours the reading

:

(1) Danam bhiksusya Buddha-dasasya Sangham'itra-sade-

viharisa pancatrinsasya.

(2) ........ aivva sanghasya. # ^

Translation.

" The gift of the bhiksu Buddliadasa (and) his fellow s (the

bhiksu) Sanghamitra, the thirty fifth of the . .

aivva congregation."

YI.—Inscription on a pillar base (M. 2c). Dr. Mitra

reads

:

4

and Dowson agrees with Dr. Mitra. ^

But the facsimile shows that the reading should be

:

Danam bhiksusya Baudha (Bauddha)-ghosasya phala pha

reads :

VII.—Inscription on a pillar base (M. 2). Dr. Mitra

^ Th^W ^STfW^'^ i?^^^ I

«

1 J.A.S.B., Vol. xxxix, pt. i, p. 127, pi. v, no. 3.

a J.R A.S. fn.8.). Vol. v, p. 185. no. 10. „ , ^ , ... i^r
3 See Saddhyevihari in the Sarnath inscription E.I., Vol. viu, p. i/o.

* J.A S.B., Yol. xxxix, pt. i, p. 128, pi. v, no. iv.

fi J.R.A.S. fn.s.), Vol. V, p. 186, no. 11.

» J.A^S.B., Vol. xxxix, pt. i, p. 128, pi. v, no. x.
4
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1

Dowson reads :

Danam bhiksusja Buddharaksitasya cha bliiksusya .

The facsimile is in favour of the reading :

(1) Danam bhiksusja Buddha-raksifcasya BhandakBasya
Sangh(e).

(2) Catudise. Notes.

(1) There is a superfluous i on the top of ksu of bhiksusya.

(2) The reading bhandakaasya is certain. It is most prob-
ably a proper name.

Translation.

two.

** The gift of the bhik?u Bnddharakaita (an inhabitant) of
Bhandaksa to the community of the four quarters."

VIII ,—This inscription is almost identical with the following
These three record the gifts of pillar bases by Visrasika-

Vakamihira, and his son Horamudkhapharu. One of them
No. X contains two inscriptions, one on the square portion of the
base, and the other on the circular portion. Dr. Luders sug-
gested some improvements on the previous readings of this in-
scription, some of which have been accepted .^

^This inscription is on the pillar base (M. 2a) of Ander-
son's catalogue. Dr. Mitra read it :

—

^T*I ^% \i • ^^fj?ff^^ ftll- ^^, . . . .

.

Dowson reads

:

^^fW^ 1^
• • m m m I

Mihirasya Sinhaputra ... Devadliarma pu *
• •

The facsimile shows :

(1) Danaiii Visvasikasja Vakamihirasya saliaputrena Hora-
murn^ate (na) ma

;

(2) Devadliarma paritjagena blia(a)cala Sukhaye bhavatu.

Notes.

(1)
Brahmi letter that 1 have seen. " On the other hand Jt is curiously
similar to the Kharosthi To.

(2) The second letter after omda is like the ma in the
Bhattiprolu inscriptions.

^^ JX—Inscription on a pillar base (M. 2h). Dr. Mitra reads
the inscription:

—

• t'^ .® ^"J-^' ^^^- '^' P- 187, no. 17.

3 t"a «^''J^^- "*'"' P- 1^^' ''^ 34, 35 and 36.

J.A.S.B,, Vol. xxxij, pt. i, p. 130, pl. vH, no. «
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Dowson does not seem to have noticed this inscription. It

(1) Danam Visvasikasya Vata(ka) mihirasja saha putrena
Horamudkhatena i-(mena)

.

(2) Devadliarma paritjagena acala makha (? Sukha) hitaje

bhavatu.

Notes.

(1) Va is very peculiar in this inscription. Here it looks

like Vva in all cases but one, viz. YisvaHkasya.

(2) The letter following dkha in the first line looks like Eh.
Vo in this inscription also.

X.—As noticed above there are two inscriptions on this base.

(M. 2g) :

(a) On the square portion of the base. Dr. Mitra reads

(see pi. i, no. xa).

Dowson reads :

Danam Yisva devakasya Vasumihiravsya SiCiha puti*

Imena deviddharma paritya .... *
_ +

The rubbing shows :
—

(1) Dauam Visvaslkasja Vakamihirasya saha putrena Hora
mudakharena.

(2) Imena Devaddharmaparityagena, acala hita snkhaye (?)

bhavatu.
The above three inscriptions differ very little materially and

so have been translated together.

Translation.
F

J

" The gift of Visvasika Vakaraihira with (his) son Hora-

mndkha. Let this sacrifice and pious gift be for the stable happi-

ness."

As has already phrase

*' Anena deya dharma parityogena*\occnvB on anotl>er inscribed

pillar base from Mathura. I bave since discovered the phrase in

another inscription from Mathura. This inscription was brought

to notice by Mr. Growse.s So far as I am aware it has nowhere

been properly published. The inscription is now in the Lucknow

Museum fsee nl. i. no. xi.V

Text.

(1) Maharajasya devaputrasya Huvaskasya sa(ih) vatsare

50, 1, hamanta masa I dava .... asya purvaye Bhiksusya

Buddhavarmasya ....

1 J A.S.B., Vol. xxxix, pt. i, p. 128, pi. v, no. v&.

* J.R.A S. (n.a.j, Vol. v, p. 186. no. 13.

8 F. S. Grow8e*B Mathura; a diBtrict Memoir, 3rd. Ed., p. 116.
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(2) Pratima pratistapita sarva Buddha pujana anena deya-
dharma paritjagena upadhyayasya sa(m)ghadasasya jnana-
vaptaye-stu niatapita . . .

.'

(3) Buddhavarmasya Savad(u)k]ia pasamaya sarvasatya
hito sukhartha Maharaja Deva . . . vihare ....

Tra^^slation.

year 51, the
reign

mentioned day the
day of the first winter month. On the above

^ _ .__ _ _

image (which is the gift) of Bhiksu
Buddhavarman waa set up in lionour of all the Baddhas. By this
sacrifice and pious gifts let it be for the acqui"rement of knowledge
(or Nirvaaa) by the teacher Samghadasa, mother and father . . . .

for quencliing all grief of Buddhavarman, for the well-being and
happiness of all Beings. In the Vihara of Maharaja Da ... .

(6) Ou the circular portion of the base.

Dr. Mitra reads

:

Prof Dowson reads

:

^m 2

^ ^"^ ^*' ^-*-j «

Danam Vasumihiraputrasya putramadesa.s

inscri tiou *
^^^ ^^^ '^"'^ attempted a complete reading of this

J.

-P,
-7 :, . " ^•^^^'^^ "I reaaing (see pi. i, no.

JJanam vakamihiraputrasja Horamudkhapharusjn

Teaxs.lation.

The gift of Horamudkhapharu, the son of Vakamihira.

^n^nlT- ^
;,
'"^ ^^' nowhere been met witl. in cognate

h« n iT' ^"^ ''
l""^

'^^^^ explainable. It may be a pfrt of

markabir''
''^'^'' ^*' ^^'""'" ^^ °*^«^ P^^^^^ bases is re-

donblfuf ""iHw '
-''I'

^'°'" ^'"' facsimile, the reading of tl.is word ia very

ST A
^^"'^l^^^^J'^^o^ild be equally possible and acceptable.

4 T 7
;®" ^V-^' ^°^- ^' P- 186, no. 12.

Ind. Ant., Vol. xxxiii, p. 154, no. 34.

f * -*
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Saptagrama or Satganw^

By Rakhal Das BANDYOPiDnylYA.
( '

.

-
- - '

,

- .

.
With a note on a new inscription of Alauddin Husain Shdh

hy Br. 1\ Block, Fh,B.

The existence of Sanskrit inscriptions in tlie Dargah of Zafar
Khan Ghazi was noticed hy Mr. D. Money more than sixty years
ago.* They have also been noticed hy Dr. Blocb in one of his

Annual Reports.* These are the most interesting ruins in Sapta-
grama. Many people think that Triveni did not belong to

Saptagrama proper, but proofs against this belief will be adduced
later on. ,

'

,

What we know .about Saptagrama before the Mahomed an

conquest, has been gathered chiefly from
Hindu sculptures, which were used In

mosques and tombs, wbich again have
crumbled to pieces, disclosing the sculp-

tures "which were buried in them hun-

dreds of years ago. The only Hindu .ruin still to be found in

Pre-Mahomedau
Saptagrama, Hin-

du ruins.

of Zafar Khan Ghazi or '* ^tfif?-

Saptagiama is the temple at Triveni, better known as the Maza

^^»r "
I The cluster of temples

in the courtyard, which Mr. Money has described, have now com-

pletely disappeared.with the exception of the mosqueand the Mazar.

The Mazar consists of twd roofless rooms. The plinth of these two

rooms is built ot black basalt. The room near the road is also

built of tlie same material. In tliis room lies the Ghazi himself and
his wife. Previous writers have noticed that these rooms were

constructed from materials taken from the ruins of the Hindu tem-

ple. But a closer examination shows that the room is an Antarnla

of the Hindu temple still standing intact, The plinth, the walls,

<3oor jambs, lintels, are all constl^ucted of the same materinl. There

^arefour Openings, each of them facing one of the cardinal points.

The eastern and western doorways have been filled up with brick

lattice work. The photograph (PL I) shows the nortbem gateway,

one of the jambs of which has fallen and its place has been filled

tip with brick work. The fallen doorjamb, which is lying on the

ground in front, may be replaced very easily. I hope the Govern-

ment Overseers who are now carrying on the repairs will not

overlook this. The western gateway f»ces the river. There is

a flight of stone steps rising up to the level of the temple. Both

the western and southern gateways are still in a good state of

'preservatioiu In all the gateways the door jambs are profusely

1 J.A.S B., vol. xvi., pt. 1, ^. 393.
2 Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey, Bengal Circle, 1902, p. 24.
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ornamented, A small niche at the bottom contains a female
figure, and by the side of the niche two squatting Takgas bear
square ornamented pilasters supported on flower vases on their

backs. In ^^he southern gateway the human figures have been
carefully <!hiselled away, but on the western and northern gates
they remain with sufficient distinctness. The eastern gate opens
the way to the other room. In this room are four tombs on a
masonry platform. The walls of this room are built of a light

reddish sandstone. There are some crude ornamentations on the
door jambs. The walls have been very losely built of huge shapeless
blocks of stone with mortar joints. Centuries of raiu have
washed away the mud from the upper portion of the walls, show-
ing that the interstices were filled up with all sorts of sculptures
and broken pieces of statuary. This room most probably
Occupies the space formerly occupied by the pillared Mandapa of
the temple. This room contains the Sanskrit inscriptions men-
tioned by Mr. Money and Dr. Bloch. All of the inscriptions are
on the north-western and north-eastern quadrants of the room.
They are descriptive labels of scenes from- the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata, and the stones on which they have been
inscribed is black basalt. Most of them are at a height of two
to three feet from the jrround level.

Scenes from the Ramayana :

(1) Sifa Vivnhah (pL iia).

(2) Kliara'trisirasor= vadhah (pL lib).

(3) ^d-Unmena Rnvana vadhah (pi. iic),

(4) Sri-Sitn^nirvvasah] Sri Bamahhiseka (pi. iid).
(5) {Bharat)abhiseka (pL iie).

•
vr /

Scenes from the Mahabharata and the life of g'ri Krsna.
D^rstadyumna-DHhs4sanayor= yyuddham fpl. iif).
Cn^mra-vadhah (pi. iiy).

vf
.

^

^rl Krsna-Vnnasurayor= yyuddham (pi. iiA).
S-i Krsna- Vd-{it]. Hi),

Kamm-Vadhah (pi. iy).

These descriptive labels were most probably incised below
basrehefs representing these various scenes and were most prob-
ably used as outer friezes in the architrave of the Antarala
of the temple. The letters are 3 to 4 inches in length, so that
a man standmg on the ground could easily read them even at
a height of 25 or 30 feet. After the demolition of the upper
part ot the Antarala the sculptures were sawn off and the rest of
the p,ec:es were used in building the room on the site of the
Ma^^apa. Iheor.hodox builders did not mind the inscriptions
as they were not sacrilesions. The two pieces of iron stickingm the western doorway of the temple are undoubtedly hooks for
tastening j.he chains of the gates. Hooks of the same size are
stiU used in the temple of Baidyanafcha at Deoghnr. These two
pieces of iron have wnvT..,^nf ,X.^ • ^i _ ? _ t • _i.:„i.

they now move. This has led to the proverb fl
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•ITT =n i.e., " the Gjhazi's axe moves but does not fall." In the

mosque itself four images have been stuck in the wall between the

mihrabs (PI. III). Three of thesebear inscriptions on tbeir backs

while the fourth is an image of Visnii recoLfnisable by the gada

which is to be seen through a hole at its back. The temple

at Triveni was most probably a Vai§-

Buddhist ruins. nava temple as the descriptive labels

show, but traces of Jainism and Bud-

dhism also are not absent. In the mosque there are two rows of

pillars with six pillars in each row (PI. IV). In the central row,

the second pillar from the noi-th is quite different, from the rest. It

is a square pillar, unlike the octagonal or the hexagonal shape of

the others. The base also is square, and on it there are four Buddhas

in the Bhumisparsa Mudra, separated from each other by a small

lilaster set in a recess. Further examination revealed that this

-ase is a fragment from the corner of a rectat.gular piece of

sculpture. These figures face the south. On the western face

also two of those figures are still discernible. The only other

relic of pre-Mahomedan Saptagiama was found inside the room

which now stands on the site of the ancient Mand<,pa ' of the

temple. The inscription of Ruknuddin
Jama relies. Barbak Shah of H. 860, hns been incised

on the back of the lower portion of an image of Parsvanatha, the

twenty-third Tirthamkara. The feet of the image still remain, and

behind them are seen the coils of the serpent {iesa . which rose over

the head with its extended hood. On each side of the image

is an exquisitely ornate vase from which issues the stalks of some

creeper. The pedestal below is also ornamented with neatly

arranged coils of snakes. At Panduah, close to Saptagrama, tw6

Hindu sculptures have recently been discovered. The inscription

of the Sultan Shamsnddin Ynsuf Shah of H. m has fallen

from its place in the masjid and is now lying m iront ot the

grave of Shah Safi. On examining it closely it was found

that this inscription was incised on the back of the lower part;

of an imasre of Suryya. The legs wear top-boots and on the

pedestal there are seven prancing steeds with Aruna the charioteer.

On each side of the image is a Small female figure shooting

arrows. To the left of the image stands a male figme with a swordL

in hand, probably STanaiscara {Saturn), and t.. the right another

male figure with an ink-pot and a pen in his bauds.' In the com-

pound of the Dargah I found fragments of an image. Ou putting

these together it was found that the pieces are from an image ot

' Cf. Agniparnna (Bib. Ind.)

^^Tirt ^^r^^ T^^^i r^ M *|V^ I

^"-
I

Chap. 51, verse 1-2.
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Vi§au. To the left is the goddess Sarasvati, vina in hand ; and to

the right Laksmi with a lotus stalk in her hand, and above her head
the two hands of Visnu, one holdin*^ the gadd and the other a lotus.

The ruins of Panduah have otherwise been fully discussed and
illustrated by Dr. Blochmann. I publish a photograph of the ex-

terior of the Bais Darwaza masjid (PL V) in accordance with the

wish expressed by that scholar.' In a paper read at a recent meet-
ing of the Society, Babu Maninohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., has
called attention to the fact that the portion of Bengal conquered

by Muliammad Bnkhtyar extended from Lakhnor in tlie south to

Deokot in the north. This fact is further emphasised by the
Arabic inscriptions of Satganw. The mutilated Arabic insciip-

tioa on the southern mihrab of the mof^que at Triyerii clearly

,, T ^j„ states that *'Zafar Khan smote theManomedan con- ' aj i -^i i ^ j
«,,«r,4. «<• Q^4.^«^^ mhdels with sword and spear and
quest of Satganw.

i - u a t. j-u /£ -i-i^jr v\ »'
lavished treasure on the (faithful).

The date of this inscription is A.H. 698, i.e., 1298 A.D. Thus
Lakhnauti, Lakhnor and Deokot were conquered in 1198-99 A.D.
But tlie tract below Birbhum and the delta between the Bha-
girathi and the Padma maintained a precarious independence
for more than a century. The attack on Nadiya was most probably
a raid, because traces of early Mahomedan occupation is altogether
absent. Bihar, Dinajpur and the neighbourhood of Gaur show
ample proofs of an earlier Mahomedan conquest. Tliis inscrip-
tion also mentions one Nasir Muhammad, alias Burhan Qazi.
It is interesting to note that the name of the Bara GhazI, whose
tomb lies in the room on the site of the ancient Mandapa, is known
to us from the Knrsinama of the Mutw-allis as Batkhan Ghazi.
This Barkhan Ghazi seems to be a Apabhramsa of Burhan Qazi.

If the date of the conquest of Satganw is correct, then the
conquest falls in the rei^n of Ruknuddin

Mahomedan Gover- Kaikaus Shah of Bengal, the grandson of
nors of Satganw. the Emperor Ghiasuddin Balban. Z»far

Khan was most probably the Commander
of the expedition, and he became the Governor of the conquered
province. Zafar Khnn is known from the Triveni inscription to
be of Turkish descent. Befoi-e the expedition he was the Governor
of Deokot This is known from the Gangarampur inscription of
Kaikaus. Zafnr Khan most probably was the title of the man.
His real name seems to have been Bahram Itgin. His full name
and titles are given in the Dinajpur inscription, TJlugh i A'zam
Humayun, Zafar Khan Bahram Itgin. This inscription was
incised just a year before the Triveni inscription (A. H. 697 ).»

Zafar Khan 1298- Zafar Kh;»n was alive in 1313 A.D.

1313 A.D This is known from an inscription now
'

' stuck on the tomb of Burhan Qazi at Tri-
veni. This inscription states that a Madrasah was built by Khan
Muhammad Zafar Khan, the supporter of Kings and Sovereigns,

I J.A.S.B,,pt. f., 1870, p. 300. 2 J.A.S.B., pt. i., 1872, p. 103.
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etc., during the reign of Sliamsuddin Firoz Shah in A,H. 713.

»

The next mention of Satganw is to be found in the Tarikb-i-
Firuz-Shahi during the reign of Ghiausddin Tughlaq, when he
niar<ihed to chastise Bahadur Shah, the last Balbani Sultan of
Bengal.^

After this Satganw was placed nnder the mililarj Governor-
ship of 'Izzuddin Yahva A'zam-ul-Mulk, who held tliat post from
724 to 740.^ Satganw appears as a mint town duriiijr the reign
of Muliammad Tughlaq, the second King of the Tu^laq dynasty of
Delhi, and the earliest coin is dated A. H. 729. Satganw con-
tinues to be a mint town up to the reign of Islam Shah, son of
Sher Shah, and the latest coin is dated A. H. 957.*

Nothing furthei' is known about Satganw during the first

Iqrar Khan 1455
Il^yas Shahi dynasty and the dynasty of
Raja Kans. Tlie next notice is to be
found in the Triveni inscription of Ru-

knuddiii Barbak Shah, incised during the lifetime of his father
Nasiruddin Mahmud SI>ah, the first King of the resusciated
Iliyas Shahi dynasty. This inscription has been inscribed on tlie

back of the pedestal of a statue of Parsvanatha, as has been men-
tioned above, which is dated A, H. 860. Here Barbak Shah has
been styled Malik. It records the erection of a masjid by Ulugh
Ajmal Khan, the Commander of the army of the noble Iqrar Khan,
who was the guardian of the Royal harem, Commander, Wazir
of the District of Sajla Mankhbad and the town of Laobla.^
This Iqrar Khan is known to us from two other Bengal inscrip-
tions. Buth of them are dated in the yeav 865 A.H. and were
discovered in the Dinajpur District. Both of them record the
erection of mosques by Khan Ulngh Iqrar Khan, during tlie

reign of Ruknuddin Barbak Shah. One of them states that the
repairer of a tomb is the Ulugh Nusrat Khan a Jangdar smd
Shiqdar (both of them subordinate officers).*

The next notice of Satganw is in the inscription of Xasi-

Tarbiyat Khan ruddin Mahmud Shah now lyintr by tlie

1456 A D ®^^^ ^^ *''^ tomb of Sayyid Jamaluddin,

a few hundred yards from the 'Jrish-

bigha station. It records the buildintr of a mosque by Tarblyat
Khan in 861 A.H. This inscription proves that Iqrar Khan
was succeeded in the government of Satganw by Majlis Nur a
year after the erection of his mosque.^ Nothing further is

know^n about this Tarblyat Khan.

1 J A.S.B., pt. i., p. 287.
a Tarikh-i-Firnz-Shahi of Barnl (Bib.: Ind.), p. 451.
8 J.A.S.B., 1874, pfc. i., pp 190-91.
Nelson Wright's Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, Vol. ii,

pt. ii., pp. 155-62, and pt. i., pp 53 to 113.
6 J.A.S.B., 1873, pt. 1*., p 290 lu this inscription the reading jXq is to

be preferred to the reading ^ proposed by Dr. Blochmanu in J.A.S.B., 1873,
pt. i., p. 273, footnote.

8 J.A.S.B., 1873. pt. i., pp. 272-73, and also J.A.S.B.. 1875, pt i., pp. 290-91

.

^ J.A.S.B., 1870, pt. i., p. 292, and 1873, pt. i., p. 270.
j
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The next inscription from Satganw was discovered at

Panduah. I have stated above that Panduah was a city close to

Satganw. The District Sajla extended from the banks of tlie

Sarasvati to tliose of the Daraodar, and the head-quarters of the

District Sajla Mankhbad was Satganw, as will be proved by
several inscriptions, one of which has already been mentioned,

Tliis inscriptl'>n, ns already narrated, has been incised on the back

of the lower portion of a statue of Saryya. It records tJie

erection of a mosque by a noble Majlis-ul-majalis (this is a title, the

proper names of the Bengal nobles during the earlier period of

Mahomedan domination generally is not known to ns, as has

already been seen abont Zafar Khan and Bahram Itgin) during

the reign of Sharasuddin Ynsuf Shall, son of Barhak Shah, in

882 A.H,^ This inscription and the fragments of the image of

Visnu prove that even after tlie conquest of Satt^anw, Mahomedan
authority was very loosely exercised in the surrounding districts.

The magnificence of the Hindu ruins discovered amtmg the

masjids at Panduah shows that the Saura and Vaianava com-
munity possessed fine temples with magnificent colonnades, and
were very rich. These religious establishments were probably
sacked by ti»e order of the Sultan Yusuf Shah and the remains

?d in the minar and masjids. The statue of Suryya being a
large one. a portion of it has been used as the inscription slab of

the masjid. But the statue of Visnu being more diminutive in

size was pulled to pieces and the fragments thrown into the
neiglibourinif tank. Five centuries later the Mutwali of the
Mazar, while re-exc tvatlng the tank, found some loose pieces of

the image. I found the fraorments imbedded in the temporary
hearths which the workmen had put up while the work of le-

excavHlion was goinof on.

The next inscription records the erection of a mosque duinng

XJlush Majlis *^^ reign of Jalaluddin Fat^ Shah, the

Nur 1486 ^^^^ ^^^g of *te second Iliyas Shahi
dynasty, by Ulngh Majlis Nnr iu 892

A.H.^ This Majlis Nur was the Commander (Sarlaskar) and
Wazirof the Arsa Sajla Mankhbad and the city Simlal>ad and
Commander of thn Thana of Laobla and Mihrbak and the Arsa
and Mahal Hadigarh.2 Nothing is known about Satganw
during thn troubled period which followed the fall of the Iliyas
phaiii dyna>*ty and when the Ahyssinian slave Maliks declared
inde[)enden(re. Light breaks in once more upon Satganw with
the rise of S>*iyyad and Husaini dynasty. Three inscriptions of
the reiarn of Alauddin Husain Shah f»ave been discovered in the
masjid at Triveni, only one of .which is dated :

(1) Inscription on the southern side of the inscribed mihrab

TJliiph Masnad ^^ Zafar Khan reeordino" the erection of

1505 A.D- amosqueby UlughMasnadHindhn Khan,
.

who was the Sarlaskar and Wazir of
HusainabHd and of the Ar§a of Sajla Mankhbad and Sarlaskar of

1 J.A.S.B., 1873, pt. i., pp. 275-76. « J.A.S.B., 1870, pt. i., pp. 293-94.
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the Thana of Laobla during the reign of Alauddin Husain Shah in
911 A.H, This inscription lias not been noticed before. Maulavi
Khair-Til- Anam of the Hare School deciphered it for me. Dr. Bloch
edits the complete text below.

(2; Inscription to the south of the central mihrab. This
is completely worn out and nothing further is intelligible beyond
Abu'l Muzaffar Husain Shah in the centre.*

(3) Inscription recording the erection of a mosque by

Bukn Khan ^^^ barhat. 1 here is no mention of the
reii^ning Sovereign's name and the date

in this inscription. Rukn Khan is stated to be Sarlaskar and
Wazir of the town of Husainabad Buzurg, of the Arsa of Sajla
Mankhbad and. Sarlaskar of the Thaua of Laobla and the town
of Hadigarh.

TJlugh Masnad Hindhu Khan is known to us from another
inscription. 2 Twenty-eight years later in the Kalna ins^^ription
of Alauddin Firuz Shah, he builds a mosque at Kalna. In this
inscription also he is known as Sarlaskar and Wazir, but his
istriets have not been specified. Ruknuddin Rukn Khan is

also known from another inscription in which the date and the
name of the King are clearly stated. From this inscription he ia

W Sarl-
askar and high Kotwal of the town of Fiiozabad (Piinduah
Hazrat). It is possible that he held the Governorship of
Satganw during tlie earlier years of the reijjfn of Husain Shah,
but later on he was rewarded with the Governorship of the
Metropolitan districts. The date of this inscription is 918 A.H.3
The latest inscriptions from Satganw record the ei'ection of two
mosques by Sayyid Jamaluddin, son of Sayyid Fakhruddin of
Amul in 936 A.H. One of these inscriptions have been set up
m the wall of Janialuddin's masjid, which stands near his grave.*
The other one is lying on the ground inside the enclosure of

Jamaluddin*s tomb.^
Mention has been made of Hadigar or Hadigarh twice

Ideutiflcation of °^^^ ^^. *^^ inscription of Fath Shah

the names of
and agam in the in^^cnption of Ruknud.

pjj^Qgg
dm Rukn Khan. Blochmann says he has

^
' not succeeded in identifying the place,

but Hadigar or Hadigarh is undoubtedly a mis-spelt form of Ha-
thiagarh. This pargannah is now included in the Twenty-four
Pergannahsand has been divided into two separate fiseal divisions.*

Husainal>ad has also been mentioned twice, in inscriptions

incised during the reign of Alauddin Husain Shah. From the

1 Ibid,, p. 285.
2 J.A.S.B., 1872, pt. 1., p, 333. This itiscription is now in the Indian

3 J.A.8 B., 1872, pt. i.,p.l06.
* J.A S.B., 1870, pt. L, p. 298. B Ibid., p. 297»
8 Statistical Account of Bengal, vol. i, p. 232.
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inscription of Ulugh Masnad of 911 A.H., we know he
Sarlaskar and Wazir of Husainabad. This Husainabad is un-
doubtedly the Husainabad in Twentj-four Pergannahs just across
the river.' ' The Husainabad Buzurg mentioned in the inscription of

Ruknuddin Rukn Khan is most probablj the Husainabad in the
Murshidabad district. Local tradition narrates that in his early
life Husnin Shfih was employed as the Cow-herd of a Brahmana who
lived near Gokarna in the modern Kandi subdivision. This Husaina-
bad Buzurg is certainly not the Husainabad near Maldah which
was a mint town during the reign of the Husaini dynasty.^ Any-
way the Husainabad Laobla, as Blochmann has already pointed out,
is undoubtedly Laopala in the Twenty-four Pergannahs 10 miles
due East from Triveni.^ It is mentioned at first as a town and later
on as a Thana or military outpost. Sajla Mankhbad is undoubt-
edly the district in which Satganw was included as it has been
mentioned wlierever districts have been specified against the
names of Governors in inscriptions. The modern name of the
Paiganah whicli includes Satganw is Arsa or Arsa. In all
mscriptions Sajla Mankhbad has been mentioned as an 'Arsa, most
probably in common use the name was dropped and gradually
th^ term Arsa itself became a proper noun. Portions of this
Parganah have now passed into the Burdwan District, while the
major portion is included in Hughly.* Probably Blochmann has
correctly taken the term 'Arsa to mean a Sirkar and not as usually a
Parganah during the earlier years of Mahometan rule. From
the Am-i-Ak-bariS we find that the Parganah Akbar Shahi or
Bhalkonda, commonly known as Sandal, was included in the
Sirkar of Sharifabad. During the British period tliis Parganali
is kno^vn as Burdwan and Akbar Shahi. The name Sandal is

no longer used. On further enquiry I learn that the name
was Jrt5=T or 5Tt55r but it is not to be found in the 18th or
19th century recorda.^ But in some unknown way the name Tt^^r
orTTt^^rhas survived up to the present day. The district seems
to have included the modern Parganah of Burdwan, Parganah
Haveh m the same district, and the Parganahs of Hughly lying
to the north of the Sarasvati. Such an extensive tract of land
could never have been included in one Parganah. Hence it is
possible that in older days the term Arsa was equal to a Sirkar.
Ihe peculiar pronunciation makes the word sound more like
mr^tg- or JTFJ I It may be that the name is older. Its Sans-
nutised form has been found* in manuscript brought from
INepal by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad g'astri during his
recent visit. The manuscript is a copv of BodJucaryyavatara.
Ihe colophone runs thus:—

'

1 Ibid., p. 233.

4^tn^^\T ^"S^*^'^ Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, vol. ii,
p. 1*3 to p. 180.

Pt

I L\^-?--' J^l°' P^- '- P- 294, footnote.

i D 29^' ' ""'"".'^
r^ '^""S^^' ^<*'- ^^. P- 173, and J.A.S.B., 1870,

*' P- ^^''- * Jarrett's translation, vol. ii.
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The characters are exactly similar to those found in the
luscriptions of the Baidyanatha temple at Deoghur. The com-
bination of Venugrama witli Sohificai-i shows that the Venu-
grama is modern Berugrama in Pergannah Haveli. . Sohincari
IS no doubt tl»e Sanscritised foi'm of Sancar. This fact shows
that the Atsa Sajla Mankhbad extended up to the confines of the
modera District of Birbhum. Nothing yet is known about -

bimlabad and Mihirbak.
The earliest Bengali works containing a reference of Sapta-

Satgauw in g'ama is the Candi Kavya of Mukunda
Bengali Literature.

I^^^a, but no trustworthy manuscripts of
this -work are available, and the existing

printed editions are utterly unreliable. The Bangiya" Sahitya
Pansat are trying to secure a copy of this work which is said to
be the autograph copy of the poet himself. A poem in honour of
the serpent goddess Manasn incidentally describes Saptagrama.

'

The poet is a contemporary of Husain Shah, and the work is
dated 1417 S'aka. The colophone runs thus :—

(For translation see Postcript A.)

,
The poet Bipradasa describes Saptagrama in the chapter on

the voyage of the Merchant prince Candra :—

c^rf% l^^n ^^^ fif5, ^f^ (;,jc^ ^f^j ^«t ^n vcir f^a^ir ii

ii«„-i, '^^^^'?!:l®
'"^ irregalflr, and appears to correspond to Tuesday, the 12thFebruary, 1426 A.D,—T. B.

* For «i fu|-ther description of this work see Proo. A.S.B., 1893, p. 20.
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\

aff<5l fijf^f^ T^l ^«r^K! Jfc^ 3^ ^c^ ^'fc^ 'fl'^

iJTW?^ ^f^nt^ c^f^^^ ^t^^ter ?rt«f^^l 'ST'if^^ tt?ri

ic^ cifc^ ^f^fis <2rf^^c?[ i(tsit\f% ?iW3r?r t^st <£rftc^

"•Jt^rc^ ^t«rt^ ^t1^: 'W ^^\ m\^ "^T^ fwR ^t^l ^^t «f^rtc^
c

"5?f? c^it^i ^tf^: cp^t^ c^tifti ^tfw ^% ^^ ^t?i ^^f^sf

i1% cTt^tH ^c?r: ci^itJi ^?ftf ^c^ ^g^1 ^^i^ pt^r (fs^^T) c^it?;^

1

4

The statement of this author proves that the city of Sapta-

grama extended up to Triveui. Tlie stnteraent of another author

proves that it extended up to the Ganges :
—

f^5^f^ iJW^tiT ^l^\i{ Cnn 1 ^^t^ 5liJ«l ^fkW% ^«f C11^ 1

The date of this manuscript is uncertain, and the' work as

preserved in the Society!s Library is in a fragmentary condition.

S'akrajit or S'atrujit seems to have been one of the zemindars of

Sapta^a-ama, like Hiranya and Govardhana described in the

Caitanya-Bhagavata and the Caitanya Mangala. There are two
shrines of the followers of Caitanya amidst the ruins of Sapta-
grama, A couple of hundred yards from the tomb of Jamaluddin
stands the shrine of Uddharana Datta, one of the twelve apostles

of modern Vaisnavism. The only remarkable featui^e in this

shrine is a gigantic Mndhavilata under which Nityanauda used
to sit.

^
The trunk is about 24 inches in circumference, the

usual circumference of the stem being in fractions of an inch.
The shrine and enclosures are quite modern. About a mile from
this plac? stands a ruined monastery about four-hundred years

1 Manasa Mnngala of Bipradas Ms., Ga 3530. In the Asiatic Society,
of Bengal.

« Sa^ihimangida ly Kr^na Rdjna MS-, Oa 5674, in the Library of the
Asiatic Society.

i
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pldi The monastery ends iii a noble flis:ht of steps descending
intotlie l)ed of the Sarnsvati. This is the shrine of Raghunatlia
Dasa, a poet famous in Vaisnava literature (PI. VI). Most of the
rooms are roofless, and in the extensive court-yard an old man of
the Sahajija sect ekes out a precarious livelihood from the
scant generosity of the neighbouring villagers. In a small room
adjoining fche shrine is an oblong piece of stone measuring about
36 by 48 inches on which RaghunathaDasais said to liave attained
Siddhahood. From the shrine of Raghunatha Das passing east-
wards along the course of the Sarasvati one comes to a huge
moiindof bricks which according to the local tradition are the
ruins of the citadel of Saptagrama (PL VII).

About a quarter mile from the tomb of Jamaluddin buried in
the heart of the dense thicket and cane brakes there is a stump
of a stone pillar once belonging to a mosque. The surrounding
grounds are strewn with pieces of sculptures and brick works.
The whole of the area extendinor from Trisbif?ha to Tx^iveni is

strewn with bricks and intersected with paved road-ways where the
vegetation is less dense and not so high. The whole area stands
in an awe-inspiring gloom, a silent witness to the devastations of
time.

The final ruin of Satganw seems to have been brought about
by the silting of the river Sarasvati. Probably the main stream
oi the Bhagirathi flowed on to the sea through this channel
before the appearance of Europeon nations in India. Even now
large anchors, chains, cables and ropes of immense size are found
in^ the bed of this river. The riverbed first below Raghunatha
Dasa's monastery is about 500 yards in breadth. But the whole
of tliis area is under cultivation. A very small stream four to
five feet in breadth meanders through its old bed, and in" some
places in the District of Howrah has been choked up altogether.
Several persons in the village of Tiisbigha acknowledged the
discovery of anchors, chains, cables, and even gold and silver

coins from the river bed. But no amount of persuasion could
make them sell or show any of these relics. The old Vaisnava,
"VN^ho now resides amidst the ruins of Raghunath Dasa's monas-
tery swore that an earthen pot full of coins have been found on
the river bank between the monastery ond the port, but had been
appropriated by the Khadim ot Mutwali of Jamaluddins
masjid. The last Kliadim died years ago, and no successor has
yet been found. The Wakf lands are now in the possession of a
Hindu, and all claims of the Mahomedans have since been barred
by limitation. Close to the spot where we found a stump of a stone
pillar (PL IX) we found several large blocks of stones. Following
these stones we came to the banks of the river where we found
several mounds of bricks on the river side ; these were the ruins of
a once noble flight of steps descending to the bottom but all gone
to pieces now and fast crumbling away. In my infancy my father
used to point out a heap of black stones near the railway bridge
on the Sarasvati while passing on the East Indian Railway, and I
made a strenuous attempt to reach this spot, but the thick under-
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growth and the intertwining cane brakes resisted all attempts

at further progress. The stones are no longer visible from the

railway as the fast-growing vegetation had covered it up long

since.

When the Portuguese first visited Bengal, the Sayyid or

Husaini dynasty reigned in Bengal.^ One of the reasons of the

ruin of Satganw Tvas the downfall of the independent kingdom
of Bengal. The Portuguese had begun to frequent Beno^al by
the year 1530. Eij^rht years later the last king of the Hnsain
dynasty, Saltan Ghiasuddin Mahmud Shah, who is referred to

as El-rey Mamude by Du Bam^os in his Da Asia, was ousted from
his kingdom by Fakhruddin Sher Shah. The subsequent amal-
gamation of Bengal in the last Empire of the Pathans served
to hasten the ruin of Satganw. In the year 1540, its harbour
was becoming difficult of access for ships. The growing in-

fluence of the Portuguese was driving away all honest enter-

prise from the port.*"^ The growing Portuguese trade and the

increasing shallowness of the river Saras vati necessitated a

change of route for the incomlnj^ ships. The only alternative

route was by the Bhagirathi, which was not deep enough for

large sea-going vessels. This, again, necessitated a transhipment
from the larger sea-going ships to smaller vessels, which gave
rise to Betur and ultimately to Calcutta. The words of the
Portuguese travellers imply that the Sarasvati was once navi-
gai)le by larj^e vessels and its harbour deep enough for them to

stand at anchor.3 The last coin struck at the Satganw mint is

dated A.H. 957 or 1550 A,D. Fifteen years later Csesar Fredrick
found it still a reasonable fair city abounding with all things.*
Nothing is known of Satganw during the temporary indepen-
dence of Bengal under the later Suri and Kararani Sultans.
With the final conquest of Bengal by the Mughals, the last blow
was dealt to Satganw by Emperor Akbar. The permission
given to Captain Tavarez to erect a permanent town near Hu^jhly
brought about the desertion of Satganw. At this time the whole
of the Indo-European trade had passed on to the hands of the
Portuguese. Malay and other eastern trade had most probably
given up the coasts of Bengal on account of Portuguese depreda-
tions The only remaining traffic was between the native Indian
merchants and the Portuguese. With the permanent establish-
ment ..f the Portuguese in Hughly, the majoi-ity of Indiap traders
also must have left the port. Satganw appears as a Sirkar in
the rent roll of Todaramalla.^ The ruin of the Portuguese
settlement at Hughly brought about by Shahjahan paved the

1 Early Annala of the English in Bengal, vol. i, p. 132.
* The Portin^allea .... live in a manner like wild men and

untamed horses, or that every man doth there what he will, and every roan
18 lord, neither esteem they anything of justice whether there be any or
''^^%

Try,''^*^^
^^ Van Linschoten (Hakluyt Society), vol. i, p. 95.

3 Ibid., p. 134.
^

* Caesar Fredrick (Haklayt Society), vol. i, p. 230.
• Jarrett s translation of the Aiu-i- Akbari, vol. iu
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way foi" the future Fauzdarship of Hughly. In the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries we find the old trade of Satganw divided
among the various European settlements along the river—Hughly,
Ohinsurah, Chandernagore, Serampur and Calcutta.

Porto Pequeno was the name which the Portugnese gave to

their new settlement.^ Among the products of Satganw species

of quilts wrought with yellow silk had been specially and re-

peatedly mentioned in the records of the earlier decades of the
seventeenth century.*

-^ The only place of interest to the general body of the Indian
people amidst the ruins of ancient Satganw is the confluence of

the three rivei^s. The Yamuna forks out into two branches near
the Ganges. One of these falls slightly above and the other
slightly below the confluence of tlie Sarasvati with the Ganges.
The majority of the pilgrims assemble on the western bank of the
river for bn thing purposes. Curiously enough the bathing takes
place some five-hundred yards up the river and not at the junction
of the Ganges and the Sarasvati. At Prayaga, near Allahabad, the
bathing takes place at the spot where the bluish water of the

Yamnna mixes with the muddy stream of the Ganges, producing an
effect difficult to describe. At Satganw Tribeni, the bathing should
be done below the junction, or at the junction, butnotabove the river.

It seems that in earlier days the bathing was performed immedi-
ately below theDarga of Zafar Khan. The riverbed here is strewn
with bricks, stones and pebbles, which maybe the remains of a ghat.
The abode of the Seven Rsis mentioned by Bipradasa in his des-

cription of Satganw is still pointed out at this place. After the

Mahomedan conquest, the spot must have been changed out of

sheer necessity. And the present spot was chosen in the absence
of a suitable site near the iunction. During the earlier period

of^ Mahomedan domination m Bengal, Triveni, and consequently

Satganw, was wrested from the Mahomedans by the Hindu Kings
of Orissa. The Oiissan conqueror Mukunda Deva built the

spacious flight of steps now existing. To him also is attributed

the building of the great embankment on which the road from
Magra to Triveni has been laid. The influence of Orissa is still

prominent at Triveni The majority of attendants in the small

groups of shrines clustering around the ghat are Orijas.

There is a good road from Trisbigha station to Bansberia
and Tribeni, of which the portion between Bansbeiia and Tribeni is

metalled. Between Trisbigha and Bansberia there are small

groups of huts. They are the remains of the ancient divisions

or quarters of the city and still bear their ancient names such as

Malapara. Kagchipara, etc. Between Trisbigha and Bansberia
I counted a couple of big tanks, while small ponds and ditches

are to be met with at every turn. At Trisbigha itself there are

several fine tanks. Four large tanks are to be seen on the four
sides of the modem shrine of Uddharana Datta. One of these

i lUIph Fitch (Haklujt Society), vol. vi, pt. i, p. 257.
* The English Factories in India by Wilh'ara Forta, pp. 195, 198, and 206.
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is knoTvn as tlie Xiipura Kuuda. It is safd that the gold bangles

from the feet of the lord Nifcajananda fell into the waters of this

tank while he was disporting liimself in it durino the period of

his residence with Uddharana Datfca, There is no mention of

the occurrence in tlie Bhakti Ratnakara by Narahari Cakravarti

who describes the meetinor between Nityauanda and Uddharana
Datta in the following w^ords :— -^

T^«rt:^ h^ ^^ ^^^ «r^?r II

>

^%w\ M's <£r^ ^^n '^t^it*^,

+ - 1
F ¥

A -

* r

?f^cni{ 3f^t<2r^ fwc?^^ ^C^

4

tt^Ii^fiT ^^t^e| f^^1 ^t^r ^^ I

«fi ^ ^m "^t^t^ f%^^

^ _

%ii^ c(^ ^^ ^^cf c^rtfST sr^ctr
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^

. ^^iw?( ctW^t «ftf^^ ^ ^^

>l^^Tc'( 'i^tttf ^i^^^ ^tc^

Summary of Contents,—" Having relieved the sufferings of the

people in many villages the lord came to Saptagramft, He appro-
priated Uddharana Datta, and his sojourn there is well known.
The lord took his abode in the house of the fortunate Uddharana
Datta on the banks of the Tribeni. Uddharana nursed the foot

of Nityananda with great devotion. All the merchant families

were purified tlirough Uddharana. Nityananda went to the
house of every merchant in Saptagrama singing lioly songs
(Kirttana). The Kirttana which took place at Saptagrama at

this time cannot be described in a century. Uddharana Datta,

mad with love, nursed the lord with a glad heart. The great

holy place at Saptagrama is the ghat at Triveni. There he
observed the festivities with the lord. The places associated

with Nity-ananda are to be regarded as holy^ as all the holy places

put together. Who can. count the holy places in the land of

Gauda. Uddharana travelled through all these holy- places with
the lord."

To the south of Jamaluddin's tomb there is a large tank
about half a mile in length and more than fifty feet in depth.

This is the only^ tank which possesses a fair supply of water
throughout the year. Several tanks of fair proportions are also

to be noticed on either side of the road from the station to the

Grand Trunk Road. The Grand Trunk Road passes through the

bed of one or two of the largest tanks. The road passes throjigh

the north-western corner of the port. An old man of the Bagdi
caste pointed out the moat of the port" to us. Its breadth is 20
to 30 feet. But it is so full of cane brakes that it is very diffi-

cult to judge the present depth. The man said that while tlie

excavation was going on to sint the piers of the bridge which
now cairfies the Grand Trunk Road over the Sarasvati several

large earthen vessels were discovered at a depth of eight to ten

feet below the gi'ound level. Two of these were full of a sticky

black liquid giving out a very pungent smell, whilp the rest were
full of grain husks.. Passing along tlie course of the Sarasvati to

i Bhakti Ratnakara, edited by Eama Narayana Vidyaratna, Berlvam-
pore, 1887 A.D., pp. 538-39.
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the point of its junction with the Ganges, one comes upon the
rums odem suspension
bridge carrying the road from Bansberia to TrivenT. This most
prohably is the bridge built by Ulugh Masnad Hindliu Khan in

1506 A.D. referied to above. The inscription itself has been
stuck in the walls of the masjid of Zafar Khan at Tribeni. This
proves that the mihraba of the masjid are not very old. The one
containing the inscription of Zafar Khan is probably the only
structure still remaining of Zafar Khan's building.

Note bt Dr. T, Block.

The followingis a transcript of the Arabic inscription (PI YIII)
referred to on page 251, above

:

^ (ill jliJi ^j^XJ jy»j J djL^lj

UlAJuiU JjUi, j>i, ^IM^ tj^, ,i4 ^Uj, ^b*Jf,.2i:i 6

aiU aUi .xl^ ^IkUi »IA ^^i^yi^i^i ^^Jf J

It wiU be seen from tMs transcript that the inscription i

refers to the building of a bridge (sim) in the time of 'Ala'ud-

UM wJl°,i°f!l'lJ"Jr^^^j
evidently was a meritorioas act to the Mahammadana

onthlrn„^ft i^^^'^'lu^*'^"
'^ ^"^t^^"- ^^abio inscription on a bridge

to the Z« nJT ^p"g^^^^^„^^^' toGanr in the district of Maldah. It refers

c^rr«rfU
^^"^''^ ^°'*''" JaUluddin Mur^ammad Shah, if I rememberporrectlj-.
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din Husain Shah. The date of the inscription, the 1st Rajab
911 A.H., corresponds to the 31st October, 1505 A.D. The
builder was "the great Khan, the exalted Khaqan, the hero
{;pahlan) of his age and time, Ulugh Hindhu Khan." He was
a "military Commander and Governor {Sar-lashkaf-o-Wazir) ^^

Husainabad and the district of Sajla Mankhbad; also a
military Commander {Sar-lashkar) of tlieThana Laobla!

'
. T. Bloch.

Postscripts.
( ,

I add this postscript containing the translations of the
Bengali extracts quoted above at the request of Dr. T. Bloch,
Ph.D., of the Archgeological Survey :

—

A. *' Bipradasa was the son of Mukunda Pandit, who resided
for a long time at Badurya Vatngrama. On the 10th day of the
waning moon^ in the month Vaisakha, Padma, the goddess of
serpents, sitting near his head, gave him inspiration. Taking no
heed of wise men and master-poets, he wrote songs in honour of
Padnia according to the Laws. In the S'aka year, the earth,
the Vedas^^ the moon and the seas, i.e., 1417 (1495 A.DJ,
Husena Sa {Husain Shah) with auspicious signs,, was the
reigning monarch in Gaur.'* .

'

B. " The merchant Cad anchoring his fleet on the banks said
that he would like to see Saptagrama, where there is a place
sacred to the Seven Rsis, where all gods reside, where there is

(no) sorrow and no misery, and which is the abode of all that is

good. All mendicants with one mind served the Rsis and
Munis, and incessantly practised austerities. The Ganges, the
Jamuna, and the Sarasvati are wide rivers presided over by
Uma and Mahesvari, Seeing the Ganges in- three streams
the prince Cida was delighted, and brought his Madhukara
(boat) near tlie bank. With j^reat glee he performed the sacred
rites^ due to a place of pilgrimage and worshipped Mahesvanu
Having finished these, cheerful at heart he roamed about in
the city. Men in thirty-six different stages of life lived there
without knowing sorrow or misery. Brahinanas lived there,
learned in all the S'astras and brilliant like tlie Sun. They know
all that is true, and are experts in the works of spiritual guides,
teachers of knowledge, rivalling the gods. Men were like
cupids, women like Savitri, and adorned with all sorts of golden
ornaments. How can I describe their physical and moral
beauty ? The ej-es refuse to wink at their sight. It is like a
new heavenly city. The houses are in row^s, and in eveiy house
there is a golden fountain (or shower-bath). Bright gabled
roofs made of glass with various gems in profusion and hanging
fringes of royal pearls. Everyone serves the gods with feelings
oi devotion. In every house there are various images, and in
every palace there are imnges made of gems. They play on
various musical instruments, conches, bells, drums, etc.
beeing these the merchant prince rejoiced. How am I to describe
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the Yavauas that live there, the Mongols, tlie Pathans and etc.,

Sayyids, Mullahs and Qazis, expert in books and in the Quran,
"who pray twice (sic) a day. In masjids and houses and places

of business they make their salaams every day, and make offerintrs

to the people. Having made his obeisance to the goddess Manasa,
the Brfihmana poet Bipradasa prays that her worshipper might
be saved/'

0.

lire

People" Nothing in the world is equal to Saptagraraa.
on the banks of the river Bhagirathi so close, that their

thatches meet. Virtuous men make gifts and perform sacrifices

without end» There is no untimely death, no sorrow and no
misery. Its owner is a king named S'akrajlt. I cannot
expatiate on his good qualities. He is tlie veritable moon of
white and spotless fame. His dwelling surpasses the palaces in

heaven."
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The Monthly Gfeneral Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th July, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.CJ.E., D.Sc, RR.S., F.aS.,
President, in the chair.

r

The following members were present :

—

Babu Rakhal Das Bannerji, Prof. P. J. Briihl, Mr. I. H.
Burkill, Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, Mr. L. L. Fennor, Rai
Bahadur Matilal Ganguli, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. H. H. Hayden,
Mr. B. G. Horniman, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. C. H. Kesteven,
Mr. A. H.Lewes, Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Captain C. L. Peart,
I.A., Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Mahamahopadhyaya Harapraaad
Shastri, Prof. E. Sommerfeldt, Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S.,

Dr. G. Thibaut, C.I.E., Mr. G. H. Tipper, Kaviraj Jogindranath
Sen, Vidyabhusana, Mr. W. A. Wood, Rev. A. W. Young.

'm

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Sixty-two presentations were announced.

The Council reported that no meeting was held in June as

a quorum of members was not present.

The General Secretary reported

:

1 . That Miss
had

withdraw

2. That Prof. Michael Jan DeGroeje, an Honorary Mem
ber of the Society, was dead.

The President announced :

1. That Major C. R. Stevens, I.M.S., had withdrawn his

resignation of membership.

2. That I>rof. E. P. Harrison had been appointed a mem-
ber of the Council, in the place of Prof. J. A. Cunningham, re-

signed
; and Dr. G. Thibaut as Acting Philological Secretary

vice Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, gone on deputation.

The proposal to create a distinction among the members
of the Society, and of obtaining official recognition !or the

Society as a Metropolitan Institution, of which intimation had
already been given by circular to all members, was brought up
for final disposal.

The votes of the members were laid on the table and the

opimons, to take the present opportun
had not expressed
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papers. Several such papers were filled in, and with the votes
returned by members, were scrutinized. The President ap-
pointed Messrs. H. H. Haydenand A. H. Lewis to be scrutineers.

The scrutineers reported as follows :

—

For the proposal

.

, . 83

99

J J

Signatures illegible . . 2
Reservations as regards
details .

.

.

.

6
Against the proposal .. ..5
For Col, Green's amendment . . 22

Carried.
Total .. 118

The following seven gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-
nary Members :

Major E. E. Waters, I.M.S., Presidency General Hospital,
proposed by Lieut.-Col. F. J. Drury, I.M.S., seconded by
Lieut.-Col. F, P. Maynard, I.M.S. ; Maulavi Ahdur Eahim,
Inspector of Police, Alipur,; proposed bv Maulavi Abdul Wali,

Mr
proposed by Babu Roormall Goenka, seconded by Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Dr. Shib Nath Bhattacharjee , M.B.,
Junior House Surgeon, Medical College, proposed by Major L.
Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
bhastn; Mr. B. C. Bonnerjee, proposed by Mr. G. H. Tipper,
seconded by Mr. E. Vredenburg ; Captain H. Emslie Smith,
l.M.b., Offg. Prof, of Chemistry, Medical College, proposed by

r^i^t h^' ^' ^^y^^rd, I M.S., seconded by Major L.Rogers,
1 M.b.

;
Mr. W. S. Milne, I.C.S:, proposed by Major L. Rogers,

I.M.S., seconded by Mr. I, H. Burkill.

Babu Rakhal Das Bannerji showed twenty-five lantern
shdes on Sculptures of the Mathura School.

Tlie following papers were read
1. History of Kashmir.—By Pandit Anand Koul. Com-

mumcated by the Philological Secretary.

2. King Gopichandra of Bungpur.—Bu Bisvesvar Bhatta-
CHARJEE.

i>c ;/

3. Extent of the Pala Empire.—By Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri.

These three papers will be pubhshed in a subsequent num-
ber of the Journal.

I

4. Sorne Notes on Mineralogy—Measurement of Angles in
Crystals.—By Pbqf. E. Sommerfeldt.

Websky's geniometer was the standard instrument for
measurement of angles in crystals for a long time, but the

J
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idea of using instruments similar to the well-known theodolite

made progress more and more during the past twenty years.

The difference between the two types of instrument is, that

there is one circle in Websky's geniometer and two. in the theo-

dolite-geniometer. It is possible to use Websky's geniometer
like a theodolite-geniometer if there is added a second circle.

Mr. Stoeber has constructed such a circle, but Stoeber's

instrument is only applicable for rough measurements, as it is

not possible to center and adjust the crystal. I devised a more
complete apparatus, which I have here. The centering and
adjusting parts are in the interior of the circle. The apparatus
is constructed by Mr. Buchler, Scientific Instrument Maker,
at Tuebingen.

5. The Shou {pronounced Siau) or Tibetan Stag.—By
LiETJT.-CoL, J. Manners-Smith.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

6. The Loranthtts Parasite of the Moru (Quercu

(Quercus incana) Oahs.—By E. P. Stebbing.
Journal

1909,

7. The Ruhaiyat of
LAVI Abdul Wall

Edited by

8. Decomposition of Ammonium PlatincMoride and Platin-

bromide under the influence of Heat,—By Prafulla Chandra
Ray and Atu Chandra Ghose, M.A., Research Scholar, Presi-

dency College.

9. A Translation of Suhandhu*s Vasavadatta.—By Hari-
NATH De.

10. Date of
PADHYAYA HaRAPRASAD ShaSTRi!

—By Mahamaho-

These four papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held on Wednesday, July 14th, 1909, at 9-30 p.m.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL A. H. NoTT, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh Lt.-Col. C R. M. Green, I.M.S.,

Dr. W. a Hossack, Major f. G. Jordan, I.M.S., Captain
D. McCay, I.M.S., Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Captain J. W.
Megaw, I.M.S., Major J. C, Vaughan, I.M.S., Major L, Rogers,
I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor ;—Dr. S. N: Bhattacharjea.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
1 I

The following paper was read

:

Notes 071 Smallpox.—By Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S.

The following members joined in the discussion : Lt.-Cols.

Nott, Green; Dr. Hossack, and Dr, Ghose.

/*v
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24. Decomposition of Ammonium Platinichloride and
Platinibromidc under the Influence of Heat.

By Prafulla Chakdra Ray aad Atul Chandra
Ghosh, M.A., Research Scholar , Presidency College.

The decomposition of ammonium-platinochloride by heat
has been investigated by Maumene, who sesms to be of

opinion that the nitrogen of this compound comes off in the

shape of di-imide » (Bull. Soc. Chim. [3], 4, 1890). It seemed
desirable to study the decomposition products of ammonium-
platinichloride and platinibromide under similar conditions.

' Ammonium Platotichloride,

Berzelius evidently noticed the decomposition of this com*
pound (Gmehn's Handbook of Chemistry, translated by Watts,
1852, VI, 308) ; but as the record of this work is very meagre
and as we have observed some new interesting facts, we
consider them worthy of communication. Moreover, the de-

composition of the correspondng bromide .compound could
not be studied with advantage unless a comparison was
instituted between it and the former.
The salt was prepared in the usual way, washed with alcohol

and dried at 100—104''. Analyses of several distinct pre-

parations gave, on ignition, the mean percentage of platinum
as 43-41, that required by theory being 43-85.

Method of Expe rimbnt.

It will be shown below that the decomposition of the
substance takes place according to the equation as given by
Berzelius

:

3 (NHJ ,PtCl, = 3Pt4-16HCr + 2NH,Cl + 2N,

which requires the theoretical percentages of chlorine and
nitrogen distributed as follows :

—

.
1 The original memoir is not available here; our information

IS derived from the Abs. Chem. Soc. Journ. 1890, 262. It is evidently
uue to an error that the formation of di-imidp has been attributed to the
aecomposition of ammonium platinichloride according to the equation :

^tCl4.2NH^Cl=Pt+4HCl -i-2NH HCl. (Vide Moissan's Chimie Minir-
^€. 1. 55G), This error has also been repeated in Cavea and Lander's
Systematic Inoraanir nhfivniaf^^ I t% iq9
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CI as HCl CI as NH^Cl Total CI
42-7 5-33 4803

N as NH^Cl N as gas Total N
21 4-2 . 6-3

The salt was sometimes heated on a porcelain boat in an
open tube, 93 cm. in length, in a current of dry air (Fig.l)

;

•

Fig. 1.

'•--
'•?•'

the major portion of the sublimate condensed in the upper
part of the tube a Httle away from the source of heat. It is

l^^ilZ i^'^-v ^i"^!^
^'^^'''''^ *^^^«es of Platinic chloride in-

variably volatilised along with the subhmate, imparting to the

Zer oT/°^^*'f -^^^^ ^'""^^' ^' ^1^« to the precijltate of

w^en fti Kv"^''.'^'^
^''^^ ^^' ^ f^i^t y^llo^ tint. It is only

JsannP
'

^^^T^^^^ ""f
cautiously resubhmed that the colour

w«rw..r" P'lenomenon was also seen when the salt

Wv.r c
'"^

u
^'"'^"^''^ ^' ^^ the succeeding experiments. As,

berond Vh ; ,f
^«,t't es of the sublimate"^ were carried

FSrw^c ^ T^i" t *^^' *^^^ the arrangement as shown in
J^ig. 1 was adopted. To the tube was attinlipd .. crU.. «niralwas attached a glass spiral

Ti^ia o^- 1 ,
":" ^ "'^^^°^ ^^«i"g pacKea cjose with asbestos,

mn ttZ?
terminated in another packed with glass beads

tW hvhIm ^
'^^^^^^ri:

°^ "^"^tic potash in ordfr to catch

tuL nn^ ^^
''•^'^-

.
^^" "^^^""^ i" the - washings" of the

thp pM. •
/^'"''^ ""'^^ ^^^ ^^be^tos was taken to represent

the chlorine of ammonium chloride, while that in the washings

JJnl ''7
u

?''^^' *^" "^^^^^^"^ of hydrochloric acid. A
IZ^Z ^''^i^^^t appeared to be an anomalous behaviour was

fair V w.ll -ff".f ^x'"
P^^^^ntage of total chlorine agreed

fairly well with the theoretical amount, the distribution of it

^c;np.f,V f^^ •
ammonium chloride and hydrogen chloride

respectively varied within wide limits. Thus in%ne experi-

^t ..^«./^'T^!f ^^ ^^^'^^'"^ ^« hydrochloric acid came

TqL k "".i.^^
^^•^\'^ ^^^^ ^h^P^ of ammonium chloride

stbstitnfin. fK
°'^^''^.^ numbers being 42-7 and 5 33. On

first Bor on ofV^'o 't^^
^""^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^"^ -« «hown in the

first port on of Fig. 2, the other parts remaining the same as

'"Snrfna.l"
f^^ajisting the apparatus by means of the

bprengel and collecting the gas which '^remained un-
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absorbed, the percentage of nitrogen as required by the
equation given above was always obtained, the mean of five

Fig. 2.

concordant estimations being 4-16, that required by theory
being 4 '2. Tliat the gas was pure nitrogen was proved by
** sparking" it for some time, when tlie volume remained
unchanged- A given volume of oxygen was also in some
instances introduced into the gas and a spark passed, but
no diminution in volume was noticed, which would be the case
II it contained free hydrogen.

The fluctuations in the distribution of chlorine as des-
cribed above, however, did not cease. It was, therefore,
suspected that minute traces of moisture given off either by
the salt or tenaciously held by the glass or the asbestos
condensed the hydrochloric acid in varying proportions. The
second series of bulbs was, therefore, plugged with phosphoric
pentoxide and the apparatus while in a vacuum was heated
several hours in an air-bath at a temperature of 80^. The dry
hydrochloric acid which was given off along with nitrogen was
collected and measured by the diminution in volume after

absorption by caustic potash solution. The chlorine in the
potassium chloride formed by the reaction was also estimated.
In one experiment the percentage according to the former
method was 37"79, while that from the potassium chloride
amounted to 38-25. The divergence from the theoretical
amount, viz. 42-7, was still considerable. The chlorine in the
washings of the tube and the bulbs, i.e. the chlorine of what
was taken to represent ammonium chloride, came out, on the
other hand, far in excess of that demanded by theory. Although
we had performed more than two dozen experiments we could
not account for this anomaly. Our attention was, however,
drawn to Baker's identical experiences [Trans. Chem, Soc. 1894,
^5, 615). Hydrochloric acid even when perfectly dry attacks
the alkali constituents of the soft glass. The asbestos used
in our experiments was also similarly affected. On substitut-
ing hard glass tubes and asbestos previously digested in aqm
^€gia, the percentage of chlorine as hydrochloric acid rose to
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40-5 ; while that in the shape of ammonium chloride went
down to 5*7. Perfect immunity of the glass from the attack
of the acid could not be secured with our samples.^ The
deficiency of chlorine to the extent of about 1-8 per cent, is

accounted for by the fact that traces of ammonium chloride

in the shape of fine dust were invariably carried off into the
*'Sprengel/' in spite of the packing of the bulbs with the
materials named above.

Decompositiok of Ammonium Platinibromide.

The method of carrying on the experiment was exactly the
same as described above. As free bromine was liberated it

was absorbed sometimes by the potassium iodide solution with
which the glass beads were moistened, and the amount of

which was estimated by its equivalent of the iodine liberated,
and sometimes by caustic potash solution which also absorbed
the hydrogen bromide given off according to equation (2) as
shown below- In the latter case it was necessary to reduce
the alkaline solution by means of aluminium foil as a portion
of the bromine was converted into bromate. The reaction
evidently proceeded simultaneously according to the two
equations :

(NHj,PtBr, = Pt + 2NH,Br + 4Br .. ,.1
3 (NH,), Pt Br, = 3Pt + 16HBr + 2NH,Br + 2N2 . - 2

According to the first equation the bromine should be dis-

tributed as NH^Br 22-50 p.c, in the free state, 45-02 p.c.
total 67'52; while equation No. (2) requires the bromine as
NH^Br 7-50 p.c. and as HBr 60-02 respectively, and free
nitrogen 2'62 p.c. Two experiments carried on with the
apparatus as sliown in Fig. 2 without, however, the salt being
dried by the interposition of phosphoric pentoxide. yielded
the following result :

—

Br(free)% N ( free )% ..

3193 0-79'^
.. .. i

3092 0-80 11

When
moisture excluded by filling the bulbs with phosphoric
pentoxide, the percentages of nitrogen rose to 1-28 and 1-58.

(Exp. Ill and IV.)

Speaking roughly, 70 per cent, of the salt decomposed
according to equation (1) in experiments I and II, while by
taking care so that moisture was excluded as far as possible,
the direction of the reaction was reversed, the major portion

1 It may be added here that glass tubing stocked in the damp
climate of Lower Benoral nflnn Ac.ic^^\r.^a.*^ i .:„i;*„
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of the salt (in fact as much as 60 per cent.) in experiment IV
decomposing according to equation (2).

It may be stated here that in the experiment with

platinichloride, when the salt was thoroughly dried

with tlie aid of phosphoric pentoxide, minute traces

of clilorine were given off, whidi soiled the mercury in the

''Sprengel" tube. But it is of interei^t to note that in

the case of the corresponding bromine compound, the more
it is dried the less the amount of free-bromine evolved.





25* Some Notes on Mineralogfy : Isomorphism between

Anthydritc and Barites.

By Professor E. Sommerfeldt, Ph.D., r,C*S., F.G.S.

Tliere had been doubts up to the present, if the mineral

barites and anhydrite are isomorphous, as the crystallographic

symmetry of both is the same, but as the difference of corres-

ponding angles is very great. The artificially made crystals may
help us to decide if they are not. I at first believed that there

were some crystallographic differences between the artificial

anhydrous lime sulphate and the mineral anhydrite, but I have
to thank Dr. Johnson, at Goettingen, who showed that both
were identically the same.

There is no doubt that mixed crystals of the two sulphates

are to be found, and if all such two substances are called isomor-

phous then anhydrite and barites are isomorphous. But one
must not rely on this condition alone. v

The supersaturation of a solution can be removed by a
trace of the dissolved substance and by a trace of any isomor-

phous substance ; that gives a method investigated by Ostwald
for recognising isomorphism. I made experiments by adding
a trace of anhydride to a supersaturated solution of barites

in sulphuric acid and watched the time necessary for crystallisa-

tion, but no acceleration could be found if such nuclei were
added or not.

The same result was obtained by adding nuclei of barites

to a solution able to give anhydride crystals. Therefore the

two substances cannot be called isomorphous as they do not
agree to Ostwald's method of recognising isomorphism ; but
perhaps another modification of Hme sulphate, unknown yet,

maybe isomorphous with barites.
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26, The Discovery of Seven New-dated Records of the

Scythian Period*

By R. D. Bandygpadhyaya. i

The existence of unpublished dated records of the Scythian
period hi the Provincial Museum at Lucknow was well known
to scholars both in Europe and in India. In 1903 the publication
of Mr. V. A. Smith's essay on the Kusana period of Indian History
re-opened the subject, and since then numerous valuable con-

tributions on it have appeared in the various publications devoted
to Orientology. In 1905 Mr. V. A. Smith obtained a complete
set of inked impressions of the mscriptions on the Lucknow
Museum tln^ough the Curator.^ But unfortunately none of them,
have been published as yet. I came to know of the existence
of two or three absolutely new records in the Lucknow Museum
in October 1906 while I was huntmg about for materials of my
paper on tlie Scythian period of Indian History- I was informed
by the Curator of the Museum that all inscriptions have been
published. Unfortunately I had no spare time on that occasion
and so was unable to examine them thoroughly. In 1908
the executive committee of the Lucknow Provincial Museum
resolved to entrust the cataloguing of the Archaeological Section
of the Museum to me on the recommendation of Dr. J. Ph.
Vogel, Ph.D. A careful search revealed no less than seven
dated records and seven fragmentary records of the Scythian
period only. I am taking the earhest opportunity of placing

them before tlie pubhc as the catalogue is not expected to go
to the press till the end of 1910. Details of provenance have
been recorded in those cases only in whicli they seem to be
indisputable.

I, Inscribed Coping Stone from Ramnagar.

This inscription is found on a spht coping which came from
Ramnagar, the ancient Ahichattra, in the Bareilly district.

This seems to be the identical coping stone mentioned by Dr.

Tiihrer in his monthly report for April 1892.* The language
is corrupt Sanskrit and the characters are slightly older than the

Sarnath inscrlnfinn nf TCnniRVa. •

—

J J.R.A.3,, 1905, p. 15L
2 N.W.P. and Oudh Provincial Museum Minutes, vol. v, p- 6.
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Text.

1. [Sijddham Nama bhagava
2 r5 bughara
3. .. [va] rshe pratlia[me]
4 [di] vase 10, 1

^ [Dhru ? ] va mitrasya pra [pauttrena]
" sya pauttrena Sau .'

.

.

7.
.
.bhargavl puttrena * V.V.V.

8-
. .su Pamcaliye

9.
. . stliitena hati ...

10. , . kayam patitah
11. > -itah sthitena, ,

,

• «

Translation.

I- "•-.. Adoration to the divine in the first
^®'''' "•.{ 1^4'^ "'''"*^^ («^^) the nth day. By
nnitl'r,^

' W '
^°? °^ ^ bhargavl (a mo^Aer o/ i^e Bhargava

T)hr,?v -f
S'^^^^°^

.

^f («^) the great-grandson of

whfol, T '^ Sf
*^^" "^^^t'^y «f the Panchflas

tentnTI'll''^'^^.^^ ^*^'? great-grandfather of the donor has been

Send nf JP- -f
"^ ^^'^/ ^^ Cunningham's readings of the

of\he InS^^r^ '.T °^.*^^^ sameperiod.1 If the identification

same rSr 1
"' ""^ the d^^^r with the Paficala cliieftain of the

WintlTf 'a^-'^I* I^^^
*^"' inscription wiU be the earhest

pSa'count^.^'^"'^^**^^'
"^^^^ -- *^^ ---* -Pi^-I -^ *^^

n. Inscribed Base of a Bodhisattva Image from
Mathura.

The ^tl\^^^^ ^^'t
""{

^l"""
inscription was deciphered by Growse.*

shows TiST'^^ f ^^'^ '"'^^^ P^^t is vei^ important as it

one moret f T v^ffJ^l ^" ^^^^^ ^^ ^ Bodhisattva and addsone more to the hst of Bodhisattvas of this period «

Text.

;;;;'-f72r?u'?^^^ ^ ^^^^^ e a[syam purvayam]. .

.

;aha
•

^«dtdh]^«^t [v]o p[r]atis[thJapito ma[ta]pitihi
«

i fnT aS''™'
^°^"'

?^ ^"'^^^"t I"dia, p. 18.

' ''•A-S.B., vol. Ixvii, p. 28, and E. I., vol. viii, p. 1.

Mathura {2nd edi
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Translation.

'

' the second month of the rainy season, the sixth

day, on that {date specified as) above a Bodhisattva

(image) was set up by na together with his father {and)

mother {a7id) "

III. Inscribed Jaina Image, the year 9.

Nothing is known about the find spot of this image. The

material is common red sandstone usually employed in the

Mathura sculptures of this period. It was standing in the Jaina

section of the Lucknow Museum without a label or number

when it was discovered. The inscription consists of three

irregular lines. The characters belong to the Kusana period,

and the language is corrupt Sanskrit.

Text.

1. Siddhaih Sarii 9 he 3 di 10 Grahamitrasya dhitu S'lva-

Sirisya vadhu Ekradalasya
2. Kottiya to ganato / Arya Tarika [s] ya / Kutumbiniye

3. Thaniyato Kulato Vairato S'akhato / [ni] vartana / Gaha-

palaye dati,

Tra7islation.

C i

i i

Success ! In tlie year 9 the third month of winter, the

tenth day ; the gift of Gahapala, the wife of Ekradala, the daugh-

ter-in-law of S'iva^iri and the daughter of Grahamitra, at the

request of the venerable Tarika _out of the Kottiya gana, the

Thaniya hula and the Vaira S'dkha.

'

'

The space between the feet of the image bears a short

inscription consisting of two lines :—

1. Arya Agha
2. niasya siSini.

The female pupil of the venerable Aghama." It refers

most probably to the donor of the image.
'0

IV. Insckibed Jaina Image, the year 12.

As before nothing is known about the provenance of this

image. Dr. Tiihrer in his monthly report for the month of

April, 1892, refers to " one pedestal of a statue of a Tirthamkara

inscribed Sakasamvat 10. Excavated from the ancient site of a

Digambara temple at Ramnagar in Rohilkhand." '
It is possible

that our image is referred to by these words of Dr. Fuhrer.

1 N.W.P. and Oudh Provincial Museum Minutes, vol. v, p. 6, App. A
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Text.

1. Sam 10, 2, va 4, di 10, 1 etasya purvvayam Kottiyato
[ga] nato Ba[m]bhadasiyato Kulato Uchena

2. p^arito Sakhatn aanisx-n

Harinandisya bliaginiye ni[var]

Aryy

3, tana Savikanam vaddha-ninaiii Jinadasi Rudradeva
)3gala Rudredeva samina Ru na gahamita
4. Kumara^iri Vamadasi Hasti [se] na Gralia Siri Rud[r]
a Jayadasi Mitra^iri

Translation*
i

"In the year 12, the fourth month of the rainy season,
the eleventh day, on that date specified as above {an image (?)
was set up) by the lay hearers Jinadasi, Rudradevasami
{Rudradevasvamin) of Dattagalla, Ru .Gahamitra
[Grahamltra) .Kumarsiri {Kumara-8'n) Vama-
dasi {Brahmadasi or Vamadasi), Hastisena, Graha^iri [Grahakn),
Rudradata {RudradaUa), Jayadasi MitraSiri {Mitra-Sn)
at the request of the sister of Harinandi, the female
pupil of the venerable Pu4ila out of the Kottiya gana, Bambha-
dasiya {Brahmadasiya) KuJa and the Uchenasari (Ucchdnagari)
&akha. "

V. Inscription ok the Base of an Image of Sambhava-
XT ft rtTTT A rT^-r-r-r^ T7I ^_ATHA

scription.
provenance of tliis 'in-

- * ...^ windows
o± the Lucknow Museum. Sanskrit
and the characters are those of tlie Kusana period. The inscrip-
tion abounds with instances of the Mason's carelessness.

Text.

1. Maharajasya Huvaksasya Sa[m]vacare 40, 8, va 2, d
[i] 10, 1, etasya puvayam Kottiye gane Bama [da]

.
2. [sjiye k[u]Ie Pacangariya S'akaya to Dhujhavalasya

^i^iniye DhujhaSiriye nivatana
3. Budhukasya Vadhuye S'avatrana potrlya ya^aya dana

Sa[m]bhavasya protima pra
*• ta {ti) sta pe \jpi'\ ta.

Translation.

*' In the year 48, the second month of the rainy season, the
seventeenth day, of the Maharaja Huvaksa, on that (date

specified as) above, an image of S'ambliava was set up by Ya^a,
the grand-daughter of S'avatrana (?) and the daughter-in-law
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of Budlmka, at the request of DliujaSiri {Dhurja^rl ?) the female

pupil of Dhujhavala {Dhurjavala ?) out of the Kottiyagana

Bamadpslya {Brahmaddstya) Kula and the Pacanagari (Vajra-

ndgarl) kdkha.

This is the earhest known instance of the mention of Sam-
bhavanatha, the 3rd Tirthaiiikara.

VI. INSCRIBED DlGAMBARA ImAGE, THE YEAR 71.

The discovery of this inscription was very fortunately

recorded by Dr. Fiihrer in one of his six-monthly rej^orts.* It

came from the Kankah mound at Mathura. It is incised on the

back of a Digambara Jaina colossus. The back of the image

which is carved in the round bears a pilaster in relief and the

inscription is incised on the square base of the pilaster. The
inscription contains many unusual words and characters :—

Text.

1. SaiiilO, l,val,dil0, 5

2o e (?) taye (1) puvaya[rii] ha
3. tiya (2) (3) Muna (3) ^imita (?) y[e]

4^. Manirava (4) ^usoti (5) dhita.

5- Hemadevas [ya]

Notes.

1. The form of E' in E'taye is quite unusual. It looks

more like f

2. The reading of the second syllable in the third line is

provisional It is unHke any Kharos;hi or Brahml single or

compound letter.

3. The word Muna^imita seems to be a proper name. The
letter na lias not been met with in Kusana inscriptions but is

, well known in the inscriptions of the Satraps of Saurastra,

4. The word Siisoti in the 4th line seems to be a form of

sU. Svasriya and the whole line may provisionally be taken to

mean '' the sister's daughter's daughter of Manirava." The
dropping of the positive case ending may be the result of the

Mason's carelessness.

5. In susoti the marks for a and u combine to form o.

Translation.
c c

In the year 71, the first month of the rainy season, the

;h day ; on that [dale specified as) above of Muiia-

^^ 1 Dr. Fuhrer, Annual Progress Beport of the Archaological Surmy.
N.W.P. and Oudh Circle (Epigraphical Section), 1891-92, and J.R.A.b.,

19r>S r, 10 \ t b r
1903, p. 12.
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^imita .the sister's daughter's daughter of Manirava
of Hemadeva 5 5

VII. Inscribed Catukmukha from Ramnagak, the year 74.

The discovery of this inscription was announced by Dr.

Fiihrer in his Annual Report for the 1891-92. It was found in

one of the mounds "near Ramnagar in the Bareilly district which is

supposed to be the site of the ancient Ahichattra of Adhichattra,

the capital of the Pancala country. The language is a mixture

of Sanskrit and Prakrit and characters are those of the Kusana
period.

Text.

A. 1. [Sam] 70^ 4, gri Ldi 5 Aya Varanato ganato
A. 2. [Ku] lato Vajanakarito S'akhato Aya Sirikato

B. 1 nadhanasya vacakasya ^iSiniye Aryya

C. 1 Gahavalaye panatidhariye Sisiniye Aryadasiye .

.

c. 2 :

D. 1 devasya Kutu[rh]biniye Dharavalaye dati

D. 2. *•«•«•« » sasuye

c c

Translation.
r

In the year 74, the first month of summer, the fifth day
. .the gift of Dharavala the wife of deva [at the

request of) Aryadasi the female pupil of Gahavala {Grahavala)
who obeys the command of the female pupil of the

vacaka nadhana out of the Venerable Varana (Varana) gam
Kula, _the Vajanakari ( Vdjranagari) Sakha {and)

the Arya^irika {Arya-kika) {sambhoga).

VIII. THE

This image was discovered by Pundit Radha Krishna, the

honorary Curator of the Mathura Municipal Museum on the

banks of the Balabhadra Kunda on tlie outskirts of the city on
the loth of November 1908." It is now preserved in the

Mathura Municipal Museum. I have received only one impres-

sion of the inscription from Dr. J. Ph. Vogel of the Archaeological
Survey. I have not been able to decipher the third line completely
as the impression is not sufficiently clear. The inscription con-

sists of three lines of which the last one is incised at the bottom
of the base or pedestal. The language is corrupt Sanskrit and
the characters have been very carelessly incised. It records the

erection of an image of Rsabhanatha, the first Tirthamkara in

the year 84 in the reign of the 3Iahdraja-Iidjatiraja-Devaputra-
sdhi- Vasudeva.
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Text.

1. S[i]dlia [m] Maliarajasya rajatirajasya De [va] putrasya

8 [a] hi Vasudevasya rajyasa [lii] vatsara 80, 4 grsma mase dvi 2

2. di 5 etasya puvayam Bhavadattasya dliita Bha ( ?

)

takasya vadliu Eksi (?) disa kutubiniye gadhika-bhava-

3. bhagavato arliata R (?) sabhasa pratima pratistliapita

Translation,

Success ! In the year 84, the first month of summer, the

fifth day, on that {date specified as) above an image of Rshabha
was set up by the daughter of Bhavadatta, the

daughter-in-law of Bhataka, the wife of Eksidi, the per-

fumer ''

This is the fourth laiown instance of the mention of Rsha-

bhanatha, the first Tirthamkara in the inscriptions of tliis

period.





27. Some Persian Folk-lore Stories concerning the

Ruins of Persepolis.

By Captaik C. M. Gibbon, Royal Irish Fusiliers.

When travelling in Persia a short time ago, I was much
struck with the curious stories current among all classes of Per-

sians concerning the old ruins of Persepolis. Can we, however,

wonder that there should be any lack of tales and quaint be-

liefs originating in the ideas inspired by one of the most inter-

esting piles of remains existing in the world, and on which no

man can look unmoved by feelings of wonder and astonish-

ment 1 For my part, I am inclined to look on the few notes

I have made as merely an indication of the existence of a

fruitful source of folk stories and quaint beliefs.

It may be well to say that the ruins of Persepolis, the

ancient capital of the Persian monarchs, and which was sup-

posed to have been fired by Alexander the Great, are situated

in Persia, in the Province of Pars, about forty miles north of

the town of Shiraz. The great platform, on which the ancient

ruins of the palace of the kings still remain, lies in the plain of

Mervdasht, and is always known to the Persians as the Takht-

i-Jamshid {i e., the throne ot Jamshid). The rock face, about

three or four miles distant, in which are hewn the tombs of the

kings, and on the face of which are cut the world-famous bas-

reUefs, is known as tlie Naqsh-i-Rustam {i.e., the pictures of

Rustam).

as
in the subject, lay bevond my power, owing to the limited na-

ture of the time spent in Persia, and the necessity of returning

to India at an early date. Curious to say, I have not been

able to find any reference to the stories of which I write in any

modern books of travel in Persia, although one or two such

allusions exist in the records of the earlier travellers. But I

have not had sufficient leisure, or access to any library, to feel

sure that references to the subject have not been overlooked.

Some of the stories are most wide-spread, and one hears them so

circums'antially told by different men at different times, that

one is impressed bv the absolute b?lief of the Persians them-

selves in what they teU One is frequently led to wonder

whether there cannot have been some actual occurrence wliich

gave rise to its origin. Here is obviously , in some cases, folk-lore

in the making, and patient study and enquiry—helped by the

requisite knowledge of colloquial Persian—might shed much
light on many obscure points. May wo not seek to find a

parallel of the Persian desire to attribute a superior knowledge
to his bygone ancestors over that of the Ferangi, in the matter
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of the invention of firearms, to that of the modern Hindu, who
seeks to show that the Vedic writings are evidence of the

knowledge of the sciences by the old Indian sages ^ 1

I should mention that the greater number of the stories

were related to me by Persian caravan men on many a long

march, or in the evenings by villagers or travellers in the vil-

lage or caravanserai. Usually no questioning was required.

The mere mention of the fact that we were to pass by the ruins

was sufficient to set my companion of the moment talking.

Perhaps the stories may have been all the more spontaneous,
as I always wore an Afghan lungi^ and being accompanied by
Pathans, was often, for the time being at least, taken for

an Afghan myself; such mistaken identity being more than
sufficient to account for any defects noticed in my pronun-
ciation by the ignorant villagers. At the same time my ac-

quaintance with Persian was such as to permit of my carrying
on a fluent conversation with any Persian met with. I used to

write the stories down as well as I could remember them on the
first opportunity, usually the same night before going to bed.
Several of the stories, however, were taken down by me in

Persian as they were related to me afterwards by my friend
Mirza Azizullah Khan of Shiraz, to whom I am much indebted
for the trouble he took on my behalf, and afterwards translat-
ed by me into English.

I have decided to give the different variations of the
stories separately; and I have also ventured to translate the
extracts made from the old French authors. If the renderings
of the authorities be not so accurate as to meet the require-
ments of the critical French scholar, I would plead the
difficulty experienced sometimes in understanding the exact
meaning of the quaint old French in which the books are
written. Such as the stories are, they are offered in the hope
that they may attract the attention of some traveller better
situated than myself to investigate them, by reason of his

superior knowledge and opportunities, which may perchance
lead him to discover much that lay beyond my power.

I.

The Findinq of a Martini Hei^ry Rifle, by a European
Traveller, in one of the Sarcophagi of the Rock-

Hewn Tombs at the Naqsh-i-Rustam.

1.
/

as the townxxo iai a.vi-a,y as tne lown ot Klielir-i-±5abak, B&y lio mues
distant by road, I heard the story in detail of the finding^^ ^ ^^^^^^i^^ V'^^^^ ^

^\Jl^ljn^^n' ^"«*^"^3, and Superstitions of India," Oman,
page 144,—

C
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of the Martini Henry rifle in the tombs of PersepoHs, although I

had heard allusions to the fact at Kirman, 125 miles further

away. This is all the more interesting, and emphasises the

wide and general belief in the story, as the inhabitants of tlie

Kirman and Shehr-i-Babak districts rarely or never visit

Shiraz ; Yazd is the town from which all their supplies are

drawn. The story was told me not once or twice, but almost
every day on my march towards Persepolis by the various

villagers and caravan men met with on the road. One may
indeed say without hesitation that this is the most universally

believed of all the stories concerning Persepolis current

amongst the Persians of the present day. The general idea

of the story seemed always to be that a European had visited

the tombs soon after the middle of tlie last century, and that

he had ascended to them with the aid of ladders and tackle,

which he had brought from Shiraz for the purpose. Having
entered the tombs, he broke open the great stone lids of the

sarcophagi,^ and in one he found a Martini Henry rifle

This, together with other treasures, he carried off to England,
notwithstanding the efforts of his Persian attendants, whom
he bound and left lying in one of the tombs to be rescued by
some passer-by.

'

Connected with this story is a general behef that Europeans
obtained patterns for their revolvers, bandohers, helmets,
shoes, etc. , from Persepolis. I was frequently told that pictures

of these articles were to be seen cut in the stones of the ruins.

When I visited the platform, therefore, the opportunity was
taken of asking several men, individually and separately, to

point out the supposed representations. As a result I was
always conducted to the bas-reliefs of the Nauroz processions,

cut in the staircases leading up to the smaller terraces built on
the great platform at Persepolis. Tliere the quivers on the

men's backs were pointed out as ^Martini Henry rifles, and the

straps suspending the quivers as bandohers. The resemblance
can be better reahsed when it is said that the Persian of the

present day always carries his rifle by a sling, but not in the

manner customary amongst Europeans : he puts the sling over
Ins right shoulder and carries the rifle with the muzzle to the

right front, the barrel being held in the right hand : the butt
of the rifle is thus to be seen projecting above the man's left

shoulder like the top of the quiver.
These stories were frequently related with a certain touch

of bitterness, and as an example of the perfidy of the

European in the past, which might well again be expected of

^im in his dealings with Persia and the Persians in the future.

* liie uni\
recent

satisfactory explanation of this fact.—C. M. G.
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ideas, the European had stolen a most

e shape of a pattern Martini Henry rifle,

had
others to sell at a huge price to the poor Persians whom he had

defrauded of their birthright.

2.

The following story is repeated on the authority of one of

the oldest headmen of the Mervdasht villages. According to

him, about fifty years ago an English traveller came to Perse-

polis, collected some stones at the Takht-i-Jamshid, and placed

them in boxes. He then went on to the Naqsh-i-Rustam,

where he tried to scale the face of the rock, in order to enter

the tombs, but failed in the attempt. After ten days of prepara-

tion, however, he contrived to improvise a tackle and scaf-

folding, wherewith to have himself hoisted up together with

the needful tools. When he descended, after having been at

work inside the tombs for some time, those present noticed

that he had with him something that resembled a Martini

Henry rifle, together with a crystal vessel containing about a

stone weight of some ashy-coloured dust, and also a closed

metal casket. These he carefully rolled in cloth and packed

in a box. That evening some Persians, who had seen what

had been done, sent word to Muhammad Rafi' Khan, a well-

known Kalantar (headman) of Mervdasht, now dead. The

latter came the following morning to arrest the traveller and

to seize the articles found in the tombs, but the stranger had

disappeared during the night. Horsemen were sent in pur-

suit a^ far as Imamzadeh Ismail, but did not succeed m
effecting his arrest. The Kalantar, who subsequently ascended

to the tomb by means of the tackle which had been left behind,

found a great stone chest, which it wa^ believed the Englishman

had broken open, and thence extracted the articles mentioned.

n.

Europeans Finding Hidden Treasure at Persepolis

BY Means of Magic Arts.

It is said that about twenty-five years ago two Enghsh-

men came to Shiraz in company with a third person, who from

liis appearance was believed to have been a Persian. Thence

they went on to Persepolis, where they remained three days.

On the third day after their arrival. Abbas Khan, one of the

leading men of the neighbourhood, was out shooting alone and

happened to pass by the great platform. There he saw the

three strangers. Being tiied out, and also curious to see what

the visitors were doing, he sat down unobserved in a corner.

Whilst he was watching they produced a piece of paper, which
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studied

certain distance to the right. Having found a certain spot on

the ground, they mixed a colourless liquid out of a bottle with

some water, and poured it out on the place they Had as-

certained by measurement. They then repeated the per-

formance to the left in a similar manner. After this they left

rums

Meanwhile Abbas Khan went forward and joined them. After

a while the men set to work to dig at the two points where

the liquid had been poured out, Abbas Khai assisting. After

digging a while they discovered two metal boxes of red colour,

premmably made of gild. On the lid of ea?h box were in-

scribed three lines of writing in a strange character. Abbas

Khan told the strangers that he could not allow them to carry

away the boxes without due authority, whereupon they said

that they had the permission of the Persian Government to do

as they Lked. Abbas Khan replied that they would have to

obtain the sanction of the Governor of Ears at Shiraz. On

this they tried to bribe him not to interfere in the matter,

offering him a sum of money down in cash together with a

Martini Henry rifle, but he was firm and would not agree to

their proposals. By this time it was growing late and no one

was about in the neighbourhood, so the three travellers over-

powered Abbas Khan, bound him hand and foot, and con-

veyed him to one of the rock-hewn tombs above the ruins.

There they put him in one of the stone sarcophagi, placed

beside him some bread and water sufficient to last for two or

three days, and left liim, only giving him the freedom of one

of his arms below the elbow so that he might reach the food.

As soon as night fell they departed from the neighbourhood,

tak ng off the treasures they had found. Three days later

Abbas Khan made himself heard by a man who happened to

be out shooting, and who released him. Abbas Khan imme-

diately proceeded to Shiraz, where he related his story to the

Governor, Haji Mutaraid-ud-Dauleh. The latter at once sent

orders to Bushire and other towns that the travellers should

be arrested without fail, but the orders arrived U,o late and

they escaped safely out of the country with their booty.

III.

Hillside above

THE Great Platform at Persepolis by
ELLERS

There is a story amongst the inhabitants of the neighbour-

hood of Mervc^asht that, among the number of the many

Greeks and Europeans who have visited the ruins in the

pursuit of their secrets, were two Greeks, who came and
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remained for two days. During that time tliey examined
every hole and corner of the place with the greatest care.
Finally they entered one of the tombs above the platform,
and broke open the huge stone sarcophagi contained in it.

In one they discovered two figures: an embalmed mummy;
and a metal statue ornamented with different kinds of precious
stones. These they extracted from the great stone chest, and
carefully packed in boxes. They then obtained ten armed men
from the headman of Mervdasht to act as their escort. One of
the men of the guard discovered what was contained in the
boxes, and forthwith imparted the information to his Persian
master. The Greek travellers having packed everything,
were about to set out, when the headman appeared on the scene
and forbade their departure. Finally his objections were re-

moved by the exercise of suitable bribes, and the travellers
carried off their booty. A few days later news of what had
happened was brought to the Governor of Shiraz. He imme-
diately removed the headman from his post and threw him into
prison at Shiraz, where the unfortunate man had to remain
until he disgorged all the bribes he had received, which were
promptly annexed by the Governor himself.

IV.

The Charkh-i-Almas, ok Diamond Wheel
1.

Whilst

ttT, ,

pillagers about the Charkh-i-Almas, or the Diamond

even before I had entered Fars, enough had been heard to
excite my curiosity on the subject. Be it said that below the
great platform at Persepolis are numerous underground
passages cut in the rock on which it stands. The easiest and
best known entrance is situated between the ruins of the.Palace
ot Xerxes and that of Darius, and is merely a narrow shaft
between immense slabs of rock. Lord Curzon, whose well
\s.novm book on Persia may be consulted for details and a dis-
cussion of the various theories regarding the passages, comes to
the conclusion that they were probably constructed for the
passage of water. While I was present a European descended
by the openmg just mentioned, in company with one of my
native companions, but they returned after having penetrated
°'^ ^^

1 u^
fifty yards—if as much. They said that the pas-

sage had been silted up and that they could not proceed further
than they did without crawling on their hands and knees, and
that they did not feel inclined to attempt, as, in addition to
the mud and wet, the air was very bad, which was evident
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from the fact that when they returned to the surface they were

verj^ much out of breath.

The gist of the story, in which there are many minor varia-

tions, is that somewhere in this passage is situated the Charkh-

i-Almas, which was started spinning in perpetual revolution by
that famous hero of Persian fable, Rustam. It is said that this

wheel still continues to whirl with incredible velocity in a blaze

of Hght,^ The Persians say that no native of Persia has ever

seen it, as no one has ever dared to penetrate far enough into

the passages. I was told, however, that about a hundred

years ago—in the '
' time of the great-grandfathers

'

' of my
informant—a European came to Persepohs and entered the

passages, notwithstanding the advice given him by his at-

tendants to the contrary. According to some he had to travel

two days and two nights, and according to others seven days

and seven nights before he readied the Diamond Wheel. His

Persian attendants, however, turned back long before he had
got so far. The daring traveller attempted to seize the whiriing

wheel, but was instantly consumed by fire. Since that time no

Persian dares to enter the passage even for the shortest distance.

Perhaps this story may have had its origin in a distortion of

Chardin's adventure, as related below, or in that of some
equally daring and curious traveller whose adventures have not

been left on record.

2.

According to one informant, some twenty years ago

Persepolis was visited by an Englishman, who descended into

the underground passages below the platform in company with
one of the local inliabitants. After having gone a sliort dis-

tance the Persian was overcome by the cold air and had to

return to the surface. The Englishman, however, taking the

light himself, continued alone, but had proceeded only a few
paces further when the light went out, and he also was forced

to return by reason of the intense cold. As a result of the

adventure he remained ill in bed for one or two days, after

which he returned to England. During the following year, he
again visited Persepolis, in company with two other Englishmen.
This time, knowing what to expect, they came fully prepared,

bringing with them special clothes to withstand the cold, and

protected lights. They entered the passage early in the morn-
ing, unaccompanied by any Persian, and emerged from the

same hole by which they had entered about midday. After

1 Folk-lore stories, although found in widely separated places, have
frequently a curious family resemblance under similar circumstances,
but I cannot call to mind ever having heard any tale of an underground
passage, and there are many of them, in which there was the sli-htest

resemblance to th s one of a blaze of light continually revolving in its

hidden depthe.— C. M. G.
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having had some food they again descended, and this time they
did not appear until midnight. It appeared also that they
must have found another exit, as they did not emerge from
the passage by which they had entered, hut were seen to

approach tlie platform from the open plain. As it was a very
dark night no one was able to observe if they had anything
with them, and no one was able to ascertain what their ad-

ventures had been, or what they had seen.

3.

An educated Persian in reply to a question told me that

Persians, who have accompanied Europeans into the under-

ground passages, say that when a distance of from sixty to

eighty yards has been penetrated, there is such a strong wind

found to be blowing that no headway can be made against it,

and one is consequently forced to turn back. It is commonly
beheved that this wind is created by the flanges of the

diamond wheel which is always revolving with immense velo-

city.

Some Persians who are better educated state that there is

uo such thing as the Charkh-i-Almas, and that the passages are

in reality ancient water conduits.
Others say that they have accompanied European tra-

vellers into the passages, and that they have only been stopped

by the road being flooded with water, and that there is no
unusual wind.

\Ahatever may be the truth of the matter, no Persian is

really in a position to report, as the passage is full of terror

and unseen dangers, such that no one dares to face them.
The three Englishmen who entered the passage are the only

persons who are actually known to have penetrated to any
distance.

4.

Extracts from ''Chardin^s Travels in Persia, " 1674.

[Translated from the French.]

*' Having described the exterior of the temple (Per-
i€

«<

{<

i t

<t

ft

<f

(<

c<

if

sepol.s), wp must speak of what may be termed the Sub-

terranean Temple, namely, of the numerous subterranean

canals or conduits, which have been cut in the rock lying

under the whole building, and which extend to every point

and run in every direction, at a distance of about five feet

under the surface. The entrances to these passages are un-

known, likewise the end. They are entered by some very

narrow openings in the rocks, which are either due to the

result of the lapse of ages, which must have its inevitable

effect, or the result of some earthquake, or are, perhaps, to
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''be attributed to tbose same men whose hope of buried

''treasure led them to break into and explore the tombs.

" These channels are so low and so narrow that it is very

*' difficult to walk in them, or to stand upright, except at

some very few places. I was told that they led to tombs,

to caves, to subterranean chambers, and that I should only

attempt to follow them at the peril of my life; however, I

did not find it so at all. I entered at seven or eight different

points, and I went in as far as a hundred and fifty yards in

some. I had several attendants with me carrying lighted

** can les in their hands. I left the more timid fairly close to

j-i i. ^ 4. 4.k;«4-,, •^^r.t^c /iioforif r\nf^ from the other, and

it

ti

i t

it

it

it

it

it

V11.K ^ Xi. V t CVXXV^ ^ W/V I'll** y J ^v*^ v^ ,^*^-.™
. 1 X

I advanced with the confidence of a man who imagines that

he is going to find wonders; but I frequently found myself

brought to a fu'l stop: sometimes the passage became so

" narrow and so low, that I could scarcely advance on ray

hands and knees ; sometimes I had even to drag myself

( <

it

k t

it

ti

it

it

it

a

along on the stomach ; and ten paces further there would

only be room for a man's head. At certaiii places, the

rocky arch, or roof as one ought rather to call it, had giveii

wav; whilst at others the road was Vocked by masses of

rock so heavv that, even had one not been out of breath and

nearly stifled for want of air, one could not have stirred

them.
, ,

"I found there many bones of animals, but principally tbe

horns of goats; these bones were quite white, and much

gnawed : and that was all I discovered. But I observed

with admiration the excellence of the cutting of the rock

and the hardness of the marble. The sides of the charoiels

are smooth and polished like the glass of a mirror; the floor

or bottom is covered with a sticky kind rf clay, quite damp

and soft; and I believe that it is always so, on account ot

the natural humidity of the place and the rain water whicn

percolates through the cracks in the ground. What 1 won-

" dered .it more than anvthins else was the incomprehen-

sibility of the work, and the object ^i^h which it couM^ have

been designed. Who "' *
'

^^ --^ooc

I to mvself on my firsb viaii-, r^u ncmv... ^--
•'

r""' T
of twenty years of age could not traverse them, slim as i

was then, even on all fours. What could they have been

made for? The mas4ve nature of the unique edifice above

< f

1 1

ii

ti.

a
it

it

< c

it

it

1

1

ti

it

ti

man

<(

it

(<

i c

4 1

a

grrund, and the stature of the mm represented onits stones

would incline one to imagine that the men who built it must

have been giants ; whilst the narrow nature of the passages

would lead one to beheve that they must have been

pvgmies! I assure you that I can never call it to mma
without thinking of the enchanted castles of the Romans.

«« ixn T 5i.. ii u:^«* «7,'Hi a PpTAian centleman,
<(

as
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a
«<

journey, he told me that I had been unfortunate in not find-
ing the most spacious passages of the temple; that there
were some in which one could penetrate three or four

1^
leagues, and that they should be sought in the eastern

" corner. I did so the following year, and was fortunate

^1
enough in finding one of this description. I laid in a good

I'

supply of candles and brandy, and I took with me three men
'' who were quite resolved to see the adventure through, under
" the influence of a Calaat each ; the latter is a suit of clothes
" reaching from the head to the foot of the wearer, and is the
'• usual reward given to retainers and servants for any im-
^" portant^ work. I found this passage to be some two feet
'' deeper in the ground than the others, and large enough for
•' one to walk in upright and with comfort. The cutting of
" the rock appeared to me to be as s:ood as in the other

c<

( i

passages, and the bottom was covered with a deposit of

^

earth in a similar manner. I walked in it for about thirty-

^

five minutes, and I traversed a distance of about a quarter

^
^

of a league. We placed lighted candles at every fifty paces,

1^
and at the end of three hundred paces I left a man to await
us. I posted another a couple of hundred paces furtlpr on

,

^^
because we came to cross roads with three ways in front of

^^
us, and two to the side, radiating outwards like the points

^^
of a star, and where we might have lost our way on our

^^
return. If those who hold that these passages were for the

^^
purpose of supplying water to the temple, had penetrated in

fj . , .
' J "v^v**^ jjwvty \^l.iail^CU. LllVLl. LUJJJ.U.O WiA a^^-

^

ing tins labyrmth, in which water could not have failed to

« . fi^^^ ^i"^
^^^^ ^^^ ^® ^°^^- When 1 had advanced another

'' f fl
hi^ndred paces further, the heart of my attendant

^^
tailed him; he cried out that he was stifling and that he

„ ^i ^?, ^^ "^^^e. I entreated him, I made him promises,

^^
and fanally succeeded in inducing him to advance a few paces

^^
morei; but at last he aflowed himself to sink down, and

^^
asked me why I should thus risk the lives of four men to no

^^
advantage; finally I came to myself and realised that no

,,
Jiiscovery that I could make would be worth the risk to my
We which I might thus lose in the most miserable manner
in the world. Besides I was beginning to feel somewhat

_
^

overcome and dizzy myself. The want of air and difficulty

„
ot respi ration oppressed me. The place has a certain horror

^^
about It which stupefies one, and although there is obviously

^ ^

jotlnng to fear, one cannot help being afraid. What
^^

troubled me more than anything else was the risk of losing

^^
our way on the return journey; for, as I have said, from

..
"me to time we had passed on either hand passages which

^

might well confuse us, especially if anything should

.
.

^^f
PPen to our candles , which did not burn well in such a— space. I therefore retraced by steps, without having

i(

C£

close
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seen anytiling, with the exception of the various roads

which cut and intersect each other. Thus I was not so
H

fortunate as Pietro della Valle/ who said that he had there

seen a great claamber, somewhat raised in the form of a

tower, built of marble, closed in on every side, with a single

door above in an inaccessible place, which he had taken to

be a tomb. T saw nothing of this place, nor anything which

resembled it; but I do not on that account reject^ the

evidence of that celebrated traveller ; for I believe that

there are many extraordinary discoveries to be made under

these mountains, and that there must be very much more

than what I saw.
''The joeople of the country believe it so, and they assure

one that this passage continues for more than six leagues,

that it leads to the subterranean tombs at the burial hill,

which is two leagues distant, to cliambers full of treasure,
^

be 'and even that is not the end. to quiteThey appear
convinced of the existence of these treasures, and to be

greatly fascinated by them; but they add at the same time,

that all these subterranean passages are a labyrinth, that

many who have ventured into them have perished, and that

there is no way of attaining to the treasure. The headman
of Mirkaskoun, which is a village situated about half a

league from the temple, told me a story that they have in

the country of a man who found these treasures about two
hundred years ago. This was the Deputy Governor of the

district. The Province was then under a certain king who
had his residence at Shiraz. Now this Deputy Governor
had spent so much money that, in addition to his other

creditors, he was largely indebted to the Royal Treasury.

The Grand Vizier pressing him to pay, with threats to flay

him ahve, and to sell his wife and children according to the

custom of the country, he resolved to kill himself; but being

prepared to carry out this desperate resolution, he reflected

within himself: 'Why kill myself, which means
irrevocably lost ? Would it not be pi eferable to try my luck

in this House of IdolsV (The Persians thus term all

temi^les where there are statues or carvings.) * Everyone
says that these subterranean passages 1-ad to places full of

treasures. If I am more lucky than the others who have

being

attempted
king, and
like the others. I

to penetrate
I shall be rich for ever

them in the past, I will pay the

and if I remain in them

can but die. and that I am already

1 I have looked up this reference, and, after careful consideration
of a somewhat confused account, have come to the conclusion that
Pietro della Valle undoubtedly refers to the fire temple standing at the
foot of the tombs of the Naq9h-i-Rustam,-and to which his description
IS fully applicable.—C. M. G.
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vresolved on should I fail to find the wherewithal to get

myself out of trouble.' This resolution taken he provided

himself with plenty of candles and some food, and started

on his road, where he went so straight and with such good
luck that he found a chamber full of pieces of gold, with

which he returned laden on the fourth day; but, since his

load was not sufficient to pay his debts, he wished to return

to the treasure, but apparently lost his way since it was
never known what had happened to him."
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5.

Extract from '* Les Voyages de Corneille le Brun par la Mos-
covie^ en Perse, et aux Indes Orientales

,^
^ 1704.

[Translated from the French.]

*' vTo the east of this staircase are subterranean

passages, where nobody dares to enter, although it is said

that they contain great treasures, because the Persians are

persuaded that if anyone goes in even for a short distance

his light goes out of itself. That did not prevent me
making the attempt accompanied by a stout-hearted Persian.

'•' Having descended between two rocks one finds two
roads: we took that which leads towards the east, which we
found to be about six feet high, and in width about two
feet four inches at the entrance, whilst a little further in

advance it was about one foot seven or one foot eight

inches.

''Having advanced some twenty-six paces, we found the

roof so low that we had to go for ten paces on our stomachs,

after which the former height was resumed; but we struck

against the rock again after going a few paces further, and
I found that there was only a narrow conduit leading on,

which it was impossible to traverse, and which had appar-

ently served in former times for the passage of water.

After having returned to the place at which we had de-

scended, I went along the passage which runs to the west,

and there I found a road leading off to the north, but too

low to admit of its being traversed even crawUng on one s

stomach: but even had there been sufficient room, the

damp nature of the ground would have forbidden the

attempt. We had, therefore, to retrace our steps, but with-

out our light going out, and without having found the

treasure which it is said is hidden in these vmderground

Besides, there was good reason to beHeve that

they had only served for the passage of water, both on

account of the lowness of the roof, and for the reason

that one did not see any cells, or any traces of small

altars, or any other similar remains, which would have led
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** one to imagine that they had been used for sacred purposes.

" as one so often finds in Italy and many other places.''

6.

Extract from '' Observations made on a Tour from Bengal to

Persia in the Year 1786.7," by William Franklin.

** Underneath the above-mentioned devices are small

** opemngs, which lead to a subterraneous passage, cut out of

'* the mountain; it is six feet in height, and four in breadth;
'' the passage leads a considerable way into the rock, but it

''
is quite dark after advancing about thirty yards, and emits

'' a most noisome smell. The natives call this place the Cherk
'' Almas, that is, the Talisman or Diamond of Fate': they
'' affirm that at the end of the passage is the Talisman, and
•* that whosoever arrives thither, and asks questions of future

•' events, will be answered from within ; but they say that no

one has ever yet been able to pei etrate to the extremity of

the passage, being opposed by the Demons and Genii, whom
they believe to dwell there ; and superst:tiously imagine

that all lights taken in there will go out of themselves. Sir

John Chardin and M. le Brim, however, penetrated a con-

siderable way into this passage, till, they relate, it ended

in a path too narrow to admit further progress. As no

account has hitherto appeared of these subterranean

passages, but what the superstition of the natives had chosen

to invent, it may not be deemed presumptuous in giving a

conjecture, that they were originally intended as a place for
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and to this day subsisting an ongst Eastern Princes. Not

having lights with us, neither Mr. Jones nor myself thought

proper to explore the passage/'

7.

/
a Travels in Various

f the Fast and more particula

Persia/' 1811.

C(

t(

i c

" Chardin appears to have ventured in these tempting

excavations beyond any other European. One of these,

near the tombs, into which I advanced until stagnant water

and foul air rendered further progress almost impossible,

1 This mistaken translation of the word Charkh, a whtjel. repeated

by Sir William Ouseley, appe rs to me to have i s o"igm m the fact that

the sky. which moves unceasingly on over onr heads, is often in fersian

poetry alluded to as the relentless •• wheel' of fate.— C, M. (J.

» It may be well to mention that I never heard any al usion made to

the oracular powers attributed here to the Diamoad Wheel.— O. M. U.
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* leads to a talismanick diamond ; this, with the assistance
* of a' most vigilant dragon, guards such inestimable treasures
' as baffle all description. A Persian who, two or three
' centuries ago, had crept through this subterraneous laby-
' rinth and obtained one momentary glance at the cfiarkh

'almas
(
^^UU ^jr^ ), or *' Diamond of Fate," was so

'' terrified and astonished at the vision, that he expired on his
' return to the entrance before he could relate half the
* wonders of the cavern. I have reason to suspect that a
'neighbouring passage has been, within some few years,
' purposely obstructed by masses of stone, lest the treasures
'• might become a prey to European infidel

Ci

t(

c c

{<

< t

8.

Translation of ati extract from the " Asar-i-Ajam." .

t -

[A modern Persian Gazetteer of Fars.]

" The Charkh-i-Almas is in the Takht-i-Jamshid, according
to a widespread belief among the common people. They
say that there is a chamber in which there is a wheel of fire,

and all who enter there must die. Anyone can hear the
noise of the whirling wheel for himself. In short, sucli are
the foolish and nonsensical tales related about it.

Truth of the lfa«er.—Towards the southern end of

ti

<c

a

( i

the great platform of Persepolis there is an opening in the
surface, which has a depth about equal to that of the height
of a man, and is about a yard wide. Below, the road is

found to divide and to run in two directions, the passage
bemg similar to a water conduit. One can go for a few
paces with a light; but further than that is not easy on
account of the difficulty of breathing the foul air. The
passage slants downwards from the entrance into the ground.
On account of its depth the wind blowing through it makes
a noise, which is said to be that of the Diamond Wheel.
In fact, this hole and passage must have been for the
conduct of water, and it was not at all intended that the
passages should be secret: they were merely cut in every

^^
direction under the platform, and leading out towards the

'* plain, and were then covered over with slabs of stone.

'I

Anyone who sees the above-mentioned hole for himself will
" understand tha<- the stories of the common people are

a
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'* nonsense."

V.

The Origin of the :N'ame '^ Mervdasht," the Name
PLAr:N'

It is said that the ruins of the buildings at Persepolis,
known as the Takht-i-Jamshid, are not those of the actual
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throne and residence of Jamsliid himself, but rather those of

the dwellings of his courtiers and attendants. In reaUty,
Jamsliid's throne was made of red crystals richly encrusted
with jewels, and was fixed on the top of the high pillars,

several of which remain standing to this day. When the sun
shone on this throne, the whole plain and city of Mervdasht
was filled with the light of the reflection from its glittering

surface. Now, since the word Merv signifies ''light," the
plain became known as Mervdasht, i.e., the '* Plain of Light."

VI.
*

The History of the Foui^dation of Persepolis, and
THE Reason for the name Istakhr, jby which

THE Ancient City was known.

According to some of the inhabitants of Mervdasht, there
was once a demon, by name Arsalan, who ruled over Maz-
andaran and all the demons therein resident. In that province
was situated his capital, and there he ruled for many years.
Finally, however, he became possessed of the idea of extend-
ing his dominions, and accordingly set out for Isfahan and
Fars accompanied by a suitable army. After much fighting
with the kings of that country, and after both sides had suf-

fered much loss, he obtained possession of both Isfahan and
Fars. The King of Fars he killed with his own hand, having
captured him near his capital, which was situated at Meshed-
i-Murghab (Pasargadae). A short time after he repented him
of this deed, and sought for a means whereby to make repara-
tion. Now the dead king had left a daughter by name Sliah-
naz, whilst the conqueror had a son called Amir Istakhruj.
Arsalan formed the idea- of marrying his son to the girl. Since
he himself was old and feeble, and reahsed that he had not
long to live, he selected the plain of Mervdasht as a site for his
son's capital, and there built the Takht-i-Jamshid. When the
place was completed he set Amir Istakhruj on the throne and
had the marriage ceremony duly celebrated. Tlie town re-

ceived the name of Istakhr in honour of his son—the two names
being similar. Arsalan then appointed a Wazir over Fars to
help his son in ruling the country, whilst he himself returned
to Mazandaran. There he put one of his other sons on the
throne of that country, so that he might himself retire from
the cares of government. It is said that the Wazir of Fars
was an exceedingly able and clever man who occupied himself
in the improvement of the subjects of his master* The whole
of the inhabitants were divided into groups, and to each was
assigned some particular class of work. By his pohcy he soon
endeared himself to high and low, rich and poor. As a
memorial of their work he ordered that the images of the
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leaders of the army, the administrators of the kingdom, and

the chief artisans should be cut in the face of the rock at

PersepoUs. The length of the reign of Amir Istakhruj was

400 years, and on his death Amir Alhang, his eldest son, came

to the throne. The Wazir, however, survived the death of his

master by about two years. Amir Alhang turned out to be

a worthless and incompetent ruler, and not long after the

death of the Wazir, his kingdom was utterly destroyed and the

rule of the demons came to an end.

VII.

Charms
AEE

HELD IN Bond.

1.

Many of the villagers of the plain of Mervdasht say that

the Takhty or platform, did not belong to Jamshid, but to

King Solomon, According to them the figures of beasts

engraved on the stones of the buildings are plagues and dis-

eases which were magically changed into stone images by the

King- For instance, the lion is supposed to be the spirit of

cholera, the tiger that of plague, etc., etc. It is said that cer-

tain of these charms have been broken by Europeans, with a

result that disease and sickness have become more rife in Fars

than in former days.

2.

The following story is supposed to have been related by a

Persian who had been for long in the employ of Europeans in

Shiraz. Accord'ng to him, one day one of his masters was at

Persepolis, where he extracted a red stone from a wall. Some
people of the neighbourhood present asked him what he

wanted the stone for. He replied that the stone was a charm
against cholera and hornets, and that so long as the stone

remained in its place in the wall cholera and hornets would not

be troublesome in the Province of Fars. He, however, carried

oflF the stone, and the Shirazis hold that since that time

cholera has been prevalent in the city, and that hornets and

other stinging insects have been more troublesome than for-

merly.

VIII.

Belief that the Stone Figures at Persefgus were
BEINGS OVER WH

The people of the neighbourhood of Persepolis relate that

at one time the country of Persia was in the hands of Jins-
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Everyone who disobeyed their rule was at once cast under a
spell and changed into some strange form other than his own.
It is believed that the two great stone figures of strange shape
wi mam

persons
were immediately changed from their true forms into those of
stone which are still to seen of all.

IX.

The Takht-i-Taus, or Peacock Throne.

{Situated in the plain at a short distance from the great

platform of Persepolis.)

It is said that the platform of the Takht-i-Taus was built
before the construction of the Takht i-Jamshid, and that up to
that time it had been the residence of the Persian kings. It is

supposed to have been constructed by Kiumurs, who had two
sons, one named Taus, and the other Siamak. The former was
the elder, and was designated as the heir to his father's throne.
The Takht-i-Taus was built for the express purpose of his
residence, and contained a room the walls of which were made
of gold and ornamented with precious stones and jewels.
However, soon after the Takht was completed Taus was
poisoned, and Siamak became heir to the throne in his turn.
But the second son had no better fortune than his brother, as
he was shortly afterwards killed in battle. The inhabitants of
Mervdasht say that there is much buried treasure in the neigh-
bourhood of the platform which is unearthed from time to
time. Even at the present day, after the heavy rains of early
spring, the villagers go to the Takht, where they sift and wash
the sand iov particles of gold and jewels, and each is rewarded
for bis labour according to his luck.

X.

The Naqqareh Khaneh, or the supposed Fire Temple
at the Naqsh-i-Rxjstam.

The story told about this building is that, after the death
of Tahmurs, his nephew, Jamshid, came to the throne and built
the Takht-i-Jamshid. Later, having become absolute ruler
over the country far and wide, Jamshid proclaimed himself as
a god. and issued orders that his subjects should fall down and
worship him at a certain appointed time each day. In order
to mark the time for this reverence, drums were beaten in the
building at the Naqsh-i-Rustam, which thereby became known
as th€ Naqqareh Khaneh, or drum house-
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XI.

The Two Stone Altars at the Naqsh-i-Rustam.

There are two stone altars at the Naqsh-i-Rustam, which
are known to the Persians of the present day as the Sang-i-

Dallaki, i.e., the barber's stones The history of the name
was given as follows: In ancient times a party of strangers

came to the plain of Mervdasht to settle there. According to

their religious beliefs, the sacrifice of one daughter in a family

of five was considered incumbent. A few days previous to the

appointed day, the unfortunate girl, doomed to death by being

born to the lot of having four elder sisters, was led round to

the houses of all her friends and relations residing in the

neighbourhood in order to be feasted and to bid them farewell.

Three days previous to the final act, a large red flag was
hoisted and drums beaten to notify the people of what was
going to take place, and to warn them to collect to the

spectacle. On the morning of the third day the girl was
clothed in fresh clean apparel and adorned with jewels and
ornaments. She then took farewell of the assemblage, whilst

a barber shaved off some of her hair to be retained in remem-
brance by her father and mother. When the appointed time
arrived the father had to take liis daughter by the hand and
lead her to the top of the pile of vCood, which was piled before-

hand on the sacrificial stones. He then descended and had to

apply the light with his own hand. The barber was always a

woman, as is shown by the figures on the altars themselves.
By reason of the prominent part taken by the barber in the

ceremony, the stones became known as the San^-i-Dallaki.

XII.

The Fourth Bas-Relief at the Naqsh-i-Rustam.^

The villagers believe that at one time Jamshid was at war

with his enemies, and that his army was defeated and put to

flight. Whilst the soldiers were still Heeing they met with one

of the King's officers, who stopped them, and, notwithstand-

ing the fact that he was opposed by greatly superior numbers,

took up a position to oppose the victorious pursuing enemy.

After a fierce fight he was successful, and thereby won the

King's favour. In honour of his brave deed Jamshid directed

that his image should be cut in the face of the rock at the

Naqsh-i-Rustam as a lasting memorial.

1 Representing
Valerian.—C. M. G.
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XIII.

The Well of Chah-i-Kaleh-i-Bandar, near Shiraz.

1.

The story runs that not only were Jamshid's ministers

and officers capable and able men, and continually occupied

in their various duties, but that the King himself took

private measures to keep himself fully informed as to every-

thing which was passing in his kingdom. For this purpose he

retained numerous agents and spies throughout the length and

breadth of the land to act as his eyes and ears. It is said

that the underground passages which have their exit on the

great platform of Persepolis were constructed for the use of

these agents when coming to make their secret reports to the

King. There were said to be four passages, one from each

point of the compass, and at the end of each was a secret

staircase which led up close to Jamshid's throne poised on the

top of its pillars.' One of these secret pass iges is supposed to

have its termination in the bottom of the well of the Chah-i-

Kaleh-i-Bandar, i.e., the well of the harbour fort/^ The well is

a very deep one, and is situated at the top of a hill in the

neighbourhood of Sliiraz overlooking the tomb of he poet

Sa'di.3 The spies of Jamshid coming from the south were sup-

posed to enter the well, and having traversed the underground

passages, to deUver their reports in secret to Jamshid, subse-

quently returning bv the same route to their respective posts.

2.

Another story relates that all Jara^^hid's food used to be

cooked at Shiraz, whence it was rapidly conveyed to his table

at Persepolis through the underground passages. It was be-

lieved that the dishes were brought over the thirty to forty

miles of distance in an incredibly short space of time by being

passed from hand to hand of a numerous band of servants who

formed a chain between the two places.

1 Fide No. V.1 Vide No V
« The well'owes its name to the general belief that anything thrown

down into it at Shiraz will be found floating in the sea eome three aays

later near the harbour of Bushirt*.— C. M. O. * •
i

8 I mig t mention the fart that I was told bv some of my fr'ends

in Shiraz that the Persian inhabitants of the place believp that there is

hidden treasure in the well; and as it is supposed that every European

ia always in search of hidden treasure, no Eur p^an is ever al.le to visit

the well without being shadowed by one or more Persians. -C. M. u.

* ^
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28. Stone Implements from the T^ngyiich District,

Yiinnan Province, Western China,

{With a sliort account of the beliefs of the Yunnanese

regarding these objects.)

m '

By J. CoGGiN Brown, B.Sc, F.G.S., F.C.S.

The only previous description of stone implements from

this district which I have been able to find is given by
Dr. John Anderson, who accompanied the expedition under

Major Sladen, from Burma into Yiinnan in the early part of

the year 1868. Unable to proceed beyond Tengyiieh, owing to

the disturbed state of the province consequent upon the

Mahomedan rebellion , the members of the expedition stayed

in the town for some months.' Upwards of 150 specimens

were purchased during this enforced residence. They were

fashioned out of the following rocks, viz., quartz, Lydian stone,

chert orhornstone. jade, agalmatoUte, basalt, greenstone, sand-

stone, schist, clayslate, and a brown, calcareous, shale-hke

rock. Only 23 specimens, however, are figured and described.

Their collertion is related in the following words '^^
:

—

"Noticing a stone implement exposed for sale on a stall in

the Momien bazar, I purchased it for the equivalent of

a few pence. No sooner was my liking for such objects

known than I was besieged by needy persons who willingly

parted with them for sums varying in value from four to

eighteen pence each. After ray first investment, specimens

to the number of about one hundred and fifty were pro-

cured by different members of the Expedition ; but all were
" ^^^^ u»;«^ ;i;c^„TTorof1 >>ir nnv of us. Most werepurchased

aU

Momien. as it is known
is an important frontier town in the western prefecture of the

province of Yunnan. It is situated in Lat. 25° 2', and Long.

98° 33M12 miles north-east of Bhamo in Upper Burma, and at

* An account of the travels of this expedition is to be found m tne

following works : (1) "A Report on the Expedition to Western Ytinnan.
vid Bhamo," by John Anderson, M.D., Calcutta, 1871 ; and (2) " Manda-
'ay to Momein."-a narrative of the two expeditions to Western China oi

1868 and 1875, by Jo n Anderson, M.D., London, 1876.
* "The Stone Implements of Yunnan, with of a bronze, axe-hke

weapon from the Sanda Valley "-appendix C. pp. 410-415 of Anderson s

1871 Report.
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an elevation of 5,365 feet above the level of the sea. The town

itself is built on a small plain, surrounded on all sides by bare

hillsides which rise up to a maximum height of 9,050 feet

above the sea in the mountain Lu-tsung-shan. The absence of

trees and scrub vegetation, and the fact that the lower slopes

of the hills as well as the plain itself are carefully ploughed up

year after year for purposes of cultivation, is sufficient to

account for the unusual numbers of stone implements found in

the neighbourhood, whilst few or no specimens are recorded

from the thickly forest-clad and sparsely populated adjoining

areas in Burma.
I propose describing a representative series of twelve stone

implements here, selected from numerours specimens which 1

have recently examined in Tengyiieh.

Nine of these specimens are fashioned from various

varieties of jadeite, the other three being cut from

:

{a) A hard, red, fine-grained, slate-like rock (see figs.

8 & 8a.)

{b) A hard, fine-grained, white cjuartzite (see figs.

1 & la.)

(c) A dark-coloured, basaltic igneous rock (see figs.

2 & 2a.)

The exact nature of this igneous rock (c) cannot be deter-

mined without injuring the specimen. All these specimens were

purchased for small sums from their owners. It is much to be

regretted that none have as yet been found in situ by a

trustworthy observer. All the specimens are highly polished

and probably belong to the Neolithic period.

Local Beliefs regarding Stone Implements.

It is interesting to note that the Yunnanese attribute a

celestial origin to these stone implements and firmly beUeve
that they fall from the sky during a thunderstorm. They say

that if the ground is clean the stone after striking rebounds
again into the clouds, but if the ground is unclean it penetrates

and remains. The local name for these stone implements is

'*Lei hsieh tzu"J
( ^ ^ ^ ) or * ^ thunder-wedges " ;

the

first word having its origin in the above mentioned tradition,

and the latter from the resemblance of the majority to Chinese

wedges. Another behef is that an implement is always found

whenever any object is struck by lightning ; it does not make
any difference whether the object be a man, animal, or inani-

mate thing: for example, it is affirmed that if a tree is struck

by lightning a stone weapon will be found not more than two

y.-„l/J^*^^"
{^^'*^^«'8 method) is pronounced *Lui" in Western

unnan.
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or three feet distant. The death of three men killed during a

thunderstorm in the centre of the Tengyiieh valley last year is

put down to the same agency, and it is avowed by the peasantry

that if the earth were dug up for a radius of two or three feet

around the spot where each of the corpses was found, a stone

of a similar kind would be found within a depth of 4 or 5 feet

of the surface.

The st'nes are also said to have occult medicinal properties

and to be efficacious in the treatment of the intermittent fever

to which the natives of Tengyiieh are sometimes subject, but

only when the sufferer is hot and cold by turns and has attacks

of the fever on alternate days. Tie disease proving obdurate

and medicinal treatment having no beneficial result the family

" thunder-wedge " is taken from its place in the Uttle shrine

which is found in every house, and is placed in the breast of the

patient, who, a short time before the next attack is due, leaves

his home and goes a short distnnce, perhaps half a mile away,

and there waits two or three hours until the time is past, and

having suffered no recurrence of the fever he returns home, when

the stone is placed again in its sanctified resting place. The

origin of this curious superstition is doubtless to be put down
to the fact that the stone is believed to become endowed with

these healing properties, from its proximity to the family idol

and to its sharing with the latter the devotions of the house-

holds. In the Jung Chang Fu district stone implements are

sometimes placed as propitiatory offerings before the image of

the god of thunder in the temple devoted to his worship by

sick people.

According to Chinese reports both stone and bronze imple-

ments are in the possession of some of the families in Tengyiieh.

According to Anderson, both the Burmese and Shans regard

stone implements as thunderbolts, and the same idea appears to

be prevalent in other parts of Asia, whilst it is certainly not

unknown in Europe. Mere coincidence could never ensure such a

widespread circulation to this curious superstition, whatever its

true origin may "be.
m

Authenticity of the Tengyiieh Stone Implements.

Anderson was not convinced as to the authenticity of some

of his specimens, as can be seen from the following paragraph

quoted from his paper.'

" The high estimation in which they are held, both in ^ui;»nan

and Burmah, suggests the suspicion that the Chinese

in former days did not neglect to take advantage of the

desire to possess those implements for charms and made a

1 Op. cit. , pp. 411
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considerable trade in their manufacture. A consideration
of the character of some of the Yunnan implements has
led me to this conclusion. A considerable percentage of

them are small, beautifully cut forms with few or none of

of the signs of use that distinguish the large implements
from the same variety of jade. These facts taken in con-
junction with their elaborate finish, and the circumstance
that jade was formerly manufactured at Momien into a
variety of personal ornaments, are the reasons which have
made me doubt the authenticity of many of the smaller
forms, and to regard them only as miniature models of the
large and authentic implements, manufactured in recent
times as charms to be worn without inconvenience."

Although it is possible that some of the smaller implements
may not be bond fide specimens, I am inclined to think that
the evidence on which Dr. Anderson bases his argument, is not
sufficient to justify the classification of the majority as counter-
feits, or the statement that a profitable traffic was ever made
in their manufacture. The Yunnancse actually break up the
bronze implements to be used as medicine—an unfortunate
circumstance for the collector—but I have been unable to prove
that this applies to the stone ones as well. It is true that they
possess^ a certain value as charms in the eyes of the more
superstitious of the population, but this value cannot be a great
one when specimens are usually found amongst the general
rubbish of the small pedlar's stalls in the Chinese bazaars, and
can be purchased for a few cash.

The fact that the manufacture of jade ornaments, both at
the time of Anderson's visit and at the present day forms one
of the staple industries of Tengyiieh, is not sufficient to condemn
as^ a forgery any implement made from that material. If the
original makers inhabited the district around Tengyiieh—and
there is no reason to suppose that they did not—the boulders
of a hard and tough stone hke jadeite, cariied over from the
regions in Upper Burma where they are found, would certainly
be the best substance at their command, and far superior to

either the granite, gneiss, or soft porous lavas which cover so
much of the immediate neighbourhood. The case is strictly

analogous to that of the polished flint implements of Neolithic
age found on the Pennine Range in the northern counties of Eng-
land, the material for the manufacture of which must have been
carried considerable distances, as no suitable stone occurs
locally. Many of the flint imnlemer than
adei te implements under discussion. Implements of jade and
jadeite are also known from other parts of the world.

•^g*^^. far from the small forms being miniature models of
the large and authentic implements, a study of Anderson's
figures or of the drawings of the present collection will show the
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majority to be of essentially different shapes formed for other

uses. The reason why noMarge jadeite implements have been

obtained by collectors around Tengyueh, is due to the fact that

a large pi-ce of this mineral would have a greater value in the

eyes of its Chinese tinder, when cut into the form of rings and

ear pendants than in its original shape, in spite of its magic

origin and healing properties.

Descriptions of Specimens.

Figures 1 and 2 represent the largest stone axes in the

present collection. Figure 1 is a long, tapering instrument with

convex front face, curving gently towards the cutting-edge.

The side faces are rounded off to meet this face. The back

face bears a well-marked flat, medial area bounded by sloping

sides, which meet the two outer side faces somewhat abruptly

tovvaids the cutting-edge, but smooth off more gradually to-

wards the other end of the instrument. The reason for this

unusual form is doubtless to give greater purchase to the holder

inwhicii the stone was fastened, or to the fingers if it were held

in t'le hand. The implement is thick and somewhat heavy for

its 1 ngth. The blunt end is broken slightly, but appears to

have been rounded originallv- The cutting-edge is very well

worn, betokening considerable use. There are three ancient

fractures near the cutting-edge on the back face. The tool is

fashioned from I ard, greyish-white, fine-grained quartzite, now

stained and discoloured. The whole surface has been well

poHshed. Figure \a gives a side face view of the implement.

All the figures are drawn natural size.

Figure 2 is a slightly smaller axe of the same general

characters except that both faces are convex and symmetrical.

It is of uniform width for a httle less than half the distance

from the cutting edge to the rounded blunt end, but above this

point it tapers rapidly. Both the back and front faces curve

gently towards the edge, but slope at a smaller angle towards

the other end. The side faces are almost parallel a.s far as the

same line and then slope rapidly. The blunt end is well rounded

off. The front and back faces appear to have been highly

polished, but the side faces are not so highly fimshed. ihe

cutting-edge is worn and chipped and bears the marks of con-

siderable use.

Fi
flatte igular than fig"auici, ana more triangular tnan uguico x a.^^^^ -,

,4.1
irregular shapea axe of a striped variety of jadeite {}) ;

the stone

is mottled in different shades of brown and yellow. The slope

towards the cutting-edge in both the large faces commences

about one-third of the total length from the blunt end. ije

two smaller side faces are planes formed by grinding down tte

stone ; they meet the cutting-edge in elongated points, ine
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cutting-edge is disposed somewhat obliquely towards one side,

but this is probably an original feature, rather than a secondary
one produced by wear. The blunt end is irregular but has been
roughly rounded o£E. The general shape of the implement is

broadly triangular.

Figure 4 is a drawing of. a smaller axe-like implement of

the same type. It is composed of a white and greyish clouded
jadeite, weathered in places which show brownish yellow stains.

The side faces are more divergent than those of figure 3, and
the edges in which they meet the front and back faces have
not been ground down. The blunt end is roughly squared off.

The state of the cutting-edge indicates that the implement has
been well used.

Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 represent the chisel forms of the
collection.

Figure 5 is a broad almost square form of blueish clouded
jadeite, exhibiting cracks and lines of decomposition. The
material is translucent at the edges. The front face of the
implement is convex in the lower part, but parallel with the
back face higher up. The back face is almost flat but has been
slightly ground to improve the chisel edge. The upper part
ends in a rough fracture and a portion of the implement is

evidently wanting. The side faces which are broadly divergent
and quite flat meet the edge in sharp angles, and the large
faces abruptly. Tlie cutting-edge is chipped and broken and
evidently well worn.

Figure depicts a somewhat larger and thicker imple-
ment of the same kind ; it is made of the same kind of stone
as Figure 4. Bqth sides are slightlv convex, but the front face
IS also ground at a sharp angle in order to form the chisel edge,
the angles with the side faces being rather truncated. The
cutting-edge is fractured at one end.

Figure 7 illustrates a more triangular implement of the
same type, made of a hard reddish slate-like rock with smooth
divergent flattened sides and the front and back faces approxi-
mately parallel above the line from which the front face is

bevelled oS to form the edge of the implement. The back face
(that IS to say, the one which is not bevelled), is flatter than in
the previous examples (figures 5 and 6), and the blunt end is

abruptly cut off parallel with the cutting-edge. The implement
bears two ancient fractures on its front face and is coloured
black in places.

_
Figure S is an illustration of a small elongated chisel-like

miplement belonging to another type, cut from a greyish-
white fibrous jadeite with red mottlings. The implement is

abnormaly long for its breadth. The back face is very slightly
convex the front face flat except where it is bevelled off to
meet the back face and form the edge. The side faces are at
tirst approximately parallel and then converge slightly towards
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the top, which although somewhat broken is seen to have been

formed by a flat area meeting the side faces in sharp angles.

The side faces are smooth with their edges well rounded off.

The cutting-edge is chipped and worn.

Figures 9 and 10 represent another type of small rounded

axe-hke implements with strongly curved cutting- edges.

Figure 9 is a broai, flattened type in a mottled greenish

-

blue jadeite. Its most striking feature is the fine cutting edge,

fully half of the sides of the stone being ground away to form it.

Above this line both faces are convex. The side faces are very

narrow, blunt, and continuous with both the cutting-edge and

the other end of the implement, into both of which they have

been rounded off.

Figure 10 illustrates an implement of the same general

type cut from a blue jadeite. It differs from the preceding one

by reason of its broader side faces and more unfinished blunt

end. One of the side faces bears an old fracture and the

cutting-edge is well worn.
Figure 11 is a small, unusually broad type, in a pale

greyish-blue jadeite. The side faces are convergent and meet

the acute cutting-edge in sharp angular "points. The blunt end

is abruptly truncated. Both front and back faces are bevelled

off at a greater anile than usual in order to produce the long

wedge shaped cutting-edge

Figure 12 represents the smallest implement in this col-

lection. It has been formed from a thin water-worn pebble of

a dark grey jadeite with white markings. The pebble has

evidently been broken across the middle, and the cutting-edge

produced by rubbing? down the two faces at an acute angle to

the fractured end. The angles in which the edge meets the sides

have not been rounded off.
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60. A Find of Gr^co-Bactrtan Silver Coins.

Towards the end of LS99, owing to erosion of the west
bank of the Indus river at the village of ** Parehwar " near
A market in the Rajanpur Tehsil of the Dera Gliazi Klian
District, an earthen vessel was exposed containing 221 demi-
drachmas of Apollodotus ii, Philopator (B.M.C., Greek and
Scylhic Kings, p. 37).

They were sent to me from Calcutta for report. After

much trouble in cleaning them I found they fell into the follow-

ing groups

:

(3)

A.

—

Philopator.

(1) LikeB.M.a,
Ditto,

Ditto,

No, 4,

No. 5.

No. 6.

(4) Monograms gone,

(5) Monogram

Number
of

Coins.

42
26
1

5

Kha

(Biihler's Table III, III

8), to right on
reverse (Base silver). 22

Total.

96

(7)

B.—SOTER, WITHOUT PHILOPATOR.

(6) LikeB.M.a,
Ditto,

No. 7.

No. 8.

Number
of

Coins.

1

4

Total

Not in B.M.C. :

(8) Monogram [<[] ,to right

on reverse. 1
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(9) Monogram fh , to right

on reverse (Base silver).

Number
of

Coins.

Total

1

(10) Monogram , to right

on reverse. 3

(11) Monogram aa on (5), to

right on reverse (Base
silver).

(12) Monogram, L.M.C., pt. iii,

No. 42 to right, and
No, 45 (same cat.) to
left, on reverse,

C-—Too MUCH WORN TO DETER-
MINE GROUP.

11

61 82

\

43 43

221

With the exceptions noted, i.e., (5), (9), (11), all are of

good silver.

61. GovernOKs of Sind.
W. VOST.

1907
of these rulers sent from Ajmir with the Assistant Commission-
er's No. 3552, dated 12th August 189), and No. 1239, dated

They were found ' * on the site of an old de-1901

molisbed fortress" near *' Jaola."
The find contained coins

pt. ii, pp. 9, 10 :

'Abdulla

Wall *Abdulla
Banu *Amrwiya

39

J>

J?

^Aliwiya
*Abd ur Rahman
'Hatimwiya
Muhammad

Like No. 1

2
6

7

8

9

4
11

i>

J J

>>

J J

5 J

J J

Banu *Abdulla

'Amrao
Name not read

• «

Coins.
4
2

22
13
2
1

1

3
3

2
1

Illegible A •

54
20

74
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A coin of Banu 'Abdulla is not given by Rodgers :

Obverse Reverse

aW(
t/

r^^j

The name 'Amrao on coins of Sind also appears to be new.
The two specimens examined are illegible on one side, and on
the other have

y
[]

'Amru is a common name in early Sind history (Elliot,

History, i, 126 127). The 'Amrao of the coins is perhaps
" 'Umaro, son of the unfortunate Muhammad, son of Kasim, the
Conqueror of Sind, [who] was made Governor of Mahfuzah,
and was greatly trusted by Hakam, * * * and was elevated to
the rank of Amir" (Elliot, History, i, 126; Raverty in J.A.S.B.,
1803, 256, quoting the Balazirl who wrote aboat 270 H.=:883-
84A.D.).

W. VOST.
w

62, Some rake Silver and Copper Coins of the Bahmani
Kings of Gulbarga or Ahsanabad.

In April 1906 I went to Gulbarga for a day, and was fortu-

nate in securing there no less than 25 silver Bahmani coins. Of
these I describe eight below (Nos. 1-8). Nos. 9 and 10 are also

from my cabinet.

1st SultaN,

Mau-d-din Bahman Shah I {Hasan Gdngu), A.H. 748—759.

No. 1. M
Weight, 169 grains.
Size, 11 inch.

Obverse. Reverse.

^—^-Jl J.—liJUl In a square inscribed

(^^I J UJi lU in a circle.
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Margin on the reverse, outside the circle, partly visible,

reads ^^, lw=>-f cz^xu.

Date^ in the lower segment reads (v)f^v PI, XII.

No! 2. JR

Weight, 169 grains.

Size, I'l inch.

Obverse. Reverse.

As No. 1. As No. 1.

No. 3. M
Weight, 170 grains

Size, 1"1 inch.

Date in lower segment

dfCA PL XII

Obverse. Reverse,

As No. 1.
' As No. 1.

Date vr^A in lower

segment. PI- XII.

Coin No. 1 is remarkable both for tlie early date and the
partial presence of a marginal legend. In No. 2 the substitution
of small circle for the ** v" in the first digit of the date is

noticeable. My friend Mr. Cowasjee Eduljee Kotwall has a
coin similar to this one.

No. 3 is similar to the coin described by Mr. Gibbs (Num.
Chrom"ole 1881, No. 1) and is puMished for the sake of compari-
son with the other two.

2i!fD Sultan.

Muhammad

No. 4. M
777.

Weight, 170 grains.

Size , 1 -05 inch.

Olverse. Rpverse.

^ '^^'^ In a square

Jr*; *^^ (^Ia ^^ ^\,

Right margin ^Ij l-wa-!

Lower ,, vvv

_ PI. XII.
The year hitherto accepted for the close of this Sultan's

reign is 776 Hijri This coin indicates that Muhammad SJiah
was reigning in A. H. 777.
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5th Sultan.

Muhammad Shah II bin Mahmud Khdtil bin Alau-d-din

Bahman Shah A,H, 780—709.

No. 5. M
Weighty 169 grains.

Size, I'l inch.

Obverse.

u* o
oU^Sli J^3Ic^ J

Reverse.

In a square

Right margin ^^ UU^i^f

Lower 99 vn

7th Sultan.
PL XII

SkamsU'd-din Ddud bin Muham^mad II, A.H. 799.

No. 6. JR

Weighty 169| grains.

^zze. ro inch.

Reverse.

(^ c)
-Jl

. lki-.il

Lower margin v 9 s

.

PL XII.

Two other rupees only of this king have been published.

Mr. T. Gibbs and Dr. L. White King each possessed a specimen.

NaT.

8th Sultais

Firuz Shah
M
Weight, 169 grains.
Siz

, 1-05 inch.

Obverse^ Reverse.

In a square

.,lkUfc;

4' h
£

>i
'jr

Ij^^jrn ^ItJLlJt

Right margin ^1} li-^I

Lower 5 5

PI. XII
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No. 8. Al
,X

Weight, 171 1 grains

Size, r2 inch.

Obverse.

.,iU^Jt
\D

J^J^il 5 »^

iJ^

4*Ji

Reverse.

In a square

Left margin w^^

Upper
Right

Lower

9 »

J )

C^.^xU

ATI

PI. XIII.

Firuz Shah's silver coins of the type similar to No. 8 are

•wn No. 7 is a different type. The words ^^^
on the reverse of the coin instead of the obverse as is usual.

Coins of the same type as No. 8 are known with dates

from 800 to 825.

I know of no other coin of the type of No. 7.

I therefore conclude that the type must have been changed

in the latter part of A.H. 800.

Some change appears to have been made in the character

of the writing during the year 804. Coins of this year present

two types. The difference is to be seen in the formation of the

2 of 5-1^ and the ji^ of 3^^-

10th Sultan.
f 4

Mdu-d-din Ahmad Shah II, A.H. 838—862.

No. 9. M
Weight, 169 grains.

Size, '95 inch.

Obverse,

iJt ^xlsJl

J* . *-}?
i^btJt is iJt

t^

Beverse.

In a square.

»l I ^ »U

X*4.>i\
t^'^t- ' <-f^

' )|

Left margin

Richt ..

Lower j>

t

PI. XIII

This is the earliest dated coin published of tliis king.
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14th Sxjlta's^.

Mahmud Shah, A.H. 887—824.

No. 10. M
Weight, 169J grains.

Size, -95 inch.

Obverse.

J^h iS-faJl
*U|

Reverse.

In a square

^Ei^ilf ^ikl^Ji X 4
C^

*>^ > K

t5^*t^^'i C5^yi

Lower margin a \ v

This coin is of the first year of this king. PI. XIII

17th SuLTAisr.
**

Wall
The copper coins Nos. II and 12 described below are of

Sultan respectively, both sons of MahmM, as will be seen from
their legends.

Wali'Ullah Sultan bin Mahmud
No. 11. M

Weight, 250 grains.
Size, -85 inch.

Obverse^. Beverse.

ijf J,3

LSMh iS^J
••

I8th Sult.^n.
L5V PI. XIII.

I*

No. 12. ^
ifCalim-ullah bin Mahmud

Weight, 250 grains.
Size, -85 inch.

Obverse.

As No. 11.

Reverse.

V]. XIII.

)

iQfn AT^^-
^^^^^ of t^i^e Bahmani dynasty—written in November

^'h Major W. Haig {vide J. A.S. B., Part I, Extra No. 1904)
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expresses some doubt, like others, regarding the parentage of

Kalim-ullah, whether he was son or younger brother of Ahmad

Shah III. He says he has seen copper coins of Kalim-ullah, and

has a specimen, but unfortunately they do not bear his father's

name. io\ f

I have some half-a-dozen copper coins (hke No. 12) ot

this Sultan on which the word Mahmvd is quite plain. We
can therefore assume that Kalim-ullah was a son of Mahmud,

and consequently brother of Ahmad Shah III the 15th Sultan,

'Alau-d-din S_hahIII the 16th Sultan, and Wali-uUah Shah tlie

17th Sultan. ,1,-01,-
For easy reference I give below a list of the iiahmani

Sultans and also a table showing their pedigree gathered from

different sources.
Mr. H
Weste

ness in taking ca?ts and photographs of the coins above de-

scribed for the purpose of plates to illustrate this note.

Feamjee Jamasjee Thanawala.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

'Alau-d-din Bahman Shab
(Hasan Gangu)

Muhammad Shah I

Mujahid Siiah

Daud Shah
Muhammad Sliah 11

Gliiyasu-d-din S_hah

Shamsu-d-din Daud
Flruz Shah
Ahmad S_hah I

'Alau-d-din Ahmad Shah II
m -

Humavun Shah
V

Nizam Shall

Muhammad Sliah III

Mahmud Shah
Ahmad Siiah III

'Alau-d-din Siiah

Wali-uUah Siiah

Kalim-ullah Shah

748-759

759—777 ?

? 777—780
780
780—799
79!)

799—800
800—825
825—838
83S— 862
862—865
8b5—867
8fi7_«.87

887—924
924—927
9-7—929

Years
A.D.

1347—1358

1358—1375 1

1375 ?—1378

1378
1378—1397
1397
1397
1397—1422
1422—1435
1435—1457
1457-1^61
1461—1463
1463-1482
1482—1518
1518—1520
1520-1522

929—932 1522—1525

932 1525
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(2) Muhammad
Shahl*(^azi)

(3) Mujahid Shah

(8) Firuz Shah
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PEDIGREE TABLE.

(1) 'Alau-d-din Bahman Shah I (Hasan Gaagu)

(4) Daud Shah
Ahmad Khan

Mahmiid Khan
j

(5) Muhammad Shah II

I

(6) Ghiyasu-d-din
Shah

I

(7) Sharaau-d-din

DaM

I

(9) Ahmad Shah

\

(10) 'Alau d din Alnnad Shah II

(11) Humayun Shah

I

(12) Nizam Shah (13) Muhammad Shah III

I

I

(14) Mahmud Shah

I

(15) Ahmad
Shah in

1

(16) 'Alau-d-din
Shah

(17) Wali-ullah
Shah

(18) Kalim-uUah
Shah

63. Addenda to the Malwa Coinage.

A large find of nearly three thousand copper coins from

Naoaar village in Harda Tahsil of the Hoshangabad district was

recently sent to me for examination. A very large proportion

of the coins were of the Malwa Sultans of the usual square type,

the remainder being round coins of the Gujarat dynasty--

evidently brought in by that conquering power during its

supremacy in Malwa. Out of some 700 selected for distribution

among the various Museums, no less than 653 were of Mah-
mud II, son of Nasir Shah, who reigned from A.H. 9lb to \f6i.

Each year of the reign except 916 and 933 was represented, the

most common date on the coins being 931. But the ctiiet

interest of the find lay in sixteen coins, of which six were ot

Mahmiad's rival, Muhammad, bearing dates 917 and 921 two ot

L»auciuur onan aaiea wjs, ana eigut ui v^'«v^"
ur v, ^

None of these latter ten have been previously published.

Tli- W7l^u^ tt:— ;^ l.;„ ^^r.r.rrror»li on the COlnS 01White Kingj-T. vvuiie Jving in uis niouugia-p" v" ""-

published in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1904, pp. 62 100

356—398 two sauare dateless coins to Bahadur
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Shah of Gujarat but has not figured them or given their legends.
They were probably of the usual Malwa type. In the absence of
special notice it is unlikely that they were of the type now

Sul.tans.
Khalj

The legends are as follows :

Obverse. >

{^i^-\ j

<irA

Reverse. i^ ^:^^_

Q As
stated by Dr. White King, this king, "though practically
independent, owned nominal allegiance to Bahadur Shah of
Gujarat." Bahadur was killed in A.H. 943 and after a short in-
terval the throne of Gujarat was occupied by Mahmud. son of
Latif. Dr. White King has recorded that " through the good
offices of his friend 'Imadu-1-Mulk the Wazir of Sultan Mah-
mud III of Gujarat, Qadir Shah was granted the privilege of
the Royal Umbrella and the right of striking coins."

The eight coins now found bear testimony both to the
exercise of the right of coining by Qadir Sliah and his ac
knowledgment of the suzerainty of Mahmud. The legend on
the obverse is not altogether free from'difficulty owing to the
fact that the coin is not large enough to contain the whole of
it

,
and the specimens found are not in very good condition.

1 read the legends as follows

;

Obverse. ^^ltJLJ

Reverse. ...li^A-Jf
ii>

CJ

Above the i of the lower ^XhU] ig the ornament figured
as No. 21 in the Catalogue of the Indian Museum, 1907, p. 261,
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and above the i of the upper ^:)\.^^\ the ornament figured

as No. 23 in the same plate.

The words following ?U in the third line of the obverse

are a difficulty. None of the coins give then very distinctly.

After much consideration I am inclined to think thev may be a

blundered ^^^ e^?

These coins of Bahadur Shah and Qadir Shah are of

special interest as filling up a gap in the history of tlie coinage

of the Malwa dynasty. ,^
H. Nelson Wright.

64. The Qutb-ShahIs of Haidarabad or Golconda.
^ ^^ * I ! •

A large find of 3,800 copper corns dug up m iiie yvuu

District. B^rar, contained a considerable number of corns which

may be assigned to 'Abdullah Qut.b S_hah. For the complete

reading I am indebted to Major W. Haig, I.A., who writes
:

1

have been looking into the question of the Haidarabad coins of

1068 H. (A.D. 1657-58). The obverse, as you say, is clear :—

iii>til-_J|j|^

In that year 'Abdullah Qutb
Golconda, but his name does not appear on the reverse, where

the legend is a verv touching one. He had already been attacked
Lue legena is a very loucning one. nc "c*" a^^^^^j j

i i. *

by Aurangzeb and compelled to marry his second daughter to

Aurangzeb's eldest son, Sultan Muhammad, whom he made his

heir. He foresaw the speedy downfall of his kingdom, which

came to an end with his successor, Abii'l Hasan, and predictea

it on his coins in a legend which was also, I believe, used atter

him by his son-in-law Abii'l Hasan, viz :

g^l—^ t ^

i.i.'M

I have coins with the legend arranged as follows

»—'^ J

J
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* It has come to an end, well and auspiciously.' I think
that this is the best conceit I know in Oriental Numismatics."
The coins under reference were of the second variety described

by Major Haig. They were evidently current for some time as
the other coins in the find bore later dates, being chiefly dams
of Aurangzeb from the Surat mint, as far as they could be
read. Major Haig's supposition that Abu'l Hasan also used
this type is borne out by the dates on some specimens, which
read 1093 A.H,

R. Burn.

65. Some New Mughal Mints and Rabe
Mughal Rupees.

The rupees in Plates i, ii, and iii, with the exception of the
last two in plate iii, are from a find of 1,388 coins in the Jhansi
District, U.P., in 1907. It contained specimens from two new
mints of Akbar, Nahrwala Pattan and Gazraula, or Gadraula,
and new or rare rupees of the Ujjain, Ajmir, Bangala, Akbar-
pur-Tanda, Agra. Hisar-i-Firuza, Elichpiir and Balapur mints
of Akbar, and of the Bairata and Jalnapur mints of Jahangir.
Plate iii, 7 and 8 illustrate two new mints of Siiah ' Alam ii,

Balanagar-Gadha and Ravishnagar-Sagar, from coins found in
the Central Provinces.

They are described in the following notes. Casts of them
were made by me and photographed by Mr. Henry Cousens
with

Plate XIV.

Akbar.

Nos. 1 to 10. These rupees form an interesting series from
the Ujjain mint. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, of the years 995, 999, and
1000 preceded

1001
J of Jf;l,>. No. 4

Nos. 5 to 10 are dated 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 , and 43

them.
4^f or the month on

In the series A*.3a./o and ^| on the obverse side are

so alike I think we are able to assign with a tolerable degree of
certainty those of the years 38 to 43 Ilahi to the Ujjain mint.
Ujjain seems not to have issued square rupees with ^Ji and
the Persian month on them until 44 llahi (see L.M.C. No. 207).

/ v/^ ,
weights and measurements are :—995, 173 grains

r^. ?i'
^'*^' 999,176, -bSK-eS; 1000,175, •625x025;

\n- ' Ph ^5x-65; 37, 175, •65x-65; 38, 175, -SSx-G; 39,

«;?' aJ"'^'^^' ^^^' -eSx-eS; 41, 176, -eSx-eS; 43, 176,
•65 X •es. - > » , > >
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No. 11, Ajmir? D, ^t j *« —1003 H, W. 175.

S. -775 X -775

Obverse, Reverse

Kalima

-I v; [-_ *^
« • •

There is a second specimen of this rupee of the same year

in the Lucknow Museum, but it gives no more assistance in

reading the mint which seems to begin Avith *1 possibly^ for

;**=^t Ajmir. The^ following ib may refer to the "weight

or fineness of metal " and represent the initial letter of the

word ^ ' regular', for which refer to Manml of Musulman

Numismatics, (Codrington) , p. 9. Or ^ may stand for ^^ c>^,

God is great.

No. 12. Bangala. D. 1011 H. W. 173-5. S. 'Tx-TS.

Obverse.
^«^«^^^-

%U« Kalima.

f Ml

I

vr^ LTiay!^

o.

jsf^iJ O-i'!^ A^^ij

iS.

The legend translated is:- "This coin of Bangala became

attractive on this account, that its value (honour) [mcreasea

because it was] struck by Akbar Shah." .

Another J hansi hoard recently furnished a rupee ot tms

mint with 39 ( = 1002—1003 H.) on the Kahma side above tne

middle of ^^^ and on it ^^ and the dotted ^^ of »i^. are clear.

It is now in the Lucknow Museum.
The reading BangSla was first suggested ^y ^^^ ^^^p^^

in the L.M.C, p. 245, which gives two rupees. Mr. H. INeison

Wright has also two, Nos. 315 (a), (&), in the I-M-C^Each of

us differs a Uttle in the obverse reading. In the O'g^J^^^'. j""!^

there were 2 of 1006 (date to left of c^), and 2 of 1011 U. (date

below oJi). Thus there are in Museums in India rupees ot 6

J
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Ilahi (1002—1003 H,), and of 1006, 1009, 1010, and 1011 H.
We should keep a look out for gold coins of Bangala, which are
noticed bv Abu-l-FazL

Bangala was another name of Gaur, In the Memoirs of
BayazU (Bajazet) Biyat we have, " an account of Mun'im
Klian's removing his headquarters from Tanda to Gaur (which
Bayazid also calls Bangala), and of- the pestilence which broke
out there,"

p. 315).

(see Mr. Beveridge's article,

Plate XV.

J.A.S.B., 1898,

No. 1, Akbarpiir-Tanda. D. 973 H. W

Obverse.

In mihrabi area

S. 1-075

s

Mark apparently peculiar

to the Suba of Jaunpur

Reverse.

In pentagon with

ed sides, the

kalima, and in

J-> J

right margins

c^y 6[j.^;

over ^
Above area, part of

Below area, part of

with date over y. of

jAfj and JSJJU j^j on

a level with date.

Same mark as in ob-

verse area over ^

of

No. 2. Akbarpur-Tanda. D. 974 H.

W. 173. S. 1075,

Obverse.

As on Plate ii, I.

Reverse.

As on Plate ii, 1, but margins

gone, and no mint mark.

of Q7^^^ rrPA^'xx''^
^^^^ '^^^*' J^M,C., Nos. 23, 26, pp 56, 57

oi ^n and 9^3 H. are like those here described, and also themmt mark m the obverse area. I have examined pencil rub-

On that of 971 H. the last letter of »^l3 is wanting
Wngs.
^

-^^ ^^ ^,^ J.J.. ^^^4t- ly^y^^ letter oi js^^J is wantmg

not nTJ^^^ °!i,^^^
^- *^^ ^^^"^ «n^« at [;] ^, the remainder

not coming on ths on n ^^-^ ^'
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No. 3. Agra. D. 977 H. W. 175. S. M
Obverse.

In square area with

loop at corners,

Date reads from outside,

and also the margins

:

Left (^^^t c;'^^'

Upper ^^ (^Jl-^^ ^^

Reverse.

Salima in a quadrilateral

each side having 3 curves,

and a loop at the corners.

Mint mark L.M.C.

No. 32

in right margin*

Margins read from outside.

Right l;li d^ylal^
3

Lower iM A^iliJ
^J

vr^

Rupees of the Agra mint of Akbar are uncommon, with

the mint name clear. This one assists in the marginal readings

of rupees of this year.

Jt before ajU^^ occur in different margins. The coin itself

shows this separation more distinctly than the plate does.

No. 4. Agra. D. 982 H. W. 173. S. 1075.

This follows the type of rupees of Ahmadabad (B..

No. 105) from which, however, there are two on three distmguish-

'UJi tead

of lUUi

obliterated by a shrofE mark, is No. 3 in L.M.C.. but without

the hook and dot.

side.

i>*3V0

Margins are as on I'late ii, 6, ana it^^-u xi^xx. ^"-—-•

From the find 2 rupees of 981, 4 of 982, and 1 of 984 H.

of this type were sent to Museums,

No. 5. Agra. D. 984H. W. 174 5. fe. 10.

Obverse. Reverse.

In a square with loop at

corners, legend as on pi. ii,

3, but 984 parallel with

2 of ^Afl Jil^

In a square with curve

at middle of each side

and loop at corners,

the kalima, and mint
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The upper and left mar-

gins read from inside, and
the right and lower from
outside thus :

—

Upper

Left

Right

mark L.M.C. No. 32 in

!> of

as on pi. ii, 3.

Margins

Lower tj\ AiJlsJt

The margins are particularly good. There were found 1 of

983, and 2 of 984 H. of this type.

No. 6. Hisar-i-Firuza. D. 966 H. W. 174. S. '975,

Obverse.

In a square with curve
at middle of each side,

but no loop at coiners,

Reverse,

Kalima in circle and
margins illegible.

^Ij r^\-r^

iS^
;U ^^

^^^

Date parallel with and

over (^ and mint

mark I.M.C. (New), No.
61, (but erect, and with-
out arrow below,) over

J-
of ^J\ J^ Margins

read from outside thus :

Right ^^A
Lower »;] j[;]ii;t^2£w i^yi

Abu-1-Fazl does not note the silver coinage of this mint,
but several rupees of Akbar are now known. The find contained
two; one without any letters of the name of the mint, with
date 967 H.

No. 7. Nahrwala Pattan. W

Obverse.

Type, legends, and
date as on rupees of
Ahmadabad (B.M.C.,
No. 105.).

S. 105.

Reverse,

As on B.M.C.,No. 105
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Margins :

—

Left ^•^•^\hiJ\

Right j'^ *^ltL« J

Lower e^ <^lj ^ v

Ahmadabad issued rupees of this type from 981 to 986 H.

the dates reading froui inside. The Ahmadabad rupee of 981

H., apparently the only one known of this year and now in

Lu'cknow, is from this find. On it the year is reversed, ui for

=lAt.

The j^i I take to be the tail of

V of ^j'C making the name appear to read Anhalwala, a form of

the name which does occur. We had before (PI. ii, 3.) a

parallel instance of the division of the letters of a word m this

position. The find contained 3 specimens, all of 984 H. from

the NahrwSla mint. shown

Anhalpiir or Anhalwara was founded about 74 A.P., by

Ban Raj of the Chowra (Chauda) tribe and by degrees the

name became corrupted to Nahrwara or Nahrwala (Foibes, Ras

Mala, 1878, p 29). Nahrwala is the form it takes m the time of

Akbar. In the Tahaqat-i- Allari (Elliot, History, v. pp. 196,

432) we find mention of " Nahrwala Patan " and "Nahrwala,

better known as Pattan." The Akharnama (Beveridge, n, p.

200) speaks of "Pattan which is theiiearest city of Gujrat and

used formerly to be called Nahrwala."

The A'ln-i-Akharl (Thomas, Chronicles, p. 428) mentions

t^ , evidently Nahrwala, as one of Akbar's mints for copper,

but none of this metal are known. The rupees^ now noted are

the first found. The position of Nahrwala is indicated on

maps by Patan. in lat. 23° 51' 30" N., long. 72 10 30 E.

Plate XVI.

No. 1. Elichpur. D. Nil-Bahman. W. 175. S. -75.

Obverse.
Reverse.

The letter preceding ..^ appears like the J in the mint

name, and is probably the J of v^-' t;b. No other specimen

seems to be known.
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No. 2. Gazraula, or Gadraula. D. 967 H. W. 175. S. 1-0.

Legends in a square with a loop at corners :

Obverse.
Reverse.

<^.U »
ijij^.?|

Kalima, with L.M.C
^

;J mint mark No. 22,

^-^'' J^^ in left lower

corner.

Date 967 vertically above Margins, from inside :

e^:<3Jf J5U Upper/^ <^| (30.^j

inside. Right and left Left
"

J
margins read from inside Eight Traces,
and lower from outside:

flight ;^tbU|

Left AiU JU3 [aUi ^i^

Lower J^^i^ ,^
Upper Wanting.

ym

o

J>w)

J. This occurs on

positfo^ ofXrauli' if Thai bTthr'' \
'^ T '^T ^'^

is the p , oairauj, Lt^^^ aO^r^^g^to^fo'^^^^^
the Moradabad District, U.P. ViUagers often pronounce J, u^,and. as ^; for instance they say ,^f,^ for ,^f,^, and ^j^t
tor cs-;'^^. Gujrat is often written Guzrat

founded' bv'
W^"^^, '^

•
^^j'^^^^ ^*^t^ <^^^* t^^eir village was

hown me^dln ^
Dl^aj one of Akbar's officers. The/ have

SuUk It™'m ''•
^^i^.

"^•'^^^^^ d^ted 1137 H., in^ which

be read Gad?n^^^^^^
^^'% "^^^ °f ^^^« "^^"t on the coin can

the yIu f,f t ri h .? ^i"
"^^'^ inhabitants of Gadraula were of

to^- a subdi^^. ^ .1
""^.^ ^'^^" '^''^ pronounced or changed

dozi'aredes^en^".^''^
*^'" Y^sufzis named Khwajozl or Khwa-

No. 3. Balapur. D. 48 Ilahi-Di. W. 176. S. -07.
r

Obverse.

Asonpl. iii, L
Reverse.

In the plate 48 looks like 46 D,. One found.
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Jahangib.

No. 4. Agra. D. 1020 H., 6, Shahriwar.

W. 174-5. S. -85.

Obverse. Reverse

5Li,_^| jsLJi Jhy'J^ »^
J

J

c

It^^^^^fjy &^_--»/T
r r

^

The ornamentation of the borders dififers from other square

rupees of this year given in catalogues. One found.

No. 5. Bairata. D. 1014 H. W. 176. S. 75

Obverse.

I -IP

Reverse.

Kahma.

A»LriJ ji^ [^^

A bird is perched, to right, on the ; of ^i^lt* • The mint

name begins to the left of the bird. Tliere was another speci-

men, dated 1015 H., with bird to left over the ji^ of Jahangir's

name, also I think of this mint. The name of the mint could

not be read with certainty, on the latter coin.

No. 6. Jalnapur. D. Nil. W. 176. S. -75.

Obverse,
^^''^'''^

jU] .U jxti^^ KaUma in 3 lines, below

^.svo which is,

^^>^\ ;>»

iiJU above
xiiere were » hkc luat iigmcvi ,

^-— -—

and ;o below ^JJf dated in 1015 H. None show distinctly all

the letter before ;^ .

[On the Ahmadnagar rupees of Jahangir found of the

typ X above and ^^^ below ^^1
; 1 had/

*U| and o^^i helovfJ^ ; 2 had .w^f below j of Jy)
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trace oi jd (I.M.C. (Wrigl

with [^] <s*=.\ apparently in one line, as on pi. iii, 6. None
had dates or regnal jears,]

The Akbarnama mentions Jalnapur in connection with
Ahmt^nagar in the 46th year of the reign (Elhot, History, vi,
p. 102). It IS the same as Jalna due east of Aurangabad,
^?5/ory,vn, p. 11, note). The distance' is 39 miles. Old Jalna
city IS in ruins. The mint name was first read and the location

III, art 24.)
Wright. [Cj). Num. Supp.

Skah 'Alam II.

No. 7. Balanagar-Gadha. Lat. 23° 10' N., Long
79^ 56' 30" E. D. 1207 H.-33. W. 170. S. -8.

Obverse. Reverse.

ir -v wy^^
'^=^ e^Ji ^^U <!Jt ^ i^j^

Mi rr
!<l-^.U ^u «u ^^ju ^ Xv4

is ..VWO

r'J

Over 60 rupees of Shah 'Alam II from the Biilpnagar-Gadha

'Z 9fiT If^""^!
^''''''^ ^^ ^^g^^ "tv, C.P.

.
of all regnal years

from 26 to .^8. The mint is seldom legible. On those of the
^btn, and up to and including the 32nd year the legends on
both sides correspond, except the mintname,toB.M.C.,No. 1170

if !h 9«J?
Alimadnagar-Farrukhabad). In the hoard rupees

bn^H tJ •
^'^' ^^\^^^ ^^^ 29th year (1202) only of this type

n^/r.?'^t'
^''^-' ^" ^^"- ^^"^ the 3.3rd to the 38th year i5i.

eluded the type IS shown in PI ill.. 7, a rupee from this find,
i lie rupees of the 33rd year only of the latter type had the
-Hijri year perfect.

'

ahi ^^'^l®
enquired at Jabalpur and Sagar and have been un-

aoie to hear of a Balanagar-Gadha. This may for a time
liave been a name of Garha, or Gadha, now an unimportant

Mlrble Rocks
^^^^ ^'^^ °^ Jabalpiir on the road to the

r^o^i^-^^^^'^""
?""' Prinsep's Useful Tables that the Balanagar-ua^ha rupees formed the class popularly known under the name

of Balasahi, so called (p. 28) from Bala ji Pandit, the officer who
nrst issued them Prinsep (p. 53) refers to the Balasahi as the

^md ti?"'^? c.^^^.^""'
''^^^^^t i*^ G^^"ah and Bundelkhand,"

by thf p""? (P-,2^^i'^^t> • The Sagar mint was set up in 1779.

sevPnLi 'M ' ?^'? ^* ^^"-^^ Mandlah, and coined about
seventeen laklis of Balasahi rupees per annum."

V
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Balanagar, thus, may have received its name from Balaji

Pandit, who probably resided in Gadha, in early times a '* large

city " which with the village of Kantaka or Katanga, 20 miles

to the north, give its name to the immense territory called

''Garha/' or '' Garha Katanka " ('^ Gadha-Katanga") men-
tioned in the reign of Akbar (Elliot, History, pp. 169, 288

;

Beveridge, Akbarnama, ii, p. 323) and occasionally afterwards,

''Mandlah" mentioned above lies on the Narbada river

about 50 miles to the south-east of Jabalpilr. The Gond
Rajas of Gadha Mandala had their capital for some time at

Gadha.
The Gadha mint was in full operation when Mr. Daniel

Leckie passed through the place in 1790. (Imperial Gazetteer,

1885, V, p. 12.)

No. 8. Ravishnagar-Sagar. D. Nil—33.

W. 170. S. -8.

Obverse. Reverse.

xl X^xjO

rr

U*î A

This rupee, with ''Sagur" below it, is given by Prinsep,
Useful Tables, ph xlv, 9, but the name of the mint on his coin
is illegible. He states (p. 66) that, ^'The trident, star, and
flag of Siva are its distinguishing marks"—of the '*Sagar"
rupee—and there refers to the coin of the 61st year in his plate.

The Sagar hoard just mentioned furnished rupees of every
year from 25 to 39 of the type shown in pi. ill, 8, and in
-Prinsep, but none had Hijiri dates. Over 150 were found. I
believe I have seen three or four with Hijiri dates in the
tliirties over ^,^.

The Deputy Commissioner of Sagar has been kind enough
to inform me that the older generation assert that Sagar at one
time used to be called Ravishnagar, but they have no evidence
or records in support of their statement.

According to Prinsep the mint in Sagar city was estab-
lished in 1782 (p. 59), that is in 1197 H., the 24th or 25th year
of ^lah 'Alam, and all the old coins of Sagar and Gadha were
rapidly disappearing from circulation (p. 29) when the new
^agar mint erected in 1824 began to issue rupees bearing the
mint name Farrukhabad, with upright miUing (pp. 2, 3).

In J.A.S.B. 1897, pi. xxxiii, 64, Dr. Hoernle has figured
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one of the 44th year, with illegible mint-name, and (p. 271)

has assigned it, for some reason not evident, to the native state

of K§c.
W. VOST.

66. On the BIjIpur rupee of Kam Bakhsh.

In a letter written a short while ago I was lamenting the

scarcity nowadays of rare coins in the Ahmadabad bazar.

After posting that letter, I went straight to the bazar, and the

very first coin to be put into my hand was a Bijapur rupee of

Kambakhsh !

The rupee is of the same type as No. 853 in the British

Museum Catalogue, but earlier by a year, and happily it con-

tains that part of the obverse legend which is wanting in the

specimen in the British Museum. Right at the top, above the

the

laqab ^^ ^.^ '' the Asylum of the Faith."

This addition to the legend thus confirms the statement
expressly made by Khafi Khan in his Muntakhabu-1-Lubab :

—

*'The Prince (Kam Bakhsh) then assumed the throne.

He was mentioned in the Khutba under the title of Din Panah,
and coins also were issued with this title." Dowson's Elliot,

vii, 390.

Further the couplet on this rupee proves to be precisely

the couplet that Mr, Rodgers '< built up," and subsequently
published in the J.A.S.B. (vol. Ivii, part 1, No. 1—1888),
namely

,

*The Emperor Kam Bakhsh, the Asylum of the Faith,
put his stamp on the sun and moon in the Dekkan.'

G. P. Taylor.

y*

Was
•«

A few days ago a money-changer here called to sliow me
a few coins. Amongst them I was delighted to find a dupli-

cate of the "Zafarabad " rupee of Shah 'Alam I, a rupee that
Mi. Rodgers in his Labor Museum Catalogue (page 197, No. 3)

ha^ termed "Unique." In that Catalogue it is described as

follows

:
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Obverse. Reversp.,

»l
A
AM

.b ^l

?l
A
AM

I f J
<) A^-^ V!/^

I \

Zafar[abad], 1st year,

1119 H.

On the specimen now in my possession tlie arrangement ot

the Reverse legend differs slightly from the above, inasmuch as

the *>^t Aiw stands not to the right but to the left of t-r>^, also

in the lowest line no trace is to be seen of the two 'Alifs, But
in all other respects the two specimens are precisely alike.

From Mr. Rodtrers's attribution of this coin to the Zafara-

bad mint, it is clear that he read the reverse legend thus:

—

Now the combination of merely the two words t^y^-^ u»>W
is, so far as I can learn, otherwise unknown, and it is, moreover,
a combination quite meaningless. For these reasons one may
well doubt the correctness of the above reading of the legend.
I venture, accordingly, to submit that the constituent words
should be read just as they are arranged on the coin itself.

We shall then arrive at a legend hitherto unsuspected indeed,
but perfectly intelUgible, to wit,

struck at the year 1 of the accession (reign) associated

with victory. The lowest Hne is thus assumed to contain the

name; as yet unknown, of the mint: and it was, of course, just

the lowest line of the reverse that in the large majority of the

Mughal coins was

Ahmadahad
Geo. P, Taylor

68. The Mughal Mint of Gokulgarh.

The ruined fort of Gokulgarh is situated two miles to the

north of Rewari, a fairly important junction on the Rajputana-
Malwa Railway in the Gurgaon District of the South-East
Punjab

.

^
The town of Rewari itself is of great antiquity. Tradition

assigns its original foundation to Raja Karm Pal son of
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Chattar Sal, and nephew of the celebrated Prithvi Raja. The
present town is said to have been built about the year 1000 A.D.
by Raja Reo or Rawat, who called it after the name of his

daughter Rewati. In Mughal times, although Rewari was the

headquarters of a Sarkar or district of the Empire, its Rajas

appear to have enjoyed a large measure of independence, paying

tribute but coinino; their own money. Thev built the fort of

Gokulgarh, some of the bastions of which still remain as indica-

tions of the former strength and size of the place.

The mint of Gokulgarh is included amongst tliose of the

silver coins of Shah'Alam II only, in Mr. Burn's 'The Mints

of the Mughal Emperors.' It appears to have beenpublislied for

the first time in 'Some Novelties in Mughal coins' by Major
Vost and Mr. White King—see Numismatic Chronicle, 1896,

p. 155. The coin itself is No. 4133 in the Third Part of the

White King Catalogue.

In the Numismatic Supplement No. VIII contained in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for August, 1907,

Dr. Taylor has attributed a coin of Kam Bakhsh to Gokulgarh,
but adds that it cannot be the Gokul near Muttra. It also can-

not be identified with the town which is the subject of this note.

Mr. Nelson Wright's Introduction to vol. iii of the CaM-
logue of the Co'ns in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, contains a

brief notice of tie mint Gokulgarh. He there notes that it does
not occur as a Mughal mint till t'lie rei^n of ^lah'Alam 11. In
A.H. 1202 the latter besieged and captured the town, but rupees
of earlier dates are known.

In the Dehli bazar I came across a find of some forty
Gokulgarh rupees of Shah ^Alam II, which had been sent from
Rewari. Unfortunately there were two coins only which ex-

hibited the entire name, and it was by their aid that I was able
to read the name of the mint on the remainder. This find also

enabled me to read the name Gokulgarh on two or three rupees
of Shah'Alam II, which formed part* of a large consignment of

Treasure Trove from ^.he Gurgaon District. These coins are
said to have circulated in the bazars of Farrukhnagar, a small
Gurgaon town, till the time of the Mutiny.

A rupee of Shah ' Alam II, Mint Gokulgarh.

Obverse, . Reverse.

1^
b ^U Jj(^ ^.—..^rw) AJt ^jt ^<J

Maa i^
-rJ^

R. B. Whitehead.
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69. AKHANA

In December, 1908, I was deputed to examine the old

coins in the Bahawalpiar State Toshakhana.
Till recent years the State Treasure was kept intact in the

desert Fort of Derawar, but has been gradually dispersed after

its removal to the present capital of the State. In round

numb.^rs there are now four lakhs of silver coins, and half a

lakh of gold. Fortunately I found that the coins had been

roughly classified, and it was unnecessary to open most of the

bags as they only contained coins of Bahavvalpur State, and
go'd and silver issues of the Durrani Kings Mahmud and Shah
Shuja, minted at Bahawalpur. Next in number came miscel-

laneous coins of the Durrani Kings. In comparison with these

the Mughal coins formed only a residue of the whole, but from

a numisma'ic point of view were of great importance, because

there were at least six thousand Mughal gold mohurs. The
Mughal rupees were scattered at random throughout the bags of

silver and often only some half dozen would turn up out of a

bag of a thous:ind, but tHe results I think have justified the

labour expended. The time at my disposal, less than three

weeks, was altogether inadequate for a thorough examination of

so great a number of coins, and many things worthy of preser-

vation must have escaped my notice. For instance it would

have been interesting to have compiled Hsts of dates, but I was

unable to do this. Any dates mentioned are taken from coins

sele( ted at random.
I confined my chief attention to a search for new or rare

Mughal coins, and for fine specimens of known issues.

Gold Coins.

Of the whole mass of gold coins, the oldest
Mughal.

^^^ ^ solitary mohur of Slier Shah Suri.

IJound a few gold co'ns of Akbar, of Shah Jahan, and of Shah

'Alam Mughal
emperors from Aurangzeb to 'Alamgir II. The commonest
mohur mint was Akbarabad. There must have been at least

two hundred Akbarabad coins of Aurangzeb, fifty of Jahandar

Shah, and sixty of Muhammad Sliah. Many coins of West
Punjab mints such as Dera and Multan were found, but these

did not predominate,
,

In Mr. Burn's, * The Mints of the Mughal Emperors ,

published in Part I of Volume LXXfll of the Journal, Asiatic

Society of Bengal, a paper to which I have made frequent

reference, twenty-four mints of the gold coins of Aurangzeb are

shown. In the Bahawalpur Treasure mohurs of some thirty-

four mints were found. As it would appear that mohurs of

other emperors, in addition to Aurangzeb, have not been pre.
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viously published, I have appended to this Note lists of the
mints of thevarious emperors represented, and short references
to the more interesting coins,

I came across two mohurs of Farrukh Siyar of apparently
a new mint, Sikakul. Through the kindness of Mr. Burn I have
been enabled to identify this place with Chicacole or Srikaku-
lam, a town in Ganjam District, Madras Presidency, situated
four miles from the sea on the Langiiliya river, and on the
Grand Trunk Road.
sarlcar of Chicacole.

Mughal

In his Introduction to Volume III of the new Indian
Museum Catalogue, Mr. Nelson Wright says—' Apparently no
gold coins are known of Aurangzeb from the Labor mint.'
Some fifteen of various dates were found at Bahawalpilr. In
view of the remarks made in this Introduction, which has been
of great assistance to me, the following mohurs are of especial
interest.

F

J

Emperor. Mint.
^lah Jahan. . Lakhnau.
Alamglr II. Multan.
Muhammad. Aurangabad.

Another apparently new mint is Derajat. What may be a
new type of mohur of Shah 'Alam Bahadur I is of interest, as
are half mohurs of Muhammad Shah minted at Sind. The
reverse side of these exhibits an unusual inscription. Fuller
references to these and other matters interesting to the numis-
matist are made later in this Note.

Durrani.
'^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ selected Durrani coins do not

„. .

' call for comment. One mohur of Ahmad
J^iah, bearing the Hijra date on the reverse side, appears to be
of an Army Mmt—see Army Mint of the SJiahs of Persia on
page 169 of Dr. Codrin^ton's ' Musalman Numismatics.'

Miscellaneous. Miscellaneous gold coins included many
o, .. ,^ .

mohurs of Nadir Sliah and the Qajar
biiahs of Persia. There were some thousands of ducats.

Shah Jahan. There are only eleven mohurs of Sliah

f.,,^^ . t .,, Jahan, but they include 'square area'
type coins of Akbarnagar, Bhilsa, Knbul, Kashmir and Labor

^^lu' '^°'!? f ^"^J^i-'^'
^'^ ^^ M^- I^^rn's Tables. The Kabul

Zp^ in^, ff'? ^:^- ^^^^ f^«^«* 11)' a"d that of Lakhnau is

WW ^l?^''ir^?^-
^^'^^^'^' appears to have been published

tbi Tn:r''^A5^
'• ^^^'°^ Wright's Introduction to Volume III of

the Indian Museum Catalogue.

Aurangzeb. ^he gold coins of Aurangzeb are of at

nnf r.r>^fo- J ,,
"^ast thirty-four different mints. Those

TaHn T f-^
'" ^^'- ^"™'« Tables are Ilahabad, Ahmadnbad.

'AKLr.^- ^£"'!^f''
l^^"iru.l.Jihad Haidarabad, Zafarabad,

Alamgirpur, Katak, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor, Murshidabad,
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and Ahsanabad. In the earlier examples of the Aurangabad
mint, the name occurs at the top of the coin (latest date jalus

19). Later it was changed to the bottom (earliest date 1090,

jalus 22). Similarly in a molmr of Ahmadnagar dated jalus 14,

the name of the mint is at the top of the coin. Later specimens

exhibit the name at the bottom (earl'est date 1098). The name
'Alamgirpur also occurs in both places. Khanbayat is at the

top of a coin dated regnal year one. When the spelling is

changed to Kanbayat the mint occurs at the bottom of the coin

(earliest date 1082, jalus U). The mohurs of Daru-z-Zafr

Bijapur exhibit two distinct styles.

Out of at least two hundred mohurs of Mustaqirru-l-Khilafat

Akbarabad, one only had ^j^^;^ in the couplet (date 1097),

the rest having yl^ j^^ (earliest date 1099). Coins exhibiting

both versions of the couplet were found of Surat, of Kabul,

and of Daru-bMulk Kabul. There are mohurs of both Gul-

barga and Ahsanabad. The gold coins of Daru-s-Saltanat

Lahore appear to be new. At least fifteen were found. The

selected specimens range from 1097 to 1118, and are of the

usual type, the name of the mint coming at the top. The

three selected mohurs of Murshid^^bad are all of 49 jalus date.

There are gold coins of Ujjain (1105 A.H.), and of Daru-1-Fath

Ujjain (1112), The * square areas' type of Jahangirnagar

mentioned by Mr. Nelson Wright (I.M.C.) is represented by

three specimens of jalus years 14 and 15.

Q, . -, There are three mohurs apparently of

Ah^nt'T Shah 'Alam Bahadur I bearing the follow-
Bahadur L

ing inscription :

Obverse. Reverse.

LS
Uj yf ^iU ur>^ c^^^

I IM z^y^^y^

rJ-'^

(Probably a?-. .J;^^* )
^'^tjr*^'

They are coins of Sahib Qiran Bahadur 'Alamglr Sam,

struck at Mustaqirru-1-IOiilafat, Akbarabad, in 1119 (jalus one),

and resemble silver coin No. 3, on p. 220 of C. J. Rodgers

Catalogue of ' The Coins of the Moghal Emperors of India m
the Lahore Museum. It would appear that this rupee was

erroneously attributed by Mr. Rodgers to 'Alamgir II, and i8

a coin of Siiah 'Alam Bahadur T.

On a mohur of Mustaqirru-l-IOiilafat, Akbarabad, the name
is at tbfi hnffom r^f flio nr^ir. /Iflfpd 1119. talus 1. The mmt of
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another coin, dated 1119, jalus 2, is Mustaqirru-1-

1

at the top of the coin. On other mohurs of jalus dates 2, 3

and 4, Akbarabad is called Mustaqirru-l-Mulk.

Gold coins of Daru-l-Fath, Ujjain, display two reverses.

One is

:

^Jl p
j^yu (^^t^

*

rj

r ui^jj \

The other is .

u^y
îu

«*

r

Similarly of Farkhunda Bunyad Haidarabad

(1).

cr^^

^UU Ji>ii.y u-jj^^

^^!

(2),

c^^^

^^^ i'^^ Lyy"^^

( <i^^ )
2^iiy

There are mohurs of Etawa, Tatta, Farkhunda Bunyad,
Haidarabad. and Muhammadabad mints, which are not repre-
sented in Mr. Burn's Tables.

Gold coins of Etawa, Mustaqirru-1-Mulk Akbarabad ; Daru-

ahandarShah s-Sarur, BurhanpOr, Kiiujista Bunyad,

, , ^ ~ * and Daru-1-Kbilafat Shahjahanabad, were
lound ihere are two types of the Shahjahanabad coins.

iliemmts of the mohurs of Farrukh Siyar are Etawa;

Farrukh Siyar Daru-1-Kljair, Ajmer, Akbarabad; Daru-1-

Fath, Ujjain, Arkat, Ilaliabad ;
Daru-s-
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Sanir, Burlianpur, Peshawar, Khujista Bunyad, Sahrind,

Surat, Daru-1-Kbilafat Shahjahanabad, *Azimabad, Farkliunda
Bunyad, Kashmir ; Daru-s-Saltanat, Labor, Murshidabad,
Mu'azzimabad, Multan. and Sikakuh Of these Daru-Mvl air

Ajmer, Akbarabad, Daru-I-Fath Ujjain , Arkat, Ilahabad,

Peshawar, Sahrind, Surat. *Azimabad, Farkhunda Bunyad,
Kashmir, Mu'azzimabad. and SIkakul are not in Mr. Burn's
Tablos.

For the first five regnal years Akbarabad is called Mustar
qirni-1-Mulk. In jalus year 6 the epithet is changed to Mu^^ta-

qirru-l-lLliilafat. As the reverse of the Ilahabad mohur is pecu-

liar, 1 figure it here :

—

.1AC

V

u«yU Ai

:>U ti\

The Arkat coin is dated jalus 5. On 'Azimabad coins of

jalu^ year 1, the name of the mint is not attended by the usual

epithet Mustaqirru-1-Mulk, which only appears on mohurs of

1129, ;aZMs5.

The mohurs of Farkhunda Bunyad (Haidarabad), Kashmir,
and Mu'azzimabad appear to be new.

The name Sikakul, possibly an entirely fresh mint, appears

distinctly on a mohur of this reign, dated 1124.

The gold coin mints represented are Peshawar, Khujista

p ,.. .^ .„ Bunyad, Daru-1-Lviila^at Siiahjahanabad,
Raf, u d-Darjat.

D^^u-l-Mulk Kabul, and Ddr-us-Salta-

nat, Lahore. The unpublished mints appear to be Peshawar,

IQiuJis^a Bunyad, and Daru-s-Saltanat, Lf^hor.

All the mohurs are of the usual couplet type. There are

two mohurs of Daru-l-Mulk, Kabul, companions to the unique

raohur in the Labor Museum.
Mohurs of Sliah Jahan II of Arkat, lOmjista Bunyad,

Surat, Daru-l-lvliilafat Sliahjahanabad,
Shah jah in II. Daru-s-Saltanat, Labor, and Mustaqirru-1-

Khilafat Akbarabad mints were found.

The Surat coin is dateless and may be attributable to bnah

Jahan III. Tnis remark also applies to the mohur of :Musta-

qirru-1-lChiIafat Akbarabad.
The gold coin mints of Muhammad Shah are Etawa,

Mui;,m A^. u
Ahmadabad.AkhtarnaearAwadh Islama-

Muhammad Sh h. ^^^, Mustiqirru-l- lOil^fat Akbarabad.

Daru-1-Fath, Ujjain, Aurangabad, Daru-s-Sarur, Burhanpur,

Tatta, Siwai Jaipur, Khujista Bunyad, Surat, Sahrind, Shaha-
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bad Qanauj , Daru-l-Khilafat Shahjahanabad , Daru-]-Mulk,

Kabul, Katak,Kora, Gwaliar, Daru-s-Saltanat, Labor, Muham-
madabad, Murshidabad, Mu'azzimabad, andMultan.

The mints not included mMr. Burn's Tables are, Ahmada-
bad, Islamabad, Aurangabad, Ddru-s-Sarur, Burhanpur, Tatta,

Siwai Jaipur, Sahrind, Shahabad Qanauj ;
Daru-1-Mulk Kabul,

Katak, Kora, Gwaliar, Mu'azzimabad, and Multan.

The date of the later of the two mohurs of Daru-1-Mulk

Kabul iBjalus 10,

The name Mustaqirru-1-Khilafat Akbarabad occurs both at

the top and at the bottom of the disc. Out of a large number
of gold coins of this mint I discov^ered two which presented the

Sliahjahanabad style of obverse. Tn these cases the name of

the mint was at the top of the coin.

The Aurangabad coin appears to be unique, as it still pre-

serves the name in its old form. This coin is also remarkable

as the obverse is in the Sliahjahanabad style. The name of

the mint comes at the top of the coin.

Mohurs of the followinsf mints were found:—Etawa,

Au J ai u T5 u' Mustaqirru-l-lvLilafat Akbarabad, Siwai
Ahmad Shah Baha- t ' t\ ^^j. t^ t-w '+ Q^h

d^j. Jaipur, Derajat, Dera or Derajat, oaii-

rind, Daru-l-Kliilafat Shahjahanabad,
Farrukhabad, Daru-s-Saltanat, Lahor, Muhammadabad, and
Multan. Those not included in Mr. Burn's Tables are

Etawa, Siwai Jaipur, Dera, Derajat, Sahrind, Farrukhabad,
Daru-s-Saltanat, Labor, and Multan. The name Derajat dis-

tinctly appears on one coin.

The gold coin mints are Ahmadnagar Farrukhabad, Islama-

'Alam^ir IF ^^^^ Mustaqirru4-Khilafat Akbarabad,
^ • Siwai Jaipur, Sahrind; Daru-l-Kliilafat

Shahjahanabad, Daru-s-Salt^anat, Lahor Daru-1-Aman Mul-

tan, Maliindrapur. and Najibabad. Of these mints Ahmadnagar
Farrukhabad, Islamabad Mustaqirru-l- Ivhilafat Akbarabad,
Siwai Jaipur, Sahrind, Daru-1-Aman Multan, and Mahindrapur
are not represented in Mr. Burn's Tables.

The earliest date of the Ahmadnagar Farrukkhabad coins

is 1170 ijalusli).

It is unfortunate that the Sahrind mohur is dateless.

There are four varieties of the Shahjahanabad mohur.

(1) The obverse of the usual type :

—

j^xt JLc

^Ic JjU^b

r

)ix^ ^s;

I
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(2) The couplet obverse as on No. 4092 in Part III of the
White King Catalogue. In addition to the ordinary type of

reverse, there is something in an additional line at the top.

(3) The obverse is in three lines as follows :— '

aixklvi » ^Ik all
I

*>Jli- i>*:sw33

j^i ^1 ji>^ i$'M*

Ordinary type of reverse

(4) Obverse in four lines is as follows :

(^iibi^ • ^Hk ai^i ^y^
J

«
«>.

1 1 11

3ii jU^ij^„f^u

Reverse,

I

r

.i

I

l^
f J^=-

t\

xu.*

«i^ ^illiJljl^

^ C^J^l^ "^^-^ u-A

In the introduction to volume iii of the Catalosue of

Coins in the Indiain Museum, Calcutta, :Mr. Nelson Wright says
that the latest Mughal issues from Multan mint are of Ahmad
Shah, and that after this reign Multan became a mint town
of the Durrani dynasty. Amongst the Bahawalpi'ir treasure I
came across one mohur and several rupees of 'A'lamgir II issued
from Dam-l-Aman Muljtan mint. They are of the true im-
perial type, but have a mint mark on the reverse. I shall have
something more to sav about this in my note on the silver

corns.
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Obverse.

^rJL

1 1 vr

\\£ 2(l^J>(j

r

»'X* i^Mi

Reverse.

o

The mohurs of Shah Jahan III are of Ahmadnagar Far-

Siiah Jahan III
ruldjabad, Islamabad, Daru-1-Khilafat~

, /, Shahjahanabad, and Mahindrapiir mints.
The Islamabad coins have no hijri dates, and may be issues

of Shah Jalian II.

Shah 'Alam II.
Khilafat

Mustaq

drapiir, and Najibabad.
Mughal

Miscellaneous
Mu<^al gold coins.

those already reviewed, half mohurs of

^_. ^ ^. Muhammad Shah of Shahjahanabad mint,

and interesting half mohurs of the same
emperor,^ apparently issued from mint Sind. There is the usual
Sliahjahanabad type of obverse, but the reverse is remark-
able :

—

.>>J|o"V

I r ^ ^-yojft

1>.Va«

i

J^

Alamir Sahib-uz-Zaman Zarb Sind [jalus) 12.
Air. Bum has kindly given me his opinion on the uncertain

Uncertain Mughal "^'"^^^ °^ ^^^^^'^ Mughal mohurs. His sug-

mints. "" gestions are

:
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Emperor. Suggested Mint.

Aurangzeb. Elichpur.

5, 'Azimabad or Hafizabad.
Muhammad. * Kumharsain.

The gold coins of Nadir Shah are of mints Bhakkar,

i.T'j- CH, .1. Peshawar, and Daru-1-Mulk Kabul, and— are oi the usual type of this emperor s

coins struck in India.

Ahmad Shah Durrani's mohurs are of mints Attak, Ahmad-
Ai J cL't- T^ ' < nagar, Farrukliabad, Bhakkar, Peshawar,Ahmad Shah Durrani. * ? \ i r>-iri a, i m m ' .Vv t i ^ vAshraf-uI-Rilad Ahmad Sliahi (Qandahar),
Dera, Derajat, Sahrind, Daru-1- Khilafat Shahjahanabad. Daru-
s-Salfcanat Kabul, Daru-1-Mulk Kabul, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor,
Mashhad Muqaddas, Daru-l-Aman Multan, Multan, Najibabad
and Hi rat.

Most of the coins are of the type p. 166, 1, of Rodgers'
'' Catalogue of the Coins in the Labor Museum/' part ii.

One Labor mohur is of type plate ii, fig. 1, of Rodgers'
''The Coins of Ahmad Shah Abdalh," published in the
Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, volume Hv, part i, 1885.

Type plate ii, fig. 6, is represented by gold coins of Bhakk'^r,
Dera, and Daru-l-Aman Multan.

The only words I can read on the reverse of one gold coin
are ' Zarb rikab mubarik, ' and ' muharram' ? The date o f

this coin is 1173, and is contained on the reverse. Possibly the
mint is analogous with * Zarabkhana rikab,' or army mint of
the Shahs of Persia, mentioned on p. 169 of Dr. Codrington's
' Musalman Numismatics.'

The mohurs of Taimtir Shah Durrani as

as^i!';^'*"'''''''
Nizam are of mints Dera, Daru-s-Salfcanat

^^^^'
Lahor, Daru-l-Aman Multan, and Multan.

The mohurs of Taimur Shah Durrani as king are of

^ >

Ta.-^- OI 't- rx , . Ashraf-ul-Bilad Alimad Shalii, Peshawar,

as Khig"""' I>era, Daru-s-Saitanat Kabul, Mashhad
Muqaddas, Daru-l-Aman Multan, Hirat,

and Ddfu-s-Saltanat Hirat.

The issues of Zaman Shah Durrani are represented by

Zam > n Qi, ' I, rw - • coins of Ashraf-ul-Bilad Alimad Shahi,^aman Shah Durrani.
^^^^ Beve^jat, Peshawar, Daru-s-Saltanat

Kabul, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor, and Daru-l-Aman Multan.

Shah Sbuja's' gold coins include mohurs and double mohurs

,,.,,-, of Bahawalpur and mohurs of Dera,
»hah Shuja Durr.tni. Daru-s-Saltanat Kabul, and Daru-l-Aman

Multan.
Mahmud Shah's coins are double mohurs of Bahawalpiir,

Mahmud Shnh Dur of type No. 2861 in part iii of the White
''"*• King Catalogue.
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As a general rule rupees of Bahawalpur mint, whetJier

issues of the later Durrani kings or of the
Rupees : Mu^^al. g^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ separated out, and as in

the case of the gold coins, formed the great bulk of the four

lakhs of silver coins. The remainder consisted of miscellaneous

Durrani rupees, with a sprinkling of Mughal and Persian coins.

There was one bag of about a thousand, ' square area ' type

coins of Sliah Jahan. I thought it possible that out of^ so many
rupees of this type, I might come across a coin of Shah Shuja,

Muhammadi, but was not successful, although I found three or

four ' square area ' type rupees of Muhammad Murad Bakhsh

of Ahmadabad and Surat mints, and several coins of Aurangzeb

of this type.

Although the number of Mughal rupees was comparatively

small, I found many rare coins, wliich are detailed below.

There is a duplicate of the till now unique Muradabad rupee of

Aurangzeb in the Labor Museum. It bears the same dates.

I came across several rupees of Rafi^u-d-darjat of Multan

mint of the rare non-couplet type.

'Alamgir Sani's coins of Baldat Bikanir and Daru-1-Aman

Multan are worthy of note.

The silver coins may be said to start from Aurangzeb, and

to end with */^lamgir II. Rupees of Aurangzeb and Muhammad
Shah predominated. The number of Muhammad Shah's coins

of mints Kora and Akhtarna2:ar Awadh was remarkable.

There were about equal numbers of the rupees of Fariukh
Siyar and Shah *A'lam Bahadur L I found no ni>drs, and no

rupees of the rare emperors such as A'*zam Shah, Shah Shuja,

Muhammad Ibrahim, and Bedar Bakht.
There is a great mass of material for a detailed study ot

« , . Durrani silver coins, of which there must
Durrani.

^^ ^ j^j^,^ .^ ^^^ g^^^^ Treasury.^ The most

interesting of the selected coins appears to be a solitary rupee

of Taimiir Shah minted at Khujista Bunyad, Haidarabad
The rupees of Shah Jahan include 'square areas ' type

^ coins of mints Ahmadabad, Akbarnagar,
bhah jah.n.

Burhdnpur, Bhakkar, Bhilsa, Patna,
Junagarh, Jahan girnagar, Daulatabad, Surat, Qandahar,
Kabul, Khanbayat, Labor, Lakhnau, and Multan.

The obverse of the Burhanpvir coin has margins as

follows :

—

Right margin . . )^^^^jl

Bottom margin ., ^^0' ^\j3 ^^oA^

Left margin . . aS^'a) ^Uf j.U.

Top margin . . ^^^ ^,jj( ^i^ A

The
One of these coins apparently of Khanbayat mint is a
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curiosity. The obverse was struck from a reversed die, but can
be read in a mirror. The reverse is normal.

Coins of miscellaneous types were found of mints Ahmada-
bad, Akbarnagar, Jahan^Irna^ar, I ahor, Tatta, Burli'anpur
Patna, Dehli, Surat, and Bakkar or Nagar.

The reverse inscription of one type, mint and date illegible,
]s in three lines. The first and third lines contain the names of
the four Imams with their attributes. The second line contams
the Kalima.

The rupees of Muhammad Murad Bakhsh are of *the usual

Murad Bakli^.
' square areas ' type, mints Ahmadabad
and Surat.

Rupees of Aurangzeb were found of the following mints :

Aurangzeb. Jnnagarh, Akbarabad, Daru-1-Khair Aj-
mer, Ahsanabad, Ahmadabad, Ahmadna-

gar, Islamabad, Akbarnagar, Burhanpur, Bareli, Daru-z-Zafr
Bijapur, Tatta, Chinapatan, Sahrind, Zafarpur, 'Alamgirpur,
Daru-1_-Mulk Kabul, Katak, Kashmir, "Kanbayat, Gulkanda,'
Lakhnau, Machhlipatan, Muradabad, Multan, Mrnol, Daru-s-
Saltanat Labor, Etawa, Daru-1-Kliilafat Sliahjahanabad,

Kh
Ujjain, Ujjain, Daru-1-Aman Multan, 'Azimabad, and Jahangir-
nagar—thirty-four different mints in all.

The coins are of the usual couplet type with the exception
of coins of Jnnagarh and Akbarabad, which are of types
P- 182, 13 and 14 respectively of Rodgers' " Catalogue of"^ the
Mughal Coins in the Lahore Museum."

The most important of these coins appears to be that of
Muradabad, which I have mentioned earlier in this note.

Sliah 'A'lam Bahadur I's silver coins are of min's Etawa,

Shah 'A'lam Bahadur I.
-^^^^fi*, Akbarabad (Mustaqirru-l-I£J)ilafat,

' and Mustaqirru-l-Mulk), Daru-s-Sarur
Burhanpur, Bareli, Peshawar, Chinapatan, Tatta, Kanbc4yat,
i)aru-s-Saltanat Labor, Multan, Daru-l-IOiilafat Shahjahana-
bad, Lakhnau, Surat, Kliuiista Bun\'ad, Kaslimir, and
Mulk Kabul.

In his Introduction to volume iii of the Indian Museum
Catalogue, Mr. Nelson Wright says of Arkat— ' The mint appears
to have been established in the reign of Farrukh Siyar—the
earliest known coins being of 1129 (cabinet of Dr. Taylor).'
If my reading is correct, the Arkat coin of Sliah 'Alam Bahadur I
IS new. It is dated 1122 {jaUs 4).

The rupees of Peshawar, Multan, Kashmir, and Kabul are
rare.

Rupees of Jahandar Sliah were found of the following

Jahandnr Shah, mints :— Etawa, Mustaqirru-1-Mulk Akbar-

T tf c''~ ' ^bad, Daru-s-San'ir Burlianpur, Bareli,
xaita, Surat, Bdru-s-Saltana t Labor, and Daru-1-Khilafat
ehahjahanabad.

"~

Daru-I-
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Farrukh Siyar's coins are of Etawa, Ahmadabad, Arkat,
Akbarabad (Muslaqirru-l-Mulk, and Mus-

Farrukh Siyar.

^ ^
taqirru-I-IvLilafat), Daru-s-Sarur Burlian-

piir, Bareli, Peshawar, Tatta, Ivliujista Bunyad, Surat,
Salirind, 'Azimabad, Mustaqirru-1-Mulk Azimabad, Farrukha* ad,
Kanbayat, Gwaliar, Murshidabad, Multan, Daru-1- [Oiilafat

Shahjahanabad, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor, Ahmadabad, and Daru-
1-Khair Ajmer.

The rupees of Peshawar, T?tta, Kanbayat, and Ajmer are

The silver issues of Rafl'u-d-darjat are represented by

Rafi'u-d-darjat.
rupees of Daru-1- LOjilafat Shahjahanabad,
Daru-s-Salt.anat Labor, and Multan.

The rupees of Multan are of the rare type without the
couplet.

Rupees of Shah Jaban 11 of the following mints were

Shah Jahan 11.
found :—Mustaqirru-l-lvljlafat Akbarabad,
Dam-l-Kliilafat Sliahjahanabad, and Daru.

s-Saltanat Labor.
The silver mints of Muhammad SLah are :—Etawa, Daru-l-

Muhammad Shah. ELair Ajmer, Alimadabad, Akhtarnagar

^ , ^ ,,
Awadh, Arkat, Islamabad, Ilahabad, Daru-

s-Sarur Burhanpur, Bareli. Siwai Jaipur, Tatta. Dera,
Surat Sahrind Shahabad Qanauj, Daru-1- KhiM^t Shahjahana-
bad Azimabad, Kashmir, Kora, Kanbayat, Muhamma abad,

, iJf-v J'.^.Vl''^'?;
?^urshidabad, Multan, Bhakkar, Mustaqir u-

1-Igulafat Akbarabad, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor, Daru-1-Fath
Ujjam, Klmjista Bunyad, Peshawar, and Farkhunda Bunyad
H aidarabad.

The coiiis of Tatta, Laklmau, lO.ujista Bunyad, and
Jarkhunda Bunyad Haidarabad are rare.

If my reading is correct, the coins of Bhakkar of the
ordmaty type are new.

I came across several coins of Shahjahanabad mint, not of
tlie usual type of the rupees of this city, but of the ordinary type.

Rupees of Ahmad Shah Bahadur of mints Etawa, Daru-1-

Ahmad Shah Baha- P^ir Ajmer, Mustaqirru-l-ia.ilafat Ak-

duF. barabad, Daru-1-Mansur Jodhpur, Siwai

jr.. , ^, „ ,
Jaipur, Dera, Sahrind, Farrukliabad,

^aipi Daru-s-Salfcanat Labor, Muhammadabad. Multan, and
Daru4-Khilafat Shahjahanabad were found.

The rupee of Dera annears tn hft ^^r^r^^^\

1161 {jalus 1).

It is dated

The silver coins of ' A'lamgir II are of mints Mustaqirru-l-
Alamgir II, Khilafat Akbarabad, Islamabad, Baldat

n.^,.,1 Tn-i'r . c. ,

.^iJ^anir, Siwai Jaipur, Dera, Sahrind,
Daru-1- in. ilafat Shahjahanabad, Farruk_habad, Daru-s-Saltanat
i;^l\r;, Muhammadatad, Daru-1-Aman Multan, Mahindrapur,

arrukhabad
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I came across at least a dozen rupees of tlie ordinary im-
perial type without any mint mark, but of poor workmanship,
struck apparently at IAv. g^L . This I presumed was the Bah
dat-i-Safa (?) of Mr. Burn's Tables, and Mr. Rodgers' Cata-
logue. At last one good specimen exhibited two more letters at
the end of the name which was obviously Baldat Bikanir.
From the uniform absence of the last two letters on all the
other coins, it would appear that they were struck from defec-
tive dies. The coins are of jalus dates 1 and 2.

One type of Shahjahanabad rupee has the following
obverse in four lines :

—

jU JfU^lj J A? ^JU

I

Thfere are also coins of Shahjahanabad of a couplet type
(White King Catalogue, part iii, No. 4092), and of type No. 8
on p. 221 of Rodgers' Catalogue of Mughal coins in the Labor
Museum.

Uound one coin which apparently exhibits a new coup-
let:

Obverse.

I 1

)

jt'^j^ J ¥

Reverse.

,,,•••> t l«T a •

bl Jv^l^^ *iiii^J|;li

-i

j^^u ox^ <_^y^
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The inscription on the obverse is not complete, but the
couplet might be :—

Sikka yaft raunaq taban chun mihr munir
Az jahan panah badshah A'lamgir,

The mint is Daru-1-Khilafat Shahjahanabad, and jalus
date 4.

I have already noted the find of a mohur of this emperor
coined at Daru-1-Aman Multan in 1173 [jalus 7), of the true
imperial type, and excellent workmanship, but bearing a mint
mark on the reverse. I also came across several rupees with
similar inscriptions

:

Obverse.

j4 -^i

1 1 vr

;li jl^^'j

^^A A^

Reverse

c^yiU

i^jk-*

i^Uy^ii V i.i^ 1^^^

For purposes of comparison I have included with these
coins a rupee of Taimur Shah Durrani as Nizam, and a Sikh
rapee both of Daru-1-Araan Multan. The "coin of Taimur
bhah Durrani is of his usual couplet type on the obverse, but
the reverse IS ^exactly similar to the above with the same mint
mark. It is dated 1173 {jalus 2). The Sikji rupee also bears
the same mint mark, and is dated 1823, samhat, or A.H. 1180.

A
'^''»? w ^"*®re«<^ing to know who issued coins at Daru-I-

Aman Multan m the name of ' Alamglr Sani in the last year of
that emperor s reign ^ ..

j

The coin of Dera appears to be new,

Shah-Alam II
^^^^^ 'A'lam's rupees are of Aonla, Mura-
dabad, Mahindrapur, and Najibabad
mints.

Muhammad Akbar II
A soUtary co'n of Akbar II is of mint

'

-R,, .AT' J. P^^"-l- lOiiMfat Shahjahanabad.
Kupees of Nadir Shah were found of mints Daru-s-Saltanat
Nadir Shah. Is ahan, Daru-s-Salfcanat Tabriz, Mash-

had Muqaddas, Shiraz, Derajat, Sind,
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Peshawar, Daru-1-Mulk Kabul, Bhakkar, and Daru-l-Kbilafat

SLahjahanabad.

Ahmad Shah Durrani. '^}'^^ ^*^P^f ?^ ^^"^^^ ^liah Durrani are

of the following types and mints :

—

Type of coin No. 2 on page 167 of part ii of Rodgers'
Lahor Museum Catalogue :—Multan, Daru-s-Saltanat Labor,
Mashbad Muqaddas, Sabrind, Peshawar, Dera (two varieties),

Daru-s-Saltanat Kabul, Aslirafu-1-Bilad Ahmad SLabi, Daru-1-

Kliilafat Sljahjabanabad, Siirat, Najibabad, Aonla, Daru-1-
aman Multan.

Type of coin similar to that of Taimur Shah on page 171,
No, 10:— Dera, Derajat, Bhakkar, Daru-1-aman Multan.

The coins of Taimur Sbah as Nizam are of :—Bhakkar
(two reverses), Sind, Dera, Daru-s-Sal-

Taimur Shah Durrani t^^at Labor, Multan, Daru-1-aman Mul-
tan (two reverses).

T.:*^' cu't, T^ ' • The coins of Taimur Shah as Kang are of
Taimur Shah Durrani, .i r n . . j - a.

the following types and mints :—
Type of page 171, No. 5 :

Ashrafu-1-Bilad Ahmad Sbabi (two reverses), Mashbad
Muqaddas, Daru-s-Saltanat Kabul (two reverses), Peshawar
(two reverses), Multan, Daru-banian Multan (two reverses),

Derajat, Bhakkar, Dera (two reverses), Hirat, Daru-s-Saltanat

Hirat, Khujista Bunyad Haidarabad, Attak,

I presume that the Khujista Bunyad Haidarabad is the

Haidarabad in Sind. The coin is a single specimen in fine

condition.

Type of p. 171, No. 10 :—Bhakkar.
Type of p. 173, 23 :—Bhakkar, Sind.

Zaman SJ.mh Durrani. ?^^^^ ^^^^^ Durrani's rupees are a^

follows:—
Type p. 175, 7 :—Dera, Daru-s-Salfcanat Ldhor, Bhakkar,

Asbrafu-1-Bilad Ahmad Shabi, Daru-s-Saltanat Kabul, Pesha-

war,. Derajat, Darn-1-aman Multan.
Type p. 175, 3 :_Peshawar.
Type as follows (name of mint in circle, marginal couplet

as on page 175, 1 around it, and on reverse second couplet)

:

Ashrafu-1-Bilad Ahmad Sbabi.
Coins of Shah Shuja ar^^ of the following mints :—Ashrafu-

Shah <;hti:' n - • 1-Bilad Ahmad Sbahi, Bahawalpur, Dera-
onan Shuja Durrani. ./^ t^/ \ ' tit ux^

jat, Daru-1-aman Multan.

The rupees of Mahmud Shah are of :—Babawalpur (double

M^hrr^^A cuAu T^
' Tupecs) , Baliawalpur, Daru-s-Sarur Baha-

Mabmud Shdh Dur. ^^^jp^,^ ' (^yp^ p 178, 5), Ashrafu-l-Bildd

-p, ,

'

Ahmad Sbahi, Darn-s-Salt.anat Hirat,
«hakkar, Peshawar, Daru-1-aman Multan, Derajat, Ahmadpur
(type page 178, 5).

Ahmadpur is the old capital of the Babawalpur State.
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The Bahawalpur State rupees found were of type p. 198,

« - , 1 . oi. X 2, and of mints :— lOianpur, Daru-s-Sariir
Bahawalpur State t> \ ' ^ - ai ~j ^ jt>i' ^

CQj^g^ .lianawalpiir, Ahmadpur, and Bahawal-
pur.

It was a liberal action on the part of the Bahawalpur State

P . to afford an opportunity of examination
of the old coins, and the inspection of

so interesting a hoard was to me a great personal pleasure.

I have made proposals that moderate prices should be fixed for

the selected specimens, which would then be made available to

the Museums and to private collectors.

Delhi: R. B. Whitehead.
February 2Sth, 1909.

70. The Date of the Saltmt Coins : Addendum.
^

In my article on the date of the Salimi Coins, published
in the Num. Supplement No. X, I adduced evidence to prove that
these coins were issued by Salim after his "accession to the
throne. At the time of writing that article I omitted through
inadvertence reference to a half-rupee struck by Salim at
Kabul. It was described by Mr. C. J. Rodgers in the Journal
of the .Asiatic Society ot Bengal for 1896, and has now been
registered in the Indian Museum Catalogue, vol iii (No. 686,
also plate vii). This half-rupee, bearing Salim's name, is dis-

tmctly dated 1014 A.H.—thus the very year to which I assigned
those of the Ahmadabad Salimi coins dated (Ilahi) 50. If
we are to hold with Mr. Beveridge that the Ahmadabad coins

was
must we now maintain, on the strength of this Kabul coin,
that in 1014 AH fliA Prinpf. ^xroc oio^ ^^ /„^^^ n ^ fV.^ro 2

facto
It 13 every way more probable that both at Ahmadabad and at
K.abul the coins first struck by Jahangir after his accession
bore his princely name Salim, and only the later, heavier,
rupees his newly adopted royal name.

Ahmadabad; Geo. P. Taylok.
11th April, 1909.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th August, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S.,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. R. P. Ashton, Babu Rakhal Das
Banerji, Babu Nilraani Chakravarti, Dr. Gopal Chandra Chat-
terjee, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Dr. W. C. Hos-
sack, Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche, Hon'ble Mr. Justice T. W. Rich-
ardson. Mahamahopadhaya Haraprasad Shastri, Captain F. H.
Stewart, I.M.S., Mr. G. H. Tipper, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors /—Mr. G. N. Bower, Babu Bidhu Bliushan. Dutta,
Mr. T. K. Ghose.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

One hundred and two presentations were announced.

The President read a letter from the Secretary to the Trus-
tees of the Parsee Punchayet Funds and Properties, Bombay,
relative to Prof. James Darmesteter Memorial Prize.

The General Secretary reported

:

1.
. That Mr. C. Michie and Captain C. A. Gourlay, I.M.S.,

had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

2. That Babu Sanjib Chandra Sanial, Kumar Raraessur
Maliah, and Mr. J. N. Das, of the Khalispur High School,
Daulatpur P.O., Khu'.na, being largely in arrears of their sub-
scriptions, have been declared defaulters, and that their names
will be suspended in the meeting room in accordance with
Rule 38.

^

The General Secretary laid on the table the following
Report of the Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress
of Applied Chemistry, submitted by Mr. D. Hooper as the
delegate of the Society :—

The International Congress of Applied Chemistry is held
every three years

; the last was held in Rome in 1905, and the
gathermgs had previously met in Belgium, France, Austria and
^rmany. The Seventh Congress was held this year in London,

f.^ a delegate of the Asiatic Society of Bengal a short report
01 the proceedings is submitted to the Council,
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No fewer than 3,000 members attended the London Con-
gress this year, besides several ladies, and the meetings took
place in the University of London, Imperial Listitute, and the
Royal College of Science, South Kensington.

On Wednesday, 27th May, a Mansion House banquet fol-

lowed by a reception by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs at the
Guildhall served to introduce the scientists to each other. On
Thursday afternoon the inaugural meeting, presided over by the
Prince of Wales, was held in the Royal Albert Hall. Sir Henry
Roscoe, the Honorary President, tlianked the Prince for his

Will

four
cial languages of the Congress—English, French, German and
Italian. The wet afternoon failed in damping the enthusiasm
of the proceedings.

On Friday morning, at ten, the delegates and members
plunged into the serious business of the Congress. For work-
ing purposes the subject of Applied Chemistry was divided into

18 independent sections. The?e included Organic and In-

organic Chemistry, Analysis, Metallurgy and Mining, Explosives,
Physiological Chemistry, Colouring Matters, Sugar, Starch, Fer-
mentation, Agriculture, Hvgiene, Pharmaceutical Chemistry,
Bromatology, Photography, Physical Chemistry, and Legisla-
tion affecting Chemical Industries. During the session that
lasted for four days over 1,000 papers were submitted, about
600 were read, and many were eagerlv discussed. Some of the
sections were not so well attended "as others, but there were
enthusiastic experts in each. Organic Chemistry provided the
largest number (111) of papers.

It is impossible to review the work of the various depart-
ments of the Congress, since, as expressed by one of the dele-
gates, "there is not a single industry of any importance to

man that did not claim tribute of chemistry." Bromatology is

a new term in the technical world, invented to embrace the
study of foodstuffs The following subjects were discussed in

this section :

—

Systems for the control of the food supply.
Legal standards of composition of food and drugs.
The composition and analysis of food and drugs.
The use of preservatives in food.

This section also discussed a report from the International
Commission for the Unification of Analytical Methods ; it de-

voted a whole afternoon to the consideration of cocoa and
chocolate

; and formulated international definitions of beer and
brandy.

In the section of Hygiene 36 papers were presented dealing
wiui such subjects as the sterilisation of water by ozone, lead
poisoning, the purification of sewage by various methods, the
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contamination of sea water by sewage, the control of noxious

fumes, and the standardisation of disinfectants. These papers

gave rise to a considerable amount of interesting discussion.

Sir James Crighton-Browne presided over this section, and in

the course of his inaugural address, suggested the appointment

of a Government official to control the sale and use of disinfect-

ants. In Agricultural Chemistry an afternoon was devoted to

the consideration of a report from the International Commis-
sion for the analysis of artificial manure and feeding stuffs.

Dr, Voelcker was the leading genius of tliis department, and
Dr, Leather, of Pusa, represented Indian Agriculture, and con-

tributed three papers.

In Section XI (Law, PoHtical Economy, and Legislation

affecting chemical industry) such subjects' as the protection of

industrial property, international patents, international trade-

marks were discussed. The importance of this section may be

estimated from the fact that the Lord Chief Justice of England

and Lord Justice Fletcher-Moulton addressed the meetings and

presided over some of the deliberations.

Valuable papers were contributed to the section of Sugar,

Starch, Fermentation and Pharmaceutical Chemistry. Demon-
strations were given in the latest improvement in pho-

tography. Exhibitions were made of the newest colouring

matters and their various applications. The Explosives Depart-

ment considered smokeless powders and the coal-dust question.

The members interested in Physiological Chemistry threw new
light upon enzymes and the hydrolysis of albuminoids. The
subjects represented great schemes for benefiting the health of

large towns as well as for remedying individual inconveniences.

It is of civic importance to utilise town refuse at a profit and

prepare suitable forms of road-building material, and
^

the

general public will appreciate the latest device for deodorising

the gas escaping from motor-cars.
In addition to the sectional meetings lectures of more

general interest were given in the afternoon. Tiie most popular

lecture was given by Dr. A. Bernthsen on *' The Oxidation of

Atmospheric Nitrogen." It was delivered in the Central Tech-

nical College which was crowded to suffocation. The formation
of nitric oxide from the air was demonstrated very successfully

by electrical appliances.
* A daily paper next morning report-

ing the lecture prefaced it with the apt headline :
'* Saltpetre

made while you wait." Other lectures were given by Dr. 0.

Witt, of Berhn, and Sir Boverton Redwood.
During the course of the proceedings excursions were paid

to the National Physical Laboratory, the Metropolitan Water-

Works, Hampton District Council Sewage WoriiS, the Countiy
Council School of Photo-Engraving, the Polytechnic, Messrs.

The social

Wo
was
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important. Beginning with the reception and conversazione
given by the Lord Mayor at the Guildhall^ every evenhig was fully

occupied. There were the receptions at the Foreign Office, at
the American Ambassador's house, the University of London,
and the Natural History Museum, a garden party at Regent's
Park Gardens, and a banquet at the Crystal Palace. It was not
only pleasant but profitable at these gatherings to become
acquainted with investigators in foreign countries previously
known only by name. In the words of the President, '

' Through
the Congress ancient friendships were renewed and other bonds
were established which would advance the science to which they
had devoted their hves."

The of

Fellowships in the Society, of which intimation had been given
by circular to all Resident Members in accordance with Rule
64A, were brought up for discussion.

The Fellowships' Sub-Committee propose the following
rules governing the election of Fellows ;

—

Rule 2A.—Among the Ordinary Members a certain number,-
not exceeding 50 at any time, shall be distin-

guished on account of eminence in literary or

scientific work, as Fellows. During the year
1910, the number of Ordinary Members elected to

this distinction shall not exceed 20; during 1911
and 1912 the number of additional Fellows elect-

ed shall not exceed ten in each year, and dur-
ing all subsequent years not more than five Ordi-
nary Members shall be elected to the distinction
of Fellowship in one year. Ordinary Members
elected to the distinction of Fellowship shall

retain all the privileges and obligations of Ordi-

13A.

nary Membership,

1909
prepare a list of Ordinary Members whom they
recommend to the Society for election to the dis-

tinction of Fellowship in accordance with Rule
2A. This list shall be suspended in the Society's
rooms, and a copy shall be posted to each Ordi-
nary Member not later than the 1st of January,
1910. The persons so nominated shall be ballot-
ed
ary, 1910.

To Rale 48 add clause

(h) Subje_ct to confirmation at the Annual General Meet-
ing m February, 1910, to propose regulations to
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govern the nomination and election of Fellows

from among the Ordinary Members.

The following three gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members ;

—

Mr. Digby Livingstone Drake-BrocJcman^ I.C.S., proposed

by Mr. H. R. Nevill, seconded by Mr. C. A. Silberrad; Mr,
J, P, Thompson, I.C.S., Hoshiarpur, Punjab, proposed by Mr.

R. Burn, seconded by Mr. K. B. Whitehead ; Babu Jyotis

Chandra Bhattacharjee, M.A., B.L., Vakil, High Court, Cal-

cutta, proposed by Mr. Harinath De, seconded by Dr. A.

Suhrawardy.

Dr. Annandale exhibited a series of drawings of Indian

fishes made by Dr. F. Buchanan Hamilton.

The following papers were read :

1. The constitution of the roots of Arisaema concinnum,

Schott, and A. speciosum, Mart.—By BiDHtr Bhusan Dutta.

Communicated by Mr. I. H. Burkill.

This paper has been pubHshed in the Journal for July

1909.

2. On the Ova of' a Distoma found in the Skeletal Muscles of

Saccobranchus Fossils.—By Dr. G. C. Chatterjeb and T. C.

Ghose.

3. Punch-marked Coins from Afghanistan.—By Rakhal
Das Banerji.

4. Two inscribed Guns from Assam.—By Rakhal Das
Banerji.

5. Chemical Examination of Aurvedic Metallic Prepara-

tions: Part I,'' Sata-puta lauha and Shaliashra-puta Uuha''
{iron roasted hundred times and thousand times).—By Pan-

CHANAN Neogi, M.A., and Birendra Bhusan Adhikary,
il.A. Communicated by Hon'ble Mb. Justice Asutosh Mukho-
PADHYAYA.

6. The origin of Indian Drama.—By Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri,

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journnl

O

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, 11th

August, 1909, at 9-30 p.m.

LiEUT.-CoL. F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., in the chair.
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The following members were present :

—

Lt.-Col. E. H. Brown, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Dr. G. C.

Chatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col. C. R. M.
Green, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. A. M. Leake, Captain
R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Captain D.
McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Dr. Girendra
Nath Mukerjee, Major J. Mulvany, I.xM.S., Lieut.-Col. A. H.
Nott, LM.S., Dr. T. F. Pearse, Captain H. E. Smith, LM.S.,
Captain E. E. Waters, LM.S., Major L. Rogers, T.M.S., Honor-
ary Secretary.

Visitors :^Dr. S. N. Bhattacharjee, Dr. C. Mackenzie,
Dr. G. C. Mitra, Major W. D. Sutherland, I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The presentation of a large number of medical journals
by Lieut.-Col. G. T. A. Harris was announced. A vote of thanks
to the donor was carried unanimously.

4

A demonstration of the precipitin test for human blood
was shown by Major W. D. Sutherland, I.M.S. A discussion
followed in which Lieut.-Cols. Green and Maynard and Dr.
Hossack joined.

The following resolution was proposed by Lient.-Col.
C. R. M. Green. I.M.S., seconded by Captain D. McCay, I.M.S.,
and carried unanimously :

—

" The Melical Section of the Asiatic Society, having had
demonstrated to them the precipitin test for human
blood, are of opinion that it is a practical test when
conducted by an expert, and can give valuable
assistance in medico-legal practice. They consider
that the time has come for making the test available
m medico legal procedure in this country."

The following paper was read :

On some Surgical Gases. By Lieut.-Colonel E. Harold
Brown, LM.S.

Tlie discussion was joined in by Lieut.-Colonels Nott, Green
and Maynard, and Maior Waters.

\ ^ .^ ^ ^, ^ -^/^.-V^-K-v.
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30. Plate of Gayada Tufiga Dcva.

By NiLMANi Chakravarti, M.A,

This copper-plate has been for some time in the possession
of the Asiatic Soc ety of Bengal, and there is no mention in the
Proceedings to show how the Society received it. The plate is

rectangular, 6"x5/' very heavy, with an elliptical brass seal
soldered on its upper side. On the seal is the figure of a bull
standing before a tree, above which is the name of the king
Sri Gatjada tunga devasya, and above the name is a crescent with
a small circle, the symbol for sun and moon. The plate is
inscribed on both sides and the letters are deeply cut and in a
good state of preservation.

From palaeograpliic considerations the inscription may be
assigmd to the 11th century A.D.. A comparison of the writ-
ing on this plate with that on the plates of Mahdbhavagupia
(Ep. Ind., vol. iii, pp. 342, 848), which have been assigned to
the 11th century A.D. by Dr. Fleet, shows that while in almost
all cases tlie letters are identical, in some they show a Httle
difference; e.gr., the letters ja and ha. The lowest line of ja^

ends, in the plates of Makdbhavagupta, in a curve, while in
this plate it ends in a perpendicular line. The letter ha has
two perpendicular lines in tlie plates of Mahdhhav tgupta, but
nere it ends in a single line. A comparison of the palaeography
of this plate with that of Deopara inscription, assigned by
Biihler to 1100 A.D., is in favour of placing it earlier. A
further palaeographical peculiarity is the invers'on of the sign
of long vowel a in lines 29 and 31, in the word mala, where
instead of being written by the side of the letter it has been
represented by an upward stroke on the seriff. The language
IS hopelessly corrupt Sanskrit prose, althoukdi the author in
the beginning indulges in a display of high-soundng meta-
phors. It is u^^eless to attempt correction of the whole text.

The object of the inscription is to record a grant of land
by a certain king Gayddalunga who claims descent from the
J-unga dynasty, which beJonered to the SdndVyagotra and came
f^om Hohitdgiri ^ the modern Rhotasgarh >n'the Shahabad Dis-
trict of Bengal. From an inscription published in the Epigram
Phialndica, vol. iv, p. 311, we come to know that a Hindu
Prince named Praidpa was ruling there in samvat 1279.
Whether there was any connexion between his family and that
01 the Tujigas, we have no means to ascertain. Gayddatunga
calls himself Parama-mdhekvara , i.e., a great Faiva, a fact
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which is manifest from the bull-symbol on the seal. From line

6 it appears that he was a Mandalekvara only, and the terri-

tory over which he ruled was known as Yawagartamandala.

The genealogical portion of the inscription offers some diffi-

culty. In line 11 there is mention of a king Vanaryakatro, and

line 13 another of the name Jagatunga. It is very difficult to

ascertain the connection between these two. Either these two

names belong to one and the same person, i.e., Vanaryamtw is

a surname of Jagatunga, or the former might have been a pre-

decessor of the latter. In the line of Jagatunga there was a

prince named Salanatunga^ Then again the connection be-

tween Gayadatunga and Salanatunga has not been clearly stated

in the inscription. Most probably Gayadatunga was the son

of Salanatunga. The land granted comprised a village named

Toro, situated in the Vendumga Vishaya in the Yanmgarta

mandala, and the donees were a number of Brahmanas_ who

canie from AhicUatra and settled at the village Kuruvabhata

in the Odra-visJiaya. The village lands were distributed m the

following way, viz.—{\) one-sixth mala was _ given to Dado,

son of Govinda and grandson of Kaka Ojha; (2) one-sixth

mala to Trivikrama and Purushottama, sons of Vishnudik-

shita
; (3) one-eighteenth mala to five brothers Ramadeva,

etc., sons of Madhusudana
; (4) one-eighteenth niala to

Vishnu, son of Duvilla ; (5) one-eighteenth mala to GhaVo, son

of Saha; (6) one-sixth mala to Ndrdyana, son of Ghdllida-

ma; (7) one-tweKth mala to three brothers S'righosha, etc.,

sons of Vedaghosha; (8) one-eighteenth ma/a to Trilocha^ia, son

of Trivikrama; (9) one-thirtysixth mala to Valadeva, son of

Avida; (10) one-twelfth mala to Manorava and Devasarma,

sons of Pauma; and (11) one-twelfth mala to Sadhovana, son

of Ananta, Tlie word mala, which has been used U timej

in this inscription, seems to indicate high or cultivable land

as opposed to low or marsfiy land which are incapable of being

cultivated.
Malab

humi which means a table-land; also c/. Kshetramaruhya

mdlam in Meghedutam. Dr. Bloch has kindly supplied two

notes'on the word mala meaning a measure of land : (1) ^^
' measure of land ' = ^-^ of a Veli, Ep. Ind. vii,_p. 1^, ^^^^\

(2) mala dvddakihe grdmam sdsanam Vatagarttikdm .
Karitalai

(District Jabbulpur, C. P.), stone inscription, Ep. InA., n,

p. 179. V. 36; vide p. 175 (Kielhorn), " the village vatag^"

rttika in the mdld group of twelve" ; c/. also Medinl " Matarn

Kshetre.
?j

TEXT.
Obverse.

(1) cm Svasti Ava [d] dh-5 [d] dhata-dvipa-ganda-sthala

galad-avirala-mada
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(2) malita ^—madliukar—avail—jha (m) krine (t-ai) ka—
pradoshat pravu (bu) [d] dha—teyah (jo)—vipra—

(3) Varai Rik^—sama—yajur— veda— dhvani (ni) bliir—
nivaha—pratikrita-sakala-jana—

^ (4) Padat anavarata-dvija-liuta-hutavahohu (dbhu) ta-
dhuma-sanchayo (ya)-praha

—

(5) Sita-samasta-risi-vasakat ^ Mahaparvata-hhidhanR^-psiY'
vatoda

—

(6) rindata ? Tunga-nare[nJdra-nkita-tano (h) Yamagaria
mandala gatah durvara *

—

(7) rati-inadya [d] dvirada-vara-ghata—kumbha-pi (pijtlia
prahara-vyalagna-muktapha

(8) la-nikara-karalasi-dhara sphuranti drislitva bhagne
nivarita pra—

-

(9) hasita vati yasya ^ grame bliumau Sa S'n Gayada-
tunga prathita pri^

—

(10) tlm-ya^as-tunga—vamsa(a) d-vabhuva sad-vi(vi)iy-
a^charya-bhuto nija-bhuja-maliimo—

(11) parjita-pujita-sri-raja-vanarya-satro satatam-apichala
ni^cha

—

(12) la yasya Llakshmi ^ sandilya-gotrad-utpan [n]a Rohita-
giri-nirgata

(13) raja-Jagattu [n]ga—rupa-vi(vi)rya-vala-nvita(li) tasya-
nvayo (yah) Salanatuaga

(14) S'n (Sri) man-urjita—Vimatasya vabhuva dharmajno
augdhSv (b) dhor-iva cliandrama.

(15) Parama-maliei§vara-samadhigata-pamcba-maha-4av (b)

da-Srl-Gayadatu

—

(16) nga-deva kusha (^a) li etanmaudale-smin bhavino
samantaka-sama

—

(17) Vajini-jana-janapada yathariliain vodlia(ya)ti kuslia
(sa) layaty ^ adisa—

(18) yati'^cha viditam = astu bliavataih Feniwmj/a-Vishava
samva (ba) [d] dha—ToKO-gra—

(19) iDo-=yam chatu [h] si (si) ma—paryanta Ahichhatra

—

vmirgata opRA-vishaye ku
(20) KUVABHATA—grama-vastavya kusika-gotra—triyarsha

pravara-bhatta—

Reverse,

(21) putra—Dado—Govinda-suta—Kaka-ojha—naptra (e)
»5iiaga amsa » shashtha-mala-a—

(22) para—khanda-kshetra—bhafc [t] a-putra—Trivikrama-
^urushottama—Vishnudi (di) kshita-su—

Read rmilina, 6 Read yasya.
Kead varair^Rik. 6 Eead Z^at^Tii
Kead samastarshi asakat. 7 Read adi^ati.
Kead durvara. a Read amsa.
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(23) ta-bhratara-dvayena arhsa shashtha-mala apara-khanda

kshetra—panca-bhrata

—

(24) rena bhattaputra Ramadeva—Madhusudana-suta amsa

ashtadasa-ma
(2.")) la apara-klianda kshetra bhat [tjaputra Vishnu-Duvilla-

suta ashtada§ama

(26) la aiiisa bhat[tja putra—Ghallo-Saha-suta amsa ashta-

da^a-mala (la) apa

(27) ra-khanda kslietra bhat [t] a putra Narayana-Ghalli

dama-STita air

(28) la bhatta putra-S'ri (^ri) ghosha-Vedaghosha-su [ta]

tri-ni-bbratareiia am^a dvadaSa

(29) mala bhat [tj a putra Trivikrama-suta tri (Tri) lochana

amsa-as'atadaSa-ma

(30) la bhataputra-Valadeva Avida-suta amsa ^ shat tri (tri)

ra^a-mala bhataputra Ma.
(31) norava-Devasarma-Pauma-^suta-bhratara-dvayena am-

§a-dvadasa-mala

—

(32) bhat [t] a putra Sadhovana ® Ananta-suta-a[mJ^adva
daSa mala ete brahma

(33) nana Toro-grama-kara-^asana-krita rupya parhcha na-

vena aikenapi

(34) rupya [45] trinoka* pSrvakena mata pitror-atma*

na§ = cha punya-ya^o

(35) bhivrdh(ddh)aye tamra-sasanlkritya Pradat [t] o =
smabhiryavach = chandrarka-ta

—

(36) rakam(am) acbata-bhata (a) pravesa na kenapi vadha

karaniya uktan = ca.

(37) Dharma-^astre Vahubhir = vasudha dat [t] a rajabhi-(h)

sagaradibhi (h) yasya
(38) yasya yada bliumis=:tasya tasya tada phalam
(39) svadat [t] a [rh] paradat [ta] m-va yo
( 0) hareta Vasundharam sa vishthayam krimir = bhiitva

pitribhi [s] saha pa •hyate = ti.

1 Read amsa.
2 Dr. Bioch reads Paduma.

3 Dr. Bloch reads satkavena.

* Read Triloka.



31. The Origin of Indian Drama.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haeaprasad Shastri

Indian tradition almost uniformly assumes tbat Bharata is

the founder of Indian Dramatic Art.

ti iS?fou*nder*'^^
*'^*'^''

I^f^'i'i^sa in his Vikromorvasi speaks
lona oun er.

^^ Bharata as the playwright and the

stage-manager of the gods in heaven. Bhababhiiti, in his

Uttararamacarita, speaks of Bharata as the «l^?^f^^f^^^K,

that is. the earliest writer on instrumental music. Tne actors

were always called Bharataputras. The great work on Indian

dramaturgy is namsd Bharata Na^yasastra. In thit book

Bharata is the principal interlocutor, and he speaks in the

first person, as having received the knowledge of the dramatic

art from Brahma as a revelation, and calls it the fifth Veda.

Panini, however, speaks of Silali as the Rsi by whom
Natvasutras were spoken (4. 3. 110). He

Panim s testimony.
^ig/gpe^kg ^f Rrsasva as another Rsi by

whom the Natyasutras were spoken (4. 3. 1 11). This shows that

the profession of actors is older than Panini, whose' age has not

yet been ascertained with any certainty. Indian pandits hke

Samasrami would make him hve in 2300 B.C ,
whde Biihler,

basing; his argument on a story given in the Kathasarits^gara,

would place him in 400 B.C. His concl usions have not yet been

accepted. But the priority of Natyasastra to Panini cannot be

denied.

More than sixty years ago Colonel Ouseley discovered two

caves in the Ramagadh hills m Sirguja
Epigraph! c evidence,

^^^^^^.y inscribed with sentences m
Asoka-characters. The inscriptions in their nature were

neither historical, nor religious. Recently Dr. Bloch visited

these caves, took new impressions of the inscriptions and inter-

preted them to be theatrical. Lupadakhe, in that inscription,

he interpreted as expert in acting. And inside one of the

caves he found a stage with paintings still faintly discermble,

with galleries for the audience, with holes for putting in screens,

and so forth (see his report in Archaeological Annual, Vol. 2).

The sta^re, he thinks, should be as old as the inscriptions, that

is, second or third century B.C.
Professor Noldeke thinks that the word Pahlava, which is

so often met with in Indian literature for Parthians, cannot

have originated before the first century A.D. But Professor

Biihler, in the introduction to his translation of Manu, says:

'With all due deference to the weight of Professor Noldeke s
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name, I must confess that it appears to me very hazardous."
But the mere mention of the Palilavas would show that the
verse in Manu mentioning Pahlavas cannot have been com-
posed before the beginning of the first century B.C.

If the above statement is entitled to any weight, the

The age of Bharata J^f
I'ata Natyasastra is to be placed

Natyasastra. Dctore the composition of the Code of

V , ^ ,

,

Manu. In Manu x. 43-44, Sakas,
Yavanas and Pahlavas are enumerated. From this enumera-
tion Buhler comes to the conclusion: "The work seems to have
been composed between the second century A.D. and thesecond
century B.C. But m the Bharata Natvasastra Parthians are
mentioned along with Sakas and Yavanas as in Manu (see
Natyasastra XXV. 89). But the Parthians are mentioned not
as Pahlavas bat as Pahravas. The Pandita editor of the Natya-
sastra not tnowmg the word, and unWilling to change it, has
queried it. Ihis leaves no doubt that the word in the manu-
scripts consulted is Pahrava. So Professor Noldeke's objection
does not hold here. The Parthians came to power by the mid-
dle of the third century B.C., and their name had not been
changed into Pahlava when this book was written. For all
practical purposes therefore the compilation of the Natyasastramay be_ placed m the second century B.C., almost at the time
when Ramagadh caves were converted into theatres.An exammation of a work so old, so large, and so elaborate

Contents of the Natya- ^ ^^® Nafyasastra is likely to prove
sastra. exceedingly interesting. It embodies

TnrlJarn v,f^ •
^i .

traditions of the past and it reveals

I?.hnw k1 '
-i"

^^"'^^^ ^g^ ^n all its multifarious phases.

Manu seem, 't T?''^"' T^ "^^ ^' ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^hat it should be.

fta^wnl^ ^-
^^^' ^"^" ^™^ of the influence which the

denmJ;tfH "'^ °". ^^^^ P^^P^*^' ^^^ ^'^ ^^.^ very vehement in

BrSrZf pfessionof actors. In fact, he prohibited

namer -Kn, rr '"''r^^^^
^^^°^«- ^'' ^ ^'^^k older than Manu,

Tta^e wnf
-^ ^! « Arthasastra composed about 300 B.C., the

mefousTasr
''^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^"^ the Kusllavas were a nu-

The book is written throughout in Sloka metre, except

Form of the book. ^Ii^re short ancient words are imbedded

thi^ bnrtt „ -xx .
^^ ^*- ^^ ^6 accept Max Miiller's theory

is about Tr''''^^5
immediately after the Sutra period, that

current t th
'"^^^^

.
^^^tury B.C. According to the fashion

between T^lr^.
"^^^^^^^ ^^'^ ^^^"1 «f interlocution

tion bTtvveen'
M^ """"^ ^^ ^^"^^'^^

J"^^* ^« ^anu is an interlocu-

Bhiu and 2 M^ •
^^1*^" ^"^^«' a«^^ afterwards between

tion^betwin^-r'-
The Mahabharata, too, is an interlocu-

s Slar Xrw T ^"^ '^^ ^^"^«- ^^ this book, as in all

Sn But Vb
^^.%P"n^iP^ interlocutor speaks in the first

person. But the difference between this work and the others
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is, that the principal interlocutor is the principal actor througli-

out this book, that is, lie speaks of his own acts.

The work says, in the second age of the Vaivasvata Manu

Tu. , ^^.1 TT J rustic habits prevailed and men be-
lt IS the fifth \ eda. ^^^^ miserable ; so Indra and other gods

prayed to Brahma for some sporting thing which may benefit

the Sudras as well. Brahma immediately summoned the four

Vedas and acquainted them with the petition of the gods and

invoked their assistance in bringing a fifth Veda into existence.

Rgveda gave him dialogue, Samaveda gave him songs, Yajur-

veda gave him acting, and Atharvaveda gave him ram or aesthetic

pleasure. The new Veda was complete, and Bharata presented

himself to Brahma and asked to be the first professor of the

new Veda.
Brahma said: " The ceremony of raising the flag-staff of

Indra is near at hand; show your skill

Connected with Indra-
in the ceremony." Bharata settled the

'^ ^^'
preliminary prayers, and so on, and

enacted a drama in which the gods defeated the Asuras.

The performance pleased all the gods, and each of them presented

something useful to the stage. But the Asuras got annoyed.

They thought that this was another invention of the gods to

humiliate, to ridicule and to torment them, and so they began

to throw obstacles in the way of the performance.

This angered Indra very much. He rooted out the flag-

staff with which he belaboured the Asuras. From the act of

belabouring, the staff was called i «TqgK ) Jarjara [1.39]

The Jarjara or the bruised flagstaff of Indra became afterwards

the emblem of the stage. It received its worship first of all

in a performance. It had six joints and five interspaces

between the joints, each interspace was dedicated to a deity

and covered with a rag of one colour; and it measured 108

angulas or 72 inches. It may be made of any wood, preferably

of bamboos. This is an indication that the dramatic art origi-

nated in that part of India where bamboos grow in abundance.

But this belabouring of Asuras was not agreeable to Bharata,

who, with all his sons, prayed Brahma for the protection of

plays. Brahma ordered Visakarma to erect a building and

asked the different gods to protect different parts of the build-

ing. Brahma also invited the Asuras and explained to them

the object of the new invention. It is neither for the gods nor

for the Asuras. It is for the instruction and amusement of

all.

Professor Macdonell, in his history of Sanskrit literature,

says that the Hindus had no public

theatrr"
""^

theatres and the dramas used to be

enacted in the dancing-halls of princes.

But the existence of such a word as Preksngrha or Pekklia-

gharaa stands against his theory. In the second chapter of the
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Natysastra three different forms of Preksagrha are prescribed.
The first is called Vikrs^a, elongated or elliptical, 108 cubits in
length. Tills is prescribed for gods, i.e., in temple. The
second is a rectangle 64 cubits in length and 32 in breadth.
Tf is is for princes and noblemen. There are indications that
this form was prescribed for the pubhc theatres in large centres
of population

; the third is an equilateral triangle, each side of
which is 32 cubits in length. This is a private theatre.

Half of the length of each of the different buildings was to

Th„ ;^f„. ^ accommodate the audience. DifferentIhR inter-arrangements „„„<.„ . ., , i-rr j i

of theatres. castes were to sit at different places,

indicated by columns of different col-

ours. Galleries were formed one behind the other, each bench
being one cubit higher than the one in front. The Brahmins
had the front seats indicf^ted by white columns. The Ksatri-
yas had their seats indicated by red columns. Beh'nd them sat
the Vaisyas and the S udras—Vaisyas to the north-west and
Sudras to the north-east—their seats being indicated by yellow
and blue columns. There were other columns too, perhaps for
those not included in the caste-system. There was a verandah
above the auditory in which, too, seats were arranged as before.

rru -^J?®
°^^^^ ^^If of tiie building was given over to the actors.

Ihe hmdermost part was called the Rarga^Trsa with six
columns where the worship was conducted, with Brahma the
author of the Natyaveda as the chief deity. It occupied one-
eighth of the building. It was connected with the greenroom
(Wepathyagrha) by two doors. From the greenroom to stage
there n>ay be one or two doors. The stage is sometimes two
storied, thp higher storey to represent scenes in heaven ; but
tHe whole stage was covered with pictures either in basrelief or
on canvas representing landscapes, gardens, parks, palaces,
houses, temples, rivers, mountains, forests, etc.. which in the
absence of movable scenes served the purposes of securing
representation. ^ '

Most elaborate forms of worship are prescribed for the

Worship. erection of every part of the building.

.
The Brahmanas had to be fed at every

turn
;
sometimes with rich and sometimes with ordinary food.

It IS enjoined that deformed and ugly persons should on no
account be employed in connection with any work concerning

f
/*""^^^S- -Friars and monks and other mendicants should

not be allowed to approach the building. The most important
ceremony m connection with the worship is the consecration

lliA^A^' •
^}^^ evening previous to the worship, it is to be

laia down m the theatre-building with a mantra given in verse

it'il
^

I^^""}
^^y ^fter the worship of all the gods the

ovirh T^ ^°.^^ w.rshipped. It had five joint., presided

sem«nfa ^^^^i^'^'T^^^h^^a. Visnu, giva, Kartika and the
serpents. The first inmf io t^ v.. ;

'„' „j '., „.i •._ ^^^^u fi,P
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second with blue, the third with yellow, the fourth witli red

and the fifth with cloth of variegated colours.

It has been already explained that the dramatic plays

The first Dramas. ^^f^ ^'*^ ^^,! ^^^^^"S ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
of Indra after the conquest of Asuras.

After the completion of the theatre-building Bharata asked
Brahma what play to enact. The order was Amrta-Mathana,
which p eased the gods very much. They longed for entertain-

ing Siva with a dramatic representation^ and Tripuradaha
was enacted before him in the Himalayas. Siva was very much
plea^sed, and he suggested an improvement, to include dancing
in theatre.

After the destruction of the sacrifice of Daksa, Siva in the

The beginning of Dance,
evening danced with various ggsticula-

tions to the tune of music, biva as-

sumed any posture, and in this matter imitated all the principal
gods. Tliese postures were known as Pindibandha.

The position of the hands, of the feet, of the waist, of the
sides, of the thighs, of the belly, of the back, and of the chest
is necpssary in a dance. Sometimes they have slow motion
and sometimes quick motion. These movements are called the
matrka or the mothers of dance. A combination of three or
four of these mothers is called a karana or action. One hun-
dred and eight of such actions are enumerated. Different com-
binations of these actions are called ^T-^T^ or gesticulation.

Thirty-two of such gesticulations are enumerated. Four
different ways are enumerated for gracefully putting a stop to

dancing. They are called Recakas. All these Recakas Anga-
naras and Pindibandnas were created by Mahadeva after the

destruction of "the sacrifice of Daksa. He taught all these to

Tanclu. Hence the art of dancing was known as Tandava.
Delighted with the performance of the drama Tripura-

Introduotion of Dane-
daba Mahadeva ordered Ta^du to im-

ng in Theatres. part the knowledge of dancmg to Bha-

rata. The Munis asked Bharata,' ' Why
was the dance included in a dramatic performance ? It does

not help the story, it does not produce an emotion. Acting is

quite enough for these purposes Why was then dancing in-

cluded in a dramatic performance ?
" In reply to them Bharata

says. "Dances do not help dramatic action but beautify it."

They are very popular, and on all auspicious occasions people

resort to dancing. For this reason dam:ing was introduced m
a dramatic performance in connection with songs.

The preliminaries are :—(1) The arrangement of musical in-

P5rv„.«. V struments. (2) The position of the

lixninarS^^'
"' *^^ ^''' musicians among themselves. (3) The

beginning of songs. (4) Exammmg
niusical instruments. (5) Setting musical instruments to vocal

music. (6) Setting stringed instruments to vocal music.
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(7) Setting the hands of the musicians to different instruments.
(8) Concert of stringed and other musical instruments. (9) Keep-
ing time. (10) Singing the praise of the gods. All these
are to be done outside the stage behind the screen. Then the
curtain is to be raised and the manager is to enter the stage.
He is to turn round in all directions to make his obeisance to
the lords of the ten quarters. Then comes the well-known
Xandi, and then a number of slokas on the jarjara, then acting
commences with gestures and gesticulations and amorous mover
ments, as well as with terrible strides.

On the curtain being raised, Siitradhara is to enter with

The manager in enter- ^ palmful of flowers, accompanied by
ingthe stage. two' companions, one with a Bhrfigara

and the other with the jarjara. He
should advance five steps with a view to worship Brahma. At
tlie centre of the stage Brahma is supposed to be always present.
There the flowers were to be strewed. Then with a graceful
movement of the hand Brahma was to be bowed. The manager
was to bow down thrice with his hands resting on the ground.
Then he is to turn round the stage, keeping to the right as
usual, perform the ceremony of Pradaksina, and take the jarjara
trom_ the hand of his companion and proceed five steps towards
the instruments. Then turning round, he would bow to the
lords ot the quarters as well as Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara.

Alter this a fourth man is to enter with'flowers. He should
worship jarjara, the instruments, and the manager : and then
retire walking to the time of suitable music. Then the manager
reads his Nandl. He should say

I

fmri^ ?f^fl^ ^^TJiTTi^ I!

^1?* ^^IfTT^^ ^If'^TTlTT ^«^5|

Tirts^ ^5|%%»^>, f^5iTf^»?j: gn JT^T

f3U^ =5TTiTT f^Tflf ^^^l ^^fiT ^%

^* <?M

There should be eight or twelve sentences.
At the end of each sentence, the companions are to say,
TTtt I

Then the instruments
naimp^ o

'"^.^l^^s^.^^^ments are to sound a note with eight

aCr!:. %^'^^ "^"^ ^°"^ and six short and again three long

fariar^ wo 1 fu"^^ *^ ^''^^^^^^ that the verse in honour of
jarjara would have now to be rpad TV,of ^«r=« ,'« now toto be read. That verse is now
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be recited with deep sound containing a hymn to the god

intended for worship, and sentiments either of loyalty to the

king or a reverence to Brahmanas. At the end of this, another

verse is to be recited for dismissing the jarjara and la ing it

down. The two companions will move away and the manager

holding the jarjara in balance will advance five steps with

cliarming motion and read an Aryasloka on love and move
towards his companions. This is called Cari. Then handing

over jarjara to one of his companions, he is to move with quick

and fierce steps with accompanying suitable music, and read a

verse of fierce import. This is called Mahacari . After the end

of this he should talk with his companions. This talk is called

Prarocana or inducement. It should include an invitation to

the audience to hear and see, and also give a summary of the

subject-matter of the drama. And then he retired with his

companions in the same way as he came.

The prehminaries should not be prolonged, for in that case

both the actors and the audience would become tired, and if they

are tired the drama will not be appreciated. After the departure

of the manager with his companions, another man is to enter

who is called Sthapaka. He really ushers in the drama. He
moves on the stage with charming gait, and praises the gods

and the Brahmanas in suitable terms, the music playing all the

while in unison." He is to propitiate the audience, extol the

poet, and indicate the beginning of the drama and then retire.

The preliminaries having been explained, the Munis asked

Bharata to explain ' Rasa,' ' Bhava,' ' Saipgraha,' Karika

and Nirukta. Bharata says that the dramatic art is so vast

that it is impossible to explain it fully, as the fine arts required

are infinite in number, and the Bhavas, i.e., sentiments {?«< what

happens or is caused to happen), are also infinite It is difficult

to cross even one ocean of knowledge, not to say of the various

oceans of knowledge. In the Sutras and in Bhasya every-

thing has been explained in detail. A short compilation is

called a « Samgraba '
: Karikas or mnemnnic verses aie those

owin
proprieties, harmony, tendencies, success, tunes, musical in-

struments, songs and theatricals. Xighantu with Nisaraa is

that which gives the technical terms, according to different

schools, with meanings of their roots. The science which de-

rives these technical terms from their roots, and explains how
the technical meaning is arrived at, is called Nirukta. Then an

entire Samgraha is given in which all the principal topics of

the dramatic art are enumerated in 17 slokas, after which comes

this significant verse :
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This is a compilation of the dramatic art in which the
meaning of the Siitras is given in brief. After this I will speak
of or expatiate upon the Siitragrantha. Then commpnces a
prose treatise in the proper Sutra form with ^T^i^m; and
am^TTT'' at every step. The word Siitra here does not
mean aphorisms only but a work written in Siitra style like

Kalpasutras, Srautasutras, and others. In the prose treatise not
only are Siitras given but their Bhasya and a number of Kari-
kas. There are often derivations given of words from roots. So
in this prose treatise imbedded in a long work in sloka metre,
we have not only the ISTatysiitras, but their Bhasya, Karika,
Nighantu and Nirukta also!' This shows that there was a vast
literature in the dramatic art before this long work in sloka-

metre was compiled , and that literature had already undergone
five or six different stages of development.

The first work of dramatic art pre-supposes the existence of

a large number of dramas enacted in very early times, namely,
the fall of the Asuras, the churning of the nectar from the sea,

and the burning of the three cities, and so on. The first drama or
Nataka in its origin was not secular but connected with religion,
the second was a Samavak^ra, and the third Dima, a kind of

drama in which supernatural elements predominated. The pro-
duction of numerous dramas necessitated creation of dramatic art.

Panmi speiks of Silrh'sNatyasiitra andKrsasva'sNatyasiitras.
Indjan tradition unfailingly points out Bharata as the first writer
on the dramatic art a,s a Suttakara. In the Natyasrstra too
mention is made of various schools of Natyasutra (Siddhanta).
Ihis explains that all the three-SilMi, KrsHsva and Bharata—
were Sutrakaras. In course of time the Sutras themselves
required explanation and expansion and so Bhasyas were written.
Orr>idually the literature became bulky and it became necessary
to write compendious treatises, mnemonic verses, and so on, till

m the second century B.C. the whole of the vast hterature was
brought into a compendious harmony in what we now have as

Bharata Natysastra.
This book which runs through 38 cliapters is so full of

The author of the book, technicalities, that it would^ take

, .
' several years' study to master it com-

pletely. In the 28th chapter there is another Sutra work, i.e.,

on mstmmental music ; and there are altogether 7 chapters on
music They are full of ancent technicalities very little under-
stoodm modern times and even by classical writers. The chapters
ondress, seh ction of actors, classification of dramas, are equally
aimcuit to understand. It has often been said in this work
that vvhatever is useful to the world is useful to the dramatist
and the actor

^
So all the arts of life in ancient times are faith-

pv.n r™^^ '^ t^is work, which makes it a hard nut to crack

rUv 7 Q antiquarian. Tlie question is who compiled such
a work? Some clue is given at the end. Bharata throughout
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the work speaks in the first person. He makes mention of

things terrestrial only, for he says men should not attempt

to imitate the sentiments of the gods, and gods should be

represented as men. But still he says that his art has its origin

in heaven, and the Apsaras and gods and demigods were his only

actors. But when these actors became experts they began tc

write plays on their own account, and the worst thing they did

was to ridijcule the Rsis. The Rsis in a rage cursed that they

should be Sildracarl and their wicked knowledge wou'd perish.

Bharata himself interfered and got the second curse withdrawn.

But the first stood all the same.

A short time after Nahusa, a king of the lunar dynasty,

conquered heaven and became very anxious to have a perform-

ance at his capital on earth. Bharata induced liis actors

much against their will to comply with the king's request. They

came down, lived on earth for^^some time, and left a progeny

behind whose hereditary profession was acting, and Kau^ilya

in his Arthasastra classes them with SiJdras. The celestial actors

went back to heaven and were' freed from the curse by Bharata

for their success in this art. Bharata did not himself come

down; Kolahala variously named Kohila and Kohala was the

terrestrial teacher.

^njf^cTJT I

Again

»iTcrT*n^ ^'uts^ nf^^^ g^f^cr: i

Bharata plainly attributes the authorship of the Sastra,

as opposed to the Sutra, to Kohela Vatsya, Sandilya and

Dhurtita.
, . ... , ,

The countries and the tribes mentioned m this book

are •- (l) Kirata, (2) Barbnra, (3) And-

^.
Geographical informa- j^^^" ^^^ ^u^abida, (5) Kasi-kosala, (6)

Pulinda, and (7) Daksinalya, the in-

liabitanta of which if represented in drama should be painted

black. (1) The Sakas, (2) Yavanas, (3) Pahravas, and (4) the

Vahlikas are to be painted white. The Pancalas, Surasenas,
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Mahisas, Udramagadhas, Angas, Vangas, and Kalifigas are to
be painted dark-white. The tribes mentioned in this connec-
tion all belong to ancient times. The Andhras and Kalingas
are mentioned in Asoka inscriptions. The Vaiigas are men-
tioned in connection with Buddha's life. The Pancalas, Surase-
nas are mentioned in the Brahmanas. Sakas, Yavanas and
Pahlavas in Manu. :

In speaking of the dramatic tendency of the people of

,, , . , ^ different countries, the Natyasastra
^^Mountams and Coun- g^y^ ^y^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ tendencies,

namely, Daksinatya, Avanta, Uddra-
magadhi and Pancalamadhyam. The people of Daksinapatha,
Kosala, Tosala, KaUilga, Mosala, Dravida, Maharastra,"Vaniya,
and Vanavasa are fond of Daksinatya' tendencies." People of
Avanti, Vidi§a, Saurastra, Mal'ava, Sindhu, Sauvira, Anarta,
Arvada Dasarna and Mrttika are fond of the Avanti ten-
dencies. The people of Anga, Vanga and Kalifiga Vatsa, Udra
Magadha, Paundra, Nepala, Antargiri, Vahirgiri, Malaca, Malla-
varsaka, Bramhottra, Bhargava, Margava,Pragjvotisa,Pulinda,
Vidaha, Tamralipta, Praga and Praviti are foiid of Uddrama-
gadhi tendencies. The_Pancalas, Saurasenas, Kasmlras, Has-
tmapauras, Vahlikas, Sakalas. Madras, Kausinaras, and the
people of the tract to the north of the Ganges in the Himalayas
are fond of Pancalamadhyama tendencies.

The countries mentioned here are all ancient countries.
i;ak|isapatha is mentioned in the Kalpasutras. Kosalas are
mentioned nx the Brahmanas, Tosalas and Kalifigas are men-
tioned in Asoka inscriptions. Dravida is simply a transforma-
tion ot JJravila or Samila mentioned by Solomon in the 10th
century Ji.t. Andhras and Rattas, the Prakrita form of Maha-
ras^ra, are mentioned in the Asoka inscriptions. In this way
all the names are old, with the exception of three or four which
are altogether new.

In enumerating languages, specially the Prakrta, the fol-

Language. lowing seven are mentioned as Bhasa

:

/d\ Q . /~. .
^^) Magadhi, (2) Avantija, (3) Pragya,

InH ?rT!l'' ^-^ ^'^^^^ Magadhi, (6) Bahhka, (7) Daksinatya ;

d?l1 }l ^«.^,^V^ig are Vibhasas : (1) Savari, (2) Aviri, (3)Chan-

dfa ;if^
^'^"'^' <^^ ^^^^^*?^' (S) UddharajL^ That the latter

anofp.f f

^'''
r* ,

""^ Sanskritic origin was known in those
ancient times, but latterly KarnatI, Dravidiand other languages

sL fL'fTi u'^'T^
included in the Prakrts. Here is another

sign that the book is very ancient.

pubh^!"^^
^^' ^^^^^ languages were unintelligible to the India:
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The geography of this book shows its antiquity, and the
distribution of its languages too shows its antiquity. ^

Tlie Indian drama is connected with tiie raising of the

flagstaff of Indra. The Jarjara in fact is the emblem of Indian
drama, and it represents the flagstaff of Indra. The raising

of the flagstaff' seems to have been an ancient survival of a

still more ancient ceremony widely prevalent all over the world.

This is what is called the May-pole in England. Aftej- the
winter is over and the fair weather sets in, the village people
of various parts of Europe assemble together, go into a forest,

cut down a live oak tree and bring it in triumphal procession

to their villages, as an emblem of newly budding life. They
erect it in a public place, decorate it according to their fancies,

and pass the day in merrymaking. >Sometimes the tree stands

there for two or three years. Bat every year it is newly
decorated at the advent of the summer. In that case the real

significance of the ceremony is lost, and is merely a survival.

In India the rainy season is one of the most melancholy of the

seasons. As soon as the rains were over, the Indians of old

raised a pole in front of the king's palace and called it the flag-

staff of Indra. The original meaning of bringing in new life

was perhaps forgotten and the new meaning was given to it.

Indra triumphed over the Asuras, that is, cloud, and brought in

brilliant weather, making heaven his abode visible, and so they

raised a flagstaff in token of his victory. The merrymaking
continued all the same, developing dramatic literature in the

plain of India and grotesque masquerading in Nepal.
^
The

ceremony of Indrayatra is still the principal ceremony in Nepal.

No flagstaff is raised, but images of Indra are made with out-

stretched hands, reminding people of the flagstaff. So drama in

India is connected with a very ancient ceremony, call it Indian

or even Indo-Aryan, but it has nothing to do with the later

Greeks.
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32, The Secretion of Phromnia marginella^ Olivier^

' By David Hooper.

The Ghost Bug, which yields a white sugary secretion in
India, has been known by various names. It is the Cigale
pJialenoideverte, described and figured in the year 1791 b^^StolI
{Cigal, p. 50, pt. ii, fig. 54). It was quoted in 1791 by OUvier
{Encydop. Meth. Ins. vi, p. 575, No. 43) under the name of
Fulgora marginella. In 1862 it was described by Stal {Ofvers
K. Sv. Ahad. Stockholm, xix, p. 490) under the name of
Phromnia marginella. Major-General T, Hardwick describes
and figures {Asiatic Researches, vol. xiv, 1822, p. 182) an
insect under the name of Ghermes mannifer, which is probably
identical with Phromnia marginella. But by far the best ac-

count of the insect is given in our journal [Journ, Asiatic Sac.
Beng., vol. xii (1843), p. 898) where the name attributed
to the species is Plata limhata. Other references to the Ghost
Bug may be found in Journ, Agri, Hart. Soc. India , vol.

vi (1879), p. xix; vi (1879), p. xli; Indian Museum Notes,

11, 39, 92, 95, 166 ; iv, 42. Watt and Mann, Pests and Blights

of the Tea Plant, p. 292.

Phromnia marginella is found generally in North East
India. In the collection of the Indian Museum there are

representatives of the species from Dehra Dun, Almora,
Sikkim, Naga Hills. The author of the volume on Bhyn-
chota, in the Fauna of British India, received them from
Ceylon, Cachar, Margherita (Assam), Tavoy and Siam. Mr,
W. P. Thomas, in February 1889, found the insects in the Narsing-
pur District of the Central Provinces ; while Mr. R. H. E. Thomp-
son found them in the warmer valleys of the North-Western
Himalayas and also at elevations ranging from a thousand to

fifteen hundred feet above sea level in the forest-clad country
of the Central Provinces to the south of the river Ganges.
They affect various trees—Major-General Hardwick records

their presence in Pachmarhi on a climbing species of Celastrics.

In the Central Provinces they have been discovered upon
green succulent coppice shoots of Elaeodendron glaiicum, Pers.

Dr. H. H. Mann has noticed that in Assam they are partial to

Grevillea robusta and are occasionally found on tea bushes.
It is possible tliat the white secretion is afforded by other
species, e,g., P. tricolor. White, P. vividula, Atkins, and
P. inornaia, Wlk., and probably from other genera of the

Fulgoridae, e,g., Pyrops, Fulgora, and Euphria.
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According to Captain Hutton the eggs hatch in December,
and the larvae cluster like sheep upon the food plant. In
Garhwal the insects are called Dhaberi (sheep) on account of
their habit of clustering together and jumping away when
disturbed. They feed by sucking up the juices of the leaves,
and moult several times, gradually increasing in size until the
setting in of the rainy season in June, when winged images
begin to emerge. In the imago the' front wings are grass-green
with anterior margins red (hence the specific name), the pos-
terior wings are milk-white, the body is greenish, and the abdo-
men is generally covered up with white flocculent or filamentous
matter similar to what is found upon the larvae. The eggs
are laid in considerable number in the bark of the twigs, a
slight swelling of the wood often taking place where the eggs
have been laid. The imagos move but little from the food
plant and often five on until their eggs have hatched in the
cold weather. The larvae, and to a less extent the imagos, are
covered with masses of white flocculent matter which is

thought to be secreted by small glands distributed over the
abdomen, and opening by minute pores in the integument.
Tlie sugary matter is said to be excreted in a liquid state by
the larvae, and drops on to the leaves where it hardens and
gives the bushes the appearance of having been frosted or
whitewashed. Little is known of the method of its origin, but
It IS likely to be secreted by the large gland-like organs which
are situated on either side at the extremity of the abdomen of
the larva.

There is evidence that the insects feed upon the plant
juices and excrete it on the leaves, notwithstanding the sup-
position of one observer that the sugar comes from the atmos-
phere. Dr. Annandale, in a recent number of Records of Indian
Museum (vol. iii, p iii, 293) remarks that a certain Jassid
buries Its proboscis in the leaf of a Ficue to suck up the sap,
while from the tip of the abdomen it squirts out a honey-like
hquid. 1 ^

rir "^u^
®"g^ry deposit on the branches and leaves is a manna-

hke substance of a pure white colour. It occurs in grains of
various sizes, or forms thick incrustations on and around the
organs of the plant. It is sweet to the taste, and may be
moulded like wax into balls. On account of its outward
resemblance to wax it has occasionally been considered to be a
torm of the white wax of China, but Captain Hutton in 1843
examined the deposit and concluded that it was a species of
manna as it had the taste and properties of that substance,
iseing soluble in water the deposit is washed o£E the bushes in
tne rains, and it is only obtainable throughout the dry weather
trom January to June. The secretion does not appear to be
generally used

.
In Garhwal the natives are said to eat it, but

the Jloorkoos of the Central Provinces who know the insect
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make no use of the deposit, which they say has a narcotic
effect when eaten.

In April of this year Mr. Norman Gill, Superintendent of
the Kumaon Government Gardens, forwarded to the Reporter
on Economic Products some branches and leaves of a tree
covered with white incrustation, together with a sample of the
* wax. ' The wax was prepared by dissolving the white de-
posits in water, straining and evaporating, and had the consis-
tence of toffee. It was remarked that from one to two pounds
of this substance could be obtained from each infected tree. It
was required to know if the supposed wax had any economic
value. Mr. Gill observed that the insects adapted themselves
to one kind of tree of a deciduous nature, and in April it was
thickly covered with the insects and their secretion, giving it

the appearance of being covered with snow. The tree was
identified as Elceodendron glaucum^ Pers., which appeared to be
the chief host plant in the district. Some of the insects fell

from the tree and colonised on the undergrowth below, more
particularly on Vitex Negundo. The moths are found near the
colonies, both on the tree above and on the bushes below, in

various stages of development. The white, ragged-looking
jumpers" become stationary after a time, and moult as

moths, leaving their cases attached to the leaves and branches.
The effect of the insects attacking the trees was observed to

reduce their healthiness and vigour of growth.
The solidified secretion prepared and sent from Kumaon

was soluble in a small amount of boiling water, and the solu-

tion on cooling deposited hard, white and transparent crystals.

The crystals were neutral in reaction, inodorous, and had a
slight sweetish taste. They melted at 186^C., and when
ignited they burnt with the odour of caramel, leaving no ash.

They dissolved in about 12 parts of water at 28^0. (8-7 per
cent.), and in 2^ parts of boiling water (40 per cent.). They
were scarcely soluble in alcohol even on boiling. The solution

had no reducing effect on Tehling's test even after prolonged
boihng with dilute acid. A combustion of the sugar afforded
39-3 per cent. Carbon, 7-7 per cent. Hydrogen, and 53 per cent.

Oxygen.. The body is therefore dulcitol (dulcite), an isomeride
of mannitol (mannite), Cg Hj^ 0^

The occurrence of dulcitol in the secretion of Phromnia
margi7iella leads to an enquiry for the source of this peculiar

sugar. The food-plants of Phromnia have been traced to

Elceodendron glaucum and a climbing species of Celastms, both
belonging to the natural order Celastrinece. In a paper on the

distribution of mannitol and dulcitol in plants written by
A. N. Monteverde in 1894 [Ann. Agrom., 19,444) the author
reports the detection of dulcitol in several species of Celastri-

ne(B. The examination of 797 species of Scrophularinem
showed that mannitol is present in 272 and dulcitol in 26
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species. He also found dulcitol abundant in Euonymus Euro-
poeus at the budding stage, but absent in winter. He was of
opinion that these two Carbohydrates were plastic substances
resulting from the transformation of sugar, and that one or
other was a constant character of some natural orders. Nay-
lor and Chaplin in 1889 found dulcitol in the bark of E. atro-
purpureus, Jacq., and this was confirmed by M. Hoehnel
{Chem. Centr. 1900, 1,869). The presence of a similar sweet
constituent was mdicated in the barks of E. crenulatus, Wall.,
and E. pendulus. Wall., in an examination made by myself
twenty years ago. The honey-like exudation at the extremi-
ties of the branches of E. japoriicus Linn., due to the punc-
tures of insects, deposits crystals which L. Maquenne (Bull
Soc. Chim., 1899, 111, 21,1082) proved to be dulcitol. It is
thus very evident that the Pkromnias feed upon plants with a
sap charged with a special sugar which they proceed to deposit

'

on the leaves and the bark in an almost pure condition.
These observations are of value in enabling us to solve

some difficulties hitherto connected with the origin of certain
manna-hke incrustations that have come to me for identifica-
tion. In 1902 a specimen of gum of Eloeodendron glaucum
was seiit to the Indian Museum by the Conservator of Forests,
-UehraDun. The so-called ''gum " was a milk-white substance
mixed with portions of leaves and other impurities. Crys-

A
^^?5^

f
^Pa^ated from the specimen which had a sweet taste

and a high melting point. There is not much doubt that the
gum was the secretion of a species of Phromnia. In 1890

wn
v^cuuicii i-rovmces was sent to me by Dr. W. Dymock of Bom-
nay it was in whitish masses with a stratified crystalline
rracture, sweetish to the taste, wifh ar, r^^r..,r ..f nrHinarvtaste, with an odour of ordinary
manna. Some hard white crystals were separated from its
solution in hot water which resembled mannitol, except that
cney were not so soluble in water and had a higher melting
point. Is chemical composition was therefore different to
inat ot all the known Indian maimas. In the light of the pres-

ff^^^^A u 1 "^yoijcfciiuc vviia must prooaDiy a uenusii^
formed by insects of the Phromnia class. ^

cfo^n
1^^ interestmg to observe in conclusW that the sub-

stance known as dulcite (now called dulcitol) was first obtained

i^S^fQ^^^r^^^*^^ ^^S^^ ^^ ™^^^^ sent to Paris from Madagascarm 1848. Tlie Oriain nf fl.^ oo—i :^ 1

agency

nown. It IS

formed by in-



33' Note on Seven Sixteenth Century Cannon recently

discovered in the Dacca District.

By H. E. SxAPLETON, Inspector of Schools, Dacca Division,

On February 12th, 1909, seven brass cannon were dis-

covered by some men who were excavating earth in the small

village of Diwan Ba^, or, as it is written on the V^\ mile

Survey map, Munnoohur Khaner Bagh. The village is situated

about seven miles north-east of Narainganj, near the junction of a

streamlet called the Akatia Khal with tlie Sital Lakhya, and was

formerlv

Khan
grandson
cannon... ***v^ *^^«P J^^ia«XJ.j TTiXV/tJW XXW^iii-*-' *W F^v-.*xw w^* w„^ ^-

The present owner of the land is Maulvi Muzaffar Husain. The
find was reported to the Sub-Divisional Officer of Narainganj,

and, on the cannon being brought to Dacca, they were handed
over to me for description by " "«-. ^i ^

Magistrate of Dacca.

Mr. S. E. Stinton, the present

will

head
nexed photo (Plate XXV)- Four have muzzles shaped like a Hon

"in compKment to the king whose name

^ first one—Slier Shah, the conqueror of

Humayun. Their date is certain from the inscription given on

the same cannon, which shows that it w^as cast in tlie year 949

A.H, ( = 1542 A.D.). Of the remaining three, the first bears the

name of 'Isa Khan, ruler of Eastern Bengal in the last quarter

1002 A.H. (==1593 A.D.).

The second bears some family resemblance to the cannon of Jsa

Khan, and may date from the same period. Tlie last of the

seven has no inscription by which the date could be fixed, and

nothing but its discovery with the other cannon would enable

us to sav to what period it belonged.
The cannon vary in length from 3ft. 10 in. to 5ft. 1 mch, and

in weight from 1 to 2 maunds. They were probably used on

ships of war (the nuwwarah), but the gun bearing the name of Isa

iOian is handy enough to serve as an elephant-gun. Their

method of mounting is shown by the remains of the iron forks

that stiU clasp the trunnions of two of the gmis. This would

permit only of motion up and down in a vertical plane but the

block of wood that carried the prong might in turn have been able

to rotate on a vertical axis, thus giving the gun a horizontal

motion as well. The butt of each gun was cast with a socket, mto

which a long handle or rod of iron was fitted to facilitate the

aiming of the gun.
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account
scnptions that are to be found on them, taking the guns in theorder from left to right in which they are arranged i/the photo

n. t ^ig^^'-^,<f
thed, with ornamental band round the tiger'sneck, and another 6 inches behind. Similar ornamental bands

albo occur at the breech and the trunnions

infp3!r ""^ K ',f
?"^P*ion on this gun {vide^l^te XXVI) is speciaUy

interestmg, both because a date is given, and also for the iniorma-

9W QV.^'-l t/oI*
regarding the arsenal assistants employed bybher SJah If Sher Shah thus employed natives of Asia Minor

?Lf fi
-^ improve the make of his guns, it seems possibletnat the marked improvement that occurred in tlie coinageduring his reign may also have originated from the West.

tliP .nf
"'''"' inscription, which is If inches broad, and occupies

t^ie entire upper portion between the backsight and muzzle of tliegun, runs as follows :—

petuate^l^L^'T
""^ *^'^'^^'* ^^^^ ^^^^^ S_hah-May God per-

ftMs cannnnf^ ^.t"^ ^"^ '"^^ !-Saiyid Ahmad Rami wrought^cms cannon) m the year 949.
*

" Sher ^ah, who is just in the world,May his good name continue for ever.
'

'

Sher Shah h«?r *^1
^l'^

^^^ ^^ «^<^ in the next year after

Bengal aftJsl'rfi^^^^ Khan-the first Governor of

A D )-and "iS-^ F'""^ l^^ reconquered Gaur in 946 (1539

Amir wi?h ol?f -"tK
^"^^^^ '^^^ ^i^t^cts, each under an

^«f0^1Ltr m^ Blochm'ann, History and

pHnar/ li„l??A ™' '^^.•'^•^•> 1875, p. 295). The disci-

y —*^ oiMocnotj ui any i

of the Padshah liimself.
ins

the present 1 '"^

r^^'"'^,
^^" backsight occur the figures ^i«

and Snd tWs^ '
""'-^'^ "^ "^'^^^^^ 3 maunds and 14 seers,

socket On tt f
^^'"^

'.^3 ^ ^ °^^^^ ^* tl^« extreme end of the

tions Tli^ fir!f rf ^'^^ °^ *^^ g"» ar^ fo^nd three inscrip-
;., • -"-"e hrst, below thA ty,,i-.^7^ :„ .-,._j • t..»,;^«muzzle, is scratched in Persian<ihil-n.Qf „ J rv"*» ''"tJ muzzle, is scrat

own! 'pv,
^^'' '^'^"^ *^« "^"^e Of the gumier „. . .„...,„---.

lu^ lb
^^ 1-"''*" ^-^^^ ^'' ^^«^h- ^ «-^k also is seen here,

ound in Ben^LTJ^"- ^V^^ °*^^^ '^"d' ^elow the breech, i«

name of the Snn r"'" ^"^'^^ ^«?«- This may be taken as the«me 01 tne gun, and doss bv h^<. t.^#^„^„„„ i._ r_ j.-fi^r.

important
Jangalbar
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Kishoreganj Sub-Divi sion of Mymensingh) which * Isa Khan
captured from the Kochs about the year 1585 and where his

descendants still reside, is not far west of Taraf.^

Just beyond the wotds Tarap Raja, but upside down, are

found the figures ^i*, or, in other words, 2 maunds 16 seers.

Neither tliis weight, however, nor the one near the backsight,

with gun
which is only 1 maund 27 seers. The length of the gun, from

the extreme front of the. muzzle to the end of the brass socket

at the breech, is 4ft. 9 inches, and its bore is If inches in diameter.

The circumference of the gun immediately behind the tiger's

liead is 9^ ins,, while just in front of the backsight it is 1 ft. \ in.*

II and III. Tiger-headed guns of similar make to the first,

but differing sHghtly in details of the tiger's head, the position

of the front band, and the length of the socket at the breech.

No. II, which weighs 1 maund 30| seers and has a bore of 1"

inches, has nothing inscribed on it beyond a mark Yi ^ inches

behind the foresight, which is just visible in the plate.

No. Ill, the weight of which is 1 maund 36^ seers (including the

fork at the trunnions), has a bore 2 inches in diameter and is

5 ft. 2 inches long. Of the inscriptions the most interesting

is the name of a previously unknown Governor, Sirlcar Ma'hud

Man, ejl^ i,A»x)jl^^^ scratched in Persian sUlcasl just behind

the foresight. On the top, just behind the trunnions, is found the

number j» (10), probably the number of the gun, while on the

right-hand side, halfway between the breech and trunnions, occur

the Bengali numbers w^, i.e., 2 maunds 16 seers. It is difficult

to offer any very satisfactory explanation for the discrepancies

between the present weights of these guns and those recorded on

them by the original owners, but if (following Thomas' Chrm-

icles, p. 430) we take the Sher Shah maund to be 51-8 lbs. avoir-

dupois (i.e. 15 of Akbar's maund of 55-5 lbs.), a fair approxima-

1 It even seems possible that 'Isa Khan enUsted the aid of the Tip-

peras against the Imperialists under Shahbaz Klian (rtde account Ot

f^RTinnr, w« V iof«.,.\ oo T ^t,„ in Vii's ftnalvsis of the Tippera Hajmaia
invaded

pera in 1587 the victorious commander of the Tippera troops was
" - - - _ -- . •*- -1— -•- —i^ose rcign tiiis

Zemindar of
a, naa previously ic. loqvi wagc*^ ""^^ "&"-—^1-,"- - - .i,„ *.u^n
and brought his son captive in a cage to Udayapur. the then

Khan

» An analysis of the metal of which this cannon

made at my request by Babu Phani Bhushan Mukerji,

Watson of the Dacca College, with the following result

:

Cu .. •• 84-72%
ZnandFe - 13;32%

Sn .. • 1*83 /o

Total . . 99-87 0/
/o
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following

No. of cannon
Weight.

Recorded. Calculated Observed.

I

III

IV

(3-14)

2-16

216

1-22

1-22

• «v

1-27

1-361

2-28^ 1-30

(with trunnion
support.)

1-20|

'L^t±^^ J^'-^ slightly from thethree guns'iirhp'Xr"' ?'"!""§ slightly from the previous

and from the th^J^^ f""^
between the trunnions and muzzle,

and has-atZ^i^C^ia^-^<^' ^^ ^^ ^ ^^- « ^^ ^on,

trumiions andn^n^^'Tn^^"^^ ^^ ^^ «^<^"rs just before the

half of the Lscr^tTn"^
^"""^^'^ -^ ^'' ^"'^"- What the first

apparently nScTtes H^'^''^'' ''''} "^^^^' ^"^ ^^^ "^^^^^ ^^^

certainly ^st'andl" "2' S'V^ ''^
^""'.J^^ f^f ^^fhowever,^s only 1 maund1oi"seS

'''''' ^he actual weight,

as it bears a BeS- '^ ^^^ ^^'"'"''^ °^o«* important in the find

g»n wa. cast in fl!e yZ'fT ''"^''^ ^^^^ «^^' ^^°^^"^ '^^

Man Sin^h. tl. "nlZT^^^ A^^ ^"^asion of Eastern Bengal by
had been deputed bj his

KhanIZ?!! '° -''i»«^te the o7„t;-^r
cannon
Wise of Dacca will

A full description of

pp. 209-214 nf 111 t -^ "y^r.d. Wise of Dacca will be found on

t874, to which r!f
"^^ °^ ^^^ ^**«^»^ 'S'oae/y ^/ Bengal for

foUo;ing pte e,t
^"^^^

"JJ^'
be made. The pedigree on the

'Isa Khln^and W,r'''!,-*^"
information we possefs regarding

•isa laTn tt ™!t!*^ ancestors and descendants.
,

,

^^, or zemindars of Eastern
Mr. R. Burn C ^ ri

'

"^

forred the question of Ksildsf^n *^^-T™'^«^°°«^' ^tonda, to whom I re-
a Bais Rajput of Baisw^t? f

V^^J'^ani's ancestry, suggests that he was
Gazetteer, VI, p 2lS ^ * ^*''''" ^^'""^^ ""der that hlld in the Imperialtiazetteer, VI, p. 2181 tk; • ": """"^ ""'*'

*h© bottom of p If X?
'^ curiously confirmed by the note given at

spaces on «,+i,„- _r,^ ? 'T?l nc^ 1 «« 5oi^ ^nd F5ra " written without
ly Bai«i^ro. The name ' Baiswara

'

wie fact that 'lag Khl"'' w^^ IT ^^ parganahs held by these Rajputs, andm Eastern BengarW h«
°¥T^ *^« «a°^e ^'m^er of parganahs

from the Rajputs of bLswV-^* nf ^ ^""^ ^°'"^^ P'"*^"^ "^ ^'^^ ^^'^^"*

spaces on ei?her^ oft^ "^'^-
'

" ^"^ -^
^a« apparentlv Zt°{^^^V^ «'mply Bai^w^Sro



3ra ci. iff Jnfni f^Unit SOri,
J<uior of JUen^A' 16&1— 1563 A.O.i

/

d.s.p.

\

t 1599

Musi

" Ma*SUM
(alive till 1GG7— i;/Je

sanad mentioned
by Wise op. cit.)

vide

MUN-AWWAB
(probably lived at Dacca-
mosque and bazar near railway
station—and distinguiBhod
himself at the conquest of

Chittagongin 1666)

RhARIIP :

(of Parulia,
Diat.

Dacca)

d. of Nasir, Diwan
of Sarail, Tippora.
(She survived until

1714

—

vide in-

scription)

Fatimah (only child)

(m. Haibat Khan)

FArrM.vH (d. of Saiyid Ibrulnm
Maliku-I-*UIaiiia' of Taraf, who had
maniuJ the Isfc d. of JtilSl Shah)

SuAiiiNsiCAH BiBi = Taju-d-Din Goda

Muhammad
I

I

FJAMMAD
—vide sanad(alive in 1G50-

now at JtogalbafI not
mentioned by Wise)

I

Ahmad
d,s.p.

ShIh Muhammad
m. a sister:of Hazrat Qutubu-l-

Auliya, the celebrated saint of Tafaf

I

(descendants still living)

HiDAYAT
and MuNA*iM
(no surviving
descendants)

IjAYAT.

I i I

At least 4 other sons

:

LatIf ;

MAtiABBAT ;1

Adam ;

and Ma* SUM.
(descendants of Latif Kuan,
now reside at Jangalbafi)

Haibat —Fatimah (d, of Sharif Khan of
(founder of Haibat- | Parulia).

nagar, near Kishoreganj

,

the present seat of the
11^family)

'Abdut-lah

I

(descendants now reside

at Haibatnagar)

<
o

o

1 The otlier version (given by Dr, Wise) that Sulaiman married a daughter of Sultan Husain Shah of Bengal is improbable
from the date of that ruler (1403 1520). The pedigree follows llio statements made in the Masnad All Itihas (History of the

Musnad-i-'AlI) compiled by Munshi Tlaj Chandra Ghosh and Pandit K5I5 Kumar Chakravarti and published by the family at

Dacca in 1298 B.S. (1891 A.D.). KSlidas ia said to have been minister to Bahadur Shah Silri, .hilal Shah's elder brother,

who ruled Bengal from 1555— 1501, and to owe his name GajdSni to hia generosity in giving away daily » gold elephant as

alms. Jalal Shah's third daughter is said to have married Kalapahar, the colebratod general of Sulaiman Kararanl, the next

ruler of Bengal (1564— 1572). The writers of the Itihas make somo attempt to identify the latter mler with KalTdas Gajdani.

(15-8-09) _ . . ^ , ii ,

* There is a parganah Mahabbatpnr in the Dacca district whit'h la probably called after this son of Munawwar Khan.
It is now practically represented by the Char in the River Padma immediately to the south of Rajaba^i, where the Fadma
joins tho Meghna. (15-8-09)

a.

ss:

I

CO
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Bengal, in the interval between the death of Da'iid Shah the
last independent king of Bengal in 1576, and the reconquest of
-Lastem Bengal and Orissa by Man Singh in 1593. From the
Ain we gather that 'Isa Khan successfully withstood the pre-
vious invasion of the Imperialist General Shahbaz Klianin 1586

tPfi ^1?^-?^**^^ ^^° visited Sunarganw in 1586 records that
the C lief King of all these Countries is called Tsacan and he

18 the cluef of aU the other kings." 'Isa Khan remained in
a semi-mdependent state until 1593, when Man Singh was sent to
iiengal to bring the country thoroughly under the Imperial
sway. After estabhshmg his base at Sherpur Murcha in Bogra,
he marched east across country and began to besiege 'Isa Khan's
tort at Lgaro Smdhu, a strategic position on the boundary of
Mymensingh and Dacca, at the point where the Banar river
breaks off west from the Brahmaputra. A personal combat
between Isa Khan and Man Singh ensued, which ended in 'Isa^an spanng the life of Man Singh, and the two rivals be-
coniing hrm friends. 'Isa Khhn accompanied Man Singh back
to Agra, where he was at first thrown into prison. Later, when
tiie ±.mperor heard the story of the fight at Egaro Sindhu, he
conferred on 'Isa Khan the titles of Diwan and Masnad-i-'Ali,

Daccf
"""

' '"PP°^* ^^ parganahs in Mymensingh and

hfllf
'^^^.f^^^Ption given below (though the reading of the first

TiLf! fi ^^T^ ^ne~vide Plate XXVII-is unsatisfactory)

obHInpi f• '?'i?™' ^^'^ ^^°^^y tradition that 'Isa Khan only
obtamed his titles after the struggle with Man Sin^h.

2

"The high-born Governor

3« e^

The
1002 ( = 1593 A.D.)^

Khan on the Masnad
>5

oanni, ^l^ -J^f® ^'^®^y ^»" appearance from the previous

are nrn. f'ff ^^'""^ polygonal in shape, the barrel and socket

mu.t^rf?*'"^'^-^^.^^"^'
throughout their length, while near the

muzzle the gun is decorated bv lonmfn^i^oi .;5^^a a ;.,^t,a« Innsz.4 inches long

k", and the length of the gun iso' 11 y/ J,
" — ""^"^ ^^ Af 5 ana

VT A
^^^^ '^ ^ ""^"^^ 2| seers.

instpl^'^f
simHar gun to No. V but stouter, and with a round,

nS n
P°^^S«"f barrel. The length of the gun is the same

the ^un IT' ^""^ff
^^"" ^^^"re« If inches, and the weight of

cue gun IS 1 maund 7 seers. ""' • •

•es 5+ i,** //r^' P"^ "^ ^^°n* «f t^^e backsight, occur the

first twnL^^J ^ , ^^^' "^^^^^ »^ear the foresight, between the
m.t two bands, are found the figures :ii^», i.e., 1 maund 23 seers.

%
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(6) Below, midway between the breech and trunnions,

occurs the lettering

J L U'M

3j*^
f

What this inscription means is not clear.*

Further down the gun, just past the trunnions, are also

found some doubtful figures (faintly visible in the plate). These
somewhat resemble in form the Enghsh figures 3 1 9— 1, though
the loop of the 9 is incomplete.

VII, A plain gun, devoid both of ornamentation and in-

scription. Its length is 4' 6'\ and the diameter of its bore 1|^
The weight of the gim is 1 maund 30 seers.

Addenda.
+

Little trace now remains of the fort at Egaro Sindhu (
^^^

Pff , the junction of 11 streams) except a few mounds which

indicate the lines of fortification. The only object of interest

is a small three-domed mosque richly decorated within and

without Above the central door is an
9

inscription in plaster dating from the time of 'Isa Khan
Klian

As
the influence of the weather, I take the opportunity of recording

it here.

*Cff^ »*1 r

"There is no God but Allah! Muhammad is the prophe^

of Allah ! Saith Almighty God, " Verily he builds mosque

1 M. Tabarakullah, late Maulvi of the Dacca Madrasah, to whom

UU3

JjJ^ 0, " O Beloved," two of the names of Allah. Apart

unlikelihood of such an inscription on a weapon o£ war, tliere is no

Sign of the b first two curves oi tne^
in the first line are very doubtful. The dots of the b in the first line are

also not certairi. (15-8-00)
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pL'I"? p'° bdieves in AUah and the last day." Saith the

wm^h iT. T' ^'*'f ^r • ^^ ^*^^ b^i^ds a mosque, AUah
will build for him sixty houses in Paradise "

fl.P wP^ T'^f^^-^'*?
""^

S"^
building (is) by the help of Godthe Holy and Almighty. [This mosque was erected] tlirough theexertion nf Sa/rli ^^.^ ^f Qi.«:ki, oi..;^- - ,, .

J ^^^^^^^^i tnc

IQ
Crown

Shah Jahan, in the month Rabi 'u-l-Awwal, in the year 1062 ATh."ihe few words that are missing are those which faU at the

thfXf^
«^,e"<l of the l^t three hnes, where a large portion of

meiar^! 1 u' J^^'u ^^^ ^^" ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ by thi inscription

^an r. ./*• ^ V'^^^^^by 1 ft- lOi inches. The local pfople

,'« ?nn S ""f
^""^ ^^^"^ *^^ b"^^^^^ of the mosque, but his grave

18 found a few paces off to the south-east.

ako ablTtltJ.^^^^^^^^^ ^t^^.M-! t> S«5-ty I was

"n^T^Mf., T I
—

'
""""6^^ ^^^c euorts 01 M. lasaaauq Aiimaa,Sw ^^'P".^V?' ^^ ^'^°^^'' Narainganj, a verified rubbing of

onePnlr'T^*'^\'''^*^'"S **^ ^^'^ ^''^^^ family- This is the

thrPPTn ^^ °'' ^ ^^'*^* '^^b «^^^ the main entrance of a large

vdifoh w? f "^""T^ ^* ^^'^^^ i" the Dacca District, a place

when f^t
^?™^'ly on the main stream of the Brahmaputra,

Tou^es of ^r% .^T^"^^^^
*h^ ^o^ntry between the present

SnldT T l^^^'^ ^^^ o^ tl^^ I^^khya. and 5 from

Sembanrf^^l" ^'^^^^' ^"'^ *h^ mosque is built on the

river -Rmr .^^ depression that marks the old course of the

leum con!Z'^^''^lt / ^i*^^^
*° the N.-W. is the brick mauso-

leum containing the tombs of Sharif laan and his nameless

folIows'fJ"^^"^^^^"'
^^"''^' measures 2' 6" by 1' 1', runs as

^J^ CJ^-'S ^-^,-, T-^ti O.U o.ij-. x.^ y
•ij c^J

J^- C5JjJf -i2U l_ii^ j^i^yj ji

uftJii),
(_r-i J v::.^, ^ A^^ ,^^

' Opener! " The Kalimah " Opener! "
( ^ ^

'harif ^Thi^wJ2
*^^ daughter of Nasir, the wife of Diwan

-. , ' l-^nisi great mosniie tttqc t.,„-u i--i-_'xi/, ,. , i_i.-^ j^^«

tbe year of it«, Hafi f
'
^^'^ ^^S^l of the unsee

twenty-si, ofZ tt ^^?„^ ,^-^^"l-tion. Eleven

Masmd Alt hihas (the history
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family previously referred to) we learn that the lady was the
daughter of one of the Diwans of Sarail in Tippera, and that
Sharif Khan and his wife had only one child, named Fafcimah.
This girl was married to Haibat Khan, who was fourth in
descent from 'Isa Khan, through his younger son Muhammad,
and on the death of her parents the parganahs of Maheswardi,
Singhada and Darzi Bazu passed into the possession of the
Haibatnagar branch of the family. Paruha is still owned by
the Haibatnagar Zemindars, but no member of the family
resides there. From the fact, however, that the place is marked
on the y to the mile map as Diwan Khuda Niwaz IQjan's
House it appears Ukely that it was still a family seat in the
middle of the last century, when the Survey map was made.

Kh
Khan was a great-great

liihas died
(r=l859 A.D.) at Dacca. The only respectable inhabitants of

Pariiha at present are some Brahmins who probably owe their

lands to the generosity of some Diwan. Though strict Muham-
madans, the family have ever shown by their lavish gifts to

Brahmins that they venerate the memory of their Hindu ances-

tor, Kalidas Gajdani.



>:



34. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XIL

Note.—The numeration of the article below is continued
from p, 307 of the ** Journal and Proceedings^* for

1909.

71, Salimi Corns.*

Dr. Taylor will not allow that any of these coins were struck
during the reign of Akbar. But surely the fact that some of

• them bear the regnal date 50 is evidence that they were coined
during Akbar 's Ufetime, or at least before the news of his death
had reached Ahmadabad. If the date 50 means anything, it

must mean that Akbar was alive, or was supposed to be alive.

And does not the fact that some of them were coined in Aban
support this view? For though Akbar died early in that month

—

apparently on the 10th—the news of liis death could hardly have
reached Ahmedabad till Azar. It is true that Akbar once rode

and drove to Gujarat from Fathpur Sikri, 23 miles west of

Agra, in nine days and nights, but this was always regarded as a

wonderful feat, and was described by Jahangir as the accom-

plishment in a fortnight of a journey of two months (Akbar
went by Deesa and the vicinity of Pattan—presumably the best

route—and did not reach Ahmadabad under a fortnight). The
distance of Ahmadabad from Agra was popularly reckoned as 400

kos, or 800 miles, though as the crow flies, it is only about 450

miles. Moreover, Jahangir did not ascend tlie throne till eight

days after his father's death, or about 18 Aban, and it will hardly

be contended that he issued orders about coinage before his

enthronement. He himself describes in his

his accession he gave elaborate orders on the subject. The
mint master of Ahmadabad could, I submit, hardly have known
of Akbar's death' till Azar, and still less could he have known
in Aban who was to succeed Akbar, for there was a plot to raise

Khusrau to the throne, and no doubt this was one reason why
the enthronement was delayed.

Dr. Taylor doubts if Jahangir ever had political power m
Gujarat, but the M^asiru-1-Umara, which says Gujarat was given

to him in fief, is pretty good authority, and it agrees with the

statement in the Mirat Ahmadi, p. 193 of lithograph of 1889,

that in lOU (1602-03) Prince Sallm was assigned an annual

income of a lac of rupees out of the revenues of Cambay, Dr.

L >
r

^ 1 See Num. Supp. I, art. 5, JA.S.B., May 1908, and Num, Supp.
X, art. 59.

Memoirs
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Taylor says that Salim's holding Gujarat in fief would not have
entitled him to issue coins in his own name. But the point is
not what he was entitled to do, but what he had faciUties for
doing, supposing that he was acting as a rebel.

Here I would remark that Dr. Taylor has much underesti-
mated the extent of Jahangir's rebeUion. He twice over speaks
of It as short-lived and as confined, apparently, to Allahabad.
On the contrary it lasted for years, and was accompanied by
such incidents as Jahangir's march from AUahabad to Etawah
with thirty thousand cavalry, and his murder of his father's
mimster, Abu'l Fazl. It certainly extended to Jaunpiir and
±5ihar, and there is every probabihty that when Jahangir's ser-
vants went off to Gujarat, as the M'asira-I-Umara tells us they
did, they fomented the agitation there. Manucci is too late and
too much of a gossip to be an authority on the subject. If Dr.
iaylor would read the M'asir Jahangiri of Kamgar Husainl, he
would see to what lengths Jahanglr went on the path of rebelhon.
It IS made a charge by Khafi Kban against the author of the
iqbalnama that he has out of subserviency, suppressed the details
ot Jahangir's misconduct, and of course, Jahanglr himself
18 not much more outspoken, though he does confess to having
niurdered Abu 1 Fazl. It is begging the question too to say that

f!i, '^o"?
®^^^^ce that the rebelhon reached Ahmadabad. Is

not the bahml coinage potent evidence of the fact ? And here

/n'^M Vf'''* ?,".*
^^'^^ ^^'^ legend on the Sahml coins, as shownm Mr. JMelson Wright's book, seems a most extraordinary one

LhT ^^''i^ge was first issued after Akbar's death and after

b^n?^' u 5 T ,

^^'''''"^ emperor. Instead of Sultan Salim's

Th?Jfll Jahangir and Badshah, he is styled Maliku-1-Mulk
or lord ot the country. It seems to me that such an ambiguous
ana unusual expression was used by Jahangir or his servants
Decause he was not then emperor, and because he did not wish

Be.;^f 1 ^ ^^^ °"ly governor or fief-holder of Gujarat.

nr fi^fV M ^^ servants knew that his being governor

thet r. t'^^^^'^
''''^ j^'^^'^y l^i«i in issuing a coinage. For

of the RTu T""' '^ ^ ^^^ venture to say so, with the author

thaf th. q''i
^"'^""^ Catalogue of Mughal coins, in thinking

became emptor.
'""' "''' "''^^"^"^ ^^^^^^ ^^^"^^ ^"^'"

he JlTT i*"" °^f
}^'^^ ^e or his servants issued them because

teuTr th!
' f"d.because, as he himself and Kamgar Husaini

dream' ../f^i T""} °^ ^^"^^^^ had appeared to a disciple in a

would ' h?
^"^ ^^'^^'^^ *1^^* in a few months Prince Salim

bore Sahn
^^"'P^^^^- ^^^ it is possible that though the coins

BoZet^?J "4"^^' *^ey were not meant as an assumption of

Akbar's rpJ 1

''^''^ ^^""^ ^^'^t some of them, at least, bore

Salim mn-^ht ^•^^'^' 1"^^ ^^ *« negative the idea of rebellion,

as KeS i '''''f
^^'^"^ in consequence of his having acted

Kegent during the last year of his father's life. In the
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continuation of Akbarnama, Bib. Ind., ed. iii, f. 39, it is stated
that in 1014, i.e., the 50th year of Akbar's reign, an order
was given that the Dlwans should carry on the affairs of the em-
pire under instructions from Suljtan Salim, and that the appoint-
ments of officers (Mansabdars) should bear his seal. He or
his advisers may have thought that this included the power of
issumg coins, especially if in them he did not call liimself em-
peror, and inserted the year of Akbar.

I still think it higlily improbable that Jahangir would after
his accession begin to issue coins bearing the name of SuiJ-an
Sallm. He tells us that his father never used the name Salini in
addressing him, and that he himself discarded it on his accession
because it had been appropriated by the Sultans of Turkey.
If he began the Salimi coins after his accession, why does he not
mention them when describing the establishment of his coin-
age in the first year of his reign ? No doubt, Salimi coins
continued to be issued from the Ahmadabad mint for some
months of Jahangir's reign, but_ this, I think, must have been
merely a continuation knowledge
of a practice that had sprung up in the last year of Akbar's
rejgn.

^
It is rather a curious circumstance that Salimi was a coin-

designation at least ten years before Jahangir's accession : see
Blochmann, p, 30. But in this instance, the term had, I think,
nothing to do with Sultan Salim, but was used with reference
to Shaikh Salim of Fathpur Sikri, just as M'ulm referred to the
saint of Ajmer.

TT. Beveridge.

72. Note ow Mr
Coins.

Through the kindness of the editor of the Numismatic
l^upplement I have been privileged to read the manuscript of
Mr. Beveridge's interesting article on the Salimi coins, and an
opportunity is thus afforded me of reply. My contention that
these coins in silver and in copper wereissued after Akbar's death

K-^^°j*^^
"lain based upon the date—the year and month—exhi-

101 d
°" ^^^^ ^^^^^ themselves. Akbar died on the 10th of Aban,

iU14 H., and the earlier Salimi coins bear the name of that
month Aban and of the four succeeding months of the year
designated 50. Mr. Beveridge writes, " If the date 50 means
^? .\"^' ^* Cleans that Akbar was ahve, or was supposed to be
aUve

' But can this dictum be accepted ? Several SalTml coins

50
lonths dead, and
50 Salimi rupees

was The " 50 " must
evidently bear some other interpretation, and I fancy it is not

I
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far to seek. The explanation lies simply in the fact that the

number has no reference to any regnal year, but is the number
of the year of issue reckoned from the commencement of the

Ilahi era. The Ain-i-Akbari states, ** The era of the Hijrah was
now abolished, and a new era was introduced, of which the

first year was the year of the emperor's accession" (Bloch-

mann, I, 195). Thus the 50 on the Salimi coins means essen-

tially [Ilahi] 50. It might just as easily have been written

[Hijrl] 1014 ; but in this instance Sahm preferred, it would
seem, to date his coin in the era that his father had desired to

substitute for the Hijrl. That the Ilahi era should close

the close of Akbar's Hfe was never contemplated.
Mr. Beveridge draws attention to the fact that Sallm's re-

bellion was not confined to Allahabad , but extended to Etawa,
and Jaunpur, and Bihar. Now if it was during this rebeUion

that the Salimi coins were struck, we should naturally expect

they would have been issued from these cities. But the break-

ing out of a revolt at Allahabad and Jaunpur can scarcely be

regarded as the true cause of the minting of coins at a city so

far removed from the seat of disaffection as Ahmadabad. And
howis one to account for the Sahml half rupee struck at Kabul '^

(Ind. Mus. Catal. vol. iii, No. 686.) Did the rebellion also ex-

tend even to that city in the far north ? If Allahabad, Jaun-
pur, Bihar, Etawa, Ahmadabad, and Kabul were really all of

them contributory to Sallm's conspiracy, we should, I venture
to affirm, have heard far more of it than we do from contem-
porary historians.

It was only after his reconciliation to his father (in 1013 H.)

that the Prince Sallm received Gujarat in fief (Blochmann's
Ain-i-Akbari, I, 412), and accordingly, if in virtue of his being

fief-holder of the province coins were issued in his name, we
must assume they were struck bv him not as a rebel but as his

father's regent. It is, however, in the highest degree impro-

bable that Akbar would have sanctioned such action on the part

of a son who had so recently given proof of hostile intentions.

The statement '
' it will hardly be contended that Salini

issued orders about coinage before his enthronement " seems
too emphatic when one remembers how the Surat authorities in

their zeal struck coins in Shah Jahan's name before his corona-

XXIX
h oster : '_' The English Factories in India, 1624—1629," pp-

232). Similar action may readily have been taken by the

partisans of Salim in early avowal of their loyalty.
Mr. Beveridge lays much stress on the improbability of

the news of Akbar's death having reached Ahmadabad in time
to admit of coins beingstruck in Sahm's" name that same
month. Akbar died at Agra on the 10th of Aban, thus twenty
days before the close of the month. The journey from Fath-
pur Sikri, 23 miles west of Agra, to Ahmadabad, say 4C0 kos,

was accomplished bv Akbar in ninA ,W^^ ^nH niahta—a wonder.
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ful feat for royalty, but not so wonderful for relays of trained

runners. News travels very quick in India, and such impor-

tant news as the death of an Emperor would be communicated
post-haste to the province held in fief by the heir to the throne.

If Akbar, accompanied by at least some small retinue, could

travel the distance in nine days, the dak-runners would in a

matter of urgency do the journey not less quickly. But even

if a fortnight be allowed, the news would have reached Ahma-
dabad by the 24th of Aban, or about a week before the end of

the month, and of that week only a day or so would be re-

quired for the engraving of the dies. Hence time-consider-

ations do not in any way bar the supposition that the Aban
50 Salinil rupees were struck after Akbar's death.

At the close of his article Mr. Beveridge expresses the

opinion that the issue of the later Sahnii coins '' must have been

merely a continuation—with or without Jahangir's know-

ledge—of a practice that had sprung up in the last year of

Akbar's reign," But the coins struck afterthe month Aban

happen not to be of the same type as the Aban rupee. That

type was subjected to a definite revision, and only in its revised

form did it continue to appear month by month for the next

eight months. Thus the mere continuance of a coinage already

introduced does not suffice to account for the later Sallmi

issues aa

each month passed, was duly corrected. After all one is surely

bound to accept the date registered on the coin itself as the

true date of issue, and if only this very natural assumption be

made, it follows that the Sahml coins were struck not before

but after the death of Akbar.
G. P. Taylor.

Ahmadabad :

June 1909.

NUSRATABAD.

Ixxi

73. Mfghal Mint Towns.

in the Indian Museum, Calcutta/' vol. iii (1908), Mr. H.

Nelson Wright suggests the identification of Nusratabad with

the present town of Dharwar, I think there is conclusive^

evidence that it is Sakhhar (or Sagar), now in the Ni?am s

dominions, ninety-five miles S.-E. of Sholapur, lat. 16 35,

Constable On the

2nd Safar 1099 H. (Dec. 7, 1687) this place was taken by the

,
1 I agree with Mr, Irvine that the extract from the M'Ssir-i-

Alamgiri is strong evidence of the locality of the mint ''Nusratabad
but before callinjT it conehisive I think we must wait for definite informa-

tion that coins were struck ^*in the country of Sakkar " in the name of

Aurangzeb.—H. N. W.
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Mughals He was introduced at
court on the 2nd Rabi* I (Feb. 5, 1688) and died five or six days
afterwards. ''After five or six days from his admission to an
audience, he suddenly started on his journey to Hell "

:

cc

c c

it

An chunan had-zindaganl murdah bih.

"Such evil livers are better dead than alive. His sons
'and relations were exalted to appropriate rank. The
' country (ulkah) of Sakkar by imperial order received the
name of Nusratabad. It is a pleasing and well-watered
region and very productive. To Him (God) the praise that
11 nas Deen wr

< (

i I

having the shape of men_, and has become a portion of the
protected realmHy—Maasir-i-'Alamotn n. 307.

Agra.

I think it would be difficult, I may say impossible, to

prove by any history or narrative, that Agra was effectively
occupied by Shah Shuja. Indeed, it may be doubted whether
m 1068 H. or 1069 H. he was ever nearer to it than Khaj-
wah (Fathpur district). In the British Museum Catalogue,
•'Moghul Emperors," p. 135, and plate xviii, the reading of the
muit-town IS obviously tentative, the name being difficult to
decipher because the whole of the letters are not present.
Although a more practised eye than mine may see jJ^ Bar , I

confess my inabihty to do so ; and to me the word is the same
as the equally imperfect name on coin No. 691. If that yields

AT ^^J(vJ^^^^
^'•' ^^^ Jalaun-ahad

, then I would submit that
JNo. 690 does so also, though a little more obscurely.

W. Irvine.

74. Treasure Trove (Mu-iifAL). A.

T m"/^
°* ^^ rupees recently found in village Bamhon,

lahsil Gadarwara, District Narsinghpur, the following call for

special notice:—

1. Shahjahan.
Mivi, Patna
Date, A. H. absent R. Y. 5.
Obverse. In square area the Kalima.

margins the names of the four companions

tlreir attributes—each marginal legend

being enclosed in a "mihrab,," the top sides

of which meet to form the square of the area.
Keverse. In square area similarly formed

>

In the

with
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Margins. Top {^^.'^\ vV*

Right d ^-^^(^4y4.w^

* i><

Bottom ' 4^0 e;|/^

Left AJjL>
w

This coin probably represents the first issue of the square
area type. The absence of any Hijra date is noticeable.

2. AURANGZEB.
Minty Jahangirnagar.
Date, A. H. absent R. Y. 5.

Obverse. Usual couplet but with^^^ for;^

Reverse, cju^j^^;

d LT^

The early issues of this mint in Aurangzeb's reign are of con-

siderable rarity. In a note on page 51 of Vol. Ill of the Indian
Museum Catalogue, 1908, reference is given to a coin, somewhat
similar to the present one, in the cabinet of Dr. G. P. Taylor,
dated 1071-3. On that, however, the name of the mint is

at the top of the reverse. On the present specimen issued two
years after, we find it at the bottom. Later on still we get the

area

Treasure Trove (MutaiAL). B.

coins
produced the following two rare rupees of Muhammad Shah.

1. M
Mint^ Machhlipatan.
-Da/e, 1134 A.H.—fourth regnal year.

J

Obverse. jUi

Ifn*

i^jti iLi>\lj

r

;if«
AiT^
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Heverse . UV^

f*

^^acix) iLa (^j.tc

f* *i« is in the loop of the {j«, of (j*>"'^

2. A\

Mint. Khniista TJnnvaH
Date, A. H. aftsewf—seventh regnal year.
Obverse. Usual. Date to right of top line but obliterated.
Reverse. Usual. Date at bottom. A five petalled flower

t>» of o*.^^

There
owin

of the obverse legend ; as the inscription is an unusual one I give
it below

:

Obverse. g_-fs^ »lJi^l,

J *os

^^,jj| iftJl _,;f

Reverse. ^^JU ^^Lj.

j!j/*^ jb Oci.; li'juo

[ )y}^y.

^

The ^1 y} on the obverse would cause one at first sight to

assign the coin to Jahandar, but it has not either of the coup-
lets usually associated with the latter's coins, and the *' laqab

"

^Ai\ lU* is a further anomaly. Perhaps some coin collector

may have a fuller specimen of the coin in his cabinet and be
able to solve the difficulty.

The coins are in the Nagpur Museum.
H. Nelson Weight

76. Where was i

Ji order to determine
It willbe well, first of,

4 T) 7t\ C
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to have issued from that mint. None have as yet been dis-

covered either of gold or of copper : all are of silver, and all are

full rupees. Fourteen are in my cabinet, and, excluding duph-
cates, five others are mentioned in the Catalogues of the Coins
in the British, the Indian, and the Labor Museums.

The earhest specimen hitherto pubbshed is the Sliah Jahan
rupee dated 32-1069 (L.M.C., page 173, No. 83). Its Obverse
exhibits the Kalima in a square area, while the right-hand margin
records the Hijri year 1069. The legend in the square area of

the Reverse is the normal

4J •

L^ xl
4\^v^ r-w

with the regnal year rr entered over the \^. The left-hand

margin registers the mint-name M /s^.

Next in chronological sequence come four coins of Aurang-
zeb, dated respectively !*^^!—1069, o^f —1070, 3—1070,
and 3—1071, all of which bear on the Obverse the c^^^Jf /

legend, while :>Ujh}c occupies the top lines of the Reverse.

Then follow five rupees ranging in date from the 6th to the

22nd regnal year of Aurangzeb, with the ^^i-* ^yt* ^^ couplet on
the Obverse, and ^Uj^ now on the lowest line of the Reverse.

From the 27th till the 49th year seven specimens are knoTvn,

all of the same tj^pe as the preceding, but with ;*^j substituted

^ It is safer not to include in this list the one coin of Shah
'Alam I that has been conjeeturally assigned to the Zafarabad

mint (L.M.C., p. 197, No. 3), inasmtich a« the attribution is

almost certainly incorrect.

There remain two specimens, now for the_ first time pub-

lished, of Zafarabad rupees of the reign of *A]amgIr II, one

dated 5—xxxx, and the other 6—1171- Both are of identical

type, and witli legends that read as follow :

Obverse

1 I V I ^j'^^

Reverse : t^y''^

1

-J
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shown
is, I believe, unique for coins of this Emperor.

Thus of the total nineteen specimens one is of the last year
of Shah Jahan I, sixteen range in date from the 1st to the
49th regnal year__ of Aurangzeb, and two are of the 5th
and 6th years of 'Alamgir II.

We now naSa to mir ST>f»Pial Pnrini'r.Trnow pass to our special enquiry. Wher
town Zafarabad ? The town best known of fli^ indeed

Wri
Map of Mint-toM^ns in Mr

is situated
on the bank of the River Gumti, less than five miles south-east

known as Manaich
Malik

Tughlaq
governorship of the district. Some thirty-eight years later, in
1359 Firoz III, halting here on his way to Bengal, decided to
found in the neighbourhood a new city. The work was at once
started, and "after the building of Jaunpur the older town
decayed" (Imp. Gaz. of India, New Edition, XXIV, 426).
bo far as I can discover, Zafarabad, as distinct from Jaunpur,
experienced no revival of prosperity in the reign of Aurangzeb,
and that this dechning town should possess a mint in active
operation throughout that reign seems of itself improbable. The
improbabihty is enlianced by the fact that in the immediate
vicinity the flourishing city of Jaunpiir had a mint of its own,
irom which were issuing both muhurs and rupees. My
caDmet contains one of these Jaunpiir rupees bearing as its date

1
• ial

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Aurangzeb, and also a Zafarabad rupee of
tns dUth year. That two mints situated within five miles
or eacii other should be simultaneously producing silver coins,

and

mint
of the stately monuments of Jaunpur.

tan then the mint-town Zafarabad be identified with the
piace ot that name to which Manucci in his Storia do Mogor
makes reference ? (Irvine's Trans. I, 322, 323).

Ihe sixth nver and the chief one is called Atak, or other-
wise ii^us because it separates the lands of India from the land
ot the Fathans from Persia and the province of Kabul. On the
western hanlr r^4! fl.^ «: a ^ i . .^ . __ « -i - j A

is a town named Zafarabad
on the eastern a castle called by the same name'," where all the
caravans halt from Persia, Tartary, Balkh, Samarqand, Bukhara.
Kashgar Kabul, and many other kingdoms."

thp ^f
"" .^'^is passage Mr. Irvine in his admirable translation of

the Storia adds the following interesting note.

altlmnl Ir! ? "".""^ ^^' I tl^ink. another name for Atak,

k a clil! -J-P^
•"" '' ^" ^^'^ ^^«tem bank of the Indus. There

M T Si ' -*^™garh, on the opposite (western) bank. Mr.
M. 1.. Dames is mchned to the same opinion. There is no evi-
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dence that Atak was ever renamed Zafarabad ; but there is an
town

Zafarabad

I suggested long ago Zafarabad Bidar in the Dakhin. Mr.

Dames saj^s the shape of the letters on the coins suggests ratlier

a northern than a Dakhini origin. If Atak was also called

Zafarabad, a gap is filled ; for Atak, as a mint-town, disappears

between Akbar's reign (1556-1605) and that of Muhammad Shall

{1719-1748), while Zafarabad appears in the interval (coins

of Sliah Jahan, 1627-1658; Aurangzeb, 1658-1707; and Bahadur

Shah, 1707-1712)/'

Further, in his Additional Notes, Mr. Irvine states that this

Zafarabad '
' may well have derived its name from Zafar

iihan, son of Zain Ivhan, Kokah, who was appointed to the

charge of Atak in Jahangir's second year (1607). " (IV- 426).

Now this hypothesis that the Zafarabad coins issued from

the mint-town Atak, since commending itself both to Mr. Irvine

and to Mr. Dames, should receive careful consideration. If I

mistake not, however, the numismatic evidence adduced in

its support has been greatly overestimated. The facts, briefly

stated, are as follow.

The mint-town Atak—or to give it its fullname Atak Banaran

was never in brisk operation. Rodgers indeed remarks,
c c

very

with
only one, the Atak coins are all of copper; the Zafarabad, on

the other hand, 'are all of silver. The Atak /«^5/,was^strucJ

during
the twelve ^ .^, , ^

.e first Hijri millennium (1000-1011 A.H.). Thereafter only

just twelve years of Akbar's reign, from Hahi 37 to 48,

3lve years, thus, immediately following the completion

two rupee

Aurangzeb, ascribed doubtfully to Atak Banaras, and the other

a rupee of 1158 H., unique as bearing the simple mint-name

Atak without the complementary Banaras. Thus, excludmg

range from 1000 ., and

ever

atter an interval of no less than 147 years a singie ^^P^^ ^\ ^;^!°

mint appears in 1158 A.H. Now do the Zafarabad corns fall this

big gap ? They cover just the 48 years from 1069.1117 A.H.

Hence for 99 vears out of 147 not a single Atak nor a smgle

Zafarabad coin is known. Verily then, the Zafarabad rupee

e

notwithstanding, the gap still yawns
Banaras rupee of Aurangzeb be held to be correctly attnD

to that mint, then, accepting the suggested identification

shall have to admit that in the reign of Aurangzeb from

and the same mint some coins issued bearing the mint-i

Atak and others Zafarabad—a proced

we

bespeaks
workmanship

should not, I think, be pressed. For what workmanship IS
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distinctly northern and what southern ? In the south the
^ijapur mint suppHed exceUent, the Sholapur fair, and the
t^ulkanda poor_samples of the coin-engraver's art : even as in
the north the Agra coins are of superior execution to those of
Multan and these again to those of Qandahar. In the matter
of workmanship the Zafarabad rupees seem to me quite up to
medium quahty, and their lettermg bears resemblance not less to
the calhgraphy of Kulbarga in the south than to that
^arnolm the north. Certainly keener eyes than mine are needed
to distinguish merely by their make the Zafarabad rupees from
those of either the southern mint of Daulatabad or the northern
mint of Labor.

If then the Zafarabad coins along with those of Atak do
not constitute a continuous series, and if the shape of the letter
proves nothing as to the 2)lace of origin, there remains no evi-
clence, sofar as I am aware, to warrant the identification of the.
Zatarabad mint with that of Atak.

fi -^^f
^^"^^^^^^ town bore the name of Zafarabad—Bidar in

tje l>akhin. That this place may have been the mint-town
Mr. Irvine suggested " long ago," and Mr. Nelson Wright in his
recently published Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum
oeclares in favour of this as the

'

' more probable
'

' location of
tne mmt. Founded by Ahmad Shah I, the ninth king of the
isanmam dynasty, Bidar supplanted Kulbarga as the seat of the
government and became about 1430 A.D the capital of the
Kingciom It IS the Muhamraadabad of the BahmanI coins, and
mthm Its citadel are still to be seen the ruins of a mint that was

nnfi7^ Ttt wi ^'
I!"^ '^^^S" ^f TiP^ Sultan. It was in 1656 A.D-

fi
f^-^-[that Prmce Aurangzeb signaHsed his capture of the

town by changing its name to Zafarabad. Thereafter it re-

raamed a part of the imperial dominions till Asaf Jah by his
victory at Shakar Khelda in 1724 A.D. established his indepen-
aence and founded the house of the present Nizams. Thus this

reign of Shah Jahan I. and
Mughals

nreds^eT ^.^i^'^^^^^^^^i
^^e long reign of his successor. Now it is

period

and I t
• ™^^^ ^^^"""^^ ^""^"^ *^^ ^^^* y^^^ ""^ ^- ^^' '^''^'^"

zeb.
Aurang

history

for iLTf ?farabad rupees constitutes a strong argument

town with
the

mfiffK A •
'?*^'^"unc tor the renewed activity of this mmt ib

that !f^?i
''^*^/e^^8 of the reign of 'Alamgir II is a proU^^-

^dm;f« fT^'*'
solution. Inasmuch as the term Zafai-abad

Adth T»nJ
7i?g/egarded as an honorific epithet synonymous

^Str^^l TT?''*- '
' *^^ ^^^^ of Victory.' it is conceivable that

from An..
^^ -^-^^^arabad may be an entirely different place

iiom Auiang^eb's. This distinctly improbable conjecture I
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venture to hazard merely from my inability to suggest any
adequate reason why Bidar so late as 1757 A.D. (1171 A.H.)

thus some thirty-three years after its inclusion in the Haidarabad
State—should be striking coins in the name of the feeble Mughal
Emperor 'Alamglr II,

Geo. p. Taylor.

I
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OCTOBER, 1909.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal was held on Wednesday, the 6th October, 1909, at
9-15 P.M.

4

Dr. E. Denison Ross, Ph.D., in the chair.

The following members were present :

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri,
Mr. H. a Graves, Dr. E P. Harrison, Mr. H. H. Hayden,
Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Mr. W A, Lee, Dr. Indumadhab
Mallick, Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Rer. A. C.
Ridsdale, Major L, Rogers, I.M S,, Captain H. E. Simth, I.M.S.,
Mr. G H. Tipper, Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhya-
ratna-Vedatirtha.

Visitors:—Rev. G. Dandoy, S.J., Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The minute§ of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
t

One hundred and seventy-six presentations were an-
nounced.

The General Secretary reported :

1. That Lieut.-Col. M. J. Kelawala had expressed a wish
to withdraw from the Society.

2. That Mr, Jain Vadya and Babu Mohini Mohon Mitra
were dead.

3. That Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche had been electeda Trustee

of the Indian Museum in the place of Sir Thomas Holland,

resigned.

The Chairman announced that in accordance with Rule 38

of the Society's Rules, the names of the following gentle-

men had been posted up as defaulting Members since the last

meeting, and were now removed from the Member list :

Babu Sanjib Chandra Sanyal; Kumar Rameshwar Mahah,

and Babu J. K Das, Khalispur High School, Daulatpur,

P.O. Khuhia.
m

The proposed new Rules in connection with the creation of

Fellowships in the Society, of which intimation had already

been given by circular to all Members, were brought up for

final disposal.

Members l/LKA. \JXX Ulivy V**--'*^J «.-^

had not expressed their
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opinions to take the present opportunity of filling in voting

papers. Several such papers were filled in, and with the votes

returned by Members, were scrutinized. The Chairman ap-

pointed Dr. E. P. Harrison and Mr. C. H. Kesteven to be scru-

tineers. The scrutineers reported as follows:

Carried.

For the proposed new rules . • 108

Against the proposed new rules , . 10

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members:

Prof. Paul J. Bruhl, M.LE.E., F.G.S., Prof., C. E, College,

Sibpur, proposed by Sir Thomas Holland, seconded by
Mr, G. H. Tipper ; Mr. Percy Brown, A.R C.A., Principal, Gov-
ernment School of Art, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. N. Annandale,
seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mr. A. Hale, proposed by
the Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel

r. P. Maynard, I.M.S. ; Babu Ordhendra Coomar Ganguli Soli-

citor, High Court, Calcutta, proposed by Babu Rakhal Das
Banerji, seconded by Babu Amulya Charan Ghosh, Vidy^-
bhusana; Dr. Khalilvddin Ahmedy L.M,S., proposed by
Maulavi Abdus Salam, seconded by Dr. A. Suhrawardy.

The following papers were read :

1. An illustrated Note on an Indian Deity called Revanta.—
By Pandit Venode Behari Bhattacharya, Communicated
hy Dr. T. Bloch.

will

'/

Yunnan

Journal.

2. Some Persian Folklore Stories concerning
Persepolis.—By Captain C. M. Gibbon.

3. Stone Implements from the Tengyueh Disi

Province, Western-Chin^ (with a short account of the beliefs of

the Yunnanese regarding these objects).—By J. C. Brown.
These papers have been published in the **naZ for

August, 1909.

4. The Word " Scarlet' '—By Genek. ^ '*-

ScHiNDLEB. Communicated by Db. E. D. Ross.

5. Reference to Babylon in the Rigveda
Sen, M.A., M.R.A.C.

These papers will be i)ublished in a subseque
the JouniaL

v
u

D T?' T^^**
Alchemical Compilation of the I3th Ct

By HJ. ST.iJ>LETON, B.A., B.Sc. .

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

!'>

^

^ >
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7, Contributions to the History and Ethnology of North
Eastern India, L—By H. E. Stapleton, B.A., B.So.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal.

V
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35- An Illustrated Note on an Indian Deity called

Revanta.

By Pandit Binoda Bihari Bidyabinoda.

We learn from Varahamihira's Brhat-Samhita that at his
time a deity called '' Revanta'' was worshipped in North-
Eastern India. In the 58th chapter, which contains the rules
for preparing images of Indian gods, in the second half of verse
56 we read as follows :

—

**Revanta {should he represented) on horseback surromided by
*'

-a hunting party."
To modern Hindus a god by the name of Revanta is hardly

known, and we have to look into the older periods of Indian
history and art for further information. The only indications
left to us by Varahamihira for identifying any ancient image of
some Hindu deity with Revanta have just been mentioned.
It is evident from his description that at his time Revanta,
so to speak, stood only on the lower platform of the Hindu
Pantheon. However, the mere fact of his finding a place in

Varahamihira's descriptive list is sufficient to prove that he
niust have been of some importance, and for this reason we
may well expect to find some images of Revanta still preserved
to us.

According to the Visnu-Purana, iii, 2, 6 and 7, Revanta
was the son of Surya, born by Silrya's wife Sariijna, who had
adopted the body of a mare. In that shape she gave birth
to three children, all of them conceived from Siirya, viz., first

the Mvini-kumara-dvaya,^ and thereafter Revanta
It is a remarkable fact that among the many mediseval

images of Hindu gods from Magadha or Bihar, we find some
equestrian statues closely resembling the description given by
Varahamihira of the images of Revanta. This fact becomes all

the more important if we remember that Varaliamihira him-
self was a Magadha Brahmana.^ The equestrian statues just

referred to have up to the present date been described as

images of Kalkin, ie., the tenth, or future incarnation of

J^^??u, and, undoubtedlv; Visnu in his future Avaiara used to
be represented in a similar 'manner riding on horseback.

^^
^ Probably morning and evening stars are meant by this pair of

lieavenly twins/ '-T. Bmch.
, ^^

See Kern's Preface tohis edition of the Brhat-Samlnta^ page 1- The
second part of the name, fnihira, the well-known Persian word for * Sun,'
'Suggests Uiat Varahamiliira was a Maga or Sakadvlplya Brahmana, a
Class of Brahmanas of Persian or Scythinn origin whom we meet with
frequently in Magadlm or Bihar during the Middle Ages.—T. Bloch.

1
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However, I think that the attendant figures on the images just

referred to—an illustration of which is pubUshed along with

this note—preclude us from upholding their old name as images

of Kalkin, and that in view of their close agreement with

Varahamihira's description we should in future call them

images of Bevanta. As will be seen from the illustration

pubhshed with this note, the man on horseback is followed by

two dogs one running under the horse and the other chasmg

a deer; two antelopes in front of the horse; an archer ready

to shoot the deer; two drummers, two cymbal-players, one

umbrella-bearer, two b^nghi pole-bearers, one water-carrier.

Another attendant carries some kind of game on his shoulders,

perhaps a boar, while a number of armed attendants are

marching in front of the cortege. The other images of thesame

type which are in the Indian Museum closely agree, although

tile attendants are a little less in number.

There can be no questioning as to the fact that the atten-

dant figures just described have no place whatever in the legend

of Kalkin, the future Avatara of Visnu. All that we read

about him in the Puranas is that he will appear riding on a

horse, and so we find him also represented in sculpture on the

numerous relievos of the ten Avataras of Visnu, which are

known to us from Northern India. On the other hand, it is

evident that the archers, dogs, and other attendants are very

well suited for a person whom the artist intended to represent

as hunting {mrgayakrldd) , such as Revanta used to be ^P^®'

sented according to tlie description by Varahamihira. ^hus,

the musicians playing drums and cymbals do this in order to

frighten the game and to drive it out of the jungle into the

open fields. One part out of the hunter's bag is already

carried by one of the attendants on his shoulders_, vi^-, tUe

animal which I take to be a boar. Tlie " hanghiwalas carry

water along for the use of the hunting party, and the bow

held by the person on horseback indicates that he is making

use of this simple refreshment. The umbrella which is earned

over the head of the man on horseback simply indicates ms

royal rank, and the dog following the horse proves that the

man riding on the horse is out hunting. •,

Thus all these indications clearly point to Kevanta, ana

prevent us from calling the main figure in those "^^^^f*

" Kalkin.' ' There remains, moreover, one important point to

be noted. The man on horseback wears boots like those worn

by Surya on his many images. It would be difficult to expiau

this attire in an image of Kalkin, while it can not s^rp^se "3

in the least to find Revanta, the son of Surya, dressed like ni^

father and wearing boots in accordance with the fashion o

people from Northern India.

^^^^i Varahamihira



36. Some of the Problems set us

Bengal.

By W. A. Inglis.

In an interesting paper, which was published .in the

" Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal " for September, 1 908,

Captain Hirst, I.A., has discussed several questions connected

with the river Kosi in particular and with rivers in the plains

of India generally. The paper ^ deals in part with what is,

perhaps, a somewhat speculative theory in regard to the

rules which Nature has prescribed for the behaviour of rivers

in the periods of youth, middle age, and decay. The

intervals of time involved are indeterminate,^ but are certainly

vast as reckoned in years or even in centuries. It may be of

interest to speculate as to the conditions which are likely

to prevail when the Himalayas have been worn down to the

approximate level of the plains, but we can hardly put such

speculations to any practical use in our present work-a-day

world.

Captain Hirst has, however, made some practical sugges-

tions with respect to works which might be carried out or

which should be abstained from, having regard to the existing

stage of river growth. He has invited an examination ot

his proposals, and as during the course of my service in the

TI.-1.1. ^.r , -^ . .J j^g^^g ijad, occasionally, to deal
WorksA uuuu vvorKS uepartmeuL j. newt, i.c^, —~- ^.

with such matters I venture to resume the discussion.

In regard to the general question of the construction of

marginal embankments which have for their object the preven-

tion of the overflow of flood. Captain Hirst says :—
,

"Embankments designed to keep ^^^7/^?.?,*'* °^°,.

"water from protected lands are inadvisable, but it ma>

"be admitted that if the design of the embankments permita

"certain flood waters to wander over protected areas, tnose

"embankments may be of use, and Nature may, ."O* ^n-

"reasonably, show no resentment to their growth; ^ other

"words, it may, at any time of unusual flood, be necessary to

"admit flood waters to so-called protected knds, even to the

' extent of seriously inundating those lands.

With this statement of the case, I entirely concur and

I think that it is the view held by nearly all engineers who

liave had experience of flood banks m Bengal. It must

however, be recocmlsed that it is not possible to lay down any

Wd and fast rule or precept which can be appliea to all

nvers alike.
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Captain Hirst writes that:—''AH rivers flowing through

''plains similar to the Gangetic Plain behave in much

"the same manner," This can only be accepted in a very

general sense. It is true that all such rivers have certain

features in common. They are all unable to pass a high flood

within their natural banks. They are all silt-bearing to a

greater or less degree, and they are all liable to bank erosion.

There is, however, a great variation in these factors, and I

would lay great stress on the necessity for the careful con-

sideration of the peculiarities of each river.

In a great many cases the natural conditions render close

embanking practically impossible. The following instances

will illustrate this.

The river Damodar rises in the Cliota Nagpur hills and

flows into the estuary of the Hughli through the Burdwan

and Hughli Districts* It was calculated in 1853 by Captam

(later General) Dickens that at the liead of the deltaic portion

of the river the flood volume was 583,672 cusecs,^ while

opposite the town of Burdwan the capacity of the channel

had fallen to 253,082 cusecs, and at Amta^ just above the

tidal portion, it was only 76,519 cusecs. In this case the

problem was solved, or perhaps, it would be more correct to

say that the knot was cut, by close banking the left side of the

river and leaving the right bank for the greater part open to

spill

.

The Selye is one of the streams which pour their floods

into the inundated tract in the Midnapur District. In 1865

Lieut. R. G. Smyth, R.E., reckoned the flood discharge, where

it enters the plains at 72,063 cusecs, while near the outfall into

the Rupnarain estuary the channel could only accommodate
21,566 cusecs. The Cossye is another stream passing through

and over this tract, which, at times of high flood, becomes an

inland sea.' It was calculated by Mr. Apjohn that, during

the height of a flood which occurred in October, 1876, the

volume of water passing the weir at Midnapur was 187,400

cusecs, while only 45,400 cusecs were passing within the

channels of the river in the lower portions.

In Orissa, the Khoakhye branch of the Mahanadi passes

into and through the Puri District. A very careful enquiry

into the volume of flood of the Mahanadi and the capacity

of the numerous channels through which the flood finds its

way to the sea, was made by Mr. Rhind shortly after the

occurrence of a very high flood in 1872. He calculated that

the greatest volume of flood enterii ^
was 334,482 cusecs, while the channels in the Puri District by

w^hich the flood can pass to the sea could not be depended

on to pass more than about 45,000 cusecs.

1 Short for * cubic feet per second.'
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In cases such as these it is obvious that any idea of

confining the whole flood within marginal banks is altogether

out of the question. There are, however, other rivers in the

plains with respect to which the conditions are different. For

instance, the river Gandak, which is of about the same size

as the Kosi, and which issues from the Himalayas only a short

distance to the west of that stream, has a channel of such

capacity throughout, that the whole flood is, ordinarily,

passed to the Ganges, with the aid of marginal embankments

of moderate height in which there are no gaps or escapes.

I am far from saymg that I think that such a state of affairs

is altogether desirable, but there is no doubt that, in some

cases, it is practicable to create it.

Captain Hirst alludes to the evils which have been caused

in China by embankments ill-applied, and he expresses a doubt

if the Indian engineers have sufficiently taken to heart the

warning given. I can, I think, give an assurance on this

point. Questions witli regard to the effect of marginal Hood

banks on the regime of the channels of the rivers by which

they stand and whose floods they confine, are now, Mid have

been f6r many years, frequently under discussion. By some

of the engineers who have had to deal with the rivers of

Bengal, marginal embankments have been held as altogether

abominable. By others, among whom I number myselt, it

has been held that marginal flood banks, designed with

discretion and with a proper understanding of the factors ot

the case, are of service. It is, however, fully recognised that

it is rather that they are a lesser evil than uncontrolled tioodg,

than that they are in themselves a positive good.
^^ , i

Mr. Fitzgerald, Superintendent of Government Jimbaiik-

ments, in a report to the Board of Revenue (dated 5th

October, 1829) on the state of the embankments on the

river Gandak, wrote that on the right bank, in tne

Saran District; the river had encroached and destroyed a

considerable portion of the embankment. With respect to

the extent of the inundation he said :—
, • i t v»i^«™

"The extent of it, upon an estimation which I believe

"to be much within its real hmits, cannot be less than

"120,000 beegahs. When it is considered that from tM

pace

formed
h^ been entirely prevented, aome,de. may

t <

re-construction of the bunds.
'

' Supposing the average produce of each beegah to yieW

ipees 7 per annum (an average of Rupees 3 below the'* Rupees 7 per--^ujjcos i per annum \i^n a.v^-i«^^ -- --l
" productive rate of the Tirhoot District), the total loss «us-

;' tained by the diminution of the cultivation will annually be

" upwards of four lacs of rupees. c„.aT>
'* The above account of tlie damage caused to the baran
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*' District from the neglect of the bunds will not be deemed an
^'exaggerated one when the nature of the inundation be

''considereL At Belloe and at Butgong, the two principal
*' places where the embankments have been carried away, the

*' river has made such encroachments that it has now reached
** the low land and formed for itselfc channels in every direc-
^' tion. Instead of flowing gradually over its banks as it would
*'do in most situations (even where there are no embankments),
"it now enters the interior country in a volume of such
*' magnitude and depth as it is quite impossible for any species ^
** of cultivation, to which the natives of Upper India are accus-
*' tomed, to withstand.

'* In recommending the restoration of these banks, I am
''desirous of riot being thought inconsistent to principles which
** T have advocated on other occasions. I consider the differ-

''ence in the cultivation between the Lower and Upper Pro-
" vinces to be quite sufficient to explain the necessity of different

*' systems being acted on. In the one instance the country
''was well adapted to receive the inundation from the numer-
" dus deep and uncultivated jheels which were to be found
''scattered over its surface, the bottom of which it served
''to raise by the deposit of alluvium, and ultimately by this

"process to bring them into cultivation. In the other we find

"the country reduced from the highest state of fertility to one
^'of comparative waste, whilst no ultimate benefits aire ever
"Rkely to be derived of sufficient magnitude to restore the
"losses which the admission of the inundation has already

a

< i

t<

"occasi<,^ned."
w

In 1852 Major Baker (later Sir William Baker, Secretary
to the Government of India) wrote, in connection with a
proposal to confine the flood of the Damodar by embank-
ments on both sides of the river:—"If, according to the
•• third project, it be determined to retain the embnnk-
"ments. I have no doubt that they may be re-constructed
"sufficiently far apart, and with sufficient height and
section, to contain and confine such floods of the Damoo-
dah as have been hitherto recorded, but the ultimate
and unavoidable effect of such measure would be to raise

."tlie river bed, to necessitate a constant and proportionate
increase to the height and section of embankments and
to stimulate the growth of the shoals and sand banks at

the mouth of the river. No height that could be given

'':to the embankments would protect them from being occa-

•'•sionally undermined by an oblique set of the current,

"and a breach thus occurring would expose the country and
"the Railway Works to the risk of greater disaster than
"would be possible in the present state of the banks. The
"certain evils which I have just described might be of slo^r

"growth, and the contingent ones might not happen for

C <

( c

( c
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"years, but such as they are, thev are inseparable from this

"phn, and it might even be said, that the mo e perfectly the

"embankments are maintained in the meantime, the greater

"will be the eventual catastrophe."

As I have already remarked, this case was dealt with by

ina the riglit bank of the river open to flood, while the

(i

»

Having tne rignt oanK oi tue nvci ^^^>.^ ^^ ^^^^ ..^.--

left bank, on which are the East Indian Railway and the niore

important towns and villages, was provided with an efficient

embankment without any spill-ways. So far. it does not

appear that there has been any ap?)reciable rise m the tlood

levels of the lower portion of the Damodar, but, in the course

of time, as the surface of the country open to flood on the

right bank is raised by the deposit of silt, some rise roUst take

place unless the channel of the river enlarges to a corres-

ponding extent. This was recognised at the time when it was

decided to carry out the work. Captain Dickens wrote in

1853:-" It is true that we cannot calculate upon permanence

" in the improved state of things, on the whole, which wUl

"ensue; but, as the improvement will m all probability U.t

- for many years, and as there will be, meanwhile, 0PP0^t»"i^y

"afforded to watch the effects of the floods and to dev.se

"further measures, which may result in still greater i" Pjoj^'

"ment. this objection appears to form no f^f^ ^y ^^^^

measure of relief afforded at so small a cost should not be at

"once applied." , i. ,„i„^k1o
In 1858, Captain Harris, who carried out a most valuable

sulvey of the river Mahanadi and its delta, expressed the

opinion that the growth of the embankments in the delta

between 1840 and 1856 had caused '\h»g'^^^^^^"l^,l,^"fo
This view was not, however, accepted by Captain Short, who

was then vSuperintendent of Embankments. He Po^t^d out

that it could hardly be said that the Mahanadi was embanked

at all, as, at times of high flood, the water ^P^^ °;;%^ ^'^^

country generally. In his opinion what Avas most wa^^f^ was

an endeavour to maintain a certain equihbrium m t^^e d™on
of the flood at the head, and throughout the main branches

of the delta. , , . ^^r,T7o fhp
Since that time much has been done to

?"^P[^^«J^^;^

embankments in Orissa, largely in connection with the canai

system. Large areas have been provided with ^ n^t^orK

of canals, andfrom these areas the floodJ^^^t,^^^\'i^''fieS
excluded. In the tracts which are outside he Canal system

many of the channels are embanked, but
^P^/^^'^f .^J^^^^^^^lf

and some channels have no flood banks. The distribution of

the flood is now fairly regular and, certainly, if ^^^ <=«™P^[^

the existing conditions with those described m the eariy

papers, we can claim to have -de a co«.deral^e advance
papers, we can claim to nave mavv. « ^ ..

It is, of course, the case that the lands open to Ao^d wiU

very gradually, be raised in level while those protected will
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remain stationary, and, as in the ease of the Damodar,
so here, the flood level may in time rise. In either case, how-
ever, the outlet to the sea is near, and as the mean sea level
raay, for practical purposes, be taken as a fixed quantity, any
rise in the flood line will give an increased gradient and so tend
to increase the discharge capacity of the channels in the delta.
In Orissa there is no difficulty in the way of drainingt he
protected lands, and, I think that it may be said that we
have here the advantages of protection from flood with as few
of the disadvantages as is practicable.

I think that these instances are sufficient to show that the
dangers of flood banks are understood by those who have
to deal with them. At the present time the chief aim of tlie

embankment engineers, in parts of Bengal, is to lessen the bad
effects caused by existing embankments of long standing
which were made without method. Suggestions have often
been made for the wholesale removal of offending banks, but the
vested interests in the protected lands are great, and the present
certain loss is more apparent than the prospective future gain.
Any action in this direction must necessarily be very gradual.

We sometimes hear it urged as

with
ture. Thus, Captain Hirst sa\rs :_' ' Any training works carried

with
,,

. ^.^ « ^.,v.., of the nature of those

^^
under discussion, however small that river may be, to follow

^
'

and maintain a course which it has no tendency to assume,
must be contrary to the intentions of Nature herself. An

^
^

embankment with little or no water way through it for the
carrymg off of flood waters, is a glove thrown in Nature's
face—an insult which she has not yet been known to leave
unavenged."

It is, no doubt, the case that we can do nothing to control
or alter the action of the great natural forces. We cannot
cause the rain to fall, or the sun to shine, or the wind to blow.
We can, however, and we do every day, interfere with and
modify the operations of Nature. Every field that is ploughed
and sown with com is such an interference. We have, by selec-
tK>n and crossbreeding, modified very many plants and animals.
VVe construct reservoirs to store water and we abstract water
from streams and apply it to the irrigation of land without any
regard to the apparent intention of Nature. We protect the
banks of nvers from natural erosion and we dredge up sand
a^d mud from places in which Nature intended it to remain.
Ihere are, of course, limits within which we must confine our
ettorts, and success depends on a due apprehension of these
limits, and on a just sense of proportion.

In the matter of flood banks, Nature has taken the first
step, m the plains of Bengal, the rivers are, as a rule, of a
aeltaic cliaracter and we find the lilghest ground along their
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margins. That is, the stream in its natural condition is

already This is due to the deposit

view the

of silt from the water flowing out of the stream over its sides.

I think, therefore, that it is not an undue interference with

natural conditions to add an artifi

rate height. We must, however,

necessity of ascertaining what capacity the embanked channel

will have for the passage of floods, and when, as is generally

the case, the capacity decreases as we proceed down stream,

overflows have to be allowed at suitable places.

If the problem were hmited to making provision for the

passage of certain determined volumes of water it would be com-

paratively simple. What makes it much more difl&cult is the

addition to the water of the mixture of sand and earth,

generally termed silt, which is brought down in the flood from

the uplands. The silt, which varies greatly in composition and in

proportionate volume in different rivers, must either be passed to

the sea, or to the receiving river in the case of a tributary, or,

it must be spread over the adjacent country, or, it may, for

a time, accumulate in the channel itself. It may be assumed

that rivers of the class we are considering, when in flood, enter

the plains with a high velocity and heavily charged witb silt.

The power of carrying forward the silt depends on the velocity

of the stream, and as the velocity diminishes some of the silt

has to be dropped. In the case of a low flood the water

mostly remains within the banks, natural or artificial. The

stream will carry on part of the silt to the sea or to the mam
river. The remaining part of the silt, mainly the sand, must

be dropped in the bed and must, for the time being, dimimsh

the capacity of the channel. This must happen m all cases

whether there are artificial flood banks or not. When there

is a high flood the river has to seek relief, and, in addition to

the passage of water and silt over the banks generally, the

relief is frequently found by means of gaps or breaches in the

banks, through which large volumes of sand are thrown up

over the surface of the country and the channel of the river

is thereby temporarily improved. That is, speaking generally

during seasons of low floods the channel deteriorates and

becomes less capable of passing flood, then, a high flood comes

and effects a silt clearance on a large scale, the sand Deing

thrown up over the country and the bed deepened, ihe gaps

imco
acme cases, the course of the stream is actually changed while

the former channel is almost closed by the deposit of sand

An instance in point is the Begua breach in the right bank of

tlie Damodar river. Such changes come, no doubt, in the due

course of Nature's operations, but, none the less, they are

already

easy
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fresh lands. Along the new course, cultivated lands are

submerged and eroded, or are covered with sand, as they

may fall in the bed or banks of the new stream, while along
the old course the loss of water in the dry season is often

seriously felt. Now, when a river has banks of moderate
firmness, so that side erosion can be kept within reasonable
limits, there is little or no practical difficulty in closing such
gaps and in providing equivalent spillways for the flood by
means of paved overflows at about tke level of the natural
bank. *A pavement with rubble stone or concrete blocks is

sufficient to prevent a gap forming. It is not difficult to

calculate with approximate accuracy the volume of flood

which should be provided for at the sites selected for the over-

flows. What, however, has not yet been fully determined
is whether those overflows will act effectively in relieving the
river channel of sand. As has been mentioned by Captain
Hirst, the silt is partly carried in suspension in the water and
is partly rolled along the bed, and it is with respect to the
latter part that there is some doubt. Escape sluices with
large vents would, perhaps, be more efficient, but they would
also be more expensive.

I have said that the embankment engineers recognise that
flood banks have their dangers, but I think that it must be
admitted that it is desirable that more attention should be
given tq the observation and record of alterations in tlie width
and depth of the channels of the rivers, and also of the effect

of the deposit of silt in raising the level of the flooded lands.
The Gandak has been close banked for a good many years, and
vye ouglit to know more than we do' with regard to the ques-
tion whether the bed of the river is really being raised rela-

tively to the protected lands, and whether the capacity of the
river to pass flood is deteriorating or improving.

Captain Hirst alludes to damage done by flood in recent
years in North Bihar and expresses the opinion that it is more
than probable that these floods are mainly, if not entirely, due
to the prevalence of embankments in those parts. This, I

think, shows a tendency to take any stick as good enough to
beat a dog with a bad name. In effect, it cannot, justly, be
said that flood embankments are prevalent in North Bihar.
Certainly, in the Darbhanga district, with regard to which
Captain Hirst writes that the flood level has risen 3 feet

if "'V^®^^^
^"^ *^^^t inconceivable and irreparable damage

has been done, the streams causing the damage are not
embanked. In the Muzaffarpur and Champaran districts
there are some private embankments on the Bur Gandak river,
but they are of small height.

There is, sometimes, a tendency to write of flood banks
as If they actually caused the flood. This, of course, is not
the case. The flood is due to excessive rainfall on the catchment
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of the stream, and to the conditions under which the water

flows off the catchment. What flood banks can do, and do do,

is to alter the distribution of the flood water. They do this

in two ways: 1st, in the case of a river which flows in a

hollow, such as the Ganges above its deltaic portion, they

reduce the reservoir space for the spread of the inundation

in the valley or basin of the river; 2nd, in the case of

streams of a deltaic character which flow on ridges, tliey

prevent the flood leaving the parent stream and flowins: away

over, or through eaps in the sides of the ridges. Consequently,

if protection is given to lands on the margin of the upper part

of a stream there will, necessarily, be a greater volume

of flood, or rather, a greater share of the flood, in the lower

part of the stream. That this has occurred to some extent

along the Bur Gandak is probable, but here, as generally,

accurate information is wanting.

Captain Hirst has also drawn attention to the embank-

ment which carries the Tirhut State Railway along the

northern bank of the Ganges to the west of the Kosi. Tins

embankment to a small extent limits the reservoir spare of the

Ganges, but its action in this respect is inconsiderable, and it

serves rather as a division between the inundition of the

Ganges and that caused by the overflow of the streams from

the north, which turn eastwards and join the Kosi near its

mouth. It does not appear to be probable that it wiU cause

any sensible alteration in the flood level of the Ganges, and 1

do not share Captain Hirst's apprehension that it may injure

the navigable channel of that river.

With respect to the Kosi itself, I think that there will be

a general agreement by those who have had any experience ot

river embankments, with Captain Hirst's conclusion that tiie

time has not yet come for any attempt to embank or to tram

thatriver, if"indeed,itis, in its present state, worthy ot tiie

name of river at all. On entering the plains it f-OAS over

rather than through, a flat lop-sided cone of andy silt vvmcn it

is itself depositing. The cone is lop-sided because on the west

after a short distance the land is higher, while on the east ana

south there is, for a considerable distance, a gradual slope oi

about the same gradient in either direction. In 18/b. in con-

nection with a general enquiry into the possibilities ot irrigation

canals from the streams of North Bihar, Colonel Haig, K.h-.,

wrote about the tract of country between the Kurnia and tne

Kososi:^-The tract comprised between the tvvo rivers men-

tioned is about 65 miles in Width. It has a fall from north to

"south in its upper half at the rate of about 2 feet P'^r "iile.

"From west to east the ground rises from the Kumla to the

•'Bulan, and then falls from the Bulan to the Kosi ihus

"tlie Bulan, which is the central and the largest of about a
'

' dozen streams which intersect the district from north to
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"south, runs along the summit of two great plains which
"slope from it downwards towards the two marginal rivers.
" There is a eounterslope inland for a few miles from the Kosi,
" but little or none from the Kumla."

The levels taken showed that the lowest low water level

of the Kosi was only 5 to 6 feet below the surface of the
country. As regards alterations in the course of the stream,
Colonel Haig wrote:—"At the frontier its present channel is

"now 2 miles to the west of what it was in 1844 when the
'

' maps were made, and further down the main stream now flows
" in a channel from 4 to 6 miles west of its former course.

Since 1876 many further changes have occurred and the
stream is unstable in the highest degree. The Kosi when in

flood carries immense quantities of silt, consisting largely of

micaceous sand, which it spreads over the country. In 1894 it

was feared that the stream was showing a tendency to leave
altogether the channel in which it was at that time flowing, and
to work back to some previous course much to the east, which
would endanger the Civil Station of Purnea.

In January 1895 I was deputed to examine the channels
of the river at the point where it enters our tetritory, and for
a short distance within the Nepalese territory. I quote the
following from the report I made:—"The first thing that
"strikes one on entering Nepalese territory at Patherdewa
"is the enormous deposit of silt, chiefly mica sand, which has
'^^been laid over the ground in the last few years. I think I
*• am within the mark when I say that the whole country from
'' the frontier up to Bubia has been raised two feet. I* camped
'^'at Sinoo-ari, where the huts of the village, which has been
"almost abandoned, were filled with sand to this extent."

It was most remarkable to find large areas of country
on which tlie Sal trees and i.large Cotton trees had been killed
by the silt. This, in turn, is soon covered by dense grass
jungle of great height, and these jungles are well known as
the homes of tigers. The impression is given that the river
must be engaged in cutting out for itself a channel through
some former deposit of silt within the hills, and appearances
give strong support to the view taken by Captain Hirst that
the Kosi

, as a stream of its present volume, is of very recent
date, and that very many years must elapse before we can
hope for even a moderately stable channel in the plains. At
the same time it does not seem to be probable that the stream
will make any sudden change from the general direction of its

present course. I venture to quote again from my report
of 1895:—"When we consider that the spill water is flowing

in a much shallower channel than the main stream, and that

..I '^
Z"^*^'^ ™"re obstructed by grass jungle, the danger which

nas been apprehended of a new river forming will, I think,
have a less formidable aspect. A fall of 3 or 3i feet per
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mile is no doubt sufficient to cause a great velocity if a

"stream is flowing 20 or 30 feet deep, but it is nothing very

"terrible if it is flowing 5 or 6 feet deep. But there is no

"doubt that the most important factor in the situation is the

"amount of silt carried. While the stream is fully charged
" with silt it cannot erode. The silt causes the evil of a

"shallow river constantly changing its course, but it seems to.

" me also to set a limit to the extent of the change, or, at all

" events to tend to prevent a sudden change to a side channel.

"Thus, we find that proceeding along the spill from Bubia

and Hurinugra to Patherdewa, there has been practically

no erosion. The spill channels have banks, but these are

"entirely composed of the recent silt deposit. In going

"down the stream now flowing from Bubia, in a small boat,

"we frequently grounded on the small bunds of rice fields,

" and the water was simply flowing over the country between

"banks of silt. It is only when we get down to Sahibganj

and Patherdewa that the erosion commences."*

To allow of marginal flood banks being used with any

chance of success there must be a main channel which is

fairly stable or which only oscillates within moderate limits.

This at present is far from being the case with the Kosi.

Captain Hirst has suggested that the Italian system

of ' Bonificazione ' might, possibly, be effective if applied to

the Kosi. There is nothing novel in this system, and it hardly

seems necessary to have resource to Itahan in order to give it

a name. In my dictionary (Chambers' Twentieth Century)

one meaning of the verb 'to warp' is:—"To improve land

bv distributing on it by means of embankments, canals,

flood gates, etc., the alluvial mud brought down by rivers.

Lands have been improved in England by warping, but,

perhaps, the best known instance is the basin system of irriga-

tion in Egypt, bv means of which the fertile ^ile mud is

deposited in the basins and the water is then run ott. io

a small extent there is the same action during the irrigation ot

rice from the Bengal canals, but here we can only apply

the water when it is holding a moderate quantity of silt. At

times of high flood wlien the water is fully charged we have

to shut down for fear of choking the canals. JNiature is, ot

course, acting in this manner on an enormous scale m tne

delta of the combined Ganges and Brahmaputra and is con-

stantly forming, removing and again reformmg land. In Unssa

in the Puri district, Nature supphes two very good object

lessons in the Chilka Lake and the Sur Lake. These basins

receive flood water from two of the branches into which the

Mahanadi divides. The outlet of the Chilka Lake is to the sea.

while in the case of the Sur Lake the water flows back at the

end of the flood season, by the same channel by which it

entered. In either case, the silt has been deposited on the
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bed of the Lake, and the process of warping, or land forma-
tion, is going on steadily though very slowly. There are,

I have no doubt, many places in Bengal, such as the tract

inundated by the Damodar, and the flooded part of the
Miclnapur District, where, by means of embankments, it might
be quite practicable to form silting basins somewhat similar to

those on the Nile. The nature or composition of the silt

is, however, a very important consideration. To give any
reasonable chance of success continuity of action is essential,

and this can only be obtained where we have stable channels
and fixed positions for the overflow of the flood. I am afraid,

therefore, that in the present state of the Kosi and for many
years to come, little will be possible in this direction.

The last question noticed by Captain Hirst is the desira-

bility of improving the navigable channels of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra, and he advocates that the work required should
be done by the State as a charge against the general revenues,
and without requiring a direct return in the shape of toUs.

Some experimental work has been carried out in recent
years by the Bengal Government on the Ganges between Patna
and Damukdia, which showed that a good deal might be done
by the use of bandals, at a comparatively small cost, to improve
the channels in the season of low water.

Dredging is expensive, audit seems advisable to resort to
it only when there is some very special reason and when the
volume of traffic is great.

Regarding the financial problem, if it is held, as a general
prmciple, that the provision of traffic facihties is of so
great importance to a country as to warrant the use of
general revenues without expecting any direct return for
the outlay, it is not apparent that there should be any distinc-
tion between roads, railways, waterways, and, perhaps, in the
future, air-ways. At present roads are provided in India
partly at the cost of the general tax-payer, and mainly from
the proceeds of a local rate or cess paid by the owners and
occupiers of land. All traffic passes, as a rule, free of toll

though there are some local charges for ferries and bridges.
En the case of Railways, a fair commercial profit is expected
on the whole capital, though in the case of some of the lines
owned by Companies, the land has been provided at the

^¥^1!^^ ^f t^ie tax.payer. There are, no doubt, cases, of

'T;- ^^^ Assam-Bengal Railway is the leading example,
in which the net receipts do not meet a fair interest charge on
the capital, but, taken as a whole, the amount paid directly
by the traffic passing over the Indian railways does now,
orumarily, y,eld a moderate profit after paying all charges,
mcludmg mterest on loans.

f^. ^

Por ocean traffic, the sea is, of course, free of tolls, but
there are charges for light-houses, and harbour facilities have
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to be paid for those using them, though, no doubt, in some

cases, contributions have been given from general revenues.

On inland waterways, large sums have been spent on

works, such as the Orissa Coast Canal in Bengal, the Buck-

ingham Canal in Madras, and in making the main branches of

Irrigation Canal systems navigable, from which little or no

direct return is obtained. What the indirect return may be,

or what addition to the general assets of the country is made

by such works, it is hard to say.

The questions raised are wide and complex, and I can

make no attempt to answer them. I think, however, that it is

desirable to be cautious in applying to India methods which are

recommended solely, or mainly, on the ground tliat they have

been adopted with apparent success in Europe or America.

If we think of what has been done in India in the last fifty

years in the matter of roads, railways, canals, harbour works,

post offices and telegraphs, let alone education and law, we

must reahse that an enormous change has occurred in t lie

economic condition of the country. It seems to me that the

general levelling up and stiffening of the prices of the staples

of food, which has been so marked of late, must be due, in

part at all events, to the facilities for commumcatioti and

trade which have been given. A change of this extent in tne

economic conditions must re-act on the social conditions, we

are rathjer given, as a people, to consider that we are past

masters in the art of self-government, but, when we think oi

the difficulties we have at home in dealing with the poor ana

of the wonderful manner in which this is dealt with m inma

by the people themselves, we must confess that we nave

to learn as well as to teach: The general nsem the price

of grain should help the cultivators, and it wiH be met oy

increased wages for the earning classes. This must, liow^ver.

tend to draw a sharper line between the well-to-do^ or per^^P^'

we .should rather say, between those who have fffi^l^'^jlf
J'^^

on and the very poor. Think of the vast numbers there must

be in India of the crippled, the halt and th^^^'
*^^

fatherless children and widows, who cannot ^ork ana wi

depend solely on charity. This c^iarity has been freely given

while the cost of food has been small and the g^^^^^'^^^^^

^^^-^fJ'^
of living very simple. Will it be as freely f^^en

under tne

altered economic conditions ? I suppose that we cannot te I

but sometimes it seems to me that we begin to s^e loomin^, m
the distance the spectres of Poor Laws and d ^S^ ™^^f^j

However, this is taking us far from the ^^ter-waf

Bengal, and I will conclude by
^^^y^f^^^^t^t^L tebind

should not mind if we are reproached with lagging bel ina

Europe or America, and that our motto should be J: csum

lenter
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By A. C. Sen, M,A., M.R.A.C.

In my paper on '
* Visnu^ ' I have shown that the trivikramana

striding three times—of Visnu, as mentioned in the Rigveda,

and Yima's taking forward three steps

—

ihri-gaya—as described

in the A vesta (Vendidad-Fargard II), both represent the same
historical incident, namely, the immigration of the ancestors of

the Parsis and of the Hindus from their old home in the north

to the land of the Sapta Sindhus. I have also pointed out that

the Vedic Y^ama and Visnu are the same character. Accord-

ing to the Avesta, Yama was a great Iranian King who had
even daevas ( = worshippers of devds) among his subjects. For a

long time he ruled with justice and wisdom, and the country

flourished under his beneficent administration. But latterly he

became arrogant and untruthful and met with the fate that

pride always brings. When he began to find deHght in pride

and falsehood the heavenly glory fled from him. He was over-

thrown and cut in twain by Azi Dahaka, with whom one of his

brothers, Spityura, had joined. Azi Dahaka (Vedic, Das Ahi)

has been repeatedly mentioned in the Rigveda in connection

with the winning of waters by Indra. But for a long time I

did not meet with any reference in it to this mournful incident,

I found instead that the Vedic Bisis have highly magnified and

spirituaUzed the death of Yama as the following beautiful rik

will show :

—

\« II \^ I
8

Wh
chose death ; who cho:
(*.e. to stay with men).

Risi Brihaspati fo
gave his dear body as an offering, x. 13. 4.

the

ama

Some tithe after, I came across a curious story told of
^ ^ ^M ._. .^m. ^^b ^^ -"-^ ^^

Zamyad
version of it.

gatapatha Brdhmana whicb bear^

flio aor>rinr»f r*f fllA flAatVl of Yamd

great

sacrifices became the most exceilent of gods. But after a time

he lost self-control and became arrogant. The gods grew envi-

ous of him and wanted to kill him but they did not dare to do
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so One day Visnu was asleep resting his head on the end of Ms

bow when the gods entered into an arrangement with the ants

who gnawed off the bow-string. The ends of the bow sprang

asunder and Visnu' 8 head was cut off. Indra among the gods

first reached the dead body of Visnu and the glory oi Visnu

entered into him. The severed head.of Visnu became the bun.

According to the Avest a the heavenly glory of Yima lett

him and passed first to Mitra ( = Sun) and then to Thr^taona

(
= the son of Thrita , Sn. Trita). It may also be mentioned here

that according to the legendary history of Persia Djemshed

( =Kine Yima) was seized unawares and sawn asunder.

The two ac.ounts of the death of Fama—one given m the

Avesta and the other in the ^;.B.—differ only on two points

:

r The Avesta says that Yama was killed by Azi Dahaka

and his followers. According to the (,'.B. Yama s head was

cut off by the Vamrls, generally understood to be the females ot

a suecies of ant known as 'STj^NrT I

^ . ^^. glory of Yama according to the ^.B. passed to

Indra, and according to the Avesta to the son of Trita. As to

its passing to the sun both scriptures agree, only the languages

used by them differ. The Avesta says the glory passed to

Mitra { =the Sun). According to the y.B., the severed head ot

Yama became the Sun.

Now as regards 2° the students of the Rigveda know that

Trita was the original of the Vedic character Indra. And in

my papers on " Visnu'' and ''Trita, " I have pointed out that

in a number of places an act that the Rigveda ascribes to the

father, the Avesta ascribes to the son, and vice versa. On this

point therefore there is no real difference.

On the first view 1° seems to be an important difference

But on a closer consideration this difference also vanishes away

-

In the Avesta Azi Dahaka is said to have come from Babylon.

The phonetic rendering of the name of Babylon as given m the

cuneiform writings is " Babli." The word in the Avesta is

'
' BawU: ' Now • • Bahli, " " Bawli

'

the same word in three different lanei

The

and " VamrV (^
ages.

Bawri" (Z».) we find

two differences

a°. In place of b in Gun. we have iv in Zn.

6°. In place of I we have r.

a°. In the Zn. internal 6 and w are sometii

able.

h\ In
for r and I.

Here we have the following differences

:

a°. W for W .

b°. H for n.

r which i s used b oi

with Sn. "Vamrl.
J»
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c"^. ^ for ^ .

</^ final tforT-
a°. In the Sn. ? and ^ are often interchangeable. When a

word is taken from a foreign language ^ is often used for ^ .

6"". Here ^ has first been substituted for ^ and then «? for

^. Yaska has pointed out in his Nirukta that ^ and w are

sometimes interchangeable.

&". In Sn. there are two hquids ?: and ^, but in Vedic Sn.

T is often used in place of ^ - Examples

—

^yf^ for ^if%^

;

f^^fH forf%^iiT;

^rT^-<r'for ^^1 rr i

d\ This is not of much importance but I shall explain it

later on.

We may also compare the Zn. ^^ Bawri^^ with Sn. ^€t
though this is not of much importance* For it is not likely

that the Sn. name for Babylon came through its Zn. name.
Here the differences are

:

a°. ^ for ^.

h\ M for w.

c°. t for ^.

a"^. has already been explained.

b°. The w is a substitute for b. It may be considered as

equivalent to v or u, and u in Zn. sometimes = w in Sn., e.g.

Zn ji^=Sn. aiig^^ [Prof. Jackson in the A. 0. S's J.]

c°. This will be dealt with later on. ^
Next as to the ants being of the species called ^W^

This word is evidently derived from ^tj near and ^^ water,

nieanins: those who live near water. The geographical position

of the city of Babylon fully explains this. The word may also

contain an allusion to the blocking of a river by Ahi—repeatedly
mentioned in the Rigveda in connection with the winning of

waters by Indra.

When the word^ in the f.B. wass thus explained I wanted

to see if the word occurs in the Rigveda, and if so, if here

also it means Babylon. I beUeve I have met with quite an

astonishing result.
'
In the Rigveda the word occurs only once,

namely, in rih iv. 19. 9. It will be seen that the rik has not

been properly explained yet and has rightly been pronounced

obscure. I quote the rik below, and also some 6f the explana-

tions already given. '
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1. Sayana explains the rik thus

:

master

ant

eaten by the ants-

Brought away by Indra he saw the serpent clearly though

he had been blind before. Then he came out of the ant-hills.

His limbs that had cut through the ant-hills were united

through the favour of Indra.

The Sanskrit explanation in the ''Vedarthayatna'' is
2.

fift^^

been rendered into " Camp." I give the English translation

below

—

" Thou didst bring out from the camp, O master of tawny

horses, the son of Agru that was being eaten by the ants. The

Wind man [when] brought out saw the serpent. He came out.

The limbs that broke the cooking-pot were joined again.

3. Mr. R. C. Dutt in his Bengah translation has rendered

fm^wn into 3Z^. i.e., house. He has also taken 'a^

9 ?

e,, house. He has also taken ^^f^^R^ in the

sense of limbs severed by the ants.

4. The late Pandit Dayananda Sarasvati explained the nJc

in an altogether different way. According to him Indra takes

away one's uncharitable son as the rivers wash away their

banks.
5. Griffiths' translation is as follows :

* ' Lord of Bay Steeds, thou broughtest from the ant-hill the

unwedded damsel's son whom ants were eating.

The blind saw clearly, as he grasped the serpent, rose,

brake the jar : his joints again united."

It cannot be said that these translations make much sense.

For what does *'a man being eaten by the ants" mean?

Pandit D. S's explanation is of such a character that we had

better leave it alone. Then what has the cooking-pot to do

with the incident ? And if it were the pot that was broken^ it

was the broken parts of the pot and not of the lingtbs of Agrus

son that needed to be reunited, Mr, Dutt removes this absurd-

ity but by quite arbitrarily rendering ^^^^ into ^^fir: f^lT*

in his '
' Sanskrit-Enelish Dictionary

'

' explainsM. Williams in his ** Sanskrit-English Dictionary

^^rf^f^ as ''as fragile as a pot', which he takes from Boht-

lingk's '' New Dictionary.' ' This is another arbitrary explanar

tion.

seek

nm consistiner

The Hymn is in the fourth Mandala of which Bisi Vamdeva is

the author. To understand the true meaning of the r*^ ^^
question not only we should know the pks that precede and

god glorified.

between
Upanisad
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that Vamdeva was the most spiritually enlightened among the

Vedic Risis, Indra

bore to him in the following extremely pathetic verse which

will also show that for the glorification of Indra his friend and

saviour he would not conceal anything.

^IT^ ^^^fl'^^iTT'TW^T % 35^ '^^T ^HT^ ||8| ^^1 \^
In great distress I cooked the intestines of a dog; among

the gods I found no comforter
;

I saw my wife insulted. Then the Eagle ( = Indra) brought

to me the nectar, iv. 18. 13.

I give below first the whole of hymn iv. 19, with the ex-

ception of rik 9.

Thee verily here, Indra, the wielder of fhe thunder, the

All-gods, the protectors easy to invoke,

And both the Heaven and the Earth elected the mighty one

grown strong and beautiful—thee alone to slay Vritra, iv. 19-1.
r

1

The gods sent thee forward as old (fathers send their young

sons). Thou Indra born of truth (then) becamest the One Ivord

of all.

Thou slewest Ahi who lay over waters and set free the

streams that gladden all, 2.

The insatiate, long stretched, hard to waken, unwaking,

slumbering Ahi who lay over the seven rivers, thou cuttest up

With might Indra pulverized the back of the earth as the

wind with powers does the water. '
v j

Indra wishing to exhibit his strength broke the hardest

mountain and pierced the wings of the clouds, 4.
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They ran to thee like mothers to their children; the De-

stroyers ( = the Maruts) together went to thee like chariots-

Thou didst gladden the streams and ra^'se the waves.

Thou, Indra, didst set free the encompassed rivers, 5.

Thou didst stay the mighty stream flowing and delighting

all, for Turhiti and Vayyu
;

At their prayer didst thou stop the rushing streams and

madest the rivers easily fordable, Indra, 6.

He made the young maidens ( = rivers), that know the laws,

flow forth destroying the banks like roaring springs.

He flooded the thirsty deserts and plains. Indra milked
the dr}^ cows ( = rivers), the wives of the stinging one ( = Ahi), 7.

Remarks: Differing from the Padapaih I have divided

<^^r into ^*^ + Wt: instead of^ + ^qa>: I
In Zend, Dahaka

(S. Dasa) means one who stings. The word has been given this

meaning because the name of theDahaka or Dasa in question is

Azi (Zn) or Ahi (Sn.), which in these languages means a serpent.
We will afterwards see that ''AM'' is an Assyrian word and in

that language means *'a brother/'

After many a dawn and many a lovely autumn having
killed Vritra he let the rivers flow

;

Indra set free the encompassed and blocked rivers to flow
on earth, 8

One who knows thy ancient exploits, sage { = Indra), has
told them to the wise,

"

Exactly as you performed the manly self-proclaimed deeds
beneficent to man. 10.

%%^ ^^% JZfllT'T ??[' ^f?^ cj^"! 5T ift^: .

^f^fc ^ jf^Wt ^^ ?^ fvj^T ^TTT JM- «^r«T: II l^
Now glorified, praised, Indra, let wealtli swell like rivers

tor your praiser
;
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New hymn, Indra, has been composed for you. May we

through your praise be always possessors of chariots and win-

ners in battles. 11.
, ., -,-

From the above it will be seen that all the riks precedmg

the one under discussion refer either to the kilhng of Ahi

(Vritm) or to the setting free of rivers. Of the two files that

follow, the last or the 1 1th is simply a prayer for wealth. But

even here rivers are once mentioned as a simile. The lOth rik

expressly mentions that the object of tlie Hymn was to relate

truly the ancient exploits of Indra exactly as tliey happened

H^IT ^tjT. and the poet says he knows these. There is a word m
this rik, namely s^s^n-fsf, which, following the Western scholars, I

have rendered into " manlv " butwhicli Uterally means "relat-

ing to the pouring of water." It is therefore Hkely that nk 9

should also have something to do with Indra'^ kilhng Ahi and

releasing the river the latter had blocked. And as a matter ot

fact the word Ahi occurs in this rik. In two of the previous

riks in this hymn, namely, in the 2nd and the 3rd m which the

word occurs, it means Vritra, i.e. the river encompassing Alii.

I maintain that in this rik also Ahi means Vritra and not an

ordinary serpent. , ., i i.i •«„

I shall now give mv translation of the nk and then its

explanation, together with the explanation of all the ditticuit

words in it. ^ , ,, ^^„
Thou broughtest away, lord of the taivny steeds, the son

of the river maiden [or the unmarried damsel] who was being

eaten by the Babylonians, from where he was lying.

Brought away he saw Ahi though he had been blind. U hen

released his limbs severed by the file were reunited, iv. ly. J.

The most difficult words in the rik are the foUowing.

. \ ^^-l have already pointed out that it is equivalent to

-BaMi-, the name of Babylon according *« ^^^^
.^"IJ^'^X

writings, or to '

' Bawri " ,
the name of the

«^"^^f^,^°^^7§;^^.^,a
Avesta. I take it up again. It appears that there is a v^o d

1

^^- occurring in the Rigveda and derived probably from an old

root ., to vomit, to bring out from the mouth, to speak,

common to a number of Aryan l^^g^^f«-^C.^n theTig^
Latin, Lithunian and Zend. It occurs in five places in the K.g

veda, namely, as

^«: in i. 51 and viii. 102. 21.

n^^x in X. 99. 12

^^ in i. 112. 15,

^^m in X. 99. 5.

In all the riks excepting in viii. 102. 21 « i^Ue utterer of

hymn,, i.e., a Rm. In viii. 102. 21 it « an ant. «ft.sthe female
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gender of ^^, a female ant. It appears that the word has

another female gender, namely, ^«T i
lam inclined to think that

originally ^fliwas the only form of the female gender of the word.

But when the Bisis came in contact with the Babylonians and
the necessity arose of having a name for them, they took an old

word, and giving it a little twist coined a new one, which from

one point of veiw was merely a new form of its female gender

and from another point of view the name of Babylon, '' Babli
"

Sanskritized. This gave them an opportunity to play on the

two meanings of the word ^% and also mysteriously mention
_ X

a historical fact which for obvious reasons they would not refer

plainly. There can be no doubt that the fact would not have
been mentioned even mysteriously had not the great attach-

ment of Eisi Vantadev for god Indra induced him to refer to it

for the glorification of that great god and to describe his exploits

exactly as they happened. Indra slew Ahi who had most
cruelly put to death such an eminent person as King Yama.
Indra also made Yama a great god.

The punning on the word ^^ is this. Taking Vamris in

the sense of ants, the rik says that when grown arrogant even so
great a king as Yama was killed by the female Upadika ants.

In another sense it means that he was killed by the Babyloni-
ans under Ahi. The Iranian Risis expressed their scorn by
calling Ahi, Dahaka— Httle bit of a Das.

It is to be noticed that the explanation given above shows
alsD why the final i in '

' Babli
'

' has been changed into t.

2°. ^^. The word occurs in 11 places in the Rigveda,

namely, as
+

^-m in V. 44, 7. m. nom. sing,—unmarried.

^^m in vii. 96. 4. m. nom. ph—unmarried.

ww: in vii. 2. 5. fem. nom. ph—maidens.
In i. 140. 8 fem. nom. pi.—fingers as maidens.
m lii. 29. 13. fem. nom. pi.—fingers as maidens.
in ix. 1. 8. fem. nom. pi.—fingers as maidens.
in ix. 66. 9 fem. nom. pi.— fingers as maidens,
ini. 191. 14. fem. nom, pi.—Rivers as maidens,
in iv. 19. 7. fem, nom. pi.—Rivers as maidens,
in iv, 19. 9. fem. gen. sing.—A particular maiden.
in iv. 30. 16. fem. gen. sing,—A particular maiden.

The above shows that the primary meaning of the word is

unmarried, ^ij male is a bachelor: ^xr female a maiden
^ ' <^

Fingers and rivers have been called ^^^: poetically. Tliey

have similarly been called ^m^i i
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Sayanais right in saying that in riks iv. 19. 9 and iv. 30. 16

the word refers to a particular woman—a maiden—a chaste

lady ; but he has not tried to identify her. Through the clue

we have found in connection with the word ^it, however, it

will be possible for us to say who she was. If our interpreta-

tion of this word be true then the ^t^: 5^ in rik iv. 19. 9 is

Yama, and therefore ^u is her mother. It appears that Fisi

Vamadeva has used the word in three places, namely, in nl-s

iv. 19. 7 ; iv. 19. 9 and iv. 30. 16. In the last two of these nJcs

the word evidently means the same thing. In the first .^*^ the

word means rivers -rivers regarded, as young maids. ^Riks

iv. 19. 7 and iv. 19. 9 are not only in the same hymn but only a

single rik separates them one from the other. The meanmg of

the word ^^ in rik iv. 19. 9 is therefore Hkely to be the same

as in iv. 19. 7, i.e., a young river regarded as a maiden. More-

over the whole hymn is on the exploits of Indra with regard to

rivers. But does this make any sense—a young river maiden

being the mother of Yama ? It does if we remember that

Yamd's mother—the wife of the great Vivasvan—fl^W «TTT.
.
.v'fl

^T^T f^^r^cft. . . (x. 17. 1) was called ^^^ (from ^ to flow), a river.

She was so called because her husband Vivasvan had a good

knowledge of rivers, which led to our Aryan forefathers comnig

to Indiaand settHng on the banks of the Indus:

^*r ^^ ^iflT ftr^fl^^^^^f w^z^xOr ^Tff li

They { = the sages = U^v of the first line) going in the

right direction settled on the banks of the Sindhus. Gandharva

(=King Vivasvan) knew the names of the waters ( = rivers).

X 123, 4.

It appears that Saranyu has also been coWed. SiMdhu ._
Her

twin sons the Agvins have been called Sindhu-Matara---lhe

twins having Sindhu for their mother. [Aqvins are brothers

of Yama and sons of Saranyu x., 17. 2.] Now wejindjhe

has also been called ^11 river maiden. Her son

Yama .

"^

From the facts (1) that in rik x. 17. 1 Yama's mother--the

wife of mighty Vivasvan—has been said to have died or disap-

peared while being married and not after marriage—v^m wm
^^'^RT ^^"T siT^T f^^^WT ^^m- ; (2) that in Hymn x. 95

we have an instance of an AfsarU living with a king tiU a

son is born unto them and then going away to hve freely ii^e a

^trw

^r^
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bird
; (3) and also that Vivasvan was the great Gandharvay and

according to Manu (III. 32) the Gandharva form of marriage was
simply the living together of a man and woman out of mutual
attachment without undergoing any marriage ceremony

;

Fama's mother may be taken as literally ^tr—an unmarried

damsel. In either case riks iv. 19. 9 and iv. 30, 16 refer to

the death of Yama.
^?T in Zend also means unmarried ; but its supposed deri-

vation from ^ without, and «^ a husband, conveys too recent

au idea to be the original.

3\ fiftar^r means a house, a place on which anything rests,

a camp (Manu), The rih makes very good sense if we take the

word to mean ** camp" as the editor of the Vedarthayatna has

done, or the place where the severed body of Yama was lying.
w

4^. ^f^ — gii . Tn this sense the word has been used several

times in Hymn IV. 19, namely, in riks 2, 3, and 9.

5°. fifft <5 The ordinary grammar fails to derive it. Sa-

yana makes it - ^^m \ He may be right, but what is the mean-

ing of the word ? I think the word means ceasing to exist

dying, ceasing to exist as a creature, i €. , as a being with a mate-
rial body. But the Risis believed that even after death men
had bodies of a luminous character—the ^^t^"? of the later

Upanisads.

6. ^^r^*^. The explanation already given of this word

is simply an absurdity. Whatever be the meaning of it one thing

is clear. It is the ^^, q^fftu limbs of the son of ^iT that were

disunited— severed. For they are said to have been reunited

tlirough the favour of Indra—^M\^
i ^^N?^ an adjective to

1

^^, therefore, cannot mean the cutter of ^^T as explained by

Sayana. It must mean the hinb or limbs t^i^, R^ff*?) cut up by

^^T or ^^ whatever this word may mean. The word ^^fw^
therefore should be taken as = ^^f*^-^ i Sayana has virtually

done this while explaining ^^K^ n^ i Now the question is what

is then ^^j ? Both the eastern and the western scholars have

taken it for a pot—a boiling or cooking-pot. But if this be the

meaning of the term ^«t the compound word ^^
makes no sense. I think in the literarj' Sanskrit the meaning of

'^Wi in the sense in which it has been used in the compound word

has been lost. It appears, however, that in the ordi-

nary dialect of Bengal the word vg^ or 'g^T has another mean-
ing, namely, a file. I have pointed out in a little paper that
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in some cases the sense in which words were used in the Rig-

veda, though lo^t in the Hterary Sanskrit, has been retained in

the village dialects. Here is an example

:

In the second line of this verse there occurs the word WK.

The word has, it appears, lost the sense in which it is used here

so far a3 the Sanskrit language is concerned, and commentators

both of the east and of the west are at a loss what to make of

it. The Dictionary meanings of the word are crossing a stream

,

a vessel, the ferry, etc., and these make no sense. But it so

happens that the real meaning though lost in the hterary lan-

guage has been still retained in the popular dialects. Every

man and woman of the Eastern Bengal know thatTTCuieans land

n^X ^^ {land route) is opposed to m'fiK M^ (water- route).

In the abbve ph WT: is opposed to ^T^: I
The ^TT? here

,
as in many

other places in the Bigveda, is the celestial sea.

land of the earth. The line therefore may be translated thus :

He the learned Brihaspati placed between the earth and

the celestial sea, like a Vulture, sees them both. i. 190. 7.

^^f^^ in our ra makes good sense if ^^ or ^m be taken

in its ordinary meaning of a file or a cutting instrument with

teeth

.

The meaning of rik iv. 19. 9 is therefore as follows;

Yama, the son of the river maiden Saranyu (or pf the un-

married woman), was beheaded by the Babylomans under Ain

But, through the kindness of /rjrfm, afterhis death his limbs got

reunited, and he became a god (the sun according io \.ii.)-

From other statements of the Bigveda we know that lama

offered his dear bodv as an oblation, discovered the patn to

the other world, and "with the Pitris founded a Kmgdom in the

disc of the sun. Cf. riiy papers on -Jama^
i^trJi; Allows

iroJ^^:%t^'^'^ «^r^^^--^^:^fl^....da where

tr:

h only oth'er place in the ^jg-da. where

^: occurs. It should be noticed that this

r.Tr.T^r.a;f;r»n nf Rini VumadeV

N*
m

And to him-to Agru's son whose head had been cut off.

^ ^ataJcratu, . on ir
You gave a share in the hymns, Indra iv. ^0. lb

Giving a share in the hymns is a peculiar way of saying

that, you made him a ood.
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I give below one or two additional arguments to show that

the statements made in riks iv. 19. 9 and iv. 30. 16, and the

stories quoted from the (^atapatha Brahmana and the Avesta
at the beginning of this paper, relate to historical facts and not
to cosmical phenomena either of the atmosphere, as is generally

believed, or of the terrestrial world as Hillebrandt maintains,
Ahi has been spoken of in the Avesta as well as in the

Rigveda and the C.B. as a native of Babylon—expressly in the
former, and in a mysterious way

,
peculiar to the vedic literature,

in the latter • Ahi is generally believed to be a Dragon, what-
ever that may mean. In my paper on '* Trita " I have pointed
out that when after their death certain Aryan leaders were
deified and translated to heaven some of the non-Aryan chiefs

with whom they fought were likewise transferred there and
made into more or less malignant demons of the upper region.

Ahi was one of them. In confirmation of the human origin of

Ahi, as stated in the Vedas and the Avesta, we find that in the
lists of the Assyrian and the Babylonian Kings already made
out, there are at least three names that end in the word '' Ahi "

namely

—

Assur-nadin-Ahi i.

Assur-nadin-Ahi ii,

Merodach-nadin-Ahi.

The Ahi of the Rigveda and Avesta was a very much older
king. His name and accounts of his fight with Yama and
Trita may yet be brought to light when the oldest records of

Babylon have been unearthed and deciphered.
According to the Rigveda Ahi was the son of Danu, and

the Danus according to the Avesta were the Turanians. It is

well known that the pre-Semitic Kings of Babylon were the
Sumerians, a branch of the Turanian race who came from the
highlands to the north-east of Chaldea.

Again, according to the Avesta, the river Banghd had three
tributaries, namely, the SanaJca, the Aodha, and the Padvaepa.
From the Rigveda it appears that the Banghd (Rigvedic Rasa)
was a tributary to the Indus on the right side. The Rigveda
does not give tlie tributaries of the Basd. But it mentions the
Sanak

^H ^m ^U^ ^^ ^5(f^5E:sq9lT*f^ft'^>*
s.

T^^
verily (0 Indra) killed the wealthy Dasyu by your

thunder, having gone to him alone, thourfi your helpers ( = the
Maruts) were with you.

Come over his bow from all sides the unsacrificing Sanakas
met with their death, i. 33. 4.

Ahi has been called a Dasyu and elsewhere a Das (Zn.
JJahaka

. These terms inrHpnf*. fi.nf i,^ ^o. « r.r.r.^ ArTran. His
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followers the Sanakas have been called ^^^i»r: unsacrificing.

This is also one of the terms repeatedly used in the Rigveda

as an epithet to the non-Aryans with whom the Risis came in

contact while ' settling in the land of the Sapta Sindus . The
Sanakas were probably a non-Aryan tribe hving on the banks

of the Sanaka, a tributary to the Rasa.

In the VIII Mandala mention is made of a golden coin

called " mana " which is a well-known Babylonian coin.

^^T JTTT fr^^^T II
^

I
^^

I R

Bring us ornaments, cattle, horses and perfumes ; with
78

golden manas (0 Indra). viii. -g=-. 2.

In the same Mandala mention is made of the country

anciently known as ^^ (Ruma).

^'t^ra^T ^^f*i: isrtfriT^'J \^l ^^s^SIT T[f%

Ruca

Kripa
Still the Kanvas, the Carriers of Hymns, are bringing to

you praises, Indra, come. viii. 4. 2.

The Ruma, Rugama, etc., here are either places or peoples

of these places. Of Rugamawe have in Rugama (viii. 4. 2 ;
51

. 9)

;

the Rugamas (v. 30. 12 & 13) ; of the Rugamas (v. 30. 14); and

'.am,as

The name i?Mma'occurs also in the Avesta and is supposed

to be Western Asia. In this connection we may notice the

recent discoveries at Tel-el-Amarna. These show that about

1600 B.C. kings With Hindu names and worshippmg Mitra-

Varuna, Indra and Ndsatya ruled in Mitani. The names Arta-

suvar'a, Arta-tama should be_compared with Arta-hliago—i\xQ

name of a contemporary of Yainavalkya and not with that of

Arta-Xerxes and 'Arla-^hernes. ' For not only are the former

names pure Sanskrit, which these are not, but also had the

kings been Iranians instead of H^asatya we would have got

Nahatya. Moreover the Iranians instead of adoring the gocls

Indra and Nasatya abhorred and detested them.

A
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NOVEMBER, 1909.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 3rd November, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Harinath De, Esq., M.A., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Babu Rakal Das Banerji, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti,

Mr. B, L, Chaudhuri, Dr. E. P. Harrison, Mr. D. Hooper,

W
read

Four presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. T. Bloch and

Dr. Priyanath Sen were dead.

The following four gentlemen were hallotted for as

Ordinary Members :—

. Babu Mriyunjoy RoychaudJinry
,

proposed by Babu

Rakhal Das Banerji, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mr.

Emanuel Mano Loffler, JoumaUst, Darjeeling, proposed by

Maulvi Abdul Wali, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ;
Major

C. Donovan, T.M.S., Physician to the Madras General Hospital,

proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Lieut-Col.

P. P. Maynard, I.M.S.; Captain 8. B. Christophers, I.M.S.,

Central Research Laboratory, Kasauli,- proposed by Major

L. Rogers, I.M.S. , seconded by Lieut.-Col. F. P. Maynard,

I.M.S.

The following papers were read

:

1. On the Exnp.rimental Determination of

valent of Nickel—By Surendranath Mitra, M.A.

Communicated

2. The Song of
By H. A.

Journal

<>

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Ti^^lrl af f.iiA SnpJfttv's rooms on Wednesday, theSociety was
30

,M
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The following members were present

:

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, Dr. G. C. Chatterji, Captain F. R
Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col. C. R. M. Green, I.M.S., Lieut.-

Col. F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Captain D, McCay, LM,S.,

Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Dr, Indumadhab Mallick,

Lieut.-Col. A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Mr. M. J.

Seth, Captain H. B. Steen, I.M.S., Major E. Wilkinson, I.M.S.

Visitors

:

The Minutes of the

Mukherj

last meeting were read and con-

firmed.

L A case of Urticaria with marked Dermographism
was shown by Dr. G. C. Chatterji,

2. A case of Syringomyelia was shown by Captain

J. W. D. Megaw.

3. Some remarks on the Action of the salt content of

the Blood Plasma- on the Relative size of the Red Blood Cor-

puscles were made by Captain D, McCay, I.M.S. Dr. U. N.

Brahmachari discussed the remarks.

4. Lieut.-CoL Drury, with the approval of the Meetmg,
postponed his Introductory statement on the Causation of

Diseases of the Circulatory System in India.
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38. The Ruba'iyat of Abu Sa*id ibn Abu'I Khayr.
r

Edited by Maflavi 'Abd'ul Wall

PREFACE.

The genuine and widespread enthusiasm which FitzGerald's
adaptation of 'Omar Khayyam's Ruba'iyat into English verse
gave rise to, may be ascribed why scholars have devoted so
much of their attention to this particular branch of Iranian
poetry. Like Mathnawi and i_
to the genius and character of the Persians. I^'own
names, e.g,, Du-baytl and Tarana, the term Ruba'i (quatrain) is
one that is now exclusively used in preference to others.

While a host of writers have written on the Ufe of the
Astronomer-Poet of Nishapur, and his quatrains have been
diligently collected, wherever they could be found, very little has
been done with regard to the Ruba'Iyat of Shaykh Abu Sa'ld ibn
Abu'l Khayr. We are indebted to Dr. Hermann Ethe, who in
1875 and 1878pubhshed with metrical German translations, in the
Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-philologischen und historishen
Classe derk. Akademik der Wissenschaften zu Munchen, a few
quatrains of Abu Sa'Id, which he extracted from various
biographical works. These quatrains are more or less defective
owing to the imperfection or untrustworthiness of the most of
the MSS. of the Tadhkiras consulted by him. Besides Ethe, a
few other scholars have also discussed the merits of Abu Sa'id's
quatrains

; but owing, I believe, to the absence of a complete text
of the Ruba'lyat from European libraries, they have not yet been
presented to the learned world in a systematic and collected
form. I have, therefore, copied the text of the Ruba'iyat from
an excellent manuscript written in beautiful Shikasta character
and preserved in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

p K^^
two manuscripts of Abu Sa'id ibn Abu'l Khayr's

Kuba'iyat, one appears to have unfortunately been lost. The
text of the quatrains is, therefore, copied from the only
remaining manuscript (0. (a) 62) with which are bound some
other manuscripts. I have also consulted a few available
J-adJikiras and Dr. Ethe's extracts, and have removed so far as
possible the errors that were detected. The manuscript of the
oociety is, on the whole, not only very beautifully and carefully

accura
Of the author of the Ruba'lyat I wish to say only a few

Orcls, as I reserve for a. fntnrfi ooca.slon a nrnsf tranalahinn in
nglish of these celebrated quatrains, with notes and an account
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of the life and times of the saint. Suffice it for the present to say
that Shaykh Abu Sa'ld Fazl'uUah was the son of Shaykh Abu'l
Kbayr, was born at Mahna in Khurasan in 356 H., and died at
an advanced age in 440 H. (967—1049 A.D.). While the Shaykh
was a celebrated saint of the time, it appears that he often gave
expression to his inward thoughts in verse of the kind known as
Ruba'lyat. These quatrains, as those of Abu Isma'il 'Abdu'llah
Ansari of Herat and others, which were composed to express
their theosophic feehngs of human relation with the Universal
Soul, have been found to be the most beautiful compositions of
which the Persian language can deservedly boast. Converted to
Suflism by Luqman Majnun who led him by the hand and
introduced him to Pir Abu'l Fazl, the Shaykh at once imbibed
the new spirit of Love and Renunciation with such devotion
of which no parallel can be found outside the rank of the
darvishes of his class. After the death of his spiritual guide,
§iiaykh Abu_Sa'id ibn Abu'l Khayr went to visit Siiaykh Abu'l
'Abbas at Amul, by whom he was afterwards robed with the
saintly robe of the latter. Shaykh Abu Sa'id's sayings are most
instructive. One day he was told that so-and-so^could walk on
the water. The Shaykh replied that it was easy : the frog and
the sparrow, too, could walk on the surface of the water. He
was next told that so-and-so could fly in the air ; the Shaykh
replied that kites and flies also could do theisame. He was told
that so-and-so could go in a second from one town to another;
he replied

,
that the Devil also could go from the east to the

west "These things," he said, "are not at all of value.
He 18 the man who sits among other people, transacts business,
contracts marriage, mixes with mankind, and yet be not for a
single moment forgetful of Ifls God." On another occasion,

t m ^^^ Sa'ld ibn Abu'l Khayr was asked as to the meaning
of Tasawwuf. His reply was :

" Lay down what is in thy head,
give away whatever is in thy hand, and do not flinch, whatever
may come on thee." The Shaykh used to say that "the veil
between man and God is neither earth or heaven, nor the 'Arsh
or the Kurst {Divine Throne and Chair), but thy egoism and
vanity are the veil ; have them taken off and thou wil t reach
God."
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rrt^ ^j^ ^

isr- ax^
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i'.iS.—The manuscript from wlilch these Ruba'lyat are
printed is a bayaz containing various kinds of verses and a few
pages of prose. Nearly the entire anthology appears to be in
the handwriting of the same copyist. From one part of the
bayaz, it would appear that it was written in 1134 H., that is,

a little less than two centuries since.

2. Certain Ruba'is of the text are also to be found among
the Quatrains of other poets, either exactly or with some
difference.
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3. Quatrains Sa'id's that are
found in some Biographical works of the Saint which are recited
as prayer when a man is ill, or in want of something. Only

and the
text. I have httle doubt that most of this latter class of
Quatrains are by
ibn Abu'l Khayr,

Abu Sa'Id

#



39 Two Inscriptions of Kumara Gupta I

By Rakhala Dasa Bandyopadhyaya.

The inscriptions edited here are incised on different materials.
The first inscription is incised on stone while the second has been
incised on a thin plate of copper.

w

A. IxscRiPTiON ON A Stone Linga, Gupta Samvat 117.

The inscription is incised on the octagonal base of a linga,

of greyish sandstone, which was discovered in the village of

Bharadi Dili in the Fyzabad district. It is now deposited in the

Lucknow Provincial Museum,^ I came across the inscription

while cataloguing the Archaeological collections of the Lucknow
Museum. A summary of the contents has already been pub-
lished by Dr. J. Pli. Vogel.^ A fuller account will be given in

the Eptgraphia Indica by Dr. Sten Konow of Christiania.

The inscription is incised on five faces of the octagonal

base of the linga and consists of eleven lines. The average

length of each line is T 6'' or o. m. 48, and the average heiglit of

the letters 1.^'' or o. m. 04. The inscription refers itself to the

reign of the Early Gupta King, Kumaragupta I, and the date, in

words, is the year one hundred and seventeen (A. D. 435-36) ,the

tenth day of the month of Karttika. The object of the inscrip-

tion is to record the dedication of some object for the worship of

the god Mahadeva, known by the n^me Prthivlsvara, at the

Shilehara is a well-known name of

Mahadeva. But the existence of one image at the feet of a simi-

lar is unusual. The lower part of the inscription is missing.

The name of the donor and his genealogy is of surpassing in-

terest. The donor was a Brahmana named Prt]u\'isena, who at

first was the minister and Knmuramatya of the Emperor

Kumaragupta I, and afterwards became his Commander-in-chief

His father was the minister of the J'm-

feet of the god S'ailesvara.

[Mahabal— adhikrta).

This is of surpassing interest and veryperor Chandra Gupta II. _

important for the dynastic history of the Early Gupta Em-

perors, as it proves tliat some at least of the offices under the

Gupta-Emperors were hereditary. It is w^ell known that under

the later dynasties, such as the Pala Kings of Bengal and the

Gahadavala Kings of Kanauj, some of the offices were lieredi-

tary.
' The names Prthivlsena and his father S^ikharasvami

have not been met witli before.

1 Annual Report of the Superintendent Archaeological Survey, Xor
-' ' ^ a Fleet's Oiipfa Tnf^cnptiorn^, p. 100,them Circle, 1007-8. > k.« I

^ ,
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The language of the inscription is Sanskrit, and the inscrip-
tion IS in prose, but it is fuU of mistakes and has been very care-
l^sly^ incised. Thus we have Maharajadhijaja for Mahamja-
d/iiraja mU. 5-6, and _sixth case ending twice after Kumara-
matya m II. 8-9. Kumara has , invariably, been spelt with the
long u, putra is spelt twice with the short u, and once with the
long one. The sign of avagraJia has been omitted twice, once in
1. 4 and agam in 11. 7-8. The proper left portions of the first
three lines have suffered much, but the portion can be
easily from cognate inscriptions.

restored

Text.

1.

[pada]
Namo Mahadevaya Maharajadhiraja S'ri [Candra]gupta

2. -nudhyatasya catur= udadhi-salil-asvadita ya—feasor =
inmaharaja]

3. -dhiraja SVi Kumaraguptasya vijaya-rajya-saiiivatsara-
§ata-saptadaSot[tara]

J <J^ JJ

_ 4. Karttika-masa-da^ama-divase = syan = divasa purvva-
yan= nandag (?) acaryy-asva-vaji

5. -sagottra Kuramaranya bliattasya puttro Visnupahta
bhattas = tasya putra Mahara- • • ^ *- -• i

6. jadhijaja S'ri-Candraguptasya Mantrl—Kumaramatya^ =
S'lkharasvamy = abhut = tasya putrah

tri-Kuma^f
^-^^^-^ Maharajadhiraja S'ri Kumaraguptasya Man-

PrfK?'-^
ntaram ca Mahabaladhikrtah bhagavato Mahadevasya

Prthivi^varah Ity= evam samakhyata^ya
9. syaiya yathakarttavya dharmraika karmmana padar

suSrusanaya bhagavac = Chai
10. Ie4varasvami-mahadeva-pada-mule Avodhyaka nana-

gottra-carana-trapah
(?)

"^
*^

.

11. svadha ...;.. sa-tabhesa paragate
devado

Translation.

Om
! Adoration to Mahadeva ! On the tenth day of the

month of Karttika in the year 117 of the victorious reign of the

fa!f!^^T^
Maharajadhiraja Kumaragupta, whose fame has been

tasted bv thft wnfor- ^* *i,^ e /-»°. ', , ^ , -i-.^.j

^1 cne leet of the illustrious Maharajadhiraja Candragupta.
Kuramaranya bhatta belonged to the Nandag (?) acaiyya
asvavaji gottra. His son {was) Visnupalita bhatta. His son was
JiKhara^vami, the minister and Kumaramatya' to the iUustrious
iviaharajadhiraja Candraannfa Wio o^>, Di*v.;.^:.^„„ ^,.^o^ fl.flCandragupt
mini f^^ J r- ^"-^"Q^^f^a. xxia buu j-nimvisena vwus) i/"^

^i^f / M .-, ^i^f*"^^^>^'^ an^ afterwards the Coiiimander-in-

K, n,.-,; f '*^^*^"') «^ ^J^e illustrious Maharajadhiraja
J^umaragupta. On the above-mentioned day, for the worship.
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rr^r l^'^^r'^'^^'^
^t t^e feet of the lord Mahadeva(named) Saile^vara. {Brahrmvas) of various gotiras

B. PLATE Grant of the

This inscription is incised on one side of a thin plate of copper
measuring 5^^' or o. m. 13 by 5^' or o. m. 14. It was discovered
near L>hanaidaha, police station Baraigrama, in the JS^attore sub-
division of the Rajshahi district. The discovery was brought
to the notice of Babu Aksaya Kumara Maitreya, a pleader of Raj-
shall!, and a member of this Society, who finallv obtained from
tlie landlord Maulawi Ershad Ah Klian Chaudhuri of Nattore.
Babu Aksaya Kumar sent the plate to the Bangiya Sahitya
rans/iad at the request of the Secretary of that body for the
Calcutta Industrial Exliibition of 1906-7. The grant was made
over to me for decipherment after the exliibition by Babu
Byomake^a Mustauphi, one of the assistant Secretaries of the
Parishad. Dhanaidaha stands on the banks of a small rivulet
called the Khalsiadanga, which is a branch of the Baral.

The grant has been incised on a badly corroded thin sheet
of copper and is in a bad state of preservation. A large portion
of the upper right corner and the lower left corner is missing.
Some fragments of the upper right comer were broken in the ex-
hibition grounds, and some more have crumbled into dust when it

was in my possession. Fortunately I took a couple of photographs
on receiving the copper-plate, so that the portion can be made out
with certainty. The loss of the fragments broken in the exhibition
grounds is the more regrettable, as I distinctly remember tliatthe
first two letters were nia and ra, evidently the second and third
syllables of the name of the Emperor Kuniaragupta. The
inscription consists of seventeen fragmentary hnes, portions of

which are fairly legible. The language is Sanskrit, and with
the exception of 11. 14-16, wliich contain the usual imprecatory
verses, the whole of the inscription is in prose. The inscription

is dated in the year one hundred and thirteen of the Guj^ta era,

i.e., 431-42 A.D., and refers itself to the reign of the Early Gupta
Emperor Kumaragupta I. The bad state of preservation makes
it very difficult to make any remarks on the orthography. Thin
plates of copper seems to have been in general use for incising

land-grants during the reign of the Early Gupta Emperors as

both grants of the Rana Hastin are incised on very thin plates

of copper hke the grants of the Maharajas of Ucchakalpa,

The copper-plate is of great interest as being the earliest

copper-plate grant ever discovered. If we agree with Dr. Fleet in

declaring the Gaya grar.t of Samudragupta to be a forgery,

the truth of the above statement at once becomes apparent.

The Kharosthi inscribed plates are not land-grants, and the
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Sohgaura plate is unique in nature. Hitherto the earliest
known copper-plate grant was the Indorkhera grant of Skanda
gupta of the Gupta year 146.'

The cliaracters of the grant belong to the period when the
eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet was gradually dying out,
and its place was being taken by the characters of the western
variety. The ha and palatal sa have the same form in all cases
and resemble the form of the 'eastern variety. The only differ-
ence is the letter la which in one case only has the form as the
western variety, viz. , Lena in 1. 8. The proper left vertical lines of
ga, ta, bha and ka are unusually long, and the right-hand portions
of pa, sa and sa show acute angles.^

The wording of the record is rather difficult to interpret, and
the corrosion has tended to make the meaning more obscure.
Two Brahmanas, Sivasarmman and Nagasarmman, inhabitants^
of a place called Ksudraka, are mentioned in 1. 3. Two more
proper names are to be found in 1. !".—Visyadevasarmma
{Visvademkirmman) and Visyabhadra {Viwahhadra). The
phr^^e Nividharmmaksayam = alabhya in 1. 8 is very significant.
It shows that the object of this grant was in the possession of
either the group mentioned in 1. 3 or that in 1. 5, and that it was
given to Varshasvami, a Samavedl Brahmana, after reversing
the process known as Xivl-dhaimna, i.e., destroying the perman-
ency of the grant. The other names mentioned in 1. 5, are
most probably names of countries. Upaka may also be read as
Kumaka, and may be taken to refer to the Roman Empire. It
IS very tempting to take the other name to be Khasaica and
Identify It with the country of the Khasas, i.e., modern Kumaun
and Garhwal, but the u mark is too clear to be ignored. The

braliniana 1. 12. tfi

{chanda

.Mahakhusapara visaya (district). A local officer [Kulddhikarana),
who exercised authority over eight villages, is mentioned in 1. 6.
Ihe discovery of the Basarh seals by the late Dr. Bloch has
tamihansed_ us with the names of many of the officials of the
i^upta Empire, but this particular one has not been met with as
yet. Lines 14-16 contain portions of the usual imprecatory
verses. The record was incised by Sthahne^varad^sa. No con-
tinued translation is possible of the text, and I edit it from the
original :—

Text.

1.

o^n. I." 4-

' '

' W [Sii-Kumara-gupta-rajya-
sa]mbatsara« sata-trayoda4utta[ra]*. ........... -

„5 • ;
•

.'
• [asyaTn = divasa purvva-'yam parama-daivata para[ma]

" ^

4

8 Tht'll^^h P
^ Siih'e'-'s Indian Paleography (ed. Fleet), p. 47.

* ^lirdaTottam
^"" '^ ^°™'""" '^"^^ng Nortb-eastern Inscription?.
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^' • --^ Ksudra[ka nivasinah] brahmana Slvasarm-
ma Nagasarmma Maha

4- [Dejvakirtti-ksamavanta gosthaka ^ vargga pala
pingala S'u(?)rikuka^ kala. . ,

.'

5 Visj'a-deva-sarmma . Visya-bhadra Khu-
saka Upaka Gopala ^

6 S'ibhadrastliam — apaliarana (?) bhya—gramasta-
kuladhikarana

7- • .Carana-vijnapita. . . .Malia Khiisapara visaye nivat-
ta * maryyada stliiti

8,. .nlvl-dharmma-ksayam = alabhya. . , .darhatham-a^iidya
nanu vakkra lena (?) va

9. - . pale (?) ty = abhihita Sarvva lamva .... karaprati
prati kutumbibhir — avasthapya ka

10. . .parityaktena ya vi. .ca. .dahyakam-iti yatas-t(y)a-

jati pratipadya. .....

11, . .vara nalaka sada (?) vi. ,cliya krtya vasa-laka

(?) datta tatah suyuktaka
12 bhu (?) katakavantebhya (?) clianda^a (?) brali-

maiia Varaliasvamine dattam tadva
13 bliumy-adan = ksepa (?) ca sunu (?) gunam-

anucintya Sarira katya (?) nakasya co. . . . .

.

14. ^a uktan-ca bhagavata Dvaipayanena Svadattam
paradattani = ba

15. ..trbhih salia pacyati S'astitm^varsa sahasrani svargge

modati bhumida[h]
16. . .purvvadattam dvijatibhya [h] yatnad-raksa Yudliis-

thira mabi. .....

17 [ojyam S'ri Bliadrena utklrnnam Sthahnesvara
dase[na]

1 Tlie a and ti combines to form o,

^ The word may also be read Bru {?] hkuka,
S as in go.^thal'a in 1. 4 : cf. Anfiua! Report of the Archfeological

Survey of India,' 1903-4. p. 102.

* Read nihaddha.

^ -^ X ^. y V ^ K. '*-. '^. • ^ y. f -\ f '





40. The Bahmani Dynasty

By Maulavi 'Abd'ul Wali.

Major Wolseley Haig, I.A., has published some illummat-
ing '* Notes on the Bahmani Dynasty" in this Journal
(Part I, Extra No., 1904, pp. 1-^15). He has there clearly

of the Dynasty had, was
^nomen tsanrnam

as
gree to King Bahman bin Isfandyar of Iran. He has also
pointed out that the mistake was first committed by Firishta

;

and those who wrote after him copied from him as a trust-

worthy guide. Major Haig has quoted from several histories,

but there are others, which still remain to be consulted.

It was, therefore, to me a surprise to find in the ''Haft-
IqlTm " of Amin Ahmad RazI, who wrote it in 1002 H.,
before the time of Firishta, the following passage under
Dahan :

e;T ^"^^Tj* oJU.j^ ^lj4^ii^t ^y3 (^^H^ «j y, w.^i ^j'iJl ^^^e w.a.1

m

*' The first Dynasty was that of the Kings of Gulbarga.

The founder of it was ' Alau'd-din-Hasan. As the author

of the *Uyiinu-t-Tarikh traces his pedigree to Bahman bin

Isfandyar, so as a matter of course, the Dynasty became
famous under the cognomen Bahmcnt.^^

The inference drawn by chroniclers who wrote before the

time of Firishta, is quite in accordance with Major Haig's con-

cliisions. Not unfortunately having seen the *Uyunu-t-Tarikh

I am unable to give any further information on the matter.

The MS. of the Haft-Iqllm, which belongs to the A.S.B.

(D/347) has ^j^^ i^r-=^ Hasan KaTcuya instead of Kanku or

Gangu. The word is a puzzle. Is it the Dakani corruption for

Kaihaus u^^^ the name of the King's father ?

point can be cleared up, the full name and title c

of the Bahmani Dynasty will run somewhat thus

If this knotty

founder

^^ U-*5^ CH L^^ ^"i^^ ^^"^

Hasan

that
1 If the word bin be dropped, and an izafat put under « ''!,?^*^

(KTasan-i) the title will still \
- ^ - - ---- ^^

written by chroniclers. , .
. ,

S If the letter " s " of Kaikails be left out, the word may give

rise to the following mnan?^, in Persian character—Kaikan, Kankau,

Kanku, Gan^ru, Kaku, etc.
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4i» Two Inscribed Guns from Assam

By Rakhala Dasa Bandyopadhyaya.

Pencil rubbings of two inscriptions on a couple of guns were
sent to me for decipherment by Mr. A. Simson, of 32, Brompton
Square, London, In the absence of Dr. Bloch the rubbings
were handed over to me. Subsequently, I appHed through
Dr, N, Annandale for fresh rubbings and photographs if i^ossible.

I have recently received a couple of fresh rubbings and a nice
photograph through Mr. R. P. Ashton, of Calcutta.

According to Mr, Simson the guns were found in the
Diku river in Assam, but he has not mentioned the exact locality

where they were found. The accompanying plate has been
prepared from a silver print furnished by Mr. Simson, It

shows the two guns leaning against a wall. The inscription

can be distinctly made out with the help of a magnifying glass.

The larger gun is most probably made of brass as it still retains

a fine polish even after prolonged submersion in water. There
are two different inscriptions on it

—

(1) a Persian inscription consisting of two hues; and

(2) a Sanskrit inscription also of two Hnes in Bengali

characters.

The Persian inscription, unfortunately, is in a very bad
state of preservation. Only the followmg portion can still be
made out :

—

(1) j^l^J ^)U »IA J^ir ^aU^U

(2) I \rt^ M-«i

1124."

*' The just king Sliah *Alam Bahadur year

The year corresponds to 1716 A.D. Sliah 'Alam I Bahadur
was the eldest son of Aurangzeb and came to the throne in 1707,

and died in 1712.

The second inscription has been deeply incised and runs as

follows :

(1) Srl-Sri-Surgga-^ Narayana-deva Skuniare^vara Gada-

dliara Siiiihena Ja"'^

(2) -vanam jitva Guvakahatyam=idam=astrarii

praptaiii S^ke 1604.

1 Read Svargga. * Read ya.
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((
Gadadhara

the lord of theSaumara (country), having conquered the yavanas
{i.e., Muhammadans), obtained this weapon at Guvakhati."

This proves that the guns were obtained by Gadadhara
Simha when he finally expelled the Muhammadans from Gauhati
in 1682 A.D.i Two guns bearing similar inscriptions have been
mentioned by Mr. Gait, but they do not bear any Persian record.
The most interesting point about this gun is the Persian inscrip-
tion wTlinll sTlOTO^S fliaf +>»o n-nr. -r.^oc, «», X,^ J._„i. •„ j.1.

-

ordnance department of the Mughal Empire. Evidently it was
retaken by the Muhammadans. But no record of a Muhamma-
dan war in 1711 A.D. is to be found in Mr. Gait's book, who
has exhausted all the available materials of Ahom history.

The second inscription belongs to an earher period. The
date on it is Saka 1560 = 1638 A.D., which is the year of the
mvasion of Assam by the

"" ' ^ ~
Prana-Narayana, the K<
Pratapa Simha alias Sus
deva was on the throne of Assam.'' The name in the inscription
18 somewhat different. It is Sattra.Svarga-Narayana-deva. It
cannot be referred to Sattrajit the Hindu zamindar of Dacca

Muhummadan
At that time

and Abu Bakr.3 The epithet is most
of Pratapa Simha.

The inscription runs as follows :

1. Saumare^vara Sri-Srl Sa

Sayyidi

surname

1560

60
svargga-narayana, the lord of Saumara."

Saumara is one of the old names of Assam. I found this
name m the Journal of the Sahitya Parisad, Rungpur Branch.*

Purvve Svarna nadlm yavat Karatoya ca pakime,
Vaksine Mandakailak=ca uttare vihagacalah

;

Prastare caiva vyasarddham yojananan-ca pancakam,
Ayutatrayan=ca trisrotah pancodbhava tatha daka ;
Astakonanca SaumEram yatra dik-kara vasim

Yogini Tantra lOth Patala.

T^r I ^^ Jn^^etted to Pandit Vinoda Bihari Vidyavinoda and
Dv. 1

.
Bloch for many valuable corrections.

I —
_

\ ^f^ History of Assam, p. 161.

I
Ibid., p. 103.

» Ibid., p. 105.

p. 68* '^''"''"^''"-'^"*'*«-^«%'y«-S5A%o-Part>ad-;,a«»l-o, Vol. iii, pt. ii.



42. Madhainagar Grant of Laksmana S

By Rakhala Dasa BandyopIdhyata.

cna.

• l"" Jf }'^^''^'''§, °^ ^^^^' ^y attention was drawn to a post-
script added to DrBloch'a paper on the excavations at Basarli
It IS stated therein that a copperplate grant belonging to the Asiatic
feociety of Bengal, and then in the possession of the late BabuUanga Moliana Laskar, had a seal attached to it, the inscription

Ki^ fi"
"^^^ ""* ^^^^* ^^^^^"^ hundred years old and so consider-

aDlj older than the inscription on the plate itself.^ Further
enquiries in the Society elicited that the plate had been lent tobabu Ganga Mohana through the then Joint Philological Secretary,
Mallamah
copperpl
Tippera.

Masristrat

Mr. C^ W. McM
Ganera Mohana

"

,r
wds a ijeputy Magistrate of Dacca. Enquiries about this copper-
plate u ere made of his father and widow. From his fatherwe learnt that the widow had two copperplates in her possession,
one of which belonged to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The
other is said to have been sent to Babu Ganga Mohana by a mem-
ber of the Indian Civil Service. At the request of Mahamaho-
padhyaya Haraprasada S'astri, Babu Ganga Mohan's father sent
this copperplate to him with the statement that this was
the copperplate belonging to the Society. But this plate is
certainly not the one described by Dr. Bloch. Dr. Bloch has
published a facsimile of the seal and read a few lines of the
iippera plate, so there is no doubt about the fact that the
lippera plate belonging to the Society is still missing, while this
plate IS a new one. Babu Ganga Mohana's father, Babu Hari
Mohana Laskar has now been persuaded to send the other plate
to Pandit Sastri when this plate is retui-ned to him. I fully
believe that the plate now in the possession of Babu Ganga
Mohana Laskar's widow is the Tippera plate presented by
Mr At a future date
I hope to edit the Tippera plate. Nothing definite is kno

of this paper.'
forms

In emmeu
i'leader of Pabna in Eastern Bengal, published an account of
a grant of Laksmana Sena. On comparing his readings with
mme,^ I find that these two copperplates agree to such an extent
even m the minutest details that there can hardly be any doubt
as to their identity. According to Babu Prasanua Narayana,

1 Annual Koport of the Archaeologfcal Snrvey of India, 1903-1, pp. 120-21
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the copperplate was discovered bj one Ragliunatlia Bunia in

the village of Madhainagara, police station Raiganj, sub-division

Sirajgaaj, district Pabna. Prasauna Babii's account was piib-

lished in 1899 in a now defunct Bengali periodical the Aitihasilxa

(7^Yra, edited by Babu Aksaya Kumara Maitreya.^ It is stated

therein that twenty or twenty-five years ago {i.e., about thirty to

tliirty-five years hence) tlaghnnatha Bunia discovered this copper-

plate while clearing the jungle in liis allotment for cultivation.

Madhainagara is on the borders of the IS'imgachi forest in Pabna.

People say that near Madhainagara the palace of King Virata

once stood. Even now there are large mounds of stone and brick

about two or three miles in circumference in this neighbourhood.

It is said that people have come upon masoniy and carved

stones wdiile digging in the midst of these ruins. The present

zamindar is trying to settle aboriginal Bunifis in this tract by

clearing away the jungle. Raghnnatha Bunia used to worship the

ten-armed figure on the seal as the goddess Durga. In 1899

Babu Durganatha Talukdar, a pleader u\ Sirajganj, obtained the

plate from Ragliunatha and gave it to Babu Gopi Candra Sena,

a Vaidya, for decipherment. Mr. C. A. Radice, the then Magis-

trate of Pabna, hearing of the discovery, requested Babu Gropi

Chandra to hand it over for despatch to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal ^or some other similar institution. Babu Gopi Candra

handed over the copperplate to the Subdivisional Officer ot

Sirajganj who sent it to the Magistrate. At the end of this para-

raph Babu Prasanna Narayatia announces that the plate has

.,een banded over to him for decipherment, and will be sent to the

Asiatic Society of Bengal or some other institution as soon as the

decipherment is finished. After this nothing is known about this

copperplate. After a lapse of ten years the plate makes re- appear-

ance from Dacca. In the Society itself nothing is known about this

copj)erplate. Enquiries made of Babus Prasanna Narayana Cbau-

dhuri and Aksaya Kumara Maitreya did not elicit any reply, and

so the history of tliis gi-ant for the last ten years is not traceable.

The grant had been incised on a single plate of copper

measuring 12"xll|", There is a projection at the top of the

plate to which a seal had been attached by a copper bolt.

The seal is not of pure copper. Both sides of the plate are in-

scribed. The engraving is well executed, but unfortunately the

badly corroded state of the plate, at its lower extremitie^j on both

sides, renders complete decipherment of those portions impossible.

The characters belong to the Northern class of alphabets, and may
be specified as the twelfth century Bengali, well-known from the

Deopara^ inscription of Vijayasena and the grants of Laksmana
Sena 3 and Visvarupa Sena.* The language is Sanskrit throughout.

Each side of the plate bears twenty-nine lines of writing. The

1 '^Ux\T^^ fsijs, s-^ ^'^ »t: »^^ 8^o I ^ar <4» in the Society's Library.
« Epigr. Ind., vol. i, p. 307.
8 J.A.S.B., 1873, pt. i, p. 11, and 1900, pt. i, p. 61.
* J.A.S.B, 1896, pt.i.p. 9.
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first t\yenty-four lines contain thirteen or fourteen verses, lines 25
to 49 are in prose, while the last six lines contain three or fonr
of the usual imprecatory

The inscription records the grant of the village Dapaniyapa-
taka in the Paundravarddhana bhukti by Paramesvara Parama
Narasiihha-Paramabhattaraka-Maharajadhiraja Laksmana-
sena Deva to a Brahmana named Govindadevasamian. The first
two verses eulogise the iloon. From him sprung Virasena famous
in the Pauranic legends. In the race of Yirasena sprung Sam-
anta Sena the chief of the race of Karnnata Ksatriyas. From
Samanta Sena was born Hemanta Sena. His son was Vijaya Sena, -

His son Ballala Sena married a daughter of the Calukya kino-s.
Ballala's son Laksmana Sena defeated the King of Benares. I'he
lasfc four vei\ses are in a fragmentary state and there is no hope
of restoring them, so that the adjectives of Laksmana Sena are
not very clear, ^rhe wife of Ballala Sena is named Ramadevi
(v. 9). In his youth Laksmana Sena is said to have taken his
pleasure with the females of Kalinga (v. 11). This seems to
indicate that during the lifetime of his father, Laksmana Sena
led an army into Orissa. There is also a reference to the King
of Kasi or Benares being defeated in a battle, but the rest have
been lost.

Up to date three copperplate grants of Laksmana Sena have
been brought to light. The Tarpanadighi grant and the inulia
grant have been published in the Society's Jonrnal} The third, said
to have been discovered in tlie Sunderbans, has been noticed in an

It has since been

essay on the Bengali language and literature

T^^^ i^l^iq by Pandit Ramagati ^NTyayaratna.
lost sight of. The first seven verses of these three grants are
identical. The peculiarity of the Madhainagara grant is ^hat
its verses do not resemble any of the verses in the three plates
mentioned above. Two of its verses resemble two verses in the

gran
I

Deopara inscription of Vijaya Sena. _ ^ _

resembles the sixteenth verse of the Deopara inscription. The fiftl

verse of the Deopara inscription coincides, to some extent, with
the fourth verse of this grant. The Madhainagara grant brings
fonx^ historical facts of the period of the Sena Kings into promin-
ence

(1) It proves that the Sena Kings were Southern Indian by
descent and probably Dravidians. This fact, I hope,

will settle the dispute about the Sena Kings being

Bengalis, Kayasthas or Vaidyas. They were most
probably a relic of the invasion of Bencjal by Rajendra
Cola, and owed their territorial possessions to that

monarch.
(2) Ballala Sena married a daughter of the Calukya kings

and that one of his wives was named Rama Devi
(v. 9).

1 J.A.S.B,, 1873, pt. i, p. 11, and 1900, pfc. i, p. 61.
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(3) Laksmana Sena invaded Kalinga and so consequently
Orissa, (v. 11) and defeated the King of Benares in a
battle. The invasion of Benai*es by Laksmana Sena
has been mentioned in the Madanapada inscription of
his son, Visvarnpa Sena. From this we learn that he
built a pillar of victory ( ^^^ ) at Benares :

—

(4) In the thirty-second line of this grant we find that
Laksmana Sena subdued Kamrupa or Assam. We
know from the Deopara inscription that Vijaya Sena
also led an invasion into this country.^

Some years ago Babu Nagendra Natha Vasu proved that
Ballala Sena lived in S'akal091, i,e. 1169 A. D., on the strength of

a date found in a copy of Danasagara by Ballala Sena. The copy
which contains this date is said to have been obtained by the author
from Assam.^ This date has been accepted by Dr. Kielhorn in
his Synchronistic List for Northern India.^ But one fact about
the date seems never to have been adequately considei-ed. Two
inscriptions from Bodh Gaya are dated in the era of Laksmana
Sena. They are records of a king named Asokacalla of a country
named Sapadalaksa. The dates in them are expressed :

(1) Srimal=Lakhvana Senasy=:atita-rajye Sam 51, Bhadra
dine 29.

(2) Srimal=:Lak8mana-Sena-devapadanam-atita-rajye Sam
74, Vaisakha vadi 12 gurau.

According to Nagendra Babu's theory, Laksmana Sena was
living at the time when these inscriptions were incised. But one
serious omission is noticeable in the wording of these two dates.
In all other inscriptions, the date is expressed :—'* Parama-
bhat^araka-Maharajadhiraja Vijayarajye " or " Pra-

atita rajye.
M

There is a striking resemblance between this inscription and the
melancholy colophon of copy of Yoyaratnamala in the Cambridge
University's Library,* which runs as follows :—

*'Paramesvar = etyadi-rajava]i-purvvavat
I S'riraad = Govin-

dapaladevanam vmasta-rajye Sam 39, Bhadra dine 14."
The best way of rendering the dates of the tw-o inscriptions

mentioned above is to explain them as " In the reign of Laksmana
Sena (now) expired, in the year ..." It seems that Laksmana
Sena was dead before the 51st year of the Laksmana Sena era.
n Laksmana Sena was dead before 51 La—Sam 'how conld
Bakhtyar Khibji drive him from Xudiah ! ! ! The death of
Lak§mana Sena before the Mahomedan conquest is established

1 Epigr. Ind., i, p. 30'J.

^ « J.A.8.B., 1896, pfc. i, pp. 20-23.
3 Epigr. Ind., vol. viii, app.

S*n«t,S-*M?r^ ^^*'^""««'-'Pt8, University Libiary, Carobriage. BuddhistBansknt MSS. by C. Bendall, M.A., p. iii and 190.
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l^ It ^^^''^''\ ^P'gi-aphs. Laksmana Sena died in «eace so

mentioned ^ Laksmana's successor has not been

a I

^ I

^1

Text.

^ ' >#"r*rt" sTT^r^nDm
II

^f'n:^*TK^jft'si?;far

"?5T^r^3}TJTffli: I

I

Z 3 sifsr^cT

< I cr?5^% ^ft:€f^^?rf^g?^^^4q^ ^w* li (^)

lit^T Ko^T?;g^Tcf^mra^cT^T*frR7cn tt

^T?Tt
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£ I

\* I

\\ 1

\'^t

^8 I

\<l

i

^TcT

^*i^^^fT^T?!ri ^ajcrm^^^:
I

+

^ ^

^^cfh ^^ %?IT f^^^

^'< I %^^ 5T l^*^ ^5^1^*Sr^T<nT^^: ^JT77f^^?IT5TnT

I

a^ f^^T^J^^f*TR»if*7 ^^f^^^fiT ^Tfl^^"^ B (t)
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'

« * # "sri^^^ * "qr * 'sjf^ *

4

cT'^ f^ * ^ Rf^^s

'.^ I ^ fr wf^^Tifft m^m: B (^5?)

^^KHT^i^^^^'^T 91^^

... H\\)

^T^lf^l^m

=<< I
H^JT»q5T^^fTfRT51TfE(^TS!^'^€T^^*T^^^T^T5^5Tcr

^ ••• ••• •••

• • • • • •• ••• •••

•t ••• ••• •"• '•*

««• •• •• ••• •••

Reverse.

\^ i f^n^ ^K-si^^^ ^t4^*? ... ••• ^fi#«siftTi

• • •
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^^ I f^*rts^WEl=^T^aTf*lTT5R^f^clT^ =^?H?5TTcT>T5r

^*n?^T^ W^^^T^ ^T^JHT^ ^T

8\ / ^f%^ mm-K. ^T\J:^^ ^j x^f^^ g^rlt f^^ in^^

^^i: flt^T ^fit g?|t ^.\^T^m \-
I

I

•vXv
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8^ I ^jftf^^^^giW f^r^^^^^i|43|f HJTfTf

V= I

• * * fjo^rf^ *
«

A

«i\ I ^fl^m ^T ( fc| »jffrr^^ )-5?jT%*r ler^Tfts^TfH:

r

^TWfHt ^IJliaf^fH: ^^ ?T^ ^^T ^fiT

fiTcTTflTrO

ys< I ^TcfT Hf^^fcr (n)

y.^ I

Translation of Extracts.

Verse 1.—In whose lap, just like a streak of Hglitning in the
breast of autumnal cloud sits Gauri, whose superbly beautiful
body in its half was connected with Hari, wlio bears a face which
is terrible on account of having three eyes like burning sun in

splendour, who has put down the demons like elephants, causing
fear to the minds of f^ods. May that five-faced god give pros-
peritv.
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Verse 2.—The lotus in the water of the celestial Ganges, the
receptacle of the stream of nectar, the flower of the tree of love,
the jewel of the head-ornameut of S'iva, the life of the ocean of
milk, the sole creator of the laugh of water-lilies, and the great
priest of the propitiatory rite of the growth of the god of love.
May that moon be victorious.

Verse 3.~ln his lineage arose kings who performed uninter-
rupted sacrifice to the immortals with wealth acquired by the
conquest of the three worlds, and whose fame Avas not confined
within the circle of the earth.

Verse 4.—In the dynasty of Virasena whose qualities have
been related in the Pauranic legends, was born Saraanta Sena who
wns the head-garland of the olan of the Karnata Ksatriyas, and
Avbo making the earth totally devoid of warriors, and being
satisfied washed his sword in the celestial river whose edjres^ was
besmeared with the drops of blood of the fighting enemies.

Verse 0.—From him was born Hemanta Sena ( verse 8). From
him was born Yallala Sena (verse 9), Avho married a Ramadevi
who was a daughter of the Calukya family of Kings (verse 10).
Iheir son was Laksmana Sena (verse 11) who conquered the King
of Gauda, Kaliriga and Kasi.

IrmeSP.—In Barendii, included in the Paundravardliana
ouukti near Kantapura, some land is given to Govinda devasar-man, tJie son of Kumara, grandson of Kamadeva, and great-grand-
son of Damodara. > o o

POSTSCRIPT.

f... JilTJ''''i^ ,?'"''' informed by Babu Aksaya Kumara Hai-
ti eya that the Collector of Pabna sent the plate to tlie Asiatic
^ociety ot Bengal, who gave a receipt for the plate. This state-
ment lias since been confirmed by Pandit UmeSa Candra Vidya-mna, who saw the plate in the possession of the late Babu GangaMoKana Laskar in the house of i\Jahamahopadhyava Hara
Prasada Sasta.' I am much indebted to Mr. G. H. Tipper, M.A.,
^^ ho has kindly undertake., to analyse the plate

R. D. Baxekji.

^ ^WT^m^^lj^ pp. 96—97.

t
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By Rev. T. Grahame Bailey, M.A., B.D., M.R.A.S.,

Wazirdbad,

The following is a first instalment of the materials under
coUection to supplement the existing Panjabi Dictionary. Two
series of Contributions to Punjabi Lexicography have already
appeared in the Indian Antiquary^ and a third series is nearly
ready. A Glossary of Pahdri by Pandit Tiki Ram Joshi is

also passing through the Press for this Journal,

A part.^ brought (rest

a, pronominal suffix, to thee, andarhia, adj,, beardless.
for thee.

abbal hafta, m,, Saturday,
addokhore , m. pL , uneven-

nesses, ruts in road,
adhlama, half and half,

adhlhiitha, a^/., appetite half

satisfied.

adhmahnu, w., abortion of 4
or 5 months.

of verb not used).

adj
f

'§ in Jan-
uary about midnight.

or well.

gowajl, /.

word in kluiddi
« «

ainj, adv., thus, bravo !

air m.
ground.

tracks, lines on

ajoka,a^/., belonging to to-day athaig, atliR iwur cidj,, twenty-

andl, /., iron band round
thlppa in khrds (corn-mill),

anke, having come (fromawna,
come),

anrhata, m., night-blindness,

anwana, v.. cause to brin^,

ar, m., one of cross pieces in

cart-wheel.

ar, arpar, m., consideration,

thought, attention,

arana, v., low (of cattle,

buffaloes),

arer, m., the biggest of the

arena, also rer : see next._

areri/a^ fix arend, on mahl^

also rernd.

ariijgna, v., low (especially of

buffaloes).

artana, m., night-blindness.

or this day next week.
akana, v. tr,, weary, bore.

akb said, one
says (for os dkhtd),

alhar, adj.^ beardless,

aln, adj.^ beardless,

anchatta, adj., not passed
through sieve.

anchop, adv., quietly.

eighth.

athlwl, ad},, twenty-eighth,
'

especially twenty-eighth day
of Ramzan.

athri, ?n., full-time servant of

farmers.

atte, adv., altogether, with

negative, not at all.

atthar, /., tear.
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atthru, m., half choking in
drinking,

augglu, /., bunch of thread in
loom.

auhr, /., straitness, difficulty
(illness, &c.).

auhr, /., rainlessness.
au j , m. , trouble.

/

/
aukra, adj., inimical, tyran-

nical.

aula, m., niche in wall for
warming milk,

aulu, m., hollow into which
water falls from nisdr.

awaghatt, adv., suddenly,
avvazar, awajar, straitened,

in difficulties.

balellar, at//., senseless, foolish,
banjar, adj. or n. m., poor,

almost barren land,
bannh, /., hump of bull,
banne^ adv., outside,
bannl /., little hanna, or bank
between fields,

barar, m., rope round hair,
to prevent breakage.

^^P) f-, preparation of green
parched jaTi for eating.

/

/

B

/

baula, adj,, mad.
berara, m., add, 'wheat and

jati (barley).'

bha,^., opinion, view, mere
hha da, according to my
opinion.

bhagana, v., squint (of eyes).

/

babbar, m., large bit of
earthenware.

/ of
wood in spinning-wheel be-
tween Ichambar and munnd.

f

ware.
en-

/ cotton fallen

bacca, m broad iron hoop bSSr
"ijerted in well to preserve it!

' ''

baddha ruddha, adj., bound,
unwillingly.

badobadiarfy., by force, under
compulsion.

from pod = bliann.
bharjgana, ^., squint (of eye).

w., change for

/
of Tiarl

bagalgan,
/., offensive smell

from mouth,
bahajna, v., seat,
bair m., string joining two

wheels of khambar in carkha
oajjii, w., cross' pieces of
wood in dharakkar.

bakra, adj., pertaining to
speep, goats, hence collec-

ts

tive = sheep and goats,
bakhahndl ni., quarreller.

money.
bhantrik, m., plan, arrange-

ment.
bharu, m., ram, big lamb.
bhetna, v., defile (ceremo-

nially).

bhirai, /., fighting, gen. laral

bhiral.

bhitt, m., half of double door,
window,

bhittar, adj., old, useless
(of earthen vessel).

bhog. m., account, mention.
(pana).

bhohra, m., women's and girls*

spinning bee.
bhra, m., brother.

fr"om lakhaUd m^Tua 'el ' bl
"' ^-^^^^^l^t^' ^f

t'^^!;
'

*^-

noisp ~ '
^"^^^rel,

: bhussa, adL, pale througadj.
,

pale through
illness, heat. &c.
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bibta, /., trouble, affliction —
bipta.

billa^ m., non-folding Quran
stand with legs, wooden
catch for door.

biltl /., receipt (especially ear, /., oblong hole in ground

cana, v., lift.

candra, m., hail,

cancll, /., corn on foot, &c.
cappna, m,,

of vessel.

earthen lid

railway), article consigned.
bira, m., roll of tobacco com-
posed of three laril.

bin, /., thread round tarakla

of carkha.

bohja, m., pocket.
borma m.

{khand).
ghl and sugar

wide

bru, /., gen. plur. bru§, thres-

hold of door,

bucc, 7w., small tuft of shrub,

&c.

bujharat, /., riddle,

bujji, stopper made of feather

in shuttle (in loom).
billi, w., kind of bull-dog.

buUe, m., pL, (lutne) amuse
|

ehaheru, m., scum of boiled

over which large quantities

of food are cooked,
carapara, w., compensatory
days inserted in Hindu
month,

carakli
, /. , vertical cogged

wheel of well,

carepri, /., bit of caked earth,

e.g. in pond. '

cataka, m., slap.

cati, /., ghara with
mouth,

caukhar, m., cattle,

chabri, /. , shallow basket

,

especially for sweetmeats,

chacch, /., long hair (animal).

oneself, have good time,

bunda, m., tail of bird.

bu ndt\ m.
gddhl to tlr.

rope attaching

bura, m., sawdust, fine wood
shavings,

burkna, make noise like camel,
buttna, vomit.

C

cabbi, /. (1) key, (2) iron peg
in iron sugarcane-press,

cakhri, /. stick connecting I chatta, adj.^ what has passed

ghl.

chajj, w., basket.

chailll, /., deep basket made
of reeds,

chaini, /., small iron, pointed

wedge,
challi, /-, ear of maize, roll of

thread on tarakla in carkha^

calf of leg.

chan, m., what is left in sieve

after ata has passed through

it.

chatta, w., man's lock of hair.

fork of gadhi.

sleepers,

cakkal, w,, vertical cogged
wheel of well,

cakkira, w., wood pecker.

cakkna, v., ]ift, = cukkna.
cambrL, /,, one of 4 iron nails

in cart,

camcrikk, /., bat (animal).

camrl, /., bit of leather in

quddi of carkha.

through sieve.

cakka, w.^ heap of wooden chappar, m., instep, eyelid.

char, tw., long crook for bring-

ing down branches.

charachand , adj. , alone, un-

married.

chattrl, /., pigeon-roost,

chekre, adv., finally,

chenja, w., large basket made
of twigs,

chenji, /., small basket made
of twigfs.
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cheru, m., herdsman,
cheti, adv,y quickly.

chetni, shoemaker's iron-point-
ed tool.

chihra, m., hard gur.

chikka, m., rope muzzle for
cattle.

/.

/

/

/

chona, v., defile ceremonially.
chuna, m.,

for vessel.

earthen cover

cilittar, m., deceit,

cilittri, adj,, deceitful,

cinjh, /., point, nib of pen.
cippi, /., broad, short-handed
wooden spoon for hot (jur.

cirka, adj., late,

citt, m., mind, heart.
cittar, w., Uttle round orna-

ment.
copa, m., iron pointed digging

instrument,
corichappi, adv., by stealth,
cuca, m., chicken.
cugarn, m., eclipse of moon

sun.

euha, m., quarter of paropi.
ciihal, /., quarter, especially

of land.

/

/

over

ai'e

rinsing mouth,
cumba, m., round hole
which food and rahu
_cooked.

cundwl, /., plaited lock
women's temple,

cuyg cor, m., thief with whom
stolen property is left,

cupklta, adj., quiet, silent.

over

D
dad, /., one of 4 pieces of
wood between upper and
iower parts of cart.

dag, m., kind of common dog.
dakarna, v., vomit.
daranak, /., wood passing
through tur in loom = gadra-
nak.

daropa, m., measure contain-
ing two iopas.

datta, m., upright stem of
huqqa.

dalhutha, adj., with appetite
half satisfied.

dall, /., old, unused well.

dalna, v., chop firewood, break
grain.

dambusa, w., tool for flatten-

ing down road.
dand, /., swelling from blow

(carhni).

dattar, m,, large toothless
ickle , crook for bringing
down branches.

daureahoea, mad, foolish.

dawakha, m., recess in wall for

lamp.
dhaddhar, m., ringworm,
dhakla, m., large lump of

cowdung.
dhana, v., be of effect, have

effect,

dhangar, w., tall leafy plant
(about 10 feet high).

dhara, w.^ dry dtd added to

chapdtl.

dharakkar, m., two cross beams
in dhol and 1 in carakli,

dharkonna, m., berry of dhreh
tree, man of sour disposi-

tion,

dhaur, m., wood next tair

3

edtk, under pardnd (well)*

lauri, /., bag-shaped leath

ready for colouring
hikkar bark.

by

dhendhla, m, , big cake of

cowdung.
dhikkna, v., shove, drive.

• i'O. ' XT

dhoddar-ks,
doddar-ki.

juldnl

m.y raven
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dho], w., horizontal wheel of

well,

dhranjhna v,, cough violently,

dhrappar, m., large rash, flea-

bites, marks of scratching.
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/

dhrauna, v., sink down ^ e.g^., gandalna, i;., become muddy
centre of roof, ground

.

dhrehma, w., gentle rain.

gak> m., purchaser,

gala, m., cross wood above
millstone in khras.

dhruna, r., drag,

dhuccna, t; be washed

rafm while being

(clothes, &c.)

dhumana, v,, noise abroad.
dhumna, v., get noised abroad.
dhupna, v,, be washed (e.gr,

clothes).

dhiir, m,,

cooked.
dice, adj.^ warned, annoyed.
dih9, w., sun.

dikkdari
, /, , trouble , annoy-

ance.

dlun, /., wooden lamp-stand.

doggar tara, m., name of a
planet.

dokka]^ adj.^ having large

udder and giving little milk

(camel, cow, buffalo).

dolna, v., pour out.

milk.
/

married.
/

dukh, wadda dukh, leprosy.

dullar, 7W., rope of twostrands.

dusaijga, m., piece of wood at

end of warp.

G

gabbhe, adv,, under armpit.

gabbhl, /., part between fingers

and toes.

gadranak, /., wood passing

through tur in loom ( = dara-

nak).

gahd, long horizontal pole of

iron sugar-cane press.

gaib, /., dip in road, especially

in pakka road.

(water),

gandhri., /., bundle.

gaijgajna, v., foul (water).

garjglea,af?;., muddied (water),

gann, w., piece of wood in

circular part of cart-wheel.

/

ffanni

or lower),

ganni, /., one of pieces of wooc

composing dhol and caralcU.

garle, m., pL, gargling.

/

garowa, w., man who makes
gur.

ghahga, m,, broken oft neck

of ghara or tind,

lair, /., sound of something

which one attentively listens

for.

ghair, ?n., dull haze.

ghan., m., bees ?

f'hasmailra, adj., dust colour-

ed, brown.

ghas ?n., delay, loss,

(laggna).

ghasunna, ghasunn, to., blow

from fist.

ghaswatti, /., touchstone.

ghattna",'t7., used in composi-

tion with passive sense, e.g

wah ghattea, was ploughed.

ghawg, w., stick for stirring

'9

rahu.

f
wood, near

muthiya in ox yoke.

ghis 1

,

adj.
,

sliding along

ground.

ghomma, m., absence of wind.

ghori, /., piece of wood sup-

porting marPar in jhaUan.

ghukka, w., (i) cowry, (ii) hole

in dd or ghara (paina).
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cot.
/

/• appearance
of eyes (laini, watni).

ghutkal, /., slander, back-
biting.

gici, /., part of back of neck.
gijt., w., swelling (glandular).
gilti, small glandular swelling.

/ /

stone, edible part of mango,
girari, /. , iron cogged wheel in

iron sugar-cane press,
gita, m., stone.
gogga., m., child's word for

bread.

gomma, m., absence of wind,
got, adj., wet (liojana).

gubb, /., blow with "fist,

gucldi, /., one of three upright
pieces of wood in carkhd.

'^, v., spoil (ankam
affair).

guggalna, v., be spoiled (an
affair).

g"jali, /., wheat mixed with
barley, better than gajji.

gujil
*

/

wind
guijgalna, v., became muddv

(water).
*^

gutka, m., piece of iron in
iron sugar-cane press,

gutth, /., direction between
any two of four cardinal
points of compass.

/

H
hag mae, adv., without diffi-

culty, easily.
ha], m., oxen and plough

contrasted '
' - ^ '

plough.
with hall, f

hanal, adj., brown (paper).
hanakk, adv.. unjustly,

without reason = naliakk.
handhana, v., wear out (tr).

ha^dhna, v., wear, wear out
(intr.)

hanekna, spoil, gen, in passiv^e
of well, cart, welna, person
[e.g. through cold).

haggira, m., kind of large
ground lizard.

hanora, m., pride, boasting ==

man.

/

jaw
Iiatt, m., welL
hatti, m., man who sits on

gadhl and drives the oxen.
haulta = haula,

heavy), small,

light (not

hekh ! hekkha, interjection

^(disbelief and astonishment),
hi, /,, side piece of bed or

side door post.

^%y^j ^., rainbow,
hoha, m,, sUght puff of wind,
hua ! interj.^ used to incite dog.
hubara, w., one of radiating
j)ieces of wood in bair.

hui ha ha ha, interj., to incite

dog.

huliya, m., description,
humbli, /., capering:, jumpino;
about (marni).

huijghara agreement.
saying *yes ' (bharna).

huijglana, v., nod sleepily,
hunjna, v., sweep,
hunte, m,, pl^ riding on,

(laine).

hussarna, v., be irritated,

worried, be distressed through
heat.

huttar, m., excuse, pretence.

hall arf^;., at present, now.
liambnat;., grow faint (wind,

person). ^ '

I

1, pronominal suffix, to thee,
for thee.
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ijjar, m., flock of goats, ji aea na ! welcome,
sheep.

ikara, adj., single (cloth &c.).

itti, /., name of small piece of
wood to which (1) warp is

tied, (2) Tcala are tied.
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J

jabde, adv,^ quickly, recently.
jac, /., experience, skill,

j^g, /•:. lymph, fermentation.
jago nilti, ad},, half asleep.
jam jam ! titterj,, by all means,

certainly, welcome.
jamnS, m,^ Eugenia jambolana
and its fruit,

jamnu, w., iron or brass binder
binding narl to dattd.

f preparing
sewia.

japphal, adj.,' one variety of

the game kauddi.
jatak, m., boy.

/

/

angry appearance

ulanni, /., li

Muhammad
where

jhusmusra, m., morning twi-

light.
'

jawatra, m., sonin-law-
je, pronominal suffix, for you,

to you.
jhabera, w., quarrel, noise.
jhagna, v., endure,
jhai, /.,

(laini)

]haki, /., window,
jharapna, v., catch,
jhatte binde, adv. repeatedl3^
jhau, jhaw, adv, quickly,

recently.

jhigga, w., shirt,

jhiggi, /., boy's shirt.

jhissna, v., lose heart = jhissi

khani.
jho], wi., mixture of ghi and

sugar and milk*
jhopna, v., catch (ball, &c).

ji saddke, welcome.
jlndar, /., mud and dirt at
bottom of well,

jist, m,, lead,

jotra, m,, string attaching
parts of loom,

juman, m., power, strength.

K
kabula, m,, iron bolt.

kagani, w.
,

goat with very
long hair.

/ the pieces of

wood in lower part of

carkhd.

f

/•

/

intently watches for (laini).

kakoraula', m., noise (pana).

l1, /., strin

to ceiling.

attaching warp

kalerna, w., kunerna, m., rope

attaching panjali to fir,

kaligga, adj.^ blackish,

kalpa, m., long hook for

>wn

kammi, m., one who perforins

regular menial services.

kan, m. = karu = 5 feet.

kan., m., grain borrowed and
payable with interest.

kan, ?/^., excellence or sweet-

ness in gur.

kan man, /.,*shght rain (honl).

kandilri, /-, small cloth for

bread*

kandla, w., rounded iron rod.

kaijgi, /-, part of weaving

machine for tightening warp.

/., part of chest (body).

kani, /

milk (ajani).

kanI muni, /,, slight rain.

kann, m.. roughness on neck

of cattle (due to yoke).
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kanna, m,, reed in weaver's
warp.

kanni, /., reedin warp (differ-

ent from kanna),
kang, /., warping unnevenness

in framework of bed (paTnl).
kappa, m.=kalpa,
karah, m., big iron vessel with

handles.

karahi, /., smaller Jcardk.

karnaij, /
(loom). m feet.

karu, m., measure of length

/

kharkanna

,

adj,^ big-eared

,

attentive,

kharkana, m.
, broom of

twigs.

kharkilli, /., peg holding up
kJiarak (loom).

kharwa, adj., rough.
khasra, w., measles.
khatak, /., treating as impor-

tant, valuable.
khicc, /., rope attached to foot

piece in loom.

/ kahaddz.
n, /., very small pieces of
charcoal.

kesama

/
of stalks of bajra ,'&c.

khabira, wooden instrument of
shoemaker,

khachopar, m., turtle,
kliadda, m., irregular ditch,
khaddl, /., hole in ground

beside potter's oven,
khagga, m., wasp's nest.

/
cabbages.

row, line, e.g. of

/

popcorn.
»al

, /. , re;

ing oil.

/

khalarna, v., cause to stand,
khaliharna, m., wood attached

to ceiling (loom).
khambar, w^., main wheel of

carkhd.

khand, /., mine, hole for dig-
ging kankar.

khann, w., fragment of dhen-
dnla (kama).

khaopiyya,^., time of eveninjr
meal. ^

khappa, m., space.
khara,a(i/., salt, bitter.
knarak,

/., cross piece of wood
supporting warp.

[&c.
khltjgar, m., piece of kankar,
khittiS, /., pi. Pleiades.
khobna, v., cause to sink or

pierce.

khocia, adj,, large, loose,

khokh, m., hollow,
khola, m., old dismantled,
broken-down house.'

khrappe, w., pl.^ unevennesses
in road.

khroc, w., unevenness in road,
khunna, m., part of face above

eye.

khund, w., large-hooked stick,

side of welna.
khundi, /., small-hooked stick,

khurna, v., crumble,
khushka, m., dry dig, added to

rOii. — pahthan.
khuttar, w., deceit (karna).
kikana, kikara, adv., how.
kirna, be angry with,
kirtghan

, adj. , ungrateful

,

unthankful.
kirtghani, w., ingratitude, un-

thankfulness.
kojha, adj., ugly, ill-suited,

defective (in member).
kokka, m., cowry.
k5kka, m., mouthful of sugar-

cane.

kraihd, kraiht, /., loathing.
kuari, w., man who sells old

furniture.

kubba, m., cross piece of wood
in dhol.

kucajj, foolishness.
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kuddhan, m., wooden poker,

kudlio, w., hindrance (laggna).

kuhatra, m., half kos.

kuhmuk, /., crowd.
kukka, /.J whispering, plotting,

kukkar udari, /. (cock-fliglit),

very short distance,

kukkre, w. pi,, granulation of

eyelids (paine).

kundal, /., coil of snake
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4

lunda^ adj. , tailless, witli

hairless tail,

lura. ?

Jiisna, v., burn with anger.

M

(marni).

kurh, /., cow house.
kurkur, /., chattering,

kurmana, v.^ wither,

kushala, m.^ attention, effort,

kutarna, v.^ cut up small,

kuwej, /., lateness.

Tcuweia, adj,^ late.

L

/
lag, m., expense,
laga daga , m, , connection

business.

lahmbCj adv., to one side.

/

/

/

lamera, adj., longish.

lamittan, /., length,

lamkna, t;., desire, covet.

la, /., pulley-rope in loom
laijana t?., walk lame.

carkha.
of khambar in

latu, w., handle of door,
laun, m,, meat.

/

/

lickna, v., bend, (intr.)

likhat, /,,billof divorce,

lilll, /. pL (luttniS), amuse
oneself.

Qbh
, /.

,

/. , faqir's lock of hair,

lohra, m., half of rope harar.

lumba, m., chimney.

mackana, m,, incite.

madasa, m., cloth tied round
head to keep off cold,

made, m., one Avho will not
give,

mail], m., brickwork round
inside of well,

mahnga, w., clapping of

hands (marna).

majha, adj
,

pertaining to

buffalo.

makhe, v. , I said, contrd.

from maT akhea.

comb.
/ honey-

makku, m., (1) cloth binding

nan to dattUy iron point of

nahl; makku thappna, fig.

situjoon some body. (2) steel

point to weaver's shuttle.

makra, w. , forked wood in

, kanjan holding (ir.

makri, /., locust, spider.

mal, r«., word of address to a

man or boy, voc. mala.

mal, /., earth deposit from

river,

malea hoea, adj., ill.

malea jana, become ill.

alhl, /.,

ox-walk.

well or on

malomali, majlo mali, adv., by

force.

malna, v., escape, get away,

maita, m,, Malta orange.

man, /. , raised brickwork

round well.

mandharna, v., crush.

mandhila, w.. piece of wood
in bharwannx,

mandhra, adj,, short in sta-

ture.
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mangat, m., beggar,
manka,

bone
khd.

masatar.

m., circular bit of
tara Idain of car-

f lieight fromf 4 f f^ ' — ^A A ^»^AAA

ground to tips of fingers of
hand held above head.

massi, /., sock, especially
leather sock.

mate, con].^ lest.

mattan, /., large earthen jar,
= niatt.

4

mattlia, m,, foreliead.

mauri, /., back over scapuJa.
^'^y^5 /-J starch.

mec, m., table,

mentar, /., measuriner.
mindhna, v,^ crush.
mogha, w,,

channel.
small canal,

mohra, m., long dry branch
with twigs,

mohrak
, /. , rope on head and

mouth of cattle,

mohrl, /., small dry branch
with twigs.

mohrla,arf/., in front,
muhal, /., small piece of wood

in cart-wheel."

rauhanjia, m,, morning twi-
light,

muliath, /
door.

side post of

muhattal, period of time,
appointed period.

miihra, m., piece of wood
between two long side pieces
of cart.

idi,
f,

flood.

N
nadi, Noachian

nahb
, /. , ellipsoidal wood

round dhura of cart.

nainhdar, /., wood on which
latth of well rests.

m

nakhakhra. adj.^ pure, un-,

mixed, good,
namina, adj., blind.

narjan, adj., naked,
naniera, w., huqqa with cocoa-
nut base,

napna, ^;., seize,

naparna, v., seize,

natti, /., centre of game witli

cowries ; natti bahana, keep
waiting,

ne, v.y they are.

ne, ne, pronominal suflHx: to,

for or by them,
nehna, v., cause to stand on
ground e,g. matty ghara,

nere, interj., said to right ox
to make him turn to left,

nherni, /., vertigo,

nhora, m., = hanora.

.

ni., ni., pronominal suffix, are

to or for thee,

n^kherna, v., separate.
nikkar, m., piece of anything,
— pikka.

nikkharna, v., be separated.
ningha, ad., warm.

P
muka]a, tw., bad name, evil

; pabbi, /., hill.
report,

mull kanda, m., iron grater
for radishes, carrots, &c.

muTjgarara, m., mixture of
grain, mnTjgi and mah or
cnolh.

munna, adj., three quarters
munna, m., upright stick

cart to keep in load.
niur, adv., again.

padana, padhana, w., oxwalk
at well.

paihra, m,, way.
pahrea, w., cry of distress

(pana),

paroppl, /,, vertical cylinder

in millstone of khras.
in pashii, w., buffalo.

passa, m., pure gold (passe da
seona).



excrement.
pal, conj., that.

paila, adj^, further, beyond.
paintra, m,, dry place for

placing feet in wet ground.
pair pair ! said to right ox to

make him turn to left.

pasar, m., piece of wood be-

low racch in weaving.
pasar, w,, front-room.
pasar, m,, piece of wood under
warp in loom.

pata, m., document, lease.

pattha, m.. pupil of wrestler.

pattha, w,, wood into which
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pattu, m., one liandful of cattle phos, m., collection of cattle

ordure after one evacuation,
phuk, /., air, blowing with
mouth or inflator,

phuU, m., popcorn, black spot
in capatl.

phuttna, v., have offspring

(woman),
phutiil, /., waistcoat,

piakaj, m., great smoker or

drinker.

picharl, /., rope attached to

pauri of loom,

plena, t?., absorb water, be
watered (especially land),

pitjg, A, guddi gudde dl p.,

rainbow.

piuj
, /. , spoked wheel, little

wheel at end of gahd in iron

xvelna.

pinni, /. , leg between thigh

cuthl

comes.
of latth \n well

* •

patthe, m. pL, gresn chopped
food for cattle.

pattna, v., spend, waste
(money).

paund patt = paund satte,

paund satte, adv,,,sit first go
off, at once.

pauri, /,, foot piece in loom.
pauri, /., long side beam in

cart.

petha, m., kind of vegetable-

marrow.
phalli, adv., violently (of

beating or throwing down).

phalri, /,, wood on which

potter sits.

phalri, /., wooden tool of

shoemaker.

and ankle,

pnl, /

lower.

upper or

pirhi, /., generation.

pitta, m,, pure kaJh (bell

metal).

p5t, crop of bird,

pukkarna, v., give.

piir, m.y rahn while being

cooked.

/., beating, gust of

/

R

ram.
phandaka, wi., shaking dust

out of cloth (marna).

phaijga, m. , trouble, loss

(laggna).

/ regular mass of

sleepers, bricks, kanlcar^

latt, /,, lower piece of wood
in panjdlt.

phena, v., squeeze, burst.

rach , m.
,

part of weaving

machine where bobbin

passes.

rah 1 ,
/. , unploughed land sur-

rounded by ploughed.

rahtar, /., condition of Hving.

rail, /., appearance of some-

thing visible to eyes.

ralakna, v., go or walk slowly.

rambna, t;. , make arrangements
for '(€.(/., marriage).

rapphar, m., noise, quarrel.

phidda, w.,httle hollow, hole, rara, adj,, of uncultivated,

depression. level ground.
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/ level

ground.
rashm, /., ray of sun or cloth

.

ratta, m., noise.

rauna, m,, buttermilk,
rehl, /., Quran stand (folding).

rer, m., reri, /., = arer, arerl.
rhanda, m., widower'

saria, m., iron rod.
satail, satalw.^, adj., twenty-

seventh.

satiwS, adj., twenty-sev^enth,
especially of day in Ramzan.

satrana, adj., strong.
sawakhta, m., early time.
sawakhte, adv.^ in good time.

ror, m., kankar, or piece of sawikk, w., evil deed.
kanlcar.

rora, m., long continued time
without rain.

S

s, i>ronominal suffix, by,
for or to him = su

/

/
sajhanna, v., recognise/
sak sakra, m., little bits or

shavings of wood,
sajai, /., needle in shuttle,
saluka.. m., waistcoat.
samaddhar, arf;., short in size
samawar,w.,metalteapotand

Heating apparatus combined
samuira a^;., all, the whole
_
of, with everything.

safi'i. A, grown buffalo which
has not had young

sandhoa, m., house-breakinc
instrument,

sayga, m., collection of 4—lo
strings on sides of bed or
pirhi.

satjgarna v. became contract-
ed (as leather).

sani'hi'n''f''"'"'"™°"'i«^'it.sanjhan,
/., recognition.

janjhanna,
^;., recognise.

sannha, ni., kind of lizard,
sansar, ni., crocodile.

sehd, /., direction.
sejja], /., moisture.
sepi,

.
w., master receiving or

servaat doing menial service
on contract pay.

sham, /., iron or brass band
round wood,

sbarlata, w., gust of rain or
wind.

shokh, adj,, bright (of light or
colour); quick (of hearing),

shokjja, adj., cheeky, smart.

/

deur.
/

shumpuna, m., miserliness.

to.
/

sidharna, v., become good,
improve.

sihan, /., recognifon.
sihanna, v., recognise.
sijjiina, t?., pay out, take re-

venge on.
sillna, v., get wet.
sir matthe te, (on head and

forehead), by all means, wel-
come !

sirl, m., partner,
sittha, m., wax in honey-

comb.

/
ing

sohda, adj., pinkish red.
sokka, m., collection of 4—10

strings along sides of bed or
plrhi.

su, pronominal suffix, to, for or
by hi ra = -s.

SLiahra, adj., straight on.
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sucajja, adj.^ intelligent.

sudharna , i?. , become good

,

improve.
sudharna, v.^ make good, im-

prove.

sukhall, suklialla, adj.^ easy.

sumba, m.^ rounded, pointed
instrument for making holes.

suna, v.^ have offspring (ani-

mals).

sunhippan,
, beauty.

sun mun, adj., quiet.

suraij, /. tunnel.

sural], /., tibia.

sut, m., puff (of huqqa) (lana).

siitlar, w., piece of wood in

well to keep mahl in posi-

tion.

T

m

thali.
/

takana, m., cross piece in floor

of cart,

takani, /., = takana.
takbir wagana, i?., kill for

food

.

takma, w., medal.
takra, m., meeting.
taleath, tareath, m., wood at

top of well beside parana.
talii, oblong pieces shaved on

top of head, palate.

talwatth,
,, part of hty]gt in

tarauna, m. , little reedstand for

sweetmeat seller's basket.

tarcauli, /., rice and sugar
(shakkar) and til.

tarna, i\, be paid (of money).
tarna, v. pay (money).

tas, /., adornment (kaddhna).

tasbi, /., Muhammadan ro-

sary.

tatatat, interj., to make left

bullock turn to rigbt.

tatauji, /., kind of bird.

taulli, /., earthen cooking pot

= tauri.
m

tazi, adj., tazi kutta, grey-

hound, tazlghofa, racehorse.

tekna, v., bow.
thah, m,, /., sharp noise =

pataka.
^L

thakka, m.. cold wind.

than, in., woman's breast.

thapn^, v., fold.

thar, m., cold.

thar, /., acquaintance, resting

place.

thara, m., raised brickwork
before house or on well.

/

/

loom.

/

tarjgna, to., hanging frame for

clothes.

tap, m., dry thorn-branch.
tap]a, m., confusion, inistake,

(laggna).

tappa, m., hole in ground made
by blow from spade.

tar, /,, haste, anxiety,

tar, /., ray of sun.

taraijgar, w., Orion's Belt,

taraijgarna, t;., do in a rough
and ready way.

of back,=citt.

thet, m., sense, intelligence,

thulna, v., make known,
thumna, ?;., lean against.

tibba, w., hillock.

tikki, /., ball of sun just before

setting or after rising : hard

lumpy bit in capatt.

til, m., force.

tilakna, v., sHp.

tillar, wi., rope of three strands.

tind, / camel's stomach
brought into mouth, bald

head, shaved head.

tir, m., vertical beam, axle

of dhoL
tissa, trissa, m., three kinds of

grain mixed.

todda, w., young of camel,

tohna, v.y feol (to).
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toppa, m., circular piece of wa
wood joining two parts of

khambar,
totta, m., piece, fragment,
traihna, t;., be startled,

trahna, v., startle,

trappar, w., sackcloth.
trappri, /. , small piece of

sackcloth.

trauh, m., alarm,
tlirehra, adj., threefold,

trejiotreli, adj., covered with
perspiration,

treor, m., milk and ghi and
sugar mixed,

trikkh, /., swiftness,
troppa, m., stitch. •

tukk, /., guess.

tu|,/,, lever, lam = apply lever.
tuo, interj.^ calling to dog.

u
8, pronominal suffix, for thee,

to thee, thee,

ucca, m., tongs,
ueeca, adj., especially,

udail, /. pi, winno^ving.
udhala, m., elopement,
uggharna, v., raise (stick),
ukka, adj., altogether,
ular, ulara, m., tilting over or

back.

ularna, v., raise (stick),
ulhara, m., bending trees in
wind (khana).

:hkhanna,

vaccinate.
(/

ukhkhanwana, v., with mata
(/.) get vaccinated. [side

uUarna, v., get tilted to one
adv

how, &c.
this way, any

areb, m., bending, slanting.
utana,a</;., lying on back.

W
wa, m., association,

tion.
eonnec-

/
. whirlwind with dust.

wachera, m., foal.

wadhll, /. pi., cutting har-
vest.

wagghi, /., part between fin-

gers and between toes.

wahna, adj., smart, clever,

intelligent.

wahna, adj., barefoot, pairS
to wahna.

wahni, /., small drain.

wahrtara, m., Venus, Morning
Star,

wahrl, /., earthen vessel like

teapot.

waihtar, m., ass, mule, &c,
r

wain, m. , mourning (gen.

plural).

wajjna, v., be struck or sound-
be

masc
towards one'swith fem.,

wife,

wal (nikajna), muscle get out
of place, causing pain.

wala^ m., turn, twist.

walaijgla, walarjgla, m., turn,
twist.

walatjg]! , wala tjgli
, /. , turn

,

twist.

walh, /

'hdi)

pan

walundarna, v., spoil.

wand, /., fine weather.
wandha, adj., free, disengaged,
wai], /., one of pieces of wood
composing bair.

waraggla, m., turn, twist,

wasar, m., spice, e.g., haldl.

waskat, m., waistcoat.
wasna, v., rain,

watta, m., lobe of ear.

watta, m,, stone pestle,

wattna, w., stick for twisting
rope.

watti, /., weight of two sers.

waule, adv., in the open air,

wehl, /. and m., leisure.



Y

yabb, /. (.

(marna).
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wehla, ad],, at leisure.

whala, adv. , then, in that
case.

widdh, /., boil in vagina.
widdi, /., troublesome profit-

less work.
widdna, arrange (marriage)

,

prepare (huqqa), spread out
to dry (san).

will, /., moisture.
willna, v., get moist.
wircna, v,, be quiet (of child).

491

pL), silly talk

yaddhiia, v, , copulate with
(abuse), i.q, jaddhna.

yoroyorl, adv., by force.

y usaf khuh, what the dove says

(lit, 'Joseph in the well/

referring to doves having
told where Joseph's brethren

had put him).

/
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DECEMBER, 1909.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st December, 1909, at 9-15 p.m.

Dr. E. D. Ross, Ph.D., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. R. C. Bannerji, Mr. P. Brown,

Prof. P. J. Briihl, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, Mr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche,

Lieut.-Colonel E. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

W
Visitors :

Woolacott

The minutes of the last meeting were read and con-

firmed.

Fifty-four presentations were announced.

announc

1.
Annandale

officiate as General Secretary in the place of Mr. G. H. Tipper,

gone on tour.

2. That Mr. D. Hooper has resumed charge of the duties

of Treasurer from the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopa-

dhyaya.

3. That Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott has been appointed

a Member of the Council.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. H. M. Lefroy,

Sir H. H. Risley and Sir James Wilson have expressed a wish

to withdraw from the Society.
>

The following is the obituary notice of Dr. T. Bloch,

Ph.D., which was read at the November meetmg:—

Ernst Theodor Bloch was born on the 8th May 1867 at

Christiansfeldt in the Duchy of Schleswig Holstem. His

father, Bernhard Bloch, was the owner of a tanne y and

belonged to a colony of gentlemen farmers who had migrated

from Denmark. In 1880 he was placed in an ecclesiastical

seminary, in which he passed his school examinations and

distinguished himself by winning numerous P^^'^s m various

subjects. In 1887 he entered the Upper Primary Latin High

School in Halle-am-Siene. His University studies were

chiefly carried on at Leipzig, where he resided from Easter
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1889 to 1890. Subsequently he went to Berlin to study classi-
cal and Indo-Germanic Philology' He studied Sanskrit under
Windisch; Comparative Philology under Brugmann; Modern
Persian, Turkish and the Semitic languages, especially Arabic,
Hebrew and Syriac under Socin; Zend, Pahlavi and Religious
History under Lindner. He also attended the lectures of
Weber, Oldenberg and Johann Schmidt. In 1893 he gradu-
ated at the University of Leipzig as Doctor of Philosophy
'

'
cum summa laude.

'

' His thesis for the doctorate was the well-
known monograph on the Prakrt Grammarians entitled
" Vararuci und Hemacandra. " About this time he made the
acquamtance of Hofrath Dr. Georg Buhler who, struck with
the young man's singular attainments, invited him over to
Vienna. At Vienna he spent two years in the study of Smriti,
and It was Biihler's influence that made him an ardent
student of ancient Indian History, Palaeography and Epi-
graphy—subjects which, as he himself used to tell his friends,
brought him fame in after-life. In 1895 his first epigra-
phical contribution appeared in the Jouriial of the Royal
Astatic Society under the title " An unpublished Valabhi Copper-
plate Inscription of King Dhruva Sena I. " In the following
year he published at Leipzig his esssay on the " Dharmasutras
and Grhyasutras of the Vaikhanasa, " and was soon after
appointed First Assistant to the Superintendent of the IndianMuseum Calcutta. On the 3rd February, 1897, he was elected

Lr w °^
*^;i

.,^'*^*^" ^°^^'^*^ of Bengal, and a month

rtJ^
Honorary Philological Secretary, vice Dr. G. A. Grierson,

lljf T *i^
««ntinued to be the Philological Secretary till

nZn-\
..^'"''^^ ^^y« there were few coin committees, and

num..matics formed no Hght part of the Philological Secre-
ta y 3 work In the decipherment of Tughra and Kiifi, Dr.moch s skill was unrivalled, and he could read fluently, speak

Matx"hf"o?t^
^^".^^'

^i^"'
^^"^'^1^' U^'>' Kashmiri and

r.r^ r? i^
'^*'^^'"'' European ilanguages he knew English,Gernan. Damsh, Dutch, Swedish, Italian, French, Spanish

f\ZZT7 ^''^- ^«^t"g^^e«e- He had read a grelt deal of
classical Armeman and Arabic (both Prose and Poetry) and

vTJ! P'^r^^^f newspapers and periodicals in modern Arabic,

pfX? ^^^7:^^'^^«h- ,No less an authority than the late Prof,

wbn i ''n
'^^' *^^^ ^^^'^ ^ere very few scholars aUve

^^LT iT^^'.P'- ^1°^^^ i^ bis knowledge of the

also «1/h /^'' medieval languages of India. Prof. Pischel
also sa d that since the death of Prof. Kielhorn, Dr. Bloch

L^]sS r.^'?;^'^ ^'^"'S authority on Indian inscriptions,

frmn ^r
''

.
^^ ^ ^T^ °" ^^ inscribed Buddhistic statue

ham thJ \ ^PP^f^^ ^" °"'" Society's Jourmtl It is pei-

SLJrlnl,
^^ ^* ^f^^'t ^^^^'°''^^<^^^e treatment of Indian

loS sSrI ^t ^^"'^"^"^ P^^^^^- Appointed Archao-logical Surveyor, Bengal Circle, in 1900, he explored with
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great energy and much success some of the most ancient

as

and Buddha-Gaya. At VaisaU he discovered a considerable

number of ancient Indian seals, and in his article on the
' * Excavation of Vaisali

'

' he gave an account of them. Falling

dangerously ill in 1906, he took leave for about two years,

most of which he spent in Italy. Shortly before he left India

he was nominated Fellow of the Calcutta University, in which

position he took active part in discussions connected with

Sanskrit, Hebrew, and Ancient Indian History. He rejoined

service early in 1908, but his health was completely shattered.

Towards the end of that year there were signs of improvement,

but in June last he suddenly fell ill. His doctors advised him
to go to the hills and take complete rest, but, engrossed as

he was with the preparation of his lectures on Ancient Indian

History, he preferred to remain in Calcutta where the necessary

books of reference were accessible to him. His health con-

tinued to deteriorate till a sudden failure of heart carried him off

on Wednesday, the 20th October, 1909. In accordance with a

wish which he frequently expressed in his lifetime, his remains

were cremated at the Entally Crematorium, without any rites.

*' Tu quidem, ut es leto sopitus, sic eris, aevi

Quod super est, cunctis privatus doloribus aegris :

At nos horrifico cinefactum te prope busto

Insatiabihter deflevimus; aetemumque
Nulla dies nobis moerorem e pectore demet.

5 ?

A list of the published contributions of Dr. Blocii is here-

with subjoined :

—

1. A Grant of Dhruvasena I. J.R.A.S., 1S95, p. 379.

2. Buddha worshipped by Indra. Proc. A.S.B., 1898,

p. 186.

3. An ancient Inscribed Buddhistic Statue from Sravasti.

J.A.S.B., pt. I, 1898, p. 274.

4. A new Inscription of Maharaja Bhoja I. Ih., P- 291.

5. Note on the date of an Ancient Palm-leaf Manuscript

from Nepal. Proc. A.S.B., 1899, p. 69.

6. An Inscribed Drum from Assam. Ih., p. 68.

7. An Edition of a New Copper-plate Inscription of

Jayadityadeva II. J.A.S.B., pt. I,

8. Three new Inscriptions from Gaya. Proc. A.S.B.,

1900

190
206

9, Basar.Vesali. Z.D.M.G., Bd. LVII, p.

10. Ein cjriechische Theater in Indien. Ih., p. 456.

11. Excavations at Lauriya. 76., LX, p. 227.

;'.
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12. Einfluss der altbuddbistischen Kunst auf die Bud-
dha-Legende. 76., Bd. LXH, p. 370.

13. Uber einge bildliche Darstellungen altindiacher Got-
theiten. /6., p. 648.

14. Die Zeit Kalidasas. Ih., p. 671.

15. The Modern Name of ?^alanda. J.R.A.S.. 1909
p. 440.

16. Excavations at Basar. Archaeological Annual 1903-04,
p. 81.

' '

17. Caves and Inscriptions in Ramgarh Hills. Ih., p. 123.

18. Eine Sammlung persischer und arabischer Hands-
chriften in Indien. Z.D.M.G., Bd. LXIII, p. 98.

19. Zur Asoka-Inschrift von Bairat. lb., p. 325.

20. Sahet Mahet Umbrella-staff Inscription. Ep. Ind..
Vol. IX, p. 290.

^ t >

21. Uber einige altindische Gotternamen. Worter und
Sachen. Bd. I, 1909, p. 80.

TT 1 t?;tt^^°
inscriptions on Buddhist Images. Ep. Ind.,

Vol. VIII. ^ ^

ubSi ons^-^^^"^
^^^^^^ ^^" ^^^^^^ *® ^^^ posthumous

Bengal. J.A.S.B.
Alauddin

Z.D.M.G.
2. A note on Zoroastrian Deities on Kusana Coinage.

3. Notes on Buddha Gaya. Archseological Annual.
4. The Amauna plate Nandana. Ep. Ind.
5. Inscriptions on the Gateway of the great Mosque at

Burhanpur. Ep. Ind. Mos.
^ & i

6 The

addition
Arch^ological Section of the Indian Museum rewritten by
Dr. Bloch will be published by the Trustees. But by far
the greatest loss to scholarship has been the non-completion

1^1 Ifended lectures on Ancient Indian History which he
purposed to dehver in the course of November and December,

recognition

Lin

had
an

a slight token of

thrfr^ll '•• P''''o'<>g'sta and archasologists, eminent in

evZTn,rt?."'<^L "t:
."-- l'?™

I'.-" 4 -ery age and in
unique
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profound learning as distinguished Dr. Bloch from the rest
of his compeers, is rare even in a century.

The following three gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordi-
nary Members :-

Mr. J. E. Webster, I.C.S., proposed by Mr. W. B. Brown,
seconded by Mr. H. G. Graves ; Bahu Panchanan Ghose, M.A.,
Officiating Prof, of Physics, Krishnagar College, proposed
by Dr. E. P. Harrison, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper;
Mr. Eugene Toth, proposed by Mr. G. H. Tipper, seconded by
Dr. N. Annandale.

The following papers were read :

1. Rivers of Bengal.—By W. A. Inglis, Communicated
by the General Secretary,

This paper has been published in the Journal for Novem-
ber, 1909.

2. The Bahmani Dynasty.—By Maulvi Abdul Wall
3. Pre.'Mughal Mosques of Bengal.—By Monmohan

Chakravarti.
This paper has been published in the Journal for October,

1909.

4. The Secretion of Phromnia murginella , Oli vier.— By
D. Hooper.

This paper has been published in the Journal for October,
1909.

5. The Poems of Bairam Khan, Khan-Khanan.—By
l>Bi. E. D. Ross.

The Poems will be published in the Bibliotheca Indica.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, the

8th December, 1909, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.- Colonel F. J. Dbury, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, Dr. Adrian Caddy, Major J. T.

Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. G. C. Cliatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor,
I.M.S., Captain R.E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Lt-Col. F. P. Maynard,
I.M.S., Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw,
I.M.S., Captain H. E. Smith, I.M.S., Captain H. B. Steen,

I.M.S., Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Mr. 0. N, Davis, Babu B. D. Mukerjee.
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Lg were read and confirmed

shown
putof congenital heart disease by Dr. Caddy, and one of c.

medusa by Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.

A discussion on ''Circulatory Diseases in India'' was
opened by Lieut.-Col. F. J. Drury, I.M.S., and a paper on the

Major L. Rogers, I.M
was
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PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.
(a)

st Wednesday

October.

(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member-
ship,

(

and to the grounds and public rv,:m8 of the Society

during the hours thej are open to members.

{d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections.

(ff) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the

Library.

(/) To receive gratis^ copies of the Journal and Proceeding

%n^ Memoirs of the Society.

ig) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected

thereto.
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